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FAST BREEDER REACTOR PROGRAM

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30, 1975

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT EcONOMIc CoMmrnrRlE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:35 a.m., in room 2154,

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Hubert H. Humphrey (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senator Humphrey; and Representatives Bolling, Hamil-
ton, and Brown of Ohio.

Also present: William A. Cox and George R. Tyler, professional
staff members; Michael J. Runde, administrative assistant; Leslie J.
Bander, minority economist; and George D. Krumbhaar, Jr., minority
counsel.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN HUMPHREY

Chairman HuMPHREY. We call to order the meeting of the Joint
Economic Committee. Today our subject matter is the economics of the
liquid metal fast breeder reactor. There will be subsequent hearings
on this subject, but we want to get underway with Mr. Staats from
the General Accounting Office and other witnesses.

Just a brief statement on my part. This major new nuclear reactor
system called the breeder reactor will consume 450 million Federal
dollars in fiscal year 1976, making it the largest single Federal energy
program. I think it should be noted that the rate of spending on this
project has quarupled since 1968. At the same time, due to numerous
technological problems and, of course, inflation, the total program
cost has risen to $10.7 billion from an original estimate of $2 billion.
Progress has been halting and the programs' deadlines have slipped.

The benefits of the breeder are related to its role as a possible suc-
cessor to our present generation of light-water nuclear reactors. There
is little question that at some point, as we may deplete our uranium
and fossil-fuel resources, a new technology for electricity generation
must be found. The question is, however, whether the breeder is the
right system for that purpose. Certainly alternative fuel sources such
as solar energy and fusion now exist and are rapidly being developed.
A secondary question is whether the breeder should be developed on
what is commonly referred to as a "crash" basis or in a more pro-
tracted and orderly manner.

The General Accounting Office, represented here today by its Direc-
tor, Mr. Elmer Staats, and the Environmental Protection Agency,
represented by Mr. Sheldon Meyers, have raised questions regarding
the breeder program. A GAO report issued Monday said that the

(1)
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present breeder program schedule is optimistic and possibly unrealis-
tic. It noted that utility industry support for the breeder will depend
upon factors not yet determined. In short, the private utilities are far
from convinced now that the breeder will be safe or economical.

The Environmental Protection Agency's report is in the form of
a critique of the breeder's environmental impact statement. The critique
examined the major factors which bear on the level of benefits derived
from the breeder-factors including in particular electricity demand
and uranium supply.

In the case of the electricity demand, the EPA noted correctly that
the rise in electricity prices has moderated the growth in electricity
demand. Indeed, it is constraining demand enough so that the breeder
program could be delayed from 4 to 12 years, according to the EPA,
because of the reduced consumption of fossil and uranium fuels in the
meantime.

Now, such a delay may be justified to determine what the actual
benefits of the breeder program are; we could answer questions re-
garding safety, uranium supplies, the use of foreign breeder technol-
ogy, the cost of solar and fusion energy, and other similar questions.
I think it should be noted that this committee has not in any way
passed judgment on these matters. These are matters to be explored.
These hearings will be conducted to cross examine the different claims
and counterclaims and hopefully to arrive at some conclusions and
recommendations.

At the same time, just as I have noted, that delay could give to us
a chance to reexamine certain parts of the program, delay also may
mean higher program outlays as the breeder development program is
stretched out. We have witnessed in so many endeavors that delay
has resulted in a tremendous increase in the cost of the ultimate
product.

It is my view that we will place heavy reliance on nuclear energy
for electricity in the future. Now, whether that electricity can be pro-
duced most cheaply by breeder reactors is a question we hope to
explore and shed some light on in these hearings.

We are very pleased to have with us today the Honorable Elmer
Staats, Comptroller General of the United States. He will be followed
by Mr. Sheldon Meyers of EPA and Mr. Theodore Taylor of the
International Research and Technology Corp. We also have Mr.
Phillip Hughes of the General Accounting Office with us today.

We are very fortunate to have the outstanding work and service that
the GAO gives to the Congress, and I want to express publicly our
appreciation for the superb research and evaluation that comes to us
from the Comptroller General's office.

Before we hear from you, Mr. Staats, I ask that your General Ac-
counting Office report, entitled "The Breeder Reactor Program-Past,
Present, and Future" be included in the record of this hearing.

[The report follows:]
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES
WASUINGTOR. D.C. Z5

B-164105

To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives

This is our report on the liquid metal fast breeder
reactor program--past, present, and future.

We made our review pursuant to the Budget and Account-
ing Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and the Accounting and Audit-
ing Act of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67). -

We are sending copies of this report to the Director,
Office of Management and Budget, and the Administrator,
Energy Research and Development Administration.

A'1
Comptroller General
of the United States

//�- 44
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS

D I G E S T

WHY THE REVIEW WAS MADE

The liquid metal fast breeder reactor
is our Nation's highest priority
energy program. A breeder reactor
can create for the future more fuel
than it uses.

Because of the intense congressional
and public interest in this breeder
and the very large amounts of Govern-
ment and private funds that have been
and are expected to be spent to
develop it, GAO wanted to know how
the breeder program started, where
it is today, and where it is going.

GAO will release shortly a report
on the cost and schedule estimates
for the first breeder demonstration
plant, and an issue paper on the
broad range of promises and un-
certainties of the total breeder
program.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

The Energy Research and Development
Administration (ERDA)--the successor
agency to the recently abolished
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)--
envisions that operation of the first
large commercial breeder will begin
in 1987--a target date which has
slipped 3 years since 1969. ERDA
expects to subsidize this first
commercial plant. ERDA projects
that by the year 2000, 186 commer-
cial-size breeders will be built and
operating, some of which might also
require subsidies. However, there
are Indications that these ERDA
projections are optimistic. (See
pp. 2 to 4.)

THE LIQUID METAL FAST BREEDER
REACTOR PROGRAM--PAST, PRESENT,
AND FUTURE
Energy Research and Development

Administration

ERDA's approach to commercializing
breeders includes building a
demonstration plant to show that
a breeder can operate safely,
cleanly, and reliably. Plans to
build the Nation's first breeder
demonstration plant are now in the
preliminary design stage. (See
p. 7.)

Until recently, the breeder program
stressed the progressive develop-
ment of six successively larger
demonstration plants. This approach
would have required considerable
Government support to develop
larger components for each succes-
sive demonstration plant. In mid-
1974, AEC realized that this ap-
proach placed too much emphasis on
plant construction and operation
and not enough on developing plant
components.

Consequently, AEC terminated plans
for all but one demonstration plant
and decided to build instead a
facility to test large components.
This major redirection places the
single demonstration plant in a
very important position. (See
pp. 8 and 9.)

AEC's total breeder program funding
through fiscal year 1974 was about
$1.8 billion. Recent estimates show
that an additional $8.9 billion
(fiscal year 1975 and 1976 dollars)
will be needed to carry the program
through to 2020. Since 1968 the
expected costs of the program have
increased by $6.8 billion, $3.5 bil-
lion of which ERDA attributes to
inflation. (See pp. 9 to 11.)

Tear Sheet. Upon removal, the report
cover date should be noted hereon. 1
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The recent cost estimate includes
$300 million for Government subsidy
of one plant after the demonstration
plant. This cost estimate assumes
that major design and construction
improvements would be realized after
the demonstration plant.

ERDA officials told GAO that based
on other analyses ERDA and Its
contractors have made, the subsidy
could be as high as $2 billion for
several plants if the program does
not attain its development goals
and resulting improvements and if
more conservative assumptions are
made. (See p. 11.)

In addition to Federal funding of
the breeder, over half a billion
dollars of private funds have been
or will be spent over the next 5
to 10 years to develop the breeder
and build the demonstration plant.
(See pp. 11 and 12.)

Elements and facilities
making up the breeder program

The overall breeder program consists
of six major program areas, each of
which contributes an important
element of technology. Within the
fuels and materials area, there is
a potential problem concerning the
continued availability of qualified
commercial fabricators of breeder
fuel. (See pp. 15 to 18.)

The fuel recycle area is probably
the least technologically advanced
area at this time. The ability to
recycle plutonium for use in the
breeder is essential to the breeder
concept. The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission is presently consid-
ering the question of allowing
recycling of plutonium in light-
water reactors. The Commission's
decision, expected in late 1977 or
early 1978, could have an adverse

effect on the breeder program.
(See pp. 18 and 19.)

Each area has at least one major
test facility. GAO identified 22
major facilities in use or being
built in support of the program.
ERDA plans to build eight more
major facilities. The estimated
cost of all these facilities is
about $3 billion, which is inclu-
ded in the breeder program cost
estimate. (See pp. 15 and 24.)

Three of the most important faci-
lities have experienced substantial
cost increases and schedule delays.

For example, a facility to test
breeder fuels was originally esti-
mated in 1967 to cost $87.5 million
to construct and was to begin oper-
ations early in 1974. This test
facility is now forecast to cost
$512 million and operations are
expected to begin early in 1980.
The other two facilities have also
experienced cost increases of over
100 percent as well as schedule
delays. (See pp. 25 and 26.)

Management of ERDA's
breeder program

The ERDA division that manages the
breeder program had been experi-
encing delays in reaching agreement
on programmatic and technical
matters affecting the program and
needed to keep top management better
informed of problem areas. The
division recognized these problems
and contracted with a private con-
sulting firm to identify ways to
improve management control.

As a result, the division is imple-
menting a new system for adminis-
tering, managing, and controlling
its various programs, of which the
breeder is the most important. This

II
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system is intended to provide in-
creased program visibility and con-
trol.

If properly implemented, the new
system should reasonably assure that
ERDA will have greater visibility
over the LMFBR program and that it
will be in a position to better
focus management attention and
direction over those areas of the
program experiencing problems.
(See pp. 27 to 31.)

The demonstration plant project, the
Clinch River Breeder Reactor, is
managed jointly by ERDA and utility
industry participants. This manage-
ment arrangement is complex and po-
tentially cumbersome. Project
officials say no problems have
resulted thus far from this complex
arrangement because of the compatible
personalities of the two individuals
most directly involved in managing
the project. (See pp. 31 and 32.)

In GAO's view, the organizational
arrangement for the demonstration
plant project, which depends
heavily upon the personalities of
the individuals involved, may prove
to be so cumbersome as to hinder
the effective management of the
design and construction of the
Clinch River Breeder Reactor and
consequently represents a potential
risk to the project. An ERDA review
group reached similar conclusions.

The breeder demonstration project
is now estimated to cost the Gov-
ernment about $1.468 billion--$1
billion more than was estimated
several years ago. GAO believes
that now, when the Government is
expected to commit an additional
$1 billion to the project, may be
an appropriate time to seek a change
in the present contractual arrange-
ment to strengthen and steamline

eaShee

Government control over the project.
(See p. 32.)

On March 10, 1975, ERDA submitted
to the Joint Committee on Atomic
Energy for its approval proposed
legislation and underlying docu-
ments that would provide for a new
management structure for the pro-
ject. Essentially, management con-
trol of the project would be given
to ERDA, commensurate with the Gov-
ernment's investment in the project.
This new management structure is
intended to strengthen and streamline
Government control over the project.

In a recent report, GAO pointed out
that the various documents ERDA sub-
mitted to the Joint Committee did
not clearly delineate the manner in
which the project would be managed
and that ERDA might not be able to
exercise usual management prerogatives.
(See p. 32.)

Relation to breeder funding
to total Federal enemry funding

Federal energy research and develop-
ment funding has grown markedly since
fiscal year 1971 when it was $420
million. The proposed fiscal year
1976 Federal budget includes $1.8
billion for energy research and
development. (See pp. 33 and 34.)

Federal funding for developing the
breeder was $168 million in fiscal
year 1971, representing 40 percent
of total Federal energy research
and development funding. In fiscal
year 1976, funding for the breeder
is estimated to be $474 million,
about 26 percent of total Federal
energy research and development
funding. (See p. 35.)

Foreign breeder programs

Developing a liquid metal fast

iii
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breeder is a high priority national
energy program of five other major
industrial nations: United Kingdom,
France, Japan, West Germany, and the
Soviet Union. ERDA says that, of
the foreign programs, those of the
Soviet Union and France are prob-
ably the most advanced in reactor
development. (See pp. 36 to 39.)

Although there are some differences
between the U.S. and foreign pro-
grams, all foreign programs either
contain or plan many of the same
elements that are in the long-
range U.S. program. (See p. 40.)

A contributing factor in the
rapid advance of the French pro-
gram, ERDA says, has been the
less stringent safety require-
ments in France. ERDA says that
French breeder reactors would
have a difficult time getting
licensed in the United States,
although the licenseability of
French reactors has not been
explored in the United States.
(See pp. 40 to 42.)

An ERDA review group report said
foreign breeder programs can con-
tribute important data and infor-

mation to the U.S. program. The
U.S. program could make use of
foreign programs under several
specific arrangements; however,
none of these arrangements could
save any large amount of U.S.
effort. (See p. 42.)

RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

This report contains no recommen-
dations.

AGENCY ACTIONS AND UNRESOLVED
ISSUES

GAO discussed this report with
ERDA officials on several occasions
and believes that there are no
major residual differences in fact.

MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION
BY THE CONGRESS

If the Congress wants to know
whether greater reliance can be
placed on the use of foreign liquid
metal fast breeder reactor technol-
ogy, it should explore with ERDA in
greater depth the advantages and
disadvantages of using foreign
liquid metal fast breeder reactor
technology.

iv
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CHAPTER 1

THE LIQUID METAL FAST BREEDER REACTOR
PROGRAM--ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION

A breeder reactor, such as the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder
Reactor (LMFBR)1, can create more fuel than it uses. Because
of this feature, developing a commercial LMFBR is the aim of
the Nation's highest priority energy program. Efforts to
develop the LMFBR concept have cost the Federal Government
about $1.8 billion. Jhe Energy Research and Development
Administration (ERDA) -- successor agency to the Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC)--projects that it will cost an additional
$8.9 billion through the year 2020.

WHY AND WHEN IS LMFBR
EXPECTED TO BE NEEDED

The growing shortage of fossil fuels is spurring the
search for alternate sources of energy. Nuclear power re-
actors, using enriched uranium as a fuel, are an alternative
to fossil fuels for generating electricity. ERDA predicts
that the U.S. electrical energy demand will double between
1970 and 1985 and will double again by the year 2000.
Nuclear power presently accounts for about 6 Percent of the
total U.S. electrical generating capacity. ERDA expects
nuclear power will account for about 60 percent by the year
2000.

Currently, 53 commercial nuclear power plants are oper-
ating in the United States. One is a high temperature qas-
cooled reactor and the rest are light-water cooled reactors.
All of the currently operating nuclear reactors consume fuel
during the energy producing process. Because of the limited
supply of low-cost uranium ore available for fuel in such

1 Liquid metal refers to the liquid sodium used as the
coolant to carry off the heat of the reactor fuel. A
fast reactor is a reactor in which the chain reaction
is sustained primarily by fast neutrons rather than by
the slower speed neutrons found in present generation
commercial nuclear power reactors.

2 The Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-438)
abolished AEC and established the Energy Research and
Development Administration and the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission on January 19, 1975. All of the AEC programs
and activities discussed in this report are now carried
out by the Energy Research and Development Administration
and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

64-603 0 -76 -2
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reactors, ERDA has expressed the belief that the full poten-
tial of nuclear energy for the future can be realized only by
developing the breeder reactor because (1) the known economi-
cally recoverable domestic uranium reserves (approximately
700,000 tons) will be committed to light-water reactors
within a few years and (2) complete reliance on light-water
reactors will deplete these estimated reserves in about 25
to 50 years.

Light-water reactors use only about 2 percent of the
energy available in the nuclear fuel they use. Fast breeder
reactors, on the other hand, can use as much as 60 percent
or more of the total energy from the nuclear fuel and, at the
same time, create more fuel for future use than they use.

ERDA is developing several types of breeder reactors:
(1) the molten salt breeder, (2) the light-water breeder,
(3) the gas-cooled fast breeder, and (4) the LMFBR. The
LMFBR has been the highest priority breeder program since the
mid-1960s.

Program schedule

The present LMFBR program schedule calls for commercial
introduction of the LMFBR in 1987. ERDA defines commercial
introduction as that point in time that one large-scale
breeder reactor becomes operational. ERDA recognizes that
this reactor would not be of the same power level as later
reactors and that it would require some form of Government
subsidy. In addition, under the present plan, ERDA is pro-
jecting that 8 breeder reactors would be built in the late
1980s and large numbers would be built in the early 1990s.
Some of these reactors may require additional Government
subsidies.

ERDA officials emphasized, however, that ERDA's Admin-
istrator is still formulating plans for the LMFBR and, as of
March 1975, he had not reached a final position on the program.

ERDA anticipates that during the early 1990s a viable
and competitive commercial industry can be developed. A
viable industry will include reactor manufacturers and
architect-engineers from whom interested utilities can so-
licit bids and select a power plant. A competitive industry
will include a number of qualified and experienced vendors
from whom selections can be made for furnishing major equip-
ment items.

AEC projected that, by the year 2000, 186 commercial-
size LMFBRs will be built and operating. These projections
were derived from a cost-benefit analysis contained in the
Proposed Final Environmental Statement on the LMFBR program,
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which AEC released for public comment in January 1975. The
following chart shows the number of LMFBRs exDected to begin
operations through the year 2019.

Number of Plants Cumulative number
Year that begin operations of plants built

1986-87 1 1
1988-89 8 9
1990-91 13 22
1992-93 24 46
1994-95 34 80
1996-97 46 126
1998-99 60 186
2000-19 992 1,178

The Proposed Final Environmental Statement points out,
however, that general schedule slippages in U.S. utilities
plans for added electrical generating capacity

"* * * suggests that the assumed timing of commercial
breeder introduction should also be slipped, presumably
into the early 1990s, instead of the late 1980s as
previously assumed."

Our discussions with representatives of the utility
industry and reactor equipment manufacturers indicate that
ERDA's projections for the number of LMPBRs in the late 1980s
and early 1990s is optimistic and possibly unrealistic. These
representatives expressed the view that few utilities would
be willing to commit large amounts of capital until they were
fairly certain that LMFBRs would be technically and economi-
cally viable.

Building reactors in the United States from time of com-
mitment to operation presently requires about 8 to 10 years.
To meet ERDA's projections, utilities would be required to
commit large amounts of capital in the late 1970s or early
1980s--which is at least several years before ERDA expects to
have developed and tested the major components required for
commercial-size LMFBRs. It is also up to 10 years prior to
the expected 1987 operation of the first commercial-size
LMFBR, which ERDA believes will confirm the economic viability
of commercial-size LMFBRs.

In a 1969 cost-benefit study of the breeder program,
LMFBR's introduction date was predicted to be 1984, 3 years
earlier than the present schedule. AEC attributed this 3-
year schedule slip to (1) delays in negotiating contracts
for and getting congressional authorization for the LMFBR
demonstration plant project (Clinch River Breeder Reactor)
and (2) such external factors as delays in light-water re-

3
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actor licensing and the court-imposed requirement to issue
an environmental impact statement on the overall LMFBR pro-
gram.

In October 1974, kEC requested that a special staff
study be made of the LMFBR program. In part, the review
was to reassess the need for and timing of the LMFBR in
light of the latest available information. The review qroup
concluded that, because of the limited amount of known economi-
cally recoverable domestic uranium reserves, LMFBR's devel-
opment is needed to insure the continued availability of the
nuclear power option to meet the Nation's future energy
needs. The group recommended that the LMFBR program should
proceed expeditiously toward the goal of a commercial breeder
by the early 1990s. They also recommended that an aqgres-
sive, accelerated effort be undertaken to better define the
likely availability and producibility of economic uranium
resources in the United States. The group said that the
LMFBR program should be reassessed as additional resource
data becomes available.

HOW DID LMFBR EVOLVE
TO ITS CURRENT STATUS?

Interest in fast breeder reactors dates back to the
early 1940s. Nuclear scientist Enrico Fermi first demon-
strated the concept in experiments at the University of
Chicago. His experiments produced the first apparent evi-
dence that breeding nuclear fuel was possible. The reactor
used in these experiments was the first facility to suc-
cessfully show a self-sustaining nuclear chain reaction on
December 2, 1942. The phenomenon opened the doors to the
development of the nuclear power industry.

Because expert atomic scientists and uranium resources
were devoted to developing the atomic bomb for use in World
War II, the national laboratories were not able to devote
full attention to the breeder reactor. After the war, the
nuclear scientific community increased its effort toward
breeder reactor development. AEC was formed in 1946 to
develop and manage atomic energy activities in the United
States.

At first, AEC considered various breeder programs. The
Clementine reactor at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory in New
Mexico was one of the earliest steps towards the advancement
of the breeder concept. It operated from 1946 to 1953 and
was used to explore the possibilities of operating a fast
reactor with plutonium fuel and a liquid metal (mercury) as
a coolant. This first experimental reactor proved that fast
reactors could operate safely and reliably.

4
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The next significant event was the construction and
operation of the Experimental Breeder Reactor I (EBR-I) byArgonne National Laboratory at its test site in Idaho. OnDecember 20, 1951, this facility produced the world's first
electricity from nuclear fuel. EBR-I proved the feasibility
of the breeding concept.

During the operation of EBR-I, the next significant step
occurred--the design and construction of Experimental Breeder
Reactor II (EBR-II) by Argonne National Laboratory at its
Idaho test site. Construction of this facility began in 1958and operations began in 1963. EBR-II was to determine the
feasibility of (1) using a fast reactor with a sodium coolant
as a central station olant and (2) developing a fuel recycle
capability for reprocessing used (or spent) fuel from the
reactor to remove certain radioactive Products, refabricating
the fuel into new fuel, and placing it back in the reactor
for continuing operations. In 1965, EBR-II's primary purposewas changed to its present role--to testing fuels and materials -
for the LMFBR program. EBR-II is the only operating breeder
reactor in the United States.

In early 1955, AEC invited proposals from private indus-
try to design, construct, and operate a power reactor as part
of AEC's 5-year reactor development program. Construction ofthis reactor--called the Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant--beqanin 1956 and critical operations began in 1963. This was the
Nation's first privately owned and operated fast breeder
reactor; however, AEC provided some financial assistance toindustry for this project. The plant operated until late
1972 and produced 32,000 megawatt1 hours of commercial elec-
tricity.

The development of LMFBR technology through the early
and mid-1960s resulted in identifying certain problem areasneeding resolution. To find solutions to the problems, vari-
ous facilities were or are being built, including the: (1)
Los Alamos Molten Plutonium Experiment, (2) Southwest Experi-mental Fast Oxide Reactor, and (3) Fast Flux Test Facility
(FFTF). All three were or are special purpose reactors builtfor specific types of experiments. For example, the Southwest
Experimental Fast Oxide Reactor was designed to demonstrate
inherent safety characteristics of a particular type of LMFBR
fuel. Other special purpose facilities--the Nuclear Instru-
ment Test Facility and the Radioactive Sodium Chemistry Loop--which supported LMFBR were also built at this time.

In 1967, AEC issued a report to the President which des-
cribed the breeder's promise of meeting the Nation's long-

1
A unit of power; equal to 1,000,000 watts.
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term energy needs and established the LMFBR program as its
highest priority civilian reactor development effort. LMFBR
was chosen over other breeder concepts because of (1) its
potential favorable performance and economy, (2) interest
and support by reactor manufacturers and electric utilities,
(3) the amount of base technology and operating experience
already available, and (4) proven basic feasibility. AEC
stated that these factors provided the basis for LMFBRs to
realize a relatively short development-to-commercialization
time period.

From 1965 to 1967, the electric utility industry started
making large scale commitments to rely on nuclear power
plants for much of the additional electrical capability our
country needed. These commitments involved primarily con-
structing and operating light-water reactor power plants.

The increased electrical consumption during the late
1960s and early 1970s resulted in brownouts in major cities
across the country. Fossil fuel prices rose sharply and
some major utilities' levels of existing fuel reserves
decreased. As a result, the President directed that a
special review of the national energy situation be made.
This review was to identify possible approaches the Federal
Government could take to alleviate the potential shortages
of fuel and to help insure that enough fuel existed for
future use.

The results of the review were reflected in the Presi-
dent's Energy Message to the Congress in June 1971. In this
message, the President established the LMFBR program as the
Nation's highest priority energy program and made a national
commitment to successfully demonstrate the concept by 1980.
According to AEC, the national priority placed on developing
LMFBR was needed to take full advantage of the momentum and
technical progress achieved up to that time and to get the
funding required to demonstrate the concept.

In 1973, the President reemphasized the national energy
supply problem and established Project Independence. The
current objective of Project Independence is to achieve
invulnerability to changes in foreign production and shipment
of energy supplies. This places even more importance on
developing new energy sources, like LMFBR.

THE APPROACH TO COMMERCIALIZATION
OF LMFBR

The basic objective of the LMFBR program is to develop
a broad technological and engineering base with extensive
utility and industrial involvement which will lead to a
strong, competitive, commercial breeder industry. The long-
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term goal for the program is to establish a breeder reactor
economy early in the 21st century which will furnish all
the material needed to fuel nuclear plants to meet our total
electrical energy demand.

AEC's approach to the commercialization of LMFBRs has
been proceeding along two lines of effort--the base tech-
nology program and the demonstration plant program. Under
the base technology program, emphasis is placed on devel-
oping key technical areas. Engineering development, manu-
facturing, and proof testing efforts have been and are
being expanded within this part of the program. These
efforts are performed with private industry and are directed
at developing realistic technical and economic bases for the
LMFBR demonstration program.

The demonstration plant program is to serve as the key
to the program's transition from the technology development
phase to large-scale commercial utilization. Plans for
building the Nation's first LMFBR demonstration plant--the
Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR) near Oak Ridge, Tennes-
see--are now in the preliminary design stages. This facility
is to be a 350 megawatt electric (MWe)l powerplant and is pre-
sently scheduled to be operational by mid-1982. It is a co-
operative government/industry effort. CRBR's primary objec-
tives are to

--demonstrate the safe, clean, and reliable operation of
an LMFBR closely resembling a commercial-sized plant
while showing a high availability factor for power
production in a utility environment,

--serve as the focal point for the development of systems
and components,

--develop industrial and utility capabilities to design,
construct, and operate LMFBRs, and

--demonstrate the commercial licenseability of LMFBRs.

According to AEC, constructing and operating an LMFBR demon-
stration plant is the only means by which these objectives
can be realized. The guidelines issued in establishing CRBR
as it presently exists were based on utility recommendations.

1A megawatt electric is a measure of electric power while
a megawatt thermal (MWt) is a measure of heat. For present
generation nuclear powerplants, about 3 MWt are required
for each MWe produced.
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AEC considered other approaches to realizing these same

objectives, including trying to encourage industry to under-

take the demonstration of LMFBR technology on its own, re-

lying on foreign experience to demonstrate the concept, and

purchasing foreign LMFBR technology and adopting it to the

prevailing U.S. regulatory requirements. AEC pointed out,

however, that none of the alternatives was able to meet the

objectives satisfactorily.

Until mid-1974, AEC had stressed the progressive devel-

opment of successively larger demonstration and "early

commercial" plants,
1

using these olants as test beds for

component development. AEC projected that two more demon-

stration plants and three early commercial plants would be

built after CRBR. These plants were expected to show the

reliability, safety, licenseability, and environmental
acceptability of the LMFBR concept and, would provide private

industry with a reliable basis on which to build an LMFBR

energy economy. This approach would require considerable

Government support for developing larger sodium components,

such as steam generators, pumps, valves, piping, and heat

exchangers for each successive demonstration plant.

As a result of an assessment of the .LMFBR program made

in mid-1974, AEC--along with industry, AEC national labora-

tories, and utility executives--identified a severe program

imbalance. AEC realized that buildinq a number of succes-

sively larger demonstration plants placed too much emphasis

on developing plant components for each successive plant.

This approach would have required development of several

generations of large components--a costly and time consuming
process. ERDA officials believe that component development

concurrent with plant construction has been a probable cause

of the delays experienced thus far in the construction of

FFTF and that this approach could delay construction of CRBR.

Consequently, in July 1974, AEC made a major redirection

to its LMFBR program. The redirection called for terminating

plans for multiple demonstration plants and going with only

a single demonstration plant--CRBR. Instead of follow-on
demonstration and early commercial plants, a large com-

ponent test facility--Plant Component Test Facility--is now
planned to test full commercial-size sodium components.

Early plant experience is expected to be gained by operating

FFTF and CRBR in the United States as well as from foreign

lOperating LMFBR plants smaller in size and power generating

capacity than future commercial LMFBR plants are anticipated

to be.
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LMFBR programs. One near commercial plant
1

is planned to
cover any further needs in the plant experience area. It
is expected to be about 1,000 to 1,500 MWe in size and to
consist of the large commercial-size components to be
developed and tested under the component development portion
of the LMFBR program.

With this revised program, CRBR is placed in an even
more important position; it will now be depended upon to
demonstrate the reliability, safety, licenseability, and
environmental acceptability of the LMFBR concept. Also,
CRBR will serve as a focal point for developing components
and systems. In this capacity it should provide major input
to the large component development programs and the testing
requirements which must be factored into the design of the
Plant Component Test Facility. This facility is Planned to
become operational in the early 1980s.

According to ERDA, the availability of the Plant Com-
ponent Test Facility should allow industry to construct
large commercial-size components much sooner than previously
contemplated. ERDA has stated that this adjusted LMFBR plan
should further enhance the ability of industry to design and
build a number of large commercial plants for operation by
the late 1980s or early 1990s.

HOW MUCH WILL IT COST
TO DEVELOP LMFBR?

AEC's total LMFBR program funding from fiscal year 1948
through fiscal year 1974 was about $1.8 billion. ERDA recently
estimated that an additional $8.9 billion (fiscal year 1975
and 1976 dollars--effects of inflation for fiscal years after
1976 are not included) will be needed to carry the program
through to 2020--making a total program cost of $10.7 billion.
The following chart summarizes the LMFBR costs through fiscal
year 1974 and projections through fiscal year 2020. A more
detailed chart showing projected program costs for fiscal
years 1975 to 2020 is included in appendix I.

1
One which has full-size commercial plant components and
features; it may be at a lower power level than a com-
mercial plant.
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LMFBR Program Su mary

FY 75

Thru to
FY 74 FY 75 2020 Total

(actual) (FY 75 (FY 75-76
dollars) dollars)

-~---------{milliOfis of dollars)-------

Operating
Reactor physics $ 119 $ 11 $ 162 S 281

Fuels and
materials 619 114 1,816 2,435

Fuel recycle 15 6 507 522

Safety 97 36 1,023 1,120

Components 470 88 2,021 2,491

Plant experience _ 30 56 1,489 1,519

Subtotal 1,350 311 7,018 8,368

Capital equipment 66 23 424 490

Construction 379 147 1,431 1,810

Total $1,795 $481 $8,873 $10,668

In a 1969 AEC study entitled "Cost-Benefit Analysis of the

U.S. Breeder Program," AEC projected for the first time the

expected research and development costs for the LMFBR pro-

gram. The costs through 2020 were estimated to be about $3.9

billion. Thus, since 1968, the expected costs of the LMFBR

program have increased by about $6.8 billion, nearly a three-

fold increase.

Based on a recent ERDA study comparing the two esti-

mates, $3.5 billion of the $6.8 billion increase was due to

inflation through fiscal year 1976. The remaining $3.3 bil-

lion increase was due to changes in the scope of the program,

including increased costs associated with the FFTF project

($660 million), CRBR project ($670 million), increased large

component development program ($1,120 million), fuel devel-

opment program ($450 million), and safety program ($140 mil-

lion), and capital equipment and miscellaneous ($220 million).

These cost estimates do not include the amounts spent

by AEC's regulatory organization or the amounts to be soent

by the successor agency--the Nuclear Regulatory Commission--

to meet their licensing and related responsibilities per-

taining to the LMFBR program. AEC's regulatory organization

spent about $2.2 million in fiscal year 1973 and 1974 and the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission expects to spend $22.7 million

during fiscal years 1975 through 1980 on LMFBR related work.

10
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The costs for program direction and administration bV
ERDA employees are not included in the LMFBR program cost
estimate. ERDA does not charge any of its research Programs,
including the LMFBR, with regulatory costs or with the costs
of directing and administering Droorams by its emoloyees.
This treatment is consistent with ERDA's budget justification
to the Congress, where program, direction and administration
costs are also considered separately rather than allocated
to other programs and activities. However, administrative
costs of contractors engaged in the LMFBR program are in-
cluded in the costs of that program.

A major question that could significantly increase the
projected LMFBR program cost involves the number of LMFBR
plants needed after CRBR for the LMFBR total power costs to
become competitive with light-water reactor costs. AEC's
LMFBR program cost estimate includes S300 million for a
Government subsidy of one plant after CRBR. ERDA officials
said, however, that there is a great deal of uncertainty
regarding (1) the amount of subsidv that will be necessary
for the first plant after CRBR and (2) whether subsidies will
be necessary for additional olants. The officials explained
that much of this uncertainty stems from whether design and
construction improvements can be realized after CRBR. The
estimate that only one plant after CRBR would require a
subsidy of $300 million is based on the assumption that
such design and construction improvements would be signifi-
cant.

ERDA officials told us that based on other analyses
ERDA and its contractors have made, this amount could be
as high as $2 billion for several plants if the program
does not attain its development goals and resulting improve-
ments and if more conservative assumptions are made.

Cost of privately aunded
research and development

In addition to AEC-ERDA funding, a considerable amount
of privately funded research and development effort is de-
voted to the LMFBR program. Reactor manufacturers, such as
Atomics International, a Division of Rockwell International;
Babcock and Wilcox; Combustion Engineering, Inc.; General
Electric Company; and Westinghouse Electric Corporation
have spent more than $80 million for privately funded
research and development on LMFBR through 1974. According
to company representatives, these companies expect to spend
more than $225 million over the next 5 years (1975 through
1979).

The electric utility industry is also contributing to
the LMFBR program. As of February 1975, more than 700
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electric utilities and cooperatives have pledged $257 mil-
lion to support CRBR. This represents the largest single
commitment to a research and development project ever under-
taken by the electric utility industry.

WHO IS INVOLVED IN THE LMFBR PROGRAM?

Carrying out the LMFBR program involves many varied
participants from Federally owned, contractor-operated lab-
oratories to private industrial firms and universities. As
of September 1974, 49 AEC prime contractors and major sub-
contractors were participating in the LMFBR program. Fiscal
year 1974 staffing data illustrate the amount of resources
that have been used in the program. In that year, 2,693
direct professional staff-years of effort were spent by AEC
laboratory and contractor personnel. This amounts to 79
percent of the total 3,413 direct professional staff-years
spent at these same locations to support AEC's civilian
reactor development program, which includes the LMFBR pro-
gram. Appendix II shows the major program participants by
LMFBR program area.

National laboratories and engineering centers

ERDA oversees a number of Government-owned laboratories
that are operated by contractor organizations representing
universities, other nonprofit organizations, and private
industry. There are 32 such facilities throughout the
country, excluding production and nuclear weapons fabrication
facilities. These laboratories have built up a diversity of
scientific and technical resources and plant facilities.

Major ERDALaboratories and Engineering Centers
and Their Major Areas of Responsibilities

in Support of the LMFBR Program

ERDA facility and location Area of responsibility

1. Argonne National Laboratory, Fuels and materials, phys-
Chicago, Illinois ics and safety research,

and component engineering
activities

2. Hanford Engineering Develop- Fuels and materials and
ment Laboratory, Richland, core development activi-
Washington ties

3. Liquid Metal Engineering Component and instru-
Center, Santa Susana, Cali- mentation development
fornia

12
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4. Holifield National Laboratory, Safety, fuel recycle, and
Oak Ridge, Tennessee component development

Argonne National Laboratory, which devotes a major por-
tion of its effort to the LMFBR program, has the only oper-
ating breeder reactor in the United States--EBR-II. Although
Argonne is primarily responsible for LMFBR safety programs,
it also carries out basic studies and applied technology work
in the fields of reactor physics, fuel and materials develop-
ment, and component engineering.

Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory is the site
of the key engineering development laboratory for the LMFBR
program. Its initial mission is to manage the development,
design, construction, and startup of FFTF, which it will then
operate. This laboratory is largely responsible for exam-
ining, developing, and fabricating fuels, materials, and
cladding; for developing reactor component and instrumentation
and sodium technology; and for materials management and
safeguards.

The Liguid Metal Engineering Center is a complex of
liguid sodium facilities for testing and evaluating components
such as heat exchanges, steam generators, valves, piping,
pumps, flowmeters, and other mechanical elements for breeder
reactors.

Although Holifield National Laboratory is involved in
all LMFBR program areas except plant experience, it is pri-
marily involved in the safety program and the development of
LMFBR design and engineering standards. Remote handling
operations for LMFBR fuel and structural design methods are
two other essential elements of its program.

Other ERDA laboratories also participate in the develop-
ment of LMFBR, but to a lesser extent. Some of these are the
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory at Los Alamos, New Mexico;
the Pacific Northwest Laboratory at Richland, Washington;
and the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory at Idaho Falls,
Idaho.

Private industry

Private industry's involvement in the developmental
stages of the LMFBR program is essential for meeting the pro-
gram objective of establishing a timely capability for a
commercially competitive breeder program. Construction acti-
vities undertaken as part of the LMFBR testing and technology
development program (e.g., Sodium Pump Test Facility, FFTF,
High Temperature Sodium Facility) have provided the industrial
sector of the nuclear community with large-scale involvement
with LMFBR technology. Various private industrial firms,
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under contract to ERDA, do research and development work for
the base LMFBR program.

Atomics International, a Division of Rockwell Inter-
national, General Electric Company, and Westinghouse Electric
Corporation are the chief industrial organizations involved
in the program. All three are major participants on the
CRBR demonstration project. Westinghouse is the lead reactor
manufacturer responsible for integrating the entire nuclear
portion of the plant. Atomics International and General
Electric are heavily involved in the component development
area of the base LMFBR program, and they also do some work
in the safety and fuels and materials areas. Most of West-
inghouse's effort for the base LMFBR technology program is
in the component development and fuels and materials area.
Westinghouse is also the FFTF reactor plant designer. Atomics
International operates the Liguid Metal Engineering Center
for ERDA.

The LMFBR program's high priority and the amount of
money to be spent on it has generated a great deal of congres-
sional and public interest in the program. The following
chapters of this report discuss several aspects of LMFBR for
which a great deal of interest has been expressed. These
aspects are the

--elements and facilities making up the program,

--management structure of the program;

--relative funding emphasis of the LMFBR program, and

--LMFBR programs of foreign nations.
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CHAPTER 2

ELEMENTS AND FACILITIES MAKING UP
THE LMFBR PROGRAM

The LMFBR program consists of six major program areas,
each of which contributes an important element of technology.
To realize the overall objective of commercializing LMFBR,
each area must be successfully completed. According to ERDA,
none of these areas has been sufficiently developed to sup-
port a commercial plant at this time. The six areas are

--reactor physics,

--fuels and materials,

--fuel recycle,

--safety,

--component development, and

--plant experience.

Each program area has at least one major test or demon-
stration facility which provides a major contribution to the
LMFBR commercialization objective. The relationship these
facilities and program areas is shown in appendix III. For
the most part, these are Government-owned and contractor-
operated facilities. They have been built up over time and
represent large capital investment by the Government. Many
of the facilities are at the various national laboratories
but some are at other contractor locations.

REACTOR PHYSICS

This program area's objective is to develop design data,
experimental procedures, and analytical methods adequate to
insure the safe and economic performance of commercial LMFBRs.
The Zero Power Plutonium Reactor in Idaho is the principal
experimental facility for this area. It is presently being
modified so it will be able to handle experiments for re-
actor cores in the commercial size ranqe. According to ERDA,
this is the most technologically advanced area.

FUELS AND MATERIALS

This area is centered on developing a reliable, safe,
and economic fuel system design. Efforts are being made to
improve fuels and materials for near term needs and to develop
advanced fuels and materials which are necessary if LMFBR is
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to reach its full potential for resource conservation and
economic viability. A mixed-oxide' fuel design will be used
as the initial fuel for FFTF and CRBR and could also be used
in a commercial plant. But improved and advanced fuels and
materials are being developed, primarily to increase the
reactor's breeding capability.

EBR-II and its associated Hot Fuel Examination Facility
are the primary facilities used in this area. When the
FFTF is completed, it also will have a major role in carrying
out experiments for developing fuels and materials. The
FFTF will be the largest, highest performance fuel test
facility in the world.

One additional facility (projected to cost $50 million)
is planned for this area. It will be used to examine fuels
and materials irradiated in FFTF and CRBR.

Uncertainty concerning the
continued availability of
qualif ied commercialfuelI fabricators

In 1967, when LMFBR became AEC's highest priority re-
actor development program, AEC determined that a commercial
LMFBR fuel fabrication capability within this country did
not exist. Since it was essential to develop such capability,
AEC undertook a multiphased program to develop an industrial
capability to provide enough fuel to maintain the program.

As part of this effort, AEC awarded fixed-price con-
tracts in 1972 to two companies to fabricate fuel for the
first two FFTF reactor cores. These companies were already
involved in nuclear fuel fabrication work for light-water
reactors and had some experience with fabricating mixed-
oxide fuel similar to that required for the LMFBR program.
Based on current projections, both fabricators will complete
production of the first two cores between June and August
1975. According to ERDA, the only other market for mixed-
oxide fuel in the next several years will be the CRBR pro-
ject. Fuel for CRBR will not have to be ordered until late
1978 to meet its schedule.

When the contract commitments for the first two FFTF
cores are met, these fabricators will have no follow-on
mixed-oxide fuel fabrication work and, according to ERDA,
their current production facilities will probably be shut
down. Whether these facilities could or would become oper-
ational again is uncertain. Thus there is a strong possibi-
lity that the capability (both facilities and personnel)

1A mixed uranium and plutonium fuel.
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of one or both fabricators will be lost to the LMFBR program.
If the production capacity of these plants is lost and the
plants are not available for further development, there is no
assurance that the identified near-term fuel needs of both
the FFTF and CRBR can be met.

Representatives of each contractor have indicated that
if they could not maintain continued operations after their
present commitments are met, they would have to close down
their plants and would probably not reenter the field. They
attributed this to the fact that if they shut down their
present facilities they would be required to invest a sub-
stantial amount to capital to reenter the market. They would
have to either extensively modify their existing facilities
or build new plants to meet changing regulatory requirements
and future technology changes.

One of the contractors already has indicated that,
because of overall corporate interests, the company may decide
not to participate beyond their current contractual require-
ments and may not reenter the mixed-oxide fuel fabrication
market.

To maintain a capability in private industry to fabri-
cate LMFBR fuel, a plan has been approved whereby ERDA will
order two additional FFTF cores for future use. Only one of
the two contractors is to be selected to produce the two addi-
tional FFTF cores. To select the contractor, ERDA plans to
solicit bids by mid-calendar year 1975. The selected con-
tractor would probably be asked to produce the CRBR project
fuel when it is needed. ERDA anticipates that this approach
will allow one contractor to continue operations until about
mid-1978. If both contractors were selected to fabricate the
additional FFTF fuel, ERDA estimates that there would only be
enough work to carry both of them through the latter part of
1976. Thus, the possibility would still exist that both
would be forced to shut down operations and the commercial
production capability of their plants would be lost.

In following this one-supplier approach, ERDA is relying
on the break in operations between completion of FFTF work
and beginning of CRBR work to be short enough for the sup-
plier to continue in the business. ERDA estimates this break
to be about 6 to 12 months. According to an ERDA official,
this break may be reduced by stretching out the FFTF fabri-
cation work and/or beginning work on the CRBR fuel earlier
than presently scheduled. However, the length of this break
is directly related to the CRBR project meeting its scheduled
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July 1982 initial criticalityl date. Since 1972, the initial
criticality date of the CRBR project has been delayed for 3
years; from 1979 to 1982.

The course of action ERDA plans to take is directed at
total support of one commercial mixed-oxide fuel fabricator
for producing all of the near-term LMFBR fuel pins needed in
-the program. There are inherent problems with a situation
wherein there is a total dependence upon one supplier. This
could adversely effect such things as the future prices of
needed fuel, incentive of one supplier to efficiently and
effectively produce LMFBR fuel pins, and continued supply of
fuel for LMFBR program needs.

In November 1974, AEC's Office of Planning and Analysis
commented that this approach to support a sole commercial
source was a departure from AEC's policy of developing com-
petitive, free enterprise, commercial industries buit that it
may be justified because of the small expected near-term
market for LMFBR fuel. However, this Office concluded that
the basis for proceeding with this approach should be reexam-
ined if there is significant CRBR project slippage.

FUEL RECYCLE

The objective of the fuel recycle program area is to
develop technology in areas of reprocessing, refabricating,
and shipping spent LMFBR fuels to permit an economically
competitive LMFBR to attain a doubling time2 of less than 10
years. The fuel recycle area is currently centered in the
laboratory and, according to ERDA, it is probably the least
technologically advanced area at this time.

The commercial success of the breeder depends on an
efficient fuel cycle whereby fuel burned in the reactor can
be reprocessed to recover the newly bred material (plutonium)
as well as the remains of the spent material. This requires
shipping the spent usable fuel, reprocessing it to recover any
reusable material, and refabricating the recovered material
into new LMFBR fuel. The efficiency of these processes will

The state of a nuclear reactor when it is sustaining a chain
reaction.
2rhe time required for a breeder reactor to produce as much
fissionable material as the amount usually contained in its
core plus the amount tied up in its fuel cycle (fabrication,
reprocessing, etc.). ERDA expects that later, with the per-
fection of advanced fuels, the doubling time for plutonium
production in the breeders can be made to exceed the doubling
time for electrical energy demand.
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have a strong effect on fuel doubling time and hence economics
of LMFBR. According to ERDA, LMFBR will not be viable without
an efficient fuel cycle.

The ability to recycle plutonium for use in LMFBRs is
essential to the LMFBR concept. The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission is presently considering the question of allowing
the recycling of plutonium in light-water r-eiac-tors. In
considering this question, the Commission is studying the
issues surrounding the safety, environmental, and safeguard
impacts of using plutonium. In August 1974, the AEC regu-
latory organization issued a draft on "Generic Environmental
Statement on the Use of Recycled Plutonium in Mixed Oxide
Fuel in Light Water-Cooled Reactors." A Commission official
told us the Commission expects to reach a decision on the
acceptability of recycling plutonium in light-water reactors
in late 1977 or early 1978. This official said that a Com-
mission decision, which does not approve plutonium recycling
for light-water reactors for health, safety, or safeguard
reasons, could have an adverse effect on the acceptability
of recycling plutonium for the LMFBR since the health, safety,
and safeguard impacts of using plutonium are similar for
both.

The long-term goal for fuel fabrication is the startup
of large commercial fuel fabrication facilities in 1988 or
1989. For fuel reprocessing, the goals are to commit funds
for the first commercial reprocessing plant in 1987 and to
start full-scale commercial fuel reprocessing by 1997.

To advance the fuel cycle to the potential of rapid
reprocessing of fast reactor fuels, two facilities are plan-
ned: a High Performance Fuel Laboratory and an LMFBR Fuels
Reprocessing Hot Pilot Plant. The High Performance Fuel
Laboratory is projected to cost S54 million to build and is
expected to become operational in late 1981 or early 1982.
It will be used to demonstrate fabrication of LMFBR fuel
using plutonium from light water reactors and will provide
the technological base for designing and operating economic
high production licenseable commercial plants.

The LMFBR Fuels Reprocessing Hot Pilot Plant, consisting
of a storing and receiving facility and an experimental re-
processing plant, will demonstrate the technology of receiv-
ing, handling, storing, and reprocessing spent LMFBR fuel
(initially FFTF and CRBR fuels) with full-scale equipment.
The storing and receiving facility is presently estimated to
cost $100 million and is expected to begin operating in mid-
1981. The experimental reprocessing facility is estimated to
cost $200 million and is expected to begin operating in fis-
cal year 1985.
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SAFETY

The objective of the LMFBR safety program is to investi-
gate and develop the -technology necessary to resolve safety
concerns related to the LMFBR concept. The program aims to
develop sufficient technology to get a generally accepted
view that LMFBRs do not represent an undue hazard to the
health and safety of the public. The program is intended to
demonstrate that

--accidents leading to major core disruption will not
happen;

--even if accidents do happen, the system can be designed
to preclude serious damage; and

--even if the system were seriously damaged by an acci-
dent, the consequences will not harm the public.

According to ERDA, the safety area has received consid-
erable emphasis, many basic safety questions have been an-
swered, and a large amount of technology is available. OnT
major question yet to be answered is that of recriticali ty
occurring if a core disruptive accident happens. Before large
commercial plants are built, the probability of a core dis-
ruptive accident happening must be shown to be sufficiently
low so that it becomes unimportant or it must be demon-
strated that such an accident does not have serious public
consequences. As the LMFBR plants become larger so could
the potential consequences of a core disruptive accident.
A point could be reached where design options to maintain
safety margins are not economically feasible; therefore,
failure to satisfactorily resolve the core disruptive
accident question might limit the size of commercial plants.

ERDA anticipates that safety work will be completed in
the 1990s but that funding will continue to be provided for
safety research and development for as long as LMFBRs are
being built.

Several major facilities, including the Transient Re-
actor Test Facility in Idaho, are now used in the safety
program. This facility is used to test the behavior of fuel
under changing temperature and power conditions. One other

lThe reassembly of the molten fuel during an accident into a
mass capable of releasing potentially large amounts of
energy. Some experts hypothesize that an accident involving
recriticality could cause an energy release sufficient
enough to leak from the reactor containment building and
release radioactive material to the environment.
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major facility is planned--a Safety Research Experiment
Facility.

The Safety Research Experiment Facility is Presently
estimated to cost $230 million and is expected to beqin
operations in the mid-1980s. This facility will provide a
fast-flux zone for testing up to seven full-scale LMFBR
fuel assemblies to and through total loss of fuel element
integrity. It will enable data to be developed to address
outstanding safety issues--such as the question of recriti-
cality--and will provide input into the design evaluation
process of commercial LMFBR designs and data to respond to
concerns of licensing bodies and citizen groups. It will
also provide the capability of conducting prototypic tests
under conditions of hypothesized LMFBR accidents.

According to ERDA, this olanned facility is not needed
to provide safety data before the scheduled July 1982 oper-
ation of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor demonstration plant
because conservative design features and margins are included
in the present CRBR design. However, it is needed to provide
data for the design of larger plants as these same conser-
vatisms and margins impose substantial economic penalties on
the cost of energy to be obtained.

COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT

The objective of this area is to insure the availability
of plant components and systems with demonstrated capability
of meeting the exacting performance requirements of commercial
LMFBRs, including reliability, safety, economy, operability,
and ease of maintenance. This area is in transition from
focusing on near-term needs (FFTF and CRBR) to focusing on
component sizes of interest to commercial plants. According
to ERDA, progress to date in developing components, parti-
cularly those to be used in FFTF, has not been satisfactory.

According to ERDA, many component features are beinq
developed which are applicable to large plants, but it is
necessary to proof test the full-size components to provide
assurance that they will operate reliably under conditions
typical of power plant services. Facilities currently avail-
able within the program are inadequate for testing the large-
size components. Consequently, a Plant Component Test
Facility, which will serve as a test bed for commercial-size
components, has been added to the LMFBR program plan. This
facility is estimated to cost about $200 million and is plan-
ned for operation in the early 1980s. ERDA expects that
testing components for the near commercial plant will be
completed by 1984.
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In addition to the Plant Component Test Facility, ERDA
plans to construct a Radiation and Repair Engineerino Faci-
lity--estimated to cost $36 million--for maintaining and re-
pairing large, radioactive sodium-contaminated components.

Present emphasis in the component development area is
on the development of components for CRBR. Fabrication of
prototype components is scheduled to begin in 1975 with
testing to follow. The critical components--the pump and
steam generator--are scheduled for testing in 1977. Accor-
ding to ERDA, this will be early enough to allow rework, if
necessary, based on the test results, before installing these
components in CRBR.

PLANT EXPERIENCE

The objective of this area is to demonstrate the licensea-
bility, operability, flexibility, safety, reliability, avail-
ability, inspectability, maintainability, environmental
acceptability, and economy of LMFBR. The plant experience
area of the LMFBR program is where technology developments
are integrated into an operating reactor to demonstrate the
feasibility of the total concept. According to ERDA, Dlant
experience is acguired by designing, constructing, and
operating a succession of plants--progressing in size through
reasonable extrapolations of technology--until the commercial
plant is reached. Limited experience has been achieved from
operating several U.S. reactors, and more is expected from
FFTF.

ERDA believes that successfully completing CRBR and the
near commercial plant (see p. 8), together with the experi-
ence gained from foreign LMFBR programs, should provide
adequate experience for the U.S. breeder industry. CRBR
will serve to demonstrate LMFBR reliability, safety, li-
censeability, and environmental acceptability, focusing
industry and utility efforts on establishing the commercial
viability of the concept.

According to ERDA, the near commercial plant, referred
to as the Near Commercial Breeder Reactor (NCBR), is to pro-
vide the large-scale plant experience necessary to initiate
full industrial participation for commercializing the LMFBR.
The experience of ERDA and private industry with this
facility should determine how much work on the LMFBR concept
is necessary before it is fully accepted by the nuclear
industry and integrated into utilities' power production
systems. NCBR is not well defined yet except that it is
expected to be a large, commercial-size LMFBR (in the 1,000
to 1,500 MWe power range) which uses large, commercial-size
components. This size would generate about four times as
much power as CRBR.
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ERDA plans to fund work on designs of large plants which
must be begun before designing and constructing NCBR. These
designs--known as LMFBR Target Plant Desiqns--are also ex-
pected to provide essential technical input to the full-size
component development and testing program as well as to the
rest of the LMFBR base technology effort.

Work on the LMFBR Target Plant Designs is expected to
begin in mid-1975. Two or more reactor manufacturers are to
be selected to develop engineering designs of commercial
LMFBRs which these reactor manufacturers might propose to
market. This effort is expected to last about 3 years.

The Electric Power Research Institute' has expressed an
interest in participating with ERDA in the conduct of the Target
Plant Designs and has indicated a willingness to share sub-
stantially in the costs. Negotiations are presently underway
to determine the extent of the Institute's involvement and
cost sharing arrangements.

AEC previously funded a similar design effort which
ended in 1968. New designs are now needed, according to ERDA,
because substantial changes in the program and considerable
advances in the technology have-occurred since 1968.

Uncertainties associated with NCBR

ERDA envisions that NCBR will be a cooperative project
between the Government and the nuclear utility industry and
that the Government's assistance to the project will be sub-
stantially less than that required for CRBR (presently esti-
mated at about $1.5 billion). The cost estimate, schedule,
and degree of industry participation has not yet been
determined. However, AEC's preliminary estimate of NCBR's
cost was 52.0 billion. ERDA expects that the nuclear utility
industry will commit funds to the project beginning in 1977
and that the project will be completed in 1986.

Although they are not certain, ERDA officials told us
that more than one NCBiR may be needed and that the Govern-
ment might need to provide funds to supplement industry
investment for any additional NCBRs. ERDA officials told us
that in the past under the Power Demonstratrion Plant Pro-

The Electric Power Research Institute, formed in 1972, is
supported by all segments of the electric utility industry
to fund electric research and development projects. Its
goal is to develop a broad, coordinated, advanced techno-
logical program for improved electric Power production,
transmission, distribution, and utilization in an environ-
mentally acceptable manner.
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gram, AEC's approach was to provide funds for follow-on
plants until their power costsl become competitive with then
available power sources. If ERDA chooses this same approach,
Government funds would be added to private industry invest-
ment for NCBRs until such time as the costs per installed
kilowatt of breeder electrical generating capacity are about
the same as for liqht-water reactors (or other Power sources)
of the same generating capacity. ERDA estimates the capital
costs for the initial NCBR--not including research and devel-
opment costs--could be as hiqh as $1,000 per installed kilo-
watt of capacity. The same costs for a light-water reactor
are now about $600 per installed kilowatt.

ERDA officials said that they have no sound basis for
predicting the extent of cost sharing on the initial NCBR.
The estimate of what the LMFBR program will cost through 2020
specifies that ERDA's contribution for NCBR will be $300
million. As pointed out on page 11, there is a large amount
of uncertainty related to the $300 million in planned as-
sistance.

FACILITIES USED IN THE LMFBR PROGRAM

In a July 1974 report to the Office of Management and
Budget, AEC listed 96 facilities in the LMFBR program. AEC
officials told us, however, that this list included both
major and non-major facilities.

We identified 22 of these facilities, which AEC built
or ERDA is presently building, as being major construction
projects. ERDA plans to build eight more facilities for
the program. These present and planned facilities are
generally multipurpose facilities which have a relatively
long useful life and large acquisition cost and are not
limited to a narrow technical objective or task. The approx-
imate total construction cost of these present and olanned
facilities, which is included in the LMFBR program cost
estimate, is about $3 billion. Several of these facilities
--such as EBR-II, FFTF, and CRBR--have been previously men-
tioned and discussed in this report.

Numerous other facilities, which ERDA does not consider
major facilities, are used in the program. These include
experimental support apparatus which have a relatively short

lThese costs include both capital power costs and fuel cycle
costs. LMFBR fuel cycle costs are expected to be lower than
light-water reactor fuel cycle costs. Consequently, LMFBR
capital investment costs can be higher than those for light-
water reactors and the total investment for the two types
of plants could be competitive.
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life and a single or limited Purpose.

Appendix IV presents a listing of major facilities bv
LMFBR program area. Appendix V presents a detailed listing,
including cost and schedule information, of those present
and planned major LMFBR support facilities.

Information on certain key LMFBR facilities

FFTF

The FFTF is to be a key testing facility for fuels and
materials used in the LMFBR program. In July 1967, the
Congress authorized construction of FFTF which, at that
time, was estimated to cost S87.5 million and scheduled to
begin full-power operation in early 1974. Since congressional
authorization, FFTF has experienced substantial cost growth
and schedule slippage. The FFTF cost and schedule estimate
has been revised several times. The latest official cost
estimate (Februaiy 1974) for the construction of the facility
is $420 million. At this same time, the construction com-
pletion schedule had slipped to November 1977; no estimate
was made for the full-power operation milestone.

The FFTF contractor is presently forecasting that an
additional $92 million will be needed to construct the
FFTF. Also, as of December 31, 1974, the latest field
estimate for construction completion was August 1978, with
full-power operation expected to occur 18 months later.

Sodium Pump Test Facility

The construction of the Sodium Pump Test Facility was
authorized in the fiscal year 1966 budget. The estimate
presented to the Congress for approval at that time was
$6.8 million. In 1969 a review of the project bv a private
architect-engineering firm revealed that the project, with
its then current scope, would cost $25.2 million.

To reduce estimated costs, the project scope was then
revised to test sodium pumps having a capacity of about one-
third the size of those initially anticipated to be tested.
The reduced project scope resulted in a cost estimate of
$12.5 million for the facility. This estimate was presented

lThis estimate is only for constructing the facility. An
additional $505 million was estimated for equipment, re-
search and development, and other supporting costs for a
total program cost of $925 million. A complete estimate
for these costs was not prepared when the initial $87.5
million estimate was prepared.
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to and approved by the Congress as part of AEC's fiscal year
1972 budget request. In fiscal year 1974, this $12.5 million
estimate was again revised up to $17.5 million. At that
time, AEC stated that the reduced capability of the facility
would not adversely affect the capability to test Pumps
up to the sizes needed for use in the forseeable future of
the LMFBR program.

ERDA is presently planning modifications to tEhis facfnity
so it can test CRBR-size pumps, which are larger than the
pumps for which the facility is-presently designed. These
modifications are presently estimated to cost $40 million,
increasing the project's total cost to $57.5 million.

CRBR

CRBR will be the Nation's first demonstration LMFBR
power plant. In September 1972, during hearings before the
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, AEC oresented its estimate
of what the demonstration plant would cost--$699 million;
the Federal Government would provide $422 million throuqh AEC
and industry would provide the balance. The project was
scheduled to achieve initial operation in 1979. Since then,
the CRBR has incurred considerable schedule delay and cost
growth. In September 1974, following an extensive effort
to establish a reference design, schedule, and cost estimate,
AEC estimated that the project will cost $1.736 billion and
would not be initially operable until July 1982--an increase
of more than $1 billion and a delay of about 3 years.
Because of an open-ended commitment, the Federal Government's
contribution to CRBR would increase to $1.468 billion. As
a result, ERDA is planning to seek additional authorization
for CRBR in early 1975. -

As of March 1975, ERDA's Division of Reactor Research
and Development was forecasting that CRBR would cost $1.771
billion and that the funding problems that the project is
incurring will, cause the project schedule to slip 3 months.
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CHAPTER 3

MANAGEMENT OF THE LMFBR PROGRAM

ERDA's Division of Reactor Research and Development
(RRD) is directly responsible for developing and directing
the LMFBR program and for Drovidinq the-rteeded technology
to develop and support a commercially viable breeder reactor
economy. It is also responsible for suoportinq other nuclear
electric power concepts on an as-needed basis to meet future
U.S. power demands. RRD recently made a number of changes
designed to improve management of the LMFBR program.

ERDA has operations offices throughout the country to,
among other things, administer the contractors' LMFBR activi-
ties within defined geographic areas.

RRD ORGANIZATION

RRD is organized on a project basis, that is, individual
assistant directors are directly responsible for specific
areas and projects within the division. Under this organi-
zation, there are 14 assistant directors, 8 of whom are
involved directly in the LMFBR program. These are assistant
directors for programs, reactor safety, engineering and
technology, component engineering and development, LMFBR sup-
port facilities, commercial plant program management, CRBR
program management, and FFTF program management. The other
RRD assistant directors are assigned either to other reactor
development programs (e.g., gas-cooled reactor projects) or
to program support organizations (e.g., administration).
(See appendix VI for an organization chart of RRD.)

RRD has been organized on a project basis since November
1973. Before then the division was operating on a functional
basis with various assistant directors responsible for spe-
cific technological areas in the overall program. According
to AEC, RRD was reorganized to give the individual assistant
directors more direct authority and to establish defined
areas of responsibility for major segments of the LMFBR
development program.

MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM WITHIN RRD

RRD is in the process of implementing a new system for
administering, managing, and controlling its various programs,
of which the LMFBR is the most important. This management
control system is intended to provide increased visibility
and better control over RRD programs.
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Several factors provided the impetus for RRD's new man-
agement system, including two GAO reports to AEC regarding
LMFBR program planning, delays in reaching agreement on oro-
grammatic and technical matters affecting the program, and
a need to promptly keep top manaaement better informed of
problem areas. These factors focused top level attention
on the management performance of RRD.

In June 1974, RRD contracted with a private consulting
firm to identify ways of improving its management control
system. Weaknesses of the former management system were
identified and were used to develop objectives for improving
the management system. The objectives were to:

--Insure proper visibility of RRD programs by proper
long and short term planning.

--Provide the ability to forecast technical and finan-
cial problems. According to RRD, this should reduce
the time the RRD staff used in "fire-fighting" (i.e.,
responding to problems that arise during the course
of day-to-day operations).

--Establish closer control over the costs and schedules
of RRD programs and supporting projects combined with
a method of tracking the activities involved in the
various aspects of them.

--Provide adequate and timely reports to upper manaqe-
ment.

--Permit more attention by the assistant directors to
the management of their programs.

--Reduce and simplify all RRD reporting requirements.

The integration and implementation of the management

control system into the management structure of RRD will be
a gradual process and is expected to take 1 or 2 years.

The management control system consists of five manage-
ment functions: planning, directing, information management,
reporting, and reviewing. The planning and directing func-
tions have progressed well toward full integration and imple-
mentation into the system. The information management, re-

'Letter report to AEC General Manager, July 17, 1973, regard-
ing the management of the LMFBR program and letter report to
the Chairman, AEC, June 29, 1973, regarding the need for
better reporting requirements on AEC's construction projects
(B-164105).
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porting, and reviewing functions are in the early staqes of
development. Each of these functions are briefly discussed
below.

Planning

This function consists of two primary elements--a Divi-
sion Plan and supporting Assistant Director Plans. The Divi-
sion Plan will be RRD's basic management nlanninq document
which identifies with its objectives and the strateoy for
achieving the objectives. It should provide an overall
picture of RRD programs and activities, the responsibilities
for carrying out these programs, and the objectives they sup-
port--plus the resources and constraints within which they
are to be accomplished. The plan is to be the focal point
for control and visibility of all RRD activities at the
director's level and is to serve as the base for gauqing the
progress of programs and the performance of various levels
of management within RRD. Before initiating this Division
Plan concept, top RRD management had no formal overall plan-
ning document, except budget oriented type information.

The Assistant Director Plans will be the basic manage-
ment planning document for each assistant director. Each
assistant director is to prepare these plans based on the
Division Plan. The plans must define the objectives, activi-
ties, schedules, budgets, and milestones for the assistant
director's area of responsibility. These plans, which must
be approved by the Director, RRD, should provide long-ranqe
visibility and near-term control of the activities of each
assistant director. They are to be the basis for tracking
and comparing technical and financial status. The plans will
be issued annually and updated at least once during the year
to reflect progress and changes in direction.

Directing

This function is designed to insure that the established
plans are implemented properly and consistently throughout and
among RRD. The director's primary means of directing the
efforts within RRD will be through policy and procedural
guides and various program direction letters in which the
director assigns objectives to the assistant directors. The
assistant directors are responsible for issuing to the field
various program direction letters to authorize ongoing work.
The division director formerly did this.

Information management

The improved information management system, when fully
developed, should direct relevant programmatic and project
data to the appropriate offices and individuals within RRD.
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Because of the large amounts of such information generated
within the program, such a system, if properly implemented,
should provide program management with a much needed mecha-
nism for filtering out unnecessary information which can
hinder management efficiency.

Reporting

The reporting elements of the management control system.
will specify what reports are to be produced, the information
that is to be included in the reports, and the format that is
to be followed. This reporting system is intended to provide
consistent, meaningful, and timely information to RRD manage-
ment.

The information management and reporting functions are
to work together to insure that the RRD management is pro-
vided with the information they need to meet their respective
programmatic responsibilities and are not inundated with un-
necessary data and reports.

Reviewing

This function's objective is to orovide RRD management
with feedback and assessment on critical programs and projects
within RRD (e.g., FFTF, CRBR). There are two key review ele-
ments, the program control center and formal project reviews,
which formerly did not exist. A program control center is
to be established and will display updated project information
and the status of all RRD programs. Formal project review
meetings, at which the assistant directors will present the
status of their programs to RRD's director, are to be held on
regularly scheduled basis. The main point of these meetings
is to be a thorough discussion of problems, including cause,
impact, remedial action, and prognosis. Several project
reviews have already been held.

CONCLUSION

As previously pointed out, ERDA has identified weaknesses
in its overall management control system and it has developed
a number of objectives aimed at improving the system. These
goals, if achieved, should, reasonably insure that ERDA man-
agement will have greater visibility over LAFBR programs and
that it will be in a position to better focus management
attention and direction over those areas of the program
having problems.

ERDA expects that integrating and implementing the new
management control system will be a gradual process and that
it will take 1 to 2 years to fully implement. Because of
the importance of this program in helping to solve the Na-
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tion's energy problems and because of the large amounts of
funds estimated to be spent on LMFBR.development, ERDA should
strive to implement the system as soon as possible.

The actions ERDA has taken and is taking to improve its
management control system are steps in the right direction.

CRBR PROJECT ORGANIZATION

In July 1973, after extensive negotiations and hearings
before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, AEC entered into
a contract with the Tennessee Valley Authority, Commonwealth
Edison Company, and Project Management Corporation to build
the Nation's first LMFBR demonstration plant. This project
is being funded jointly by the Government and private indus-
try, particularly the Breeder Reactor Corporation, which
administers the financial contributions from the Nation's
electric utilities. Project Managment Corporation, a not-for-
profit corporation formed in 1972, is providing overall man-
agement and coordination for designing, constructing, and
operating the plant and has the lead role for the non-nuclear
portions of the plant. The Tennessee Valley Authority is
providing the Clinch River site for the project. It will
own and operate the plant and will purchase the power pro-
duced by the plant. Commonwealth Edison is supplying engi-
neering management and purchasing services for the project.
ERDA has the lead role responsibility for the nuclear portion
of the project and, through the CRBR project office, provides
Project Management Corporation contract administration ser-
vices on an as-needed basis.
I

A three-man steering committee with representatives from
ERDA, the Tennessee Valley Authority, and Commonwealth Edison
directs the Project Management Corporation role (through
the Project Management Corporation's General Manager). This
group implements Project policy and agreements. ERDA's re-
presentative is the director of RRD. (See appendix VII for
a chart showing the current CRBR management organization.)

This organizational arrangement for the project is
complex and potentially cumbersome. This has been recognized
by the project participants involved. Officials involved in
the project told us that no major problems have thus far
resulted from this complex organization structure. However,
ERDA officials told us that the reason no problems have re-
sulted is because of the compatibility of the personalities
of the two individuals most directly involved in managinq
the project--the Project Management Corporation's general
manager and the RRD assistant director for the demonstration
plant project. These two individuals, according to ERDA
officials, have been able to work out any differences and
have been able to make the project go.
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As evidence of this relationship and its effects on the
management of the project, we noted a letter had been sub-
mitted by the Project Management Corporation's general
manager to RRD management reflecting problems Project Man-
agement Corporation management had administering its re-
sponsibilities. RRD management officials disregarded the
letter-and said that the individuals involved will work out
the problem and prevent any conflicts.

In our view, the organizational arrangement for the CRBR,
which depends heavily upon the personalities of the indivi-
duals involved, may hinder the effective management of the
design and construction of CRBR and, consequently, represents
a potential risk to the project. Unless the organizational
relationships and management processes are streamlined, cost
overruns and schedule delays might follow. An ERDA review
group reached similar conclusions. Now, when the Government
is expected to commit an additional $1 billion to the pro-
ject, may be an appropriate time to seek a change in the
present contractual arrangement to strengthen and streamline
Government control over the project.

On March 10, 1975, ERDA submitted to the Joint Committee
on Atomic Energy for its approval proposed legislation and
underlying documents that would provide for a new management
structure for the Project. Essentially, management control
of the project would be transferred from the Project Manage-
ment Corporation to ERDA, commensurate with the Government's
investment in the project. This new management structure
is intended to strengthen and streamline Government control
over the project.

In a April 4, 1975, report to the Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy entitled "Comments on Energy Research and Devel-
opment Administration's Proposed Arrangement for the Clinch
River Breeder Reactor Demonstration Plant Project" (RED-75-361),
we pointed out that the various documents ERDA submitted to
the Joint Committee did not clearly delineate the manner in
which the project would be managed, but rather contained ambig-
uous and seemingly inconsistent language regarding responsibi-
lities and authorization for management. In addition, we
stated that such inconsistencies suggested that ERDA would
not be able to exercise the usual management prerogatives
in the areas of design and other changes and that it might
be subject to restraints in other management areas.
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CHAPTER 4

FUNDING FOR ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Energy Research and Development (R&D) funding has grown
markedly since 1971 and is now one of the fastest growing
areas of the Federal budget. Energy R&D funding, as a per-
centage of total Federal R&D funding, has risen from 2.3
percent in 1969 to an estimated 8.1 percent in 1976, as
shown in the table below.

Total Total Percentage of
Fiscal Federal Federal energy energy to total
year R&D R&D _ --- R&D

… --- (billions)-------

1969 $16.3 $ .38 2.3
1970 15.9 .38 2.4
1971 16.2 .42 2.6
1972 17.2 .54 3.1
1973 17.6 .67 3.8
1974 18.3 1.02 5.6
1975 (estimated) 19.8 1.67 8.4
1976 (estimated) 22.6 1.84 8.1

AEC, Department of tha Interior, the National Science
Foundation, and the Environmental Protection Agency had
carried on the bulk of the Federal energy R&D effort. With
the establishment of ERDA in January 1975, most of the effort
will be centered in that agency.

The Office of Management and Budget has maintained data
on total Federal energy R&D funding since fiscal year 1973.
Before that time, the National Science Foundation was the only
central source of information on Federal energy R&D.

PROPOSED FISCAL YEAR 1976
ENERGY R&D PROGRAM

The proposed fiscal year 1976 Federal budget estimate
includes about $1,837 million for energy R&D. These funds
are to support a broadly based effort on technologies for
energy supply, environmental control, and conservation. The
following table shows the proposed Federal energy R&D program
for fiscal year 1976 along with historical and planned fund-
ing for energy R&D program areas.
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Program area

Conservation
Oil, qas,

and shale
Coal
Environmental

control
Nuclear fis-

sion
Nuclear fus-

ion
Solar, geo-

thermal,
and others

Total

Fiscal years Estimated total
1973--TU7 1 5 - 976 FY 1977-80
- ------------------ (millions)--------------------

$ 32.2

18.7
85.1

38.4

406.5

74.8

16.5

$672.2

$s 38.7

13.5
96.6

65.8

644.1

112.0

45.2

$1,.015 .9

$s. 86.2

40.9
394.3

103.3

761.8

180.0

102.0

$s 87.8

44.0
396.2

82.9

876.4

226.0

123.4

_UA836.7

$ 353.9

233.5
2,042.2

231.8

4,429.3

1,887.2

598.7

$9 .776.,6

The energy R&D program is designed to accelerate the
development of technologies needed to achieve and maintain a
capability to more fully utilize domestic energy resources
within acceptable environmental and economic costs.

ERDA's energy R&D accounts for a major portion of the
total Federal energy R&D budget. The following table shows
this relationship since fiscal year 1969.

Percentage
AEC-ERDA AEC-ERDA energy R&D

Fiscal Total Federal energy to total Federal
year energy R&D R&D enerqy R&D

--------…(mTTions) - …-----

1969 $ 376 $ 277 73.7
1970 382 284 74.3
1971 419 332 79.2
1972 537 404 75.2
1973 672 499 74.3
1974 1,016 648 63.8
1975 1,669 a1,019 61.6
1976 (esti-
mated) 1,837 1,365 74.3

arhese figures include energy R&D programs transferred from
other agencies to ERDA as of January 19, 1975.

As indicated above, AEC funding as a percentage of the
total Federal energy R&D budget had decreased from 73.7 per-
cent in 1969 to 63.8 percent in 1974. With the establish-
ment of ERDA, the percentage of the ERDA energy R&D budget
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increased substantially to an estimated 74.3 percent in
fiscal year 1976.

LMFBR PROGRAM FUNDING

The largest nuclear program is ERDA's civilian fission
reactor program. Most of this program is devoted to devel-
oping LMFBR. The LMFBR program is a major portion of the
Nation's effort to achieve energy self-sufficiency in the next
decade and to maintain it into the next century. Although
the amount of LMFBR expenditures has been increasing, the
percentage of these expenditures to total Federal energy R&D
has been decreasing since fiscal year 1973, as shown in the
following chart.

Percentage
LMFBR costs Percentage

AEC-ERDA Total to total AEC-ERDA LMFBR costs
Fiscal LMFBR Federal Federal energy to AEC-ERDA
year costs energy R&D energy R&D R&D enerqy R&D

(mf-illions ----- (millions)

1969 $133 $ 376 35 $ 277 48
1970 144 382 38 284 51
1971 168 419 40 332 51
1972 234 537 44 404 58
1973 280 672 42 499 56
1974 354 1,016 35 648 55
1975 481 1,669 29 a1,019 47
1976 (esti-
mated) 474 1,837 26 al,365 35

aThese figures include energy R&D programs transferred from
other agencies to ERDA as of January 19, 1975.

Regulatory costs for
LMFBR program activities

The AEC-Regulatory (now the Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion) costs for their activities relating to the licensing
and surveillance of LMFBRs, as discussed on page 10,. are
not included in the above figures. These costs amounted to
$1.1 million in fiscal year 1973, $1.1 million in fiscal year
1974, and are expected to be $1.5 million in fiscal year
1975 and $21.2 million during fiscal years 1976 through 1980.
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CHAPTER 5

FOREIGN LMFBR PROGRAMS

LMFBR is a high priority national energy development
program of five other major industrial nations. The United
Kingdom, France, Japan, West Germany, and the Soviet Union
have work underway on breeder reactors. The United Kingdom,
France, and the Soviet Union already have demonstration-
size breeders in operation; West Germany and Jaoan have
plants scheduled for operation by 1979 and 1980, respectively.
The following table, taken from AEC-ERDA documents, lists the
LMFBR projects throughout the world which are operable, under
construction, or planned.

Power Initial

Name

operable

BR-10 (note a)
Dounreay Fast

Reactor
EBR-II
Rapsodie
BOR-60
BN-350 (note b)
Phenix
Prototype Fast

Reactor

Country

USSR

United Kingdom
United States
France
USSR
USSR
France

United Kingdom

MWt MWe Operation

10 -- . 1959

72 14 1959
62.5 16 1963
40 -- 1967
60 12 1970

1,000 150 1972
600 250 1973

600 250 1974

Under construction or planned

Joyo (note c)
KNK-2 (note d)
BN-600
FFTF
SNR-300 (note e)
Super Phenix

(note f)
Monju
Commercial Fast

Reactor
CRBR
SNR-2 (note f)

Japan
West Germany
USSR
United States
West Germany
France

Japan

United Kingdom
United States
West Germany

100 -- 1975
58 20 1975

1,500 600 1977
400 -- 1977
730 300 1979

3,000 1,200 1979

720 300 1980

3,125 1,320 1981
1,000 400 1982
5,000 2,000 1984

aInitially started up at 5 MWt and power level increased
to 10 MWt in 1973.

bDual purpose: 150 MWe for electric power and 200 MWe
equivalent for desalination.
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cTo be operated to 50 MWt initially.

dOperable as thermal reactor (KNK-1) until late 1974.

eIn cooperation with Belgium and the Netherlands.

fPlanned effort by French, German, and Italian electric
utilities.

STATUS OF THE MAJOR LMFBR PROGRAMS

We obtained information on the foreign LMFBR programs
from ERDA-AEC officials and documents.

France

France has one of the more advanced foreign programs in
reactor development and has perhaps the greatest national
commitment to the LMFBR concept. The French fast reactor
research program began with fundamental research on liquid
metals in the early 1950s. Construction of the Rapsodie
fast breeder reactor began in 1962 with operations beginning
in 1967. The successful operation of the Rapsodie reactor
led to the French Government's decision the next year to
build Phenix, a 250 MWe LMFBR prototype. Construction of
Phenix was started in late 1968 and completed in late 1973.
The reactor began operations in 1973 and reached full power
in March 1974. As of February 1975, Phenix was operating
smoothly and had encountered no major problems.

The French, in a combined effort with German and Italian
electric utilities, are now planning for Super Phenix, a
1,200 MWe commercial fast breeder power station. Construction
is expected to start in March 1975, after 1 year of success-
ful Phenix operation. Super Phenix represents a major extra-
polation in existing technology. Phenix is not prototypical
of Super Phenix in a number of important components, such
as steam generators, intermediate heat exchangers, and fuel.

France is also considering entering the commercial market
with a 450 MWe Phenix which would be based on the Phenix
design and components. The plant would be a direct extra-
polation from Phenix without any new technology risk.

United Kingdom

Studies of fast reactors in the United Kingdom started
in the early 1950s. An early step in the United Kingdom LMFBR
effort was their Atomic Energy Authority's 1955 decision to
build the 14 MWe Dounreay Fast Reactor. The purpose of this
reactor, which began operations in 1959, was to demonstrate
the feasibility and safety of LMFBRs. It has also served as
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a facility to test fuels and materials.

As a result of the successful operation of the Dounreay
Fast Reactor, construction of the 250 MWe Prototype Fast
Reactor was started in 1966. This reactor began operations
in 1974 and is currently operating at low Power. Full power
operation is expected in early 1975. Problems encountered
in constructing and commissioning this reactor resulted in
about a 2-year delay in schedule.

The detailed design of commercial fast breeders is
currently underway in the United Kingdom. The construction
of a commercial fast reactor of 1,300 MWe is scheduled to
begin in 1977 with operations expected to begin in 1981 or
1982.

Japan

The Japanese Atomic Energy Commission together with
electric utilities and reactor manufacturers began a study
of nuclear power reactors in the mid-1960s. On the basis of
this study, the Japanese Government established the Power
Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation in 1967.
The goal of this corporation was to bring LMFBRs into practi-
cal use as power producers by the latter part of the 1980s.

To achieve this goal, the corporation is developing a
100 MWt experimental fast breeder reactor, Joyo, and a 300
MWe prototype LMFBR, Monju. Construction of Joyo was started
in 1970 and operations are expected to begin early in 1975.
Design work on Monju is presently underway with construction
planned to start in 1975 or 1976 and operations expected to
begin in 1979 or 1980. The main purpose of this project is
to demonstrate the performance, reliability, and economy of
LMFBR nuclear powerplants as well as to gain experience for
larger commercial olants. The conceptual design for a 1,500
MWe commercial LMFBR has also been completed with constru-
ction presently planned to start around 1980.

West Germany

West Germany has no large national atomic energy agency.
Instead, their Federal Government provides financial assistance
to individual German states for nuclear energy research and
development. The German fast reactor program was started in
1960 at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center. Construction
of a 20 MWe sodium cooled thermal reactor was started in 1966;
it began operation in 1972. It is being modified for oper-
ation as a fast reactor (KNK-2) and is scheduled to be placed
in operation in late 1975.
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The commercial design of a 300 MWe prototype LMFBR (SNR-
300) was begun in 1966-67 as a jointly financed project-by
West Germany (70 percent), Belgium, and the Netherlands
(about 15 percent each). Luxembourg also participated. Its
construction began in early 1973. The reactor is expected
to start operation in 1979.

In 1971 a West German utility company and a French
utility company signed an agreement to build two commercial
LMFBRs. Later, Italy joined the agreement on a one-third
participation basis. The first plant (Super Phenix) is to
be 1,200 MWe; construction in France is to start in 1975.
The second plant (SNR-2) is expected to be 2,000 MWe; con-
struction is planned to start in West Germany in 1979.

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

The USSR program is one of the more advanced foreign
programs in reactor development. The USSR fast breeder re-
search and development program is an effort of the State Com-
mittee for the Utilization of Atomic Energy and the Ministry
for Power and Electrification. The program started in 1955
with the operation of a small plutonium-fueled reactor. A
100 KWt

1
mercury-cooled, plutonium-fueled reactor was built

in 1956. This facility was reworked into a sodium-cooled,
plutonium-fueled reactor of 5 MWt power which went into ooer-
ation in 1959. The reactor was modified for operation at 10
MWt in 1973 (BR-10).

During the latter part of 1963, design work was initiated
on a 60 MWt experimental LMFBR. Construction of this reactor,
BOR-60, began in 1965 and operations began in 1970.

The two major Soviet projects are the BN-350 and the
BN-600. Construction of the BN-350 fast breeder reactor be-
gan in early 1964. This dual purpose (power and water de-
salting) 1,000 MWt LMFBR provides the equivalent of 350 MWe
in steam. The reactor began operations at the end of 1972
and was placed in commercial operation in July 1973.

The USSR is building the world's largest LMFBR--the BN-
600. Construction of this 600 MWe reactor started in late
1968 and is expected to begin operations during 1977. It
has been reported that the Soviets are designing an LMFBR
in the 1,000-1,500 MWe power range.

'A kilowatt thermal; one-thousandth of a megawatt thermal.
See footnote 1 on page 7.
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COMPARISON OF U.S. PROGRAM WITH
FOREGN PROaRAhMS

The U.S. approach to LMFBR's development has been to
accumulate the required technological base for designing,
constructing, and operating LMFBRs in the private sector.
The U.S. program has emphasized an understanding of the full
range of technology problems and their resolution before
initiating the powerplant hardware phase. The U.S. program,
for example, includes FFTF as a necessary and vital tool to
obtain substantial long-range improvements in fuel.

The foreign programs differ from the U.S. program in
respect to program approach and emphasis. For example, the
USSR fast reactor program consists of constructing large-
scale units of different designs so that any deficiencies
in plant design, fabrication practices, and technology can
be corrected. The French program has emphasized constructing
and operating fast reactor prototypes of increasing size.
The Japanese approach is similar to the U.S. approach in that
substantial efforts are directed at developing the necessary
technology. Moreover, the high population density of Japan
and the frequency of earthquakes, as well as other factors
and circumstances, have resulted in licensing criteria and
public awareness of nuclear plants similar to that in the
United States. Another distinction is that the foreign pro-
grams do not include an FFTF-type facility because these
countries have not believed this type of facility to be nec-
essary for their programs. ERDA told us that these foreign
countries could, if they desired, perform certain experi-
ments on the FFTF and that one country, West Germany, has
approached ERDA on the possibility of doing this.

Although there are some differences in approach and
emphasis, all of the programs either contain or plan many
of the same elements that are in the long-range U.S. program.
The foreign programs either have in operation or under con-
struction or have planned intermediate size LMFBR plants.
All these programs are aimed ultimately at commercial-size
plants in the thousand megawatt or greater range.

AEC ASSESSMENT OF THE FRENCH
LMFBR PROGRAM

According to AEC, the French LMFBR program represents
a strong effort with centralized leadership. Less stringent
safety requirements and regulatory procedures, concentrated
efforts on one advanced nuclear system, and a strong engi-
neering team with requisite authority and capability to ex-
pedite the LMFBR efforts have undoubtedly been contributing
factors in the rapid advance of the French LMFBR program.
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In October 1974, AEC gave the Office of Management and

Budget an assessment of the commercial potential for the

French LMFBR program, the attractive features and specific

problems associated with the French LMFBR, and the impact if

the United States were to depend primarily on French technol-

ogy for commercial LMFBRs.

According to AEC, the safety and licensing requirements

for LMFBRs in France are less comprehensive than the U.S.
requirements. The rigorous requirements of the United States

would tend to reduce the commercial potential of the French

LMFBRs here. The French LMFBRs would encounter difficulties

getting licensed in the United States in several areas,

including

--meeting seismic and tornado design criteria and

--using and enforcing a formal quality assurance pro-
gram using U.S. derived codes and standards.

AEC said that these difficulties are not insurmountable but

that a large amount of time and some redesign would be needed

to meet U.S. regulatory demands. However, the licenseability

of reactors of French design has not been explored in the

United States.

AEC told the Office of Management and Budget that offi-

cial capital investment and operating costs for the French

LMFBRs are not available. Consequently, AEC was unable to

make an accurate projection of their economic attractiveness
in the U.S. market.

According to AEC, some of the attractive features of
the French LMFBRs are:

--operating experience from 250 MWe Phenix,

--experience with two steam generator designs for

Super Phenix,

--partial (not necessarily complete) component and

sub-component testing, and

--apparent low costs.

Some of the problems associated with using French technology

are:

--Unknown quality assurance program, but reported to

be minimal for the Phenix.

--Unknown availability and cost of fuel.
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--Licensing of foreign reactors on U.S. soil would
require substantial analysis and Perhaps tests.

--Insuring the availability of spare parts and techno-

logy for repair and maintenance.

--Non-availability of programmatic details, oarticularly

fuel cycle and component manufacture. The United.
States could be locked tnto buying certain French
items and services for years to come.

AEC told the Office of Management and Budget that, if

the United States depended primarily on French technology

for commercial LMFBRs, the U.S. balance of payments would be

adversely affected and that the United States might not

achieve its energy self-sufficiency goal. Also, depending
upon French technology would negate achieving the objectives

of establishing a self-sufficient and growing nuclear power
industry and the maintenance of U.S. technological leadership

in the world by means of a vigorous domestic nuclear power
program.

ERDA REVIEW GROUP ASSESSMENT OF
POTENTIAL USE OF FOREIGN PROGRAMS

In their January 1975 report on the LMFBR program, an

ERDA review group said that foreign LMFBR programs can con-
tribute important data and information to the U.S. program.

The group also said that the U.S. program could make use of

foreign programs under several specific arrangements but

that none of these arrangements could be expected to save
any large identifiable amount of U.S. effort. These arrange-
ments are:

--Obtaining, under cooperative arrangements, technical

information which would otherwise be developed in-
dependently. This would include the purchase of
foreign data.

--Purchasing components developed in the foreign pro-
grams.

--Testing U.S.-developed components and fuel in foreign

testing facilities.

The group recommended that

"* * * an active program to obtain and make use of

foreign data and experience should be pursued and, if
suitable LMFBR components are developed in foreign
programs their procurement should be considered."
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The review group also considered other courses of action,
slich as (1) relying on obtaining information from a foreiqn
plant instead of building an intermediate-size olant in
the United States and (2) depending totally on foreign
sources for LMFBR technology and oowerplants. The group
concluded

'* * * that it would be impractical to substitute
foreiun reactor experience and technology for critical
elements of the U.S. program, such as the construction
of the CRBR."

They also said that it is possible in the future to import
fully developed LMFBRs from foreign manufacturers, designed
for U.S. conditions and to U.S. standards. However, they
concluded

"* * * that such dependence on importation of an as
yet undeveloped technology involves too much risk
because of the uncertainty of the success end timino
of the foreign programs. For so important a system,
a strong U.S. program of development and a well
developed indigenous competence for. LMFBR construction
are essential."

MATTER FOR CONSIDERATION
BY THE CONGRESS

If the Congress wants to know whether greater reliance
can be placed on the use of foreign LMFBR technology, it
should explore with ERDA in greater depth the advantages
and disadvantages of using foreign LMFBR technology.
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CHAPTER 6

SCOPE OF REVIEW

We made our review at ERDA headquarters in Germantown,
Maryland. We held discussions with ERDA staff responsible
for managing the LMFBR program and reviewed Programmatic and
fiscal and budgetary documents relating to the program and
ERDA documents regarding the status of foreign LMFBR pro-
grams.

We visited Argonne National Laboratory, Chicago,
Illinois, to obtain data on LMFBR support facilities under
their cognizance. ERDA obtained similar information for us
from other national laboratories and contractors.

To develop information on total Federal energy research
and development, we held discussions with and obtained docu-
ments from Office of Manaqement and Budget and National
Science Foundation officials.
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX II

LMFBR PROGRAM MAJOR
PARTICIPANTS BY PROGRAM AREA

REACTOR PHYSICS

Aerojet Nuclear Corporation
Argonne National Laboratory
Brookhaven National Laboratory
General Electric Company
Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Holifield National Laboratory
Westinghouse Electric Corporation

FUELS AND MATERIALS

Argonne National Laboratory
Atomics International
Battelle Memorial Institute
Combustion Engineering
General Electric Company
Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Naval Research Laboratories
Holifield National Laboratory
Westinghouse Electric Corporation

FUEL RECYCLE

Aeroject Nuclear Corporation
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant
Holifield National Laboratory
Sandia Corporation

SAFETY

Aeroject Nuclear Corporation
Argonne National Laboratory
Atomics International
General Electric Company
Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Holifield National Laboratory
Southwest Research Institute
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX II

COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT

Aerojet General Corporation
Aerojet Nuclear Corporation
Argonne National Laboratory
Atomics International
General Electric Company
Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory
Holifield National Laboratory
Westinghouse Electric Corporation

PLANT EXPERIENCE

Argonne National Laboratory
Atomics International
Bechtel Corporation
Burns and Roe, Inc.
General Electric Company
Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
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APPENDIX III

[

APPENDIX III

LMFBR PROGRAM FACILITY RELATIONSHIPS

REACTOR PHYSICS PROGRAM

FUELS AND MATERIALS PROGRAM

SAFETY PROGRAM

FUEL RECYCLE PROGRAM

NOT PILOT COAMRCl
MAO PLRRT PLANTS

[, IPRoPOEOI : V '-,SAFETY

| rrrF |RESEARCH EXPERIMENT:
FACILITY (propose.d)

COGMPONET OEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

MD ANCOMMR

PLANT EXPERIENCE PROGRAM . >

URNS

Ro

in
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APPENDIX IV APPENDIX IV

LMFBR PROGRAM MAJOR
FACILITIES BY PROGRAM AREA

REACTOR PHYSICS

Fast Neutron Generator
Oak Ridge Electron Linear Accelerator
Tower Shielding Facility
Zero Power Plutonium Reactor
Zero Power Reactor-6
Zero Power Reactor-9

FUELS AND MATERIALS

Experimental Breeder Reactor-II
General Electric Test Reactor
Hot Cells
Hot Fuel Examination Facility
LMFBR Fuel Pilot Fabrication Line
Transient Reactor Test Facility
Fast Flux Test Facility (note a)
LMFBR Fuels and Materials Examination Facility (note b)

FUEL RECYCLE

High Performance Fuel Laboratory (note b)
LMFBR Fuels Reprocessing Hot Pilot Plant (note b)

SAFETY

Fuel Failure Mockup
Hot Fuel Examination Facility
Power Burst Facility
Transient Reactor Test Facility
Sodium Loop Safety Facility (note a)
Safety Research Experiment Facility (note b)

COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT

High Temperature Sodium Facility
Small Component Evaluation Loop
Small Component Test Loop
Sodium Components Test Installation (note c)
Alkali Metal Cleaning Facility (note a)
Component Handling and Cleaning Facility (note a)
Large Leak Test Rig (note a)
Sodium Pump Test Facility (note a)
Plant Component Test Facility (note b)
Radiation and Repair Engineering Facility (note b)
Transient Test Facility (note b)
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APPENDIX IV APPENDIX IV

PLANT EXPERIENCE

Experimental Breeder Reactor-I (note d)
Experimental Breeder Reactor-II
Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant (.note d)
Southwest Experimental Fast Oxide Reactor (note d)
Fast Flux Test Facility (note a)
Clinch River Breeder Reactor (note b)
Near Commercial Breeder Reactor (note b)

aUnder construction

bPlanned

CBeing modified

dDecommissioned
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APPENDIX V APPENDIX V

SCHEDULE OF ERDA-FUNDED
FACILITIES USED IN SUPPORT OF

THE LMFBR PROGRAM

LOCATION ABBREVIATIONS

ANL Argonne National Laboratory, Chicago, Illinois

HEDL Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory,
Richland, Washington

HNL Holifield National Laboratory, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee

INEL Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, Idaho
Falls, Idaho

LMEC Liquid Metal Engineering Center, Santa Susana,
California
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APPENDIX V APPENDIX V

FOOTNOTES

aIncludes fuel cycle facility - HFEF/S.

bNot readily available.

cDoes not include operations cost for HFEF/S, see footnote
e.

Completion of construction of HFEF/N slipped from the
first quarter of 1971 to the last quarter of 1971 because
construction funds were released 1 year after the
date expected.

HFEF/N operations costs are not specifically identifiable
but rather are combined with HFEF/S costs. The costs re-
presented here are the combined costs for these two faci-
lities.

fSpecific amount was not readily available as it was included
as part of a $10 million Fuel Technology Center.

gNot available.

hCost of operations for this facility are not identifiable
as they are included in a multiactivity type of operation

'TREAT Operating
Costs _ FY 73 FY 74

…----(actual)----
FY 75 FY 76
----(estimate)---

Cost of oper-
ations $ 952,000 $1,739,000 $2,082,000 $3,760,000

Cost of experi-
ments using
the facility 3,203,000 3,699,000 3,500,000 5,216,000

Total $4,155,000 $5,438,000 $5,582,000 $8,976,000

jZPPR, ZPR-6, ZPR-9, and other costs are intermingled within
the Fast Critical Facilities costs and, therefore, are not
individually identifiable by AEC.

kIncludes portion of Fast Neutron Generator cost.

lNot applicable.

mCannot be determined at this time.
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APPENDIX V APPENDIX V

FOOTNOTES (cont'd.)

nThe FFTF contractor is presently forecasting that an addit-
ional $92 million will be needed for construction of FFTF
and that construction will be completed in August 1978.

0
AEC is presently planning modification to the SPTF so it
can accept Clinch River Breeder Reactor pumps for testing.
These modifications are planned to begin in fiscal year
1978 and are estimated to cost $40 million.

PFigure represents gross book value of facility as of
June 30, 1974.

qThe Clinch River Breeder Reactor is a cooperative govern-
ment/industry effort. The total project cost is presently
estimated at $1.736 billion versus the initial estimate
of $699 million. These costs include development and
operating costs and escalation, as follows:

Initial Estimate Current Estimate
(1972) (1974)

… -- …-(millions ofdolTars)…-----

Plant investment $448 $1202
Development cost 194 434
Operating cost (5 year) 57 100

Total project cost $699 $1736

Escalation 159 498

Total project cost
(less escalation) $540 $1238

Of the total project cost of $1.736 billion, AEC is expected
to contribute $1.468 billion and industry $268 million.
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APPENDIX V APPENDIX V

OTHER FACILITIES INVOLVED IN
THE LMFBR PROGRAM

In addition to those facilities already presented, many
others have been involved in the support of the development
of the LMFBR program. These have been involved to varying
degrees and are generally less significant in terms of over-
all program contribution than those shown on the previous
pages. Some of these are shown below

Name of facility Location Status Program Area

Experimental Breeder INEL Retired Plant
Reactor-I experience

Southwest Experimental Fayetteville, Retired Plant
Fast Oxide Reactor Arkansas experience

Sodium Loop Safety INEL Under con- Safety
Facility struction

Pump Seal Test LMEC Operating Component dev-
Facility elopment

Transient Test Loop HEDL Operating Component dev-
elopment

Out-of-Pile Expulsion ANL Operating Safety
and Re-entry Apparatus

Argonne Fast Source ANL Operating Reactor
Reactor physics

Core Component Test ANL Operating Component dev-
Loop elopment

Special Environ- HEDL Operating Fuels and
mental Radiometal- materials
lurgy Facility

Large Components LMEC Retired Component dev-
Test Loop elopment

Small Component HEDL Operating Component dev-
Evaluation Loop elopment

Hot cells Various Operating Fuels and
materials
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APPENDIX VIII APPENDIX VIII

PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS OF AEC AND ERDA
RESPONSIBLE FOR ADMINISTERING THE ACTIVITIES

DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT

Tenure Of office
From To

AEC

Chairman:

Dixy Lee Ray
James R. Schlesinger
Glenn T. Seaborg

General Manager:

Robert D. Thorne (acting)
John A. Erlewine
Robert E. Hollingsworth

E RDA

Administrator:

Robert C. Seamans, Jr.

Assistant Administrator for Nuclear
Energy:

Robert D. Thorne (acting deputy)

Feb. 1973 Jan. 1975
Aug. 1971 Feb. 1973
Mar. 1961 Aug. 1971

Jan. 1975 Jan. 1975
Jan. 1974 Dec. 1974
Aug. 1964 Jan. 1974

Jan. 1975 Present

Jan. 1975 Present
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Chairman HIJrpi'HREy. We will conduct a second day of hearings on
the breeder reactor program on Thursday, May 8, at 9 a.m. We will
announce the room. We have had some difficulties with our room as-
sifgnments. The Joint Economic Committee, which has been estab-
lished since 1947, has been a migrant. It has never yet had its own
space. Congress provides space for subcommittees that have little or
nothing to do with the common good, but it finds no way to provide
space for a committee that has the responsibility under public law to
examine and evaluate economic forces and pressures that may affect
the very well-being and life of this Republic. But, that is not unusual.
The Congress, at times, doesn't get its priorities straightened out.
Well, that was a little aside.

Representative BOLLING. I should say I agree with that.
Chairman HIUITPHREY. Thanks for the amen.
On May 8, we will have Robert Seamans of the Energy Research

and Development Agency, followed by Mr. Ralph Nader and Mr.
John Simpson, a director of Westinghouse; and Mr. Thomas Cochran
of the Natural Resources Defense Council; and finally, Mr. Thomas
Stauffer from Harvard University.

On Thursday, May 8, according to the latest bulletin, subject to in-
numerable changes, we will be in room 318 of the Russell Senate Office
Building. God willing. and the Sergeant at Arms and the chairman
of other committees willing, and hopefully, with a lot of luck, we will
have the hearing in that room.

Now, I thank vou for being able to keep up with these room changes,
Mr. Staats, and for coming to the right place this morning. I wasn't
quite sure myself, but here we are, and we welcome your statement and
your participation.

STATEMENT OF HON. ELMER B. STAATS, COMPTROLLER GENERAL
OF THE UNITED STATES, ACCOMPANIED BY HENRY ESCHWEGE,
DIRECTOR, RESOURCES AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DIVISION;
RALPH CARLONF, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR; AND PHILLIP S.
HUGHES, ASSISTANT COMPTROLLER GENERAL, GENERAL SERV-
ICES ADMINISTRATION

Mr. STAATS. Thank you very much. Before starting I would like to
introduce my other two colleagues. In addition to Mr. Hughes here, we
have Mr. Henry Esehwege at the end of the table, who is the head of
our Resources and Economic Development Division; and Mr. Carlone
here, who has done a great deal of work on the report you referred to
and is one of Mr. Eschwege's associates.

Chairman H-uMrPHREY. We welcome them and are delighted to see
them. Through my mind flashed several studies I wanted to ask of
both of you, so I am particularly delighted to see you.

Mr. STAATS. As you have already indicated, our testimony this
morning has to do with the liquid metal fast breeder reactor program,
which is the subject of our recent report and represents the highest
priority energy research and development program of our Nation.

Over the past year congressional and public interest in this pro-
gram has intensified. The program's total estimated cost and the
amount of Federal funds expected to be spent on it have increased. As
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the program gained in importance, we in the General Accounting Of-
fice devoted additional resources to reviewing its many facets as part
of our office-wide effort to examine the Nation's response to the
energy crisis.

I would like to depart from my text for a second to say we have ac-
corded energy programs the highest priority in our total work pro-
gram in the GAO, followed closely behind by food and fiber and by
materials.

Chairman HUMPHREY. What was the third?
Mr. STAATs. Pardon.
Chairman HuMPHREY. What was the third?
Mr. STAATS. Materials, raw materials?
Chairman HUMPHREY. Materials? Nice to have some agency of Gov-

ernment that has its priorities properly arranged.
Mr. STAATS. During the past 6 months we issued staff studies on

ERDA's fast-flux test facility and on certain problems which could
affect the development schedule for the Clinch River breeder reactor.

Chairman HuMPHREY. Would you identify these? You say the fast-
flux test facility. Where and what is that?

Mr. STAATS. Do you want to answer that, Mr. Carlone?
Mr. CARLONE. It is a facility for testing fuels and materials and it

is being built at the Hanford Engineering Laboratory, Richland,
Wash.

Chairman HUMPHREY. All right, and the Clinch River breeder
reactor?

Mr. CARLONE. It is the first liquid metal fast breeder reactor dem-
onstration plant, and it is being built near Oak Ridge, Tenn.

Chairman HUMPHREY. When does it start?
Mr. CARLONE. It hasn't started yet. It is an R. & D. effort. The actual

construction hasn't started.
Chairman H-uMPHREY. The authorization was when?
Mr. CARLONE. Congress initially authorized the project-Public

Law 91-273 as amended-in 1970. This is a joint government/industry
demonstration project.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Right, I just wanted to pinpoint that for our
record.

Mr. STAATM. The fast flux test facility is a key testing facility for
fuels and materials in the breeder program. The Clinch River breeder
reactor is scheduled to this Nation's first demonstration project to
help show the value of the breeder concept. In addition we recently
provided the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy our comments on
ERDA's proposed arrangement for managing the Clinch River breed-
er reactor demonstration plant project.

In May, we plan to release a report on the cost and schedule esti-
mates for the first breeder demonstration plant, and fairly soon there-
after an issue paper on the broad range of promises and uncertainties
of the total breeder program-the need for the program. the poten-
tial benefits to be realized from it, and risks associated with commer-
cial use of this type of energy.

I should say here, Mr. Chairman, it is not our present intent to rec-
ommend for or against the program in this issue paper. Our issue
paper, which we refer to here, has as its purpose to develop the is-
sues and the questions which we believe would be useful to help Con-
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gress come to some conclusion with respect to this very important
program.

Chairman HIuMPHREY. And that will be available to us next month?
Is that right?

Mr. STAATS. We hope it will be. We are doing a great deal of work

on it. It is a very difficult paper, but that is our present intention.

Earlier this week, we submitted a comprehensive report to the Con-

gress on how the breeder program started, where it is today, and

current plans for its future operation. I would like to discuss today

some of the highlights of that report. The remainder of my testimony

will be largely a summary or highlight of that report.
Chairman HAJIuPREY. Might I just interrupt at this time? I don't

know whether I made it clear before, but we are not trying, in any

way, to preempt the overall jurisdiction of the Joint Committee on

Atomic Energy which has the basic responsibility for this program.

We are looking essentially at cost and economic items, at the cost-

benefit ratio and the possibilities of cost-overruns. The economics of

the program, in other words, is what we are concerned with. I say

this so that the record may be clear. We have discussed this with cer-

tain members of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy.
Mr. STAATS. The basic objective of the liquid metal fast breeder

reactor program is to develop a broad technological and engineering

base with extensive utility and industrial involvement which will

lead to a strong, competitive commercial breeder industry. Commer-

cialization of breeders has been proceeding along two lines of

effort-the base technology program and the demonstration plant

program. Under the base technology program, emphasis is placed on

developing key technical areas. This part of the program includes

engineering develoment, manufacturing, and equipment testing efforts.

The demonstration plant program is the key to the program's tran-

sition from the technology development phase to large-scale commer-

cial utilization. Plans for building the Clinch River breeder reactor

near Oak Ridge, Tenn., are now in the preliminary design stages.
This facility is to be a 350-megawatt electric powerplant aand is pres-

ently scheduled to be operational by mid-1982. It is a cooperative gov-

ernment/industry effort.
Until recently, the breeder program stressed the progressive de-

velopment of six successively larger demonstration plants. This ap-

proach would have required considerable government support to de-
velop larger components for each successive demonstration plant. In

mid-1974, the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)-the predeces-
sor agency to ERDA-realized that this approach placed too much em-

phasis on plant construction and operation, and not enough on de-

veloping plant components. Consequently, AEC terminated plans

for all but one demonstration plant and decided to build instead a

facility to test large components. This major redirection places the

Clinch River plant in a very important position.
ERDA envisions that operation of the first large commercial breed-

er will begin in 1987-a target date which has slipped 3 years since

1969. ERDA has projected that 186 commercial-sized breeders will

be built and in operation by the year 2000. There are indications from

the private sector, however, that these projections are optimistic and

possibly unrealistic.

64-603 0 - 76 - 6
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PROGRAM COSTS

Total program expenditures from fiscal year 1948 through fiscal
year 1974 were $1.8 billion. Recent estimates show that an additional
$8.9 billion will be needed to carry the program through the year
2020 indicating a total program cost of $10.7 billion-an increase of
about $6.8 billion in estimated costs since 1968. It should be noted that
the additional $8.9 billion does not include the effects of any inflation
after fiscal year 1976.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Who made that estimate?
Mr. STAATS. This is ERDA's estimate.
Chairman HuMPHREY.They ignored the factor of inflation?
Mr. STAATS. The next sentence here explains it, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Oh, I see.
Mr. STAATS. This is in accordance with a long-established Office of

Management and Budget policy, which requires Federal agencies to
make all estimates of the costs and benefits of programs in constant
dollars for each year of the planning period.

I would like to digress here to say that our office on inumerable oc-
casions has questioned this policy. We believe that the agency that
is asking for the funds is in the best possible position to make an
estimate or range of possible growth in cost due to inflation, because
you cannot just take a projection of the general economy and apply
that to a particular program. So that we feel on major weapons sys-
tems, or programs of that type, which are highly specialized in nature,
that we cannot make a projection just based on general economy-
wide forecasts of inflation. We should be giving Congress better in-
formation with respect to potential cost growth due to the factors
of inflation and scarcity and so on.

The $10.7 billion estimate includes $300 million for providing a
Government subsidy to one additional demonstration plant, the so-
called near commercial breeder reactor, to be constructed after com-
pletion of the Clinch River demonstration plant. ERDA and its con-
tractors have estimated that this subsidy could go as high as $2 billion
for several plants if the program does not attain its development
goals. Aside from Federal funds going into the plant, about $1/2 bil-
lion are expected to be spent by private industry over the next 5 to
10 years to develop the breeder and build the Clinch River breeder
reactor.

Federal energy research and development has grown markedly
from fiscal year 1971 when it was $420 million to an estimated $1.8 bil-
lion for fiscal year 1976. Federal funding for developing the breeder
was $168 million for fiscal year 1971, about 40 percent of that year's
total Federal energy research and development funding. In fiscal
year 1976, funding for the breeder is expected to be $474 million,
about 26 percent of total Federal energy research and development
funding.

ELEMENTS AND FACILITIES MAKING UP THE PROGRAM

The breeder program consists of six major program areas, each
of which contributes an important element of technology. The six
areas are reactor physics, fuels and materials, fuel recycle, safety,
component development, and plant experience. Each area has at least
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one major test or demonstration facility which is to contribute signi-
ficantly to the objective of commercializing the breeder.

We identified 22 major facilities in use or being built in support of
the program. There are plans to build eight more major facilities. The
estimated cost of all of these facilities is about $3 billion or almost 30
percent of the total program costs. Three of the most important fa-
cilities have experienced large cost increases and schedule delays.
For example the fast flux test facility, originally estimated in 1967
to cost $87.5 million and to begin operations early in 1974, is now
forecast to cost $512 million, and operations are not expected to begin
until early in 1980.

Estimated costs for the Clinch River demonstration plant itself
have increased from $699 million to $1.7 billion over the last 2 years,
and the scheduled startup has slipped from 1980 to 1982. The sodium
pump test facility, a facility for testing breeder pumps, originally
estimated in 1966 to cost $6.8 million, is presently estimated to cost
$17.5 million. ERDA is planning to modify this facility so it can test
pumps for the Clinch River Breeder Reactor. These modifications,
which are planned to begin in fiscal year 1978, are currently estimated
to cost $40 million, thereby increasing the project's total cost to $57.5
million.

CONTINUED AVAILABILITY OF QtTALIFIED FUEL FABRICATORS

Private industry's involvement in the developmental stages of the
LMFBR program is essential for meeting the program objective of
establishing a timely capability for a commercially competitive breeder
program. Within the fuels and materials area, there is a potential
problem concernng the continued availability of qualified fabricators
of breeder fuel.

In 1972, AEC awarded fixed-price contracts to two companies to
fabricate fuel for the first two fast flux test facility reactor cores. Based
on current projections, both fabricators will complete production be-
tween June and August of 1975. According to ERDA, the only other
market for such fuel in the next several years will be the Clinch River
project. Without follow-on fuel fabrication work after mid-1975, the
current production facilities or both these contractors can be expected
to shut down, and it is uncertain if these facilities could or would be-
come operational again when needed several years later. There is a
strong possibility, therefore, that the capability of one or both con-
tractors will be lost to the program with a consequent loss of assurance
that the certain, near-term fuel needs of the fast flux test facility and
the Clinch River plant can be met.

To maintain a capability in private industry to fabricate breeder
fuel, ERDA plans within a few months to select one of the two con-
tractors to fabricate two additional cores for future use in the fast
flux test facility. It is anticipated that his approach will allow one
contractor to. continue operations until about mid-1978. ERDA is
relying on the break-in operations between completion of fast flux test
facility work and beginning of Clinch River work to be short enough
for the supplier to continue in business.
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FUEL RECYCLE AREA-LEAST ADVANCED

The ability to recycle plutonium for use in the breeder is essential to
the breeder concept. This ability-fuel recycling-is probably the least
technologically advanced area at this time. The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission is presently considering the question of allowing recycling
of plutominum for use as fuel in light-water reactors. A decision is ex-
pected in late 1977 or early 1978. The Commission's decision regarding
plutonium recycling for light-water reactors will be significant to the
breeder program since the health, safety, and safeguard implications
of using plutonium are similar for both types of reactors.

MANAGEMENT OF THE BREEDER PROGRAM

The ERDA division managing the breeder program experienced
delays in reaching agreement on programing and technical matters
affecting the program. The agency is currently implementing a new
system for administering, managing, and controlling its various pro-
grams, of which the breeder program is the most important. This new
management control system holds promise for providing greater pro-
gram visibility and a stronger management focus on those areas of the
program experiencing problems.

The demonstration project is managed jointly by ERDA and its
utility industry participants. This management arrangement is com-
plex and potentially cumbersome. On March 10, 1975, ERDA sub-
mitted to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy for its consideration
proposed legislation for a new management structure for the project.
Management control would be given to ERDA to strengthen and
streamline the Government's control over the project to correspond
with the Government's investment in the project-now estimated at
about $1.5 billion. In our report to the Joint Committee on Atomic
Energy earlier this month, we pointed out that the ERDA proposal
did not clearly delineate the manner in which the project would be
managed and that ERDA might not be able to exercise usual manage-
ment prerogatives.

Let me say we submitted the report at the request of the Joint Com-
mittee to comment on this proposed arrangement.

FOREIGN BREEDER PROGRAMS

Developing a liquid metal fast breeder reactor is a high-priority na-
tional energy program of five other major industrial nations: The
United Kingdom, France, Japan, West Germany, and the Soviet
Union. ERDA believes that, of the foreign programs, the Soviet
Union and France are probably the most advanced in reactor develop-
ment. The United Kingdom, France, and the Soviet Union already
have demonstration-size breeders in operation. Although there are some
differences between the U.S. and foreign programs, all foreign pro-
grams are aimed ultimately at commercial-size plants in the thousand-
megawatt range or greater. Also, these programs include the construc-
tion of intermediate size plants.

An ERDA review group reported that foreign breeder programs
can contribute important data and information to the U.S. program,
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but the United States could not save any large amount of effort by
using the foreign programs.

In order for the Congress to know whether greater reliance can
be placed on 'the use of foreign breeder technology, we are suggesting
that the Congress explore in greater depth with ERDA the advan-
tages and disadvantages of using foreign breeder technology.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I want to point out that the ERDA
Administrator is currently reviewing the plans for the breeder as part
of an energy development plan which will be submitted to the Con-
gress by June 30, 1975. Thus, existing plans for the breeder program
are subject to change both as to schedule and cost.

I would like to add here, Mr. Chairman, that we have had excellent
cooperation from ERDA in terms of supplying us information and
meeting with us and commenting on our draft report, and other ways
that we operate with them.

This concludes our statement. Mr. Hughes, Mr. Eschwege, and Mr.
Carlone will be able to respond to some of your questions. I don't per-
sonally have as many of the details as I would like, but we will do
the best we can.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Mr. Carlone, do you have anything you
would like to add, since you were so deeply involved in the prepara-
tion of the overall report?

Mr. CARLONE. No, sir.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Does anyone else of your team here?
Mr. HUGHES. I don't have anything to add, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HUMPHRFY. Well, we will proceed with some of the ques-

tions by the staff of the Joint Economic Committee, those that have
been assigned to this project. They have read your report very care-
fully, and we want to refer to it for some questions.

As I understand it, the one recommendation which your report
has made is the one, which you referred to in the concluding remarks
of your statement, namely, that for the Congress to know whether
greater reliance can be placed on foreign breeder technology you pro-
pose for Congress to explore in greater depth with ERDA the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of using foreign developments. Is that
correct?

Mr. STAATS. That is correct. We think that one of the options that
might be open to us is to take greater advantage of foreign technology.
There are obviously some difficulties and disadvantages. It is a ques-
tion of weighing those in relationship to the time required to go ahead
with our own program. There are elements of safety involved here,
elements of health, the balance of payments, a question of patent
rights, component availability problems and many other considera-
tions, as was pointed out in the report. But they still represent a policy
issue which needs further exploration, as we see it.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Has your staff, Mr. Staats, for instance, Mr.
Carlone, have you examined this foreign breeder technology?

Mr. CARLONE. No, sir, nothing more than finding out from ERDA
the status of the foreign programs. We chose to do this because of the
time limitations. We wanted to get the results of our review to the
Congress as soon as possible for their consideration.
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Chairman HUMPmREY. May I respectfully suggest, in light of the
fact that you have emphasized this as the major recommendation in
this report, that you assign somebody to look into the foreign breeder
programs? Because you say here that the United Kingdom, France,
and the Soviet Union already have demonstration-sized breeders in
operation.

Do we have demonstration-sized breeders in operation?
Mr. CARLONE. No, sir.
Chairman HUMPHREY. All right.
Mr. CARLONE. The CRBR will be this Nation's first demonstration

project?
Chairman HUMPHREY. That is correct, but there are demonstration-

sized breeders in operation in three other countries, right?
Mr. CARLONE. Yes, sir.
Chairman HUMPHREY. I think it is incumbent upon you to give us

an additional report on what these countries are finding out about
that technology and the cost-benefit relationship that they seem to
have found.

Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Chairman, if I could comment? We expect to have
some more things to sav in our forthcoming report on general issues
about the breeder. As Mr. Staats indicated, the questions involved
are quite complex and many of them, I think, are of particular con-
cern to this committee, like balance of payments questions, and so on.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Right.
Mr. HUGHES. One of the alleged significant differences between what

we are planning for the Clinch River breeder and some of the overseas
developments has to do with the safety and environmental features,
and I think this too is an area that can be profitably looked at by those
who are qualified to do so.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Yes. I recognize the difficulties and the com-
plexities of it. I think there are certain questions that we have to ask
ourselves, though, in light of the advances some of these countries
have already made. Are there component parts, for example. that one
could obtain from abroad? Is there any way that we might avoid
duplication?

Mr. HUGHES. We will be dealing with some of these questions and I
hope all of the major ones in our issue paper, in some depth, and I

hope those comments will be helpful to you.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, I just want to make it clear that I think

the GAO should feel, as a result of this testimony, that a much more
in-depth study should be made of foreign developments in this area.
ERDA will be making an analysis, but ERDA is an executive agency.
ERDA is highly nuclear-oriented.

I want a fully objective analysis made from the General Accounting
Office's point of view. It may come out exactly the same way. It is
just a matter of doublechecking here.

I realize there are economic problems, such as the balance-of-pay-
ments problem and trade problems and so forth, but I Just came back
from a visit in Europe in April where we were talking about standard-
ization of aircraft, for example, which is often a nice way of saying
"Buy American," but not always. Sometimes we buy from somebody
else. Anyway, I want you to look at it. Not that it will give us any
definitive information, but it gives us some comparative information.
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Mr. STAATS. I think the Congress is entitled to two points of view. As
you say, we may come out exactly the same way. It has been said, and
probably accurately, that the French reactor could not be licensed in
the United States because of the safety and environmental considera-
tions that we would insist upon, which apparently they do not.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, I think it would be interesting to
know.

Mr. STAATS. But that would be the kind of issue which could stand
some airing, and also the point that you alluded to about whether
some of the research and maybe some of the components could be used
in our program to our advantage and possibly to their advantage.

Chairman HUMPHREY. On the environmental side, I think, that the
French have done a better job taking care of their countryside than
we have, having traveled through that grand Republic. You know,
they have been there a long time, and when you take a look at their
-forests and go on over and take a look in Germany at some of the strip
mining they have done and how they have taken care of the land, well,
I don't think we have that much to talk about in terms of the environ-
ment. If the French think it is environmentally sound, I would be
somewhat impressed, as I would if the Germans did, because our record
of environmental concern is beer cans in the ditch, paper on the streets,
smoke in the skies, and fumes from exhaust pipes. Up until now, we
haven't done much about it.

So, I just thought I would emphasize for you to look at these for-
eign projects because we have a tendency here to kind of pass that off
like it never happened. I don't want us to do so here.

Mr. HUGHES. I think, Mr. Chairman, there has been a fair amount-
in fact, a great deal of information exchange in the scientific commu-
nity, both governmental and private, within these areas, or at least
that is what we gather from those who are involved in the technologi-
cal and scientific aspects of this. But I think some formalization of
that could be very helpful.

Chairman HUmMPHREY. Thank you, Mr. Staats, a decision to stretch
out the breeder program, which is one of the options being talked
about, would be a decision to slow its growth, to stabilize the program.
It probably would not cut back or cut off the program-I say probably.
And probably it would not disperse the existing personnel and exper-
tise working on the program and would not create a hiatus in its de-
velopment. I recognize, of course, that this conclusion is subject to
some discusion and dispute.

The AEC originally planned, as you have indicated, six demonstra-
tion plants on the way to commercialization of the breeder. Recently
this was reduced to two; is that correct?

Mr. CARLONE. Yes, including the Near Commercial breeder reactor.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Do you believe that the original program

was poorly laid out, or are we sacrificing necessary steps by eliminat-
ing these other two demonstration plants?

Mr. CARLONE. I don't know that it was poorly laid out in the begin-
ning. I think that as more information became available, they changed
the emphasis of the program.

Mr. HUGHES. I think, Mr. Chairman, to an extent also the answer to
your question is part of the controversy surrounding the development
of the breeder. There are intensive debates which have to do with elec-
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tricity demand on the one hand, and, with the supply of uranium on
the other hand, and with the advisability of simultaneous development
of the components-the more or less simultaneous development versus
sequencing-and those things. But these are issues within the scientific
community upon which informed persons argue. The key questions
obviously are the demand question and the supply of uranium. Ob-
viously, the answer to either question is somewhat speculative.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Yes; so that you are not quite prepared to
say definitively whether we are sacrificing necessary steps?

Mr. HUGHES. It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that in terms of safety
and sureness, slowness is an advantage, up to a point at least. However,
if, as some maintain, either the demand for uranium or the interaction
between supply and demand is such that we haven't time, then we ob-
viously have some very serious problems that we need to deal with.
Some of the questions here are highly technical questions as to how
sure we can be as we progress.

Chairman HuMPHREY. And that of course, as you indicated, is a
very controversial point.

Mr. STAATS. There are obviously tradeoffs that are to be made in
terms of time against certainty. The longer time draws out, then there
is obviously a cost involved.

Chairman HUMPHREY. That is a point I wanted to ask. There would
undoubtedly be increased costs if this were drawn out over a long
period of time.

Mr. STAATS. I think so. Part of the interest of this issue paper is to
point out these tradeoffs, Mr. Chairman, that we hope will be helpful
to you.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Just to continue a little bit more on the for-
eign aspects here, because it was the recommendation that you brought
to our attention, how do you account for the purported low cost of the
French breeder reactor program when we are having such tremendous
problems with the cost of ours, particularly these spectacular cost
overruns that you indicated in your paper?

Mr. Carlone, do you want to refer to that?
Mr. CARLONE. We haven't seen the French estimated cost; we haven't

been privy to their cost figures.
Chairman HUMPHREY. That is why I want you to look into it. Now,

our staff here tells us that the French costs are much lower and their
estimates have been much better. I just want to know what kind of
forecasters we have in this Government? When I looked at some of
these figures that you gave to us, it was startling. One that I remambro
particularly, if I might just take a minute of your time, was the sodium
pump test facility, which had a jump from $6.800,000 to $57,500,000.
You know that isn't even a good guess. Anybody that was throwing
darts and went that far wrong might kill somebody.

Mr. HUGHES. I think, Mr. Chairman, the alleged explanations for
the differences in cost between the French program and ours are in
two categories: One has to do with the comparative management styles
or management structures. It has been alleged that the French have
done better in this regard than we have in terms of project manage-
ment, of tightness of control and so on. That is an allegation as far as
we are concerned.
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The other area is the safety and environmental area, where again
it is alleged that, in this country, the target or goal has been essen-
tially a moving one, with standards rising. This has contributed sig-
nificantly to cost escalation. It also is alleged, and I am inclined to
agree with it, that our safety standards are somewhat more rigid
and somewhat higher. That, in turn, has affected the total cost of the
project.

Chairman HuMPHREY. Your list of problemns associated with the
use of the French technology includes some uncertainties of a tech-
nological nature, of which we surely have enough with our own pro-
gram. Also, you mentioned some problems of meeting U.S. regula-
tions and the loss of business to U.S. manufacturers and so on. This
is in your report and not in your statement today.

But your report mentions no serious problems of a technological
or economic nature. One might get the impression that people are
fabricating problems to save the role of ERDA and U.S. industry at
the expense to our taxpayers. Do you see any clear reason why we
should not explore the possibility with the French and other foreign
countries for sharing the work and expense of breeder development or
for acquiring some of the needed technology from others?

Let me get to my point again. We've already got a big love thy
neighbor project with the Soviet Union on space exploration going on
right now wherein we share technology. I have a feeling we are giving
a lot more to them than we are getting. That is just my judgment. It
is probably a very parochial judgment, but nevertheless we are shar-
ing.

We are always talking about cooperating with our Western allies.
We've got all kinds of cooperative endeavors supposedly under way.
Why isn't it possible to explore with these countries, particularly the
ones that seem to have some advances in technologv, the prospect for
sharing in the work and expense of this project? Why can't we pool
some of this? Apparently, there are several countries-I think you
mentioned five countries-terribly interested in this right now.

Mr. STAATS. I think the answer is clearly we should explore it.
These countries got started on building their demonstration-size
breeder plants before we did.

Chairman HIUMPHREY. But why? We are the mamma and papa of
nuclear technology, aren't we?

Mr. STAATS. They have had more experience with this aspect of it.
I am not sure I could answer why they got started on it earlier, except
possiblv that thev foresaw the possibility that certain resources
wouldn't be available to them, whereas we have had a relatively abun-
dant outlook with respect to these resources.

Mr. CARLONE. I think it all goes back to their philosophy, as Mr.
Hughes pointed out. In this country, we tried to develop the tech-
nological base first and then build the large reactors, whereas in the
foreign programs there has been more emphasis towards building the
large reactors first and seeing whether they will work, whether they
can operate safely and then, as I understand it, doing some of the de-
velopmental work.

Chairman HUMPHREY. You see, this is my point. We've got to know
more about this. I am suspicious here. I do not believe that the French
are incompetent. I think they are very capable and technologically
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advanced people. I think our technology may be better. At least, I hope
it is, but we can always learn from somebody else.

One of the needs here is to develop a common breeder design. They
you would be able to increase competition in supply new compo-
nents, which would be of benefit to all parties involved: The manufac-
turers, the developers of the components, as well as to the consumer
and the taxpayer. And this is why I press you hard, as I am going to
press ERDA and press everybody that comes up here hard, to see
why we are not doing a little better job on international cooperation.
We are always giving the world lectures on international cooperation.
You know, are you ready to buy American, or can we send our Army
over to your country? So I want to know why we are not cooperating
in this endeavor. I want vou to find out for us. Explore it in depth.
Get the literature. Get the Library of Congress to work at it. Find
out, because I am not sure that ERDA is going to find out. However
we are going to have them up here and we are going to ask them
the same question.

You know things are happening 'abroad. For example, the auto-
mobile industry in this country refused to develop an engine that
would give us more fuel efficiency and finally the Japanese and Ger-
mans developed one. Now we are still talking about 'how we are going
to develop one, like it is a great big secret. You know, it is about as
secret as Life Savers and Spearmint gum.

And I think there is a reason for this lack of collaboration so far as
-the breeder is concerned. I think it is essentially a matter of trying to
lock up the market so nobody else can get in. Now. your report contains
only one remark under the heading, "Matters for Consideration of
Congress." If we were to purchase breeders from the French for ex-
ample. could we manufacture our own fuels so as to become independ-
ent of foreign supply sources? Do you know the answer to that one?

Mr. HUIGHES. Senator, I think the general answer in laymen's terms
is "Yes, we can." It seems to me that theoretically we can design fuel
to meet the needs of the particular reactor if we 'are aware of those
needs. We ought to be careful we don't lock ourselves into a technology
or fuel source which puts us in the same position we are in vis-a-vis
the oil-producing countries today. But there 'is no inherent reason why
the use of foreign components or benefiting from the experimentation
and research and developmental work thev have done should lock us
into a particular supply source or a particular supply type that we
could not duplicate.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Have you ever seen British television?
Mr. HUGHES. No, sir.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, now, sometime, if you have the oppor-

tunity to travel to London, you take a look at British color television
and then take a look at ours. You'll see the difference between a barn
painter and a Picasso, and we are the barn painter. I mean, they've
got the advanced technology there. Of course, we got in early with our
patents and all, and we are locked into a much less precise type of
television.

Mr. STAATS. That is true throughout Europe.
Chairman HUMPHREY. That is true. You know, I like to think we are

first in evervthing, but-once in a while you get out of the county seat
and you find out that we are not.
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I just want to be sure that the figures we are talking about here are
correct. They are so staggering.

We are talking about a $10.7 billion project on an R. & D. basis
between now -and what is the year? Is it 1987?

Mir. STAATS. 2020.
Chairman HUMPHREY. And we are using figures that don't have

any inflation.
Mr. STAATS. That is without any inflation beyond fiscal year 1976.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, you've really got to have great faith.

I mean, that must be the greatest religious revival this country has
ever had if we believe there will be no inflation.

Now, let's talk about one other question here. First, let me say I am
extremely interested in this development and I don't want my ques-
tions to seem hostile. But, one of the reasons for my questions is so
many things have changed of late because of the high cost of energy.
For example, industry today is making use of energy much better. We
are becoming less wasteful. Demand for electricity has slipped some,
that is, compared to what was projected. The FEA has said that elec-
tricity demand growth has moderated.

Now, do you consider this a permanent moderation? Is this some-
thing that we should count on in the future or is it a temporary
development?

Mr. HuGnEs. Mr. Chairman, I will answer that. There are several
factors to be considered in determining the growth of energy consump-
tion. One of them is population growth, and to the extent that popula-
tion growth modifies-and you know the pattern of growth is chang-
ing-then the growth in energy consumption will be affected.

The second point has to do with the price increases which you have
referred to. It seems very likely, although I don't think anybody can
measure the effect with precision, but it seems very likely that those
price increases have effectively changed the trend in energy growth.
As a matter of fact. I think in 1974 the use of energy declined for the
first time in recorded history.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, that could be because of a recession.
Mr. Hu1TTF,-. Yes. and the third component is the general economic

recession, which had a profound effect upon the country in 1974. I
don't think anybody can sort out the separate effects of the price
adjustment and the economic recession. We will have to wait and see,
but there are general implications and I think generally accepted
indications that the trend of energy growth is modifying from some-
thing around 4 percent of higher to something below-well, in the
range of 2 to 3 percent per year. Now, that would be a rather marked
change, but it is still a very significant growth rate over the long run,
and one of the concerns of all of us is how you meet this need.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Then there is another factor to toss in here.
There is some talk now with the lower supplies of natural gas that,
regardless of price, there will be more use of electricity for home
heating.

Yes. Mr. Staats?
Mr. STAATS. A great deal of that will depend, of course, on what kind

of energy program eventually emerges from the Congress. We have
been working closely with the House Ways and Means Committee and
other committees in development of an energy program and, Senator,
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depending upon what kind of a program is developed by way of incen-
tives to conserve energy, particularly in the next 10 years, this could
be a very important factor.

Now, the package that we have developed, which is really not unlike
the package that has been under consideration in the House Ways
and Means Committee, we projected would result in an annual growth
to 1984, I believe, of 1.9 percent a year. Now that compares with
something over 4 percent, as Mr. Hughes has indicated.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Is that electricity or total use of energy ?
Mr. STAATS. Total use of energy.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Congressman, do you have anything?
Representative HAMILTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I apologize

to you, Mr. Staats, for coming in late. Mr. Staats, I would like to get
a general idea as to the proportion of the breeder reactor program
cost that is being borne by the Government as opposed to the private
sector. Can you give us some indication of this?

Mr. STAATS. Mr. Carlone will do this.
Representative HAMILTON. I recall a couple of Presidential messages

that came to the Hill in which the emphasis was that industry should
bear the major cost of the demonstration projects. We are talking
about demonstration projects now and not the commercial plants. The
Government was going to help on technological leadership and shar-
ing some of the risks. How is that working out?

Mr. CARLONE. On the Clinch River breeder reactor, the industrial
participation is about $270 million and, of course, it is limited to $270
million and the Government has the open-ended commitment.

Mr. HUGHES. That is $270 million out of a total of about $1.7
billion.

Mr. CARLONE. Right.
ReDresentative HAMILTON. That $1.7 billion is for the Clinch River

breeder reactor?
Mr. CARLONE. Yes.
Representative HAMILTON. For the Government and you say $270

million for the
Mr. CARLONE. No, sir, the current estimate for the breeder reactor

is $1.7 billion and of that the private sector will pay
Repesentative HAMILTON. Will pay $270 million'?
Mr. CARLONE. Right.
Representative HA-MILTON. Now, is that kind of proportion the same

with other aspects of the breeder reactor program? In other words,
the Government is bearing the overwhelming proportion?

Mr. HUGHES. With respect to the research component, the bulk of
the cost for that has been the Government's. There are another $240
million or $250 million of, let us say, miscellaneous related research,
which industry has expended on the breeder reactor program, but the
bulk of the effort will be a Government effort.

Represenative HAMILTON. Now, that Clinch River breeder reactor
is to be ready in 1982. It was to be ready in 1977, and it was going to
cost ERDA $669 million. In the past 6 years, its start has slipped by
5 years and the costs have now gone up to the figure just given of $1.7
billion.

The fast-flux test facility was to be finished in 6 years and has now
gone to 8 and has gone up in price from $87 million to something over
$500 million.
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The sodium-pump test facility has gone from $6.8 million to $57.5
million and that is about an eightfold increase. It is not anywhere near
completion, as I understand it.

Now, this is not a very good track record with regard to getting
along on schedule or within cost estimates. If that has been the history,
is there any reason at all we ought to take the present figures seriously?

Mr. CARLONE. As Mr. Staats indicated in his opening remarks, we are
looking at the cost-schedule estimates for the Clinch River breeder
reactor, and we would hope to have a report on that within a couple
of weeks. We will be talking about the methodology that ERDA
used in developing the $1.7 billion estimate and our comments on it.

Representative HAMILTON. Well, how did these kinds of grossly
underestimated costs and time schedules come about? Was Congress
misled on this? Were we deliberately misled? If so, by whom? How
do these things occur?

Mr. HUGHES. I think the answer is pretty complicated and subject to
some debate. First of all, there is the general factor of inflation. For
instance, with respect to the $1.7 billion for the Clinch River reactor,
my recollection is that around half a billion of that cost escalation is
essentially inflation; that is, it is unrelated to design changes or other
cost estimates.

With respect to the total program, it was around $3.5 billion for in-
flation, so you can kind of put that part aside.

Representative HAMILTON. Well, let's look at that figure for a mo-
ment now. You are giving me a 75-percent inflation figure over that
period of time, which is much more than the general inflation rate.
Now, surely not all of that is what you are suggesting?

Mr. CARLONE. Some of that accounts for improvements in the pro-
gram and for problems that they did not anticipate, where they had to
do further testing, and further modification of facilities. So not only
inflation, but problems they didn't anticipate are represented in the
current estimate.

Representative HAMILTON. That is what I am trying to get at. I
want to have an analysis of why we have these cost overruns. What
percentage of the total cost overruns reflects inflation and what is due
to other factors?

Mr. HUGHES. Let's stick with the Clinch River breeder reactor for
a minute. The $500 million figure, if my recollection is correct, is an
inflation figure; $500 million of the increased costs from the original
estimate is inflation. Is that correct?

Mr. CARLONE. That is correct. It is around $500 million to $600
million.

Representative HAMILTON. The original cost figure was $669 mil-
lion?

Mr. HuGHES. $699 million. So. from $700 million to $1.2 billion in
round numbers is essentially inflation, as I understand it. Roughly
half the total increase in the program cost is inflation. The balance con-
sists of the kind of factors that Mr. Carlone has referred to. They
represent a learning process, in effect, as the project is carried along.
They are perhaps in a sense the product of proceeding with a series of
related efforts simultaneously. So that we are learning as we go along.
And as we learn, we have to modify the project to improve certain
aspects of it and that increases the cost.
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Representative HAMILTON. Mr. Hughes, the 1969 estimate was $700
million, and you have given us roughly a $500 million figure for infla-
tion, and additions to the program of an additional $500 million, which
brings it up to $1.7 billion. That would suggest the inflation was 72 per-
cent of the original costs.

The consumer price index is up about 45 or 50 percent since 1969. I
don't understand your figure of some 72 percent inflation.

Mr. HUGHES. I don't think I want to try and defend the figure here,
Mr. Hamilton, but I would point out that inflation in some sectors of
the economy has been substantially higher than others.

Representative HAMILTON. Has that been true in these things?
Mr. HUGHES. I would have to assume so. I think the $500 million

figure is a kind of agreed-on number. I believe ERDA could talk to
this point more specifically, but I don't believe it is in dispute.

Mr. EScHWEGE. I think in this case the inflation factor does carry
forward. As we said earlier, on the total program of $10 billion there is

no inflation factor provided after fiscal year 1976. However, with re-
spect to this project, it does include the total inflation factor up
through the end of a 5-year operation period in 1987.

Representative HAMILTON. How do the cost overruns we are seeing
in this program compare to other cost overruns, like many of these
defense projects we hear so much about?

Mr. STAATS. Well, we have done studies and we have had reports
quarterly, of course, to Congress on the Defense Department. We have
also begun to develop studies on the civilian projects, Congressman.
I guess I would have to say this overrun is not as high as the interstate
highway program.

Chairman HUMPHREY. As what ?
Mr. STAATS. The interstate highway program. That turns out to be

one where our estimate was worse.
Representative HAMILTON. That is the granddaddy of them all.
Mr. STAATS. That is true.
Representative HAMILTON. What is the percentage overrun of the

Interstate Highway cost?
Mr. STAATS. I would have to get that for you, but it is very high.

I would be glad to send you a copy of it.
Representative HAMILTON. Mr. Chairman, I think it would be help-

ful to put it in the record at this point.
Senator HUMPHREY. Certainly.
[The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record:]
The Federal Highway Administration's Interstate Highway System was esti-

mated in 1958 to cost $37,600,000.000 of which the Federal Government's share
was $33.9 billion. The most current estimate, 1972, shows that the estimate has
doubled to $76,300,000,000. The Government's share of the latest estimate is
$68.26 billion.

Representative HAMILTON. Could you give us a comparison of cost
overruns on the breeder reactor as compared with other items too?

Mr. STAATS. We could give you that in military areas as well as
civilian areas.

[The following reports were subsequently supplied for the record:]
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

WASHINGTON. D.C. zag

B-163058

To the President of the Senate
and the Speaker of the House of Representatives

This is our fourth semiannual report to the Congress on the
status of selected major weapon systems being acquired by the
Department of Defense. All cost, schedule, and performance data
in this report was extracted from the selected acquisition report
released by the Department. We have not audited or verified the
data.

Systems are periodically added to and deleted from the selected
acquisition report on the basis of recommendations from the services
or the Office of the Secretary of Defense and/or interest expressed
by the Congress or GAO. This report details the net cost changes
reported on 49 major weapon systems between December 31, 1973,and
June 30, 1974. It also lists systems which have reported schedule
slippages of 12 months or more in the planned delivery dates as of
June 30, 1974, and those which, in our opinion, have experienced
significant changes in planned performance.

We made our review pursuant to the Budget and Accounting Act,
1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and the Accounting and Auditing Act of 1950
(31 U.S.C. 67).

We are sending copies of this report to the Director, Office
of Management and Budget; the Secretary of Defense; and the
Secretaries of the Army, Navy, and Air Force.

Comptroller General
of the United States
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STATUS OF SELECTED MAJOR WEAPON SYSTEMS

In 1969 the Congress asked us to report periodically on the progress

and status of various system acquisitions. We issued reports annually

from 1970 through 1972. Since then we have issued reports semiannually.

This report includes information reported by the Department of Defense

(DOD) on changes to the estimated costs of 49 major weapon systems on the

selected acquisition report (SAR) during the 6 months ended June 30, 1974.

There was a net increase of $17,107.8 million in estimated costs for these

systems.

In addition, the report includes information on 22 systems, that were

12 months or more behind the planned schedule for delivery of the first

increment and performance data on 13 systems which, in our opinion, signi-

ficant improvements and/or reductions in planned performance have occurred.

We have not audited or verified the cost, schedule, and performance infor-

mation in the SAR.

Appendix I provides details on the cost changes that occurred between

December 31, 1973, and June 30, 1974. Appendix II shows the cost data
appearing on the June 30, 1974, BAR. Appendix III shows the planning and

development estimates for program quantities and unit costs and changes

for the 6 months ended June 30, 1974. Appendix IV lists systems which

have reported schedule slippages of 12 months or more in the planned

delivery dates and systems which, in our opinion, significant improvements

or reductions in planned performance had occurred as of June 30, 1974.

1
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CURRENT ESTIMATE CHANGES FROM
DECEMBER 31, 1973, TO JUNE 30, 1974

An analysis of cost changes on 49 weapon systems on SAR during the
6 months ended June 30, 1974, showed a net increase in total cost of about
$17.1 billion.

-Of the total cost increase, $16.5 billion was attributed to higher
inflation indexes in preparing the estimates. DOD policy states that the
best estimate of the acquisition cost of weapon systems, including a
realistic provision for experienced and projected inflation, is to be
shown in the SAR. The provision for inflation in weapon system cost
estimates is to be based on Service-developed indexes representing the
condition pertinent to a particular program. However, in the absence of
such individual program indexes, the escalation indexes published by the
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller), for more
general application may be used.

For the December 1973 and March 1974 SARs, the Office of the
Assistant Secretary (Comptroller) published escalation indexes which pro-
vided for a 4.5 percent increase for procurement costs for fiscal year
1975 and 3.1 percent for fiscal year 1976 and each year thereafter. These
rates changed for the June 1974 SARs when the Office of the Assistant
Secretary (Comptroller) published revised indexes which provided the fol-
lowing escalation indexes for application to procurement costs.

Fiscal year Index Percentage

1974 100.0 Base year
1975 111.0 11.0
1976 - 119.9 8.o
1977 128.3 7.0
1978 134.7 5.0
1979 140.6 4.4
1980 -146.7 4.3
All subsequent years 3.7

Similar escalation indexes were developed for application to research and
development costs.

Cost change analyses for the 6 months ended June 30, 1974, are shown
in the following table.

2
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Type of change Navy

Change
during

Air Force period

(mil liions)

Total quantity
increase--net

Other changes:
Engineering
Support
Schedule
Economic
Estimating
Sundry

Total-other
changes

Total

$ 18.3 $ 2.7 $ _ $ 21.0

66.9
-4o.8
297.3

3,675.2
-41.2

-111.4

110.1
-7.1

-32.0
7,028.3

49.2
255.6

31.5
2.5

31.4
5,786.2

-4.5
-10.4

208.5
--45.4-
296.7

16,489.7
3.5

133.8

3,846.o 7,4o4.1 5,836.7 17,086.8

$3,864.3 $7,406.8 $5,836.7 $17,107.8

Number of systems
(total 49) 14 11

3
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APPENDIX I

COST DATA COMPARISON FROM
DECEMBER 31, 1973, TO JUNE 30, 1974

Number of systems
(note a)

Army (14)
Navy (24)
Air Force

Cost change (note b)
Planning Development Quantity
estimate estimate decrease(-) Other

(millions)

$19,170.8
(note c) 44,437.6
(11) 29,028.4

$ 20,225.2
52,569.4
36,687.0

$-1,266.8
- 161.5
-2,634.1

Current
estimate

$ 4,371.4 $ 23,329.8
7,728.2 60,136.1
13,303.9 47,356.8

Total at 12-31-73
(49)

Army (14)
Navy (24) (note c)
Air Force (11)

$92,636.8 $109,481.6 $-4,o62.4

$19,170.8
44,437.6
29,028.4

$ 20,225.2
52,569.4
36,703.5

$-1,691.8
- 118.5
-2,648.1

Total at 6-30-74 $92,636.8 $109X498.1 $-4,458.4
(49)

Difference for
49 systems - $ 16.5 $- 396.0

$25,403.5 $130,822.7

$ 8,660.7 $ 27,194.1
15,092.0 67,542.9
19,138.1 53,193.5

$42,890.8 $147,930.5

$17,487.3 $ 17,107.8

aThe total number of systems on SAR at December 31, 1973, was 53 and
the total number of systems on SAR at June 30, 1974, was 49. Three
Navy systems--EA-6B, HARRIER and BQQ-5--were deleted from SAR as of
December 31, 1973. One Army system--M60A2--was deleted from SAR as
of March 31, 1974. The M60A2 SAR reported no cost change between
December 1973 and March 1974.

bhese cost changes represent total change for each system from the
time a development estimate is established--generally the time a
development contract is awarded for a system--through the current
estimate, or the date of SAR--in this case June 30, 1974.

cThe estimates for the Navy systems include costs of the Air Force
portion of the SPARROW F and SIDEWINDER AIM-9L missile programs.
For example, the Navy's current estimate at December 31, 1973,
includes Air Force costs of $514.7 million for the SPARROW F and
$197.4 million for the SIDEWINDER. The current estimate at June 30,
1974 includes Air Force costs of $510.4 million for the SPARROW F
and $241.2 million for the SIDEWINDER.

4
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APPENDIX I

Following is a summary by military service of cost changes during the
6 months ended June 30, 1974, for 49 major weapon systems as reported on
the SAR.

ARMY NET INCREASE OF $3,864.3 MILLION:

IMPROVED HAWK MISSILE:

Increase of $21.9 million:

Net result of (1) $0.6 million increase for Government
support for modifications validation test program,
(2) $0.2 million decrease for prior years adjustment
to ground support equipment, and (3) $21.5 million
increase due to applying higher inflation provisions.

LANCE MISSILE:

Increase of $20.7 million:

Result of (1) $16.2 million due to applying higher
inflation provisions, (2) $0.7 million for procuring
safe and arm cover lock for safety purposes, and
(3) $3.8 million for test and handling equipment, and
adjusting repair parts of prior year funds to actual
receipts.

TOW MISSILE:

Increase of $26.4 million:

Net result of (1) $42.8 million increase due to apply-
ing higher inflation provisions, and (2) $16.4 million
decrease due to revising and refining estimates.

DRAGON MISSILE:

Increase of $38.5 million:

Net result of (1) $70.9 million increase due to apply-
ing higher inflation provisions, (2) $0.9 million increase
for beginning development of night sight, and (3) $33.3
million decrease due to contract negotiation, new contract
proposals and refining estimates.
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APPENDIX I

SAFEGUARD BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE SYSTEM:

Decrease of $41 million:

Net result of (1) $67 million quantity increase,
(2) $6 million increase due to revising and refining
estimates, and (3) $114 million decrease attributed
to revising the previously estimated cost for lost
effort; i.e., costs incurred for effort required for
the larger deployment planned before the ABM Treaty
and subsequent congressional action but which is not
useful to the current one site deployment.

SAM-D SURFACE TO AIR MISSILE SYSTEM:

Increase of $1,489.3 million:

Net result of (1) $1,229.9 million increase due to
applying higher inflation provisions, (2) $47 million
quantity decrease, (3) $58.7 million net increase far
study of a cost reduction program and SAM-D II changes
and deleting non-nuclear warhead and nuclear interface,
(4) $293.6 million increase for schedule stretchout,
(5) $1.3 million decrease for refining estimates, and
(6) $44.6 million decrease for costs associated with
common equipment.

TACFIRE (TACTICAL FIRE DIRECTION SYSTEM):

Increase of $11.3 million:

Net result of (1) $11 million increase due to applying
higher inflation provisions, (2) $2 million increase
in engineering changes and added depot maintenance
effort, and (3) $1.7 million quantity decrease.

UTTAS HELICOPTER:

Increase of $727.2 million:

Result of revised provision for inflation.

HIE HELICOPTER:

Increase of $2.3 million:

Result of revised provision for inflation.

6
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APPENDIX I

MICV VEHICLE:

Increase of $63.3 million:

Net result of (1) $61 million increase for applying
higher inflation provisions, (2) $3 million increase
in contract cost overrun, (3) $0.3 million decrease
for reducing in-house cost, and (4) $o.4 million
decrease identified with contract performance
'incentives.

STINGER MISSILE:

Increase of $112.4 million:

Result of (1) $100.4 million due to applying higher
inflation provisions, (2) $7.7 million for adding a
Design-to-Cost program, and (3) $4.3 million for test
target costs.

AAH HELICOPTER:

Increase of $517.1 million:

Result of revised provision for inflation.

)94-1 TANK:

Increase of $874.9 million:

Result of revised provision for inflation.

NAVY NET INCREASE OF $7,406.8 MILLION:

MARK-48 TORPEDO:

Increase of $96.9 million:

Net result of (1) $100.9 million increase due to apply-
ing higher inflation provisions, (2) $0.2 million
increase in support costs, and (3) $4.2 million decrease
due to refining estimates.

7
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F-14A AIRCRAFT:

Decrease of $45.9 million:

Net result of (1) $50.1 million increase due to apply-
ing higher inflation provisions, (2) $3.6 million
decrease in support costs, and (3) $92.4 million
decrease primarily due to cost savings to Navy result-
ing from Iran's buying aircraft, adjusting estimates
to actual costs, and reducing procurement funds for
fiscal year 1972 and prior years.

ssN-688 SUBMARINE:

Increase of $840.6 million:

Result of (1) $840.4 million due to applying higher
inflation provisions and (2) $0.2 million for military
construction costs.

DIDN-38 CLASS SHIP:

Increase of $225 million:

Result of (1) $200 million due to applying higher
inflation provisions, (2) $9.2 million increase based
on improved estimating experience, and (3) $15.8
million due to revised shipbuilder cost.

SPARROW F MISSILE:

Decrease of $19.8 million: (Navy $15.5 million, Air Force
$4.3 million)

Net result of (1) $111.2 million increase due to apply-
ing higher inflation provisions, (2) $131.2 million
decrease attributed to program repricing based on
fiscal year 73 and fiscal year 74 negotiated contracts,
stabilizing missile configuration, and reevaluating
manufacturing support, (3) $0.1 million unpredictable
decrease, and (4) $0.3 million increase attributed to
contract performance incentives.

8
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POSEIDON MISSILE:

Increase of $9.1 million:

Net result of (1) $12.8 million increase for modifica-
tion program and (2) $3.7 million net decrease for
revising and refining estimates.

CONDOR MISSILE:

Increase of $16.5 million:

Result of (1) $5 million due to applying higher infla-
tion provisions, (2) $8.2 million due to a break in
production, and (3) $3.3 million engineering change
for active radar seeker.

CVAN-68 CLASS AIRCRAFT CARRIER:

Increase of $211.9 million:

Result of applying higher inflation provisions.

A-7E AIRCRAFT:

Increase of $22.9 million:

Net result of (1) $17.7 million increase due to apply-
ing higher inflation provisions., (2) $5.6 million
increase for TRAM development and reliability testing,
(3) $0.4 million increase for refining estimates, and
(4) $0.8 million decrease for adjusting prior contracts.

PHOENIX MISSILE:

Increase of $35.2 million:

Net result of (1) $37.9 million increase due to apply-
ing higher inflation provisions and (2) $2.7 million
decrease for refining estimates. -

S-3A AIRCRAFT:

Increase of $48 million:

Result of (1) $36 million due to applying higher infla-
tion provisions and (2) $12 million due to S-3A line
shutdown costs.

9
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E-2C AIRCRAFT:

Increase of $1.7 million:

Net result of (1) $6 million increase due to applyinghigher inflation provisions and (2) $4.3 million
decrease for refining estimates.

LHA SHIP:

Increase of $34.6 million:

Result of (1) $14.9 million due to applying higher
inflation provisions, (2) $0.5 million for support costs,
(3) $9.2 million attributed to post delivery, project
support and Government furnished equipment, and (4) $10
million attributed to contract changes.

VAST (VERSATILE AVIONICS SHOP TEST SYSTEM):

Increase of $0.9 million:

Result of applying higher inflation provisions.

P-3C AIRCRAFT:

Decrease of $24.8 million:

Net result of (1) $24.7 million increase due to apply-
ing higher inflation provisions, (2) $0.1 million
increase for adjusting prior year costs, and (3) $49.6
million quantity reduction.

DD-963 SHIP:

Increase of $521.1 million:

Result of (1) $277.7 million due to applying higher
inflation provisions, (2) $1.7 million in outfitting
costs, (3) $23.3 million for contract performance
incentives, and (4) $218.4 million for contract cost
overrun.

HARPOON MISSILE:

Increase of $147.1 million:

Result of applying higher inflation provisions.

10
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PHM SHIP:

Increase of $351 million:

Result of (l) $249.3 million due to applying higher
inflation provisions, (2) $85.3 million attributed to
labor learning curve change, increased man-hours and
material, and refining estimates, and (3) $16.4
million for contract cost overrun.

TRIDENT UNDERSEA STRATEGIC MISSILE SYSTEM:

Increase of $3,015.3 million:

Result of (1) $2,892.5 million due to applying higher
inflation provisions and (2) $122.8 million for refin-
ing estimates.

PF SHIP:

Increase of $1,791.8 million:

Result of (1) $1,661.6 million due to applying higher
inflation provisions (2) $76.9 million attributed to
design changes, (3) $11.8 million support change, and
(4) $41.5 million for revised estimates.

SIDEWINDER AIM-9L MISSILE:

Increase of $68.7 million: (Navy $24.9 million, Air Force
$43.8 million)

Net result of (1) $56.5 million increase due to apply-
ing higher inflation provisions, (2) $2.5 million
increase for redesigning guidance control section
(3) $0.1 million increase for support costs, (4) $13.5
million increase for stretchout of development program
and revised production schedule, (5) $0.3 million
increase due to work stoppage at contractor plant, and
(6) $4.2 million decrease due to revised procurement
support costs.

PHALANX ANTI-SHIP-MISSILE DEFENSE SYSTEM:

Increase of $62.8 million:

Net result of (1) $63.8 million increase due to apply-
ing higher inflation provisions and (2) $1 million
decrease for refining estimates.

11
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CH-53E HELICOPTER:

Decrease of $3.8 million:

Net result of (1) $22.2 million increase due to apply-
ing higher inflation provisions, (2) $7.5 million
increase for support changes, and (3) $33.5 million
decrease due to repricing airframe and changes, engines
and accessories, electronics, and Government-furnished
equipment.

AIR FORCE NET INCREASE OF $5,836.7 MILLION:

AWACS (AIRBORNE WARNING AND CONTROL SYSTEM):

Increase of $178.8 million:

Result of applying higher inflation provisions.

F-5E AIRCRAFT:

Decrease of $0.2 million:

Result of renegotiating engine contract.

MAVERICK MISSILE:

Increase of $o.6 million:

Net result of (1) $15.4 million increase due to apply-
ing higher inflation provisions, (2) $10.4 million
decrease in contractor overtarget estimate, and

(3) $4.4 million decrease for refining engineering
change estimate.

F-lll AIRCRAFT:

Decrease of $8.1 million:

Result of the deletion of the second "F" Simulator.

SRAM MISSILE:

Decrease of $o.6 million:

Revised estimate of military construction costs based
on actual expenditures in prior years.

12
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B-1 AIRCRAFT:

Increase of $3,632.6 million:

Result of applying higher inflation provisions.

F-15 AIRCRAFT:

Increase of $1,667.1 million:

Result of (1) $1,620 million due to applying higher
inflation provisions, (2) $31.5 million for closeout
of system test and development, and (3) $15.6 million
due to a revised spares program and adjustments of
other support items.

A-10 AIRCRAFT:

Increase of $212.6 million:

Result of applying higher inflation provisions.

MINUTEMAN III MISSILE:

Increase of $114.8 million:

Net result of (1) $115.8 million increase due to apply-
ing higher inflation provisions and (2) $1 million
decrease for refining estimates.

A-7D AIRCRAFT:

Decrease of $3.3 million:

Net result of (1) $5 million decrease attributed to
deleting 5th simulator and (2) $1.7 million increase
primarily for the airframe structural integrity pro-
gram and an increase in requirements for aerospace ground
equipment.

AABNCP (ADVANCED AIRBORNE COMMAND POST):

Increase of $42.4 million:

Result of (1) $11 million due to applying higher
inflation provisions and (2) $31.4 million attributed
to additional system engineering/technical direction
effort, contractor holding cost, and delay in procuring
production systems in conformance with congressional
direction.

13
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PROGRAM COST DATA APPEARING ON JUNE 30, 1974, SAR

Cost change
Planning Development Quantity
estimate estimate decrease(-) OtherSystem

(millions)

Army (14):

IMPROVED HAWK
LANCE
TOW
DRAGON
SAFEGUARD
(notes a and b)

SAM-D
SCOUT (note b)
TACFIRE
UTTAS (note b)
HLH (note b)
MICV
STINGER (note b)
AAH (note b)
XMl TANK (note b)

$ 335.5 $
586.7
410.4
382.2

4,185.0
4,916.8
244.6
123.6

2,307.3
189.9
209.4
473.8

1,800.2
3,005.4

588.2
652.9
727.3
404.2

4,185.0
5,240.5
244.6
160.5

2,307.3
189.9
245.4
473.8

1,800.2
3,005.4

$- 105.1
145.8

- 107.5
4.9

-1,198.0
- 480.7

32.3
- 22.0

38.5

$ 369.3
147.0
359.5
271.3

2,375.0
1,629.2

17.7
98.5

1,117.5
25.9
99.5

162.5
718.o

1,269.8

Total $19,170.8 $20,225.2 $-1,691.8

System deleted as of
March 31, 1974 (1):
M60A2 $ 162.1 $ 205.6

$ 8,660.7 $27,194.1

$- 45.3 $ 246.5 $ 406.8

14

Current
estimate

$ 852.4
945.7
979.3
680.4

5,362.0
6,389.o
262.3
291.3

3,402.8
254.3
344.9
636.3

2,518.2
4,275.2
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PROGRAM COST DATA APPEARING ON JUNE 30, 1974, SAR

Cost change
Planning Development Quantity Current

System estimate estimate decrease(-) Other estimate
(millions)

Navy (24):
MARK-48 720.5 1,753.8 - 470.0 273.4 1,557.2
F-14A (notes b & c) 6,166.0 6,166.0 -1,005.7 1,146.7 6,307.0
SSN-688 1,658.0 5,747.5 777.0 1,338.1 7,862.6
AEGIS 388.0 427.6 - 121.7 549.3
DLGN-38 (note d) 769.2 820.4 515.3 256.1 1,591.8
SPARROW F (note e) 151.5 707.7 - 164.0 766.5 1,310.2
POSEIDON (note b) 4,568.7 4,568.7 - 206.1 428.1 4,790.7
CONDOR 356.3 441.0 - 216.5 188.0 412.5
CVAN-68 CLASS 1,919.5 2,036.2 - 521.6 2,557.8
A-7E (note b) 1,465.6 1,465.6 314.8 810.1 2,590.5
PHOENIX 370.8 536.4 44.3 573.6 1,154.3
S-3A 1,763.8 2,891.1 - 118.2 515.8 3,288.7
E-2C (note b) 586.2 586.2 100.3 298.3 984.8
LHA (note b) 1,380.3 1,380.3 - 436.9 236.5 1,179.9
VAST 241.1 312.0 - 158.5 295.4 448.9
P-3C (note b) 1,294.2 1,294.2 973.6 456.2 .2,724.0

DD-963 1,784.4 2,581.2 - 1,017.4 3,598.6
HARPOON (note b) 1,071.4 1,071.4 - 93.9 201.4 1,178.9
PHM (note b) 726.2 726.2 - 381.3 1,107.5
TRIDENT (note b) 12,431.1 12,431.1 - 3,015.3 15,446.4
PF (note b) 3,244.5 3,244.5 _ 2,030.1 5,274.6
SIDEWINDER AIM-9L

(notes b and e) 233.4 233.4 26.0 114.2 373.6
PHALANX (note b) 568.5 568.5 - 134.5 703.0
CH-53E (note b) 578.4 578.4 _ - 28.3 550.1

Total $44.437.6 $52.569.4 $ $15,092.0 $67,542.9

Systems deleted as of
December 31, 1973 (3):

EA-6B $ 689.7 $ 817.7 $ 296.0 $ 537.4 $ 1,651.1
HARRIER 503.6 503.6 2.5 - 5.7 500.4
BQQ-5 610.4 610.4 69.5 132.1 812.0

15
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PROGRAM COST DATA APPEARING ON JUNE 30, 1974, SAR

System

Cost change
Planning Development Quantity Current
estimate estimate decrease(-) Other estimate

(millions_

Air Force (11):
AWACS $2,656.7
F-5E 698.6
MAVERICK 257.9
F-lll 4,686.6
SRAM 167.1
B-1 8,954.5
F-15 6,039.1
A-10 (note f) 1,025.5
MINUTEMAN III 2,695.5
A-7D (note b) 1,379.1
AABNCP
(note g) 467.8

Total $29,028.4

$2,661.6
315.5
383.4

5,505.5
236.6

11,218.8
7,355.2
2,489.7
4,673.8
1,379.1

484.3

S36,703 5

$- 172.3
102.3
57.3

- 2,598.0
96.8

_ 27.9

62.4
- 168.7

$ 166.1
4.7

132.5
4,210.3

821.8
7,441.7
3,586.1

243.8
2,224.9

271.9

_ 34.3

$2,655.4
422.5
573.2

7,117.8
1,155.2

18,632.6
10,941.3
2,733.5
6,961.1
1,482.3

518.6

$- 2.648.1 $19,138.1 $53,193.5

16

64-603 0 - 76 -8
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The original planning estimate of $4,185 million was for two sites.
The current estimate of $5,362 million covers one site in accordance
with the Treaty on Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems
ratified by the Senate on Oct. 3, 1972.

bFor those programs with only a development or a planning estimate
available, we have made both estimates the same to prevent distortion
between the totals of the column.

cThe requirement for the Dec. 31, 1972, and Mar. 31, 1973, SAR was
waived pending the restructuring of the nrogram. Beginning June 30,
1973, the F-14 SAR became the F-14A SAR because present Navy plans do
not call for procuring the F-14B version of the aircraft. The
development estimate on the June 30, 1973, SAR was revised and decreased
$243 million to delete estimated costs related to the F-14B aircraft.
On the Sept. 30, 1973, SAR, the $243 million was reinserted at the
request of the Congress.

dBefore issuing the present contract, the Navy's long-range program
included 23 ships of this class for a planning estimate of $3,980
million in fiscal year 1970 dollars. The present program is for five
ships.

eEstimates include Air Force costs for research, development, and
procurement.

fThe A-10 was formerly known as the A-X aircraft. The planning estimate
of $1,025.5 million represents the total program cost estimate as
cited in the development concept paper. This planning estimate is
stated in constant 1970 dollars, based on a 600-aircraft program, and
considers a turboprop configuration.

gThe Mar. 31, 1974, SAR for the AABNCP included a development estimate
for the first time.

17
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APPENDIX III

QUANTITY AND UNIT COST CHANGES

Cost growth in major weapon systems results from such things as
unanticipated development difficulties, faulty planning, poor
management, poor estimating, or underestimating. However, not all
cost growth can reasonably be prevented. For instance, unusual
periods of inflation may result in cost growth. Changes in technology
may make it possible to incorporate modifications that result in an
overall increase in the system's effectiveness. Such cost growth
cannot always be anticipated, particularly when a weapon system is in
development and production over long periods.

Cost growth has been a significant reason for reducing the number
of units of a weapon system to be acquired by the services. Continued
cost growth and the need to stay within budgetary limitations will
undoubtedly result in significant reductions in the number of units to
be acquired for many of the new systems under development.

The schedules on the following pages show the planning and
development estimates for quantities and unit costs originally planned
for the weapon system programs. The schedules also show the current
estimate for quantities and unit costs at June 30, 1974, and the
quantity changes and unit cost changes during the 6 months ended June 30,
1974.

19
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QUANTITY CHANGES AND UNIT COST CHANGES

DURING THE 6 MONTHS ENDED JUNE 30, 1974

Planning and Current eatimate

development estimates June 30, 1974

System Quantitv Unit cost Quantity Unit cost
(millions) (millions)

Army (14):

IMPROVED HAWK (a) S (b) 5.71 (a) $ 9.27

LANCE (a) (a) (a) (a)
TOW 233,081 .00312 129,455 .007564

DRAGON 247,360 .001634 87,200 .007803

SAFEGUARD 2 (c)2,09
2

.5 1 (c)5,362.0

SAY-D (a) (a) (a) (a)
SCOUT 1,155 .212 1,155 .227

TACFIRE 149 (d)1.077 (a) (a)

UTTAS 1,123 2.05 1,117 3.05

HLH (PROTOTYPE) (e) (e) (e) (e)

MICV 1,205 .204 1,205 .286

STINGER (a) (a) (a) (a)
AAH 481 3.7 481 5.24
2Hi TANK 3,323 .904 3,323 1.287

Navy (24):

MARK-48 4,194 .418 (a) (a)
F-14A 469 12.629 334 17.774

SSN-688 32 179.609 36 218.406

AEGIS (f) (f) (f) (M)
DLGN-38 3 254.9 5 318.36
SPARROW P (J)15,685 .045 (J)12,204 .107

POSEIDON 31 (g)147.377 31 (g)154.539
CONDOR 3,348 .132 538 .767
CVAN-68 CLASS 3 (h)678.7 3 (h)852.6
A-7E 595 2.463 646 4.010

PHOENIX 2,384 .225 2,532 .456

S-3A 199 14.5 187 17.587

E-2C 30 19.5 36 27.356
LRA 9 153.366 5 235.98

VAST 207 1.507 89 5.044

P-3C 104 12.444 214 12.729

DD-963 30 86.040 30 119.953

HARPOON 4,262 .251 2,922 .403

PHM 30 24.2 30 36.917
TRIDENT 10 (i)1,243.11 10 (i)1,544.64

PF 50 64.890 50 105.492

SIDEWINDER (AIM-9L) (j)9,288 .025 (J)10.333 .036
PHALANX 370 1.536 367 1.916

CH-53E 74 7.8 74 7.4

Air Porce (11):

AWACS 42 63.4 34 78.1

F-5E 87 3.63 154 2.74

MAVERICK 17,205 .022 22,186 .026

P-ill 1,388 3.97 478 14.89
SHAM 700 .338 1,500 .770

B-1 246 45.6 244 76.4

F-15 749 9.82 749 14.61

A-10 743 3.35 743 3.68

MINUTEMAN III 760 6.15 750 9.28

A-7D 517 2.67 435 3.41

AA8NCP 7 69.2 7 74.1
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Change during period
Quentity change Unit cost change

decrease (-) decrease (-)
(millions)

0 $ .24
(a) (a)
o .000203
0 .000442
0 -41.0
(a) (a) aClassified.
0 0 bPer battery.
(a) (a)
0 .65 Cper aite.
(a) (e) dPer set.
0 .052 eNone liated.
(a) (a)
0 1.04 fo procurement coats
0 .264 or quantities provided.

sper system (missile unit
cost and quantities are
classified.

(a) (a) hEstimated program cost
0 ' 2137 divided by three ships.
0 23.35
MI) (j) iKEtimated program cost

0 44.96 divided by 10 bulls.
0 - .002 jIncludes Air Force
0 .294 quantities.
0 .031
0 70.63
0 .035
0 .014
0 .287
0 .056
0 6.92
0 .01

- 6 .235
0 17.37
0 .05
0 11.717
0 301.53
0 35.836
0 .007
0 .172
0 -. 1

0 5.3
0 - .01
0 0.0
0 - .02
0 - .001
0 14.9
0 2.228
0 .29
0 .15
0 - .01
0 6.07

21
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APPENDIX IV

PERFORMANCE AND SCHEDULE CHANGES

The justification for selecting a particular major weapon systemto fulfill a need includes analyzing many existing and alternativecapabilities and establishing a priority of need. It is importantthat clear performance goals for a system be defined early in thedevelopment process.

Overly ambitious performance requirements, combined with lowinitial cost predictions and optimistic risk estimates, lead almostinevitably to schedule slippages, performance degradations, and costincreases. Attempts to keep total program costs from rising lead toreductions in planned quantities which, in turn, increase unit cost.The following schedule lists weapon systems which have reported
schedule slippages of 12 months or more in the planned delivery datesand systems in which, in our opinion, significant improvements and/orreductions in planned performance characteristics were anticipated asof June 30, 1974.

Because specific data on the performance of a weapon system andits date for delivery or initial operational capability are generallyclassified, this unclassified report does not provide that detail. Inindividual weapon system staff studies issued to the Congress earlyeach calendar year, we have reported details of performance and schedulechanges. Also, the Department of Defense tracks performance and schedulechanges and reports them quarterly on SARs.

22



MAJOR WEAPON SYSTEMS WITH SCHEDULE SLIPPAGES OF
12 MONTHS OR MORE AND PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC

CHANGES AS OF JUNE 30, 1974

Schedule slippage
Additional slippage

Previously reported during
System reported 6 months
Army:

MICV
IMPROVED HAWK X
LANCE (note a) X
TOW X
DRAGON (note a) X
SAM-D X
SCOUT
TACFIRE X

Performance characteristic changes
Previously reported During 6 months

Improvement Reduction Improvement Reduction

X
XX

X X

XK

Navy:
t SSN-688
w AEGIS

DLGN-38
SPARROW F
CONDOR
PHALANX
CVAN-68 CLASS
P-3C
LHA
VAST
SIDEWINDER AIM-9L
DD-963
PF

Air Force:
AWACS
MAVERICK
SRAM
B-1
A-7D
AABNCP

K
K
K
K
K

K

4 months

2 to 5 months

bX

3 to 9 months

K
K
K

K
K
K
x
K

K
K

I-A

I-.
CA)

X

' X

XX

,X

c-

c X
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Oth these systems some aspects of performance have improved and
some have been reduced. We did not attempt to assess the overall
effect on performance capability.

bAs of June 30, 1974, the PHALANX and AABNCP systems, for the first
time, have reported cumulative schedule slippages exceeding 12 months.

Changes in SAM-D performance characteristics are due to an effort
to develop a lower cost system--the SAM-D II.

dChange in MICV performance characteristics is due to cost tradeoffs
and design changes required for the vehicle to meet reliability and
durability requirements.

24
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

WASHINGITON. 0.0. 8

B-182956

To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives

This is our first annual summary report to the Congress

on the financial status of selected major civil acquisitions

funded by the Federal Government. The report also covers some

acquisitions financed jointly with Federal, State, and other

funds.

Departments and agencies responsible for the major civil

acquisitions furnished the financial data on 269 projects in

this report. We have not audited or verified the accuracy or

completeness of this data and because of the large number of

projects involved, we obtained explanations for cost growth

only for those having increases of 100 percent or more. In-

flation, engineering, estimating and quantity changes were

identified as the major causes of cost growth. These agencies

generally do not publish periodic reports similar to the quar-

terly Selected Acquisition Reports on major systems that the

Department of Defense furnishes to congressional committees

and others. As a result, the agencies had to make a special

effort over several months to obtain the data we requested as

of December 31, 1973.

We made our review pursuant to the Budget and Accounting

Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and the Accounting and Auditing Act

of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67).

We are sending copies of this report to the Director,

Office of Management and Budget; and to the Secretaries of

the various departments and the heads of independent agencies

involved.

Comptroller General
of the United States
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FINANCIAL STATUS OF MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS

DECEMBER 31, 1973

In 1969, because of congressional interest, GAO began to
periodically report on major weapon acquisitions so that con-
gressional committees and members would have available, reli-
able data on which to base judgments concerning these programs.
In response to numerous inquiries for similar data on civil
programs, we have prepared this consolidated financial status
report on selected major non-defense acquisitions. It is our
first annual report and covers 269 major acquisitions estimated
to cost $133 billion upon completion--an increase of $57 bil-
lion over initial (or baseline when initial estimates were not
available or outdated) cost estimates. (See app. I.) Future
financial status reports will contain data as of June 30 of
each year and will be available to the Congress in the fall.

We have also furnished to congressional committees five
staff studies on individual civil major acquisitions during
the past 2 fiscal years and will furnish eight additional
reports this year. (See app. IV.) The detailed reports will
discuss cost, schedule, and performance characteristics, as
well as management problems for specific programs.

Departments and agencies responsible for the major civil
acquisitions generally do not publish periodic reports similar
to the quarterly Selected Acquisition Reports on major systems
that the Departnient of Defense furnishes to congressional com-
mittees and others. As a result, they had to make a special
effort, over several months, to obtain the data requested as
of December 31, 1973. The agencies identified their major
acquisitions for us as those:

1. Funded and authorized or appropriated by congressional
committee action.

2. Involving $25 million or more in Federal funds.

3. Funded directly by the Federal Government or by
Government corporations, or involving at least
50 percent Federal funding.

4. Specifying scope of work, estimated total cost,
measurable time to completion, and performance
or purpose.

The agencies and departments were also asked to provide
cost-growth breakdowns for acquisitions having 100 percent or
more cost growth. The breakdown categories are:

1
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1. Quantity changes--interchangeable with scope changes.

2. Engineering changes--an alteration in the established
physical or functional characteristics of a system.

3. Support changes--involving spare parts, ancillary
equipment, warranty provisions, and Government-
furnished property and/or equipment.

4. Schedule changes--adjustments in the delivery schedule,
completion date, or some intermediate milestone of
development, production, or construction.

5. Economic changes--influence of one or more factors
in the economy, such as inflation.

6. Estimating changes--due to corrections or other
changes since the initial or other baseline estimates
for program or project costs.

7. Sundry--changes which do not fall within the above
categories, such as environmental costs and reloca-
tion assistance associated with water and highway
projects.

An analysis of 59 acquisitions having 100 percent or
more cost growth is shown in the table below. The principal
factor in cost growth is engineering changes, accounting for
41 percent of the total.

Type
of

change

Quantity
Engineering
Support
Schedule
Economic
Estimating
Sundry

Total

Number having
100 percent
or more
increase

Total projects
(see app. I)

Atomic Army Department
Energy Corps of
commis- of Transporta- Total
sion Engineers tion Other change

________ __ (millions) _ -

$148.2 $1,078.8 $ 5,924.6 $ 520.8 $ 7,672.4
118.4 1,161.4 17,463.5 375.5 19,118.8
39.5 - - - 39.5
23.7 388.1 -6.0 - 405.8
25.2 1,258.6 8.8 731.5 2,024.1

223.5 985.6 9,277.9 - 10,487.0
31.8 78.4 6,489.1 115.0 6,714.3

S610.3 S.5.9 SUI.112.9 S1-74.2- S4.461-.9

2

1 2

47.-

156

4 6 59

13 88 269

2
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The $2 billion attributed to economic change principally
represents inflation increases which, unlike the Department
of Defense, most agencies do not include in their cost es-
timates. This is in line with the Office of Management and
Budget's long-established policy which generally precludes
allowances for future price increases in budget requests
presented to the Congress. We believe that inflation is
responsible for a much higher cost-growth increase than the
agencies have attributed to this factor.. In our future
work we plan to place greater emphasis on obtaining a better
analysis of tne factors responsible for and amounts involved
in cost growth.

We measured cost growth on each program by comparing a
baseline cost with the current estimated cost, as shown in
appendixes II and III. For most Federal agencies the baseline
cost is the initial congressional authorization. When the
departments and agencies could provide baseline figures based
on more realistic definitions of scope than the initial amounts
authorized, the authorization figures are provided but the
baseline costs are used for comparison purposes. To obtain
a more meaningful cost-growth comparison for recent years,
a 1960 estimate is used for Army Corps of Engineers projects
established before this date.

Acquisitions included in this report, unless otherwise
indicated, are past the planning stage and into production,
undergoing construction or testing. Completed projects are
not included. The current estimated cost in most cases is
that in effect at the end of calendar year 1973; but as noted
in appendixes II and III, a number of agencies reported cost
estimates developed during the first half of calendar year
1974 or later.

Scope of review

Information on major acquisitions was primarily obtained
by request from 14 departments and independent agencies. In
a few instances, information was obtained from prior GAO re-
ports, other GAO records, and by reviewing congressional
hearings. We have not verified the accuracy or completeness
of the data furnished.

We made our review at various agency headquarter offices
in Washington, D.C.

3
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APPENDIX I

FINANCIAL STATUS OF MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS
SUMMARY BY AGENCY

Agency

Appalachian
Regional
Commission

Architect of the
Capitol

Atomic Energy
Comumission

Department of the Army:
Corps of Engineers

Department of the
Interior:

Bonneville
Power
Administra-
tion

Bureau of
Reclamation

Department of
Transportation:

Federal Aviation
Administration

Federal Highway
Administration

Urban Mass Trans-
portation Admini-
stration

U.S. Coast Guard

Increase
Reference over
page of Number of Original Baseline Current baseline

asp. II projects estimate estimate estimate estimate
(000 omitted)

1

7

7,8

9 to 21

21

22 to 24

24

25

25

25

$840,000 $840,000 $2,090,000 $1,250,000

2 158,800 158,800

12 1,764,400 1,764,400

.56 9,725,492 11,784,918

3 127,100 127,100

24 5,599,828 5,599,828

5 412,500 412,500

2 37,750,000 37,750,000

4 85,009 85,009

2 125,000 125,000

175,122

2,526,678

19,355, 331

152,330

8,198,444

16,322

762,27e

7,570,413

25,230

2,598,616

850,632 438,132

76,450,000 38,700,000

143,529 58,520

125,000 -

S

I
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FINANCIAL STATUS OF MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS
SUMMARY BY AGENCY

Agency

Department of the
Treasury

District of Columbia
Government

General Services
Administration

National Aeronautics
and Space Administri

tion

National Railroad
Passenger Corp.

Postal Service

Tennessee Valley
Authority

Washington Metropoliti
Area Transit Authori

TOTAL

Increase
Reference Number over
page of of Original Baseline Current baseline
app. II projects estimate estimate estimate estimate

(000 omitted) e

26 1 $ 50,000 $ 50,000 $ 55,300 $ 5,300

26 7 443,200 443,200 443,200 -

26,27 6 211,520 211,520 398,166 186,646

27,28

29

29

29,30

yn
Lty 30

23

26

1

13

1

269

7, 734,000

385,300

950,000

4,329,800

2.49 4.600

8,267,500 10,144,500

385,300 509,300

950,000 950,000

4,329,800 5,503,900

2.494.600 4.500.000

$75A779,475 $132,571,432

1,877,000

124,000

1,174,100

2,005,400

$56,7A9 1 97

6



ESTIMATED COST DATA COMPARISON
FOR MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS

Agency and project

APPALACHIAN REGIONAL
COMMISSION:

Appalachian
Development
Highway (app. III, p. 33)

ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL
Extension of Dirksen Office

Building
Library of Congress,

James Madison Building

Total

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION:
Components Preparation Labs,

Multiple Sites
Component Test Facility.

Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Fast Flux Test Facility

(app. III, P. 33)

Increase or decrease (-)
Original estimate Baseline estimate Current estimate from baseline estimate
Date Amount Date Amount Date Amount Amount Percent

(000 omitted)

1965 $840.000 1965 $840.000 1971 $2.090.000 $1,250.000 149

1-74 68,800

3-70 90,000

158.800

12-71 26,000

12-71 21,200

9-66 87,500

1-74 68,800

3-70 90.000

158,800

12-71 26,000

12-71 21,200

9-66 87,500

11-74

6-74

8-73

1974

a82 -7 3

85,122 16,322

90,000 _

175.122 16 322

30,000

27,400

420,000

4,000

6,200

332,500

24

15

29

380
'U

'0
z

X
X-

I
I
Io

0r

I



ESTIMATED COST DATA COMPARISON
FOR MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS

Agency and project

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION: (Cont'd)
Fire, Safety, and Adequacy of

Operating Conditions Projects,
Various Locations

Gaseous Diffusion Production
Support Facilities

°° Liquid Metal Fast Breeder,
Clinch River, Tenn.

Nuclear Safety Engineering
Test Facility, National
Reactor Testing Station,
Idaho

Process Equipment Modifi-
cations Gaseous Diffusion
Plants

Restoration of Production
Facilities at Rocky Flats

58G Prototype Propulsion
Plant, W. Milton, N.Y.

Weapons Production Capabili-
ties, Various Locations
(app. III, p. 33)

200 BEV Accelerator, DuPage
and Kane Counties, Ill.

Total

Increase or decrease (-)
Original estimate Baseline estimate Current estimate from baseline estimate

Date Amount Date Amount Date Amount Amount Percent

(000 omitted)

12-70 $118,000

4-71 95,000

8-72 422,000

9-62 19,400

12-71 523,000

5-69 45,000

3-72 125,000

12-66 32,300

12-67 250.000

12-70 $118,000

4-71 95,000

8-72 422,000

1974

1974

b8-72

$193,000

107,020

422,000

$ 75,000

12,020

64

13 t-.

9-62 19,400 1974 36,600 17,200 89

12-71 523,000

5-69 45,000

3-72 125,000

1974

1974

3-72

565,000

40,558

125,000

42,000 8

-4,442 -10

12-66 32,300 8-74 310,100 277,800

12-67 250.000 12-67 250,000 -

860

1,764,400 1,764.400

'0
to
z
0

I-

2.526,678 762.278



ESTIMATED COST DATA COMPARISON
FOR MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS

Agency and prolect

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
CORPS OF ENGINEERS:

Flood Coatrol:
Alum Creek Lake, Ohio
R. Everett JnrnAA Psm and

Lake, N.C. (app. III,
P. 34 )

Bear Creek Lake, Colo.
Beech Fork Lake, W. Va.

(app. III, p. 34)
Big Darby Lake, Ohio

(app. III, p.
3 4

)
Bloomington Lake, Md. and

W. Va.
Blue Marsh Lake, PA.
Brookville Lake, Ind.
Brunswick County Beaches,

N.C.
Buffalo Bayou and

Tributaries, Tex.
Burnsville Lake, W. Va.
Caesar Creek Lake, Ohio

(app. III, p.
3 4

)
Carr Fork Lake, Ky.

(app. III, p. 
3 4

)
Central & Southern Fla.
Charles River Dam, Mass.

Original estimate Baseline estimate Current estimate Increase or decrease (-)
Date Amount Date Amount Date Amount from baseline estimate

( J) (note k) (note 1) Amount Percent
(()00 omitted)_

1963 $ 22,700 1970 $35,500 7-73 $45,500

1963
1968

1962

1938

1962
1962
1937

1966

1954
1938

1938

1962
1948
1968

925, 462
32, 314

11,000

5,214

51,000
12,500
5,923

13,642

d51,531
2,748

3,595

d 9,020237,500
18,620

1963
1973

1967

1965

1970
1973
1965

1973

1960
1971

1967

1965
1960
1972

25,462
53,000

12,800

27,200

81,200
37,000
27,200

19,000

C51,531

30, 700

15,900

11,200
C237,500

22, 320

7-74
7-73

7-73

7-73

7-73
7-73
7-73

7-73

7-73
7-73

7-73,

7-73
7-73
7-73

874,600
55,800

28,600

78, 100

110, 100
44,020
34,900

27,200

84,800
39, 700

42,400

38, 700
473,000

30,100

$10,000

49,138
2,800

15,800

50,900

28,900
7,020
7,700

8,200

33,269
9,000

26,500

27,500
235,500

7, 780

28

193

5

123

187

36

19
28

43

65
29

167

246
99
35

'0

'0
'0
z

X

X-



ESTIMATED COST DATA' COMPARISON
FOR MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS

Agency and project

Original estimate Baseline estimate Current estimate Increase or decrease (-)
Date Amount Date Amount Date Amount trom baseline estimate

(note1) (note k) (note 1) Amount Percent
(Orut omitted)i

Flood Control: (Cont'd)
Chartiers Creek, Pa.
Chatfield Lake, Colo.
Chena River Lakes, Alaska

- Clayton Lake, Okla.
o Clinton Lake, Kans.

Cochite Lake, N. Mex.
Cooper Lake & Channels,

Tex. (app. III, p. 34)
Copan Lake, Okla.
Cowanesque Lake, Pa.
Dry Creek Lake, Calif.

(app. III, p. 34)
East Fork Lake, Ohio
East Lynn Lake, W. Va.

(app. III, p.34)
Eldorado Lake, Kans.
Elk Creek Lake, Oreg.
Falls Lake, N.C.
Fire Island Inlet to

Montauk Pt., N.Y.
(app. III, p.34)

Four Rivers Basins, Fla.

1965
1950
1968
1962
1962
1960

$ 12,207 1968 $14,400
d3 4 ,2 0 0 1967 74,000
111,700 1973 100,000

13,174 1973 21,800
25,200 1972 44,200
43,400 1965 50,000

1955 e1 5,2 0 0 1961 e1 5 ,2 0 0
1962 25,578 1971 42,400
1958 28.455 1973 53,500

1962 42,400 1967 51,000
1938 4,450 1967 25,560

1937 fl4,300 1965 14,300
1965 23,300 1971 29,300
1962 17,467 1971 27,200
1965 18,600 1971 29,600

1960 19,700 1963 19,700
1962 56,261 1966 56,300

7-73 $25,900
7-73 83,800
7-73 122,000
7-73 31,000
7-73 50,800
7-73 90,800

7-73 50,600
7-73 57,100
7-73 58,900

7-73 113,000
7-73 37,100

7-73 31,000
7-73 58,300
7-73 42,400
7-73 59,100

7-73 54,000
7-73 106,000

$11,500
9,800

22,000
9,200
6,600

40,800

35,400
14, 700

5,400

80
13
22
42
15
82

233
35
10

*0

tn
z
0
X-

I-A

62,000 122
11,540 45

16, 700
29,000
15,200
29,500

117
99
56
99

34,300 174
49,700 88



ESTDIATED COST DATA COMPARISON
FOR MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS

Agency and nrleret

Flood Con trol: (Cont'd)
Gathright Lake, Va.

(app. II;, p. 34 )
Gila River, Downstream

from Painted Rock, Ariz.
Hidden Lake, Calif.
Nillsdale Lake, Kans.
Hugo Lake, Okla.
Kansas City, Kans.
Kaw Lake, Okla.
Lafarge Lake and Channel

Improvement, Wis.
Lafayette Lake, Ind.
Lake Ponchartrain and

Vicinity, La. (app. III,
P. 34)

Lake Shelbyville, Ill.
(app. III, p. 34 )

Lavon Lake Modification
and East Fork Channel
Improvements, Tex. (app.
III, p. 34)

Lincoln Lake, Ill.
Los Angeles County Drainage

Area, Calif.
Meramec Park Lake, Mo.
Missouri River Levee System

(app. III, p.34)

Original estimate Baseline estimate Current estimate Increase or decrease (-)
Date Amount Date Amount Date Amount from baseline estimate

(note 1) (note k) (note 1) Amount Percent
(000 omitted)

1946

1962
1962
1954
1946
1962
1962

1962
1965

d$13,000

18,400
1,338

9 ,400
d20 400

17,833
83,230

15,570
26, 400

1967

1971
1968
1973
1967
1970
1966

1971
1971

$16, 300

32,800
17,400
37,300
22,600
24, 300
86,600

24,100
38,000

1965 56,235 1967 65,784

1958 el 8 ,500 1961 e18 ,5 0 0

1962
1965

1936
1938

1928

23,760
30, 720

d338,000

f7 9 , 1 0 0

f6 o, 6 00

1967
1971

1960
1973

1962

27,300
39,900

C338,000

79,100

60,600

7-73

7-73
7-73
7-73
7-73
7-73
7-73

7-73
7-73

$49,800

43,800
25,900
43, 700
35,600
41,700

111,000

35,100
61,200

$33, 500

11,000
8,500
6,400

13,000
17,400
24,400

11,000
23,200

7-73 203,000 137,216

7-73 44,000 25,500

7-73
7-73

7-73
7-73

7-73

59,500
72,000

322,000
93,000

147,800

32,200
32, 100

-16,000
13,900

87,200

206

34
49
17
58
72
28

46
61

tI-D
by

209

138

118
80

-5
18

144

0
X-



ESTIMATED COST DATA COMPARISON
FOR MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS

Original estimate Baseline estimate Current estimate Increase or decrease (-)
Date Amount Date Amount Date Amount from baseline estimate

Agency and project (note j) (note

Flood control: (Cont'd)
Napa River, Calif. 1965 $14,950 1970
New Orleans to Venice

Hurricane Protection,
La. (app. III, p. 34) 1962 7,502 1964

Optima Lake, Okla. 1936 f23,100 1966
Paint Creek take, Ohio 1938 3,835 1965
Paintsville Lake, Ky. 1965 16,974 1971
Papillion Creek, Nebr.

(app. III, p. 35) 1968 26,800 1972
Port Arthur and Vicinity,
Tax. 1962 23,380 1966

R.D. Bailey Lake, W. Va. 1962 60,477 1967
Raystown Lake, Pa. 1962 32,150 1967
Red River Lake, Ky. (app.

III, p. 35 ) 1962 8,020 1967
Red River Levees and Bank

Stabilization (app. III, e
p. 35 ) 1946 10,000 1961

Rend Lake, Ill. 1962 27,600 1965
Ririe Lake, Idaho 1962 7,072 1967
River Rouge, Mich. (app.

III, p. 35 ) 1962 8,659 1963
Sacramento River Bank

Protection, Calif.
(app. III, p. 35 1960 14,240 1963

! it) (note 1) AmouLt _______

_ 0(000 omitted)

$18,190 7-73 $27,400 $9,210 51

7,580 7-73 74,900
23,100 7-73 39,800
23,800 7-73 25,800
22,700 7-73 32,900

38,000 7-73 78,500

40,600 7-73 56,300
82,600 7-73 127,200
53,500 7-73 69,400

10,700 7-73 27,600

1 0 ,0 0 0 7-73 34,000
35,000 7-73 44,700
13,100 7-73 25,000

9,620 7-73 26,100

67, 320
16, 700
2,000

10,200

40,500

15, 700
44,600
15,900

16,900

24,000
9,700

11,900

16,480

888
72
8

45

107

39
54
30

158

240
28
91

171

15,100 7-73 64,200

3a
'0
la
I-,

I-
a-

t�J

49,100 325



ESTIMATED COST DATA COMPARISON
FOR MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS

Agency and project

Flood Control: (Cont'd)
Saginaw River, Mich.

(app. III, p.35)
San Antonio Channel

Improvement, Tex. (app.
III, p. 35 )

San Gabriel Rivers, Tex.
Saylorville Lake, lova
Skiatook Lake, Okla.
Smithville Lake, Mo.
Southwestern Jefferson

County, Ky.
Stonewall Jackson Lake,

W. Va.
Tallahala Creek Lake, Miss.
Taylorsville Lake, Ky.
Texas City and Vicinity,

Tex. (app. 111, p. 3!
Tioga-Nammond Lakes, Pa.
Tombigbee River and Tri-

butaries, Miss. and
Ala. (app. III, p. 3V

Trinidad Lake, Colo.
Walnut Creek, Calif.
Waterloo, Iowa
Wauricka Lake, Okla.

Original estimate Baseline estimate Current estimate Increase or decrease (-)
Date Amount Date Amount Date Amount from baseline estimate

(note 1 ) (note k) (note 1) Amount Percent
(000 omitted)_

1958 f$16,200 1963 $16,200 7-73 $45,766

1954
1962
1958
1962
1965

d15,870
45,450
44,500
22,875
21,500

1960
1973
1964
1973
1972

q5,870
87,800
36,500
42,500
39,000

7-73 35,100
7-73 96,500
7-73 72,500
7-73 50,500
7-73 58,800

1968 21,940 1973 26,800 7-73 31,100

1966
1968
1966

$29,566 183

19,230
8,700

36,000
8,000

19,800

4, 300

34,500 1971 45,200 7-73 87,500 42,300
13,800 1973 19,200 7-73 31,300 12,100
21,840 1971 29,100 7-73 43,100 14,000

1958 d6,2 4 0 1962 6,670 7-73 45,300 38,630
1958 53,575 1971 88,200 7-73 121,700 33,500

1958
1958
1960
1965
1963

g 19,311
d 19,200

17,980
14,900
25,100

1958 19,311
1968 21,600
1964 21,300
1970 17,200
1970 37,500

7-74 g5 3, 3 0 0
7-73 36,400
7-73 32,700
7-73 26,900
7-73 59,100

33,989
14,800
11,400
9, 700

21,600

121
10
99
19
51

16

94
63
48

579
38

176
69
54
56
58

z

X



ESTIMATED COST DATA COMPARISON
FOR MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS

.J

Agency and project

Flood Contrcl: (Cont'd)
Yatesville Lake, Ky.

Subtotal

Mississippi River and
Tributaries:
Atchafalaya Basin, La.

(app. III, P. 36)
Lower Red River South

Bank (app. III, P.36)
Mississippi River Cache

Basin (app. III, p.36)
Mississippi River Channel

Improvements (app. III,
P. 36)

Mississippi River Levees
(app. III, p.36)

Mississippi River Tensas
Basin, La. (app. III,
P. 36)

Mississippi River Yazoo
Basin (app. III, p.

3 6
)

Mississippi River West
Tennessee Tributaries
(app. III, p. 36 ) .

Mississippi River St.
Francis Basin (app. III,

P- 36)

Original estimate Baseline estimate Current estimate Increase or decrease (-)
Date Amount Date Amount Date Amount from baseline estimate

(note 1) (note k) (note 1) Amount Percent
(000 oitted)-

1965 $20,007

2,553,394

1927

1927

1949

1927

1927

1940

1935

1947

1935

el120, 000

dg,990

dog. 25.000

4468,000

4221,000

e3l, 700

e195, 000

48,400

e88, 200

1973 $28,800 7-73 $40,500 $11U700

3,286,898

1961

1960

1960

1960

1960

1961

1961

1960

1961

120.,000

C8,990

25,000

C4 6 8,0 0 0

C221,000

e31, 700

1195.000

C8,4 0 0

88, 200

41

5,390,286 2,103,388

7-73

7-73

7-73

7-73

7-73

7-73

7-73

7-73

7-73

661,000

26,400

868.700

1,831,000

688,000

186,500

409,000

28, 747

233,000

541,000

17,410

43,700

1,363,000

467,000

154,800

214,000

20, 347

144,800

451

194

175

291

211

488

110

242

164

*0

'0
x,

CO



ESTIMATED COST DATA COMPARISON
FOR MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS

Agency and project

Mississippi River and
Tributaries: (Cont'd)
Old River Control, La.

Subtotal

- Multipurpose Projects
Includinq P'. er:

Big Bend-Lake Sharp,
S. Dak.

Bonneville Lock and
Dam, Oreg and Wash.
(Modification for
peaking) (app. III,

P. 37)
Bonneville Second Power-

house, Oreg. and Wash.
Carters Lake, Ga. (app.

III, p. 37 )
Chief Joseph Dam, Rufus

Woods Lake, Wash.
Clarence Cannon Dam, Mo.

(app. III. p. 37)
Cordell Hull Dam and

Res.. Tenn.

Original estimate Baseline estimate Current estimate Increase or decrease (-)
Date Amount Date Amount Date Amount from baseline estimate

(note 1) (note k) (note 1) Amount Percent
(000 omitted)

1953 d$80.000

1,246,290

1944 137,000

1933

1937

1945

1946

1962

1946

'11,900

1'08, 100

d38, 000

d5 7,5 0 0

g63,300

19, 900

1960 c$80.0 0 0

1,246,2.90

1960 '137,000

1970

1974

1962

1973

1962

1963

13,500

267,000

38,000

167,000

63,300

39,900

7-73 $79,000 $-1,000

4,211,347 2,965,057

7-73 107,350

7-73

7-73

7-7i

7-73

7-73

7-73

37,800

296,000

106,000

211,000

g152, 300

75, 500

-29,650

24, 300

29,000

68,000

44,000

89,000

35,600

-2

-22

180

11

179

26

141

89

'0

z



ESTIMATED COST DATA COMPARISON tv
FOR MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS

z

Original estimate Baseline estimate Current estimate Increase or decrease (-)
Date Amount Date Amount Date Amount from baseline estimate

Agency and project (note 1) (note k) (nte 1) Amount Percent
(000 omitted)

Multipurpose Projects
Including Power: (Cont'd)

Cougar Lake, Oreg. 1950 d$42,900 1960 c$4 2 ,900 7-73 $56,900 $14,000 33
Dalles Lock and Dam,

Wash. and Dreg. 1950 53,173 1967 64,000 7-73 66,000 2,000 3
De~rsy Lake, Ark. (app.

III. p. 37 ) 1950 '32,500 1962 32,500 7-73 65,500 33,000 102
Dworshak Dam and Lake,

- Idaho. 1962 127,166 1963 186,000 7-73 302,000 116,000 62
Garrison Dam and Lake,

Sakakawra, N. Dak. 1944 d2 9 4 ,000 1960 c2 9 4 ,0 00 7-73 293,900 -100 0
Harry S. Truman Dam and

Res., Mo. (app. III,
p.37) 1954 '102,000 1965 146,200 7-73 332,000 185,800 127

Ice Harbor Lock and Dam,
Lake Sacajavea, Wash. 1945 620,000 1971 26,400 7-73 35,300 8,900 34

John Day Lock and Dam,
Oreg. and Wash. 1950 d3 8 7 ,0 0 0 1960 C387,000 7-73 485,000 98,000 25

Jones Bluff Lock and Dam,
Ala. 1945 d5 2,6 0 0 1966 52,600 7-73 73,900 21,300 40

Laurel River Lake, Ky. 1960 21,900 1965 22,700 7-73 40,400 17,700 78
Libby Dam and Lake

Koocanusa, Mont. 1950 d308,000 1966 349,000 7-73 466,000 117,000 34
Little Goose Additional

Units, Wash. 1945 '20,000 1974 34,100 7-73 37,800 3,700 11



ESTIMATED COST DATA COMPARISON
FOR MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS

Agency and project

Multipurpose Projects
Including Power: (Cont'd)

Little Goose Lock and
Dam, Wash.

Lost Creek Lake, Oreg.
Lower Granite Add. Units,

Wash.
Lower Granite Lock and

Dam, Wash.
Lower Monumental Lock

and Dam, Wash.
Lytle and Warm Creeks,

Calif.
McNary Lock and Dam,

Oreg. and Wash.
New Melones Lake, Calif.

(app. III, p. 37)
Oahe Dam, Lake Oahe,

S. Dak. and N. Dak.
Ozark Lock and Dam, Ark.

(app. III, p.37)
Pine Flat Lake and Kings

River, Calif.
Snettisham Power Project,

Alaska
(app. III, p.37)

Original estimate Baselire estimate Current estimate Increase or decrease (-)
Date Amount Date Amount Date Amount from baseline estimate

(note 1) (note k) (note 1) Amount Percent
(000 omitted)

1945
1962

1945

1945

1945

1965

1945

1962

1944

1946

1944

d$139,000

74,540

d20, ooo

dll8,000

d138,000

9, 750

d2 36, 400

113, 717

d319,000

d36, 300

19, 700

1963
1967

1974

1965

1961

1971

1960

1966

1960

1965

1960

$144,000
83,100

34,100

174,000

151,000

13,000

C
2 36,400

122,000

C380,000

36, 300

C41,200

7-73
7-73

7-73

7-73

7-73

7-73

7-73

7-73

7-73

7-73

7-73

$165,800
127,000

37,800

298,000

187,000

25,600

301,500

257,000

345,200

84,500

41,600

$21,800
43,900

3,700

124,000

36,000

12,600

65,100

135,000

-34,800

48,200

400

1962 41,634 1967 41,500 7-73 85,600 44,100

15
53

11

71

24

97

28

111

-9

133 >

10I to

106 X

ZJ



ESTIMATED COST DATA COMPARISON
FOR MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS

Agency and project

Original estimate Baseline estimate Current estimate Increase or decrease (-)
Date Amount Date Amount Date Amount from baseline estimate

(note i) (note k) (note 1) Amount Percent
(000 omitted)i

Multipurpose Projects
Including Pover: (Cont'd)

Spewrell Bluff Lake, Ga. 1963 $63,200 1971 $91,800 7-73 $148,000 $56,200
Tocks Island Lake, Pa.,

N.J., and N.Y. 1962 90,400 1971 259,000 7-73 360,575 101,575
Webbers Falls Lock and

Dam, Okla. 1946 d60,400 1965 63,200 7-73 83,300 20,100
West Point Lake, Ga.

and Ala. (app. III,
p. 37) 1962 52,900 1965 53,000 7-73 112,095 59,095

WoLf Creek Dam, Lake
Cumberland, Ky. f64 000 1974 64.000 7-73 64,000 -

Subtotal 3,554,880 4,350,700 5,965,220 1,614,520

Navigation:
Cannelton Locks and Dam,

Ind. and Ky.
Columbia and Lower

Williamette River,
Oreg. and Wash.

Corpus Christi Ship
Channel, Tex.

Cross Florida Barge
Canal, Fla.

1.9g0 68,400 1962 71,700 7-73 98,900 27,200

1962 20,100 1964 21,400 7-73 26,600 5,200

1968 19,402 1972 20,400 7-73 26,600 6,200

1942 dl 6 5 ,0 0 0 1964 145,300 7-73 il79,000 33,700

IV
'0

z
0
'-I

X-

61

39

32

112

38

24

30

23



ESTIMATED COST DATA COMPARISON
FOR MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS

Agency and project

Original estimate Baseline estimate Current estimate Increase or decrease (-)
Date Amount Date Amount Date Amount from baseline estimate

(note I) (note k) (note 1) Amount Percent
(000 omitted)

Navigation: (Cont'd)
Delaware River -

Philadelphia to Sea
Anchorage, N.J. 1958 d$2 8 ,1 0 0

Delaware River - Phila-
delphia to Trenton, Pa.
and N.J. 1954 100,290

Great Lakes Connecting
Channels, Mich. 1946 10.982

Hampton Roads, Va. 1965 28,900
Hannibal Locks and Dam,

Ohio and W. Va. 1961 55,909
Illinois Waterway -

Calumet-Sag Modification:
Pt.I, Ill. and Ind. 1945 21,390

Inland Waterway - Dela.
River to Chesapeake Bay,
Pt. II, Del. and Md. 1954 101,000

Jacksonville Harbor, Fla.
(app. III, p. 38 ) 1965 8,484

Kaskaskia River, Ill. 1962 58,200
McClellan-Kerr Ark. River

Bank Stabilization 1946 d1 0 2 , 8 0 0
McClellan-Kerr Ark. River

Locks and Dams 1946 d4 5 9 ,0 0 0

1963 $28,100 7-73 $37,300 $9,200

1960 C80, 4 2 0 7-73 76,508 -3,912

1960 0146,500 7-73 145,000 -1,500
1966 32,700 7-73 33,000 300

1966 66,700 7-73 86,000 19,300

1960 C9 2,5 0 0 7-73 91,100 -1,400

1962 98,840 7-73 109,730 10,890

1968 8,800 7-73 34,500 25,700
1966 66,200 7-73 112,000 45,800

1960 C102,800 7-73 130,000 27,200

1963 449,000 7-73 497,200 48,200

33

-5

-1
1

29

-2

11

292
69

26

11

CAD
CYn

a
3
x



ESTIMATED COST DATA COTARISON
FOR MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS

Original estimate
Date Amount

ncy and project (note J)

Navigation: (Cont'd)
Mississippi River Between

Ohio-Missouri Rivers -
Chain of Rocks, Ill. 1945 d$40,150

Regulating Works, Ill.and Mo.1910 "6 1 ,9 0 0
Mississippi River Gulf

Outlet, La. (app. III,
p. 38) 1956 dl0000

Missouri River Sioux City
to Mouth 1912 d349,000

Newburgh Locks and Dam,
Ind. and Ky. 1962 58,400

New York Harbor - Anchor-
age, N.Y. 1965 44,852

Ouachita and Black Rivers,
Ark. and La. (app. III,
p. 38 ) 1960 43,550

Red River Waterway (Miss.
River to Shreveport, La.,
Ark. and Okla.) 1968 148,104

San Francisco Bay to
Stockton, Calif. 1965 46,853

Smithland Locks and Dam,
Ill. and Ky. 1965 90,000

Uniontown Locks and Dam,
Ind. and Ky. 1958 51,100

Baseline estimate Current estimate Increase or decrease (-)
Date Amount Date Amount from baseline estimate

(note k) (note 1) Amount Percent
(000 omitted)

1960 c$40,150 7-73 $57,700
1960 C61,900 7-73 81,000

1961

1960

1965

1968

0105,000

C3 4 9,0 0 0

62,000

45,000

7-73

7-73

7-73

7-73

276,000

450,000

94, 700

34,900

$17.550
19,100

171,000

101,000

32,700

-10,100

44
31

163

29

53

-22

1963 45,500 7-73 146,150 100,650 221

1973

1970

1970

1965

442,000

54,700

110,000

61,700

7-73

7-73

7-73

7-73

473,000

76, 790

192,000

95, 700

31,000

22,090

82,000

34,000

7

40

75

55

Age

t0

'0
rnsz

0



ESTIMATED COST DATA COMPARISON
FOR MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS

Agency and prolect

Original estimate Baseline estimate Current estimate Increase or decrease (-)
Date Amount Date Amount Date Amount from baseline estimate

(note 1) (note k) (note 1) Amount Percent
(000 omitted)

Navigation: (Cont'd)
Wallisville Lake, Tex.

(app. III, p. 38)
Weymouth-Fore and Town

Rivers, Ma. (app. III,
p. 38)

Willow Island Locks and
Dam, Ohio and W. Va.

Subtotal

Total

DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR:
Bonneville Power Administration:

Chief Joseph Integrating
Transmission Facility

Grand Coulee-Raver Trans-
mission Lines

Lower Snake Transmission
Facilities

Subtotal

1962 $ 9,162

1965 12,500

1963 66,400

2, 370,928

9. 725 .492

1966 $ 9,920

1968 12,500

1965 
7

0,300

2,901,030

11, 784,918

7-72 $28,800 518,880

7-73 25,000

7-73 73,300

3,788,478

19, 355. 331

2-67 31,300 2-67 31,300 1974 35,100

2-72 55,000 2-72 55,000 1974 78,490

2-67 40,800 2-67 40.800 1974 38,740

127,100 127,100 152,330

12,500

3,000

887,448

7,570,413'

3,800

23,490

-2,060

25,230

190

100

4

12

43

-5

I.

0

z

X



ESTIMATED COST DATA COMPARISON
FOR MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS

Agency and project

Original estimate Baseline estimate Current estimate Increase or decrease (-)
Date Amount Date Amount Date Amount from baseline estimate

Amount Percent
(000 omitted)

Bureau of Reclamation:
Central Arizona Project:

Irrigation 1968
Navajo Participation

Agreement (power plant) 1968
Central Valley:

Auburn-Folsom South
Unit (water control),
Calif. 1965

Sacramento River Div.
(irrigation), Calif. 1950

San Luis Unit (water
control), Calif. 1960

Columbia Basin:
Irrigation Facilities 1935
Third Power Plant 1966

Fryingpan Arkaneas Project
Colorado (water control)

(app. III, p. 39) 1962
Mountain Park Project

(water control), Okla. 1968
Navajo Indian Irrigation

Project (note p) 71970
Pacific Northwest-Pacific

Southwest Intertie
(transmission lines),
Ariz., Calif, and Nev. 1964

$716,980 1968 $716,980 1974

115,200 1968 115,200 1974

425,000

lll, 365

490,280

q925, 103
390,000

170,000

19,)78

206,000

1965

1950

1960

1935
1966

1962

1968

1970

425,000

111,365

490,280

925,103
390,000

170,000

19,978

206,000

1974

1974

1974

1974
1974

1974

1974

1974

$1,078,000 $361,020

197,000 81,800

657,676

208,008

689,613

1,583,163
458,000

460,632

26,965

281,000

232,676

96,643

199, 333

658,060
68,000

290,632

6,987

75,000

130,630 1964 130,630 1974 ' 223,144 92,514

'0

z
0

I-4I-4

50

71

CAD
0055

87

41

71
17

171

35

36

71



ESTIMATED CC 3T DATA COMPARISON
FOR MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS

TI

I

0

I

a

Agency and protect

Original estimate Baseline estimate Current estimate Increase or decrease (-)
Date Amount Date Amount Date Amount from baseline estimate

Amount Percent
(000 omitted)

Bureau of Reclamation: (Cont'd)
Palmetto Bend Project

(water control construc-
tion), Tex. 1968

Pick-Sloan Missouri River
Basin Program:

Garrison Diversion Unit 1965
Oahe Unit (water control)

S. Dak. 1968
Transmission Division

(note n) r1972
Southern Nevada Water

Project (drainage), Nev. 1965
Teton Basin, Lower Teton

Division (water control),
Idaho 1964

Tualatin Project (water
control), Oreg. 1966

Upper Colorado River
Storage Project:

Central Utah Partici-
pation Project, Utah
(note o) r1972

Central Utah Project,
Recreation, Fish &
Wildlife for Bonne-
ville (note o) r 1972

$36,800 1968 $36,800 1974 $54,660

207,000

191,670

384,403

81,003

1965

1968

1972

1965

207,000 1974 363,000

191,670 1974 315,000

384,403 1974 384,403

81,003 1974 99,300

52,000 1964 52,000 1974 89,965

20,900 1966 20,900 1974 40,843

420,346 1972 420,346 1974 .449,566

19,981 1972 19,981 1974, 28,079

$17,860 49

156,000 75

123,330 64

18,297 23

37,965

19,943

73

95

a

29,220 7 PI

0

X
8,098 41

14 CO



ESTIMATED COST DATA COMPARISON
FOR MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS

Agency and project

Bureau of Reclamation: (Cont'd)
Curecanti Unit, Colo.

(note o) r:
San Juan-Chama Partici-

pating Project
Transuission Division

(note o) r.
Washoe Project (drainage),

Calif. and Nev.

Subtotal

Total

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION:
Federal Aviation Administration:

Long Range Radars
Building Expansion
ARTS III (Automated Radar

Terminal Systems)
Aircraft and Related

Equipment
National Airspace Systems

Stage A (app. III, p.
3 9

) iC

Subtotal

3riginal estimate
Date Amount

L972

L962

1972

L956

'4-74
*-71

6-6 7

2-72

)-65

$129, 356

85,828

219,553

q50),452

5,599,828

5.726.928

76,050
34,000

33,000

57,450

212,000

412,500

Baseline estimate Current estimate Ibcrease or decrease (-)
Date Amount Date Amount from baseline estimate

Amount Percent
(000 omitted)

1972

1962

1972

1956

4-74
4-71

6-67

2-72

10-65

$129, 356

85,828

219,553

50,452

5,599,828

5. 726.928

76,050
34,000

33,000

57,450

212,000

412,500

1974

1974

1974

1974

1974
1974

1974

1974

1974

$129,501 $ 145

93,271 7,443

220;292 739

67,363 16.911

8,198,444 2,598,616

8.350,774 2,623.846

76,050
34,000

64,500

57,482

618.600

850,632

31,500

32

406,600

438,132

34
I.-

0)

95

192

'U
*0

z
0

I-4

I



ESTIMATED COST DATA COMPARISON
FOR MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS

Agency and project

Federal Highway Administration:
Darien Gap Highway
Interstate Highway System

(app. III, p. 39)
(note u)

Subtotal

Urban Mass Transportation
Administration:
Development of New Transit

Bus
Dual Mode Transit System
Morgantown Personal Rapid

Transit System (app. III,
P. 39 )

Urban Rapid Rail Vehicles
and Systems Program
(app. III, p. 39)

Subtotal

U.S. Coast Guard:
Polar Sea
Polar Star

Subtotal

Total

Original estimate Baseline estimate Current estimate Increase or decrease (-)
Date Amount Date Amount Date Amount from baseline estimate

Amount Percent
(000 omitted)

'l970 $150,000 1970 $150,000 12-73 $150,000 $ - -

1958 37.600.000 1958 37.600.000 t1972 76,300,000 38,700,000 103

37,750,000 37,750,000 76,450,000 38.700,000

4-72 22,180
4-72 23,500

5-71 28,300

4-72 11,029

85,009

9-73 66,000
6-71 59.000

125,000

38,372.509

4-72
4-72

5-71

4-72

9-73
6-71

22,180
23,500

28,300

11.029

85,009

66,000
59.000

125,000

38,372,509

7-74
7-74

3-73

7-74

12-73
12-73

27,900
25,000

64, 300

26, 329

143,529

66,000
59,000

125,000

77,569,161

5,720
1,500

36,000

15, 300

58,520

39,196,652

26
6

127

139

'0
'0

- Vi
- z

14
X

tj
U'



ESTIMATED COST DATA COMPARISON
FOR MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS

Agency and troject

DEPARTMXENT OF THE TREASURY:
Denver Mint

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA GOVERNMENT:
Correctional Detention Center
New Courthouse Building
Local Flooding Relief and

Storm Drainage:
a) Capitol Hill Relief
b) N.E. Boundary Relief

Sower
Washington Technical Insti-

tute
Federal City College
Lorton Renovation Program

Total

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION:
Beltsville Consolidated

Federal Law Enforcement
Training Center (app. III,
p. 40)

Cincinnati Environmental
Control Administration
Laboratory

Howard University Teaching
Hospital

J. Edgar Hoover FBI Building
(app. III, p. 40)

Original estimate Baseline estimate Current estimate Increase or decrease (-)
Date Amount Date Amount Date Amount from baseline estimate

Amount Percent
(000 omitted)

1973 $50,000 1973 $50,000 1974 v$ 5 5, 3 0 0 $5,300

FY 70
FY 69

FY 69

FY 69

FY 68
FY 74
FY 72

11

30,500 FY 70 30,500 FY 70 30,500
45,400, FY 69 45,400 FY 69 45,400

25,100

37,100

111,000
128,900
65,200

443, 200

FY 69

FY 69

FY 68
FY 74
FY 72

25,100

37,100

111,000
128,900

65, 200

443,200

FY 69

FY 69

FY 68
FY 74
FY 72

25,100

37, 100

111,000
128,900

65 200

443, 200

1-69 18,073 1-69 18,073 w 74,395 56,322

1969 27,837 1969 27,837 12-73 25,284

1970 23,430 1970 23,430 5-71 43,000

3-62 60,000 3-62 60,000 12-73 126,108

-2,553

19, 570

66,108

312

-9

84

110

*0
*0

x



ESTIMATED COST DATA COMPARISON
FOR MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS

Original estimate Baseline estimate Current estimate Increase or decrease (-)

Date Amount Date Amount Date Amount from baseline estimate

Agency and project (note x) (note v Amount Percent
., ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(000 omitted)

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION:
(cont 'd)

Philadelphia Federal Office
Building (app. III, p. 40) 6-71 $42,680 6-71 $42,680 12-73 $87,479 $44,799 105

Smithsonian Institution
National Air and Space

Museum 1962 39,500 1962 39,500 12-73 41.900 2,400 6

Total 211,520 211,520 398.166 186.646
tj

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION:

Apollo
Soyuz Test Project 3-72 z2 5 0 ,0 0 0 6-72 250,000 2-74 C2 5 0 ,0 0 0 -

Applications Technology a as
Satellite (ATS-F) 4-67 abb 9 8 7 03 1-71 230,000 2-74 205,600 -24,400 -11

Atmosphere Explorer (C bb
thru E) 12-69 50,400 9-71 59,400 5-74 69,600 10,200 17

Earth Resources Technology bb
Satellite 1 and B 12-69 87,100 11-70 154,400 2-74 196,600 42,200 27

High Energy Astronomy
Observatory 2-74 232,800 2-74 232,800 2-74 232,800 -

International Sun-Earth
Explorers 2-74 50,700 2-74 50,700 2-74 50,700 - -

International Ultra-violet
Explorer 9-71 bh 34,200 9-71 34,200 2-74 35,000 800 2 0

Mariner Jupiter/Saturn 1977 7-72 ,,T77,900 5-74 371,200 5-74 371,200 - - E

Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 2'69 96,800 12-69 112,000 9-73 118,500 6,500 6
Nimbus 5 and F 4-67 bb9 1 ,8 0 0 4-70 95,200 2-74 115,600 20,400 21

Nimbus G 2-73 81,800 2-73 81,800 2-74 82,500 700 1



'0
'0

z

x-
ESTIMATED COST DATA COMPARISON

FOR MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS

Agency and project

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION: (Cont'd)

Ocean Dynamics Satellite
(SEASAT-A)

Orbiting Solar Observa-
tory 1

Pioneer 10/11
Pioneer Venus
Quiet, Clean, Short Haul

Experimental Engine
Radio Astronomy Explorer
Refran (JT8D Engines)
Small Astronomy Satellite
Synchronous Meteorological

Satellite 1 and B
Space Transportation System

(Space Shuttle -RDT and E
only)

Tiros-N
Viking '75

Total

Original estimate Baseline estimate Current estimate Increase or decrease (-)
Date Amount Date Amount Date Amount from baseline estimate

(note x) (note v) Amount Percent
(000 omitted)

2-74 dd$6 0 ,6 0 0 2-74 C4S 6 0,6 0 0 2-74 dd$6 0 ,6 0 0 $ - -

5-71 bb 4 7 ,4 0 0 5-72 50,000 2-74 62,800 12,800
2-69 bb9 2 , 2 0 0 11-70 129,900 2-74 131,000 1,100
2-74 207,100 2-74 207,100 2-74 207,100 -

3-72 59,900
8-69 25,700
3-72 55,000
4-70 bb42,400

2-69 23,600

3-72 5,150,000
1-72 56,700
2-69 bb461, 2 0 0

7.7 34.000

6-73 33,800
8-72 27,600
4-73 44,000
8-71 45,900

5-71

2-74 33,900
3-74 28,300
2-74 44,000
3-74 51,000

37,200 2-74 65,800

100
700

5,100

28,600

3-72 5,150,000 12-73 6,680,600 1,530,600
1-72 56,700 2-74 53,400 -3,300

10-69 753.000 4-74 997,900 244.900

8,267,500 10,144,500 1,877.000

26
1

3

11

77

30
-6
33



ESTIMATED COST DATA COMPARISON
FOR MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS

Agency and project

Increase or decrease (-)
Original estimate Baseline estimate Current estimate from baseline estimate
Date Amount Date Amount Date Amount Amount Percent

(000 omitted)

NATIONAL RAILROAD PASSENGER
CORPORATION:

Bi-Level Coaches 11-73 $90,000
Low-Level Coaches 3-74 160,000
Metro-type Cars (note ee) 11-73 23,800
Turbine Cars (app. III,

p. 40 ) 11-73 35,000
Diesel Locomotives 11-73 68,300
Electric Locomotives (note

cc) 11-73 8,200

Total 385.300

11-73 $90,000 3-74 $168,000 $78,000
3-74 160,000 3-74 160,000 -

11-73 23,800 3-74 23,800 -

11-73 35,000 3-74 70,000 35,000
11-73 68,300 3-74 79,300 11,000

11-73 8.200 3-74 8,200 -

385.300 509,300 124,000

87

100
16

POSTAL SERVICE:
National Bulk Nail System

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY:
Bear Creek Water Control

System
Bellefonte Nuclear Plant

Units 1 and 2
Brown's Ferry Nuclear Plant

Units 1 - 3
Cumberland Steam Plant

Units 1 and 2

3-71 950,000

1-65 24,000

1-71 650,000

1-68 392,000

1-68 325,000

3-71 950.000 6-74 950.000 -

1-65 24,000 9-73 ff 42,00O 18,000

1-71 650,000 9-72 725,000 75,000

1-68 392,000 9-73 750,000 358,000

1-68 325,000 9-73 410,000 85,000

*0
A-n

C31

75

12

91

26

'0
tq
z
'-

X



ESTIMATED COST DATA COMPARISON
FOR MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS

Agency and project

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY: (Cont'd)
Duck River Project:

Columbia Dam and Reservoir
Normandy Dam and Reservoir

Hartsville Nuclear Plant
Units 1-4

Modernization and Installa-
tion of Electrostatic

W Precipitators and Stacks
0 (note 88) v9

Raccoon Mt. Storage Project
Units 1-4

Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
S0 2 Scrubbers-Widows Creek

Unit-8
Tellico Dam and Reservoir
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant

Units 1 and 2

Total

WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN AREA
TRANSIT AUTHORITY:

Subway System

GRAND TOTAL

Increase or decrease (-)
)riginal estimate Baseline estimate Current estimate from baseline estimate
Date Amount Date Amount Date Amount Amount Percent

(000 omitted)

6-69 $50,000
6-69 23,500

1-73 1,575,000

krious

1-70
1-69

1-72
1-65

1-70

220,800

155,000
336,000

36,000
42,500

500, 000

4,329.800

6-69 $50,000
6-69 23,500

1-73 1,575,000

various 220,800

1-70 155,000
1-69 336,000

1-72 36,000
1-65 42,500

1-70 500,000

4,329,800

9-69 $53,500
9-73 35,000

1-73 1,575,000

various 260,400

9-72 192,000
1-74 650,000

hh 42,000
1-70 69,000

9-73 700.000

5, 503. 900

$ 3,500
11,500

39,600

37,000
314,000

6,000
26,500

200,000

1.174,100

2-69 2,494,600 1 1 -74i14 ,5 0 0 ,0 0 0 2,005.400

$73 6549 $75779,475 $132,571,432 $56,791,957

7
49

18

24
9 3,

17
60

40

I-'

80

*0
'U

z
0
c}

x-

2-69 i12,494,600

$73,186,549
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APPENDIX II

aCurrent program estimate is S933 million; however, this includes supporting
costs. Details of supporting costs for original estimates were not available.

butility companies and reactor manufacturers will contribute about $277 million
to make total project estimates of $699 million. An indicated later estimate
is $1.7 billion.

CInitial detailed estimate was made before fiscal year 1960; therefore, fiscal
year 1960 estimate is used.

dFiscal year 1960 estimate; initial date (fiscal year) of authorization is given.

eAuthorization and initial detailed estimates were made before fiscal year 1960;
fiscal year 1961 estimates were earliest ones available.

fBaseline estimate used since authorization amount not furnished.

Cost breakdown on this project was made between the original estimate and the
current estimate instead of a later baseline.

hCongressional authorization was for 1965, but actual pre-1960 authorization date
is used.

iSuspended by the President in fiscal year 1971; environmental studies underway.

Year of authorization; in most cases estimate was made by the Corps 1 or 2
years before authorization.-

kFiscal year of baseline; in most cases estimate was made by the Corps in
previous July.

lFiscal year 1975 estimate in most cases. However, the Corps of Engineers
furnished us higher current estimates than shown in fiscal year 1975 hearings
for about 10 projects.

mJuly 1965 estimate.

nRepresents a portion of the total estimated cost authorized under Public Law
92-371.

0
Represents a portion of the total estimated cost authorized under Public Law
92-370.

PBureau of Indian Affairs project.

qEstimate originated before 1960; the estimate shown is for 1960.

rEstimates reflect most recent reauthorized amounts.
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APPENDIX II

STotal cost estimate of $150 million is unchanged in FY 75 House Appropriations
hearings. Federal Aid Highway Act of 1970 set $100 million or two-thirds of the
total cost as the maximum Federal share.

tNext estimate will be prepared in 1975.

UFederal share is 90 percent, or $33.9 billion and $68.26 billion, respectively.

vFY 1975 appropriation hearings.

wProspectus pending at 10-74.

XNational Aeronautics and Space Administration's planning estimate.

YDevelopment estimate or planning estimate in absence of a development estimate
on National Aeronautics and Space Administration projects.

ZLaunch vehicle not included.

aaIncludes both ATS-F&G satellites. ATS-G canceled in Jan. 1973.

bbAdjusted to real-year dollars.

ccDevelopment estimate to be available in FY 76 congressional budget.

ddFigure is the high end of $40,600 to $60,600 estimate.

eeAlthough below $25 million, these items are included since they are a part of
National Railroad Passenger Corporation's Capital Acquisition Program.

ffPer 1975 appropriation hearings, Apr. 1974, House Public Works Subcommittee.

88
under construction and planned for FY 1974 and beyond at various locations.

hhNot furnished by the Tennessee Valley Authority.

iiFederal share remains at $1,147 million, the original estimate.
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ANALYSIS OF ACQUISITIONS HAVING

100 PERCENT OR GREATER DSGr CGOSTH

Coot chnRe. due to
Orftinut -t ate Ral. ..eG..t. Q- EngI- Currt .etf.ote

Ouctt and erolect pttat h-oet Date Ant titt neEri Support Sthrdule tO.uoui ftti-tie Suad , unt

____________________ - . (50 o.Ott ~t)___________________d_ _ )(00
u.1t-d) O-tt-d)

APP6LAC IIAh
RLCIOSA.

Appl. I-o an

w ATOPIC

E EtGY
COHNItS IO t

Fa.t Slut
Teat
Fani tY~t

too WoupoI
Product tueo
Lupat, I t Os.
Vori ous

Tuot1

1965 Sb40 000 I95 5840,000 S462,000 $247,000 S-

9-b6 87.500 9-66 87,500 - 78.,200 -

S- S500.000 S- 5 41.000 1971 52,090,000

I.-

23.700 20.700 182.100 27.800 12-73

12-66 )2,300 12-66 32.300 148.200 40.200 39.500 - 4500 41.400 4.000 8-14

119.800 119.800 148.200 118.400 39,500 23,700 25.200 223 500 31.800

420.000

310,000

730,100

'Ti

z
a-

x-
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ANALYSIS OF ACOQISITIONS 6AVING Z
100 PERCENT OR CREATER COST CRJHTN 8

'-4
SC

Orloinol e- ast BEasiine eatimate Colt Ch.g. do. to Correot e-tias-
Sotl A- -00t DOa- A660001 Qo ao- Esgi- D-e A- ot

OgOcy .nd projcst (note R) Coote e t, -sio Supsort Sohadule Ycovnao tli-ti00 Sundry (note h (000

-itt0d) (000 ticted) t ei tted)

UKPARTFENT OF THE ARbY.
COHPS OF ENGINEERS

Flood Cootrol:
b. koersit Jordoo

Doa nd
L . 0.e .NL 1903 '$ 25.462 1963 025,462

80.0h Fork LoLe.
0. Vo. 1962 11.000 1947 12,B00

Ohio 1931 5.214 1965 27,200
Caesar Crock

Lake, Ohio 1938 3.595 1967 15.900
C.rr Fork LokKy. 1962 9.020 1965 11.200
Cooper Lois 004

Ch .. eS.. To.. 1955 '15,200 1961 015.200
Dry Crook Loks.

C1if. 1962 42,400 1967 51.000
E.at Ly0 Loke.

v.0. 1937 dl, 300 1965 14,300
FIre I1.00d Iolet

to M-oolok PYtNi Y 1960 19.700 1963 19,700
Cathrighl Lke V.. 1946 b13000 1967 16.300
Late Foochortrobo

*Dd VioioityL. 1965 56.235 1967 65.784
Lakt Shelbyoille.

111. 1958 018,500 1961 018,500
L.von Lake Modlti-

0.11008 004 toot
Fork Ch-DeI 1a0
prov. .in.t. To.. 1962 23,760 1967 27,300

Nlaaoorl River
Levee Syalee 1928 d6o,6oO 1962 60.600

Ae. Orlo... to
Veoico H-rric-De
Prot-ci-ojL- 1962 7.502 1964 7,580

$ - $ 7,048 $ -

3,340 1,025 -

305 7,290 -

9,986 5.614 -
18 18,297 -

6,366 5,001 -

421 22,942 -

5.485 4,455 -

1,080 -
- 20,000 -

17.882 33.891 -

10,142 7,466 -

1,350 19,566 -

16 21,390 -

26,648 12,594 -

0 57

3,700

10,897

1.806

770

1.000

15.760

$15,511 $25,416

7,381 254

40,348 2.770

9.700 -
9.185 -

4,670 6,449

30.982 1,115

4.479 1.196

17.087 16,133
10.200 500

63,021 5,130

7.650 187

-4,962 17,927 -1.681

- 53,950 2,107

1,106

100

187

1,200

2.017

4.7 34

315

I,00

1,532

55

7-74 0$ 74,600

7-73 28,600

7-73 78,100

7-73 42.600
7-73 38 700

7-73 50.600

7-73 113.000

7-73 31.000

7-73 54.000
7-73 49,800

7-73 203,000

7-73 46,000

- 7-73 59.500

9,737 7-73 147,800

975 18,542 8.321 240 7-73 74.900

w
D.0

C7T
CZ



ANALYSIS OF ACQUISITIONS HAVINC
100 PERCMNT OR GREATER COST CROWTIt

original estimate Basel Ie estimt.e Cast cban dn- to Curr nt etat-
vats AMonat Det. Anongt D- t1gI- - Date Annmt

A&.n.y and project (nto- I) (0DD (note .) tity neeri.e Support Schedule Iconde R Ftiting Sondr" (not. 9 I
omitted) (800 oiltted)_ ittd)

Flood COet.r1: (coat'd)
Paptilin (.reek.

Rb. 1968 S26.dO0 1972 S38.000 $ 100 S19,585 S -
Rtd Rivar

kte., K
1

1962 8.020 1967 10,700 1,193 1,813 -
Red RIter Levees

and Bank
ul Stabilisatien 1946 

1 0
.0C

0
1961 t10,

0 0 0
- 18.300

Ut giver Range., Mic. 1962 8.659 1963 9.620 - 4.000 -
S-cramento River

sank Protec-
tion., Cn1i. 1960 14.240 1963 15.100 32.375 2.705

Sagian- Rgivar
Mich. 1958 d

1 6
,
2 0 0

1963 16.200 4.866 - -
S n Antaan' Chanal

[lprov-ntTn I956 615,870 1960 a
1 5

,
8 7 0

- 4.705
Teaaa City 6
Vicinit. Tee. 1958 6 6.240 1962 6,670 14,172 53

Teehighee River and
Tribatarie. Rie.-
end Ala. 1958 *19,311 1950 19.311 - 10,866 _

Sabtnt.1 450,828 534,297 135,745 248,606 -

S - S17.175 5 3.000 $ 640 7-73 $78,500
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APPENDIX III

'Initial detailed estimate was made before fiscal year 1960; therefore, 1960
estimate is used.

'Fiscal year 1960 estimate; initial date (fiscal year) of authorization is given.

cAuthorization and initial detailed estimates were made before fiscal year 1960;
fiscal year 1961 estimates were earliest ones available.

dBaseline estimate used since authorization amount not furnished.

eCost breakdown on this project was made between the original estimate and the
current estimate instead of a later baseline.

fYear of authorization; in most cases estimate was made 1 or 2 years before
authorization.

8
riscal year of baseline; in most cases the estimate was made in previous July.

PFiscal year 1975 estimate.

iJuly 1965 estimate.

JIncludes: $64,522,000 for costs of constructing recreation and fish and wildlife
facilities and conserving scenery on project lands and $1,649,000 for costs of
relocating roads to current standards not included in the $170 million cost
estimate.

kIncludes $32.7 million of cost increases not specifically defined by Federal
Aviation Administration, and $4.1 million in decreases designated as program
adjustments.

1
Federal share is $33.9 billion and $68.26 billion, respectively.

mUrban Mass Transportation Administration considered "support" changes in this
figure.

"Economic factor not separately broken out, included in sundry.

0
Initial Prospectus Authorization.

PProspectus pending at October 1974.
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APPENDIX IV

LIST OF MAJOR CIVIL ACQUISITIONS
SELECTED FOR GAO STUDIES

Agency and Fiscal Year

Atomic Energy Commission:

1975

Corps of Engineers:

1975

Department of Transportation:

1973

1974
1975

1975

1975

National Aeronautics and Space
Administration:

1973

1973
1974
1975
1975

Tennessee Valley Authority:

1975

System

Fast Flux Test Facility

Harry S. Truman Dam and
Reservoir

Automated Radar Terminal
System (ARTS III)

Icebreakers
Locomotives and Cars for
the National Railroad
Passenger Corporation-
(AMTRAK)

Personal Rapid Transit
System, Morgantown, W. Va.

Icebreakers

Applications Technology
Satellite (ATS)

Viking
Space Shuttle
Viking
Space Shuttle

Sequoyah Nuclear Power Plant

42
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Chairman HUMPHREY. Congressman Brown, do you have anything?
Representative BROWN of Ohio. I would like to know if there is

anything the Government has done in the last 2 years that hasn't had a
cost overrun?

Mr. STAATS. Pardon me?
Representative BROWN of Ohio. I would like to know if there is any-

thing the Government has done in the last 2 years that hasn't had a
cost overrun?

Mr. STAATS. Strangely enough, we found one or two that haven't.
Representative BROWN of Ohio. Could you identify those?
Air. STAATS. It is in our report.
Chairman HtINrPHREY. Well, I want to defend the Government here.

I don't think anybody can always be right about these figures. Did you
ever have a garage door fixed or ever take your television down and
have it fixed?

Mr. STAATS. There was a major cost overrun in this building we are
in right now.

Let me say this, though. I think this is something that is not well
understood as it should be in talking about cost overruns on any pro-
gram, and this goes back to the point we were discussing earlier. We
are trying to factor out wherever we can the element of the so-called
inflation in cost growth. We prefer to use cost growth to overrun. It
is not easy to do, because you can't just take the Consumer Price Index
or an index of plant and equipment costs or raw materials. These are
not necessarily good indicators of what happens to inflation for a
particular program. It depends upon the program elements and the
kind of labor that goes into that program and many other considera-
tions. So that we do need, in all cases, to recognize that cost growths is
made up not only of errors in judgment and change orders and modifi-
cations of programs, of mistakes. management and so on, but it is also
made up of this big element of inflation.

Representative HA-MILTON. Mr. Staats, in your response and Mr.
Hughes' response, you just explained away the possibility that the
Congress has been misled in any respect. Is it your judgment that we
have not been misled in the figures that were given to us and that they
were the best figures that were available at the time and there is no
indication that these figures were cut when they were originally pre-
sented to us?

Mr. CARLONE. I certainly have no indication of this on the $699 mil-
lion figure. On the initial estimate for the CRBR, it was recognized
at that time that it was based on a preliminary design, and it was rec-
ognized that as the design became more finalized, as the design became
more firm, that the costs would go up. As Mr. Hughes pointed out, a
large portion of the $1.7 billion was due to inflation.

Representative HAMILTON. I know my time has expired, Mr. Chair-
man, but I must say, we are just playing games with figures here. The
estimates that are given to Congress are almost meaningless in terms
of total costs when you come down to the end.

Mr. STAATS. If you will bear with us, in the forthcoming report that
we will be presenting shortly, we will trace this whole cost pattern from
the beginning up to the present time.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Might I add that it will be interesting to find
out how many times the Government asked for moderations of the pro-
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grams. The Government is notorious for deciding in the midst of a
project that it would like to change the doors, the plumbing, the heat-
ing, the roof, and goodness knows what else. I know two contractors
out in our city, Mr. Staats, who have gone broke because the Govern-
ment saw to it they had fixed price contracts and then kept changing
things. It is sort of like your wife, when you are remodeling your house,
saying, "Oh, but I wanted a nice picture window there" and that is
after you've got it bricked in. So you've got to go to a contractor and
he will say, "Well, that will cost you $1,000". That is where a lot of
the cost overruns come from.

I am not trying to defend what I consider to be waste and inaccu-
racy, but on new projects there are always these constant changes. It
just happens all the time.

Mr. STAATS. We make reports available to the Congress on military
weapons systems, Senator, and in those we identify what we call change
orders as an element.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. STAATs. Now, a change order may arise purely unilaterally from

the Government side, where some new development makes it possible
to incorporate an improvement into the system, but at an additional
cost; or it may come from the contractor by mutual agreement between
the contractor and the Government where modifications take place
which do cause increased costs to the program either because of delay
in the delivery of product or because it is more expensive to produce.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, you just ruined my
day, because this morning I put my wife on an airplane to Ohio and
she is going to spend 2 days 'with the fellow who is building our house
up there.

Chairman HUmPHREY. AYes; I have gone through the same thing.
Representative BROWN of Ohio. And I am more shaken by your

experience with your house than I am with Mr. Staats' experience with
the breeder reactor. But, I will persist with my duty here to ask you
about these projects and pursue them.

The point that the chairman was raising in a way is the same as in
your testimony, where you identified six areas which contribute an
important element of technology to the breeder program: Reactor
physics, fuels and materials, fuel recycle, safety, component develop-
ment, and plant experience.

And .I am curious to know what the cost overrun impact or the cost
growth impacts were in these areas? What were the areas where the
growth was highest, or did your accounting procedures permit you to
separate them out into the six areas 'which you have identified here?

Mr. CARLONE. I have been reminded that these are new categories,
which regroup previous program elements. There are no specific past
figures on them, but we can look into it and supply it for the record.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. Well, is there any way to identify
the increases with reference to the question the chairman posed:
Whether or not some of these areas have been responsible for major
parts of the increase because Congress has taken a new interest, for
instance, in the question of safety; or because we have taken a new
interest, perhaps, in the fuel sources of the reactors; or because the
fuel sources have changed through the development of scientific re-
search?
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Mr. HUGHES. It seems to me, Mr. Brown, that ERDA people might
be of more direct assistance than we in responding to your question.
For example, we refer to the experience with the fast flux test facility.
The original estimate of the cost there was $87.5 million.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. In your oral statement?
Mr. STAATs. Yes, in our testimony this morning.
Representative BROWN of Ohio. OK.
Mr. HUGiEs. We have identified the escalation there, Mr. Brown

We aren't in a position to sort out the components of that, but as you
can see, the change in estimates from $87.5 million to $512 million was
pretty spectacular. We talked also about the experience with the Clinch
River plant. We also referred earlier in our statement, to- the sodium
pump test facility, where the experience has shown the original cost
estimate of $6.8 million will roughly double. And then came one of
these change orders that the chairman referred to. It will permit, I
gather, a new type of test to be conducted which will add $40 million
to that figure.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. Well, really what I am asking is
about the six areas that you identified as parts of the program. I have
listed them already and I want to know where is the biggest problem
here in terms of cost overrun, or is there a problem endemic in the
whole field of advanced breeder reactors that applies to all of them?

Mr. HUGHES. We can't respond to your question, Mr. Brown. My
guess is that the experience is pretty general. Cost overruns are chronic
in Government and in life in general, partly because of inflation, but

in part, I think, because projects which are proposed generally tend to
be estimated on the low side by those who are proposing them. I think
that is not necessarily a matter of bad faith.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. Let me ask you about the experience
of other nations in this field. You make reference later in your testi-
mony to the fact that the Russians and the French are making some
progress in this field, 'and Japan and West Germany and the United
Kingdom also are involved in such programs. What has been their
experience? Have our overruns exceeded their experience in this field?

Mr. HUGHES. We don't know what their experience has been with
overruns.

Mr. STAATS. The general impression that we have is that they have
had less of a problem than we have had because they have been on
a tighter time schedule. They put less money into environmental and
safety features than we are trying to build into ours. Possibly they
have had tighter program management than we have had. All three of
these factors have been pointed out to me by some of the people in the
National Academy of Sciences and others who have studied this. This
enables them to do their work to date with less cost then we have had.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. What is the relationship of their
reduced expenditures in environmental and safety features to our
expenditures?

Mr. STAATs. I am not sure that we can answer that. Before you
arrived, we committed our-elves to the chairman to see if we can get
a detailed analysis of the European experience compared to our own.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. In trying to get that information, is
there a problem of secrecy and that sort of thing?

Mr. STAATS. There may well be.
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Representative BROWN of Ohio. Is there a problem of security for
them ?

Mr. STAATS. It is possible that that will present a problem, but we
will just have to explore the matter.

Mr. HUGHES. I think not only national security considerations but
also trade secrets, patent rights, commercial processes, and so on, are
involved. I understand that there is a good deal of information ex-
change within the scientific community amongst all of these nations
that are working on the breeder, but obviously there are constraints.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. Do you know if there is any consid-
eration in our new organization of oil-consuming nations, which is
concerned about alternative sources of energy, to try to stimulate fur-
ther interactions between the niations in this research field so that
there is a freer flow of information on such exotic energy sources as the
fast breeder reactors and others?

Mr. STAATS. I don't think we are aware of any.
Representative BROWN of Ohio. It might be an interesting question

to pursue when you consider the methods by which you are going to
get this information. Is there any way in the costing methodology
that we can anticipate overruns better than on the basis of past experi-
ence? Have you been able, Mr. Staats, as the result of our rather
lengthy experience now with inflation, and with various inflation rates,
to put together any rule of thumb or new guidelines for procurement?

Now, as I started to say, I am on the Government Operations Com-
mittee and we have come up with a couple of new pieces of procure-
ment legislation which have helped in the more routine procurements,
but because of the exotic nature of this science. and because of the
rather separate nature of the Atomic Enerzv Commission and so
forth, and the large size of the project and the fact that it is an experi-
mental project, I guess many of those procurement rules are not appli-
cable. Is that true?

I am asking too long a question here, but, first, is my presumption
correct that for this we just don't have any groundrules?

Mr. STAATS. The Commission on Government Procurement, which
reported last year and which I was a member of, and which Congress-
man Holifield was vice chairman of, as I recall, devoted more time
to this issue than any other single issue that it had before it. In addi-
tion, the GAO has spent a great deal of effort in studying the manage-
ment of. individual weapons systems from the point of view of what
we could learn about program management that would result in re-
ducing costs. I guess you would have to say that rule No. 1 is that it
is awfully difficult to generalize and make a statement which would
cover all systems involved, but there are some things that I believe
we can reasonably generalize about.

One is the need to do an adequate job on specifications on what it
is we are tryingr to buy before we go so far as to commit ourselves
on production. Now, that means that you've got to do better nlannino
and in some cases you've got to do prototypinsr. We've got to do better
testing before we make that production commitment. That is, I think,
pretty good as a generalization.

Another good generalization is good program management; you
know, giving them enough authority to go ahead and do the job and
not changing managers every 2 or 3 years, which is what they were
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doing up until fairly recently. We got a new program manager and he
had to start all over again. He had a different idea, or approach-

Representative BROWN of Ohio. It is particularly true in experi-
mental or exotic fields, isn't it?

Mr. STAATS. If it is new technology-for instance, with the C-5A,
we went for something called total package procurement which in-
volved a lot of unknowns. A lot of development had to take place.
The Government walked away and let the contractor worry about
things that really weren't too essential to the ultimate use of that
aircraft.

But, I think we have learned a lot over the past 5 to 10 years, par-
ticularly on how to improve the management of the acquisition of our
major systems.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. We have legislated some changes
in the procurement of more routine items as the result of your Pro-
curement Commission study. Is there legislation that should be ad-
dressed to procurement in the experimental areas and in things like
the fast breeder reactor and things like health experimental programs,
grants, and so forth? Should we be addressing ourselves to that?

Mr. STAATS. I would have to check. Of the 149 recommendations
made by the Commission, I believe 47 of them, if I am not mistaken,
did involve legislation. There have been a number of bills enacted
since that Commission's report. Most importantly, to establish an
Office of Federal Procurement Policy in the OMB, which our Com-
mission is unanimous on, and which fortunately has gone through. A
number of the other less important pieces of legislation have been
enacted.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. They are either executive or ad-
ministrative decisions, too, without congressional action?

Mr. STAATS. Yes; the executive branch has set up task forces to
review each of these recommendations. Some of them have and could
be put into effect administratively, but a number of others need
legislation.

For example, Buy-American can be changed administratively. I
don't think it is going to be changed unless Congress rewrites the
law, though. We would be happy to furnish you either for the record
or separately, as you wish, the status of the implementation of the
Procurement Commission's recommendations. The GAO does put out
a report from time to time to give Congress a progress report with
respect to implementation. We have issued one fairly recently to the
Congress on this.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Would you furnish us that report? It would
be relevant to put this into this body of testimony.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. I think it would be helpful for the
Senators and Members to have it too.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Yes; the individual Members.
Mr. STAATS. Yes, Mr. Chairman. we will furnish that report.
[The following report was subsequently supplied for the record:]
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

WASHMINTON. D.C. S

B-160725

The Honorable Jack Brooks, Chairman
Committee on Government Operations
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

In the spring of 1973, the executive branch set up a
program to respond to the 149 recommendations of the Com-
mission on Government Procurement. This is the fifth in the
series of GAO reports reolying to your Committee's request
to monitor progress of the executive branch program.

We are sending copies of this report to the Senate
Government Operations subcommittee having primary interest
in Federal procurement matters; other congressional commit-
tees interested in procurement; Director of the Office of
Management and Budqet; Administrator of Federal Procurement
Policy; Administrator of General Services; heads of the
14 lead agencies involved in the executive branch program;
and to each member who served on the Commission on Govern-
ment Procurement.

Sincerely yours,

Comptroller General
of the United States
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ABBREVIATIONS
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL 'S
REPORT TO THE COMMITTEE
ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

D I G E S T

WHY THIS REVIEW WAS MADE

The Chairman of the House Government
Operations Committee asked GAO to
report periodically the actions being
taken by the executive branch on the
149 recommendations of the Commis-
sion on Government Procurement to
reform Federal procurement.

This is the fifth in this series of
reports. (See p. 1.)

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

Although progress in establishing
executive policy on Commission rec-
ommendations has been good, several
more years will be required to put
those adopted into effect. There
are unresolved issues or problem
areas in executive branch actions on
about one-third of the Commission
recommendations.

Executive branch program

The Office of Management and Budget,
early in 1973, established the pro-
cedure for action on the Commission's
recommendations. Action is coordi-
nated throughout the executive
branch by the General Services Ad-
ministration in two phases.

First, an executive policy must be
established on each Commission rec-
ommendation. This is decided at
meetings of high-level procurement
policy officials on the basis of an
interagency task group report and
comments from Federal agencies and

EXECUTIVE BRANCH ACTION ON
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMISSION
ON GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT

industry. (See p. 15.)

Second, if a Commission recommenda-
tion is adopted, it is put into ef-
fect by an implementing action, such
as

--a coordinated Armed Services/Fed-
eral procurement regulation;

--a Government-wide circular; or

-- legislation. (See p. 15.)

Status of Comnission
recommendations

As of January 1 this year, executive
policy had been established on 77
of the Commission recommendations.
Proposed policy on most of the re-
maining 72 recommendations had pro-
gressed to higher executive branch
levels. (See p. 16.)

The 77 recommendations with policy
positions compares with 40 six
months before. The executive branch
has now adopted 64 (including 7 with
some modification) and rejected 13.
(See p. 20.)

Implementing actions have been com-
pleted on 7 of the adopted recommen-
dations and have been started on 53
others. (See p. 20.)

The small number of actions completed
to date and slippages in completion
of others indicate that several more
years will be needed to put Commis-
sion recommendations into effect.
(See p. 21.)

i
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Commission recommendations needing
special management attention

There are 44 Commission recommenda-
tions in need of special management
attention:

--4 where executive policy or its
implementing action was found to
be less than fully responsive.

--12, where responsiveness of execu-
tive policy could not be determined
because of unresolved implementa-
tion issues.

-- 28, where resolution of signifi-
cant problem areas is necessary
before arriving at executive pol-
icy.

The executive branch is presently
giving attention to some of these
unresolved issues and problem areas.
The reasons underlying the need for
special management attention on the
44 recommendations are identified in
table 7. (See. pp. 24-26.)

Schedules at the end of the report
contain a short statement of each of
the 149 Commission recommendations
and show:

-- Whether adopted, modified, or re-
jected.

-- Type of implementation action taken
or contemplated.

--History and current status of exec-
utive branch action.

-- Those in need of special manage-
ment attention and why.

General Services Administration staff
analyses summarizing executive branch
material and identifying key issues
were of great assistance. (See p.
22.)

Congressional actions

In August 1974, Congress acted on the
first recommendation of the Procure-
ment Commission by establishing,
through legislation, the Office of
Federal Procurement Policy within
the Office of Management and Budget.
in December 1974. an administrator
was confirmed by the Senate and his
budget was approved. (See pp. 9-12.)

Under the law, the Administrator is
to

-- provide overall direction of Fed-
eral procurement policy,

--prescribe a Government-wide regu-
latory system,

-- hold public meetings, and

--be responsive to the Congress.

He may not delegate his basic deci-
sionmaking authority or become in-
volved in day-to-day procurement
activities or have his procurement
reform role diluted by extraneous
responsibilities. (See pp. 10 and 11.)

Functional divisions and duties of
the Office have been developed.
(See p. 14.)

Proposed policy positions on 41 Com-
mission recommendations have been
referred to the Office for final
decision. (See pp. 18 and 19.)

The last Congress enacted into law
4 more Commission recommendations
and had bills on 31 other recommen-
dations pending before House and
Senate committees. (See pp. 2-7.)

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Director, Office of Management

ii
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and Budget, should have the Admini-
strator of Federal Procurement Pol-
iCy:

--Establish priorities and milestones
for those implementing actions
lacking completion dates.

--Establish clear responsibility
within the executive branch to
followup implementing actions and
assure conformity with policy posi-
tions and implementing guidelines
agreed upon earlier.

--Make sure that appropriate action
is taken on the 44 recommendations
in need of special management at-
tention.

--Develop a legislative program for
coordination with appropriate con-
gressional committees. (See pp. 22
and 23.)

MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE
COMMITTEE

Bills pending at the adjournment of
the last Congress need to be reintro-
duced, and consideration needs to be

given to introducing legislation on
an additional 26 recommendations.
(See pp. 3-6.)

The more crucial stage of the execu-
tive branch program--putting policy
into effect--is still ahead. Main-
taining the current momentum for
Government-wide procurement reform
depends on:

-- Continued congressional initiative
on introducing needed legislation.
(See pp. 2-7.)

--Clearly established responsibility
in both houses of the Congress for
coordinated action on Government-
*wide procurement legislation.
(See pp. 7 and 8.)

--Rapid achievement of full opera-
tional status and effective lead-
ership by the Office of Federal
Procurement Policy. (See pp. 12
and 13.)

--Assignment of authority and respon-
sibility within the executive
branch for followup and approval
of implementing actions. (See pp.
20 and 21.)

iii
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The Commission on Government Procurement, created by
the Congress, made 149 recommendations following a 2 1/2-year
study of Federal Government procurement. As requested by the
Chairman of the House Government Operations Committee early
in 1973, GAO has been monitoring a program established by the
executive branch to consider these reco Tmendations. This is
the fifth in the series of our reports.

The report first outlines the status of implementing
legislation introduced in the Congress on the recommendations;
next, reviews the statutory responsibilities and operational
status of the new Office of Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP),
established by law in response to the Commission's first re-
commendation; and finally, summarizes progress, status, and
responsiveness of executive branch actions on each of the 149
recommendations as of January 1, 1975. These actions are
discussed individually in supporting schedules. In the last
chapter of the report, areas warranting special management
attention are identified and recommendations are made to the
Director, Office of Management and Budget.

1B-160725, June 19 and September 19, 1973; January 31
and July 31, 1974.

2In a few instances, later information on important
events is included.

1
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CHAPTER 2

STATUS OF CONGRESSIONAL LEGISLATION

The Commission identified more than 4,000 procurement-
related statutes, many of which were outmoded, inconsistent,
overlapping, or redundant. Two main thrusts of the Commission
recommendations are to replace the existing statutory frag-
mentation with a modern, unified statutory framework and to
establish a point of leadership in the executive branch that,
among other things, would keep the statutory framework and
related policies up to date.

The first Commission recommendation called for creation
in the executive branch of an Office of Federal Procurement
Policy. Next were a group of recommendations for establish-
ing the new statutory framework within which OFPP would
operate. These recommendations seek to modernize and
consolidate the two basic procurement statutes--the Armed
Services Procurement Act of 1947 and the Federal Property and
Administrative Services Act of 1949--both enacted some 25
years ago to establish procurement methods and award pro-
cedures for the military and civilian agencies.

Various other Commission recommendations call for
enactment of legislation; they are identified in table 1
along with their present status.

2



Purpose

Create OFPP with
requirements for
Government-wide regu-
latory and data
systems and private
sector rulemaking
participation

Modernize and con-
solidate basic
procurement statutes

Raise ceiling for
use of simplified
small purchase
procedures from
5 $2,500 to $19,000

Establish national
policy of reliance on
private sector for
needed goods and
services

Eliminate esecutive
and congressional
delays in making
available requested
procurement funds

Authorize negotiated
sale of surplus ele-
phantine tools

Raise threshold to
$10,000 for appli-
cation of socio-
economic requirements

Provide uniform sanc-
tions for socioeconomic
requirement violations

commission

recommenda-
ticn (note b)

A-1, 10, 11
D-1

A-2 through
A-9; E-1, 4;
G-21 through
G-24; J-2

A-7

TABLE I

STATUS OF LEGISLATION (note a)

Date
Bill intro-
or duced

law or Sponsored
number enacted by

Public Aug. 1974 Reps.
Law 93- Holifield,
400 HBrton

Sens. Chilen,
Roth

H.0.
9061

Public
Law 93-

356

June 1973 Reps.
Holifield,

Horton

July 1974 Reps.
Holifield,

Horton
Sens.

Chiles, Roth

Committee
of

jurisdiction

House and Senate
Government
Operations

House Judiciary

House and Senate
Government
Operations

Status

Enacted into law;
Administrator confirmed
by Senate Dec. 1974.

No action.

Enacted into law.

Leqislation not yet
introduced.

A-22

A-27 Public
Law 9 3-

344

A-36

A-44

A-46

H.R.
14289

July 1974 Several House and Senate
Congressmen Government

Operations

Apr. 1974 Rep. Corman Armed Services

Measures to reduce
congressional delays
incorporated in
Congressional Budget
Reform Act.

No action.

Legislation not yet
introduced

Legislation not yet
introduced.

--I
coZ



Purpose

Provide discretionary
use of Federal Labora-
tory funds to support
national research and
developsent objectives

Eliminate research
and development
cost-sharing accept
where performers
benefit

Provide uniform
Government-wide
treatment of inde-
pendent research and

AP development and bid
and proposal costs
as allowable overhead
costs of doing
business

Improve executive
branch budgeting and
progranming and streng-
then congressional
control

Make Government
wholesale supply
systems competitive
with private systems
on a total ecomomic
cost basis

Authorice multiyear
leasing of automated
data processing
equipment

TABLE 1

STATUS OF LEGISLATION

Date
Bill intro-

Commission or duced
recomenda- law or
tion (note b) number enacted

B-2

(note a) (continued)

Committee
Sponsored of

by jurisdiction Status

Legislation not yet
introduced.

Legislation not yet
introduced.

B-8

B-10

C-2, S

Legislation not yet
introduced.

S. 1414 Mar. 1973 Sen. Chiles Senate Government
et. al. Operations

D-6

D-13

Reported out of Committee;
partially incorporated in
Congressional Budget
Reform Act (Public Law
(93-344).

Legislation not yet
introduced.

S. 2785 Dec. 1973 Sens. Percy, Senate Government Passed Senate Sept. 1974
Chiles Operations and sent to House.

$.-A

-'



TABLE 1

Purpose

Establish central
agency nanagenent
coordinator for
Federal food-quality
assurance programs

Clarify distinction
between contract and
grant-type assistance
transactions and
authorize study of
policy guidance for
Federal assistance
prog rams

An Establish integrated
system of legal
renedies for con-
tract performance
disputes

Establish regional
small claims boards

Establish Government
catastrophic insur-
ance program to
compensate victims
and indemnify con-
tractors under
Governnent-connected
programs

Establish uniform
Gove ronent-wide
policies on patents,
technical data, and
copyrights. including
authorization for
agencies to acquire
rights or interests
therein and to settle
infringement claims

Commiis sion
recommenda-
tiMe (note b)

D-17

F-1, 2

Bill
or

law
number

Date
intro-
duced

orenacted

S. 3514 May 1974

CH.R. June 1973
9060

G-2 through H. R. Aug. 1974
G-12 16423

H.R. June 1973
9062

G-4 S. 3610 June 1974

Committee
Sponsored of

by jurisdiction

Sens.
Chiles, Roth

Reps.
Holif ield,

Horton

Reps.
Holifield,

Horton

Senate Government
Operations

House Government
Operations

Statues

Legislation not yet
introduced.

Passed Senate Oct. 1974
and sent to House.

Committee held hearings
in Nov. 1974 on both
S. 3514 and H.R. 9060.

House Judiciary No action.

Sen. Hathaway Senate Judiciary

H-4, 5

I-2, I-4
through
I-9, 11.
I-13 through
I-15

No action. See G-2
through G-12 above.

Legislation not yet
introduced.

Legislation not yet
introduced.

m-
Cin
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TABLE I

Bill
Comsission or
recommenda- law

Purpose tion (note b) number

Organize, consolidate, J-1
and codify procurement
statutes as appropriate
under U.S.C. 41, public
contracts

Eatend and expand J-3 through
Renegotiation Act to J-6
cover all Government
contracts, raise juris-
dictional amount, and
clarify profit criteria
used

Date
intro-
duced

oeenacted

Coemi ttee
Sponsored of

by jurisdiction Status

Legislation not yet
introduced.

legislation not yet
introduced.

'-A

--I
cm

aThi. table shows the status of legislation as of the expiration of the 93d Congress on December 20, 1974. The
source for 26 reco-mendations requiring legislation that has not yet been introduced was the Commission report. (See
ch. 7, vol. 4, "Legislative Action Recommendations".)

bSoe xh. 4 schedules for tent of these recommendations.

CH.R. 9060 did not authorize feasibility study of policy guidance for Federal assistance programs.

ON
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As table 1 shows, five Commission recommendations were
translated into law during the last Congress (A-1, A-7,
A-10, A-ll, and D-1). Another 31 recommendations were in-
corporated in bills introduced in the House or Senate. Four
of the enacted recommendations cover creation of OFPP and
three specific OFPP functions. (See ch. 3.) The fifth
recommendation enacted into law raised the ceiling for
simplified small purchase procedures from $2,500 to $10,000.

In 1973, House members introduced bill 9061 providing
a new statutory framework to simplify and streamline the
procurement process Government-wide; eliminate obsolete or
unworkable statutory provisions; and remove inconsistencies
between the two basic civilian and military procurement
statutes. The House referred this bill to its Judiciary
Committee, but that Committee was unable to act on it during
the last session of the Congress. Upon reintroduction in
the 94th Congress, the bill may be referred to the Committee
on Government Operations or it may be considered by more than
one committee in accordance with new House rules discussed
later in this chapter. A Senate version of House bill
9061 is being developed for action early in the 94th Congress.

Because of inaction on House bill 9061 in the first
session of the 93d Congress, one part of it dealing with small
purchases was introduced as separate legislation and enacted
by the Congress in July 1974 (Public Law 93-356). The exe-
cutive branch implemented this law by issuing temporary
regulations 1 month later. For procurements not exceeding
$10,000, the law permits the use of short forms, simplified
competitive procedures, and reduction of time consuming
administrative work.

LEGISLATIVE JURISDICTION OVER
PROCUREMENT MATTERS

Traditionally, legislative jurisdiction over procurement
matters in the House and Senate has been split between the
Government Operations and Armed Services Committees. But,
in July 1973 the Senate established an Ad Hoc Subcommittee
on Federal Procurement within its Government Operations
Committee. The Subcommittee served as a coordinating point
for Senate procurement matters during the 93d Congress;
it developed and expedited several pieces of legislation; and
it held joint hearings with other committees in areas of
mutual interest.

In the 94th Congress, the Subcommittee has been made
permanent with full subcommittee status and has been re-
designated as the Subcommittee on Federal Spending Practices,
Efficiency and Open Government. It will have consolidated

7
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jurisdiction over Federal spending practices, and the effi-
ciency and economy of such practices in Federal agencies and
programs. The Subcommittee will be particularly concerned
with spending practices relating to Federal procurement,
with laws, regulations, and procedures governing Federal
contracts, grants, transfer payments, and with activities
of the new OFPP.

In October 1974 the House resolved to reform the struc-
ture, jurisdiction, and procedures of its committees. The
resolution1 amended jurisdiction of the standing committees.
For example, it specifically assigned to the Committee
on Government Operations jurisdiction over all bills,
resolutions, and other matters relating to "the overall
economy and efficiency of Government operations and activi-
ties, including Federal procurement." The amendment gives
to the Committee on Government Operations legislative
jurisdiction over procurement matters which have Govern-
ment-wide impact or involve more than one agency. The
Speaker can now refer a bill to one or more committees or
can split a bill and refer appropriate parts to committees
having jurisdiction. In previous reports in this series,
the Comptroller General has suggested:

"The House Committee on Government Operations
may wish to consider establishing a separate
subcommittee or designating an existing sub-
committee as a focal point for procurement
matters to deal with modernizing and consol-
idating procurement statutes and with other
procurement issues in coordination with in-
terested committees."

In view of the considerable procurement legislation
that will probably come before this Congress and in view
of the continuing need for legislative and oversight
hearings, we believe that such a subcommittee will help
to coordinate shaping of procurement policy in the Congress
and expedite action on needed Government-wide legislation.

H. Res. 988, Rept. 93-916, Pt. II, 93d Cong., 2d sess.

8
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CHAPTER 3

OFFICE OF FEDERAL PROCUREMENT POLICY

As noted in previous reports in this series, the Commis-
sion found a vacuum in executive branch policy leadership
which, over the years, allowed a maze of complex, sometimes
contradictory, and often overlapping procurement statutes
and regulations to evolve, many of which were long out of
date. The Commission recommended a small professionally
oriented Office of Federal Procurement Policy, responsive
to the Congress, to be established by law.

In August 1974 the President signed Public Law 93-400,
establishing the OFPP within the Office of Management and
Budget. The law requires that OFPP be headed by an Adminis-
trator for Federal Procurement Policy appointed by the
President with the advice and consent of the Senate. The
legislative background and hearings on this important legis-
lation are summarized in previous GAO progress reports and
elsewhere.1

In its February 1974 report on the OFPP legislation,
the Senate Government Operations Committee observed:

"This legislation is only the initial effort * * *
to update and restructure the procurement process
of the Federal Government to correct the abuses
of the past, and to provide a system tailored
to the demands of the future. It is but the first
step, but it is the step that will set the pace
for the future. It is the step that will demon-
strate the determination of Congress to provide
the legislative leadership and mandate necessary
to bring about fundamental reforms in Federal
procurement. It is an action by which Congress

lFor a more complete legislative history, see Herbert
Roback and Charles Goodwin, "Office of Federal Procurement
Policy: The Legislative Background," National Contract
Management Journal, vol. 8, No. 2, Fall 1974.

2S. Rept. 93-692, 93d Cong., 2d sess., Feb. 26, 1974,
p. 12.

9
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can demonstrate to the public that it is concerned
with fiscal responsibility in procurement and the
restoration of public credibility in the ability
of the Federal Government to make procurements
in an efficient, effective and economical manner."

STATUTORY RESPONSIBILITIES

OFPP legislation specifies that the Administrator is
to provide overall direction of Federal procurement policy
and, with due regard to executive agency program activities,
to prescribe policies and regulations for procuring goods and
services. It further specifies that the Administrator may
delegate to his staff, and to other agencies, any of his
authority, functions, or powers, with one exception: the
Administrator may not delegate his basic decisionmaking
authority to set procurement policy and to prescribe regula-
tions to carry out that policy. The legislation also re-
quires him to open to the public certain formal, scheduled
OFPP meetings concerning the establishment of procurement
policies and regulations and to give a 10-day public notice
of such meetings. The Administrator's functions include:

1. Establishing a system of coordinated and, to the
extent feasible, uniform procurement regulations
for the executive agencies.

2. Establishing criteria and procedures for an
effective and timely method of soliciting view-
points of interested parties in developing pro-
curement policies, regulations, procedures and
forms.

3. Monitoring and revising policies, regulations,
procedures, and forms relating to Federal Government
reliance on the private sector for needed property
and services.

4. Promoting and conducting research in procurement
policies, regulations, procedures, and forms.

5. Establishing a system for collecting, developing,
and disseminating procurement data useful to the
Congress, executive branch, and private sector.

6. Recommending and promoting Civil Service Commission
and executive agency programs for recruiting, train-
ing, career development, and performance evaluation
of procurement personnel.

10
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Although the Administrator's authority is presently
limited to procurements payable from appropriated funds,
the legislation requires him to study procurements made
with nonappropriated funds and to recommend to the President
and the Congress useful administrative or statutory changes.

When the Congress assigned to OFPP responsibility for
Government-wide procurement policy, it made clear that OFPP
was not to become involved in day to day agency procurement
activities. House and Senate reports further clarify that
the Administrator's functions are not limited to those
specified in the legislation but are to include other pro-
curement-related fynctions necessary to accomplish legis-
lative objectives

To insure that OFPP's procurement-reform role would
not be diluted, the House and Senate conference substitute
bill that was enacted into law included specific language:
"except as otherwise provided by law, no duties, functions,
or responsibilities, other than those expressly assigned
by the Act, shall be assigned, delegated, or transferred
to the Administrator." The conference report makes it
clear that this language was added to insure that the
OFPP would not have its procurement-reform role diluted.
The conferees did not wish to have the Administrator
burdened with extraneous responsibilities or to have his
basic functions transferred elsewhere.

The legislation also requires the Administrator to keep
the Congress, and its committees, fully and currently in-
formed of the major OFPP activities. He is to submit an
annual report, and other reports as necessary, to the Pres-
ident of the Senate and the Speaker of the House, with ap-
propriate legislative recommendations. The conference
report states that, although the OFPP, as a component of
OMB, will be subject to direction by the OMB Director, The
Administrator will be held directly accountable by the Con-
gress for effective performance of his statutory duties and
responsibilities.

lFor examples, see H. Rept. 93-1176, pp. 4, 7, 9 and
25, and S. Rept. 93-692, pp. 16, 18 and 19.

2 H. Rept. 93-1268, p. 11.

11
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ORGANIZATIONAL/OPERATIONAL STATUS

In September 1974 OMB submitted a supplemental budget
request for $660,000 to operate OFPP during the remainder
of this fiscal year. The request included salaries of an
Administrator, a professional staff of 14, and an administra-
tive staff. of 10. In December 1974 the Congress approved
this budget request and appropriated the requested funds.

1

The Congress included language in OFPP legislation to assure
that appropriated funds will be used only for OFPP activities
and will not be mingled with appropriations for other OMB
activities.

The former Assistant to the Director of OMB for Pro-
curement Policy was nominated by the President as admin- 2
istrator and confirmed by the Senate on December 19, 1974.
At the confirmation hearing the Senate Committee explored:3

--Expected performance of the OFPP, including the
need to exert strong, positive leadership.

--Scope of authority, including responsibility for
procurement-related matters.

--Type and mix of people to be hired for key posts; the
Administrator agreed to consult with the committee
on selections.

--Need for open public meetings on important OFPP
policy decisions.

--Responsiveness of the Office to the Congress.

--Progress on Commission recommendations in areas
of (1) Government-wide regulatory system, (2)
Federal Government reliance on the private sector
and (3) acquisition of major systems.

lPublic Law 93-554.
2 Congressional Record, Dec. 19, 1974, Pt. 1, p. D1414.
3 Hearing before the Committee on Government Operations,

U.S. Senate, 93d Cong., 2d sess., "Nomination of Hugh E. Witt
to be Administrator of the Office of Federal Procurement
Policy," Dec. 19, 1974.

12
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OFPP is to be organized along functional lines to
correspond to six key procurement areas. Chart 1 shows
the contemplated functions and a number of illustrative
assignments planned for each. Present staffing consists of
four positions.

SUPPORTING ROLES OF EXECUTIVE AGENCIES

OFPP is currently studying the key supporting roles and
relationships of executive agencies in supplementing OFPP's
new statutory responsibilities. Discussions between OFPP
and General Services Administration (GSA), for example,
are underway; but no definite GSA role has been established.
At his confirmation hearing, the Administrator testified
that GSA's supporting role in directing and coordinating
interagency task group responses to the Commission's 149
recommendations would remain unchanged for the time being.
GSA's role is described in the next chapter.

13
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CHART I

PLANNED OFPP FUNCTIONAL DIVISIONS AND DUTIES

EXECUTIVEDOIRECTION AND ADMINISTRATI OM

ADMINISTRATOR
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR
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CHAPTER 4

EXECUTIVE BRANCH PROGRESS, STATUS, RESPONSIVENESS

About 2 years ago, OMB formulated an executive branch
program for a coordinated response to the 149 recommendations
of the Commission on Government Procurement. Our previous
reports havc described in detail the various steps in the
program leading to establishing executive branch policy posi-
tions on the recommendations and processing implementing
actions.

In brief, a policy position on a recommendation normally
is first developed by an assigned interagency task group
headed by a lead agency The position is then submitted to
the GSA Office of Procurement Management for review and coor-
dination with affected agencies and the private sector. An
interagcnc_' policy group, consisting of top officials from
the major procuring agencies and OFPP, meets regularly with
GSA to dedide upon ultimate policy positions and guidelines
for the next step--implementation. Major policy or contro-
versial matters, including those requiring legislative
action, are referred to OFPP for final disposition.

When a final executive branch policy position is estab-
lished, implementation action is initiated by developing a
legislative proposal, an executive branch circular, or a
regulation. A draft is coordinated with affected agencies
and, if appropriate, with the private sector to arrive at
a final version of the document.

The extent to which executive branch policy positions
have been established on the 149 Commission recommendations
compared with 6 months ago, is shown in table 2.
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TABLE 2

STATUS OF EXECUTIVE BRANCH POLICY POSITIONS

Number of recommendations
At July 1, 1974 At Jan. 1, 1975

Positions in process
lead agency task group
level (see table 3) 26 12

Positions in process at
executive branch
level (see table 4) 83 60

Positions established (see
table 6 for status of
implementation) 40 77

149 149

As shown, executive branch policy positions have been

established on 77, or about 52 percent, of the recommenda-
tions, and another 60, or about 40 percent, are in process
at top levels in the executive branch. Schedules at the end
of this chapter show the current status of each response

to the 149 recommendations as of January 1, 1975.
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POSITIONS IN PROCESS AT
TASK GROUP LEVEL

A few interagency task groups have not yet submitted
their reports. Table 3 lists the 12 specific Commission
recommendations lacking task group reports, lead agencies
assigned to-them, and current target completion dates for
these reports.

TABLE 3

IN PROCESS AT TASK GROUP LEVEL

Lead agency Current
No. Recommendation assigned target date

A-22, A-23, Implement Government OMB None
A-24, A-25, policy of reliance on
and A-26 private enterprise

A-35 Stimulate contractor ac- DOD Feb. 1975
quisition of production
facilities

A-41 Separate Defense Contract DOD Feb. 1975
Administrative Services
from Defense Supply Agency

A-44 Raise threshold to $10,000 DOL Feb. 1975
for socioeconomic programs

A-46 Establish uniform debar- DOL Feb. 1975
ment treatment and broader
sanctions for socioeconomic
violations

H-4 and Compensate catastrophic AEC Mar. 1975
H-5 accident victims and in-

demnify contractors for
uninsurable liability

J-1 Recodify procurement DOJ Mar. 1975
statutes

As shown, practically all remaining task group reports
are due in early 1975. Schedules at the conclusion of this
chapter highlight the current situation on recommendations
A-22 through A-26 on which no task group report is planned.

17
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POSITIONS IN PROCESS AT
EXECUTIVE BRANCH LEVEL

There are now in process at higher executive branch
levels task group positions on 60 recommendations as shown
in table 4.

TABLE 4

IN PROCESS AT EXECUTIVE BRANCH LEVEL

Number of
recommendations

Positions in GSA Office of Procurement
Management for review l

Positions out for agency/private
sector comment or having comments
under review 18

Positions referred to OFPP for final
decision 41

60

Virtually all of the interagency task group reports
at the executive branch level are out for agency and/or
private sector comment, or such comments are under consid-
eration either in GSA or in OFPP. Schedules at the end
of this chapter show:

--Commission recommendations in each category listed
in table 4.

--Interagency task group position on each recommenda-
tion.

--Significant agency comments or dissents on the task
group positions.

--Positions referred to OFPP with the reasons why.

--Areas needing special management attention.

Positions referred to OFPP for decision usually involve
major policy matters or important agency dissents. Some
referrals were made more than 6 months ago to OMB, before
OFPP was established. The following table shows the month
of each referral awaiting decision.
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TABLE 5. REFERRALS TO OFPP AWAITING DECISION

Recommendations

A-12 to A-17, A-19, A-20
personnel policies

X 7 1975

Jeai o July IAug. I Sept.I Oct. I Nov. I Dec. I Jan.

A-30, A-31
profit guidelines

A-48
mandatory subcontracting

B-i to 8-4
Federal R&D policy 0

C-1 to G12

acquisition of major systems

D-6
acquisition of commercial products *

D-16, D-17
food acquisition policy e

G-3, G-7, G-8
contract performance dispute

remedies

G-21 to G-24
extension of Public Law 85-804

J-3 to J-6
Renegotiation Act S

OFPP told us that some referrals, such as those on
procurement personnel policies, involve Commission recom-
mendations which are related to newly created OFPP functions.
It was considered important for OFPP to achieve operational
status before acting on these recommendations. OF)PP said that
executive branch proposals on the remaining referrals will
require more time to resolve.
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POSITIONS ESTABLISHED AND
STATUS OF IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS

Policy positions have been officially established on
77 recommendations, of which the executive branch has adopted
57, modified 7, and rejected 13. The schedules at the end
of this chapter identify each of these 77 recommendations
and explain why some have been modified or rejected.1 Most
of the rejected recommendations fall into two areas: three
which would authorize grantees to procure from Federal sources
of supply and six which would provide alternate or expanded
legal remedies for contract performance disputes. As shown
in the later discussions of the individual recommendations,
the rejected recommendations generally concern judgmental
matters on which opinions may reasonably differ as to appro-
priate Government policy.

Although establishment of policy positions is an impor-
tant first step, little can be accomplished until the policy
position is placed into effect. Table 6 shows the current
status of implementing actions on those recommendations
either adopted or accepted in modified form.

TABLE 6

STATUS OF IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS

Number of
recommendations

Implementing actions not begun 4

Implementing actions initiated but not
completed 53

Implementing actions completed 7
64

Schedules at the end of this chapter identify (1) whether
the implementing action used or planned is legislation, Gov-
ernment-wide circular, or coordinated Federal/Armed Services
procurement regulation and (2) whether a completion date
has been set for the action.

lThe rejected recommendations are A-32, B-9, D-8, D-9
D-10, G-2, G-4, G-6, G-9, G-10, G-12,I-4, and I-8.
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In previous reports we recommended that the executive
branch establish priorities and target dates for completing
implementing actions and a legislative program. The OMB
Director advised that his Office and GSA were working closely
with the interagency policy group to expedite the review
process generally and to identify recommendations for priority
handling on a case by case basis. He also concurred with
the need to coordinate a legislative program with congres-
sional committees; he did not specify, however, when such a
program would be established or by whom.

In our current review, we noted progress in establishing
completion dates. We also noted 3- to 9-month slippages on
some existing dates and 12 implementing actions lacking com-
pletion dates. Overall experience to date and the small
number of completed actions indicate that at least several
more years will be needed to put executive branch policy
positions into effect.

In our July report, we recommended also that provision
be made for evaluating and approving the basic implementing
documents. The OMB Director agreed that this was necessary
to insure that the Commission's intent and purpose was re-
flected in the ultimate action taken. However, he believed
this should be done only for key recommendations as OFPP
approval of every action would be unnecessarily delaying.
In our current review, we noted that GSA has assumed on
its own, followup responsibility in selected instances.
It had not as yet been delegated authority and responsibility
for taking such followup actions, however. If OFPP reviews
are to be confined to only some of the implementing actions,
we believe OFPP should clearly fix authority and responsibility
for review of the others.

COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS NEEDING
SPECIAL MANAGEMENT ATTENTION

We examined into the responsiveness of executive branch
actions on the 77 recommendations for which policy positions
had been established at January 1, 1975. We found 16 rec-
ommendations in need of special management attention:

--4, where executive policy positions or implementing
actions were found to be less than fully responsive;
and

--12, where responsiveness could not be determined
because of unresolved implementation issues.
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The criteria used in making our examination were not
based on acceptance or rejection of a Commission recommenda-
tion, but rather on

--Clarity of executive branch position in either
accepting, modifying, or rejecting the Commission
recommendation.

--Accuracy of supporting material, including inter-
pretation of recommendation and underlying data.

--Completeness and objectivity of discussion of
the issues.

--Logic of rationale supporting executive branch
position.

--Adequacy of proposed implementation to accomplish
objective of the recommendation.

Our evaluations were greatly facilitated by the use of
GSA staff analyses which objectively summarized task group
reports and official agency comments and identified issues
requiring resolution at higher executive branch levels.

We also examined executive branch progress on the re-
maining 72 Commission recommendations. As noted earlier,
agency policy proposals on most of these recommendations
have reached the GSA-OFPP level. We found 28 of these
recommendations also in need of management attention because
of significant problem areas that must be resolved in arriv-
ing at policy positions. In some instances OFPP and GSA
were aware of the problem areas and were giving them atten-
tion.

Table 7 identifies all 44 recommendations in need of
special management attention as well as the underlying rea-
sons. These reasons are explained in the discussions of the
individual recommendations that follow the table.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE DIRECTOR, OMB

We recommend that the Director, OMB, have the Adminis-
trator of Federal Procurement Policy:

--Establish priorities and milestones for those
implementing actions lacking completion dates.
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--Establish clear responsibility within the executive
branch to followup implementing actions and assure
conformity with policy positions and implementing
guidelines agreed upon earlier.

--Make sure that appropriate action is taken on the
44 recommendations in need of special management
attention.

--Develop a legislative program for coordination with
appropriate congressional committees.

23



TABLE 7. RECOMMENDATIONS WARRANTING SPECIAL MANAGEMENT ATTENTION

Underlying Reason

Recommendition E,,alotion Further Interpretation of Complexity Rationale for More expeditious
category analysis recommendation of decision implementation

/sea legend) needed questionable implementation Questionable Indicated

A-I 0, single Government-wide osordinated
system of procurement regulations X

A-i1, criteria for public participation in
rulemaking X

A-18, matching grade levels to procurement
responsibilities and professionalism required IX *

A-22 to A-26, implementing policy of
reliance on private enterprise IX 0

A-27, timely financing of procurement PR 0

A-30, A-31, Government-wide guidelines
for profit negotiations IX

A-36, negotiated sale of surplus heavy
machine tools PR a

A-47, new standards for measuring small
business participation IX

A-49, program to enhance small business
participation NR _

B-7, restraints on unsolicited proposals X

PR position partially responsive
NR - position nonresponsive

X position established, evaluation deferred in view of proposed implementation
IX - position not established

co



TABLE 7 (Cont'd)

Underlying Reason

Recommendation Evaluation Further Interpretation of Complexity Rationale for More expeditious

Catvgor' analysis recommendation of dvision Implementation
(see legend) needed questionable implement ration questionable indicated

B-8, cost sharing IX 0

B-10, allowability of independent R&D
and bid and proposal expenses IX S

C-3, C-4, exploring alternative systems IX 0

C-11, C-12, system implementation IX

D-6, centralized versus direct procurement of
commercial products IX 0

D-7, direct procurement overseas of U.S.-made
commercial products NR

D-12, ADPE preplanning requirements
delegation policy IX e

D-14, ADPE proposal evaluation benchmarks X

D-16, D-17, food acquisition policy IX S

D-18, use of commercial methods for agency
procurement of utilities X

D-19, innovative transportation procurement
techniques X ,

NR position nonresponsive
X - position established, evaluation deferred in view of proposed implementation

IX - position not established

MKs



TABLE 7 (Cont'd)

Underying Reason

Recommendation Evaluation Further Intrepretation of Complexlty Rationale for More expeditious
category analysis recommendation of decision Implementation

(SWe legnd) needed questiondable mplementetion questionable indicated

E-1, E-2, E-3, competitive procurement of
architect-engineer services lX

E-4, repeal statutory architect-engineer
fee limitation X o

F-2, OFPP feasibility study of assistance
program guidance X 0

G-21, G-22, G-23, G-24, extension of
Public Law 85-804 IX 0

H-3, limit third-party (transferee) damage
claims arising from Government property
defects X

1-13, remedy for Government misuse
of data IX 0

1-14,1-15,1-16, Government-wide policy for
acquisition and use of copyrights X S

J-6, Renegotiation Board profit criteria IX

X position established, evaluation deferred in view of proposed implementation
IX - position not established
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ER7EGIIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IpIILEKENTINC ACTIONS ON COMMISSION RECObNIENDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1 1975

E.ecotivo Brooch Implentatito
E..cutiv- Branch Pontitic to Process Pusitioc E tabliahed Phaee

Rocnendotion Inter- (Target) Ageooy/ Date (Target) Rec-o- Legislatioc
(CAO prepared these short- ageny or indca- refored or dation If Applicable
f on stato.onts of Cds..ion tank actual try to actual odopted. Bil D-te
rect endctions. See iodicated group date sm-ts OFPP dteo .cdified, or intro-
Page of Cci=ission report for led of teak due or fcr or l duced
fill tests) by group coder docieion rejected or

report rsvies.. mated

PART A--GENERAL PROCUREMENT CONSIDERA-
TIONS

REeabislr..ct of oFPP:
1. Eatablish by lev a central om

to provide e.cc tine direction
and coordination and to be ro-
spo.sivo to the Congress (p. 9)

Statotory frtm-voch
2 Coocolidute.eia ting legis-

Iltion to provide a to.oc
statutory butte for ontob-
Iithing fuodnntol procure-
sot policies cod procedures
applicable to .11 r..outivo

g.encies (p. 15)

3. Authortia coopetiti-e negotic- WD
tiMo au _u pccoptubleaterco
dyve to fot=al advertising. hot
require doc- eied reanons fur
ita coo in pruoutmsents over
$10000 (p. 20)

4. Eotsnd esipotitive negotiated pro DO
nurcot provision. no a11 5ge-
cie, provide for coinpetitive
rathsr thao maicoe number of ao-
linitatinga, foeiliiatsuae of
clarifying discs.ioms, and re-
quire ovoloation criteria to so-
licitatio.o if basi of eopeoted
atd i other thao lowest cost
(p. 22)

S. RBenire debriefings hc reto- WOD
quested by uoauccoosfol pro-
poser go neogticted procurefent
(p. 25)

6. Authorio nol e-souroe proure- DOD
moot nhen competitive proced-
ures cannot be used. but require
oppropriate doosnentation fur
prooorfoenta covr $10,OOO sod
agencY approval *c bigher ed-
ministrative 1snols (p. 26)

7. Raie $2,500 ceiling for oss of WDO
sitplifted porhbaso procedures
to $10,000; OFPP recanior at
least every 3 ye-rs (p. 26)

OHB no sob-
misolon

July
1974

DOD No.
1973

Adopted P.L. Aug.
93- 1974
400

Dec. Adepted H.S. Jloe
1974 9061 1973

Nov.
1973

No.
1973

Dee.
1974

Do..
1974

Dec.
1974

Nov.
1973

Nov
1973

Dee.
1974

Nov
1973

Adopted H.Sg June
9061 1973

Adopted HLB lone
9061 1973

Adoptcd N.R. Jlne
9061 1973

Adopted IIR. Juno
9061 1973

Fob. Adopted Pb. July
1974 93- 1974

356

28
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Ijplenenttioi GAO Co-nante -o Responsiveness of Executive Branch Actions
Phose L d

Boecutive
Branch Antios Special Managenent Attention Needed
Type (Target) (ii] Posititon fully respo nsived [ Pooitioo partialy reopossine

DI[1 Position not yet established Dhq Paitioetnrep ooeineP1
actrul [Xl Position established, ev luation deferred_P I_ rjj ..~~~~~~~~~~it lew of proposed ilo-pitetoian

tpIl (x) Pasitian not Yet etlohithed
darn

SBe h. 3 [RI Legislacian lotradu.ed io the Hou.e and iso.te is oid-1973 to create so OPP. In lieo of
having task goup report. OMB sub.itted its position at nougreessona hearings. In 1973
OMB urged deferral of legislation pendins Ieenlt. of eseutin brauch antioo toatrengthoo
procuremont polity leadership. Is May 1974 it begn w ig ith the Congrese us final
draft of legisiacion. O August 30, 1974, the President signed the law crestiog OiPP.
Pro.gross in lmplesenting this low is disnussed in chapter 3.

[RI H0R. 9061, introduoed during the last sesilon of the CIngress, provides for nodernielog and
unifying prneurawont etatutes and fo up .eting r ndocon A-B c thn A-S in the
bests of atesh group reprt on these reAdnnu o geeeet hn BR. SiI hoA
has refined the byll langu-ge to reflect an ececu tine breech position. The renised bill
woe reviewed by iPPP and was sent in Dec-eber 1974 to the Rouse Judiniary Cooittcee, together
with ratiaonle for the changes. BSA has published a notice in the Pederal Register announc-
log .creptanne of the recoreendotlons The executine brench has also endorsed provisions in
the bill for competitive negotiation of arnhitent-engtneertsernice (Roe B-I).

CRi se- A-2 noontt

IR] Sie A-2 ---

(RJ Bee S-nA-2ueenno

[RI See A-2 coenents

PPR/ Aug. Eg) toenutive branch submitted legislation on this reno rendotion in April 1974. Bills intro-
ASPR 1974 doced in the inte ad th Ros wr .os.ced the following July. The executine brsnch

issued tenporary regulations in August 1974 implawenting this la.
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMPLDEMTING ACTIONS ON COMMISSION RRCEOMENDAT7ONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

toecuti-e BSanch Position it Process "Encotice Oronch Ispleanotation
_____ ____ _____ ____ _____ ____ _ Po itio E st blished P has

Reconendstion Inter- (Target) AgencY, Dote (Target) edt-seda- Legislation
(GAO ptp ad these shot- ag ec c or icdos- retorted or dotioc If AppIithbls
fc statnets of Cecinsion task .ttoal tr tc accost sdopted, Sil Oats
tocar=nedation. See S iditated groop date ctenets OFYP dote odifid, or intro-
pages of Coancission report for led of cask doe or for or los doted
ftll tats) by grSop coder decisian rejected or

report icv emocted

PARtA-EEA PROCREEN COSIYR-

TIONS: (toncicoed)

0. Authorie one of nulty-e coo- WDO
tracts with occuol oppr-priatio..
for cIe-rly specified, fite
rnqoirctns (P. 27)

9. Ripeal co-tractor n- ubcbtract tDO
notifitotiot -equironct
(p. 20)

Regulatory fr-osr:k
10. Estahlloh a slrgIe Goc.rm.eet-

wide coordlated syoto of pro-
cor_ ent regolaicen. ceder con-
trol of OFPF (p. 31)

DOD

11. Eitblish riteria for idostry DOD
*od puhlic participatioc it pro
tor--et rul-uokhg (P. 38)

Procurc. ct cork fore:
12. Make protureect 00 operotioal NASA

priority with other nagetial
fo.ctiocs in a11 ageccins
(p. 43)

13, Strecgrh, nole of rc.trarting NASA
officer; atlcw husitna. jodocect
Iatitodo (p. 44)

14. DSlegac coctrccting authority NASA
to qualified iodicidoals; clrify
cod-rsta-ditg of sothority
(p. 44)

15. Ettablish throogh OFPP agec.y CIC
resposhibilities sod n-oudords
for prutorc oct pernoo-el ieproun-
meet pregr-a and =onitoring
sysiss (p. 46)

No.
1973

No.
1973

Dot.
1974

Adoptad N. g one
9061 1973

Det. Adopted N.. June
1974 9061 1973

May
1974

Aug
1974

MIy
1974

Adopted P.L. A.g
93- 1974
400

AuM. Adopted P.L. A400
1974 93- 1974

400

Noc
1973

O9t.
197 3

Oct.
1973

Ott.
1973

Apr. (June
1974 1975)

Apr
1974

Ape.
1974

(Ju..

1975)

(Joes
1975)

Jute (Ju.e
1974 1975)
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Implme ntiai GAO Consents on Responsiveness of Executive Branch Actionn
Phase L d

Executive gen
Branch Action Special M.e.eusent Attention Needed
Type (Target) m Position ficly responsine q Position portielly responsine

or Co] Position not yet established [CN1 Poeitiet nanrespoosine
actual [I positioue utablihsd, e-alu-tio- defepped
cunple- in vies of preposed Lnplsencatieu
ties (DIO po.itien nEt yet esatblished
date

MID Sen A-2 consents

D S.ee A-2 coent

sysces (June P... Puage of OFPP Act, which provides fore cordineed uysta of CoveG- -ent regulations,
1975) .onetituted executice brauch aerept.nce ef thin reco-e.endotin. In Juno 1974 GSA asked

the interegenny task group en this recoesendotion, ehinh inoludes the ASPR Cassittes
Chairman end FPR Staff Direetor, to reconvene to develop an overoll syates for OFFP to
coordinate, control nd tcondardi.e Goverisent procur. ent regulotioos Also, ipleee-
tction of A-1l bAnon, directed to timely private sn .top parctiipation So regulatory
foesulation, .e. combined with A-10. DOlays hove been esperionced in obtaining fron
the tosk group a uitable approach to an overall regulatory syste. The CSA office of
Federal Procuresent MIanageset recently drafted a proposal for s Federal Procoresent
Regulatory Syston and plant to send it out for agevoy consect iv late Jovuary 1975.
The proposal provides for .oordinated FPR/ASPR issuan.es and edvence estice to and cen-
sultotiot eith OFPP on nejor policies end regulntions under cots idertion.

nriceria(Jone [] One of the OFPP fonctioos is to esteblinh cri-eris and procedures for effeotive end
19715) timely participationof intcrested porties in the regulatory procnes. Passoge of OFFP

Act in August 1974 cstituted execucive branch acceptance of the renosendation. The
interagency tesk grop ass igned to thin recommendation has heen ouhed to develop an
approach for OFPP to implesent the reco- aendation aloug with A-10 aboe. (See A-10
osunt. for progress to date).

[1] The agencies is geesrol agren to adcpt tenonunndations A-12, A-13, and A-14 which noId
taie the level of agescy pronorescnt eesgesent functions and strengthen the qualifica-
tions ond roles of testrtting cfficers- CSA forwarded to OmB in April 1974 a draft
nesorandon for issoance to agency hoods, requesting those cho rely xtnenively on the
contracting function to report in A months on corre-tivo mvaureu planned or coken on
these three reno=seedations. Frther executie branch action w-aits ,8 t' ochieving
operational stutus.

[S.l l. A-12 ronsonts

[I] See A-12 cets

[ T) Tosk group 0cnclsded that responsibility for developing personnel nanegeset progras
was on agency rule that needed higher priority rather than a role that should he
assigoed to IFFPP It reworded pec! ed-tion D-I5 to hove a high-level advisory bhard
and progeam sctff entnblished in OFPP to dnvelop end nonage on interagency areer
profram for proc.r ent pernonoel. In June 1974 GSA forwarded this proposed eneoutive
branch position end an implsee-ting doc--enc to 05t for final deciion Further
ennti-e breceh -ctio a-aits OYPP's arhieving operacional sletat
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMPLEMSEING ACTIONS ON CQIMISSION RECGWOTIONS AS OF JANUART I, 1975

RE.cutive Br-ach Position in Process R.ecutine Branch
Position Entoblinhed

Recoendotion Inter- (Taret) Agecy/ DBte (Target) Rec. en-

(GAO prepored these short- egency or mdcc- referred or dotia
fom stotnunto of C ieatcu tank ortoal try to actual dopted,
rncaucdatione See cdilcatad group dotocectn OFPP data -odified,
paes of Consuenion report foe led of tank due or for or

full tcato) by grouV . dar derision reJected
report reviev

PART A--GENERAL PSOC SRNT CONSIDbE-
ATIONS: (continued)

16 Eatablik h pr.curmec- t r-ciruenet CSC
and tr-ining progr-n with
spcial ottention to c-lloge
rorruianroc (p. 47)

17. Prnida bettor bhlauce betue.n
npicyre t..ure and pronotioc

righte aud agecy reeds (p. 8)

I8 Reconcate grade lee.I to
respoceibillties and profen-
sic...len required (P. 49)

19. SEt.blieh rotation progrc
(p. 49)

20. Structure lung-r raga pe-
sonnel Pr°8r'- (P. 49)

21. Rtahblih a Federal procure.tnt
research *nd traininS
institute (p. 51)

CSC

Oct.
1973

Ort.
1973

CSC DSc.
1973

CRC Oct.
1973

CSC Out.
1973

CRC July
1974

June (Juon
1974 1975)

J.ue (June
1974 1975)

(Apr.
1975)

Juua (June
1974 1975)

June (Juc.
1974 1975)

(June
1975)
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lapiemeotation GAO Co-aens nO Re.poni venens ofE Eecutiv- Branch Actiono
Phon L.eneu.d

EnenuniveL R nd
Br-nch Action Inecial inan'eent Attention Ne-ded
Typo (Target) Lk] Position folly responsive f Position partially responsive

at 0 Position not yet established Dag Position nonre-pons.ee
actual Position establishd, ev-lu-tion def-rred
conple- io viev of proposed imple-nnttitn
tion ll Position not yet entablished

(]Tack group rewordd re-nedani.ns A-li, A-17, A-19, and A-la to upgrade recruitIngand trainin prgr without altetiug their purpose, It did, however, ch-age the
manner of itplmnntation. The koy ch-nge nos to require thrt genties fulfill enisting
personnel onogeIent tesponsibilities instead of instituting nev tequinentn. To
obt-in the neneasary priority attention, the tank grup propased attanhing to the
ret--endatton a -nd implee-nting docee for enecutive gcncies e special ease.ge
signod by the Pre-idnt. In June 1974 iSA forw-rded the proposed antion- and imple-
menting docements to OMd for final decision. These Cfasienion personnel reo--enda-
tion are allied vith a function of the newly created OPP. This function calls for
recanmending prog-ns ti the Civil Service Coneinsion and e.e.utinea gennios for
reritmene, training, naee development, and perfarance evalution of peantanentp.rno..nn ctPPP innfoeed u .In D-echbr 19 74 that these rec--eendations hare hen.

eudorned hot that official oction will not occur until the OFPP is operational

Do Sle A-16 c-ements

tnentiv heanch has otentatively ae pted thi. re-oendati on. Hoever, propos d~Impeetationi ot oprahle to seerl agencies. including the CSC, whith is
currently concerned with the grad e renep problI e iu Government generally. CSt said"Wle cannot ogreennugrades d n c ton ion, nor c t n that presett gradon hav-
reunIted in any specific personnel manageent prohblms, uth as recruiting difficulties."
In mid-1974, OMB aukhd GSA to enlore the matter further vith CSC to resolve the
implnentotion approach. Sch action hba not hon teken to date. GSA plans to confer
with CSC in Jaua-ry 1975 to di.cus. differences prior to referral to OFPP,

0 lee A-16 c-a.nts.

.Iee A-16 -oeentu.

C[] Tank group proposed adopting this reenonendation and, in a Joly 1974 report ontlined
hasi oraletan fictig. and startup PIa.n for a Poderl Procur.mentInstitute,
Th in titute wanld have ,eadership and coord.iation roi in pencureent research,
education and training, and 10 *p-eific operating functions. One of these funtions is
to dnvelnp and conduct educational and training progrmns nt enisting in any Federal
agency. The istitute is to he operated by the invo--aent rather than hby contac tot,
with polity *ad progr- guidance fran an interagency hoard of directors The tank
gro'p favored loc-ting the Inatitute i iGSA, pr-nan-bly for housekeeping purpose., with
the lOn represennDrivo dissenting He f-vored the Inatitute's Iocation i WDO because
of its daninance in thie field. In view of OPP'a newly acquired r.sponaibilities for

dorr-s.t-wide training and resarh, placing ovrl epnibilit for the Institute
on OPPP epresen ts an additional altera.tive fnr ene.tive br-ach considration.

Late in october 1974, the ececutiv- branch plan for implmentation went to the nanceroed
Federal agencies for official nent. Offlitil agen.y views reflect the following
preferences for locution nf the Inatni e in OFPP--5 agencies; in GSA--IO agnoies;
in WO-I agency; in CSC-I g-ncy. At aJana-ry 1975 meeting with the interagency
policy group to establish .a .necutive bhenbh position, DOD opposed the Institute .nlens
Iocated in DOl DOD agreed to shboit an oper-ting plan to GSA on its appruath to the
Institute. This pln is to he analysed by GSA, reviewed by its interagemey policy groop
and then efnrred nt OFPP for decisio. A final c.ccutive branch position in enpected
in June 19751
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exECuTIVe bBANCH POSITIONS AND IMPLEERNTING ACTIONS ON OJINISSION REC0HNBDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

Etec.tive Brooch Position in Process Boaconivo Branch Ispleoentotino

R.eonedation Inter- (T-rget) Agency? B oe (Tagotn) REco. e Legislatio
(CAO prepared chess short- agency or indos- referred or dacior If Applichble
fonts sconeents of Cissio tcask occtal cry to actual adopted, Bill Date
recendsnions. lee indinated group date eo.ts OFPP date -odified, or intro-
pages of tonnissioc report for led of task due or for o doe d
ful tcets) by group coder decision orejcte

report review enacted

PART A--CGNERAL PROCUREM[ENT CONSIDER-
ATIONS (nooti..ed)

SoverGnect nake or hby derision
22. Entablio hrogh legislation GiB to

national policy of relisoco on
* private enterprise for needed
goods and ervices (with dissent)
(p. 57)

23 Increase $50,000 threshold for OMB
the cost conparion reqIiroect
tc $100,100 (with dissect)
(p. 61)

24. tBahlish thro-gh OFPP criteria GiB none
for oaking cost ronporisoce on
fully allocated t rather cho
itorsaeotol, cost basinsdtvhe
vouk is significant port of
vorhkosd oAn Cnovern-et invest.
nent is cot cobscantiaI
(with diss..t) (p. 61)

23. Inrease threnhold for new OHB un
starts froo $25 000 new capital
inves_ ent or S501000 additio.ol
acc-ol oper-ting cost to $100,000
(with di.se.t) (p. 62)

26. Inoreose cont differential cc OH no
justify now in-hoo e stuctc frets
10 percent ninio= to 25 percent
osnina (with dissect) (p. 62)

34
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teploneocati xx GAD momaenta on Rt- poopiveneas of Executive Branch Actions

Phane
Executive Legend

Branch Actioc
Typo (Target) BSecii M.acooment Attention Needed

actual fig Position folly responsive PR Position partially re-ponsiva

or (I] preation not yet ectablished D[Mt Position eocreapon.ive

rn-ple- Mj Poaiciouectahllshsd. evaluation deferred

tilo in view of proposed io:plaeutacion
dote [LIg Poaitiou not yet estoblisbed

Rg Whn the executice brooch progr- Dtarted almost 2 year- ego, OMB retained the load
tuck group ege-y rep-nibility for derloptcg report on re-noedacio.. A-22 through
A-lb. These recapxoeodations are Counerned with inpl-n ttiron .oftenationa p; I Policy

of relice 00 the private sector for needed goods and cervices, a policy adoioistered
by OMB coder Circular A-76. GAO reported to July 1974 that the OMB teck group had not

developed a report draft or ecthbllehed a cpletion date. The group baa not held a
meeting in overayear. GAO rec.. ..ended that DMB (1) reeveloete the oask group effort

and nonber-hip, (2) incurs that a positive progron ic being actively pursued. ond (3)

reach agreeut with the teck group cc a completion dete. The GB response to the

July report did cot reply to this particular recvxaeudacion or exlain whys reply was

omitted GSA also hba been unable to detertine the status of the ehecutire hraoch

response to these recec-endatioe. By letter of Septonber 13, 1974, GSA romoved itself
fron auy further responsibility for the teconeudetion. Thia action wax taken to view

of Public ton 93-400 ebich aaxigued to DPPP the responsibility for ororseeiug the

national puliry of reliance on the private setor. OPPP advised GAD ti January 1975

that the OMB tash group leader haa decided net to subait a report, obt rather to refer

the recooeudeti.o. to OFPP. OFPP adviced furthrr thot ix lieu of fiocsiug on highly

Conplex and rcntecticux polity I.sue. . nd legislation (see A-22), OFPP will uce itc
1i.ted resourrcs in the coning year to improv m implonontatioo of the preseot OMB
Circular A-76.

RXI lee A-22 comments.

ftoj Sex A-22 -sore.t

[Irt lee A-22 Comentc.

O[TX S.o A-22 -cmeut.
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EXECUTIVE hBANCH POSITIONS AND OIPLEDENTING ACTIONS ON COHINSSION RECOMMENDATIONS Al OF JANIARY 1, 1975

Enecutive Stanch Position Na Process Etec.tive Nraanh
Position Eatobliohad

Rotossnendatian Inter- (Target) Agen.y/ Date (Target) Ret.m.-
(GAO propared those short- ageny ar indas- retorted or datin
fora stetemests of Cmoossioa task eotu l try to nctoal adopted,
rsnn -endntiots. See indicated grnnp data cn *ts OYPP date modified,
poges of Ctamisina report for led of task doe or for or
fill tents) by group onder denisi on reented

apont review

PART A--GENEYAL PROCUREMENT CONSIDER-
ATIONS: ( oatis .. d)

Timely fi...niog of pro---ent:
27. Initito .asoenr.s to elcimiate OHN

eantotint and congress total
delays in sibfittiog asd con-
sidoring proc.r.atnt fond req.es ts
and to maki foods apprapriotod
avollahle prtcptly to pranoning
activities (with di.seet) (p. 67)

Den
1973

Soleotod areas in noqaisitio process:
28. Eatablisi Ooverrment-wide DO May

principles on cost ollowahility 1974
(p. 76)

29. Make sinle final overh-ad
sottlaeet binding at e11 Federal
contracts at a given cotrac tor
locotion (p. 77)

July Adopted
1974

X

DOD Sept. X
1974

(M.r
1975)

(Jane
1975)
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Inpieaoiantaion GAO Coent ne R00 posponsineo.as of Executive Branch Actiaon
Phase t.nend

Enecutite e
Branch Action porItal Macsewent Attencion Needed
Type (Target) DV Position folly responsive (PRJ Positioo partiaily responsive

or mil Position not yet establiahed DJ Posinioo nonresponsivo
actual DO Poaitioo established, evaluation deferred
.- ple- in viev of proposed impienentain
tion LIX] Position not yen established
dti

lee c.ents (PR] OMB hihth has Icad re-pon.ibility for this re- eudstion. has tken the pocition thot
the Cangres.io..l Budget and Inpo.ud.ent Control Act of 1974 conotitones a fill
response. The sci, hy revising the date for Presidential hudget *ubcis-ion and tine-

foods t the e n.e. tive br iueoeau ive breoah analysis is _ot p; n.nd or rcntew

plated of ahether aongressioal approerletions, anon recooivd, are releosed timely dowo
through operating levels tn the field pracu.ing activities, it oaordonae with OMB
Cirrolar A-34 and agency provedoros. FP this reason, GAO believes the eteannive bh.n.h
cation is only portiolly reopo.sive

[]The cash group ~proposed a..oePtan-e of this reoneneto fr ovrnet-widecost
princi th u ptprovision thanat specific et of principles nay be roquired for
different private sector ra.egories such as cosrri-l, _niversities, and Goverenet-
owned contractor-operated facilities (GOCas) This proposal e.cludra grant-type cost
principles on the heal thathy will bethe sbJect f thy recooended study under F-2.
The task group split over inpileotontion the najoriny favored modifying misting
accentsotions; the =inority favored creating o new interagonoy ounittes within OIPPP. The
najority position coud continue the fra.ented non t principle Iss.ancen between DOD and
ric qgue ioe ond reegaote the FpPP rolet no re olving dinpotos. Th. GSA toff anelynis

()questione the as group oiplnoent to pproach asdiorptive, (2) pointed up the

need for a respo.sibility to consider related cost accounting standard i.suance, and
(3) suggested that responsibility for Federal contract cost priuciplos becentrolised
within OFPP with a =ininu= of disruptivo to onisting issuing processes In July 1974
official agency views core requested on OFFP i -pleoontatinopprcache. To date a
consensus of agency views has von developed and activo lo being deferred pending receipt
of DOD -vanets.

(ml Noting the prolifer-ticv of sep-rate agency overhead seitlanents, the tank group f-vred
esecutivo branch adoption of reco.endatino A-29 to uso single ovorbead rates for a11

edoral cuntroocs ate given contractor lcation. The group forwarded to GSA in
Septeber 1974 en inpl-tenliog Feder-l Moosgewout Circular oddeo ing Feder-l grants as
well a cantracts. The tash group ye port vd proposed circ.lar were sent to Pederol
agevoiro for nffini-l co==uent in NOcther 1974 Coneuts had cot horn recofood fro_
all agencies at the ieo. u eiw oeo tho..re.oIvod issues .r (I) whecher
overhead ettle ents ffoccing grants sh.und be included, (2) shothocagroe(eovheont
first be re.chod nnd Governoent-wido regulatory systew and a conon nt of coot
principles as .prrquIsico for sini overhea6d sentiments, (3) whethor ovehoad settle-
t:ents by on ageocy would be bindiog on other ege tee, and (4) whethor oingle d-erhold
aetnbmonts would off eat cntrec clg officer authority cod contract appeal procedures.
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EXECUIYVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMPIDEENTING ACTIONS ON COMISSION RECIM9XNDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

Scecuti-e Branch Position in Process xe.ntivo Branch Smpieaectatan
______ ______ ______ ______ ______ Posit on inr hit h d Ph _o

Recolmendotion Sorer- (Target) Ageccy/ Dtre (Tago t) REctenS- Logialatio
(GAO prepared thoso short- agenry or tonou- referred or datioc If APtlitahlr
form ocattets of Coi.sian cash actoal try to act-al adopted, Bill Dote
reco_ endation. S Se indicored group dote c Omta DFPP dote modified, or intro-
pages cf Cotiesoin raport for lcd of tash doe or for or tlo d.ccd
ftll tecca) by gronp nmder decision re-cntcd or

report review emacotd

PART A--GENERAL PROCUREMIENT CONSIDER-
ATIONS: (conin.ed)

30. Eit-blih .nifo.- goidelices for GSA
eqnitable profit abjecrties in
negotiated contra-c-, -phasising
consideration of capital, risk,
oopleoity, m-c-genct perfoem-

acre (p. 77)

315. Ea- ots proc.r.nent negotiation GSA
procedoren to comp-re copleted
coctr-ct reolto with original
profit objectires (p. 78)

32. rshtblish o rontrat payment DOD
office for a11 Fedoral ogencies
i. ccch of ID regional areas
(p. 79)

Nor
1974

Jan. (Jnca
1975 1975)

No.
1974

Jac' (Jin
1975 1975)

Apr.
1974

Ang. Rejected
1974
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Isplemotaion GAO CoseDts on ioap-ooiveoess of E.ecutive Brut-h Action
Phas L egse nd

Breech Action Scecial Knoa-eo-t Atteutino Needed
Type (Target) DO Po-itioo fully responsive Pg Position partially reep-nsine

or m~j Positiso not yet established IL9 Position noresponeive
actual MXI Position established, evalation deferred
onmple- in view of prpo-ed iapl-mentntin

tiOn LIXJ Position not yet established
date

[lY] The tusk group report, received in Novmber 1974. prposed that the ese. ntine brunch
adopt ertArendati.os A-30 and A-31 with iCplomentetion of A-31 to follow develop-ent
of ohs A-30 uniform profit guidelines. The GSA staff enelysie ucoomponying ths task
group rprt suggested chat, befare ohs .o.eoutie branch goes no recod acping~thes
two rernomendatione. int hould be reasonably terta tha guidolite ac ceptabl both
the se.emtine agencies and their suppliers can be developed within a reasonable tine.
The reason foe this precautionary note Iae the reccntly -annunced fnilnrs of DODt test
to coteider the extant of o.pital eapluyed is negotiating profits. ns pupose of

considering capital e-played in neaotinting contractar profits is to motivate contractors

to invest their own funds in cost-reducing equipoent and facilities snd to redone the
-ount of each equiposnt nd fecilities furnished by the Gocertent. Only thr-e con-

trscoora ouoered far the . et They foun.d the DOll approach too omuplen and
burdensome tosdniniter. Ac a Ileueber 1974 meeting with the interagency policy grop
it wee decided that -necotive br.nch octian should be deferred until a satisfactory
inplneontiat spprnach see developed rather then to inward the tomk group report
fon official agency carrots at this tine It was decided to refer this reocanendotion
to OYPP nd to h-ve OFPP monitor an alternatirs DOD approach. GSA made this referral
in January 1975. (See note a.)

(iX) Sle A-I30 conents

LR] After a detailed survey, the tcok group proposed rejection af this reclsnendatiun to
toe.olidotea ootraot paye.nt offices. Two reasons given wer- difficulty in separating
agency disbur.eneet from related cocoonting functions and deterioration of person liSied
end tinely service to cantractar. Publication of this proposed position in the Pederal
Regi t-r res. lied in only three prvte sector camint, w of which also fovred
rejection of the recoeendtion. Sn August 1974 the e. tieo broch fficially rejcted
the re- -eudatino.

*n Noveber 1974 the Comptroller General adviecd the Secretary of Dofens of some reseron-
tints about tenting the feasibility of a c-pital-oriented profit policy thet ens optional
no Ohs part of the Y.coos. H notedlobst such Policy cold he smpsotcd to initially
increase the ctustomry profit rates of some tnrh corn d ad d beae otherst li reo-i
ended ithat the policy be made mandatory on the basis that v'ufficleot tine hba elopsed to

conclude that the volunteer route dues not wvoh
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xBECuilVB BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMPLEMENTING ACTIOS, ON Ol4ISSION BECGIMENDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

E.ec.ti-e Branch Position in Process tE.c.tia- Br-ach Ipl_ ntation
______ _____ _____ ______ _____ __ Po ition E o shlished P has

Recen.dation Ioter- (Target) Agency/ DBte (Target) Eocet ed- Lagisiatint
(GAO preparod these short- agetcy- or indos- referr d or datton If Applicable
fosm *tateacots of intesion tasha*ctnal try to accost adopted. Bill DBt
retendatioCs. Bee iedtcacd group date cfnts oDPP date modified, or imro-
pages of Comission report for led of task doe or for or l a doted
fill tents) by group coder decisio rejoct-d o

report reviet eanctod

PART A--GBNBBAL PBOCBBNT CONSIDEB-
ATlONS: (coctino.d)

33. ttblish criteria for esti-
mating costs and be esits of
data reqoirseeta: make
salecti oe after- the-fact
racisos in e~timeatecenneces-
esry reoirmeets (p. 81)

BDO AMg B (Mr.
1974 1975)

34. Batablish Baermnot-ido BDO Aug. X
criteri- for man-gomenst yotoe, 1974
preocribed for contractar ...
icciodiog standards for missioc-
essential data (p 52)

315. Btfiocte cottrc tar ocoDisitioc BD (Feb.
of prodoctioc facilities throogh 1975)
increased profit and goaranteed
eertisatiop of facli ties
specially *onsired for GBverinent
progr (p. B6)

36. Athorise by lv negotiated BOD Fb.
sate to stig _ctrac tar of 1974
sorplos hesup machits tools acd
prodoctioc eqoipoe.t rot needed
on foil-time bste--with fotore
aailabitity to GBaovrent ohet
seeded (p. 87)

37. Bstblish GBoern-ect-itde policy DO Boo
for review/approv-l of cost-typi 1973
prtocoatractor proc-roment
syst and trnsactines (p. 93)

Procorenent of professioa.l .ervicco
38. Ceapetitieely esgotiote procure- HEW Feb

sent of profeasiaal services ith 1974
selection bhsed primarily on
troheical competence and merits
of preposed red prdoct rather
than fe (p. 98)

(Har.
1975)

Mar. Modified hR. Apr.
1974 14289 1974

Fb. Modified
1974

Jlne Adopted
1974
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Implem entation GAO Coemants on Reopo icrea.s. of Elocutina Brunch Actions

Phoso Le good
toenutive

Bratnh Action Special Manu-ont Attention Needed

Type (Target) IS] Position fully responsive .:SP Position partially re-ponsive
or (I) Ponition not yet etsbitaihed (IR] Position nanresponsivo

sotcua [X] Position estebtished, evaluation deferred

cenple- in vie, of proposed taplQeneoasion
-ian (Ix) Position not yet established
dote

(I) Tank group integrated Cosinia reconesendativns A-33 and A-34 to control requirements
plated on contractoes fur product and navagement data and management systems. In so

doing, it redefined the two reccntecdaticos intu four ports to (1) control develepnent
and approv-l of net requirements, t2) control application of r-qai-mente on specific

contracts, (3) establish guidance to estimate and an-lyse the tosts and benefits of the
reqoirements, and (4) establish polity far selective after-the-f.at reoiew to eliminate

unoeceasary requirements. The tank group also developed a draft OMB circular, which
provides policy and oriteris to implement the reco-endations. The circular ephasiees
reliance on eniting .ontract.or eanaguent system- by specifyiog forent requirnnenta
in teems af output (ahat is required) rather than detailed procedures (how to ahieve)
The circular is nupplemented by a coct-bheefit analysis guide to help deteemine whether

management system and data requirements are justified. The task group proposed that the
circular complement 4OM circular A-40, hctih eatahlished pol-ciea aud procedures for
control of internal agency, interageucy, and public reporting requirmens. The task

group report and circular is under tevewi by the enecutive agencies and the private
sentor Ane necutiu- hbrnch position is targeted for spring 1975.

Il] See A-33 naunents

(I] Task group has been exploring various approaches to sti.ulata costractor acquisition of
production facilities Ihile ousiting the outcome of related actions hy the Logistics

Management lnsticute, the tank group effort an A-30 profit guidelines, and she Cast
Accounting Standards Board. The task group enpects to subhit its report an this
rscussendatiau in February 1975.

[PR] Ececutive branch modified this rec--mendatiun to confine implemeotation to DOD and
NAIA, pee legislation ituroduced seversl years ago, on the basis that other agencies
here not experienced a similar heavy machine- tcol diposal problem. owever, the
enecutive branch did nut question ather agencies on whether this authority could he
useful to them, and uffinial agency views were bypased. The House and Senate legisla-
tire proposals (H.R. 611, S. 2152) relied upon by the enecutire hranch are inactive,
and thei rnponsors are no longer in Congress. A more recnat House bill (HR. 14289) is

currently opposed by DOD as too restrictive. Pr the shove reason and hecause of

apposition of the Co-issies to pieceme-l legislation, GAO believes the enecutire branch
position is only partially responsive.

FPR (Feb. Lk] Efecuti-e branch broadened the rrcoeec-datius for contractor procurement system
1975) approvals heyond aost-type contracts to include -nenompetitive contracts hen total

emoaunt exceeds 9 .00 5.10. ASPR is net subject to maJr change hecase 1DOD already
has a prugrom.

FyR3 (No. c] tExective branch adopted the recommended treatment for competitive negotiotion of

ASPR 1975) professional services, hut sufficiency af coverage in a proposed implementation drcutent
was questi.oed by GAO and thers. One agency said a "hroad brosh tretoment dues

not take aim an the specific problems discussed by the COGP [C.-nlsi.. on GSveroment
Procoremems]." In July 1974 the esecutire branch requested the FPR staff and ASPR
Counittee to uend existing coverage end provided them with a list of areas ems sot-
ficiently treated io the t.ak group's proposed implementation These areas include

(I) review/raltdatiaa of professional seroires reqoirements. (2) ceiterisamo heke such
services -ay he procured and when not, (3) synopsising to develop sourcas, (4) pee-
solicitation screening, (.) quality of aulicitatiom docu-ent to peemit intelligent re-
sponses., (6) criteria to evaluate proposals. (7) qualifications of evaluators, (8)

technical monitering of coutrant perfoemance. snd (9) ntilisstien of results.
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMPLEBENTING ACTIONS ON COMISSION RECOMENDATIONS AS OF JANUART 1, 1975

Executive Branch Position in Process Executive Branch Lmplmoenatiuc
______ ______ ______ ______ ______ __ po itio Es ab ished Phase

Re-c cndacioc Inter- (Target) Agency/ Date % o (Targctt) RI, ed- Legislation
(RAO prepaced ches short- tany or indus- refe-red ot dation If Applichble

fmstatmouts of Cocitesiam cash ectaal try to t- acml daptd, Bill Dote
reccescendations. Dec indicated gr-np date cosnemnt DFPP date modified, or i tnr-
pages of Coosiasicn report for led cf task dse or for nr RaI d .. d
fRll tcots) by graup cnder decisiac rejected uc

repart reviev ehlcted

PART A--GENERAL PROCUDRMENT CONSIDER-
ATiONSD (.nntined)

Pield concri-t support:
39. Establish progr- to proote ROD Ap Sept. Adoptad

initragencynes of field ontra ct 1974 1974
admieietrotio, cmdit, i cthbe
support seni-cs (p. IR3)

40. Transfer to Defects Contrct DOD Feb. X <Apr.
Administ-ati-n Sernites ili- 1974 1975)
tary nernicn agnian.e of picuts
not exenpted by Secretary of
Defense (p. 104)

41h Separa.t Dfense Contract DOD (Feb.
Administration SNrnicec fro 1975)
Dcfinse Supply Ageocy (p. 105)

42. Consolidate DEfense Contract DOD an.
Administration Services and 1975
Defense Contr-ct Audit Agency
into one Agenoy r-porting
directly to Datratary of
Defense (with dissent) (p. 107)
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Inpleooet tioo GAO Con-ets on -osponoiwenes of Execotive Branch Actions
Phose

xhecotie L a . a n d
Branch Action
Type (Target) Soociol IlManooent Attention Needed

or (li Position filly roepotoive - 'Dj Pootion partially tesponsiwo
actu. l El Position not yet established 010 Position nonrosponniwe
couple- (%j Position ostablished, evaluation defor-ed
tion in view of proposed inpl-eetotion
dote DIX] Position not yet established

FcC SHo (cR Tosk group proposed dopting the recendstion to pronota and coordinate interagency
connects use of contract adinistrstion and oudic sernioss with responsibility for inpl--encotian

of ths progron to ho ossigoed to GSA. Oe effect of such * progra woold he that many
civil ogeccies -old be using ontract support services of DOD. In Jone 1974 the task
grooproport, withs proposed. edorl - aong naot Circol-r, as sent to the executive
agencies far official cont. (Application of the circular to gront traoctions was
eliminated as being pronature at this tins.) Fourteen agencies generally coocurred in
the proposed position ond inplonanting action, ohross three agencies (Cerce, Enviroo-
nencal Protection Agenoy and TVA) were relootant to relioquish adainistration of their
controct. To other agenctes (ARC ond NSF) wonted participotion to he voluntary
rsther than nandatry. In Heptonber 1974 the eO eclutie branch officiolly accepted this
rec- endtioo bht nede compliance with the cirolar voluntary. The first step, which
isexpected to tkle sboot I year, is to inventory a11 field contract odministration oud
audit services and to publish a -onemnent-wide directory. This inventory will highlight
the teed for better coordinotion of contract support serotcrs ond the potentisl for
elininsting and coosolidocing sons ontivltis. The FPder-l Monago.nct Circular to
implaseot the progr is to he issued with the dirctory. GSA offieials do not thiok
the progroa will wrt onavolontary basis. They cited * recast coonnicotion fion the
Daysrtnnot of Tran portation that it a-lo does 0ot intend to relinquish adninistrstion
of it contracts.

ij Task group proposed rejecting this recsnendstion for transfer of nilitary seroice
nognizant plants to the Defense Contract Administr-tion Servioes (DCAS) and substituting
anslrteruativo essentially reflecting the progro al*ready ine GisSence GSA asehd for
private sector caocofnta, hut practically an responseasoreciovsd In M-y 1974 GSA re-
quested HOD official views on the tlak group position GSA' rqoest obssrved that "sOlit
contract odhinistration responsibility within DOH could cse a proliferation of internol
reports for stuc mechanized _yston os MILSCAP and lead too oarisi of dotoa cconulstton."
About HO percent of the tasks carried on withic a nilitary plant are not uniquc The
alteroative of joint DCAS/iitary serots tepresentatioo w-s not onong those _aoinad
in the task group report. DOD official view on this natter are expected in Febroary
1975.

i3 Pot severol nonctha OD has postponed autbission of a toek group report to the GSA Offioe
of Procuronent n.agon ont on racooendation A-41 in order to consider additional input.

HOD infooned us in late Decobner that the report wuld be foroarded in Februory 1975.

D] HOD did not sutbit a task group report on this recoonondation to consolidate ootract
adsiniatr-tioo aud sodit activities By letter of J.no.ry 16, 1975. HOD asserted its
position that no action should ho taken on this rocotatndation. GSA plan to refer the
the natter to OFPP for ppropriate action.
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMPLDOENTING ACTIONS ON CGIIMISSION RECQOIENDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

Et.c.ti-e Branch Position in Process Doecotice Branch Iplenietatioo
______ _____ ______ _____ ______ __ Po ition bsto it he Phtsa

Recccndatiet icier- (Target) ARcy flair Po (Target) E c..en L.egiSiaiin
(GAO preParetd theta of ti- agEncy or ind.s- referred r- detce If Applishble
form stateets of C-inaiao Stosh acoal try to octoai adapted, Bill Dotere=eedstio. Slee indicated group date tormnets OPpP dote modified, or iotr-
PaBes of Coosissico report for isd of tesk doe or for or iv dodfill teats) by grSop tnder decision rejected or

report ravin. enacted

PART A--GC1IESAL PROCUMRENT CONBIDEBA-
TIONS (coatinoed)

Notional socioeconomic policies impie-
neared thraogh prococ.. ent proness

43. tetblish progmo for legis- Lh- N. X
letivo mod emocotive ree- 1973 1975)
inctimo of aocioetammaic abjec-
tines implemented thr-ogh
prco- rtt ptroce- (p. 118)

44 Raise threshold to $10,000 L-bor (Feb.
for applying socioeconomic 1975)
progrom to protrot.ent process
(p. 120)

45. Pind inact to make more Lahbr Oct. R (n
cisihie the ..cioncnomic costs 1973 1975)
ibccrred in prcarment procoss
(P. 122)

46. Revie policies to provide for Labor (FPb.
ocifoe= dobarment treatnent and 1975)
Brooder senttiocs for copsprahle
ciolatiocs of soctoecocomic
req-ir-ents (p. 123)
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tmplinentation GAO C-entc on RIesponsiveness of Eecutive Branch Actions
Phone

Reecutie L n e.n d
Branch Action
Type (Target) Snecisl Mana-nnent Attention Needed

or [R] Position folly cesponsive [PPA Positien partially responsive
octesi [I] Position not yet estsblinhed [NIt] Position noctesponsive
coipie- [X] Position esiablished, enalution deferred
tion in vise of propo..d iepleesntotioe
dote [IX] Position not yet netsblithed

[I] Teck group snd ene. tine agencies agree in sbthnance on re nendatien A-43, to establish
a progra for legici..ive/nexettine hrcnch reexn..t.o.tn of nociee.onotnie programs end
prattices thet ace epplied to the proeure1eei pracese Three agencies (HiW, ARC, GSA)
questioned hethetr the preocre.ent process an effctine noons to inpienent soc-
ecovomfo progron. One agency thought prioritie should be eItalished for choosing one

icticeconensl pragrae coerce ether ehere they conflict. The Depart-ent of Juetice
objected to the teck greop position that legislative branch participation be defected
until the executire branch suhbitted its report of ee .inet.Jtice said "it ie
the daty and responsihility of the Congress to study the praesnt statutory froaeork
upon ohich the notions Ical and econonit pcogtamn are founded and to endeanor to
nodernise cod haceontee thee no teet current soicia needs." Because rec endoedatiln A-4,
iscconcenoed eith achieving oree vieibhility over costs and henefit f ci plinentieg
socicecononic goals through the precurtent process, the executine bhanch co-bined the
two teco-eedationn. In May 1974 it eec decided that GSA wouid refer tetoenendatiors
A-43 end A-45 to OMB (before OFPP enthblished) for deteenzietion of a proper course of
actionR. ferral had not heen node an of January 1, 1975. GSA believes that the results
of the A-44 tnkt group effort, repented in February 1975, -ill asnist in resolning A-43
end A-45 and that these related nuotoeconovic reconneodaitioen hould be handled on a
portage.

[l] Tonk groop led by the Department of Labor has initiated surney (I) to eraluate the
effecr anthe Sernice Contrt, Danis-Baecon, and related acts of raining the contract
nale to $1o0,00 for applyipg occicecenonic requitenento to the precutetent protene and
(2) to support legislatinechangec ft, one of the agencien nubjeot to the sorvey,
rotfaed to participate unless reiaburned the coot of the surrey. Labor hte atteeptnd to
hata input fr= ROD through coctetpondence eith the Deputy Secretary of Defense and

nentiegs with hin operating otfitials in the fall of 1974, noting that ail Corertnent
agennies hane nviata interest in the outter of the study cod ore cooperating except
if. f-ts in ite suhstitute tone in eno expected free OBD in January 195ti Later
inforned us that its tatk graup report iill cener 39 cacicecouneet prafreen end cill he
uhbitted to the execotine bhrnch in February 1975.

[I] iEecuti-e ogenoie geecrally questioned the feaoibility of neacring the toet of
ifpleenting social cud econceic goalc through the procurement procens and toe fenning-
tot the recolte eulid he cithout necoorieg the berefits es -el1, clthoogh the benefits
ace often intangihie. This ecaomedacien in to he nonbined nith A-43 and retferrd to
OFPP to deteeine course of action (See A-43 commente fot progress.)

[sJ Dfeparterc of Labor in tonsolidating its abhor statutes and preparing a repurt on
debrenut policien for socioneananic requirceent niolationo. This report in repected
to he eukbittcd to the executire hranch to Pehruary t9ll
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMPLEMENTINC ACTIONS ON COMMISSION RCOCMEWNDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

R.ecutoci Branch Position in Proce-s Eecutive Branch Impimoantotion
_________ ________ ________ ________ Position Etucbliahed Those

Retoincoduti-o Inner- (Target) Agency/ Date (Target) Reco-en- LeSislctino
(GAO prepared these short- agency or IAdus referred or dati= If Aemlicahis
term atatmeenta of Ceinito tank actoal try to actual adopted, Bill Date
reconendntieo. See indicated group date vameuta OPPP date sodified, or intro-
pages of Conlsion report for led of teek due or for or law duced
full teats) hy greop under decinian rejected or

report review ean-tod

PABT AN-CGSBRA3L PBOCUREMElT CONSIDRbA-
TIONS: (co-tiued)

Pronureneot from anti busies:
47. stablish new scandarda for NRA Sept. X

measuring agency and prime 1973
contractor perfomaco to
uticA umall huatoosa (p. 12B)

4A. Test feasibility of mandatory SIA De.
small huninrus sobhontrc ting 1973
(p. 130)

49. Iitiate enecocle bravth pro- SA Dec.
tcuene review, with guidooce 1973
from SbA and OFPP, to enhance
smal boniveen participation
(p. 133)

(Feb.
1975)

June (June
1974 1975)

Apr Adopted
1974
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ISplootation GAO C-nts on Reapanaineneos of Executina Branch Action.
Phase

ExecutiveeLe o e n d
Brooch Action
Typo (Target) Special Manaoena Attectio Nded

or [RI Position fully rosponaine (PB) Panittoc partilly reapanaine
actooB (i) Position not yet scahbliohad (NR) Position nanrooponcina
comple- [XI Position esthblithad, e- c-tian deforred
ticn it vlew of propa.ed impl-entatln
data [IX) Pasitton tot yet escahltshed

(IR) Sn it. .cbniison, the Ik-Bed task graup 000 onabl to recamand any adewcandarda to
eaaare agency and roncrac toe parfananca in promoting snihoof tusneas and oppased

implinantatin. GSA tequested the tack group ta reevaluate its position and suggasted
saveral approaches for new standard,. he task group nade a limited analys.t and rejected
these approaches in a July 1974 .ea.iusato. SeveraB nitnenses* inclnding GAO, toak the
pa itian during Banata ho ting.'that the canatlreven of MB hfsinean participation a
a perancag of catal an.otroct dal1ars doe. ncr __nea the mm of prodoct. and a fe
far chink sail bhciness can . oapete. In it- repart the Senate . aBS- Busi.a.s Cfitteo
otated t"here ia indoed a need for new tndords." The report spacifically re-osondod
asing *standard of comparing Goaetnment and civilian portions of snail bhsiness eward
within individnaB fndustries "at leat on a te-porary limited test hais. In Octohbr
1974 GSA asked the private setor, through the Federal Begister to suggest new standard.

As of Januory B, 1975, several private soctor to-ants had keen recoivad and were under
review These tsnto ranconur in the need far noe standards that ar- nct fined percent-
iagn but rather fleIhibl In nature based on deterninationo of .a-11 busin.ss patentii.

Such an appraac. is reflerted in Pnblic L-a 93-438 chich nstahblihed the fnergy Rtsearch
and Dovelnpaent Administration, Teant stactc that .n1 husinesa participation shauId
hinge ona.reasoahle apportunity to pactinipate and the ovoilability of qoaliffed as-
panieo to perform rather than On sane -thkenatic-l formula. Ore ajor company informed
ISA that it had developed the m.ann to daten-tn, firt, h.aw muchof it. reqirsents
are within the rotontiol of naal bhsiness concerns; ocond, how nuch onorrttnity snoBS
business had to conpete far ctht potential; and finally, tho mount of sm-ll bunineas
aard as a percentage of that patential.

(t) Task group report of D.osber 1973 noting the docline in .s.na bhsiness suhcontrac ting.
proposed adoption of this retosendatino to tent fea.ibility of mandatory snbcontracotig.
51 canto rho test to includo the early dosign phase . hcause eventua production aources
aro aften entahisahed during this phase. DOD ppo.ed this idea hecausa sufflcient data
sould not ho avilable to sot goals. The oxecutive agencies, in tormenting on the took
group report, ganera-11y favord implsentatian of a tetproro to he parformed hy DOD
and GSA and oanitn d hy orS. InJane. 1974 GSA roferred this case to OMR (bhfore OFPP
ent blishrd) for final action noting that the e o S.anl Bunines Coasittee report of
March 1974 had endorsed this and other alturnatlves oath as snbcontrctu sot-aside and
profit incentive to the prime contractor OFPP has keen omiting operational statna
before arcing on this reforral

See v..ents iRn] fecuntie branch acceptad the cenoeendacinn to eaahbliah a progrm to enhance sna. l
hianesa participation hnt did ant provide an action to ancomplil it. The incoragency
task groop praposed attoptotte of revsnendation but rnonendad that enisting pragrano
were adequate. According to the GSA analynit of the tack group's position, the critiral
iaaoe remains:

"Should a new roview of prograno bh inatituted to an -ffort to prowide
improvement and to gather the vurious moden of adinistration song Federal
agencies Inca more romon practices aod goals a- thay Irilta to _sail business
The proposed oncae to do little but echo the atatus qon, with limited
potential for making s-a11 buhiness progesa in the Federal G-versnt t more
effective.'.

in response to the GAO July 1974 report, OB .aid that oFP wilB work with SM and other
ageorira to ceconnidor this iss.e. aloog with other policira to enhance a.a11 business
participation in Federal protremont. Actinn in yet to he initiated.
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EXECUTIVE BRAONCH POSITIONS AND IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS ON COMMISSION RECOMO(ESDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

Eacutiva Br-nch Position in Process enotive Br-nch Iaplaentatin
Position Esthblithed Phase

BRc-mandaton Inter- (Target) Agenoy/ Dote (Target) Ret-eo- Legialetion
(AO prepared these short- agency or indos- rfnrred or dation If Ap.licahle
font atato not. of Cieoion teak .. ,-l try ti actool adopted Bill DOto
renn-nendetion S.ee indinsatd groUp dote t-nnt. OFPP dte nodified, or intro-
Pages of C ni osaon rexprt for led of tash doe or for or Ia- dooed
fill taste) by gremp under decision rejected or

raPart raevicv enacted

PART B--ACQUISITION OF RESEARCH ARD
DEVELOPMENT (R&D):

Federal RBD objective- and rganriation
1. Codoct t&D procoro.nat tn b NSF Den May (June

respono.ie prinarily to agency 1973 1974 1975)
alesino oeedn and then oh-
posslble to necdn of other
Federal activitiee (p. 6)

2. Allov discretionary one of NSF ac. May (lon-
Gnverneo ltSahorotory MD 1973 1974 1975)
foods in liaited noonta for
any notional research ,nd
davelnpntent objcctiv (p. 6)

3. Ecoorase ageclea vith Bhl NSF Den May (Jlne
nieniona to generete asoonlated 1973 1974 1975)
long-range bh-ic research and
advanced -todics progro-
(p. 7)

Per-fracone of R&D:
4. Strengthen i-hoose

prno-rennt-related techni- NSP Det. My (Jlne
cal .nd nonaPgont copabili- 1973 1974 1975)
vies tono*pport technology
advanceent in private sector
(p. 14)

5. Ctotinne optional nsa of DOD Om Mar. Adopted
federally fundad B&D centers to 1973 1974
satisfy needs onteide nrgani-
sational resonrces, ceasenso
need periodically and gioc
special aitenitn_ to torsin-
tion provisions ohen need
ceases (p. 1)
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Implene-totion GAO Consents on Re-ponsiveness of Executive Bronxh Actioxa
Phase

Execuxive L . . . . d

Type (Target)
or (B3 Position fully coopousive PB] Position pa[PiRfully rep.sive

actoal (Ii Pouitiox not yet estebliohed CBE) Position noorspon.ive
Coxple- (X1 Posicion ecahlixhed, evaluacion deferred
clion in viex of proposed lopienentet ion
date [IX] Position xxt yet established

[l) Task group report of Decebher 1973 proposed adoption of B-i through B-4 eith oioe
-odif iction. These reco-exdattuns are concerned oith supporting rese-rch obje-tives
outside en egency labhretory's noenal mission, developing long-congo research programs,
sod otrengthentig laboratory technical and _nogameut uspabilities to support private
sectoe technology advenenect. Th. tusk group concluded shot oh- e reconsendations gen-
coolly erpro.ent estahblihed Goverameut practice. Seeral of the exeucuive agencies i on-
corred hot three (NSA, NFS, sod TVA) f.vored cone ixple exting utf-tx For oxanple,
NASA suggested a generel BRB policy deoument to eeinforce ouerent prautices sod incur-
porete prinoipal point- of the cask group proposal. In a eecing with the interagency
polity group, it usc decided thot GSA could refer the tank group report xx B-c, B-2,
B-3, sod B-4 to GldB rococending adxption with ksplemencuclou responsibility to he
assigned to NSF or the Pedoral Conunil for Slieuce and Technology. SiGu this referral
in Boy 1974 the report he hbeen nuder reinw in 0 3 It has deferred cction pending
OPP's reaching operational status and a considortioon of the incerrxlacioohip hecteen
these r--ennendati-na and thos on . .qulsition of major systns (C-l through C-I2).

(Si lee B-i coecentx Took group prop-od I modification of ohis rocomneodarcon to re-
quire the Federal agency henefiting fron snooker agency'sosearch "to provide at
least partial support onacost -eib.urohble bhsis."

[ -] lee B-I Co-sento

[I] Soe B-1 -conents

FMC (June [RI Task gr-op tupported this re-oonendation end drafted prolininary Goveron- nt-oid.
1975) guidelines for esahblishing the need, periodically re-vieoig the status, sod phasing

out of FPderally Funded Reerch and Rovelopuot Cenuers (FFRDCs). GSA solicited
viexs of six agencies uho uso FFRDC- sod the private sectoo Thn agencies con
curred in the need for such guidelines, same noutig additional arease rronting
covorage. In Mach 1974 the interagency policy group endorscd outifo to proceed oith
inpIexentatio. In Septebher 1974 GSA sent to the executive ago.ci ea a proposed
inpiemonting circular. Exept for DO, the agencies have furniohed their -onento,
with a fe- soggeoting a Wubher of changes. NSP ..id it .unld not concur ontil the
circular was amended. Whex -genoy cesnent- hove heon cleared, GSA pious to refer
the ixpl-eotiog circular to OFPP for final acction
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND 'T IEitriNG ACTIONS ON COZIDSSION RECOMMENDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

Executive Branch Position in Process executive Branch Impicemntotion
Position Estabiished Phase

Eeconnd tioo Inter- (Target) Agenty/ Date (Target) REconnn- Logisiltion
(GAO prep red these short- agency or itdos- referrrd or dutiun If Applicahie
form statement of C i--iaon tusk actuaI try to actuai adopted, Bill Date
roce edutio.s. SIe indicated group date cosneuts OFPP date modified, or imtro-
pages of Cosseission report for Id of tash doe or for or law doted
full texts) hy group under decision rejected or

repart review enacted

PANT B--ACQOUISITION OF RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT (B&D): (contiened)

6. Monitor NSF ad NBS eoperi- OMS no
mental R&D imoentives progr;m sohoasino Mar. Adopted
trcuslute resuIct into proc- 1974
tical applic-tion (p. 21)

EAD procurement policy:
7. Eliminate restriit- no sub- NASA Nov. Apr Adopted

mission of unsolicited pro- 1973 1974
posals by private sector in
S&D procoremeots to encourage
flo of oreativ- and innovative
ideas (p. 25)

8. Eltoinato BAD cost sharing NASA Mar X (Jum
encept ahen performer- clearly 1974 1975)
bemefit (p. 26)
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L pionenisiton GAO Cents on Responsiveness of Fneautive Branch Actions
Phase

Executive L a e n d
Branch Action
Type (Target) Special Mxncoosont Attention Needed

on [i Pesueitio fuily re-ponsive [PBj Position partially renpo.sive
actal [P] Ponition not yet e.shblished (Ns3 Psition nanrnoponsive
conpie- [Xj Pcoitioc esthblithed, svaicatiao deferred
tion in vise of proposed tmplonsetotioo
daeo rix] Positio not yet netabhished

See coets [R] Executive bhrnch ground muiss for developing n tcsk group report eith a proposed
position sod oc itptonentotion sction wore not folloned it this icursoce. A. On3
Mnrch 1974 totter to GSA "requested that the GSA records of enecutive branch re-
sponse to rpcooendntione of the Procuuront C s-isnis reE flect adoption nd conpleted
msplenenintioc of reduaoondntion B-6." In respocee to the GAO July 1974 report q
tioning this procedure, OMB said, boe.ans the tink group lender on this recosesenoduton
ens the DBputy Associate Director of OGB for icergy and Science, s tnk group propoa.I
to GSA e.uId hove bhen soperflcous. OM1 reiterated its previous consents to GSA that it
had established neaures to onitror the progross of NSp/NBS experinental R&D incentives
progro. According to OMB, periodic noview snd criticino of the planting snd execution
of the i.ncntives progron is nou pact of 0MB's regular budget review sod apporti=on.et
pronens for both NSF snd NBS.

AFPR (J19 75) Task prapti sd hIch ptduage sfhaisios of cosoticiced iccovatine ideas. Teenty-oc

of the 23 excutive agencies solicitcd coscurred in the task group position, and seversl
provided constructive changes to the proposed ioplonrcting guidelicn.e The executive
hranch esthblished a poottion co accept this reco-endotion, and in Mey 1974 GSA asked
the 'PR staff and ASPR Comuittee to coordinate onendoects to their regulation. GSA'.
totter obherved that the negative trestneni of unsolicited proposats in the past hod
dinininhod the flio of innovative ideas to the Gov-r-nent. n Ottober 1974 DD agreed
to nkhe . "ntct=u" chonge to ASPR, i.corporst p tg,, o bing cy tonet to e tnoatg
uoolicitod proposals. DOD oppose.d ostoogr rgteo he tog coos. idorod hy N'Pg chat
could prohibit the Gvovronent iron uoing, in any nec or existing soticitation, onique
and incovative ideas icond in ucsolictted proposals. Issuance of nended regulationu is
targetsd fcr Jone 1975.

El X Con-ets-ion recoPsunded elioicating s11 coa t sharing eccept ehec perforners onuld clearly
benefit iron the project. The task go.up proposed that the executive branch elininate
revuired ccsc hthaing hut po-tni -Iotustr cot sharing to coccin. su nd ho considered

factor in cost cospotitionu. NSF dis snted, hblisniog thot agondis aheonid hae
the ilenihitity to require coot sharing in specific inst.uces . su chas ehoc sopprting
rather thou procuring renearch. C-snects on the task grcup propose.. I f eve or-t
ogecciss supported the SP dissect. As a resu. t GSA naked the task group in Septeber
1974 to consider thesc agcccy views as ell as niternatives to its initial proposal.
Nee guidelines bhing developed by the task group indicate that ouch agency sill be
atiocad to folton otoost any cost shoring practice it prefers and that chacges ic existing
lgistative ccst-sharing reqoiroeo-ts ill not bh proposed. An sxecutive brsnch position
in targeted for Jins 1975.
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMPLEhMB ING ACTlONS ON CMiSSllION BRECCFINDATIONs AS OP JANUARY 1, 1975

Executive Brooch Position in Process Executive Bgtrh tplemestatioc
______ ______ ______ ______ ______ P ositior E stablished Phon

Becn datioo Inter- (Target) Ageny/ Date (Taret R..-'- Legislation
(GAO prep red these short- agenc or lods- referred or da tio- c Aclicoble
foon etat-ests of C ission task ortoal try to a*ttol dopted, Bill D te
r-crodations See indicated group date ents OPPP date -odifiEd, or istro-
pages of C= -issio report for led of tash doe or for or ion doced
full tnt.) by groop ouder decision rejected or

report reflow spcoted

PARE B--ACQUISITION OF RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT (EBD): (co.ticcod)

9. Elintcatorecvcry Ef R&D DOT Sept. Oct. REjected
costs front r GIoorot con- 1974 1974
trctors and graots .ecpt
those costs rolated to onnsul and
erpeosive progros nd
opproved by agency head (p. 28)

10. Establish a pality rotogoiciag DOD Nov X (Juse
that independrut R&D acd bid 1974 1975)
proposal costs shnold receive
osiforo fcvcrscoct-wide trest-
nest -s allowable ocorbhed
toots of doig bosisos.. dth
encept.o.s handled by OYPP
(dith dissect) (p. 31)
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Implementation GAO C-ommete on Reepon.ivenees of Executive Branch Actions

Phase
eecutive Le en d

Branch Action
Type (Target) Special Manonenent Attention Needed

ac~or [by) Posicion folly responsive [PlO Position p-rtially responsive(-l. ii Pos.ittion cci yet established [NR) Poeitiotnooreponoivtonple- EXa] poiti.n eetablished, eva- atioc deferred
d~~~~~~t. ~~~~~~~in nice of propose.d ilmponetatioodate tJIa Position not yet eotabliheed

ER] Task group report incorporates the deotnion of the Cooncil 0o Internation l econonic Pe-
tiny, doted Asg.ut 2, 1974, as Prosidrotial poloiy on the i-sue of R&D r.co.pment. This
policy requires the agencies to seek recoupment of their investments is R&D on product
sales to ny sonrn other that a 5.S Government activity. The policy woId provide for:

I Proportionate cost recovery on product sales, ie., recovory of only the
Government investment is the development of the product

2. Fair market recovery on technology soles, i e, recovery of the valse of the
technology, perhaps exceoding the Innermost's investconr in the development
of the terhoology.

3. Reasonible ainocy flenibility nod discretion in impleoentation, pen-itting
esceptions hecauoe of national interest, foreign policy, and overriding
puhiic interes

DOD will chir an interagency worhkig group to detoroine eppropriote fair earket
pricing policies nd procedurn.s In vie of the foregoing policy derision, the
eecutive branrh decided in October 1974 to reject this reccnoeodation.

[IXq In N-onhmer 1974 GSA raceited tho interogeony task group report renponding to the
Commission eco.. esdartin on contractoe indepetdent rese.rch ond deveoIpment (IRSD)
and bid and propotol (BSP) expennes. In a Decmbher 1974 oeeting, the interogercy poilcy
grup oncrurred nith tho suhoission of the task grnnp positino to the executive
agoncies end rho pcivate sector for coment. The tesk grnup proposed rejection of hoth
the Commoitsion's nj ority and minority recomneodations and suhstituted instead, as a
Goveronmno-cide ntand-rd, tho-e policios nd proredure- curreotly contained in the
Armed Services Procuroemnt Regultion (ASPR 15-205 .3 nd 35)--but with three major
variotions. Analynit of the task group' three variations indicateo thct differences
with the to..insico ore concerned I.ss with the nain directions for chonge then with
the praoeduren fr acconpliohing this change.

1. The comisuion rreomsended that IRfD and B&P efforts ho recognized co noteena
ostis of doing bhsinets because it is in the Natios's beat interost to prmonte

conpetition, advance technology, Ind foster econoic growth. Th- task group
propose.d a policy chanie to hr.dnde the reieac testfor detornining IRISand D .P int apolnblitc y ion° the bhuying agency itself to "Government-vide

reiOvency " The tash group reasnoed that, by cat restricting IRSD prograoo
to SOD relevancy, its cootrrctors could look tiowrd other areas an DOD business
woe phased dons The task group bhserved that DOD contractoes, ofth their
systons hackground and facilities, oight hahe ouhetantiai nontibiutions to re-
solving nch noti prlo a uii on, energy, nod pl.jiat bn.

It said that strict requironote for relevncywrseostteha
interest cf the Netion hy prohibiting the devolopment of needed technology by
those most capable of doing e.. The task group coocloded that present polity"is vogue in concept, difficnic cc adoinister. and *aginst the best interest of
the nation". It ghould be noted that the oIn purpose of contrectnr IRSD is to
ocqoire nn bhusiness, whether to oeet new natisonl needs or obtoinneocommer-
cioi hinoess. The task group report did not discuss the isoue of whether
I.kD shoold hr recognised ae a neceenory cost of doing (sew) business. If sonR
overhead costs vnr to ha absorbed by non bueiness, it aosid alleviate one ofSOD's highest priority co.terns, the skyrocketing _varheod coat of the defene
industry.
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS ON COMMISSION RECGO5ENDATIONS AS OF JANUARY B, 1975

Executive Bra.bh Position is Process Ixecotivo Branch fapletevac..o
Position estoblished Phase

Reco-ndftlon Inter- (Target) Agsency/ DBto (Target) Rec-e- Legislstion
(CAO prepsd thsse hshot- ogeocy or indu.- referred or dotion 3XIf A Daltabl
foss sttoneta of C-inslsso tak aotul try to actual adopted, Bill Bate
cecesdaltion. ee .idicated group date oneots OFPP date nodified, or intro-
Pages of Clislio ceport for Bed of tcok due or for or la. duced
full texts) by group under deciuion rejected or

report rouite en cted

PART N--ACQUISITION OF RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT (RAD): (cootinued)
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Ixplexeutation GAO C nte o- Bespoosiveness of Executive Brooch Actions
These

exec.tive L . .e D d
Brooch Action
Type (Target) 1poct1i Mannoeneot Attentiou Needed

or [RI Position filly respoosive [PD] Position psrtiily responsive
actuol [l] Position not yet osthblihod [NR] Position nonreaponsive
conpie- (Xl Position established, evaluation deferred
tion in viow of proposed inpleentation
dste [if) Position not yet esthblinhed

[i)L 2. The Cosniasioo recogoized that, if less then 50 percent of the ootroctor's
bhiotnes eon conpotitive, cocrcial, or fined prioe in chsrsoter, nte
control could he needed in detoenining sllucability of IR6D coats. The rash
groop soid thst considerattion shold bh giSon to applying this principle ion-
orenent-wids; the groop .erely diffored with the Comnission on the 50 percent
threshold at which this principle woold be applied, believing that insufficient
data esists to determine its ihpact no IRD cost negotitions.

3. The Ctonission roecasendod that IRBD and BlP costs receive oniforn treatsent
Covorrnent-wids, with encepitons auther!eod by iOFP. The tenk group concurred
in this reconendation. It believed chat a _nifeor loveronent-wids standard
should be undo applitable to o11 agencies which rely on a Copettive industrial
bae. he only exception would be that portion of the Aft activities that
rlites en CGcvrmsunt-uwned contractor operated (GOCO) laboroturion nd plants
Other AEC -ouk wonid be subject to the unifos policy. The AEl dissented with
the task group position on this point. AEC expressed a desire to nuintain iti
present policy of nnoallccability of IRD costs unless they can be specifically
related to ongoing contract wok.

The DOD tusk g.o.p on B-10 did not intecrelate IRID pricing policy with systems ac-
quisition policy, ax snggested by another DD task group no najtr syxte-s, or ddress
reasons for the increase in IRBD and DIP cents of defenas contractors in the 1960s which
gne rise to present policies. The Consission believed that these increased cox: ne're
nynptcn tic of underlying problens in the nystems ucquisition proces. Thin process en-
couraged centractorn to naintain IRBD nctivitie- for several years ontil * ba elins
nyste- design can approved by the agency. A highly co-plicated, expenaive and lengthy
sourre .eletion then followed, which required contractorn to naintain design tenon in a
holding potion until an sward nan finally ede. Recesnenduti.n. to alleviate these on-
natural pressures on IBD nod lIP enpenditures are contained in the Co-nisnion'n report
on Acquisition of Majur lysten- (See C-i then C-6.) Action on theso recommendatiuns
eouId -xuse industry co-petitiona to start ye"rn " rlier with direct gency fin acing of

competing R&D solutions to the required nission function rather than finoncing the
agency's ic-hoone desigonulution

The tnsk group, in -rrtving at its position, gave no consideration to the need for
a tenrtsutual provision that wonid give the Gonre-nent suffinint arcess to a contra-
tr-1 a crcial records to deteenine whether a11 IR6D and BP lostscore v lid ed properly
chargeable as indirect costs. A dissenting reasend aiox of the to ission called for
such a provision The need for the access to records provision in supported by a GAO
report (B-164912) to the Congress in Lecenher 1974. This report identified a situation
where a contr.tor's IRDD included costs thxt hould have been chxrged directly to the
contractor a consercial businen.s

A Tni A.eocintion position poper, published in March 1974, presents an industry
overview of and renonnsnd tinns on the trencuent of IRBD ed P efforts. Theas efforts
.ill also be the subject of too pending reprts, one by the Defense Science Bosed sad
the other by GAO puranant to Congressional requent.

UOpn receipt and snalynle of agency and private sector views, a executive bhach
position will be established On recosnendation B-10. This action is currently targeted
for June 1975.
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EXECVTIVE BRANCH POSITIlONS AdD IMPLEMENITINC ACTIONS ON CIOMISSION RECOIMENDATIONS AS OF IANUARY 1, 1975

E.ecutive Branch Positien io Process Enec.tive Branch Ipleentation
_____ ____ _____ ____ _____ ____ ____ P osition E stablished Phase

Rocendtiton oter- (Targt) Ancy/ Dote (Target) R-cot.en- Legilatino
(GAO prepard those short- agenc.y or W. o -rferrd or datio If Arolicahie
forn etateinnts of C--ioin tatk actal t ty to atnal adopted, Bill Dot
re- end-sion- lee .idicnted group date cnent. OFPP date mcdified. - or intro-
Pages of Co-iesion report for led of task doe or for or law duced
full teetn) by group cnder decision r-jectad or

report reviev enacted

PART 3--ACQOISITION OF RESRARCH AND
DEV ELOPMENT (RlD): (continued)

11. Encourage us of tandard t AEC Jn M-y Adptd
and condition- through mantor 1974 1974
agreenonts for contracts sd
gr-nts (p. 46)

12. Require senir pronuroecet AEC No. Ma. Mdified
ageccy official to Justify 1973 1974
degree of rentrairt placed
in cotroctual hardcore
enolusion provision shen
potentiol orgaoicational
conflict of interent xist
betwoen Coversoont and R&D
contractor (p. 47)
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Isplonectation GAO Consents on Responsiveness of Executive Brncbh Actions
Phase

Execuive Le e d
Branch Action
Type (Target) leecisl Baceeeet Attention Needed

or (0] Position fnlly respn...ve (p] Pnsitien partially responsive
a IouR [13 Position nnt yet esthblished [lR] Pnsition nonesp.nsive
eonapie- DO Position ostablinhed, eva-Ition deferred

tin in view of proposed imploeseotion
dote (XX] Position non~~~~~~~~~~~~ Y.n eaolishe

FPR/ (Mar [i9 Task group report proposed oduptios of reonnendotios B-li to eccocrogo woltiogenoy
ASPR 1975) use ef precegotioted stouderd terms and conditions (noster agrenecst.) with a porciculor

BiD perforer e.ctpt that it would exelude grunt-type instrneoecto fron these orroogo-
nests at the preset. time Moot es ecutivo ageir cosen th be tusk rep t co

curre hot aiseda noner o issue (i) utetie mater agreonets Ihsd he identified
with basic ogreneocts and basic urdering agreone= t, (2) vhether master *ireonents
should excond en grant-typo nitnotios (3) vhether master ogreoneuts shkoNd be limited
en iii activities and to nonprofit and ednoationol imatitutos or include commercial
itono (4) vhether tmplonestetion ahenld he by FPC or directly by FPR/ASPR oned-ents.
and (5) checker a pilot pregron invelvinl a few agen.ies and .. ajr RBD performerg thould
he undertken. Thie e.ecu tis b.ra.ch adopted the reoendotin and in July 1974, CSA
reueted the. FPP tioff aed AlPR Censittee to d-vle~p appreprietere~guio..tryo oe
SA _ertrdedt sick the rd equt, thie tok greup report end the GSA toff analysi identi-

fying the u .resDlved issues. DDD cver.ge ion ieen drafted and is under reviev by its
field activities. FPR implneetatiun is in pr.ceso. Isu nce of c..rdinuted FPR and
ASPR roglatiains in targeted fur March 1975.

FPR/ (Aug. [R] Based cc tcsk groups propesel and concurring asency co~ntt the ececceive hrocoh
ASPR 1975) adcpted this recoescerdotiec in modified for. The modification enpunds the Cotsission

faird ctonpei byve ovtding oosed en requiritg uch reviews ocly vden tie hordeere

enciusioc clause is conteopleted. Acceptacce of this couse euclud ththe contracter fdcn-
participating in future hardcore development and produotion of the syston htn crgoutia-
tion conceived. In May 1974 GSA requested the FPR staff and ASPR Cf-ittes te develop
regulations to implement this reconendetien as .cdii ISsuacce of the regulatiers is
targetod for Auguot 1975.
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ERECUTIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMPLEIENTING ACTIONS ON COOMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

PANT C--ACQUISITION OF MAJOR SYSTEMS

OVERVIEW ON PART C RECOMMNSDATIONS

Rather than Icokieg at the systems acqoisition process in discocoacted pLeces, the Coaei..oo took
an integrated oitv of the total process using a "syat-s approach" to identify and recumend solutioos to
prohbles onderlying systo acquittion It licked 12 interrelated recendatirn- to s *tructural franc-
work applitablo to cqotsitioo prograna of a11 agencies. The rec-eendetione were cot designed to be
applied selectively hut rather to work together ta control the hole.

t-teraaenv aton eusition

to April 1973 thr e.e.utive branch a.aigned re-p-nsibility to as interagency group, led by WDO, for
developing a policy positico no the 12 P-rt C reccepeodaiios lpeontati.o -a to be dealt sith ie a
second ph.as after establithiug an official position on the reconnendatioo.. In January 1974 the inter-
agenc.y grcup pre..e.ted a roport to the cosctine hrco..h no thes.r. snnaio. It proposd chat the
eneutive hranch g.e rally concur ie, and each gecy adopt, the policy intent ofthese 12 r crdio tho,
suhbeit to reseations and aedifications contaited in discussions of the individual recsnendations. The
group said that thk policy fraewvork postulated by the ret- -endations represents a valuahle inference
agaieat which a11 agencies, rack in *t its content, can contin.o-sly ena-ise its system acquisition acti-
vity. The group concluded that th.e -oreconeodati-ns on Improved .ea.ctivo/legslsItive branch relatioo-
ships offer the greatest potential for Iproviog the system acquisition process aed strongly urged that
iadividual agencies esplere their inpleaencation with couoterpsrts in OMB sod the Congress

Official .... c. and industry ctrents

Ic March 1974, GSA tr-ostitted the interagency group report to e.ec.tive agnc.ins for their official
ctec.t -nd ucbhequ..tly to iodus-ry a..oc-iti-nn for coenc. Official agency views bhsicelly sodorsed
or ropeaced positions of their interageony group moebrs. Other agencies Oett doubtful thet their progrts
oold qualify as njoc systen acqiitieiion. The Council of Defen.e and Space Industry Associations

(CODSIA) said induntry supports the too underlying coocepst reflected in the Cosniesion's report that:

1. There *hould bh an integrated eyetoo *pproach to the ecquisitioo of mejor ystems.

2. There are bknic policias which ran he coronly applied by each agency in its lploentation
of the acqoisitius process.

It streused the n-ed for a total integrated oyscets acquisition policy fur the Federal Government and felt
that a formal policy should he parusouct in the e.ec.tive bh-nch position. CODSIA'- eajor reservatio
abkut the Co-niaioo re- -.nendations was the "unknowns of iplementatioo", including anbiguitien and diver-
sity of interpretatio. Further, CODSIA referred to prohble areas identified in past industry reports
chich it thought u-st be coosidered before CODSIA told concur it ay nev policy. These probl-e areas
iocluded (I) ao.rce selection policy and practices leading to techoicel leveling, cost anctione, and pre-
mature fined-prictattangooents, (2) infleoible reqcie.me.ts in requests for proposals, and (3) the
seed for bettor understanding of Gocernoent requirenents, design-tc-cost objectivcu, and priorities

rong ayst-e prfotn--ce chnranterittiics (note ).

GAO c-emeto

In ito July 1974 report, GAO conmed that the gre-t-r portion of the interagency groop's report pre-
pared hy the lead agency (WD) r-pr.eneted, ow the whale, an *xcellent tr-arent and isterpretatiow of the
Cm-iion teco-ccdatio- The GAO report questtoned som of the proposed nedificatinna to the Cemiasios
reccnedation-, icterprctctio-s of a feo, cod rations cloths that the re-cnmcodaticsa wore already being
ispleented. Sectious of the interagency group's report prepared by the participating civilian agencies
(NASA, AEC, DOT, NSF) a-sutd either that the Coi.suicn recmsncodatioss applied .edly to the DOD en-
vironment or that politLes of the ciViloan gec.fe already incorporated the "spirit" of the recooeenda-
tions, Civilian agency cents is the inter-gency report, such an those presented by ARC, did not
appear to recogni-e that the basic steps for acquisition ebodied in the recemendations have applica-
tito to soy conkinctino of publit and private sector contracting relationships. GAO r-viewed its current
findiegs with a key nember of the interagoocy group, H cHm.ecced that, although the interagency group
-55 only required to develop a policy position, individual aembhrs of the group cho.e to nosrot on

implemontati-. In his opinion, thene em.ent seers premature and in -oe *n-tannea inacurate. he
emphasised that, i* the i*tereat of getting on with the neot stop of developing implementation actions, the
group's earlier to-ents on this subject should bh dire-grded.
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OvERvIEW ON PART C RECMOIEPDATIOPS (COCTINUED)

GSA referral to OFPP

In January 1975 GSA referred thtttrteeoeeedetioes to OFPP for decIsion, along with its a-alytit of theagency. prtivte aertor, and GAS cents. The GSA referral to OFPP outlined two ceeprehentive altereative
tpproathes to developitg agency iSpleceotitg ertin.

1. The firot approach woold be for OFPF to request the contained age..ies to treesfare the iterr-agency groop's trereaten of C setiee recneaendatlons fnto ieple-etotioe actions. Seh ettien
would he trees-indee.d to the appropriate C recnendsrlens The in-pleeeeting actie..e -oId thee
be reviewed by an interegency group fereed by OFPP end Ied by DOD to deterete their -eepoesive-ee-s to the Csonitstei reccgeedetiote aed to deteritne whether edditi.eaI iepleeeetrtion or Gon-
eronect-aide polity ttateee-t were -eceesary O Congfreei onaI budget eattere, the itpleeetitngartines would teclde procedure- to be recotnended to the Congress and Oh'. GSA pointed out that,
aine AEC Is heieg esslntlared by the fuergy Raneatch end DRvelope..t Agency (ERDA), its earlier
coqsents q...ti-nieg whether the Ceeqissuie rec- eadationa wre .pplicable to AEC araco longer
valid.

2. The ecced approach suggested by GSA would involve too oteps. I the first etep, DOD would de-velop e eodel of operational eipleentetion constiting of breed acquisition polIcies, erganiea-
ttonal ubengee ether tapleieecatio tepacts, and a diagr- of the *cqui-itite cycle. i To =odel
would ho oted by a11 concerned egeuclea in the second atop to develop proposed ieple-entetio. As
Sn the ca-e of the firot alteroettee, 00 interagency group vculd thee he fuowed by OFPP end lad
by DOD to rtvie. and validate final actions - eceosary to itplepeet the reo ndatlono.

Senate i eqsitv

The Ch-ir=-n of the Senate su-cenuittre no FPeder-l precurenent 000t 0 Ietter to the Director of DS-fauna R.e.e.rh -nd Etgineering last eu-ser noting the coepatibility of recoesneudatin- C-1 through C-12
vtht SOD'a recently ioeued R&D principle aed inquiring about DOD's plans for Seplenentatin. The Di-rector replied on July 31 19h74, that, as 0000.en an .ecu five hr.nch position was enthbliohed en the
recnoendetiene, "effective inplncntotion" would be the .eet step. In Deceber 1974 he-eitg to reefS,,
the OFPP Adeinittrator the Subcomqittee iquited a to n hen thin eaecutive branch poeition vould be es-tablioed. The Adnieistr-tor was realct-=t to furisob a date at the hearinge bht agreed to furulob i nee
ailestones in Ja-ury 1975. Pe told the aubconeittoa thet hc had had c enuhbe of eoplorarnry eeitings with
agency and induotty people, that the baitc phil.o-phy aed r-tionole behiod the rec-es dotious were accepted
by practically everyone, but that there wan not yet aclear Inderettndig of the iplonennactie prubloe.

Conclusion

Beconue 2 yeero have elapsed stioe the Cqsiseio= eade its recqqsnedatio.s, and In view of the ventosne to each year's Federal budget fur *cqniricg eJatr national synteyn, GAO ouggasts that OFPP and the
execctiue branch give priority ottoetitu to developing policies and ieplsnnctatieonIons en theseracoq-
aeedntitun As indicated in GAO'. individual -oeeuents thet fellow, eodific-tionn of sqqo suhbonute have
been proposed by the interutogcy group to elceuns uS Cunitieon receenendatioes C-3 through C-6. Areasaornt ing special B'gananent attention are discusoed neder re-on-seadations C-3 and C-4 (proposad eodifi-
cannti.) and =nder recoqe-nd-tions C-Il led C-12 (itcorpr-taticu of ieple-ectation).

Actuelly, thc Coqissio= ccueuleted ouhbt.tital data on each of the problep areas on which CODSIA
vants resolutions before agreeing to =eo syst-es acquisitie policy. The areas snre ditcussed in tkeCsiosiin report tent of Part C, "AcquIsition of MeJer Systeen", and wore coocidered in developieg the
C:easiasiun's fiotI renenandatino.. Fur en-=ple, technical transfustie that lead. to bath tacholcel
leveling sonng conpating contrantnrs and coot auctio.s it dioconregad by Co-nusiin recns.neudctions C-4,
C-S, ad C-6, pe.eittieg each cuepoting contractor to differentiate ie hie propoeed technolegical sols-
tice and to be responuible for hio owe iedopaodent technical and busiass jndg.e.ta. If a unique featureproposed by a Ibeing contractor vuuld enhance the wieing conrrectort' technolgitcal soletion, thia fee-
ture would not ha transfused by the ageecy; t-ther, the winning COntrector .o-ld siply procure the fee-tune directly free the lostog ecOractOr who designed it. The khy dacioion wold be syntee salartion,
not onurce selection, aed this decision vocld ab bhaed On the ageecy'- vevlcotice of tha best coebli-
tion of eioeion porfornsaca -nd long-taen cost--not aenonts proposed by contractors for initial develop-
aeot or production.
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMPLEMENITING ACTIONS ON CQBfISSION RECCOCERRATIONS AS OF JANUMAY 1, 1975

Pxecutive Br-ach Position in Process erucivo Brunch
______ _____ ______ _____ __ Po ition E stobltshod

Recoasendtion Itro- (Target) Agency/ DRto (Target) REcoussen-
(GAO prepared th-ne short- ogency or idcc- referred or dation
foes ststewents of C ission cash actual try to actual adopted,
recend.tios. Sle indic-ted SrtOp darn cece OPPP dotr modified,
pages of Comelssio report for led of tan, due or for or
fuBI teete) by group ceder decision rejected

report review

PANT C--ACQUISITION OF MAJOR SYSTEMS: (Conti.ned)
Nerds sod guala for new apjr acquicitice pr-grf-

1. Stcrn =e syacet acquisition pro- DOD Jani Jn (Juno
gras cith ossig-ect of ogcocy 1974 1975 1975)
Crponent reep..siibilty and eith
ceads aod goals vhich arc (I)
st-ted by noency hoad Independently
of any systen product, (2) recon-
ciled with uverall agency capabili-
ties and resources, aod (3) upeci-
fied is te-s of accicipaced lotal
niasioc cost, projected cupahility
Bevel, and expected tiee for
*thieveeet (p 109)

2. Provide appropriate congress local ROD Jon an (Juno
cucticcees ith an-ual review of 1974 1975 1975)
aissicca, copahilinies, deficirn-
cies, nod vex acquisicion coeds and
goals as hosts for reviewIng ag.n.y
hudgats (p. 109)
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Inplenontatioc Phase GAO Coentn on Responsiveness of E.etutive Branch Actions

Legislation inec.tive Len end
If Applicable Branch Action
Bill Date Type (Target) lee.tal Mana.inent Attention Needed

or intro- or D Position fully respotnins. I ( Position partially responsive
law dated actual [I] Poition not yet established rlfy Posttion nonee-ponnive

or nonpI.- ' J Position established, -valuatice deferred
enscted tint in view of proposed lnplonentsti.n

date D4J Position net yet esteblished

fi] Interagency group proposed uencutive ...eob adoption uf this recoecendation
for preceding new pees with stt o f needs ned goats that sar in-
dependent of any synton pendant ad recnc-ilad tn agenoy capabilities, defi-
ciencies, and nog9-tecs reources. It recognised thst under torrent procedures
nuet an-nal budget subsissions to the Congress sea oriented toward hardware
esther than ti niesion pr-blos. The gronp said adoption of the rectnnnndation
was sabject ti (1) sbh agency's agoeing with their cmB and congro.sin. I

_ounterpartt at definition and idennifiton of "miasions" and (2) recognition
of the liiitations in "ong-enege nissiun projections of capabilities, deficien-
cies, nd cost. The goup said inplewnutaticn cf this reeosaendstinn "would
fuce seen direct ad very early agency consideration and decision on the ten-
tative allocatiena of eesounces against identified istanon defitiennies (within
gencies) as wall as against other identified nation-l needs ad goals (by Cct-
ress). " It observed chat, while existing pronedures nould he refined to adapt

thin recoinendatinn, sueh notion "nuet he eonsistent and intenrated with
notions resulting frot otecher eleven reonendatiIns." (underlining supplied)
The fbA staff sualysi, acconpanying the Januney 1975 referrl Iof this renon-
nendation to fPPP suggested that agencios proceed with the d-velopoent of
respMnsive iLplitennation plans and that the Sgon.ie- nit. tho types of
pronedures they would reco--ond fun the Congress and iD.

B. 1414 Mar. t) ictorageucy group propoIed oxecutive bhanch adoption cf thin recuneendatiun
1973 fcr annual concresutonal budgot roview cf now progran needs and gaiu witbi,

P. L. July the contoxt of agency nissiuns, napabilities, and deficiencies. Thin would
93-344 19y4 idunsuint-lly change how the Congress con receives, eeviown, and authonines

agency budgets. The group recognised that "current procedures cc n ay
hove to bh enpanded or realigned a u 0 Satitfactuny itplonontotits pr-
codures, *- requirod, should he warhod nut by each agency with its OGI and
congressional noonterparts." It said "this approach would provide to
Congressaconpreobnniv-e viea of agency seedotsud goals at a higher level
of consideration than n-rnally uccurs during detailod budget hoaniug.
Tho infurnatinn needs cf Cenens for thin purpose are recognized and
should ho supported. Continued improvoennet in the dialogue between the
agennion and tho Congress and a bhtter onderstanding by ths Congrens of
agancy needs and goals in the acquisition of najor systono is a highly
dei-rable objective."

It should he noted that the Congrets hs takoen en initial step in this
diroctitn with the e.actmCnt cf Public Law 93-344, the sw Congross ional
Bndget and Inpnundnont Control Act. Th act will require the Prsaident
to begin presenting in the Ite 19701 a top-down budget organized by
national needo, agen.y ninsions, and basic progrmos ti anconplish these
abalione (Title TI, ion 001(i)). The GSA staff analysis acconpenying
referral of the rec-cs-ndation to OPPP in J-nuary 1975 suggested that,
aince there is a general c..onsen cc accept the rennneudatinu, the
proposed agency fuploeotation action ohuld prunesd as disc.us.d under C-i,
onnuide-ing as well the rule of Congrss and OMB.
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS ON COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

Executive Branch Position is Pcess tnit Branch
Position Estabisuhed

Eonecd~endtloc Inter- (Targot) Agency/ 5Dne (Tnrget) Ron-=rn-
(GAO prepared these horn- ogeccy or indus- referred nt dotien
fans. sittenn of Coi.ieio took annua try it attal adopted,

necoumeodeticos. Soc indicated groop dote c ntn OFPP dote sodifind,
pages of Caissiau report for led of took du or far
fall tirts) by group coder decision rejected

repornt reviev

PART C--ACQUISEITION OP MOJER SYSTEMS: (Continued)

Exploring altern-tive systbs:
3. Spport technology-bhoed acEt- DOD Jan. Jan (Jove

omits. if agency misonht 1974 1915 1975)
do not food fully designed
hard-aro for subsystems until
they ore identified as port
of systen cacdidates to tort
specific operational coeds
(p. 133)

4. Create alternaive system DOD Jan. Jan. (June
candidates within stated oneds 1914 1915 1975)
and goals for new atquisition
programs by soliciting proposals
Proc industry, including sualler
firms with production poteutial
and by sponsoring most procieing
ooes selected hy gencycp1poocct

head using tea of experts
(p 133)
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Inplementotion Phase GAO Cenmets an Responsivenes- of Executive B h Actions

If tlatio. Executive L e R e d
If Appliceble Brooch Aetiion Seeciai Osauu2ecent Attention Needed

Bii Dote Type (Tfrget) Do Position fully responsive LP0 i Position Partilily responsive
or intrn- or - i] Position at yet estahblihed DIl) Pesition nonresponsive

leo duced actual CX Position established, evolustiun deferred
or coopie- in view of preposed iplsentatien

enac ted tiro OIY Pusitien not yet established
dsie

QII) Inotrogency group proposed oemnotive branch adoption of this
rreemendociun fur sopperting tinninn-orleoted, iechnology-based
ectivities ocept for the restriction em nbhysten de-elopoent. It

aclkooledged that the prudent c Iurse was to pnrsne buhoystem develep-moot with a .aytm goutIn. iud hut else io sek cne of pronrhordoere w od c olity 00 thot a suubysten could he uned Di mere

than ene system. Since a nojor thrust of the Cinssion a inter-
related C serien rec-s tindotions is to enceurage copet itive system
Concepts cod pr.l. onary designu that iccorporote existing aub-
syntems to the extent they enhance the nopplior's conpetitive posi-
cioo, GAO questions whether there is a tool difference bhtween
the interogency group and Coisoiom positions. Crrying new suh-
systans too fer intn final developonit rats off cmpetition for
alter-oive-approaches end designs and con oead to onquiciton bhefore
o trod for that uyetem h. bheeen etblished PrespecilIed suh-
sytonsC""troin the tyste desigoo'~ a~ loticd nod restrict
copetition. GAO helcives the group's modificotion Is thetrfito
inappropriate. The GSA taff .nelysis, ac'=p'nyicg referral of
this recocoendation to OFPP In Jaouary 1975 soggosto that agencion
be eshkd to develop inplnentatioc 0o that differences between the
interagency group and Coniosion intent coo hbee sssed.

[Ill) Intera.gency g rcup agreed with the thrut of thin recoostnodo ton
[ ti-ulate groater inoonarioc and creot hod thi g ot f ol t o-naive
system solotiono from which to select those nout deservicg of further
develop.ent. Sc cencluded that the general approach recoosended by
the Ctoissico should be pursued whe.a significant depcrture from
e-isting hardware in desired end when true innovatioo ohould bh stim-
ulated. GAO qoentiooo chether the oeed for in.nvotion can he pro-
detor-ioed particolorly in vies of the Conistiio' exprensed concern

bhout stretching old technology to ecorbitent cost lenelt.
The gr.op coined twa potenctol problans of oduiistratino. It

asunmed "that the very process of atincloting innovation will atm-
ulateiconcepta and develuporot effort which will he progressing or
motcriog at perhaps widely differing rates The procticol problem
theo emerges of evaluating the neveral co-poting offortat ac given
point it time and rendering equitable judg.enct ad dociuions on to
which should he cootinood, accelerated, slowed dewn, etc." GAO
holieves thia problem is not new Te rho eotent that agencies hone
previously creoted system olternatives, agonciee hone alwoys heon
foced with the practical problem of ahkiog difficult choices bh-
tween or. conc .. vepts and technical approaches with differing degreen
of development effort and Copletion daeeo--choicen that were bhsed
prntarily o0 paper anolyses. This Ctnilsion recemmendctioo nimply
puts oce eophanis, first, On cr0ating system elternetivn and,
second, onextending into en enplorotory develoPent and testing phose
those olternatin-s deserving consideration. Thn ocr of the Covt"ise
won to iuject private enterprise cempstitlm into consideration of
alternotinns ond to acquiro hetter itfornatton in tomes of hardware
developeont nod teat resulta fro which to choose a system desigc solu-
tion It would seem therefore, that the Canedai.O':s tocaendatian
would redueo the problem of deoling with different system selucti.o
and ihprove aytem design choices.
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EXECUTIVE BDANC' POSITIONS AND IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS ON COMMISSION RECCONATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

Enecatile Branch Position in Pracena Executive Breach
____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ Po ition E stablished

Re.oesendstien Inter- (Target) Agenny/ Date (Target) ReeCo n-
(GAO prepared these sheet- agency or idam- referred or dntile
fenc tt-etent f CaiEs.ion teSk actual cry to actuaI depted,
eeconendatlena. Dee Bdicated l ruop date aCenc SOmP data isadleld.
pegea af ECleslan repeet fEr led at teak due or tee or

fall taste) by greup under deciaen rejected

report reviev

PART C--ACQUISITION OF MAJOR SYSTEMS: (Continued)
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I.pleseatetien Phese

Legislation Eneauti-e
If Applicable Brseth Actito

Bill Date Type (Target)
or intro- or

law duced aetual
or nuople-

eneated titn
dait

GAO Con enia en Responsiveness of Enenti-e Br-nch Actions

L e x e .

Beenal Mans-ement Attention Beeded
(R] Pesitien fully respossina HID PosItion partially responesiv
m] Pesitite ont yet established fli p Positian -n-resp..sin

Of] Position esahblished, enaleaties defer-
red in iew -if proposed iplemtmtis

(EQ Pe-ition ant yet established

(Ilx] The secned problen of ednnsiitratioe raised by the group wan
whether the agency co.poe..t head eould personally revise end select
system candidates ti be sponsored vith egenay funding. Ta averto
this problem the Ceonissi.n snggested neing e ten of experts fire
inside and outside the ageney, with the agency enipenent heed approv-
ing only the candidaese to he funded

The intetaget.y group mndified ate part of the -eaensendati.n
whiah allwa- for industry participation fra other than major tn-
panten and deleted the Commission ariterie fur determining eligibility
of snaller fires The purpose of this part at the retonendation
is in allow snail gronps af talented engineers, whether fre large nr
auall conponies tn reate concept- and develop hardware If
snailer company nnpetes suaaessnflly, it cnuld then fare an
asunclatino aith a reputeblenaanufacturr to produce the system or
conld grow on the basis of c'petitive erit and eventually do its
non production. The t-aditi.nal practice of requiring potential
cotrctars tha nat popsas n oses production ca.pah!itiae
aich nay or nay not henoeded has ni;ted conpetition and resulted
tnuagencices sponsorifag only large anepantes lain were onceunmall
firs). The C=nission wanted ta reduce the harriers for tee
entries and strengthen the conpetiti-e forces in industry. Fo
these reasnns, CAO beliene- that reco--eodatton C-i should not be
modified as proposed. The GSA staff a.aIv taaccompanying referral
uf this r-ca .edution to OFPP in Jaouary 1975 suggests the tagenty
impleneotation be initiated and the proposed nadification be
resolved during that phase.
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMPLEMENTINC ACTIONS ON CiMGISSION RECOBMENDATIOYS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

Esetttive Branch Position in P o.es. Enecotiva Branch
Poititon Established

Recc datioo Inter- (Target) Agency/ Date (Target) Rensanac-
(GAO prepared these short- ageny or indos- referred or datiss
farm stateme-ts of Catstssis task ctal try te actual adapted,
recened.ctieos. See indicated 'rccp data cemments OFPP date eodified,
pages of Cltsaion report far led of task due or for or
fell tests) by group nder decision rejected

report review

PART C--ACQUISITION OF MAOR SYSTEMS

5. Finance exploration of east
promising alternative system
candidates by (I) proposing,
enthorising. appropriating,
and atlonactig R&D fnnds ac-
cording to agency nisnian
need and (2) monitoring
fonds through annual budget
reviews (p. 133)

Chosing I preferred systn:
6. Maintain co-petiticbt-bteen

system exploration contrac-
tort by (I) niiting comsit-

nnte tc nno-nI fined-ievcl
scarda sabject to technical
progress reviews, (2) assign-
og operotionel agancy repro-
sentatives to advice cantrac tore,
and (3) ..c.oneracing agency
development and technical
organization efforts on eoni-
taring, testing. and evaluating
contractor affo-s. (P. 133)

(cSEtned)

DOD Jan. 1974

DOD Jan. 1974

Jan. 1975 (Jane
1975)

Jac. 1975 (JSns
1975)
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I~pl-pnt~tion Ph... GAD Cs-ents en Responsiveness of Ree-otine Branch Actnies

Leginlacten Executive I e a e ad
If Applicable Branch Action

till Dane Type (Target) ecial Manageut Atte-tien Needed
er mInre- or X Peniti.O fully respanalve fl'Q Pesition partially reap.naiva

law ducod actnul l] Pesitien not yet established 010 Penitien nanneapensive
en ecasple- XI Position established, ealuatien deferred

enacned nion in vies ef prep-ead lmple.ntaties
date 0YJ Pesitinn ant yet established

5. 1414 Nan. (I Interagency greup prepoaed enecutive branch adeptien of this renn-
1973 unodatien for budgeting and fineocing exploratnry develpn.ent of

cenpeting tystem candidates for ae ne einn before a.co.itnent isP. L. July nudeo upocifin solution. It recogniond that the re- nndation,
93-344 1974 ia basically .ouod and that satinfoctory intpl-etstioe prtecduroe

coat be cahked out by each agency snd ita OMB and .ongress lnai co-
aireacoanrerporta The group said that NASA's R&D budget in c.ssion-
eriented but that ether agency budget requa ts aen core eriented to
pregroo herdcare requh renoe

The grouP modified the Casiaulon recoaendation by substituting
" agency toponent" for agency" in ton places The CA staff
analy.is ohterved that "The rationale fortcO oodificotionn ccc
isn't explained t. c While those .odifications -wuld not appear
to affect the throat of th the reco ndation, it h-- been
ohberved that allowing agency coponents to propose their own drool-
opnt budgets, etc. could reclt in junu tified duplicative and
overlapping develocomnt efforts (eg. interaervlce rivalry) In
order to fully appreciata and asseta the differences in the ISG's
[inceragency group] and Cnsissieo' tording of the re.cnndatio,
cx would suggest tht agec ins be requested to develop propound lo-
plowentatiuo." CSA cored also that, in the cane of C-2, cplowonta-
rico of this recnoaendation will be influenced by provisions of the
nec Congren lonal Budget and Inpocudoont Control Act requiring tho
President's nanual badger to he organized by national needs, nissions
sod botk prograns to accunplith these -isuiene

[I] Interagency group proposed executive branch adoption of this recw-
deodatico to sustain -opotitice syaren design efforts into harduare
dovelopoect and te stages ow the basis thar none neaoingful non-
petition could result ix hbtter syntens being obtainod none quickly
cod ecoonicaily The group ooncladed that the undesirable acqutii-
tion _nvironnr end realIts described in the Cnistasloa' report
cor largely duo to two underlying problens (1) prevatcro systeo
definitions and (2) the corkinga of the congressional authorization
and appropriation procets chich contribute to prewatoro system defint-
tion. The Group suggested two modifications It prefers the remit-
ology "funding design contractons at planned levels" because the
Csnisulov' toIruinology, "fined level ocorda," is not in corrent one
and lbus not anti underatood, cnd it does not cant to adopt the idna
of a fiod dollar ceiling. The Cocoisuino report indicatse that
fiord dollar ceilings could cud shoold he used bhcsuse nelatively
shoot periods of incrowentol perfornance core envisioned at the be-
ginning of new progr os and because it is necesoary to provide coat
control doring these early highly copotittivo efforrts The Group's
other nodific-tion removed tho requic ent thou ousice _goncy open-
ational inputs would he node to tho roopeting contractons on an
advisory bauis end substiruted"encouragiog appropriate intaraction
between agency represents tines with reevant operational experience
and a contrac tr as neces.a.y in developing porfornanre and other
requirements for each candidate sysrto an tests sod tradeoffs are
node" In support of this noditicatlon, the letorogency group pre-
sented cc inturesting discussion on the difficult line that agency
represenratives oust waib between providing assistance toa contractor
on one hand end conferring an unfsir coupoictice advantage to hin on
the other hand The GSA staff analysts accoupanying referral of the
renoosendation to OFPp in January 1975, accepts the interagency group's
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMPLEM1TIING ACTIONS ON CCNI4ISSION RECOMMENDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

Executive Bra-h Po-ition in Pocess Executive Branch
_____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ __ _ P ositii x E ntablsihed

RBcedatioo Inter- (Target) Aeny? Date (Target) R.eo-
(GAO prepared tbese short- agency or indus- referred or detion
Room statements of Co~iesion caoh actual try to actual adopted
rocooendationo See ildicated group date onoeta OPPP dte modified,
pages of C ission report for led of teak due or foe or
fRll text.) by group under decision reJeotad

report reefs,.

PAST C--ACQUISITION OF MAJOR SYSTEMS: (cuotinued)

7. Liit protot.renom.it.ento DOD Jau J30 (June
nod metoin system-level 1974 1975 19751
conpetitlon through field
demonoceation by (I) having
selected contron torn prove
chosen technicol approach io
*ound end cyaton definition of
osudidate nysta it prictical
beforo final devo.npoent. pro-
doctino, ood oporatinnal one

_oitnents, (2) providing them
with final operotion.l cott,
oloon perfurnanco, nd life-
tinr uweerokip coot oe ln!tin
criterIa, and (3) ttrongtboning
ogency's life cycle coot esti-
meting capability (p. 143)

8. For sysinno chosen icthout co=- 0D JDn. Ja. (Juno
petitg tandidates, ubteio agency 1974 1975 1975)
head apprvo-l, integrate techni-
cal and ..nageont -ontributinno
frot in-house gro.p. and contrac-
toes, establith strong tochnicel
and nenagoecnt control progrem
oltite, select costranTnca for
peovon copehilities, and eateate
prograt cnot within a pohbhble
reoge (p. 143)

eA recent Navy Inniruction (OPNAVINST 5000.42, June 1, 1974) addreoa.. "Wlenpon Syntsmu Selection end Planoing"
and h-a been repretected a the Navy's latest thinking it thet are of roqoirteenta deterind tios ed as iscorpurating
the thr t of the Coemisnino roco nd-tion- (Admiral Oulleway's Ietter to Chairmen of the Ad Hlo Shbco-ittee no
Federal Procaronont, dtod Sept. 13. 1974.) Hnwover, this new i.:ttctint atill nllws initial oporatio.ol reqitre-
monte to bh stated in terms of indiniduel sy-te= ehbrtcteriatito such as range, speed, manosvernbility, and firing
rates, thereby dictoticg or liiting prodnct snlctinn nod preempting competing design nltrrnntivea The instrution
dues tni prvide guidce for cre ting and oetln-risfg trtt ond n t forstaiing those in cmpetitio that w at
furthor development no doe it dotine the rue f agency and tdatry in formlating noneepta nod preliminary do-
sig.n If tho throst of the Coenisaino rtoemendatioss ware recngciood in thin instruction, policy guidce vould
be orIented tweed staticg egency operational roqoirements is torma of tnstinss to be performud efthin apecified or
perational envirnemont(s), so a- to permit a wide span of technical salutions to be inItially created and oplnred
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Iraplepentation Phase.GAD Cosents on Responsi.eness of Executive Br-nch Actions
Legislation Enecutive L e d e 0

If Applicable iranch Actico
Bill Data Typo (Target) Special M.anacneni Actenticn Seededat istre- or [RI Position fully respaonice I (PE Pcnitioc partially respoosina
lao doted actual [I] Position not yet established [MR] Positiocn nnrespoosico

or ctnPple- [XI Position established, evalnatios deferredecanned tion it view of proposed topleoontacion
date CIX] Positioc not yet established

rationale for those two sodifinotiono but points out that, as io
cther cases, docelop e.t of actual inplonntotion cill demonstratc
the oxtent cf co.plian-e with the intent of the Conolasion's recon-

C) Interagency group propose.d..oacucive branc.h adoption of tibi enn
=endatior for conpetitive doonstrati fon of didat yts s o
the banin that the reconnendatioc is "desirable, and should be
porsued by nariaus agcten ontore cousciously than is perhaps our-
rently the co.e" The group coecurred with the Conoissiun finding
'that the choice of a systen and the writing of its requireInots
af ten occur ton early in the RED process before neauninful eoplo-
ration of technical altcrnstivoo has taken pIan" (note a). It
observed that chanies sade by agencies to ue conpetitive systen
doonstra.iono will require isproccoents to the bodget-f-ding
process, ohieh depends on congrnssional action. Th. GSA staff
analysis ac.oopanying referral of tho r-coanendation to OPPP in
Jonoary 1975 noted the gonerol conoensun on this rocoasandatioc
and suggonted that isplo.ntcacioc he initiated.

The group clarifiod one part of this recossendatino to hbowthat lifectie ownership cost- could be only ace factor in choosing
preferred syntns. It expressed concern ovr agency ability to
ntinc to ftore oysen operating end sointe..anco coats etanon oftbenaivai 'hlty ofs cb f .data ...fron correct tout ac.ounting sYs

terns mae Conolsoino report indicates that it tonoct sealing
either precise prejectiono in this area or prior nyaceno' costaccounting dut bhut, rather coMparanice appeoninatio.n baned on

ctuol fiold data collected fro= developoo.t sd oporationol test
phones of candidate nystems

[I] Interagency group proposed executive branch adoption of this ol-
ternatia cooonpoptitive acquisition strategy. ronogniniog that

Ioopetitive donotranioo of syatno solutions is not alnays
feasible od that sulcibilioc dollar acquisition pregroos ofgreat urgoncy are sore effnctivoly .anagod by otrong contral-
ited program office. As GAO noted in its July 1971 report, the
group did not disnus. thb Coonissino criteria which seonrely
limits the 000 of this single-source acquisition stratogy tc
rare ecoeptio.s: thone progtrs of great trgency ned asivedphysica an ieci egnicud. GSA'. staff ana lysis, occo
ponying referral of io reconnendotioc to OiPP in January 1975
suggented that cgent-in, in developing their proposed inpleen-
tacion. include criteria for osing the noncnpetitive syscts
acquisition approach.
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMPLENENTINI ACTIONS ON COMIPSSION RECOMIMENDATIONS AS OF JANIUANY 1, 1975

E.enotive Branch Position in Process Recut ive Broohb Itplenventaitio
_____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _ Pos tion Est b in e Phase

Becamendatios Inter- (T-rget) Agncy/ Date (Target) Re.e.n-- ogisiti
(oAO prepared these short- agonty or indus- referred or dation If Arelicoble
tarn stateente of Coissios cash netoni try to accool sdnpted, Bili Sate
rec-eendati-on See indicated group date e-nt oPPP dote nodifiid. or intro-
pages of Cooniasion report for Ied of task doe or for or la- doted
fill tests) by group coder decstion rejected or

report ciet.e enacted

PART C--ACOUISITION OF hAJOR SYSTES: (contin.ed)

Syste- iplpeentationm
9. Witbeld agency and congre-- DOD Jan JS. (Soon

sioa c.o.I itnenta for fill 1974 1975 1975)
production pending oconfit-
raftion of need sod -15c
performance tent and mvama-
tin establish operational
test *ctivity separate iron
developer and user, define
scope of operational testing
ageocywide, *nd sterengthn
operational testing capabili-
ties (p. 166)

10. Ut cootractin gas nysten acqqi- DOD JSn J.n. (Juno
sltloc tool, net nanagoeocn 1974 1975 1975)
substitute; set goidelines to
penrit flexibility in applying
contracting regolations includ-
log one ef sinplified final
developnent and production con-
tr-cts and priced production
options ohen critical teat
nilmotonms hoco =iniied risk
(p. 171)
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Ph e GAO Coment. on .eRnp.neinone-s of E.ec.tine Branch Action.
Et...tive L e s e n d

Branch Action
Type (Target) Special Ianac-enct Attention Neaded

or ](P Pesitian fclly responsive (Pi Position partially renpensiveactoal LI) Position not yet eatsblithed [Nl Position nenresp.nsivecoapla- [XI Position established, evoloacion deferred
tion in view of propos.d iplenetati-adata tIX} Position not yet tstablished

(II Interagency gronp proposod executive branch adoption of this reco- -ndtion,noting thst the strongest oupport for adoption cos fro= DOD. DOD Pitoed ont
that the basin part of the recooseodatico--to eithhbld agency and c.ngreosionol
approval of fall production octil a newly developed syate- has been operationally
tested add the oeed r.c.nfirnod--is satinfied by coqoirenonts specified in DOD
Directiv- 5000.1 and 5000.3 the latter bring approved alnost si tl..neo.s ly withpublication of the Cconi-sioo report, and by section 506 of Public Law 92-156.
With renpect to enab~lis.hoent of independent operational test and ev-lnati_
Wntiticin in ea c.h gcy, BOD aid that the Army ad NBoy have conplied folly and
tbot, an a react of a recent decision, th Air Prore intonds to follo tlit.
Pcrtber dincusoion woo provided on correct effortn to strengthen tenting capabil-
ities, including additional funding, better test pIano, and itproved targets,
inosrrswentaticn, and data analysis

Croup conbors of two civilian agencion, howovoc, argned against individonl
parct of the roc-nendatin as not literally applying to their sitoation. ForeI-Ple., DOT aid ito conpocc..in dv cot have a large enogh opertion no warrat
each hain gI oepacae toot and evoluacice activity. GAO be liove tho Conisoicn
w anphbsioing tho need for an independent operationlI trot of a newly devel-
oped syntco rather thac ecea..r ily directing how each agoncy nhculd organize to

cconplinh chin objective. CAO sggented in iti July 1974 orport that Inorrpositivec rponne by civilioes agencies in po.sible if they fece. cc tho booty intentand principles icbodied in the ceconnndaticn (note a). The GSA ntaff .nalynin
prcvided tc OFPPi in January 1975 nuggesced that, in vie of the general enocutinebranch connensun to adopt the reco--nndatioc, the.next tep cc.ld be for agencies
tc dovelop and ocbnit responsive inplonectotio- plot.

It) Inctragency group proposod executive branch adoption of this roccanendotian (it
deleted throe insignificant ordn). It rocognized that the recons-ndatio. io
designed to Unb-rde- the adninis trtive and nacage-not procesnes a.noctoited with
ajdor sycnte ocqni-itino. and that, with ouch changes on conpetitive prtotyping,

new and ni-Plifiod contr-ct cl-awen could nininton contracting and adoinistrativeconplonition for bnth invercorc and nontractor officials It said the degreo of
nioplificatinn conld be gnvernnd by pnblic acconntability rntrictions, but reccg-niced that, if earlier nteps in the acqnisition process aro well done, siople-
final devolopcont ond prodnctino contractn Can eh developed and Ite n.ice Iovern-went controls ond detailed interaction with the conteactorn Cn be rodoced. With
respect to priced production optinon, the interagency group .aid the koy is pru-
dent use within an incrontcl acquisition ppr-och thot eophsiees.conpotitive
protntyping. The grup alleged that "ag..cios nre pccticing, whore pprcprtate,the policies advocated * *c*n" The GA0 Jnly 1974 report nted that thin conclu-
sinc coo not snppncted by Citing inpnl-enting dccucevto or oapleo of actual
potico .OFThe I tf onlos copaying rho refrrl of bthi rouinoda-tin tohOePin JGSA 19.75 ggted that the next tep cooId be for the
ageocien to develop responsive teplonontacion donconents and/cr onanplos of actual
practice.

'A nonhor of the intoragency grop advised GAO that if the groop had drnpped thecords 'in each agency conponent" fron the reinno-dotion, thin could have fnre-
stalled civil agency objections.
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tXECUrTtE BRANCd POSITIONS AND IMPLEHflfING ACTIONS ON COIMISSION RECGIENSATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

Executive Branch Position it .rocess Executive Bretnh tmplaeotatiot I
Pesition Esttblished Thse I

Reusesondetiso Itter- (Target) Ageocy/ Date (Target) Recosen- Legisiarion
(GAO prepared these short- agency or ids- referrd or datite If Aenlinable
form sttrnts of Ciesto trask actoal try to ecrtal adopted, Dill Dare
recnt datios. See indicated group date taene OFPP date medified, or Lnte -
Pages of C-lssion report fee led sf tash doe or fee or los dosed
full taet) by grouP under denisico rejerred or

report review enatted

PART C--ACQUISITION OF MAiOR SYSTEMS: (continued)

11. fify major ecquisition policy DOD Jan Jon (Joun
and monitoringa ag eecy d 1974 1974 1975)
cempotnet menagenet levels;
inregerae technlcal and busi-
ness canage-nt paltiy; essigs
progamo maenagers supn progreso
initiation; instituie coreer
progra to itser varited atd
enlarged personnel experience;
and Ieduce agency sod industry
monagewemi layering, raviene,
procedures, reporting, ad
paperwork (p. 178)

12. DeIegate technical and pro- DOD Jon Jo.. (Juno
Sra decision authority to 1974 1975 1975)
operating agency cooposeute,
escept for key agency head
decisions fnc program nerds
and goals and for approving
systeas for deonostrotion,
final development, and flll
production (p. 178)
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Phese GAO Comtents en Repe.ctenecs ftecotive Breech Actios
Executive L, e a e nd

Branch Auctecn
Type (Ttrget) Special Menaeomeot Attention Needed

or B)R Pe.itien fclly respounsie i P- Peatnion partiatly respencive
actcal C]) Pesititn not yet ectablithed (NRO Pnaitien noaapoesosnie
comple- CX) Positio ectablished, evaluatitn deferred
tion in view of peepeed implemencttion
date CIX] Position nat yet establiahad

[iX] Interagency grocp prcpeaed executive brncch adoption of chic recomendation, point-
ing out thet "several agencies have recognieed the need for unified politywoking andnocicoriog responsibilities for najur Systen acquisition. and have arganiead tuaccure
that bhstinecs and technical cansideraciona are applied in en totegrated fachton." The
groop said acquiiticon reviecccoucils aithiv DOT (TSARC) and DOD (DDARC) "offer each ameans." The group vatuncearad ica optnion chat the agenctie have impltmanted the snb-
stance of the reconaeodatiun to the entent practical and advantage.oc to do so. It
said additiocat naogeneat encittec oit not neceanarily improve the c gnagoent system.
While agency top n nagenent revtecouncila do meeta fee tina- during the life of a
pragrac, GAO hetievaa that thi Cotcix.ian rec__cendation catla far norm day-co-day
interuction and itogracion of technical and buainess manageent sapects of agency
head and component sypte poticy and monituriag functions The tasisaton report seams
clter that feser T. aseneat entities ere envisituned, not cre (Bee vol. 2, Port C
pp. 172-176). The Connisaton acknow9edged the existence at the various acquisicias
renew counctils when muking its reco- sendation Itsconcern an that those reviee
councits stilt trove in place the sep rectin uf apsY n technicl and hstinee policyfoctnaaddciitneigwicturprptaeeaa et tayering, staff
r .e.es, coordinating points, and paperwork doen through an lcaense argantisactnal
structure. The inctragency gronp report sees to interpret the retamendettan in
such ananner us to maitatin the status quo The GSA staff anatysis etunapunying
referrat of thit reconaendcitn to OcPP in Inousry 1975 suggesced that in "devel-
oping inpie.enting actions the agencies should examine their enisting structures eth
a viea tonarda the Cneetisscnn' a intent of mioumiatog managemot layering und the
possible unifying of cechnical and businets policy and annitoring activities at agency
and copone__ heodquurters ..I .,- "

[Is] Inctragency group proposed executine brench adoption of this reco-sendation fur a-'n-
head decisioc- 00 four key turning potiot in one acquisiton progrann--upprcniog 'I)
nission need and acquisition goals, (2) a1tceratine aytes for cnpetitive d-oo-s.-
tien, (3) preferred system for final deveiopment, and (A) full production releae.
Bunever, it sdded that "the several age.ciJs (represented on the interagency group) have
dheteoped and implemented policieo and procedures designed to acconpish the hbjectives
of the _ecnsendatino". The grup retognized that the productio decision is not
applicable to tone Au and DOT componenta

The Cecnission notched the hey decisions in ita reco--ended nystem tcquiaitionfroneanri against the kiy decisiona currnctly in uae hy -one agencies and found sitar-
ities in the buck-end of the procene and auhstantial differences in the front-end of
the process ( see Part C, p. 142) er e-ample, under the delegation autheriaed in Do

hirecti-e D000 1 (note a), new programs do tot have to he exposed to the agency head untit
long efter their need has hero estahlished and seversl years effort expended by the agencycomponent toward ene technelegical soltina. The effect is to (I) tin *eesy head
and congres ional visibility on decisions that start tew progr c- and esplare tnerna-
tives and (2) restrict private enterprise competition to the denign details and cost of
one given agency sotutino. (See elsa oote a under dicascaton of remennendatios C-7.)
The tomnisnion cant to great iengths to p.int nut that the earlier deciaion points,
aCtheugh tnvolving notlyninor enpendituren, err fundm-ental to agenty head/congrass ted
control, as aet aa to the rational evolution of njor progrons. As recommendation i-t1
provides the key decisiona for the overall aAsye-s acquisition fraaeuorh, and as three
deciaions are emuodied in ether Pert C rec- audations atready accepted by the inter-
agency group, GAO believea that hmplonentetion of C-12 should receive the highest con-
sideration The GSA staff anatyais accompanying ceferral of this recatastdation to
OPP in January 1975 noted the absence of docamentatien supporting the gronpa claim of
inptaentacion. It auggeated that agencies he asked to develop responsive npitetsnting
actions and/or unotoples of actual proctice.

A s recently aplified by Depertmoet of Defense Instruotitn 5000.2,
dated January 21, 1975
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EXECUtIVE BRANCN POSITIONS AND IMnPLMENTING ACTIONS ON WCIEBSSION RECOMIENDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1. 1975

Executive Branch Position in Procena Executive Branch troplementatiun
_____ ____ _____ ____ _____ ____ _ po it o E t b i h d Ph as

Reccneedation Inter- (T-rget) Ageocy/ Dute (Tr-gt) fecrmu- Legislation

(GAo prepar d these shat- *agency cr indun- referred or datian If A Dtlinabie

forn steotnte ef Cimsuiut tlsk actual try to actual adopted, Bill Bate

recoendations. See iodiratfd group date teonts OFPP date m-dified, ur itro-

pages of C-isiou repom for led of task due er for or" le duced

ftol tents) by group undrr decision rejected or

report renies enacted

PART D--ACQUIBITION OF COMIERCIAL
PRODUCTS:

C--rilol products marbeplace;
1. Improve coilection and dis- CSA DBar

seminatioc of c.osdity end 1973

uiencY procuermeot stettti-u
for roogreions oai eoecutier
braoch, and iuduntryre edn
(p. S)

C-c-urclai producct renoirrntu
2. Provide means for users to

coemunirutre tent of auti-
foction ith centruli.ed
nupply nupport syst In order
to evaiuoie Ito effoctivene.n
(p. 17)

May Adoptrd PL. Aug.
1974 93- 1974

400

May Adopted
1974

CSA Apr
1974
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Binplsmontotioo GAO C-omeon on Respoosinen-ss of Executive Brooh Actions

Execnti-e L e cod
Brooch Action
Type (Torget) Sootol Maosooment Attonlion Needed

or )R) Position folly responsive ErR] Poninion partially renponsivo
actosl LI] Position not yet established (NIJ Position oonrospo-siee
ooenplo- [7)X Position estoblished, enolootion deferred
tion to view of proposed Implmnentotion
dote (IX] Position not yen eshablished

0MC (Apr. (10 A stsodiog inceragency "FedeIral Pro.orenent DBn t ys-ee Coosintee" is corking on the
1976) isplenootion of this ro-omeodotion. The vomintee is choired by o nobher of the GSA

no Bffivo of Procorenent eanogement as enecutive agent otr the OFPP Adioistrtor. The
(Apr ofP Ant mode this ikpleseenstiioo functional responsibility of the Admiciotrator by

1977) requiring eon.blish -et of a sysY, to collect, develop. sod dissinstee oectioeo g.cy
proca.menI dots thee satisfies the needs of the Congres,. the oxecatine brooch, ond the
privace sector. The ocsncitteo's chorter staces then the comosittoc is to essist the
evocative brna.. in designing ond reco- -nndiog*ceotrssioed systom thot n ill bh fficient
end econominol, Os well 5s responsive to these coeds, with a copobility of merging ond
retrieving dens from varioas Gonornocoto gccics. The cmnuitter is also responsible far
coordinating, testing, end ove-s..ing implenootetino of the systom sod for detersining
annalily the dtc olMentn no he collected by the agennien in the enn-ing fiscal year

As authorized in the aharcor, tho nanmitoo established too scanding sabhtnoittoes
to perform specific tosbs in dnelopoee.t of the syntom--Bystes Benign sod Bone Processing
mc Byscom Benign g boconmitiee is responsible for designing th nystM, which inclades
proposing the kindo of procuremenc transactions to be included and oncladed from the
systom, dots olemento to be reported, meat. for reporting ond for .geony implemeetaiio,
ond a syste tar overview sod accost review of dots elments. Tho Dits Processing

ahaonittee is responsible for the est-bli-htent sod operation of the centr-l detc
repository cod pracessitg fonction, chinh inclades proposino m-ean and insnractions tar
agency reporting of date to the -cposit.o-y

Babtomsitico tcok orders cell for sobhisnion of monthly tituns end pragress rports
to the committee tho inan. The target date for om.pletion of the system design is
presettly April 1, 1975. The operational target date for the entire syot- is octaher B

,1975, with * m-aicbo delsy dote of Btnohbr 1,. 1976, sod n initial dais natpat 6 moatbo
after the systom becomes operational. oth GAB and the -omitnec rngoice that two
nejar prablems will be en-oantered in designing and estIblishiog a systom rrsponsive to
prancteaeon dens nerds of the Ganeroment end the private sec or The first is coking
the systen nompetible with other egenny systes, particolorly BOB's shich acounts for
more than 75 percent of the ionetoment'c procarement dollar-. Tbe second is making the
systeh flexible enoagh no etnomone the many fntnr legislative chonges sntoipated in
the procuroment sre.

FMC DBo [RI In Bonomber 1974, the GSA Offi- If Feder-l M.s.egoent Polity iossed a irooler
1974 (EC 74-10) to sIB excuative deprtnments and ageoaies opeaifying policies ond procedares

to ho established no insaro uner satisfaction with sopply sapport systems Tho circalar
roquires the head of each agency operating one at more supply support systoo to establish
procedares fey periodic reviews of oxistiog methods of expressing sod produact user 's
satisfaction with tho sysntm(s). I impants are contented consideration is to hr
giveo to (I) est-blishing sopply liaison progr-es isnlodiog the ass of pablicotions to
assist theaters, (2) Ioardinaning proposed pronedaros with ond prodoct osers before
implomoonstion, and (3) condunting meetings and oomioros with osers no obtain direct
feedbock rIg rding the syntm. Einh agenty is to odniso GSA within 180 days on steps
token ta implement the cirmotor. iffectiae imptemenit ion of this ereoadmentinn wilt
depend, in part, no the extent to chinh stops taken by individool ogenvcis are reaiewed,
en-looted, and mo-itnred by GSA as encatibe ggent for YPPP.
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EXECUTIVE BBANCH POSITIONS AND V(PLDIENTING ACTIONS ON CMESSION RECOMO4ENDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

Executive Branch Position in Process Unecuilce Branch Ipplmnentation
_Position Utabliohed Phone

Rest-nucdetion Intor- (Target) Agency/ DBte (Target) Reco.-e- Legislation
(GAO preared those shorn- agency or indos- refrre or dation If AiPlinable
fee. sitoneuts of C-issiun teck actual try to actual adopted, Bill Date
reeedatoes. BSe in-dicated group date ceccs onr date modified, or intro-
pages of Ccoissian report far led of taIh due o far or Ian dated
full tents) by group coder decision rejected or

report review enacted

PART D--ACQUISITBON OF COIM(RCIAL
PRODUCTS (continued)

3. eecalcute oercal-cyye GSA Sept. eh. Iodifled
product specifitat ion avery 1973 1974
5 years, limit .ne Federal
specifications for - -ocial-
type products to those speci-
finally Jus.ifiahle, and use
purchase description if
Federal specifications ore
ucaejlahle (p. I8)

4. Ansign policy respocsibility GSA Dflt DSc. Adopted
to OFPP for deceloping and 1973 1974
coordinating Fedoral npecifi-
caction (p. IN)

Acnuiottioi of -co-ercial products:
5. Encourage use uf headnurocrt GSA D.c. Hay Adopted

procuroeoc ocaff to treic field 1973 1974
prucuronect persouccol uc the joh
in i nplonenticg techciques and
ecd identifying icnocations
celated to their noeds (p. 30)
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implaneiation GAO Canata on Responsineness of Efonution Branch ActionsPh..
E..c. i-e L e n e n d

Branch Actioc
Type (Target) Sipoiol Mano...ect Atceotioc Needed

Or [Ri Ponicioc fully reoponsice (p- ] Positioc parcially respocsico
ancool [I] Position non ynt established [NRi ?osition nenreopocoice
Compin- CX) l'osisioc escablished, enaluation deferred

nion in niew of ~~~~~~~propoun.d implnoetaiou
date [IX] Peiciton not yeit otubiifhod

FMC (Mar. II Executine brncuh position and plonned implementotion action broadens the scopo of the
1975) renonndatioo by (i) changing "FediraF specifinai.ons" in "porchasn spocificationo" so

as to inciude Fednr-l, nllitary, and oIl oiher specificatiens dnveloped by Federal
agenc~ies ad ()dnigspeciic eeecnn h o fprhs dorpti.. in tbe
absencet fna yd l s -eific tiins, Ias being -riterla of onry limiied scope and
aiready coopreheoded iuhic thne prop.osd .e.nig of "porchase spycifications." Implmmen
ttion s to he accomplisbed through isuning an FMC instead of the FFn0 thai wan initially
proposed. The change no doioed by OFPP ohich, under D-4 below, asoame naooernent-
wide policy responibility fur developing and coordinating all Fyderal apecification.
The FMC is bhing yroccooed by GSA's Offico of Property Managemeoc which in drafting ihe
circuulr, in giving nonoidnrauion in ChO' snceunec to ice July 1974 report cuocring
the need for definiticns of "purcbase criteria" "puroboae description", and "punchso
apecificotion", as eel)* anaore detuiled ireanorot of spetifiactionrequirements for
packing, packaging, and naring. Issuance of she circular is 9argesed for March 1975

See oooemes (RI Tusk group adopted the reoe-endatioenexept for nubaiftujiun of "punchase apecificatio.s"
for "Fyderol opcnifitctions" OD's official nine differed with that of the task group
DD proposed chat policy reoponsihility for iitnary specifications he resumed in 00
and only that reloting ti Fedetal specifinationo for tcr-ertiai products be centraized,

pcjefterohlyPP in engtherti-oninted aciiticy th oPy, although tl would nutand crntralieotiun of opecifincaion polity development and coordination tesponnibility,
preferably tn OPP. Io June 1974, an the adice of the interagency policy group, GSA
referred the recon-enda-ion to OMB (before oypp established) no resotoe the conflicting
nines In DPetPohe 0974 Oyyy informally decided to adops the task group's recoosenda-
icon an the executine branch position. lmploentnuiou will be aIomoplished through
coordinosed teguaonery amendnenis, the FMc, or ether .. dia, os appropriate. GSA adoisad

thna ppropiat noic announing acocat- of this recanedation ts to he pub-
lished in the Federal Register

FMC Aug. tR] FMC 74-6, issued in Angust 1974, nakes the heads of agencino eith decentralized procure-
0974 mont activisieo responoible for establiuhing and furnishing to GSA, within RiO days from

the date of the -itnulor, a continuing program aimed at remoning inpedimnots no improved
eprsoa ffentiones ofteea iiin h efecineipaetaioh

roerdtiona ot deynd in p th e tuent in which the individual programs to
be nubmitted by the agencies early in 1975 are re-i..ed, oaluoted, and nonitored by GSA
0s agent for yFPP
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EXECUTIVE BRANC'd POSITIONS AND IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS ON COIMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

RecOtasedatiot
(GAO propared these short-
fo=s sthteietrs of toCoissio
recseendacion. See Indicated
page- of Comisslee report for
foil tests)

oe .toive Broech Position in Process

Inter- (T-rget) Ageocy/ DSte
agetoy or inds- referred
task cctool try to

group dato cetts OFPP
led of task doe or for

by group order derision
report revIev

P se ntine tBranch toplsisettsts
Poicine iscoblished Phase
(T-rget) Recoen- Legialacioc

or datios If Aerlicable
acotsl adopted, Sill Date
dste modified, or istro-

or isv dnoed
rejected or

enas ted

PAT D--ACOUISITION OF CCMMERCIAL
PRODUCTS: (costitned)

6. Athorie OmPP by stotote to
establish, on a total economic
tost basis, polities and stand-
ards for (I) procoring, stor-ig,
and diltcibotitg comercial
prodnots, (2) direct IocaI
soorce bnya hbet cons latest
oith cectrali.ed proonr-eet
reqnir--eecn, (3) ind-strial
fonding, when pr-atical, of
interge.cy.. cesrc-i prodnct
sopport anilnlces, and (4)
cocti nose ensl.ation of
agency proc"r.eot and
distribtion systems (p. 32)

GSA June
1974

Nov. (Iune
1974 19 75)
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apleenatntion GAO C-ente on Responsiveness of Resentine Branch Action
Phase

o.ec.ti-e L eaned
Breteh Antico
Tppe (Targen) eeiliaamecAcetton1 Nee.lde

oype (Trg-t) ER) Position folly responci. e EPRI Position parntilly etspntoF-

ecttnol El] Position not yet established ERR] Position nonreaponsice
conpie- EX] Position eathble`hed, eva-Iation deferred
ticn is nie- of proposed . ipleenedatct
dote ElX) Position ont yet established

EIX) lt.er gency task groap consisted of three cojor agennies operating interagency soppect
actiniies-- DO, GSA, and VA. GSA and VA, as did nonsenene of efficisi egoncy otfets
receIced an cash group report, sopporitd adoption of the reco. eedation

fovener, WD did net cantor eith the iplementation proposed hy GSA and VA, WD
anserced that it agreed etch the intent of the recseo docioc. interpretina it to eeoc
the achicsoent of areanec scanoey in the procurint, storage, end ditrtibotioc of

ceserrial predats-. Out, WD0 in effect yes rejecting ice adaption by strongly opposing

la1na acig inat-ll-tions to bhy directlp fre ria sourtes at levrd tot econt
nests, WDlcantesded thee ind-stniol funding isacosfcly and unsaciefaceary acounting
mehatd fee DSA items. BWO, asa*prinnipal GSA custamer, also opposed I tense by GSA,
reluctantly agreeing to sach ass only if eddicitnal taste asessed, ouch en storage and
distribaties, come oet of GSA appropriations, and DDD vets grantsd fall freedoe to ass
alnernane sources of supply vhen th-y c-re deteemined to he sore economical, efficient,
and ffecice. SOS further conneodod then there yes no feasible or practical cay to
establish local porch oe standards -hich .ould be applied oqoally to WDO and cinilio
agency tiiti ese of et oiq mi on reqoirects The tOD supply ystem
is ecencrltee.d cysts oriented en ciiitory support under aneg-y as cell as Peact-
conditions aed is responsico to each requirements as onhilisonios planning and military
readiness. SD also heliesed chat Pstablis"sent ci locol parchass scoodards vould
increase ins cost of copply support by cr--tig so acerlap of supply berceno local ond
centreS hoyleg ecitninies.

-GSA bolint s the thtrst of the rec-tmedati-e ceeld be achiened by DSA through sec
men therthen idus trial tending, each astesec. anl.cnaccs hase

At a meeting of the icteragency policy group to Macember 1974, Wo reiterated its
opposition to the impiemeaconioc of D-i as proposed hy GSA and VA. St agin contended
that ose of industrial funding in WDS is lapracitecl hocoase it applies peacetcee tech-
Anques to ca t hie need- of defense. As the diifeeene-s beceen GSA and toll could m
he resolved, the rec-aiendocioc yes suheeqoencly referred to OfAPP for decsion.

In June 1974, GSA submitted an enabling egislatine penposai to 0HB to ieplement
the indostri-l fanding aspects Dth respea na G9A. OFPP officials advised GAO that
thenchti ciii take time. Inaec A tber 1974 report (PSA-71-32) --Ma caent of ederal

bermi lercice Procureme-nt Praromrs Can Be Imepron-d--GAO advised the Congress that *t
fanerod enoctemec of this -lgiolecias and than timely passage viii pronide GSA cith the
incentinA to retain centralisod prancueemen of items th-t viii result in savings to the
Gacerement and elitcan-e ceenrateeid procuremote of items elnich agencies canprce
mere econoicaily from cacencial distribution syst ' Is cansoance with the
Cfeisnian's deteeminonines, GAO forth-er teceended that the GSA Abinistrstor
"develop nest data or pricing systems that viii petmet enaloation of total enonamic coats
no the Goteroeet of supplyn g item ,hrAugh GSA c thocs for compariso etch dire

ceI triipoo rsetlbygnis"l'A oe Por data is easesiat tomai

infonmod prnourm eet decst oos,
The target date faoran canto-tine branch posfit-o. s lone 1975. eause of the

ceneprual icnerredItionsbip of S-6 and D-7, GAS believes that it's cass on 0-7 hsloc*
en ebich as enoco tine branch position has hoes estahitheod, shoold be considered by OPPP,
as eost ci them hone eqa-l applicability to 0-6, Pather, in making its decision, GAO
belienos 0YPP shold inqcie shether too's position acidieacec odesdire to netther disntese
DSA costs poblioly nor compete with emesrcial distribatian systems.
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS ON C~OMMNNON RECOMMENDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

E.ecotive Branch Position in Process Executive Branch Ieplenentatinn
______ _____ _____ ______ _____ __ Po it o E t bli he Phone

Reronenda-ion Inter- (Target) Ageccy/ Date (Target) ERc-e- Lgsai
(GAO prep-rod these short- ogecy or Mdc- referred or dation If Applichble
Euor atat-ents of Cctsaton task actual try to actual adopted, Bitt DBte
re-sanendtiona. Bee Enditcted group dote ro ents OFPP dote endified, or intro-
pages of Comisaice report foo Bed of teck due or for or 1o doed
full tents) by group under deoiaion rejected or

report ceviro enacted

PART DB-ACQUISITION OF COMMERCIAL
PRODUCTS: (continued)

7. Require that cocaidcrcioo he DOD Do. Hay Modified
gicen to direct proonronect 1973 1974
of S.N-nede coesecil pro-
ducts iron sources available
to oversees activities nonn
such sources are cost-effective
(p. 30)
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L ptemeniatioc GAD Co-nects on RBepotsl.nn..s of Executive Branch Actions
Phase
..ecutive L e 0 e n d

Branch Action
Type (T-rget) SePoi-l Man.ge.ont Attention needed

Or [R) Position fully responnine [RI Positioc partially responsive
actosl Li] Position not yet establishod [NB) Position n-tresponsine
eccp ie- DO Position esrahiished, evatooion deferrd

tion in view of proposed implementctiot
date aEB Positiom not yet established

None contemplated oiP)Teck grocp proposed adoption of the re--ceodation rith the modification that
procurements he limited to items designated for decen.t-lised man-gement

in the supply system It ass the viru of the tusk group that (I) the present
natioali supply system irgely natisfies the thrust of the roomendetiot end (2)
limiting procurement actions to decentrelised item proserved the integrity of an
effective and econoal system respocsive to wartime as otl as peacetime logistic
demands. As announced in the Federat Register, the e.ecutive brooch adopred the
task group's position sod, as it is considered to be alre-dy s part of the sopply/
procurement regulations aud operating practice, no implementing oction was beiieved
recessasty.

BAO believes rho enecutive branch action sonresponsie hocause:
(B) Limiting the retoeendation to decentralised management items ens only

a continuation of exiscing operating proctice, so the executine branch
mac actually rejecting the recnmsrndattcn rather that accepting it it
nodifiod Boom, and the announcement in the Federal Reginter should have
so stated wit appropriate justification

(2) The cu-called codification in effect rejected consideration of cost-
eftectiveness and the potential for improving logictico support of
acticitis uperatingoverteas, buth of which aerm inherent in the Co-

issiont conclusions that:

"Purchase of U.N -made concercl products by overseas activities from
tB. fiems orsbsidisies with ovesea distihtibIon system provide
U. potetia r sab vi ng ot .hipen t of thse items by the U.N.
Goveroment from the oitted States."

"Indefinite delivery contracts can be used to simplify procurement of
1.1,-made products from overseas sources-"

"Overs taties should u t hr retquird to order noterial iron the
cite N ae ihu osierto fa entvsthat may heb or

toest-effective,"

(3) D-7 and B-h are cooceptually interrelated, ic that D-6 raIls for the
esnablishment of Bovetoment-wide procurement policies sod standards on
a total economic cost basis, so the enecutine branch oat premature it
foemulating a position an nubsidiery renaterdatin D-7, that ems agree-
able to DOD betfore establishing an executine branch position on pri.ary
rocunsendation D-6.

CAO believes OMPr shnuld reconider B-t ronsisrent such its ultinata action or
D-6 In this respect, a comber of questions arisn that merit attention

(a) Do nor tcntercisl distribution systems end inventories represent a
national asset shich can be relied upon through contractual arrangemects
or mobtie-d in demergenoy, when tecessary, to fulfill our defence needs

r CO sily than it we snothed sod distributed such r dily availl-
able cosena items In a iovrcoet cen trlised supply system?

(b) Should the central supply system be limited to spare parts, -rdnssce,
cud otboritem..toe_ cy o uport .esPou systems and militaryueo
ntio, thrt ate not readtly avaipble in to=setctil distribution systems
end that would, therefore, be costly and time cons-m-iug to reprodoce?
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UXETIIOVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMPLEIMNTINC ACTIONS ON COMISSION RRCOM4ENDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1. 1975

E e...ti- Branch Position is Process E.e..tive Br-asb Soplieetctios
______ ______ ______ ______ ______ P osition tseahltshcd P ha e

gecsogendation Ite- (Tatrge) Agency/ DSte (Target) Re n-- Logislatios
(GA0 Preae these short- egeony or ien-rferd r datios If Appliteshle
fenn sta-stoet of Cissios tesk acetul ey to aetoal adopted Bill RoDe
re-e-datios. See iedinated group dote cnts OFPP date odified, to
pages of Cission report foe led of tsk doe or for o ls doeed
fill tents) by groop under decision ejeted r

report revise enactsd

PART D--ACQUISITION OF COMMERCIAL
PRORUCTS: (contin-ed)

g. Authorite primary grante:s GSA M-r May Rejected
the option to one Pedeesl 1974 1974
soornes of supply to sopport
more than 60-percent foderally
financed peoge s, provided
irev.n est is folly re-ibsrned
for ench ne. (with dissent)
(p. 39)

9. Require grantor agency en GSA Mar. May Rejected
havo procedurso for insucieg 1974 1974
appropriate nee of Feder-l
sopp~les aed c=puting total
costs for Gonermoent rein-
bhro-oent (with dissent)
(p. 39)

10R Assigs OFPP to onitor ip- GSA M. M Rjtd
nentctno of recninendations 1974 1974
D-R ad D-9 (p. 39)
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=mpletsentotion GAO Coent- on Rsoponsioone.s of E.ecutivo Branch Actions
Pho-s

Boecutine L e R e D d
Brooch Action
Type (Torget) Beciol H-noosent Attention BNeded

or D(1 Pcsition fully responsino rylo Position porctilly rssponai-e
ecatul [D) Position nut yet establiohed Qpl Position eanresponatio

cowupie- WDO Position o.tsblished, -anluaticn dsferrsd
non in~~~~~~~~~~L iew of proposed implessnation

d ons CO position not yet . tabliahrd

(c) Is BA's position on B-? conisisntn with the nie- of the militory
services, including field-leivl support octititi-s responsible for m.io-
teining the necessery mission support reodin.rs posture?

(d) Boos acentrtlized supply sysnes for readily anatishle comerciel products,
ond the stondardication thet it entfilo rosult in use of specifications
that preclude buying tho Itiest .vilbhie products., discourae industry
inovation, restrain copotiniou, cause the fonermoent to huy inoecese
of minIou ceed in order ta satiofy oil users and, as pointed out in the
Conisstou report, result in suhstnntaia obsolescence ond unused inventory
( no te a) ?

(e) Canucsutviibility fur mahiug decisions no elternatine methods of support
he achieued by interegoncy support actinities without a full cost-
recovery system?

(f) shouldn't even gre-ter latitude he alowed to egnc op ..era ting ..er..e.
no procure locally dus to -raeontion cate and delneyt1 s

(g) Be the concept of mandatory use of centrally stocked itmns hy oil uners
without rogerd for coat-effectiveness and reapucei.eneat nolid for
caenerciaiip availahle mtess?

[B) Late in 1972 the executine bhrnch terminated grantoc use of Federal sources of supply
due to widespread cbjections by nal business concerns. As publicited in the Federai
igister of clay l.19Th the .e..cutiu bronch reetdrnnnnain - B-,n
BDlB hec it h oioed that neinhe the Csissjion, uhich woe dinided an the recc-endo-

tions nor the task group introduced new e-idence to justify reineteting the use of
Fedcei sources of aupply by grantees. bth the Bouse and Senere bills innvlved in the
enoconent of Public Lew 93-400 to osteblish IFPP, were modified to accmodete niows af
una11 buainess agetust Jining yFpP euthority to authorize the use of Federal sources of
supply hy gratees. In reporting on the Is-, the Conre-s- specified that nothiog in the
I-v wet to be construed as gining OFpp any such euthority.

Do See D-5 co-sents .

[O Slee D-8 co-.ents

eAttention is direrted to a 1975 GAO report (LBC-74-430) suggesntig that the Cuug..es
question DOD sbout the rationale for continued adherence to rigid food specificftions
ioaoouch as the inability of BIB's central food purch-aing agency to depart quickly iro
such specifioations rosuited not only In higher casts hut also in a Bach of respoosliencs,
to solicitatione for bids and, quite frequently, in shrtges of required food items.
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH POSMITONS AND INPMFLEB7Nn AcTIoNs ON CO.SSION EiRIENDATIONS AS OP JANUARY 1, 1975

Executive Branch Pueiticn in P-ceess Executive Branch 11peenteEicc
_____ _____ ____ _____ _____ ____ Pcslicc E tabl shed Phass

Reeconendanicn Icter- (Target) Agecey/ Date (Target) REe-en Pe;ue
(GAO prepared these abert- agency or imdc- referred or dati.n If Aenlitabhi
fern ataten..t. cf Cciaeien teck actual try tc actual edepted, gill atereetmtendnicne lee indcted grep date nenis OFF? dane etdpified, r intec
pagee of C :i.s,.S report fur led ci task due en fee er law dor edfull benna) hy group under decieitu rejected or

expert reviecaeace

PART D--ACQUISITION OF fIMERCSAL
PRODUCS: (centinued)

Upecial peeduenesead sereices:|
11 Reevaluate ADPE aseuisitiln CSA June July Adaptedpr.cedure. in light of teR 1974 1974

enacnoic c..t (p. 46)

12. Require CSA t establish CSA De. X (June
ADPE prucurment delegutiec 1973 1975)
policy tn prcte effectice
preplanning cf agency re-
ouirenenat and optinue
of macpe-er (p. 48)
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VPmloontatito GAO Co-eots on Responsiveness of Emenutivo Branch Actions
Phase

Emecotice L e A e o d
Brooth Actioo
Type (Torget) ac2tel Men%. esent Attention Needed

or iR3 Position folly rosponsivo (pi) Position portistly resynnetno
untual ft( Ponitironpon yet -srebliuhed tNR] Position nonrenponeive
tomple- ItX Position ost-blished, ec-lution deferred
tion in view of proposed mpioeotution
date tlXJ Position not ynt osthblithed

See cents (RI At an icteragoc.y policy group meeting in July 1974, the Coomission rerot endutiun no
usc the total e-o-ni root ..nceyr in ADPE acquisitions was ... eptrd as the enecutics
hranch position. lmaplomeotn-in is co he perfosmed us n entenaion of a current
contractual APP anquisitio strategy study heing made hy GSA's ADP M-nogemsnt Dinistio.
Upon ormpletioc of the study, targeted for Js-uary 1975. imyloentatton Wor on P-lI
will begin. Completion f the required APPE acquisition procedures reevaluation is
es timatted to take 6 mn.thn to I yur. A torget completion data ftr impl eentetion has
net beenestahlished.

tlX) Tank group unanimously adopted C .soi.ino. recos.iendation and developed a proposed
revision to existing Federal Property Manag.ment rgulucion (PPMI) for automated
datu noleconw-ucioattocs nystcma (ADTS) plans asadevice to expedite iJpl.moniation
The viens of 19 nf the 21 agencies solicited ogreed sith the tush group positio.

The PRIR revinien was officially puhblihed in the Federul legister in May 1974
en RPM1 101-32.15 The revision requires agencies to nuhbit annually, to CIA, major
AlP system requiromecs plans fnr each of S surreedicg fiscal years. A msjor syntm
is defined as including one for nhich total planned exyenditure in any fiscal year
for hardoare, software * personnel enisied in syntom develcpmrnt, and related items
enterds 51 million. The rents-ion na- intended to apply only to future planning to
enahbl CSA to determine potential requiroments or multiuocr romputern orroomucicution
facilities and to allow advance notification of procuroments that GSA will ussome and
nhnn it nill decaetaocis ,nte yiRp revinino Is under conid-rtion nhat
nould rcqutr 14SA, within 30 days after reneipt o 9fanagecy'is dlTS pan, to nitify the
agenty conrerning preruromects scheduled for RFP rele-se in the upooming finc.l year

Ac a meeting of the itoeragenry policy group in Octoher 1974, the 01 reyrreentarice
oontended that the May 1974 FPMP revision--Future Plans for ADP and Telrcomnunicions
tyotoms--nan not renponsine to the intent of D-12 and hud not implemented it DOD's
position wan that the FPPR did not provide a realisti dollar threshold for delega
tionsn under shith ageoc tea night procure AlP requirements without prior CIA opprovul.
The CIA Office of yederul Manugoment yolicy took the not tar onder advisoment for
further review and disousnion with ice APP fonogoment and Automated Puts Telecomnuni-
nations lyntoms Pivisions.

In Decomhbr the ADP M.n.gomect Division reported that OMl ond CSA financial end
narratine planting reportitg r.quirementn are presently under revtea in an effort to
eliminate duplioation and to improve the utility of the report for ADP planning. The
recta,. includes rho reportting requiroments under FPMlo 101-32.15. UItil the review in
completed the Managomrnc Division helieves it is premature to conclude that D-12 hon
heen imylomonced hy the SFPMR, store thcre may evolve from the review a consolidated
financial -nd narratine reporting syscom that will reduce the agency reporting burden
and hetter implement D-12 ohjectivesJ

Etaculinshuent of an enecutint hranch positton in turgeted for Juno 1975.
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EXECDI7VE BRANCHI POSITIONS AND 7MPLERMENT7CO ACTIONS ON COMNS{SION RECO5ENDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

Etecu.tie Branch Position in Process E.ecutive Branch Isplesentatioc
Position ateablished Phuac

Reccinendation Inter- (Target) Agency/ Date (Tsrget) Recren- Lstlslatitn
(GAO prepar-d thene sbort- agency cc indus- referred or daticn If Aelic.able
foact steneets of Coesisstin tack octual try to actual adopted, Bill Dfat
rauozcucndatio.- See indicated group date creuts OFPP date nudified, or intro-
pages af Coission repcrt fcr led of tack due ar for or lav duced
full tents) by group under decIsion rejected or

repott re.iec enacted

PAST D--ACDSIUTISO OF COMMERCIAL
PRODUCTS: (c.ntinoed)

13. Renise fueding policIes fur CSA Det
nulttyar leasIng to peenit 1973
ADPE procure-ent one cast-
effectine bhste In addition
to use of ADPE fuod (p. 48)

14. DBeelp standard becc.l-rks GSA MNr
to he used It evaluating 1974
ADPE proposals (p. 51)

Sept. Modified S. 2785 Dec.
1974 1973

May
1974

Sept.
1973

15. Cocrorr ADPE late-proposal GSA Ott,
cicone cith other procure- 1973
scent practices (p. 51)

Adopted

Adapted
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Implemontetion GAO Caents on Responaivo.esa of H..cutine Branch Actions
Phaso
..o.uti T o R no

Type (Targot) eial Siananomeot Atteotion Needed
or tR3 Positona folly responaist tPF3 Postiopn partiallst ply on oiv

acticl El] Position not yet estsbliohed (t] Position -oorosponelve
Cooplo- [X] Position osntblishd, ev-loati-o deferrod

tiom in vies of proposed impleentation
dare EIY Position not yet established

ER] Task Sroup's osjority position and consensus of aclicitod agency cilow favored adoption
of the C nssion recn endatin. fowover* GSA vould not accept this position on the
ground that it was inconsistent with the concept of a single o-o-ger of fovernront
ADP oquipoent as well .s the oppeopfiato use of the ADPd food. GSA bolines that
ADPR procuroments by any agency should beho finaed only ftrn ths At? fond and th t
implomntotico of the re-oooda tic con best ho och ised through: ecaonet of S. 2785.
This bill ould outhorias GSA to rotor into fin-ter, multiyea lese throgh the
ush of ASP fond w thout obigating the full flunt of the oultiv.ar uontroct at the
outset. In July 1974, at the s.ggestion of the intarogoncy policy genup, the COn-
flicting positions of GSA sod the agoneis veto roferred to OaM3 (before oPP est.blished)
for evaluation and denision. OM3 decided agiot the majority cod officially dupted
GSA's poition, with implensstion throngh the en-attent of 5.2785. This bill was
passed by the Se.ato in geptotbor 1974 snd sent to lhb Hoose, but insufficient time
the fitet i ; th 93d Congres fog s tion. GSA 1971 legisltive progr for
te frst session of th 4hCnrs nias htrsbion of an icpenetn

legislatlee proposl is planed.

leo (2-5 EX] E.ecutive brocu. considers that the throst of this reco-endstinn hba been adopted sod
c encs years) iploeotatioc begon in vies of too ongoing bhs.cbmrh feasibility studies presently

being made by lDO and the NBS Institute for Computer Iceunce sod Technulugy (NBS/ICST).
The enocutive branch position has been made knooc to NBS/ICST and published in the
tudei, vhictgs v. Pul iplesttio.n wil1 be -ctigeot on the resnlts of these
studios, which will tae non eanboanod 2 to I your tocmltbsd on torrent re-
sources. A time frme of from 2 to 5 yors- to complete these studies see to reflect
on nncesshnably Io priority ass.igomnt to the task. GAO believe the ese.ut.ie
brooch should iprove co its target cooplotiun dots for iplenting this recoomeoda-
tioc.

ASPR M-y ERi] tc: :endation adopted by secutive branch in Septomber 1973 sad ieplomentod by
1973 issuance of on appropriate PPR in the e me onth ond an FPMR in ch. followi

FPR Sept. Deob. ASPR hod been omeded in May 1973.
1973

FPMR Dec.
1973
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMOPLOtDElING ACTIONS ON COMMISSION REO5DNDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

.eerotive Branch Position in Process Iecotire Br-ach Ilplementet1on

Eer~endscioo Inter- (Target) ARency/ Date (Trgt)o Rece- Legislation
(GAD prepared these short- agency er indos- referred er datite If A-oIlcahie
teen stteints ef Caission task sctneS try to act.ai edopted Bill Date
renoosoendatiens. See indicated groop date noeneote OFPP d.te sodified, or intro-
pages of Ceiseie report for led of tck doe or for or laI doced
foll tents) by groop onder decision rejected or

report re-efo enacted

PART D--ACOUISIlTION OF QOBUMCIAL
PRODUCSS (noon tim d)

16. Aaslgn to OFPP cr other UDA Mar. Sept. (Jane
Presideotial-deeignsted 1974 1974 1975)
agon.y the re-pon.bility
foe ron Lstently end eqolt-
rbly loplenenting the
legisletine food-.cqoitiion
polcy (p. 54)
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Itplenentotian GAO Consents on BeopoosiVoneso of Efecutive Branch Actions
TPhse

Eocoucice L * a e g d
Brooch Action
Type (Target) SDccio Hansosont Atteocion Needed

or E]U Position folly responsine (PBR Positi.o partially responsine
actoual El) Position not yet oscablishod EBB) Position nonrespannivo
co ple- E)X Positian established, evaluation deferred
lion in view of proposed ipleaentatioo
date to) Position not yet entoblished

EIX] Took group tecunnerded adaplion of .iCsioc 0eodotcon 1-16 oud D-17 ond
official agency tco tents were solicited iron five agencies in June 1974 The
ogeocies were osked to considar too queoti.o. (1) whether iplsentatian of
the fund acqutoition policy (D-16) cod the food-quolity aarance progrto (n-)-1
should be handled by naparate urgani-tions_ OPPP, or a Presidential-designatod
ogency and (2) cheth-r D-17 shonld be broadoe.d by substitution of * "central
director", as recoennded by the task group, it lieu of o "control coordinator",
osrac=oended by the Coisiun. A staff analysis of agency responses shows
that FEW0, VAan GSA spported the tash grop approach of 0 centoL. diratr
The tw NoJr food acquisition dop-rtoents. Agricultote and DOD, do not fancr
separate identification of food ocqaisitict policy and food-quality assurance in
iFPP. DOD pposed establisnsont of * food acquiitiun policy group in o0 bhecause
policy inplnnentation would be only nor of OFPP's responoibilities and such a
group would interfere with the flenibility OFPP should hone to discharge a11 of its
rospcnsibilities., parntiolarly in clew of staffing ond budgetary linitatiao. DOD
did not concur with the legi-lotine requttdent In recasoendation D-17 on tho
ground thot the nec....ry authority cc nordinate the = doaro fod-qoity assura..nce.
progron is s1Lrrdy an inherentt partof OPPP'aniso. Agricnlture did.- no.tn.nnn
with either reco ndatlon in the bolief that coordination of Foderol food pro-
cnreent policies can be schien-d oitbiu the frameanrk of enistiag og n.c. s so that
on additional layer of Gorernewnt is unnecessary, It painted out that eure than
96 porcent of Foder-l food procursment iolvres only Agriculture and BOn, bhioh
hone nubstantiol food procursent enportise.

An a. oseing of the interagency policy groa in Angoat 1974, it woo decided no
refer these reossndotionn to 0B (lbefore, OFPP entblahithd) 17fu itdvspii-n tom
believes that bpol nctiou of D-lb and B-li can be occonplisbed withont additional
legislation. The prublew is how to go abont doing it. OMB belionos that, not
likely, it will be accsplished through an interagenry group hooded by Agriculture
and thoc the needed legislatine outhority to iplsea.t D-17 is in the statuto that
created OFPP. Frther exenutins branch action hos been deferred until OFPP becoes
operation-l.

GAO belienes that a control food -cqoisition polirynbking body could cot
function effectirely p asaopor t. entcity outeide OFPP, because its policios and
gui7delines wouldb1. hooosrrre thanhnadatory and eath agencytwould'conti.u.
-its o.. pa.icies and guidelines. GAO also beleces that thoon-r in ansigoed nonage-
nont responsibility for a Federal food-quality assurance prugr whethor he be
labeled coordinator or director--nust bane anthority to see that estoblished poliries
are carried out. Othnrwise, the ogenci-s will continue their own independent ways
as they are Dow doing. In Januay 1975, GAO reported to the Congress that the
nethods used by BO in purchasing food for the nilitarr services ore costly ond
inefficient. (Sen teferonce to thin roport in footnote to D-7)
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exECUTIVE BRANCO POSITIONS AND IMPLEMENTINO ACTIONS ON COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

executine Branch Position in Process Executive Branch Ih plamentatton
Poaition established Ph.ac

Rerr..endation itter- (Target) Agency Date (Target) Recen- Legislation
(CSA prepared thesa short- agency or indos- referred or dation If Applicable
fOai It-mente of Caniasion rashk ctool try In actual adopted Bill Lare
retonsendation. See indicated groop dote coments OFPP dote modified, or intro-
pagea of Cosasision report for led of task doe or for nr lao do.ed
fill tets) by group nder derision rejected or

report renios enocted

PART D--ACOUISITION OF CIOCERCIAL
PRODUCTS: (costined)

17. Esablish by lv a UeSrral NINA May Spt. (J.no
coordi.atqr of ageocy aenoge- 1974 1975)
meor responsibilities for
Federal food-qoality assr-
once profra (p. 54)

1i8 Encoorago ateptance of co=- NSA Mar, No. Adopted
nenciel provisions and forms 1974 1974
need for indostry and publir
in agency procnrement of
otility souption end services
(p. 61)

19. DBterine ohnthor morn invova- GSA Den May Adoptod
tine tranaportation procore- 19i3 1974
nent techniques are warranted
shcn alternative soorces anod
nodes ore available (p. 61)
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oplenontation GAO C-oents on Re ponaiveness of .-euniv B3ranch Actions
Phoe

Etecutive L. e e . d
Broneh Antian
Type (Torget) Spenil Man-sooeot Attention Needed

or ER) Position filly nonponsivo EPR) Position partially responsive
antnol tli Po.itito not yet estnblished ERR] Position nonrenponsics
-mpie EiX] Position entablished, evalontion deferred
tion in cvi of proposed lmploecnntieo
date CIX) Position cot Yet estoblished

tiX) See D-16 nomenco

YPR/ (Jove tXI Task group proposed edoptiom of this re-o-sndation foe the Goceronent to
ASPR 1975) fallen com-erciol protnie- in procuring utility supplin nod servines The

nonnensus of tho 19 agencies solicited for official oon-n.t concurred itth
nhe task grop. At the nesting of the ioteragency policy group in Nvomber
19 74, nhe tank Rocup p tnin .n wee oceted on the enectice bronh poolnion,
wi th ne..n.ar hoplso:tanion guidelines tn ho developed Jointly by the FPR
staff and ASPR n_=ittn. In Iiovober, the PPR Director and the ASPR Chainio

ero -eques ted by the GSA Offic- of Procuroment ninagoeon to otahblish eah a
Joint project to roeoJ mplmevItstion isnoes catoed by ogeoctee official
tmeoto and to develop appropriate FPR and ASPR omendtents to effect ipl-nentatioc.

With cespect to impiomentation, tAO and GSA both r.eo.goin that one probia
to bh resolved involves an interpretation of whet the Co-misnion innended in
eskiug the enom-ndotien. The task group eporn starod thot five different
ictcrpretatioan colId be nad., but oadn no ottoptto ostablishthe ace thotr w d
bh mont appropriate. CAO belieoe tho task group ehoold h-ve done additional
research cork to ronolco these -otying icteryratattons The .. cc tire branch
han ageeed to edopt the rcootnendation, bat it is not clear ot this time what
interpretation sill be selected or chat iople tatio action all he toke.

See oote tX] E) toecuti-e bhench, asc.actd in our last report, has dop-sd thin reco- nndatiun,
but the task group takee tho position that implenentotion is beng effected
throgh continueg ongoing efforts to impleset J.tntgnyTranportotion
nugdy (JATI) en-ndatins nod nthoqgh continuting eointc.ton of techniquns to
generate noes competition in the proturme nt proness GAO believes that siple
adoption of the JATS recouneudattnn. vill not achieve chat the Cosinsian deitred;
cely, greeter consideration of competitive traun"paratton sources and node.
.ce.u.ive branch is in accord tith nkto helief as evidenced by tostructions to the

took group in May 1974 to ocbhit a supplonecral report dealing spe-ifictily with
p eanutoet anpecto of obtaining comystition for transportation se!rices, including
findings. a.aly.en, and conclusions ancmpetitive techniques and ongoing efforts to
improve then. In July 1974 the task group sbitted a nuploe ....e.i t ins
r-port. After evalustion, GSM Offine of Pr=tosnt Mn*agme nt set oa ptottbe
1974 motorandon to GSA's Feder-l Supply Service, the activiny responnible fur the
report, questioning the complenece.. of the supplomentl infoo-tion in s nnoher of
of are-s The miorsnduo requested the tssk group to revise or resubmit it.
supploental report so that it contained suffiietnt informtion to acanev both GAO
report eo ment. in July 1974 sod GSA questions on its suppioental subission.

At an nticker 1974 nesting held by GSA Office of Procuroent Manageent
officnloI, Pederol Supply eroie personnel, and the Transportation CGotiaioce,
agretomet wa eeaahed Sn to what the supploental submissio should con iote t
soppoct the enec.tive br.n.h position that D-19 is being implomented and that
greater consider-tion in being given to competitive transportatioc sources .. d

odes. The nupplomental submsnioc is t-rgeted for so-- time in Jonuary 1975.
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EXECCIIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND tmPLCMmflflN ACTIONS ON CQMISSION RECOUHENDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

E.ecutivn Branch Position in Process Emetutine B-anch Impleentation
R. c-ndstion-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Position Established Ph-a
(GAO pneporod tbhse shart- Inter- (Target) Agency Data (Tagt) Recsn- Legiahatian
form statemcts of Cici-sio agency cr inds- referred ac dotton If Applicoblo
-ecndotiua. Slee indicated task actual try to actual odoptad, Bill Date
pRges of Coiosion report for group date -oenta OFPP date eadified, or intro-
full tents) Ied of task due or for ot lav due d

by g.oup nuder decision rejocted cc
report review snactsd

PART E--ACQUISITION OF CONSTRUCTION
AND ARChITECT AND ENCINlERINC
SERVICES:

1. Pro-uc architoot-sngins.r GSA Dan. S (He., H.c. Juue
crnices thraughb apceitine 1973 1975 906i 1973
negotiatiacs, with selection
based prI..rily an technical
coopsionie and serits of end
products, iccl.ding taut--foe
should not be a dominant factor
(with dissent) (p. 115)
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Imple tation GAO Co-ets On RBosponsivenesa of Enec.tive Br-och Actions
Phase

Bnonutive L . I end
Branch Action
Type (Target) SPartaI Manoonuent Attention needed

or [R] Position folly responoive OnRj Poolcion partially reoponoive
actual [I] Pooition not yet entablishod thnR] Pooition nonreopnsive
romple- (5) Position established, evaluation deferred
tion n vie, of propn.ed inplmemnation
dote [Il3 Pnaition not yet estsblished

(IS] Tauk group's report concurs in the Comission's minority position on recomendotioco
B-i thru E-3 ehlch reprosonco th i profeion and Federal non.trnption
egenries. In concurring rho rash group reromnded that "the pronurmeor of A-B
aervie s *hould continue to he h-sed upon a competitive selonnioc process as outlined
in Public Lav 92-582 and the Armed Services Prcnreent Begulartion hich turns npon
tho tochninal .o.poPenne and retord of performance of interestod firm.." Althongh
nothing new was offerod in support of tho Conissio's minority position, a GSA staff
analyslo of official agency virus indicates that GSA, DOD, snd a tnhenantlal nrbaer
of othar sgeccis alinited, roncurred uit the tcsk group. Hoever, there were
several agtncieo, including OMB, that supported the Coission's majority position--
nd two .sgncie. thst favored a compromise

Ic June 1974, after auliciting official agenry vi es, the GSA Adoinistrator
ecrepted s report fron GSA's "Special Study CoQittee on the lelenniou of Arrhiteots
and Engineers ." The Adinistrator announrad that, in addition to tho Conitt-e'
reco ended changes, he hod denided upon a plan to he impIe.ented over a 3 to 1 year
period with a nodoot first step to he trkhn in J-nu-ry 1975. The plan ultimately
will reqnire GSA to ward A-E contracts on the h isit of fully developed "project
propo. ls" that pill include "`-idonce of techninol and profess ional distinction;
estimated fees contnroction and life rycle coat estimates and planning and deoign
concepts." The Adfinistra-or snored thot his decision responds to "CIA's concern
for the prodUction of the finesi architerrors" and "to realitiro of the conotrocnion
indus try."

According to a CSA position popor on the selection of A-El through "projent
proposals" that was epproved in Novebher 1974, "instead of depending cnsivrly
on on evaluation of profisoionnl competeore and coputation, futotr, isoions
(oncract awards) will include pr-fes.ionol conpetitinn hosed on tcnboir-l
proposal aus a means to encour-ge nev thinking, new soltins, and accelerato the none
of the ronstrortion industry into the twentieth century." The "project proposal" is
intended to he "the medi- through which intersetod qualified architects and
engivoers will compete for selection on our protects." Profesanonl competition
vould he conducted throogh four hrordly defined categories and amatrin approach
would he used pid lpng criteria for seting of A-Ba at cor.iou conpetitive
levels, depending n the sice and conplenity of the progr-= Prire or fee, beng a
contoversial elonent in the proposed pratessional ronpoticion conoept onod be the
lost factor introduced into the projort prop..al ostrin.

Implenetation of the projart proposal concept woId hr accompliahed through
(B) estoblishiog a GSA Iteering Comittne with notking ochoraittees to develop
the detail crineris under coonitter goidolines; (2) a conference sponsored by the
C-aitt-- on Federal Pronuronent of A-E uervio-e, compos-d of intorestod industry
tssoooitiona, to provide a form for announcing det-ils of the cncept; and (3)
nesting progra= developed nd impl ented hy GSA's Office of Cnotroctirn Hanagencnr
with private ector participation in the ovaluation phuoe,

At f meeting of the intermg.cy policy grewp in Deconber 1974, the CIA
Office of Proruronent M-n-goent -o-oendrd dopting B-I through B-3 cith isplonent-

_.on to he oconplished generally aIong the lines of the propnaed "project propos-l"
conCapt. Bawever, bemuse nf BOD's contiuned objection to dopt this s the eP utive
br-nch position, in was derided no return the three recomendationo to the tauk
group to reconsider the alrernanive position onbodied in the GSA Adoinistrator's
project proposal,

GAO believes than the proposed toncept and impltnenntaion representa tOfreess
teward unn-mplishing the Conmision's nojority recoene-danios mnd ts crtotisenn
with the Intent ond purpror uf I, R9061 which was introduced in June 1973 and referred
to the Judiciary Comitte-e In Decehber 1974, 4Md provided no the cnittee an
e.ecutive bran.h position that supported the provision in the bill for competitive
negotiation of A-B serices,
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMPLEHENTING ACTIONS ON COMMISSION RECOMOIENDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

E.ecutive Branch Position in Process Executive Branch Ispleceutatiuc
____ ____ ____ ___ ____ ____ ____ ___ p osition E stablished Phase

Recosaendation Inter- (Target) Aency/ Date (Targt) Recen - Legiiaton e
(CAO prepared tbese short- ageucy or imd.- referred er datioc If Arelieable
fcrn statem=ets of Cooision task actoal try to actual adopted, Bill Dste
recoendations. See idiceted group date tenta OPPP date modified, or ire-
pages ef Cuosiosuto report fcr lad of task doe er for or law duced
fill tents) by grop ndere decisioc rejected or

report revie.. eated

PART E--ACOUISlT7ON OP CONSTRUCTION
AND ARCITECT AND ENCINEERINC
SRRVICES: (cotinued)

2. Prcide policy guidance throu-h CSA De..
OPPP for including estimated 1973
total life-cycle costs in architect-
angiueer prcpc.als cn peojocts
estimated to coot -cr thac
$500,000 when re-listic estimates
are feanibla (vith disse.t)
(p. 115)

3. Con.ider reibhursic0 proposal ISA Dec.
suabisoict costs to architect- 1973
engineer when unu.ual design ond
engineer.ig probls sod substan-
tial worc effcrts are required
(p. 115)

4. Repeal statutory architeut- GSA Dtc.
engineer fee linit ond sothorie 1973
OPPP policy guidelines to insure
ccnsistency acd to pro-ect
CGce--ent interest (p. 122)

(Mar
1975)

(Nor.
1975)

July Adopted H.R. June
1974 9061 1973
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Isplezentotion GAO Co-nts -n tosponsivoss of Enocotive Brooch Attions
Phase

Eoecutive 1 egRe nd
Bronch Aotion
Type (Tergot) Irec-il I'lneocent Attention Needed

or llR] position folly responsive Erl] Postion p-rtisl.y responsive
otuol [l] Position not yet esteblishod [NR] Position oonresponstno
cosple- [XI Position estebliohed, ov-eiction deferred
tin in view of proposed 1 -yimonstion
dote (lYJ Position not yen esneblished

[IX] It is to be noted thnt odoption of nhie rocomendotion by the exerutive brooch
would bh consistent oith o Dfleobor 1974 decision of the US. Distnrict Court for
the District of Coluhbis. It on stion brought by the Goner-nent egeinst the
Netionoi Society of Profensionel Engineer-, the Court ruled thst certain prvisions
of the society's code of enhins, in prohibiting Ins senhers from sucitting
omepetitive bids for their engineering service, ore spec so iioltion of the
federol onti-t-st stitutory prohibitions egoinet price fining. The society plens
to corry its eppeel to the U.S. Suprene Court.

nl]J Slee E-I cenns

(IX] See E-I cooents

See co-aetts Cx] The interogency policy group etenenting in July 1974 concurred in e.e.utiv-
bronch edoption of E-4. It wes decided that the beet course of action to
ocomplinh iopletenttion wuld be to suhin seperaie legislonion repealing five
stanotory provisions then limit A-E fees ond noose tonfosion in both Gonernoent
end indutry, Notite of edoption woe published in the Pederai Regieter on
A.gtn 5, 1974. A legislitive propose1 is to be drofted by GIA end ciii be
processed nhrough OFPP CPP end ASPi snoffs in s ooordineted effort are
developing policyguidelines to be proculgetod by OFPP to injsure consistency
of aotion In its July 1974 report, GAO pointed out that retaining of the fee
lietitution in regulations, as proposed in the task group report, in Effect would
preserve nhe present outdaeed legel roquir.nnut end detest the Coosission
recosnendetion. In responsc, OMB .sid the GAO cenns will he onnidered in
deveoiping the policy guidelines.

En Decenber 1974, GSA infoetnd GAO thet snbiission of the leginletivo
proposal to IPPP is being deferred pending disposition of re__rendotions E-1
thin E-3 dohe since their edoption, os proposed, would provnde rho sssurocc
needed by Congress then oosponitiro reetreinne wonld opecete in piece of-
stetotory fee ceiling.
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IHPLEMENTING ACTIONS ON COMISSION RECGOM1BATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1. 1975

Executive Branch Position in Process Executive Branch Isplotatine
Position E tablished Phase

Re-cinendetinn Inter- (Target) Agency Date (Target) Rec.-en- Legialatioc
(CAO prepared these short- agency or isdus- referred or dacion If Applirablo
fate scat-cents of Cocsniasic task actual try tc actual adopted, Bill DBts
rstnnecndations. See indicated group date -eets OFPP date endified, or intro-
pages of Cnosissict report for led of task dne or for or le duo.d
full tests) by gwep .nder decisios reJected or

repart -oiv encted

PART F--FRDERAL CRANT-TYPE
ASSISTANCE PROCRAHS:

1. Disti7gnsh through Bgle- HEW Sept. X HBR. June
latino the prcurceent 1973 9060 1973
(rcortran) end assistance 1.3514 -ay
(grauc) relationships and 1974
authorlee use of insnru-
nlente reflecting th-es
relctio..hip. (P. 162)
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Isplesestatios GAO Cos=net- en Responsivenes, of EBec.tive Branch Actions
Phase

Execntive L a a e n d
Branch Action
Type (Target) Special Mans.- eet Attsentin Needed

or Di] Position folly responsiva 'PR1 Position paetislly responsiva
actual D3 Position not yet establiehed iiR] Position sosrcspo.sive
compla- Os Positios established, evolusties defarred
tins in vis_ of proposed isplesessation
data (IX] Position not yet esthblished

(II The cask groop proposed adopting y-1 *- rane-nded by the Com-isiet eith the
qualification chat the co-tesplated distinction hetween 'grrant and "Bract-ic-
aid" he eliinsted. It *al proposed chat implssastation he accosplishod hy
a sarhkd-op vorsitn of H.R. 9060, thea pasdicg befoca a Hoose sh.b sittee.
Tea major procuring agencies (D0 and NASA) disagreed aith the sjority posLtion.
They opposed lahelieg research gra.ts as as "assistance" relstloship Is
May 1974, Sanator Chile,, Roth, ct si, inttodoed 1. 3114, ehich iscladed both
the definitions for the nse af costrect asd gesnt-type isatrsestessd teqnies-
sans far the study called fee is P-2 bhlov. Isrig Sate hstings on S. 3514,
the executivs h.atch greed eo seek with the sobhoonittee is attsspting to refine
the defisitios tsemisology asd ion not differe-nes GAO testified is favor of
asseting legislation, beanase it te stitoted a ignificaso step foewerd, aad
suggested the P-2 stody he brosdesed to iselude a further r-vie- of the termin-
ology for possihbl attiniatratina or legislative refias-ast at a later data

lI Octohbr 1974, a recised version of S. 3514, ehith iseor-rated changes
soggested by GSA, GAO and others, eas passed by the Setate and sent to the
loo-- In ONvshbe 1974, the loose H ovarnG nt Operations Cosnittes held
hearisgs on the revised Senat hill. GAO agais sopported its eacnenast con
tending the statutory dafinitions of "centracs," "geant," asd "coopeeative
agree8est" had been sufficiastly developed by the Co-siasion to identify these
bhead categories for policysaking purposas and that the faseibility study
scold develop the guidalises and criteria for specifie application GMB
testimony shich followed took the position that enre aork is first seeded os
the deficitiota foe use of contract and grast-type inetruenats It said the
executive bhench is clearly interestad in enacting legislation and establishing
defisitions. The only issue 0accrding to 011 is one of sequence. 011 helieves
the P-2 study shoold precede P-i legislation and that legislation is sot teedad
foe the scudy, aithough it hos nbjection to scch legislatils

It this respect, GIB testified that its staff has beat wrhkitg with GSA's
Offiet of Pederal MHnagenant Policy over the past fon sontha to cenplece plans
requiead foe the fesihbility study rectended in F-2. OMB stated that the re-
view is to hegin within the tnet Pen encths and is sthedoled for eooplatioc rot
latee than Dee.ehee 31, 1975, It shold he toted that durisg Sate hearitgs
in Jove 1974, the executics hranch tostified it roold proteed eith a stody
sisilor to that cottemplatad hy 1 3114 and that therease "no teed for legis-
l-tion simply to initiate a stody already c-ntesplated.," l Si oths Itr,
ho.evee, the overall stody is net yet nadarasy slthoogh a thaetee is sow ceder
review, initial peeperations for the etudy are in process, and s-e goidelines
in selected assistonce areas hay bseen dvaloped. An offieial associated with
these preparatioss advised thst the first phsa. of the study tslled foe by the
tharser involves proenresent end assistasce definitioss and relationships le
bhtieves this ph.ase can ha copleted hy D-cebhr 31, 1975, bht he doobts that
the estire stody cas he cmpleted by this date oslese additiosal resources see
sod. -vailhbl.h
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EXECU}IVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMFPLEMENTING ACTIONS ON CQOIISSION REC4IMNATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

tcec-ti-e Branch Position in Process Executive Branch Ipimientaticn
________ ________ ________ ________ P osition E stablished Phase

Netosetdotion I nter- (Target) Agency/ Dfats (Tanrt) R.c--- Legislation
(rAO prepared those chart- agency or indus- referred or dotion If Aelic-ble
foon atatrotents of Coinuiin task actual try to actual adepted, Bill DNte
reco datio s. Net indicated gro.P date c-ents OFPP date dified, or intro-
pages of C issi.o report got ted of tash due or for or l- duced
full tests) by group under deoision rejected er

report rovrs -. tcid

PART F--FREERAL GRANT-TYPE
ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS: (cocti.ned)

2 Urge OF? to undertake or GSA ar.
apcnsor. f-aibility st.dy 1974
on developing a systao of
gsidance for Feder-l saist-
00cc ptogtas (p. 16t)

Jone Adopted S.3514 may
1974 1974
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Iaplaaentotioo
Phaee

Boecotice
Branch Action
Type (Target)

actasl
cinple-

ti
date

GAO Centas P aepanaiveneaa of toecotiva Branch Autia

L *R nd

Special ganasR ent Attectioo Needed
tBI Position folly responsice [Pt] Position partially reapoosine
UT] Po it io not yet establishd ([NiJ Position nooreaponsine

tX3 Position established, e-alnation deferred
in vi-v of propos.d ihpl-ectation

tIlX3 Position ast yet established

tl] Sn GAO's July 1974 report, concern -as enpre.sed over the nakeop
of the stody group and ho- a State or .. loc l goraet or other interated
parties vould be repee.enntd or otherviee have vov en in group delihrstein
Concern .on e.prossed also that the planned etody -oIld focus note on adain i-
tr-tive requiraents to be inponed on grantees than on the all-inclonice grant
preaward, post.amrd policy gaidance for e.ecutie- agenies- contanplated by the
Coaiasioc reco--endation. t Ia ddition, GAO pointed cut that recognition
ohould bh gicen in the study to the ened for the nnncutine branch to esoigo
focal point of responsibility for aonitoricg and periodically opdsting the
aytas of guidno once.. initill1y developed.

As the 93d Ce onge s did not ea ct legislotion requiring the F-2 study
before djourning, it ill haco to be reitroduced in the 94th Cogreos. GAOhelieveo nuch legislation is denirable to provide the needed visibility and
the neceesary resou.ce. to acocplish the stndy and to insure its capletion
by Decasber 31, 1975.

Study (Dea CX] See F-l -.ents.
1975)
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REXCUTIVE BRANCH POSITRONS AND 19LDM(ENTING ACTIONS ON tOfSSION RECOO4ENDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

Ene..tive Branch Penitian in Pr..ese Enecatire Br-ach eplenetatien

Becamendatlac Inter- (Target) AgnncY/ D-te (Target) Rer=o.nen- Leginlatien
(CAD prepared cheec chart- agency ar inda- referred at detian If Applic-bln

fac etateents of Co-i.cian tank actai try to actual adapted, Bill Date
recn~lendatioe.. See indicated group date amente iFm date nedified, at intre-
Pagee of Cotaieian report for led af tank due at far or lee duced

fall teact) by graup under decinioa rejected at
repnrt review enacted

PART C--LEGAL AND AININISTRATIVE
REHEDI S:

Diepatee arminig in cctrac t perfo-nance
1 Clarify to contr-ctor the DOD May Dc. Modified

identity ned uthority cf 1974 1974
cntracticg officer end
other denigrated officials
tc act fcr avrercuect In
... t-at diepnte. (P. 12)
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Ixpiexentatiox GAO Coeuts on Responsivexess of E xecutive Brnch Actions
Phase

Executive L a n a nd
Branch Action
Type (Target) Speoial Mensoeneur Attention Neededor [CR Position folly responsine [PR] Position partially responsive

actual [II Position not yet estebliehed [NR3 Position nocrospoosive
conpie- (X] Position estahblihed, enalation deferredtiOn in vie of proposed inplenenttigondte [IYJ Position cot yet established

General (i-I thronub C-12)

C-ission tenou-endetion G-li had aIre-dy been plaeod into effect in 1972 a
pact of FPR and ASPR. GSA cons idered ectoendations G-l through G-10 and G-12
to he interrelated and handled then as a single pa-kagt because a11 of the areconcerned with a legal or adainiutr-tive r-eedies nysten for resolving contract
perfornanna vi.shn and disputes In Jona 1974, the tank groop reports and GSA
staff analyses were sent no the agencies for official =ent. At the December1974 .eetiog of the inter-ge.vy policy groop, it wax decided to adopt 1-5 asrecm.edad by the COniesiOn and also G- lnicth sent od fination. Rtcosen-dation G-3, I -7, and G- require leislation and are h g referred to OFPP
with the retoendanion that they beo acepted throgh the legislatio process.
Renomendations G-2, 0-4, G-6, G-9, G-10, and G-12 were rejected. Legisl-tionhad been introdoved in the houec during the 93d Congress in June 1973 (H0R. 9062)
and in August 1974 (H.S 16423) that woold have ixpleonted, in chue or in part,recocoendationC 0-2 thro G 12, but no action can taken on these bills before
djorant. Individval comenets regarding axecutive branch onriot on each of

the recouxendations follow.

FMC (Ag. [RI The task group agred with the general thrust of the r-co endatiot to clarify1975) to the voncractor the identity and authority of the c-tracting officer but it
objected to inoening the c eontrct r ax to the idantity and authority of "other
designated officials acting for the iovernnrtt The task group thought that
sock knowledge eight encourage the vontroctor to de-1 with these other individoolsinstead of the noncracring officer. The decision by the interagency policy
group to adopt this rocontendation wan eado with the proviso that the phrase"othbr designated officials" be clarified to include enoples of sorb officials,
such ax, Contracting Officer'n spreneucative, Admnisitrative Contracting Officer,
etc. dIpleentation in to bh accouplishod by boning an FMC to be drafted by iSAand discussed with iFpp at a foture interagency polity group nestig. An ppropriate
notice to this effect is being prepared for publication in the oderAl ppegista.
Issuance of the circular is targeted for August 1975.
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BXECUTIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMPLSEMNTING ACTIONS ON CQ211SSION RRECB_ DAT70NS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

Soec-tive Branch Positioo in Process R ec.tive Branch Ispleoeotion
_____ _____ ____ _____ ____ _____ ____ P osition fE coblished Phooc

Rerom. edation Inter- (Terget) ARency/ D0tc (TPoret) R ec..en Legislation
(GAO prepared these shorn- agenCY or idcs- refered or datin If Apelieshle
Fon scaPePents of tocissonn csk acrtol try to sna doptid, Bill Oats
reooendatinn. See iodica-ed groop date nents OFP? date oodified, or itr-
pages of Coi.ssion report for led of task doe or for or lw doced
foil teocs) by gBo-P coder decinion rejected or

report revlon enacted

PART C--LRGAL AND AIMNISTRATIVE
RDIEDIES: (rcntinued)

2. ProvIde infon-al review
oenfereece of adverse

coctractiBg officer de-
cisions eith cnctractor
attendance oa.datory
vhon dispute evoerds
$21,000 or contracnor
Invokes recnondatien
i-6 belov (p. 22)

3. letaic eulciagency
oppeals hoards, esoahlish
.inlnm personnel and
coseloed stnd-rds, and
odd subpoene and di scoery
powers (p. 20)

4. stablish regional o11
ulai= bhoards for disputen
of 125.000 or less (p. 22)

DOD gay
1974

WOD MHy
1974

Dec.
1974

Jan. (Mar.
1975 1975)

W5D Cay
1974

Dec.
1974

Rejeeted N.R. Jnno
9062 1973
HS. Aug.
16423 1974

H.R. Jnne
9062 1973
H0.. Au.
16423 1974

Rejeuced H5R. Juno
9062 1973
H0R. Aug.
16423 1974

S 3610 June
1974
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Isplbeoetotion GAO brent. on Rnspnnsivennss of Executive Brooch Actions
Phose

Executive L e o e a d
Bronch Action
Type (Target) loncial Haansoene Attention Needed

or Position folly responsive W4) Position partially responsive
actuil d Position not yet estsblished MNH] Position nonsesponsive
c.apIn. [XI Position estoblished, evalostion deferred

tion in view of proposed inplesentation
dote rlx] Position not yet established

f1] The task group proposed to accept the -enoendstinn with nodificatino, as it
believed infonms1 revie conferences I, uld be one mesningiul sod less dis-
ruptive if held before * contractivg officer's final decision on a dispute
rather than after, as proposed by the Coissian. The tusk group also opposed
a 30-day contractor appeal period recsended by the Conission becoune it
wold woshen whet was intended to be -n infeewal review proce:s CIA ques-
tioned whether the role and authority of the contracting officer wuld be down-
graded by this approach instead of being strengthened a. .ss intended by the
Conissien. The decision ot the inter-aevcy policy group's echesbr nesting
to reject this reconendation wa. .ade for two reasons: (I) it undeoines.and
dilutes the decision-noking outhority sod independents of the conirontieg
officer whose objective is to settle a dispute without litigatien by relying
generally en legal counsel and other sabers of his tens and (2) it conflicts
with reconmendation A-13 that woe node by the Coission to "clarify the role
of the contracting officer as the ..eal point for aeking or obtiniug a fiual
decision en proureut" and to "alsl_ the contracting officer wide latintde
for the eeercise of business judpsent in representing the Gover-eni's interest."
A wotice of rejection is being prepored for publication in the Federal Register.

FMC lins C30 The interagency polity grup agreed nith the task group in recnsnending acep-
tmce of G-3 to retain oultisgenny appeals boards with added subpoena and dis-
covery powers however, it cas decided to rhange the wording of the teensy-
dailn rela ting to the estahlinheuc of personn el od tandards iron

nieuto "renenseded" stnad.lpleneutacion nay be arroplitbed
chrough issu.ing an FKiC -ept far granting snbpos ond discoverty powers
to boards of contract appeal. As Ale gition is needed for granting scrh
pnoes, the necessary pachkge is being sent to OPPP by GSA with a recoonenda-
tion t ...cept.

[Rh The tank group was opposed to adopting thin -e-.eudatien be..use it believed
that esteblishing regional call olahin boards of contract appeals structure
envisioned by the -oistoc wuld be (I) unenono-insl due to the inadequate
caseload and high processing cost, and (2) unnecessary since becefits to be
derived fron such a synne are available under onisting procedures, I re-
jecting the renonnendtion at ins Dlconber 1974 nesting, the interagency policy
grotp cnted that screleraned proceduren established by the boards since publics-
tion of the CGiaston report have been quite successful. Itwos also onoed that
the nunber ef cases iuvelving named counts of $25,000, or less, is inadequate
to justify the cost- associated . it the proposed sysnon and thet nany appes I
are handled withonut sheering or are heard outside Washington, D. C., etansoa-
tion nutully agreehbls to the contractor and the Covernent. An ppropriste
notice of rejertion is being prepared for publication in the Federal Rfgiater.
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EROCUTIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS ON CUMUSSION RECGAIO4DMTIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

E.ecuttie Branch Pasitien in Precese Enecutive Branch
Ppsiti-n Established

Rcc nat~le Inter- (Target) Age nyl Oat (T-rget) Recanurn-
(GAO prepared these char- agency or idu-- referred or datin
foem sat-nt atf Cninaitn task actual try ta actual adapted
recrndatan. SBe indicated group date ceenta OPP data odified
Pagan at Casaiasien repast far led ef task due a far at
fall etets) by greup nuder decisian rejected

report re-lew

PART G--LEGAL AND AOIBNISTRATIVE
REMtDIES (c.ntinu d)

5. &upsreccaniac ring ag n-
ties to dcid, ettle,

and pay .11 cantract clefts
cc dIsputes (p. 22)

DOD May
1974

6. Gr-nt cautractorn option DO Hay
ef direct ecceas to Coart 1974
af Claims at dlstrict
courts (p. 23)

7. Grant hach Cnerna nend DOD May
contr- tors judicial re- 1974
clew oi ad -ern d eisien
by g ncy appeals boards
(nith diss et) (p. 25)

Det. Adapted M.N. June
1974 9062 1973

R. Aug.
16423 1974

DB. REjected MRN. Jun.
1974 9062 1973

M.N. Aug.
16423 1974

Jan (Mar.
1975 1975)

H R. June
9062 1973
H R. Aug.

16423 1974
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Inplem etation GAO Co-ents on Respanaineness of E.ecotive Branch Aetioos
Phase

E.e..tive L . . n d
Brooch Action
Type (Target) Neeial M-n-neot Attention Needed

or [RI Position folly reRponsine (po) Paeitioo partially responsine
ctUaI tl] Po-itioc not yet eetabhished tNR] Poeiticon conreponsive

cple- EX] Position establi.hed, ecalustion deferred
tion in clew of proposed inpleorntotion
dats tlX] Position not yet rstablishrd

FP1R/ (Dec. tRI The task group proposel to *dopt this r-eoi-ndstion to epower cootracting Sgen-
ASPR 1975) cies to settle sit cootoct claims and dispotes was sccepted by the intersgency

policy group at its Dscb-er neeting. Impleentstion is to be sccsnplished
through coordinated *-.nd.ents to the FIR sod ASPR and in this process pri-te
setter niews will be solicited. The inaplementing "e11 di.patee" contrant cisoss
proposed hy the task gop, together with s sugges ted addition by rthe Jostice
Dparnent a te t forwarded to the FPP Director sd ASP_ Chaisnsn fo sction
Justice soggests thst a paragraph bh sdded to the clause proposed by the tash
group making it bsholotely deer that the oloose glees the contrecting officers,
as well on the ontoact appeals bord, juriediotion eoer all contract clai.s,
including not only those for cefonoation or re-ci-ion, but also those for breach
of contract. Apptopriete notice ie being prepsred fot publication in the Feder-l
Register, Issu-nce of the PPR and ASPR nendente is targetsd for Decetber 1975.

(RJ The task group opposed adopting this teoseendotion to allow contractore direct
atosee to the Cocct of CleiMo and the dietrict courts. This position was predi-
cated on the belief that its inpleentation vould (1) anconroge "for a hopping"
by contrctots in ensbling disputes scising under the sews coctract to be heard
in as nony as foot differont forans at the s.ec time, (2) bring about inconsis-
tencies in the law, (3) --erburden the district courts, and (4) Iane untapped
the e-pertiee de-eloped by members of agency contract appeal bords. At its
Doenoher neeting, the i~t~tsgetcy policytgroup decided the rccosodttcc should
be rejected, pointing out thot the cejectio was not intended to preclude con
trator fro going to the courts on qunetions of low hut wa intended no nrge
coctroctorn to e.haust e-ailable adintete-ti-e fonnn before- trning to the courts
for relief. An oppropriste notice of rejection in being prepared for publication
in the Federol Register.

[l] Th. tink group f-onrsd adopting this re-coend-tion to provide both Covernuent
end co-tractore judici-l review of adn.rso decision- by agency boards of contrant
appeals. The task group's sobmissioc included an iuplementing l-gi-latite pro-
posal needed to c-eecce a inpree Court decision and unend the U.S. Code to
peemit the Coneinent to appcal bosr docisiocs to the Court of Claims. At the
December meeting of the interagency policy group, it was decided to refer G-7 to
OFPP with the cecceendetion that it he acceptod sod implemented through the
legisloti-e prtoess. It won noted that the tn ber of octtal ppeal would prb-bly
be few si-ce impleneoting the reco- endation vould neroly give an agency heed the
authority to appeal.
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EXECIrflVZ BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMPLEaENTINC ACTIONS ON CUOSSION RECGOONDMTIONS AS OF JANUARY 1. 1975

Executive Branch position in Pranens Executive Branch

Rec-ecdatinn Inter- (Target) Agenty Bate (Target) Becen-
(GAO prepared these hetn- ag.ccy nr idc.- referred or datio
fon: statoenta of Cnnieaion tcask actnal try to acntol adapted
rocaendationtn Soe indicated gunp date oaenta OmPP dait nodifiod
pages af Cnisson c purt fur led of tcsh due or fur or
full tento) by group under decision rejected

repart reviN

PANT G--lEGAL AND ADMINISTRAT VE
RgIDIOO (cantinued)

B. Escablish .nifor, short
tin , omtef for judictal
tacit,. af adieisteratice

denisi.o. (p. 27)

9. Modify enilaing rtund
pracetce cc atho1 cain-
ing cour tche option to

n.ke fiodings of fact
ceceneary in final dis-
pooitlo (p. 27)

10. Enpad jariadictinnal
limit of district caurca
frtan 510,000 to )l$OfOO
(.ith disnent) (p. 20)

DOD hoy
1974

WOD May
1974

DOD Ho
19 74

J.n. (Mar.
1975 1975)

0.0. Ju te
9062 1973
H R. Aug.

16423 1974

DB n RBjected 0.R. J-ne
1974 906i 1973

H. R. Aug.
16423 1974

Dec. Rejected H0R. Juct
1974 9062 1973

0.0. Aug.
16423 1974
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Itpleantntino GAO Cents on RIe.pocai.enese of Euecuntic Branch Actioco
Phase

Btaentive Le * nd
Branch Action
Type (Targat) Soeciala cM. ee-nt Atrntion Neededor [)R Poaiticc fully reapocnive [PR] Puetion partially reapoceiceactual [i] Positino not yet setabliahed (NR] Position nouresponaic .

cuniple- it)X Position aetahlilhed, ecalution doferrrdtint in view of proposed irplesentetiondate (iX) Posinion eat y-t established

tl] The tsk hgroup f-vor-d adopting this rannendacton to antablish unifoen andrelativoly ehort tine perioda within ehich litigante could ..e judictial revieof adverse deutione by dinitistr-ti-o fous Tho nash group agreed with the
Cosniesion that th- current 6-y-ea period for filing such appeals is too Ilng andendoread itn euggostion that a 60 to 90 day period would he nore pproprite.
The tahk group euhoitted an _nplnsonting legisletive propoe.l to -eud theOunderlich Ant and ocher sections of the U. S. Code to nak the appel period 90dsya. At the lenaher neeting of the inttergenny policy group, it was decided ro
refer the atsk gruup'e proposal to OFPP with the recendotion that C-8 he
annepted and inpla-ented through the legislative procesa.

(RI The task group opposed adopting this recoetendation to -odify the pro sent court-e and practite so as to alwv the reviewing rourt to tkbe additioval evidenneto oaks a final disposition of the rase. The tsk group heli-ved that itpl-ent-ing the rec endaticu eld increase rather than decres.e the tine and sopenseinvolved in litigation, niting the Ctissions own etudy group's ecatisnios
supporting its poenioc.. Th cash group alao noted that the recoeudatiun con-
flicntd with a Supcne. Court deosion holding that, in a suit goverood hy the
Oundnrlioh Act, the Court of Clainn is rootricted to revicoing the adiinistrativeretord and nay not rename new evidence, a hash priuciple of adoiniecr-tice law
that has heen con.i.eently applied hy the STupree Court. At tbe D.cenbhr nettingof tha intere ..oy policy group, it woe decided that the roctmonndotion should he
tejec.ed hec...e it nould lengthen the tine franc and froatrate the estahblihed
aihinitnratice procees for resolving diputes. An ppropriate notice of rejec-
tion in bhing pr-p-red for publfoatiun in th Feder-l Register.

tRI The task group opposed adopting thia reco-e- ndati-n to in-r..ne the nonetary juei-dictionel .iit of the district courts to $l1o,000 in the helicf that an rupondedrule for the distriot courts is cot desirhLe. The taak group also helieved that_inpleuentating the roinendation would (I) only dd to *Iready osen.rowded district
court dockets; (2) resulI in "icrun" shcpping; (3) bring about uncertainty in pr-curanint lawn hy increintug the probability of divrsity cf precedent; and (4) re-
duce reli-sce cc the Court of Claies hich the Co= ision felt should reo-in theleader in Coveroeot contract la.v At the Iecnhber netting of the intaragencypolicy group the racanendation was rojected because it would overload court doc-kta
nd place lens reliance on the Court of Claine aa the prinary foron of Govermsent
contract litigtion. Au ppropriate notice is being prepared fcr publicatice in
the Fder-l register.
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ERSCUTIVN BRANCH POSNITONS AND IMPLDEflNi ACTIONS ON CGOMISSION RECOMMNDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1. 1975

R.ca-datioo
(GAO prep red these hort-
fern statents of Coliston
rec...ndttions. See indicated

pages of Comtnesston report for
fill tents)

ec.tti-e Branch Position in Process

7rte- (T-rget) ASencyI/ Bte.
agency or odus- referred
task aetnal try to

genep date cnets OmP
led of task du or for
by geoup ondar decision

report rewire

Rcontie Rra-nh Irplr tatio I
Position Es tblished These
(Target) Rcem- LegIslation-

or d-tita If Appli..bl
.ctual ".pt d, B!I D-tl

date dr i df Ied, or ento_-
or law d oted

rejeted or
sncrrd

PART C--LEGAL AND ADIBNISTRATIVE
REMDI3s: (centinoed)

II. Psy interet on doin-
etretire and jodi-

ciel clafim awards
(p. 2)

12. Pay tent judgeets ot
contract clais fros

afey ppro (p 2atioif feosihie (p. 29)

DOD Mar.
1974

DOD May
1974

Disputes related to rd of contrcts:
13. Pronulags dequt ACE Nov

inforeatice on contract- 1973
ard protet pro-
ceduree

Jute Adopted H. R. Je
1974 9062 1973

N.ER. Ag.R
16423 1974

Den. Rejcted H. R. June

1974 9062 1973
H. R. Au.S

16423 1974

July Adopted
1974
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Implemnot tinn
Ph.se

hecutiv-
Btanch Aortas
Type (Tneget)

mctusl
omple- D]
tion 00
dato

GAO Cpnta oo Reeponsiveness of neonutiva Brunch Actions

L e e n d

Puaitiun fully respunnive
Pusitiuu not yet estoblished

Special Mans.ement Att-ntion Needed
DP'9 Poaition partially reep.nsivo
OtN Poaition nunceapoveive
DO Position established, evaluation deferred

in vies of proposed laplnuentation
ttI) Pucition not yet established

PPR/ July Do
1972

ASPR MaY
1972

Recumeodation C-ll ace adopted and implmented in both ASPR and FPR in 1972 as
a result of CAO opinion B-174001 of October 27, 1971. The reoosandation was
also inorporated as a provision in HR. 9062 and H.. 16423 both of which were
iotrod..ed it the 93d Congr-es hot not -cted upon before its adjounsent. The
bills propoued that intereat be set at 6 peocent per ann- on adminiatrative and
jndicial slain warda, hereas the YPR und ASPR a thw the rote to he fined hy the
Secretary of the Treasury with respect to tboeecootracta to which the regulations

ro. applicable.

XI The enecotive brancb acc pted the task group najority proposal to reject the
reocooendation to pay court jndg.enta on contract claims from appropriated fonds.
mae Cenlesion holleved that this rec--.nedation would olleviote possible agency
eeluotance to settle cl.ais be-anse (I) the current procedure of paying jndgnents
from non-genoy appropriations provides procnring agencies vith intentive to
avid settlmeota in order to protect their own eppropriated funds, and (2) this
procedure makes it possible for agencis tno hide fern the Congress the total
ecocamic cost of procucenents by preclnding the need fur agencies to obtin
odditi.nal appropriations to pay judgents. The took grup disagreed with ibe
Ctmission contending that (1) tlatim are settled on their merits rather than on
the bhsis of available fuNda and it in unlikely that an officer t the secretariat
l-ol would no Ick imp-rtiality an to need a casc to court amply to protect his
agency'. appropriatiana agatost an dverse judgmentt end (2) the Congres has
merely to ask the pro.neing agency to find out the total cost of a pr-ourmeet
The task group alsa pointed ont that peenaent, ivdefinlte appropriatinp for
judgnects e.ceeding $100,000 enables successful elainant to be paid promptly
and that this is unlikely to happen if on agency has to realign its on-
eppropriated funds. Korever, as the task grup oted, requiring an agenny to
fond judgments from its own oppropriariocs could disrupt its progm-s as wll as
financing thi and, unless adeqste -unts are appropoisted and prtected
against use fic ioediate a-ency needs, accurraceor wo-ld be dpepadent on the
soccess and speed with which the agency .ould reprogrom stfficlent omney to
rover the cotrector- s award ed jsdge.t. At the Decenbor meeting of the
interg-ency policy group, the recp.endotion was rojected hecaase the cetwork
of agency review of claims 009 considered adeqoate and impartial enough to
avoid payment of a claim merely to protect an agency's ppropriated funds.
Ac a.pruprtate notice of reJection is being prepseed for pnblication is the
Federal Regieter.

FlC Ang. MI
1974

FPH (July
1975)

ASPR (July
1975)

In July 1974, the e.ecutive branch adopted reconmondatiom- 0-13, C-14, 0-15,
i-16, and G-19 calling for eotablishing agency award prutest prtoedoes,
centinoitg 40 as an award pr-te-t-re.olving form, getting =mre sttingent
tine reqoirtenst is the GAO pronean, and requiring a high adniitat-ti-ve level
dectaici tn j.stify an sword while the protest is pending before GAO.
Implomontetio- was accomplished through is..ing fIMC 74-3 is August 1974. The
language in the circ.lar was revised after initial promulgation to -net some of
GAO's nbjectios. In Septnber 1974, GSA initiated the actio required to
proc.e. appropriate PPR and ASPR omendeete to coply with the circular. On
January 1, 1975, the proposed nPo omedonet was out fur official o-monts from
the -oecstive agacie.
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RECUTIV8 BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMPLEIINTING ACTIONS ON GIINSSION RESS(MENDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

R.ecutive Branch position in Process hrecutive Branch Iop4lenectnti
Positton Rotablshed Phase

R.ceed.ctiu Inter- (Target) ARency/ DBts (Target) Rece-.n- Legislation
(GAO prep ..d these bort gancy or idcc- roferred or dation If A-lcah-ble
fon: praepredthese dshort- task actual try to actual dopted, BIll Date

retnoendotin. SDe indionted group date c.ieta OPp dote codified, or itrc-
led of task due or for or IN duted

fpe ont-) C c rpurt fo hy group under deciion rejected or j
full tents) ~~~~report revlon nte

PART G--LRGAL AND AOIINISTRATIVE REMEDIES (cacticued)

14. cocticte to use GAO Ae Nov. July Adopted
as an nerd protest- 1973 1974
resulvicg force
(with dissont) (p. 40)

15. REtblish more ex- AEC Nov July Adopted

pedlilous and n-a- 1973 1974
datory tt:e resuire-
nenta for procesaing
protests through GAO
(p. 42)

16. Reutro high-level AC Nov. July Adopted
nanognect reviev 1973 1974
of acy detisioc to
nerd rontract chile
protest is peudiun wth
GAO (p. 44)

17. gave GAO continue to AEC Nov. June Adopted
reoend terinatioca 1973 1974
for GovorTIIneot cocvac-
menus of inproperly
n~arded contracts
(p. 45)

18. Improve cntractiug AEC Nov. Nay Adopted
ofeucy debrisfig pro- 1973 1974
cedursa (p. 45)

19. Establish a prensed AfC Nov JMly Adopted
protest procedure in 1973 1974
a11 contr-ctiug agencies
(p. 48)
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CAO Cents on lPesponsvonoas of Rxecutive Brh Action.

1 . R e n d

-Secial M nenent Attention Needed
ER) Position fully responsive E)R Position partially reopon.ivo
tl) Position not yet established (Rn) Position .ooro pon.ive

EX] Position established, evolostion deferred
in view of proposed ioplnentation

ElX) Position not yet established

ER) See G-13 c-ente

ER) See G-13 cents

ER) See G-13 co-oents

ER) Notice of adoption of thia cetccend-tion by the eneoutive brooh .en publiahed
in the Federel register in July 1974. topleent-tion is not required no thia
reco-oendatien is oerely a continotien of GA17n present practie. GAi was
notified in Joly 1974.

ERi Th.e eecutive bro h adopted tbis reco--endation. In letter tO the FPR Director
end the Seoretory of Defense in May 1974, CSA roqoestod that onifo.e ipleweota-
tion be effected tbrough enordinated FPR nd ASPR issoa .es. GSA a1so requested
the resolving of throe questions raised during onideration of the re coiedation
whether debriefing hbould (1) identify factor on which the s .cesfol contractor
no selected, (2) tkek place bofore or after contrct ward, and (3) apply to

foto-lly advertised nd two-step procreeont. Re.o.ling theso questions has
resulted in ortain differences between FPR and ASPR aed has delayed issuing the
reqoired endnents which tr- now targeted for Juno 1975.

ER) Sle G-13 ents

111

Isplenontation
Phase

ER ective
Breneb Action
Typo (Target)

actual
coisple-

tion
date

FMC Aug.
1974

1975)
ASPR (July

1975)

FMC Aug.
1974

FPR (July
1975)

ASPR (July
1971)

FMC Aug.
1974

FPR (July
1975)

ASPR (July
1975)

See cenns

FPR/ (June
ASPR 1975)

FMC
FFR

ASFR

Aug.
1974
(July
1975)
(July
1975
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DEUTIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND BMREKENIINi ACTIONS ON OPlBlSSION RIEOM10ATIONS AS OF JASNUAY 1, 1975

ce.cutive Branch fPsitint in Ptoceas Enenctice Branch Inilenentatian
Pn.itittn Estblished Phase

lntnr- (TurRet) Agenty/ Dats (Trget) Rec. n- Legislatin
Reccndaticn agency or indus- refnrred or dation If Ap34schbn
(GAO prepaFed thene chert- tck actual try to actual dapted Bill Dte
fmu statinentn of Cntmicetun r-up d-tn cnte OmP dote =odified, or iatin-
rececdattcna. Baa indicated led of tcsk due or for or Iv dared
PNSo. of C ieeitn repatt for by grocp 'md.c denistin rejected ar
full teat) repsrt tariac -. cted

PART C--LBGAL AND AMNISBTRATIVR RIXRDIES:

20. Nve GAO periodically AEC
r-viec agency awad per-
test pcccedcres nd
practina (p. 49)

Rucitable and epecis1 nanag-nct pcvers
undnr Public La 85-804:

21. Hke prcuracent auth- ARC Jcly
caity pe._acent, ot 1974
Hinitsd to periods of
nationaI necrge.cy
(with dissent) (p. 55)

(Cantinced)

No. Nay Adopted
1975 1974

Au.S (.une
1974 1975)
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Implementotin. GAS C-ents on Rs-ponsiveness of Executiv- Bran h Action.
Phone

Executiv L o e.n d
Brooch Action Special Maneoment Attention Needed

Typo (Target) ER] Poeition fully responsive EPR] Poition partially responsive
tn EtlI] Position not yet *-t-blish-d EN) Position n-nteaponaive

actual )X] Position eatblished, evolustion defected
ip in view of proposed ioplewentation

dtn fXn) Position not yet estoblished
dsta

See Coasnenta ER] In May 1974, the ex-cutiv- bhrsch dopted this recanadtiou to have CGA
periodically reiew *gecy a-rd protest procedures. The . .ecutive hrs..h
denided that no specific implsec.tation other thou the notice to GAD was
neceasary becauae the Sene.al chruat of tho recomnandatiac was lready a
mttner of interest to GAD. The Comptroller ieneral was notified by letter in
July 1974. Ltter, GAO developed a preliuinony progr- for the aurvey of award
prtest pocedures and prccices at the agency level. This progro sa. tested in
Novebher at several military installations in Philadelphia, Pennsylvani.
However, as the genci es are nse in the p.oce.s of revising their pracadurna and
practices to comply with the new FMC 74-3 isaned in Aug.st 1974 (ace C-13),
it was decided to defer a Giverooent-wide in-depth review until late in 1975 to
Siv- the agencies sufficient tine to complete the impl-entation of their
reviaed prtest prcedures and practice..

Eix) The trsk grup unanimously proposed adopting reconsondations C-21 and i-22
and scmitted a prop..ed -endne to Pt L85-804 to ixpleent thom These
reco--endatiuns would e.k. the procuremnt outharity under thin Ia pet-aneut
and uot limited to periods of national mergency nd would extend the I- to o11
tontracting agencies. The taak grnup also unanionusly pproved adopting rec=en-
datinn i-23 but did not ogre- with the Cnemis-ion that the recendation should
be impleented by incorporating PL. i5-804 into the non-alidoted or primary
procucemet statute such Os that to be esthblished by U.R. 9061 then pendiug in
the Congrn.. The task group proposed to accomplish implmeutiug G-23 admin-
istratively by reclassifying PL. 85-804 from title 50 in the U.S. Cde, War and
Defense, to title 41, Puhlic Controct. The GSA staff ncalysfi indicated that
this retlossificntiou would not change the stains of PL. 85-804 end thst the
task gAoup's proposal w a in effect a rejection of C-23.

Recmomendation i-24 iws rejected by the tcsk grop ten to one. An
pointed out in the GSA staff nalyais, P.L. 85-804 was mended after public-tion of
the Coinissioo report aa en to require agencies to notify the Congress before
oblig-ting the GCnernoent for $25 =illion or note under the PL. 85-i04 authority.
The tank group retjeetd the $1 aillion threthold re-oomended by the Consission
no heing toa low end innousintout with the concept of "emergency authority'
grented by PL. 85-04. Hoever, the GSA taff .a.lysis -nted that the $25 million
threahold needs further nooination since it na. tailored to national defense
actions and non to those autaido the defense area which wouId be teverod by the
proposed omendent to P.Lt 85-$04.

At a meeting of the interogency policy group in July 1974, it was deteroined
that the nost eapeditious way to coaplete implmentation of this group of renoen-
d-tiona was thrugh the legislotive preoa.s and that the emendent to PL. i5-804
prposed by the ta.k Sgup w- consistent with the major throat of the
retom= ndatiane C-21 and G-22. Intluding the oended P.L. 5-804 into the
primary prour"ment statute, sa reconnanded in G-23 hut rejented by the task
groupwas nunsidered to be a relotively innonanquoutial issue In referring
the proposed legisltive omend.ent to OK8 (hefare om esablished) in August 1974
for conaideratiou and processing, GSA r-co=emnded that, because of un-ertainty as
to when the primary procurement statute would be onanted, it would be nors
empeditions to emend P.L. 85i-n4 no and to ronoider later the need to inplemeut
G-23 by inroeporstian into the primary statute. With reapsrt to G-24, GSA a1so
pointed out that the tonceros vhith prompted the Cocisaion to m-ke the t -emen-
datioc hod been satisfied in a uhasquent legislative process and that reeproing
the issue would serve no useful purpose

BPSP advised us that tha legisative prposal had bh-n referred to OMBS'
ieueral Counsel far review and evaluation and that an e..cutive braoch poition
had not heen establiahed at January 1, 1971.
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EXECUTIVE BBANCB POSITIONS AND IMPLE4ENTING ACTION ON COMMISSION RECO1YYENDATI7NS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

e.s..tive Branch Position in Process toecative Br-ath Iple-entati=
Position Establisher Phase

Becodstdasion Inter- (Target) Agency, Bate (Target) Rect . en- Legislation
(GAO prep-red the-e short- agency or isdus-referre at dation If Applic-hle
fore tete.urcts of Cossuion task actual try to actual adopted, Bill late
reconendat oue lee indicated greup date ceec-ts OFPP date odified, or intro-
pages of Cosission report for led of rank doe or for or I duced
fall tests) by group under decision rejected or

report review .uacted

PART G--LEGAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES: (continued)

22. Estend lv to .s1 coo- ABC
treating agesnies n=der
regulations developed
by OFPP sud prescribed
by tbe President (eith
di.seut) (P. 57)

23. Incorpor-te low iuto AEC
prisary pre.rurent
statute (cith dissect)
(P. 59)

24. Bevias la to renire AEC
report to Congress before
obligatiug tovernest
for nors than $1 eillios
(p. 59)

July
1974

July
1974

July
1974

Aug. (June
1974 1975)

Aug. (June
1974 1975)

Aug. (June
1974 1975)
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lAO Coents On Raspo-sivsness of Eno.ntive Brooch Actiana

L I g I n d

Sp.ciel Man-oe-ent Atetscion Needed

[RI Posttiun fully responsive [PR] Position partIally responsive
LI) Position cot yet established ENR Position nonteaponuivo

LX) Position established, eneantion deferre'
in tie of proposed Lipleentation

EI)] Position not yet established

In the comma of its review, GA noted that the task grunp proposal did not
ddres the dissenting position of one neber of the Co-ntision on overoment

Procoent. The Cuoissioner opposed rec Iendatinn G-21 then C-23 on the
grounds thot (I) nontractn-l modificctiun without c-nsidara-to is n entroordinary
legal reedy and should be ressered for nationol defense in time of oetrgency;
(2) there is already a statutory proviion for correcting mistakes and for formally
ratifying infom-al cnoinsments -nd, lthough th... actions mlght be more cepeditiously
bandled under P.L. 85-B04, there seno to be Iittle purpose in eetendicg duplica-
tion beyund the terms of that le; and (3) implenentation of reca endatian C-5
("hich has now been adopted) will broden the authority of procurig agencies to
decide, settl, and py a1l breach of contract claims CAO believea OFP, in
making its determination of n e.ec. tine branch position, should consider not only
the dissenting Coiesioner'- views on G-21 through G- 23 but 1so the qunstion
raised in the GSA ataff analynis on G-24 concerning tha pplicability of the
curcent $25 million defense threshold to procur.ment actions of the caller civilian
agencies.

ELI) lee 0-21 torments

EIX) S.e 0-21 c-oentc

[IX) See G-21 torments
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMPLRHNTBING ACTIONS ON COMIfSSION RECOMMENDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

Eecotive Bran.th Position in Process Ricencivo Branch Ig1 ttion
Position Rstablished Phoe

Retsendotion Inner- (Target) Aency/ DBte (T-rget) Recen- Legislation
(GAO prepared these short- agency nr tna- refeered or datinn If Aplicable
fora statokent of Gomisoi kctoal try to *cttul adopted, Bill DOto
reci nn tino. SBo idinated gronp date e tnc OPP data modified, nr intro-
Pages of Cm-isint report for ted of task doe or for or le doed
full tents) by groep nader decision rejected or

report review enacted

PART H--SELECTED ISSLES OF LIABILITY--
GOVERBMbENT PROPERTY ASD
CATASTROPhI-C ACCIDBNTS:

Self-inanrance of cernent
property,

1. Mke DoverOnent act genr- MO Oct Feb. Adopted
o11y *sself-inonror for 1973 1974
Cov-rtent property loss or
dsnage reoltitg from de-
fects in finally accepted
cnntrattor-anpplied icts
(PF 93)

2. Apply the o-e policy in WDO Oct Fb. Adopted
re-c-otdstiot H-I to sob- 1973 1974
controccors (p. 97)

3. LSit right. of third- tDO Oct Feb. Adopted
party transferee of Gon- 1973 1974
eranent prperty for loss
or d-age fr defects in
property te rights gr-ated
to Covermnent onder original
pronrneot contrstt (p. 97)
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Isplemtati..on GAO Conents on Responsiveness of he.utivo Branch Actions
Phase

Ene-utive .LeRen d
Branch Action
Type (Target) loUvi'1lMansamon-1t AtinitNed

Type or f Position folly responsive [Fi Position patially etonsied
acrut l WI Position nI t yet established BNR] Position . o.renponsive
cosple- Cx) Position established, evalation deferred
ticn in view of propos-e ptenntation
date 1.) Position not yet establithed

FPf (Feb. DI
1975)

ASPf (Peb.
1975)

FPR (Feb. [RI
1975

ASPR (Fob.
1975)

FPR (Feb. DO
1975)

ASPR (Feb.
1975)

The on.eutiv- branch adopted the generaI throst of reco--endations H-l, H-2, and
H-3 coking the Gover-nent act as seif-insur. r of it- iv.ses fron prperty dongne
resclting froc defocts in coutrantor-s-pplied it-.. Smpl.entation is to be
scmnplished by appropriate FPR and A9PR nend-entn. Althoogh the Csission
did not speoificaiiy single out sales under the Poroigo Niiitary Baton Act in
mahing its reconmeodation H-3, the task group limaitod its proposed impIenentation
of H-3 to such salen since it was uncertain vhether to inctude other Govormont
sales In their official -onmoots, the ogenc-ei generally agreed with the conk
group bht -oe agencies rovognined that itspienenting H-3 as proposed would not
fully implent whot the Cssiion intended. NASA, iv particular, bolioved
novoragesohid bh entivded to other saten an vell as foreign itimacy solos
In its July report, GAO also que.tionod the ranh group's proposal, recunuending
thit OM3 cake a policy decision an H-3 and spacificaily infoom the FPR Dire-tor
ond the ASPR Chamroan as to nhat sal. nars to he covecod by the impl e-tation
action.

The ASPR an.et..t ti imlimnent H-3, which was issued iv July, effective
Septb:er 1, 1974, was Iited to foreign iliitary eaten rantr-car In Bepre=-
her, the FR inpl entstiot won proceeding on the s-c basin h.en the GSA Office
of Procursent Man.gme et, toting attention to the views of NASA end GAO, re-
qoestod the Ff0 tirorror no give spenit attention to tnpsvdiug itpleentation
of 0-3 in the course of his covodinoted effort with ASPR in impltnntivg H-l
thro H-3.

IS itis retpns. to GAO's reemendarion, GM3 advised that GSA Is w on-
plating enpooding third-patty rightn Ilmitotions and that, in the course of
d-veloping oppropriaco Ff0 coverngn, noocutive agencies will have an opportunity
co provide on input shich will he considered in the final version. OMB aid
that the FR vovorage will be closely coordinated with DOD to insure .niforo
coverage as for an prottiablte and that OFPP nut review thy cegulationo before
isnuanne to assore rosponniveness to the Coission'a report.

Issuance of the FPR is t-rgeted for February 1975.

SNo H-i cements

See H-l nevte
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EXECUfTIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMPLEMENTI7G ACTIONS ON IXssi(ON RREOMMENDATIONS AS OF JANMARY 1 1975

ER.c.tive Branch Position in Process Onecoti-e Branch Ipliartctiaon
P..lti.. E ttblithad Phase

Recanecdstion Inter- (Target) Agenry/ Date (Tar gt) RBocen- Legislation
(GAO prep-red these short- agency or ind.s- referred or dation If Aeclitoble
foem statements of Ccission task accots try to sctal adapted, Bill Date
rec~esdsions. See Indicated group dare oents OFPP date odifid, or intro-
Pages of Coirston report for led of tsh due or for or 1 dated
ftol tonte) by groop under decision rejected or

reprt revte enscted

PANT B-SELECTED 1SSUES OF LIABILITY--
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY AND
CATASTROPHIC ACCIDENTS: (.o.tinned)

Cstestraphias ridents:
4. Etabltsh by Io propt AEC (JSan

and adeousteo t pe.sstion 1975)
to viaciu of acatstrophia
accidents under GCver-nent-
concated pr-gro- (p. 101)

5. Provide by lev Govern- AEC (Jo.
neot itdc'ficstioc of 1975)
coctrattors far liability
to eacasa of s.ailable in-
sursoce rosolting fr ta-
strophic accidents under
Goverrnent-tcnnected pro-grs
(p. 101)
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GAO Cent- on Reepuoiveneaa af E.ecotile Bralch Actioa

L e R I I

icecial MansoAmnt Attentian Needed
DJ1 Position folly responsive DPiR Position partially responaive
fi] Pusitian snt yet established ONo Position nueresponaiva

LI) Pusitiuc established, e-lua-tio deferred
In nice of proposetd tupl-enteion

tXI Position nut yet tablished

tli The t-uk groop report is boitg soimitted in Ja-oary 1975 proposing adoption of h-4and H-5 to compensate niotis of cstaetrophio accidents under GEneroment connected
progrs and to edmnify contr-atoce for li-bility from soch a-cidents in encase
of available insurance coverage. Implacetiog draft legialatio will the ha con-
sidered by the task group and subitted to GSA in a follow- report. Ettblishing
an n.c.tive branch position is targetsd for Jdne 1975.

l) See .h-4 t-omente
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EXECUTIVE BRANCh POSITIONS AND IMPLDElGTINC ACTIONS ON CIHOISSION REaBOUNSATIINS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

Eonc.tiv- Branch Position in Proce-s goecotine Branch E.pi..entation
Position IEtablished Phoa

Rec-endatirn Inter- (Target) A.enry/ DBtel (Target) Reeq n- Legislation
(CAB prepared these short- agency nr id,,- referred or datino If Appli.oble
foen statenets of Co tseion task aetnal try to antoal adopted, Bill DBte
recomsoendationo. See indisteed group date e-ents OFPP datn stdifled, or intro-

.goe of Cqissioc report for led of tsk doe or for or Sav dnoed
foil tents) by groop under decision rejocted or

rtport review .na.tod

PART I--PATENt , TEChNICAL DATA, AND
COPYRIChTS:

Patents:
1. Promptly and .nifoocly

tmple-ent rinised Presi-
dential stat-enr of

1over1iene peter policy
(p. 112)

NSF/ Oct.
OST 1973

M-r. Adopted
1974
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Ipl-entation GAO Conoents on Reaponsiveness of fE..ntine Branch Actions
Phase

hecotine L .a e n d
Brooch Action
Type (Target) SeeCia N-aoaement Attention Needed

or [RI Positin fly rpoiv [ Pstion partially responaive
actoal l] Position -ot ypt ent.blished DIN) Position noocesponsive
noople- 0 Position established, evaln-tion deferred
tioo in mien of proposed itplenentatino
date (IS) Poaition not yet astablished

General (I-I thrnooh 1-13)

In ontoodeoe with the proposal of the teck groop (the toecotive Sobcoesictee of the
Co ittee an Govnr-ment P-eent Polity) and the majority of officisl agency -o-e-nte,
the execrtive braoch adopted tecasendations 1-1 1-2, 1-3, I-5, 1-6, 1-7, end 1-9
throogh 1-12, and rejected rec- endations 1-4 and I-8. These recoddcti-os innolne
establishing unifom, Gove-most-wide policies ond procedures with respect to
acquiring and using patents sod technical dt.Prinat seto coints wer so
licited though the FPderal Regietar on I-4, ct hihthe w neor to esponse, a d
on I-13. Becase the Coounil of Defeose and Sp-ce Industry Associetions (GCODIm)
objected to rejection of 1-13, as proposed by the task groop, it was ret..ed
to the tashk grop to deteemine whether a hange in position would be in order

1-1 was impleented by opproprioct moendn.ts to FPR and PRM1 in March 1974.
Issuance of a coofocaing ASPi inendment is still pending. I-5 will also be imple-
mented by PPR sod ASPR cend.ents, the issosnce of which is tergeted for Septembhr
1975. The other eighc odopted renotnendotions (1-2, I-3, 1-6, I-7, and 1-9 through
1-12) were referred to the Federal Cooncil far Science and Technology (FCST) by GSA
in September 1974 iSA Mequs ted FCPT to aasune leadership in reviewing thenxecu-
tine branch positioos snd institcting appropriate impleosnting actions, pg T was
alao requested no onersee the task grop-' enaloatico of OODBIA's objections to
rejection of I-13 and advisA GA. In addition, FCST is revieing I-I for possible
legialotinerenintone and it deneloping a egisilatine proposal for imploenting
the thcee dopted copyright reneendetios (1-13, 14, and 1-15). IsoJanuary
1975 latter to GSA. FcST aduised that it has established fine wasking groups to
develop ioplemeotiog actions on the referred roconanndations (I) legislation,
(2) licenoing, (3) patents, (4) technical dote, sod () copyrights, Target
tomplotion dotes hone not as yet beet setsblished by FCST,

The interagency policy grop and the FPFP have both concocted in the
roenetive branch actions an these receeneodotioms. Specific connents on the
individual rncoosondations follow

FPR Mar. R] The main thruet of this renoincodation--unlifroly iople-enting the ne Presidential1974 Governmeot Pot-nt Policy--hd already been -mplenentod throogh nend.ente to FPR
FPMR Mar. and FF1 when it eas edopted by the benhutive hranch The ASPG revision to make

1974 it consistent with the President's 1971 patent policy statement and with the FFR
ASPR None as ended i still pending. The effectine dotes of the FPR and FPMR amend.ents

have been suspended pending the outcome of litigation initiated by Phblic Citisen,
alot, challenging their ronetittio.alily. Some agencies ore also statotorily

restricted fr folly Iuplwenting the President's potent poliies. FCST has been
assigned the respoosibiliy for draft ing such legislative revisions as may beneces-
sory to effect Govermoent-wids isple-entotion of these policies.
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS ON COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

Executive Branch Position it Process Executive Branch EIplenentation
Position Es.tblished Phase

Recnscwndatioc Inter- (Target) Ageany/ sDte (T-rget) Rlicosipe- Legislation
(GAO prepared these shart- agency or isdos- refsrred or datinc If Applicable
fors ntatemntis of Ccosis-ioc task acctal try to actual adopted, Bill Bate
recooaendetioss. Sen indicatcd group date conects OFa date modified, or intro-
pages of Cission report for led of teck due or foe or lao donnd
full teats) by group ouder decision rejected or

report review e-n.ted

PART I--PATENTS, TECHNICAL DATA, AN1D
COPYRIGHTS: (cticoed)

2. Enact legila-tion tn clarify NSF
eutherity of a11 agencies to OST
i.ssue. ecuive tic noses under
patents held by thou (p. 114)

3. Supploeact Presidential policy NSIF
by adopting uniform procedures IST
for exercising rights retaifod
by the Government onder the
palicy (p. 114)

4. Monad statute to okue authr i- NSFI
ontion and cnsent eatonotic OST
except shoe expressly nithheld
no nithdrewn by agency on I
specific patent (p. 123)

DSo.
1973

July Adopted
1974

DO.
1973

July Adopted
1974

DBa.
1973

Aug. Rejected
1974
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Iaplme ntation
Phase

Efecutins
Branch Action
Typo (Target)

comple-
tion
date

GAO Com-mntn on R.eponai-neoss of Exacutine Branch Action,

L egend

loenial MOsmcnont Attention Nended
(R) Pcaition folly rnaponine (PR) Position partially reeponsion
L[] Position not yet eatabliabhd CNR] Position nonreeponsi-e

[x] Position established, enl-ution deferred
in view of proposed impltoentatil

rio] Position pot yet established

SNo Noone Oh In adopting 1-2, the e. eu.tine brooch requested FCST to consider drafting appropriate
Coents impleenoting legislation r.ooonendnd by tho axecutive subnomittaa task group. Enat-

000t of this legislation woold cake door the anthority of a11 agenais to issue en-
cissine liconsas mnder patents hbld by tha. Tho interagency policy groop end
menJrity of the agencies in their officiol co-fento concurred ith the toeb group.
Tho prevailing nie was thot there is odeqente legal authority to oupport tho patent
licensing progrc anthoriand by the President's 1971 potent policy statement as icplo-
nentd by r Pe and FPyf. Nwdo r, it was bolieved that these regulations contain ton
say rontricions end do cat pronide sufficient flonibility for a tally effectine
licensing progra. The enecutive branch concluded that epecifin legislative cothority
is needed to give agencies greater sdaiitstratioo flexibility chich will alien then to
grant licenn.. withont acme or a11 of the restrictions non required by the present oc-
clusion licensing regulations As noted in the i-1 coseente, thene regulations han
boon suepended pending the ontcown of litigation challenging the oonatitotioo.lity of
soe portions of FPR nd FFMR. The emecative branch believes that FCST'n drafting of
the r.quested legislatine proposal shonld cot await the outcome of the pending litiga-
tion if FCST dete.mines early legislation is wrrantod. The executive branch bolienes
that ouch logislotioc could constitute regulations that are "in addition to" rather
then "in rplacencont of" existing agency oIo..

See None [R] In adopting 1-3, interagency policy groop and a mejarity of the agencies agreed trit
Coments implenratioo by FCST should be deteenined on the banis of a short study to nscootsin

ways in which the reco-mandation cay be accoplished, including hew "carob-in" rights
c-n be improved and atrcngthened. orch-in rights reo those rights ronerned by the
Gioernment throogh which it can require a contractor to license othera under special
nircomstancos. A special task forco astsblishsd to -ako the study has conp.ntnd its
work. FCST is non consideriag the apprapritc implementation action.

[R) The tank group r..ognicod that certain benofits wre to bh rmalized from the two inter-
related provisions of 1-4 uhich would cakh cuthoriection end consent in all 1RD and
supply-type cotracts authoatic, onions expressly cithdrawo as to specific patents. Th
tank gromp notad, bowen, that crs o otractor oncera y -ocring suthoriectio
ad con ocpt nergdly arise whe the controct is ilent or the Gover-mont grants only
limited sutharisation and consent. The task group recomanded against adopting 1-4 be-
cause it believed that thean cress of uncerteinty are relatively few sod anoidable by
improving administrativ- practices sd that the withdrawal of authority for specific
patents -maid be rare ed could disrupt the pro.t-ment process. The interagency
policy grap and the cons ensue of official agency c-ents wore in agrennt with the
tank grop and the re-o-oondatien -as rejected in Augost 1974.
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EXECUTIVE BRANCN POSITIONS AND IMIPLEMENTING ACTIONS ON CGINSBSION RECO(MENDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

..ecntive Branch Position in Proce-s E..entive Branch Inp1iaeto t1to
_____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ P osition Es ab ished P hase

rAeoet datioc Inter- (Target) Agsncy/ DOts (Tatrgt) R. n t Legislation
(GAO prepared these short- agency nr itdne- referred or dacian If Apnlicablc
forn statents of Cointeoion teck sctnal try to actal adapted, Bill Dlte
ratne. endatios. See indicated group date oects OFPP date nadifteid, or intro-
pages of C-amiaion report far Bed of teck doe or for or lev duerd
full texts) by group -nder deciion reJected or

report -esire enacted

PArM I--PATENTS. TECH-NICAL DATA AND
COPYRIGHTS: (uetinned)

5. Aend agency regatatoos and NSP/ Sec Jnly Adopted
olances to provide that war- SOT 1973 1974
r-.ttes against patt in-
fringonent be specified rother
than iDplied in contr-ats
(p. 123)

6. Anthnrise gncies to settle NSF, Dec. July Adopted
patet infring ent eiLo OST 1973 1974
with available ppropritions
before itigtti.n (p. 124)

7. Grat agencies ths statutory NSF/ De. Jnly Adopted
tnhority to acnuire patent OST 1973 1974

applications, .nd Biesees or
other relsted rights (p. 124)
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Implecta-io tC GAO C-ento on Responsiveness of Roecutive Br-nch Actions
Ph.se

Enecoti-e L e R e 0 d
Branch Action
Tpe' (TArget) ,eoc-ia Xaoaoelent Att-ntion Needed

or [iR] Position fully responsive [PR] Position partially responsiv
actual 19t Ponitito not yet satabliehed [ii) Positioc nonrespassire

cple- [X] Poalttio estblihshed, evalu-tion deferred
till In -iev If propoed {tpleentstioo
dots [ix] Position cot yet ratahblihed

FPP/ (lept.
AEPR 1975)

Nlne

Ace N- ons
C-ect

[RC1 The -eentine auhcc.sittee coca.iered the Cr-inisin recev ondatioo ccl-ear so to
the conteiplated cnntr-ctu-l provis-on, whether it should enpressly set forth
arsilability to the Goverraist of c.rrcial girranties agaiset patent infringe-
nent or shoold espreasly negate the avilability of s.ch warrancies The task
group bhlierd at the first incetpretatifon as intended by the Cnission and
'' th-t incsion of tha provi-ico ehoold be node nandotory, onlees epressly en-
cluded, to insure the orailability of the warronties The ta-k granp also bhllered
that iuplatntstioe .o.Id be atconplished vithont legisa.tion and rec-eded
that it So dote by appropri-oe aond.ents to FPR and ASPR. The eoc..tine br.n.h

_ccepted the t--k gronp. eec c--endation and the appropriate a-etd.ente to FPR
and ASPR are targeted for Septcehr 1975.

LR] The eseoutire braech occ-pted the prop.o.I of the patent polioy ee.u tire sub-
_iittee to adopt the re-o-endation autharioitg agencies to settle patent in-

fricgnseut elaI with naiahle appropriatinon, and to itplnaeet it by .nacting
legielatiao on ontlined in sections 6 to R of the draft biil proposed by the
Coiassion in appon din 3 to port IV of its report, nd by onnco.itantly repcalig

11 esistieg indiniduai agency anthortiing legislatin. The proponed legislatiun
ai1o includeo provisions anthorising agencies to acquit patents, licensee, etc.
(I-7), tochnical data (I-11) and copyrights (I-15).

The esecutie suhuanittee paictrd out that a recent opinion of the Cvnptrol-
ltr Giner-l cophasiess the need for rocosnendod agency outhurisation tu settle
potent infriogent cle bhefor litigation. The Comptroller irnorol stated
that, in iha abhence of empress statutory anthoristion, an agency Iancoc enter
innt a licen.s ag.eg ent eith a patent owner either to settle past u.anthorised
Go-ernental uea or to ethorise futnre Governcental can of the ojaers patented
inventions. Responibility for the necessary foplesent-tton ection has bee
assigned to PCST

[R S.ee 1-6 -usents
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EXRCUTIVE DRAY CH POSITIONS AND IYPLEM]ESTING ACTIONS ON COMMOISSION REOD#ENDATIDNS AS OP JANUARY 1, 1975

E .tn.ive Branch Position in Proc ss DE.cutive Brooch Deploootottion
position Established Phase

Re-o dotion Dotor- (Target) Agecy/ Dote (Target) Rece=- Legislation

(GAO prop.rod thone short- agency or indus- referr d or dation If Aenittble
form statemo-ts of C=snissio t-sk act=-l try to ectusl adopted, Bill DOts

retoie=dstics. Sen imdi..ttd group date co=ets OPpP dte nodifiod, or intro-
pEgos cf Concinoton report for led of tcsk do or for or low duc d

foil toots) by group mod-r decision rejeted or
reprt rrev-ew o-mted

PART S--PATENTS, TECHNICAL DATA AND
COPYRIGhTS: (continued)

. Give FPderal district courts SF/ t r Aug. Rejetod
cccurrrnt jorsdi otin with BST 1973 1974

C-crt of Cl ims for potent
suits within the tatoto y
j-risdictio.ai doilsr limit
(p. 124)

Techoiral dsts
9. Alond Sr repoal statutes NSF/ D.. Aug. Adoptod

limiting g.nc.y flenibility OST 1973 1974
for rights in technical data
(p. 129)
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Inplonntation GAO Cents on Reoponsivenes. of toetntite Branch Actions
Phns.

ERecutive Le n d
| n..nch Action
Type (Target) Sneciol Monngenent Attnntinn Needed

or [Pj Position fully e-npon-ain [PNI Pa-ititn partially responsive
actual LC Position cot yet established OD Pnnitinn nonrespan.ive
canpie- DJ Position ectablinhod. evaluation defnrred
tinn in viev of proposed ifplmaentaticn
date Dcli Position not yet establishod

Dli The ecetutive auh.ooittin tink group no. sgiet adapting rec ndatlon l-S
giving Federal district oonst concorrent j-rindiction with the Court of ctaiian
in patent cits. It doubtcd that adaption could schiene the hbj-in e of re-
ducing patnt claimant's litigation espenme- doe to the diatrins court's Iiited
jncisdictioc and lack of thn onpertise posa.ased by the Court of Claims in this
area. The task group believa that, imtcad of providing foe dditional av.nuas
of jadinial relief, the objentive .o.ld ho better achieved by providing for eff.c-
tine ndcinietrati-e consider-tion of poteut cloi.a by a11 ogenci.s, an initiol
step heing odoption of 1-6 and 1-7 *bon. The intorglency polity groop *nd a11 of
the ogenny consents, ith thc antoptino of NASA, con.ucrod with the enenutivo uhb-
namitt. - A.nouding to a GSA ci-ff onlyoia, Justice helieveo that the Coon of
Claims in ide-lly suited to *--i-t clai.ants against the Go-en-ent and tailor its
anaistance to the peculi-citcen of the Gouernent-l proc.c.. in the oth-r hand,
NASA feels that there h bheen a gecral over-reaction by the "ptent bhr agatn" t
this rocmnanndation and that .11 the argmnoents mado woIld similarly pply to no-
coving concorrent juri-dicion irn the district no-rt in the resolution of ccc-
tr-cturs nIian against the Go--rmect. In August 1974, the enenntine branch
dacided to reJect this recon-endation.

See None [I
C-onto

In nacepting 1-9 to repeal st-tutory limitationo on agency flenibility with respect
to rights in tochnical data, GSA, aa nail as the .e..utine sobhinotitoc tack grop,
recogniced the need for FCST to c-n-idr it: impl-entation Jointly with that of
I-10 end 1-12. This poition was hsed no a helief hy the e-ccuti-e suhcomittte
that ioplementation of 7-10 and 1-12 will noceasarily include a revie of ecisting
bIs- to determine the need for repeal or n-end.ent to accoeplioh the speif in
ohbjctinc of those ren- -endatiomo and that the repeal or eaend.ent of atatotas
limiting agency flesibility could bh conoidered at the se time It was thought
that thin approach is better than a ne- time roped or anend.ent of prasent rcstnic-
tivuest-tntes ivaconh en the formul-tion of Goneranent data policy m-y require
cevecal yeara Since a cking group with hraod ropeesentatint from interected
agencies will he neaded to fornl-te such a policy, in view of the diversity of
a genny views * and since thene representatives will pcohably not be casigmed ftll
time to the task, it is onticipated that implenentetian conld take as long as two
years or core

The view of NASA ic that, in the impli-entotion proce... tenhmicoi data recon-
condations I-9 thbn 1-13 should be noncnrrently considered with related copyright
re_ oendations for e 19ple I-N with 1-14, 1-11 ith 1-15, and 1-0 and I-12 with
1-16. The GSA stff analysis coted that, ince copyright reconnendtions I-4I
thcough I-16 hod also heen referred to FCST, consolidation of related sotters in
final itplientation wouId be for FCST to decide.
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EECUTIVe BRANCH POSITIONS AND IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS ON CQUIISSION iRCB fllOWAnONS AS OF JANUAtY 1, 1975

Scec-tive Branch PNeittl is Process Psec.ti-e Branch Itpleoantation
_____ ____ _____ ____ _____ ____ ____ p osition E st bliuhed Phase

Recendatino Inter- (Target) Agency/ Late (Target) Rec-ec- Legisl-tion

(GAO prepared these short- agency or iodne- referred or dation If Ao1llcable
ftc tatemoots of Ceisaion task actu-l try tn actnal adapted, Bill Date
recc-ndati-os Rae oidicated gronp date Cctms OmPP date modified, or ittes-
pages of C-ie.ioo report far led of task doe or far or lev duned
fBll tents) by group und-r decii-o reJected or

report reviev -.atted

PART I--PATBNTS, TECBNICAL DATA AND
CDPYRICBTS: ( cnotinued)

10. Develop sod avalate throngh NSF/
OFPP and Fcdersl Council far OST
Sinense sod Techalagy the
imploe-tation of a C-ver-act
policy cc rights is tenheical
data sapplied .nder Civer.eut
vostracte including the reto-
ti.nchip of prime contr-ttr
aed suhbtatractnr rights
(p 129)

11i Athnrie age.cies to acquire NSF/
rights or interest is techni- OST
cal data sod iofn rmtieo
(p. 129)

12. Develp sed evaluate through N Y/
OFPP sod Fadersi Conncil for OST
Science and Tech.n.lgy the
i=plmacotaticn of a Covert-

.ect-ide policy on treamleot
of techoical data sobitted
with ptapnsals nr nth-r re-
lated dnninsnta (p. 130)

13. Estblish a resedy for Cavern- NSF/
meat mianee of .c.fidential OST
infosatiac supplied ta it
(p. 131)

Dec
1973

Det.
1973

Dec.
1973

Do..
1973

Ang.
1974

Ang.
1974

Aug.
1974

Adopted

Adopted

Adapted

(Feb.
1975)
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Iwpleentction GAO C-ento on Responsivenes, of RoEcctine Branch Actioc8
Phase

Rxecutive L. e a e 5 d
Brooch Action
Type (T-rget) Beecial Knonent Accention Nded

or (RI Position fuily nosponsivo (PR] Position partially responsive
actcsI LI) Po-ition not yet esthblished [NR] Position --nreoponsinecomple- [X] Position sothblifhod, evalnotion deferred

clan in view of proposed implmencationdote 3[Ix Position not yet osatblifhed

See Bone [RJ Sos 1-9 nosecte
Conents

Bee Bone (RB The executivo bhr.nh adopted thin reca-nendation aothorieingagoncieo to acquireCameons rights in technic-I dots and roforred it to FCST for impl-teniotion with the sSggos-
tico that section 6 af the draft hill, proposed by the Co-issioc in appendin B te
part IV of it. report, be used for this purpose. Sections 6 to B of the bill pro-
pa.ed by tho Cani-sion al-so covet the acquisition of rights in patents (1-7) and
capyrights (1-15).

see Bane CR] SBo 1-9 commects
Connects

(SX] The tnok group cncnlded there won no iediact coad for adapting this renonnoude-
tion becauso it found no instance when a comedy s-s not available to parties in-
jured by GoveIme-nt misuse of infoemation confidentially supplied to the Govern-ment. The cask _roup stated that existing otatutos provide croimnal ponalties
for any such misuse, c. ndies for hbeach of contract, and avenues of timly pro-
toon to GO, etc Th task group bolievod that legislation of appropriate scope
oshould be enactsd only if actual need nould he domocatrated Ali of the eneuctivo
agencies agreod with the task Broap's position. Honnet, the Council of Defenseand Spoce Industry Associations (GODSIA) disagreed with tho tnok group's proposa
and the rotiansle on which it wan bhsed. COSIA contended that the task group
directed its attentioo to sorrow, hypertechnical, sod 10ga1 considerations rather
than to reasoning and public interest considerations which ran through the Com-
mission report and Federal court decisions. ODSIA pointed not that impl-ertinB
the rec- eodstian does not require congressional ction and could be accomplished
by issu..g opp-priate regulotions by agency heads which would confoem to the legal
standards Said down in post cout cans.e GSA decided that CODa1As view warranted
careful e bninotion hy the task frop and, in Septemb-r 1974, retuneed the recom-
mndation to the group to detemine whethera changS in its position -o in order.
FCST is to review the task goup's dete-inotion, GSA received advice in January
1975 thot a determination to accept or rejoct CODSIA's position is bhin

9 deferred
mntil FCST decides on the implinontation of 1-10 and 1-12.
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IIAPLMENTIlG ACTIONS ON COMINSSION RECCB4HSIAT7ONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

Esecutivo Branch Position in Process E ... tive Branch Inpio nntatian
Position Established Phone

Rac-inond tion Iuter- (Target) Agency/ Date (Target) Rscone=- Legislation
(SAO preparod thane nhort- agency or indus- referred or datitn If Applicable
forn statenente of Coisnto tcask actual try to ancatu edapted, Bil Date
rr;omand tionn BeI indicated gronpm to PP date ndifted, or intro-
pogon of Connsnion roport for led of task de or for or IaN d-ced
falt tents) by group under decision rejected

roport revieen noctod

PART I--PATENTS, TECHNICAL DATA AND
COPYRIGHTS: (continued)

Copyrights:
14. AMend t t repeal s ttuten HASA Sec May Adopted

linitiig flonibility in 1973 1974
dealing with publica-
tiona of -oks developed
under iovennneni contraocts
(p 133)

15. GCe a11 agencies the NASA Sept. May Adopted
1ogialativa authority to 1973 1974
acquire private copy-
rightn or interestn
therein (p. 133)

16. Establi.h an intoragncy NASA Jan. Hay Adoptod
task forcn under OFPP to 1974 1974
dovelop oud evattat.
i=plenentation of a GCa-

rrsn-eu cepyright policy
(p. 134)
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Imple-entatioe GAO Co=ents on Responsiveness of Enecotive Br-ach Actino-
Phase

Emecotlve men~~~~~~~~ial M..'nemet ~Attention needed
Branch Action DO Position filly responsive [PR] Position pa responsiee
Type (Target) III Position eot yet s.toblished DM) Position nonresponsiv

or DO Positien estiblithed, evalnatien deferred
actoal in view of prnpoasd Iplementstien
temple- elYJ Position not yet ststblished
tion
date

See liens [( In accepting this rec--mendation to raove statutory provisions limiting fledi-
Co-ents bility in publicizing wrhk nnder Gov-r-nent contracts, the enenctive branch

cequested PCST to develop an approprnate legislative proposal to implemnt 1-14
and 1-15 and a loverment copyright policy to ioplenent 1-16. Aa explained in
earlier nonmmenis, PCIT baa alo heen req.sted, in the implesentatien process,
to conaider the inrerrelati:nship of the I aeries of reco- endaciona on copyrights
patents, and technical data snd to deteemino the extent to eich these recosen-danions should he conso.lidated in, the ntime II. Impeetato action. Ba;th MAand -IA scf anlye noted thatl the tcask ronp's postion, which was adopted

by the enec tine branch, failed (1) to consider statntes which "inhibit" an
agency in "controlling" the pnbliaction of moths by withholding ench moks from
the pnblic ond (2) to determine whether the general statntory prohihition ogain
copyrights fec -mks within the poblic demain applies to moks developed hy
G-veen contractore or only to mocks of overemnt employsef. GAO suggesta
that, in developing an implementing legislative proposal and a - -verement copyright
policy, PCTT give appropriate conaideranien to the effect of the inhibiting
tatutes as well aa the generol etatutory prohibition and the need for legislo-

tire revision

See nne Slee 1-14 co-ments
Co-ments

See None [ -lee 1-14 coento
Co-ments
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH POSITIONS AND IlPFLElENTINC ACTIONS ON COIMSSION RECOHNENDATIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1975

Roec-tine trench Ponitien in Preese Eascatine Br-ach Ippletotiot
Position Establinhed Photo

tet-odetlan Inter- (Target) Agenry/ Date (Target) Rece- Legislation
(GAO prepared these short- agen y or ind e- referrd or datien If Applicable
form statements of Cemiasien task ancual try to ectoal adopted, Bill Dote
ret-cdetioa. Dee .idictted group date Tements OFPP date aodified, or iltte-
pages of Cenmissien report for led of teak dna or far s laew dated
hIll teats) by Sg-p coder decision rejetted or

report reits, enactsd

PART J--OTEER STATUTORY CONSIDERATIONS:

Consolidated prontr.tnt title in
U.S. Code:
1. Etabhish a progrn to DOJ

develop changes needed
to organize end consoli-
date procnrenat itattes
(p. 169)

(hc.
1975)

Stactaee of lioited application
2. Eate-d Troth-it-N.egcti- GSA

tints Act to a11 pr-
core sot agencies; de-
velop -oordicared reg-ls-
tiots far loterpretifg
end epplying act (P. 197)

Sept.
1973

3. Extend Renegtitifen Act RecegO- Apr.
for perinda of N years tiat.on 1974
(p. IBB) bard

Yeb. Adopted H R. Jove
1974 9061 1793

Joce (Aug.
1974 1975)
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Ipplezentatinn GAO Con-ents on Responsiveness of Ene.otive Besnnh Artiono
Phose

Esexutive Speisl Mnana,' ent Attention Needed
Brsnch Antion (R] Position folly responsive (PR] Position partially responsive
Type (Target) Cl) Position not yet established CNRN Position soneesponsi. s

or CX] Position estoblished, evaloanion defected
antosi in view of proposed laplaentotion
to-ple CIx] Position not yet established
tins
date

(1] Thin retossendotion was initially assigned to Jostine by OiB in Mrtch 1973 fnc
developing a ptoposed nexntins bracsh position nod plan of ihplonentation. The
took grasp's report was snboittod to CSA in Jose 1973, bht was retnrned for -di-
fination and a proposed iylasentation plan. In Joly 1974 the task groop leod-r
advised that he was then awaiting addstional infonoation on the coat of the
storstory renodifination progra and that the revised report wold be snbnitted
that noth. An of Janoaty 1, 1975, a revised report fro Justine bad not been
rereived by IA. The took groop non advises that the report will ho omnittned
Is Janoary 19751

CR] Tbe nenotive branth adopted the Cotses-ion reommendation to etend the Troth-
In-NegotiatIons ant to all proctreneot anncins. Implenentation was to be
acconplished throogh HR. 906i, a bill then pending in the Congress to consolidate
the two bonir prororneent statunrs (see A- 2) nly the cosit nd pritiofg sperts
of the art aen bhing considered onder .-2, the other onpents (oompotinive dis-
rosnions) hkeing been considered under rorendatioo A-4. Although the coot
and pecling ospects of the Troth-it-Negntioiinns Act are incorporated in ASPN
and, with nsoe differnces, hans been nxtended odnioint-ationly to the cinilian
ogen..is thbogh FPR, the etecutive hbanch has deternlned that a legislative
entension of the ant to civilion ogencies is needed to provide statntory standing,
pton.noesce, ond a greater leg-l forte and effect than is prosently afforded by
roverage in the PPR.

CI] In its April 1974 sobisiooln, the task groop reotosendtd adopting Cnisnion
reoronendations .-3 throogh .-b exnending the Renegotiation Act, noking it
applnahble to all agencien, and cnlrifying the profit riteria. In Jins 1974,
tin task gt op's legislativo proposal for ipl enting .J-3 through J-6 was e-
ferred no irp (before - PpP established) with the reComsendotion that it adopt the
task gray's position and protons the proposal. In its letter to OMB, GSA tailed
attention to fnendatory legislation shich the Renegotiation Board had introd.ced through
tMB and to the font that this legislation was conflicting and non responsive to
the CD mission's rerossondatlons ninny it incorporated only the task groop's
1-b position. In its Jly report, CAO pointed nor that it nonsidered the task

groop' 5 .1-b proposal to be noorespoosive becrase the changes soggesned to isprove
the stotntory language relating to the profit factors, or criteria, did not
intlude any guidolints for their application. In a ay 1973 report on the
Renrgotiation Board'a operations, GAi noted thit the lack of soh guidelines
cold silent the propriety and cnesistrncy of the Board's deteroinatfons

In 1974, the Congress extended the Renegotiation Art to bomber 31, 971
to (I) provide sufficient titsetots thorough analysist rftho revegoti5tion prorsas
by tho etaif of the Joint Comsittee on Intereal Revenue Toxation innconsultation
with the staff of the Renegotiation Board, and (2) enable the co-intee to hold
public hearings on the retoende hd h:g andthoroohly review the entire
Protos. to deternine hoo and to what extent the ant shoold he noended The Congress
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EXECUTIVE BRANCB POS}IIONS AND IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS ON COIMIISSION EECOMIENDAT7ONS AS OP JANUARY 1, 1975

E.ecuti-e Branch Position in Process Reecutinve Branch Isplooentation
_____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ P osition E stablished Phas

Recaendatioo Ister- (Target) ASency/ B Dte (Trget) BEc.- - Legisldatio
(GAO proparod chase hnrt- agency or Bodno- referred or dation If Appienhbls
fnrn stat-oonts of Ciissinn task actual try to octual adopted, B$l D te
recoecdacias. Baa indicated grncp dace eatenct OFPP date modified, or intro-
pagon of Cansisoioc report fnr led of task due ar for or l-v duced
foil teets) by Sgup under danioinn rejected or

report re-ics enacted

PART J--OTBER STATUTORY CONSIDEBATIONS:
(.e.tinoed)

4. Etend Renegoeiati n
Act to contracc_ of
a11 Gnercnt agencins
(p. 18)

5. Roise Becegtiaiion
Act jorlsditiocal

uout tn $2 =illion
for sates to Giveco-
ment and S50B000 for
bhekera' fees (tith
dinsent) (p. 189)

6. Epand and clarify pro-
fit criteria used by
the Renegotiotiuc
Bo-rd (lith dissent)
(p. 190)

Renego- Apr
tiatitn 1974
Board

Reego- Apr
tioti.n 1974
Board

Renego- Apr.
tiation 1974
Board

June (Ang
1974 19 75)

June (Aug
1974 1975)

Juno (Aug.
1974 1975)
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CAO Conte on Reapon ivenesa of E.ecotive Branch Actions

Beecial Mann-eent Attontion Needed
[B) Position folly reaponoivo tP[9 Position portislly rs ponnivc
3] Position not yet established DM) Position -n.rssponsive

DXo Position estobliabed, coalnatioc deforred
in viev of proposed iLplientntioc

1313 Position not yet eatoblished

spocifinsily anthorised the Joint coteitte- staff to m.ke n cocprehensivo study
sod investigation of tho oper-tion *nd effoct of the act to detecine if it shonid
be ent-nded beyond the yeor 1975 sod, if no, how the edmicistrstion of the sot
could be iproved. The stcff wan directed to con-ider eheth-r -enption criteria
end stototory f-ctor- for dete-nining access profits shonid bh ohonged te make the
ect fairer, more effective, end more objentive The staff ens nice directed, in
mokicg the atndy, to consult with the etoffs of the Renegotiation Bo-rd, GAO,
Cost Acoo.nting St-nd-rde Bo-rd, and Joint Econie C-itt-- A report with s.ch
r-c .edtiston an deemd approprite is to bh shbmitted by Augost 31, 1975,
to the Hoose W-ys and Mens Coaittee and the SBnite Pinance Conitt.. Os mcii
as to the Joint C-nittee on Interol Revecce T...tion.

As the res..ts of this stody will bhvito.ly h-ve on inpact on OFPP's disposi-
tion of these recoendation s. t.bli.hing on enecutine brnc.h position hoe
beec delayed until then.

(t] See J-3 c-ent

LI] See J-3 co-ceits

[ 1 Sie J-3 nents
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Representative BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Staats, my concern is whether
or not this kind of a situation is covered, in your opinion, by the recom-
mendations made by the Procurement Commission, or do we need some
additional work in these one-of-a-kind fields, such as fast breeder
reactors?

Now, we are starting in the Interstate Commerce Committee, and
have just passed in subcommittee the other day, legislation requested
by the administration for reserve-oil storage. This is a one-of-a-kind
project. The question still has to be determined whether we are going to
put 1,800 billion barrels of oil in salt domes someplace. That is a new
idea-well, not a new idea but a new effort. It has been done else-
where, but it is a new effort for us. We are talking about $3.3 billion.
And the question is whether to do this or whether to put them in steel
tanks someplace, or how we are going to do it.

Now, my guess is that there are no very precise rules for such a
program except the detailed rules the Procurement Commission ad-
dressed itself to. My question, I guess, and I underscore it again, is
do we need additional effort or do you think the Procurement Commis-
sion studies address themselves sufficiently to these unique kinds of
Federal programs?

Mr. STAATS. I would say with respect to the Procurement Com-
mission's report, as to whether it would apply to the breeder reactor
program-probably not very much except for the point that I was
making; namely, on the need for making someone responsible for pro-
gram management. That was not done here. This is in the process of
being done.

As we pointed out in our oral statement, on March 10, I believe it was,
ERDA submitted to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy a plan
for reorganizing the management of the Clinch River breeder re-
actor project. Previously, it was in effect run by a committee.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. Oh, boy.
Mr. STAATS. A committee made up of the AEC and two utility com-

panies-TVA and Commonwealth Edison Co. The Joint Committee
has that matter before it now. I believe it is supposed to lie there for
45 days before it goes into effect. The Joint Committee did ask us to
comment on the reorganization, and we supplied that. We have a re-
port on that. We would be happy to include that in the record.

But, the principal concern that we had was that you just cannot
operate a program of this type-I believe it is ERDA's concern too,
in the manner of a committee. We had some question of whether or not
the new ERDA plan went far enough in making it clear who was the
boss of this program. And I am told that they are in the process of
makingr some further changes to clarify that situation.

Chairman HuMPmuRY. We would like to get your report on that
again and place it in the record so it has continuity.

Mr. STAATS. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
[The report follows:]
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITEDL STATES

('..\MRIN-1 WASHINGTON. D.Mr We

B-164105

The Honorable John Pastore, Chairman
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy
Congress of the United States

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This report is in response to your letter of March 14,
1975, asking us to evaluate certain proposed legislation sub-
mitted by the Energy Research and Development Administration
on March 10, 1975, to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy.
This proposed legislation involves major revisions to the
authorization for the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Demon-
stration (CRBR) plant project along with proposed changes
to the existing underlying documents governing the project.

We reviewed the proposed legislation and underlying
documents submitted to the Joint Committee. Our review fo-
cused on changes the Energy Research and Development Admini-
stration is proposing to the existing documents. We held
discussions with Administration representatives knowledgeable
of, and responsible for, preparing the proposed legislation
and other documents. The major changes being proposed as
well as the concerns we have are described in the enclosure.

Our major observations regarding the proposed legis-
lation and underlying documents are:

--An additional criterion is being added to the arrange-
ment to allow the utility participants to withdraw
their support from the project if there is a dis-
agreement over major changes in reference design ano
specifications. This could allow the utility parti-
cipants to terminate their involvement over design
changes which may be brought about by actions of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

--The Administration's intent is to assume responsibil-
ity for managing the project with a single, integrated
Government-utility staffed organization. However,
the various documents submitted to the Joint Committee
do not clearly delineate the manner in which the pro-
ject will be managed. Rather, they contain ambiguous
and seemingly inconsistent language regarding respon-
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sibilities and management. Although Administration
officials believe that the documents are clear, they
told us that the documents will be revised to state
that the Administration will manage the project.

--Administration officials believe that the Government's
share of the total project cost is now authorized
under Public Law 91-273 and that the proposed legisla-
tion would continue such authorization by virtue of
one of the underlying documents lying before the Joint
Committee for 45 days, as required by the basic en-
abling legislation. It is not clear to us that the
legislative history authorizing this project supports
this view. The Administration believes that the Gov-
ernment's share ($1.468 billion) of the currently
estimated total project cost (51.736 billion) is like-
wise fully authorized by virtue of one of the under-
lying documents lying before the Joint Committee for
45 days, as required by the basic authorizing legis-
lation. However, the proposed legislatior seeks spend-
ing authority for only 1 year (plus the 3-month tran-
sition period) and the authorization of appropriations
as necessary for a 5-year operating period.

Because of time limitations, we did not obtain the Admin-
istration's formal comments on this report, but the contents
were discussed with Administration representatives during
our review and their comments were incorporated where appro-
priate.

We are sending a copy of this report today to the Vice
Chairman of your Committee. We are also sending copies to
the Administrator, Energy Research and Developm'ent Admini-
stration. We do not plan to distribute this report further
unless you agree or publicly announce its contents.

* C~~~~~yy~~ours D

Comptroller Genera
of the United Stat:s

Enclosure
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COMMENTS ON ENERGY RESEARC[I AND
DEVELOPMENT AD41INISTRATIKT S PROPOSED

ARRANGEMENT FOR THE CLINCH RIVER
BREEDER REACTOR DEMONSTRATION PLANT PROJECT

INTRODUCTION

In a letter of March 14, 1975, the Chairman, Joint Com-

mittee on Atomic Energy, asked the General Accounting Office

to evaluate certain proposed legislation submitted by the

Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) on

March 10, 1975, to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy.

This proposed legislation, with a bill analysis, involves

major revisions to the authorization for the Clinch River

Breeder Reactor Demonstration (CRBR) plant project along

with proposed changes to the existing underlying documents

governing the project. These underlying documents are: (1)

amended statutory criteria for Fourth Round Arrangements

under ERDA's Power Reactor Demonstration Program (Criteria)

and (2) revised program justification data arrangement No.

72-106 (Justification Data).

In 1970 the Congress authorized (Public Law 91-273, as

amended) the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)--the predecessor

agency to ERDA--to enter into cooperative arrangements with

private industry to build and operate the CRBR project. On

July 25, 1973, AEC entered into a four-party contract among

AEC, the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), the Commonwealth

Edison Company (CE), and the Project Management Corporation

(PMC) to develop and demonstrate successfully a Liquid Metal

Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) by 1980. PMC was created in

March 1972 to manage the project and administer the contracts

for the design, construction, and operation of the plant.

PMC is headed by a five-member board of directors: two from

TVA, two from CE, and one from the Breeder Reactor Corporation

(BRC), which was created at the same time to collect contri-

butions from various electric utilities and to remit the

collected funds to PMC to carry out the project.

AEC estimated that $699 million would be rejuired to de-

sign, construct, and operate the project, of which private

project participants, primarily utilities, were Expected to

provide from $274 to $294 million, including $20 to $40 mil-

lion from reactor manufacturers. AEC was authorized to con-

tribute a total of about S422 million, $92 million of which

was to be in direct financial assistance, $10 miLlion in

special nuclear material, and $320 million in development

5100 million has been authorized of which $8 midlion was

for the Project Definition Phase of the program.

1
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work from AEC's ongoing LMFBR base program. Base program
funds were limited to 50 percent of the then estimated capital
cost of the plant. The direct assistance and base program
funds were restricted as to what they could be used fqr. In
general, they could not be used for end capital items for
the plant.

EIRDA's cost estimate for completing the CRBR project
is now $1.736 billion--an increase of more than $1 billion.
Because utility contributions were fixed, ERDA, by contract,
accepted the open-end financial risks connected with the
project and agreed to seek funds for any cost increase.
Because of the large increase in the financial contribution
needed from the Government, ERDA has proposed changes in the
CRBR arrangement which would enable ERDA, instead of PMC,
to direct and manage the project with a single, integrated
Government-utility staffed organization.

Through the proposed legislation, amended Criteria, and
revised Justification Data, ERDA is also seeking authoriza-
tion for a single funding category to cover the research
and development, engineering, design, construction, testing,
and operation of the plant rather than the two funds--CRBR
direct assistance funds and base program funds through which
it has been participating in the project. The authorization
requested would eliminate restrictions on the use of the two
separate funds and provide ERDA the required means to sup-
port the project.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DOCUMENTS
SUBMITTED TO THE JOINT COMMITTEE

Section 106(b) of Public Law 91-273, as amended, pro-
vides that, before ERDA enters into any arrangement or amend-
ment thereto for participating in the research and develop-
ment, design, construction, and operation of a liquid metal
fast breeder reactor demonstration plant, ERDA must submit
the basis for such an arrangement to the Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy. The law further provides that the basis for
such an arrangement must lie before the Joint Committee for
45 days while the Congress is in session, unless the Joint
Committee waives the period. The arrangement ano any amend-
ments thereto, subsequently entered into, must be in accord-
ance with that basis. On March 10, 1975, ERDA submitted to

1"End capital items" are plant and equipment components or
hardware items which have identifiable characteristics
with a life of at least 1 year, are intended for use in
accomplishing the purpose of the plant, and are generally
capitalized over their useful life without contemplated
disposal.
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the Joint Committee the Justification Data, Criteria, and
bill analysis to describe the proposed changes to the pre-
sent arrangement.

With Joint Committee approval of the Justification Data,
ERDA plans to modify the existing four-party contract to

recognize ERDA's assumption of project management control.
ERDA officials are presently negotiating with the other three

parties--CE, TVA, and PMC--based on the terms of the proposed
legislative revisions and subject to any changes made in

those revisions. ERDA officials advised us that, and we

agree, technically the Joint Committee does not have approval

rights over modifications to the four-party contract. How-
ever, ERDA plans to work closely with the Joint Committee
staff to insure that the modified contract is consistent with
the Justification Data. ERDA plans to provide a copy of the

modified contract to the Joint Committee after it has been
executed.

Bill analysis

A bill analysis is a standard document accompanying any
proposed legislation. In cases of disagreement over inter-

pretation of legislation, it helps clarify the author's in-
tent. As such, it is an important part of the history of
any legislation.

One section of the analysis submitted by ERDA describes
the prominent features of the revised management arrangements
in the areas of (1) relationship and responsibilities of the
parties, (2) financial aspects, and (3) protection of basic

interest of the parties. According to ERDA officials, this
section has been agreed to and approved by all tie major

parties involved in managing the project--ERDA, CE, TVA,
PMC, and BRC. The parties are using this section as a basis
for negotiating a modification to the current four-party
contract.

Criteria

The Criteria, which is referred to in Public Law 91-273,
describes the design requirements and objectives of the

LMFBR program. It establishes the basic parameters of the
relationship of ERDA to potential contractors and describes
the anticipated degree of participation by ERDA, utility
companies, and reactor manufacturers in the progcam. It pro-
vides the general framework from which ERDA deveLops the
Justification Data.

The proposed Criteria and legislation include a section
which permits ERDA to change the Criteria at any time it

considers appropriate and in the best interests of the pro-

3
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ject. ERDA officials said that this does not reflect any
change in intent since similar wording is included in the
existing criteria.

ERDA officials told us that technically they can change
the Criteria without first obtaining Joint Committee approval.
However, these officials told us that as a matter of practice
they would not make any changes to the Criteria without first
notifying the Joint Committee. These officials stated that,
in any event, any significant changes in the Criteria would
require a change in the Justification Data, which is required
to be submitted in advance to the Joint Committee.

Justification Data

The Justification Data generally describes the arrange-
ment for carrying out the CRBR project. This document in-
cludes the names of the participating parties, the general
features of the proposed arrangement, a description of the
proposed project, and the amount of the estimated cost to
be incurred by ERDA and the participating parties. This
document is the "basis for the arrangement" required under
Section 106(b) of Public Law 91-273.

NEED FOR ERDA TO ESTABLISH
CLEAR MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITY

In its letter dated March 10, 1975, to the Joint Com-
mittee ERDA stated that its proposed changes in project
arrangements

"* * * are necessary to clearly delineate the manner
in which the Project will be managed in the future,
in recognition of the major increase in governmental
financial involvement and the need to establish a
single-line, integrated project management organi-
zation."

In our opinion, the various documents submitted to the
Joint Committee do not clearly delineate the manier in which
the project will be managed, but rather contain ambiguous and
seemingly inconsistent language regarding responsibilities
and authorization for management.

Although the broad language proposed authorizes ERDA
to enter into "such arrangements as it may deem appropriate"
and thus permits ERDA 1:o manage the project, the proposed
revised authorization bill does not explicitly provide for
management of the project by ERDA.

The bill analysis states

4
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"* * * ERDA will have management responsibility for

the Project commensurate with the large Govern-

ment investment, but with due recognition of the

meaningful participation and involvement of the

manufacturing and utility industries through the

making available to the Project of policy guid-

ance, technical and management expertise,
personnel, facilities and funds."

Other sections of the documents submitted to the Joint

Committee indicate that PMC will continue to hate a dominant

role in project management. For example, the Justification

Data states

"PMC will be authorized to manage the project,

subject to assignment of management responsi-

bility to ERDA as deemed appropriate by it (ERDA)

commensurate with the degree of ERDA's financial

participation and risk, and PMC's role will there-

upon change from project manager to utility liaison

and general project overview."

The bill analysis states in part that while ERDA would

assume the responsibility of managing the Project, it would

also

"* * * under contrict with PMC, obligate itself (i)

to manage and carr/ out the Project in an efficient

and effective manner consistent with Project objec-

tives and (b) to design and build the plant sub-

stantially in conformance with the presently

approved reference design and specifications."

In addition, the bill analysis states that PMC will admini-

ster the utilities' interests in the project, including

"approving any proposed major changes in Project scope or

deviation from the approved reference design or specifi-

cations." ERDA officials told us that the four-party

contract will be modified to define major chang~s as any

changes which could reasonably be expected to (L) increase or

decrease the estimated project cost by $25 million or more,

(2) increase or decrease the current estimated project

schedules by 1 year or more, or (3) otherwise specifically

jeopardize the probability of achieving any of tie principle

project objectives.

The bill analysis and Justification Data State that

ERDA could make major deviations to the approved reference

design, but that PMC or the other parties (TVA, SRC, and CE)

would be entitled to invoke the Project termination proce-

dures solely because they did not agree with the deviation.

5
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The bill analysis states, in part, that

"* * * the present mechanism for reviewing disputed
Project decisions would remain with the exception
that ERDA would have final decisional authority
in Project matters, provided that such decisions
are consistent with Project objectives and the
contractual rights and obligations of the parties,
including the rights of PMC to approve any major
change in Project scope or deviation from the
reference design or speciications. (UTnderscoring
supplied.)

Although the bill analysis explicitly gives FRDA
"final decisional authority," it appears to limit ERDA's
right to proceed with the Project work. We were told by an
ERDA official that PMC's approval rights are intended to
refer only to PMC's right to invoke termination procedures
if a major deviation from the approved reference design or
specifications is involved. However, since the proposed
new termination criterion refers only to a design change and
not to a major change in project scope, it appears from this
language that ERDA's "final decisional authority" cannot be
exercised to effect major changes without PMC approval and
that under the threat of invoking termination procedures
ERDA could be effectively precluded from proceeding with
the project on the basis of a design change with which PMC
disagreed. ERDA officials told us, however, that the
modification to the four-party contract will explicitly
provide that ERDA can proceed with the project work during
the course of termination procedures. They also told us
that the private participants have agreed to include this
provision in the modified contract. In addition to having
the right to approve major changes in the scope of the
project and to invoke termination proceedings, PMC would
also, pursuant to the Justification Data, have the right
to "enter into project contract commitments as appropriate."
In our view, the provisions regarding management responsi-
bility, including PMC's right to enter into project contract
commitments, in the bill analysis and Justification Data
are inconsistent. Such inconsistencies suggest to us that
ERDA will not be able to exercise the usual management
prerogatives in the areas of design and other changes and
that it may be subject to restraints in other management
areas.

We discussed these inconsistencies with ERDA officials
and they told us that, although they believe the documents are
clear, ERDA will revise the documents to state that ERDA
will manage the project. ERDA officials stated also that
the revised four-party contract would clearly state that
ERDA will manage the project.

6
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FUNDING AUTHORIZATION
REQUESTED BY ERDA THROUGH
THE PROPOSED CHANGES

The proposed legislation, which will amend Section
106(a) of Public Law 91-273, provides the following author-
ization for the project:

"* * * $181,500,000 is hereby authorized to be

appropriated to the ERDA for continuing the
research and development, engineering, design,
construction and testing of this demonstration
power plant during FY 1976 and the Transition
Period (July 1, 1976 - September 30, 1976),
all of such sums, including those heretofore
authorized, to be available for use in accord-
ance with the hereinabove mentioned criteria
as amended, together with such additional
appropriations as may be necessary and sufti-
cient for its operation for a period not to
exceed 5 years."

In addition to this proposed legislation, an attachment to
the Justification Data presents the current estimate of the
Government's share (S5.468 billion) of the total estimated
project cost ($1.736 billion).

ERDA officials expressed their belief that the Gov-
ernment's share of the total project cost is now authorized
under Public Law 91-273 and that the proposed legislation
would continue such authorization by virtue of the Justifi-
cation Data lying before the Joint Committee for 45 days,
unless the Joint Committee specifically disapproves this
action. Thus, ERDA's position is that it was not before,
and would not be in the future, required to seek authori-
zation on an annual basis from the Joint Committee but that
it could directly seek appropriations. ERDA officials told
us that the intent of the proposed legislation is to allo-
cate an amount from the total project funding authorization
needed for fiscal year 1976 plus the 3-month transition
period.

It is not clear to us that the Government's share of
the total project cost is now or will continue to be
authorized by virtue of the Justification Data lying
before the Joint Committee for 45 days, unless rejected.
The history of the legislation authorizing the project
does not, in our view, clearly support the conclusion that
ERDA's total project cost can be authorized in this manner.
We believe it important to point out, however, that ERDA
believes it now has and will continue to have authorization
for the total Government cost of project participation, even

7
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though the proposed revision to the legislation does not
include this amount.

In our view the Joint Committee should clarify (1)
whether pursuant to section 106(b) of Public Law 91-273,
as amended, ERDA can obtain authorization for the total
estimated cost of the project by virtue of the Justification
Data lying before the Joint Committee for 45 days and (2)
whether the proposed legislation would authorize appropri-
ations for fiscal year 1976 and the transition period or
rather allocate for that period sums already authorized.

According to ERDA officials, the language in the bill
for authorizing appropriations as necessary for a 5-year
demonstration period was included to be consistent with the
manner in which the project was originally authorized and
to provide a clear indication to the Cor.gress and the utility
participants that it is intended that the plant operate once
it is built and that funds could be anticipated to be
appropriated in the future for such purpose. ERDA offi-
cials believe that without this indication the utility
participants not only could but might very well, invoke the
termination procedures and end their involvement in the
project.

ADDITIONAL TERMINATION CRITERION

The existing four-party contract permits the project
participants to begin termination proceedings if one or more
of specified termination criteria are met. A provision in
the proposed Justification Data would add another termi-
nation criterion, which is a failure by the project partici-
pants to agree on significant changes in the currently ap-
proved reference design. According to ERDA officials, this
criterion is being added because the utility participants want
to insure that the project will either be built in accordance
with the current design or have an option to withdraw.

In this regard, a currently unresolved issue is whether
the CRBR is designed so that it can acceptably accommodate
the consequences of a core disruptive accident. The Nuclear
Regulatory Commission believes that such an accident, although
unlikely, is within the realm of possibility and should be
provided for in the design of the CRBR. Accommodation of a
core disruptive accident, according to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, may necessitate additional features, such as a

8
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core catcherl. The current reference design does not have a

provision for a core catcher. ERDA has started work on an

alternate CRBR design which includes a core catcher in the

event that ongoing research and development fails to show

that a core catcher is not needed.

There are very strong indications that the utility par-

ticipants are opposed to including a core catcher in the CRB1.

design. If Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulings bring about

a requirement for a core catcher to be added to the CRBR

design, the proposed additional termination criterion would

permit the utility companies to begin termination proceedings.

ERDA officials told us that if a core catcher must be

added to the CRBR it would not necessarily render the LMFBR

concept uneconomical. However, ERDA is proposing to permit

the private project participants the option to begin termi-

nation proceedings if there is a major deviation in project

design, which the core catcher would be. Termination of

utility participation in the CRBR would lead to termination

of the four-party contract. ERDA could continue with the

project without the utilities. However, if ERDA did not,

the viability of the LMFBR concept would not be demonstrated

in this country. The possible consequences of a decision

by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission that could make a core

catcher necessary could place tremendous pressure on this

regulatory agency in arriving at a decision.

Moreover, the basis for permitting termination of pri-

vate participation in the project, with its potential con-

sequences, for a design change that (1) is brought about by

a decision of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission over which

ERDA, of course, has no control and (2) would make the CRBR

plant licenseable--which is a major objective of the CRBR

project--is unclear to us. It may be desirable tor the Joint

Committee to pursue with ERDA the need for this additional

termination criterion.

UTILITY LIABILITY UPON
PROJECT TERMINATYIN

The utilities' total pledges of more than $250 million

are to be collected and remitted for project use in 10 annual

$25 million installments.

1A core catcher is a device located below or within the

reactor vessel which, in the event of a core disruptive

accident, will spread out the core debris. This would

prevent material from reforming into a mass capable of

a chain reaction and prevent core residue from melting

through the bottom of the reactor.

9
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Under the current Justification Data, if the project ter-
minates, the utilities would pay 50 percent of the obligations
incurred on the project up to the limit of the utilities'
total pledges. Consequently, if the project terminated in
1976, for example, the utility pledges to be collected in 1977
and later could have been collected and used to pay project
obligations up to and including termination. Also, utility
pledges could be used as collateral for project loans.

Under the proposed Justification Data, only those util-
ity pledges collected and due in the year the project termi-
nates would be used to pay project obligations. In addition,
utility pledges would not be available for use as collateral
for project loans.

According to ERDA officials, these proposed changes are
viewed by ERDA and the private participants in the project as
necessary revisions to reflect the proposed management struc-
ture.

PAYMENT OF MANAGEMENT FEES TO
REACTOR MANUFACTURERS INVOLVED
IN THE CRBR PROJECT

Three reactor manufacturers are involved in the CRBR pro-
ject. Westinghouse Electric Corporation is the lead reactor
manufacturer and General Electric Corporation and Atomics
International--a division of Rockwell International--are sub-
contractors to Westinghouse. Under the current arrangements,
management fees (profit) can be paid to all three CRBR re-
actor manufacturers for work financed under the base program
or by utility contributions. However, management fees cannot
be paid to the lead reactor manufacturer out of the $92
million in direct assistance funds. ERDA officials told us
that the reason for this is twofold:

--AEC traditionally had not paid fees to reactor
manufacturers in cooperative demonstration pro-
grams.

--AEC had anticipated, under the existing Criteria,
awarding a contract to one reactor manufacturer
who would have overall management responsibility
for the CRBR project. That manufacturer would
have a decided advantage over the remainder of
the nuclear industry. AEC concluded, then, that
the selected reactor manufacturer should not be
entitled to a fee over and above the benefit he
would receive by virtue of his participation
in the program.

10
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ERDA now proposes, through a change in the Criteria, to
pay the CRBR reactor manufacturers appropriate management fees
for all work performed for the project. ERDA contends that a
fee is now defensible because the situation anticipated by
the original Criteria did not materialize. An exclusive co-
operative management relationship with a single reactor manu-
facturer was not realized and a general involvement of the
three major reactor manufacturers it, the CRBR project has
evolved. As such, ERDA officials believe that it would be
unrealistic and unreasonable to expect these manufacturers
to commit themselves to such an extensive program simply for
reimbursement of costs.

Payment of fees for work
aIf ajvperformed

The proposed Criteria, says ERDA, would givi ERDA the
authority to negotiate and pay fees for work already per-
formed. The ERDA officials said that they do not intend to
pay fees to the lead reactor manufacturer but do intend to
pay fees to the two major program subcontractors for work
already performed. ERDA has already negotiated fees with
the two major subcontractors, assuming affirmative action of
the Joint Committee on the proposed legislation and other
documents.

ERDA officials said that the lead reactor manufacturer,
by virtue of its lead management role, probably has benefited
more from the past arrangement than the subcontractors and
therefore should not be entitled to a fee for work already
performed. We pointed out to ERDA officials that the lead
reactor manufacturer will continue in 3 lead management role
in the future. ERDA officials said that they recognized
this and indicated that any future negotiated fixed fees
with the lead reactor manufacturer would be negotiated so as
to reflect their degree of benefit.

ACCESS TO RECORDS CLAUSE

The PMC contracts with Westinghouse as lead reactor
manufacturer and Burns & Roe as architect-enginc r stipulate
that the Comptroller General (or his duly authorized repre-
sentative) shall have access to the pertinent records of
Westinghouse and Burns & Roe. Moreover, the original con-
tracts required both Westinghouse and Burns & Roe to insert
in their subcontracts a Comptroller General examination of
records clause. However, in late March 1975, the Westing-
house and Burns & Roe contracts were amended by PMC to delete
the requirement for a Comptroller General access clause.
ERDA explained that this was done because General Electric--
a prospective subcontractor to Burns & Roe--refused to include
this access to records clause in any contract it executes
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with Burns & Roe. There is no statutory requirement to in-
clude an examination of records clause in a second-tier sub-
contract such as the one between Burns & Roe and General
Electric.

In August 1974, a letter of intent to purchase a tur-
bine generator was signed by PMC and General Electric. On
March 31, 1975, Burns & Roe awarded a fixed-price contract
to General Electric, as a second-tier subcontractor, for a
turbine generator for the CRBR. This contract did not con-
tain clauses permitting either ERDA or the Comptroller General
access to General Electric's records.

According to ERDA officials, there are only two con-
tractors in the United States which have the capability to
supply the turbine generator, and both submitted offers
which were negotiated to an acceptable price. Also, ac-
cording to ERDA officials, commercial components of both
contractors refused to include access to records clauses
in their contracts. Accordingly, there will be no opportu-
nity for determining, on the basis of contractor records,
whether the most reasonable price was negotiate,..

REQUEST FOR
STATUTORY EXEMPTIONS

The proposed legislation would authorize ERDA "to uti-
lize personnel, facilities and funds" of reactor manufac-
turers, utilities, and others "without regard to any contrary
provisions of law." ERDA officials told us that this pro-
vision is designed in part to permit industry and Government
personnel to work together in a single, integrated management
organization without regard to existing legal restrictions
on the Government's use of contractor personnel.

ERDA officials told us that they expect this single,
integrated organization to have a staff of about 10( people.
No restrictions or limitations have been established in any
of the documents submitted to the Joint Committee on the
number of staff of this organization that could be affiliated
with the utilities. The bill analysis indicates that the
three-member project steering committee (consistir~g of a
representative from CE, TVA, and ERDA) will have he right to
identify key positions in this integrated organization for
individuals from IMC. The documents submitted tc the Joint
Committee do not specify how disagreements would be resolved
among the project steering committee members on tlhis right.
Also, these documents are silent as to the affiliation of
the head of this organization.

ERDA's Director of Reactor Research told ur that the
individual heading up the project organization %ould be an
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ERDA employee. He also told us that, if there are any
disagreements, ERDA intends to make all final decisions
regarding key positions in the organization and that non-
Government individuals would be used in various parts of

the integrated organization. Personnel from the utilities,
he said, are expected to be in the policy decision chain
only in those areas relating to the non-nuclear portion of
the plant.

With respect to ERDA's request to utilize the funds and

facilities of reactor manufacturers, utilities, and others
without regard to any contrary provisions of law, an ERDA

official told us that it is ERDA's intent to obtain, through
this revised section of the authorization, the flexibility
to use funds and facilities contributed by the private sector
in any manner it considers in the best interest of the Pro-
ject.

Under 5 U.S.C. 2105(a), as that section has been inter-
preted by GAO and the courts, contractual arrangements pur-

suant to which non-Government personnel performing Govern-
mental functions are subject to supervision of Federal
employees are regarded as creating an employer-employee
relationship regardless of the actual intent of 'he parties.

Therefore, to the extent that industry personnel would be
directly supervised by ERDA employees under the proposed
integrated organization, such personnel would be regarded
as temporary Government employees. As such, in the absence

of the proposed statutory exemption, they would be subject
to a wide range of personnel laws dealing with such areas

as appointment, classification, promotion, leave, travel,
non-discrimination, and conflict of interest. Even if ERDA

is able to establish the integrated management team in such
a way so that the industry personnel are regarded as inde-
pendent contractors rather than as Government employees,
the proposed statutory language would still exempt the

arrangement from laws pertaining to public contracts (e.g.,
minimum health and safety standards, non-discrimination,
etc.) that would otherwise be applicable.

We are concerned over the broad language of the proposed
legislation. ERDA has not explained why it would be desirable
to have a blanket exemption from all personnel laws, as
opposed to certain specified ones, or from all laws applicable
to ERDA contracts. On the basis of ERDA's explanation of its

intentions regarding *the integrated organization, it does not
appear to us that an all-encompassing exemption rom existing
statutory requirements is warranted. We believe ERDA should
be required to include in its supporting documents a clear

statement of its plans with respect to this matter together
with the specific legislative exemptions deemed necessary by

ERDA to enter into the proposed revised arrangement.
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Furthermore, we believe that clarification is needed as
to the affiliation of the head of the proposed integrated
organization and as to the rights of both ERDA anJ this head
to control and staff this organization.

OTHER MATTERS TO BE
CONSIDERED

The proposed Justification Data does not clearly identify
the basis for determining

--the price that TVA will pay for the energy produced
by the CRBR plant during the demonstration phase,

--the value of the CRBR plant which TVA will have an
option to buy from ERDA after the demonstration
period is over,

--the procedures for resolving disagreements among
the four parties, and

--the rights of ERDA to inspect contractor records
during the demonstration-operation phase of the
project.

ERDA officials told us that those provisions of the
four-party contract which specify the basis for determining
the above items wiLl not be changed as a result of the modi-
fications to the four-party contract.
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Mr. STAATS. Congressman Brown, that was one of the principal
things we emphasized in the procurement report; namely, getting a
good program manager and giving him responsibility and letting him
work out the interface with industry and the contractors.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. Your answer, in general, is that you
think there is enough on the books or that could be put on the books
to take care of these problems?

Mr. STAATS. I think so. But, to underscore again the importance of
taking them pretty much case by case, Mr. Brown, that should be
done, because we think it is awfully hard to generalize.

Mr. HUGMHS. Mr. Brown, I think there is a more or less specific
procurement recommendation the essence of which is, with respect to
this sort of a program, "Don't do it." You know, "Don't do it this
way ;"-that is concurrently-which leaves one at sea if it is in the
national interest to proceed this way. What the Commission is say-
ing, as I read the report-and I think my recollection is accurate-is
that going concurrently with respect to the R. & D., pilot develop-
ment, and the commercial development trends-well, you don't have
all the information when you start and, therefore, you run into prob-
lems as you go, and those problems have profound effects on cost
estimation, on the need for change, and so on.

This project is proceeding on a concurrent basis and we are start-
ing to design the Clinch River plant. Some of the ultimate features
of that design are still in a very debatable stage, like this business of
core melt-down safeguards and the so-called core catcher, which is a
very important feature costing tens of millions of dollars. The answer
may evolve in the next year or two or three or may still be debated
at that point.

But, going concurrently in proceeding with the development of a
complex energy system like this is inherently subject to all kinds of
changes and evolutionary developments, which affect costs and ulti-
mate design of the product.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. The best chance we have of getting
taken as taxpayers is if it is an experimental program that is sort of
developing its own rules as it goes along. And further, from what you
said, I guess there is an even better chance if a program is run by
a committee, because that has sort of a shiftable responsibility or
mobile responsibility with changing leadership. I must say that exDe-
rience has certainly been borne out by the experience of the U.S.
Congress.

Mr. HuaHms. Clearlv there has been a national decision that this
concurrent development is necessary because of the energy needs of
the Nation. and there are time factors here that drive us, but obviously
there are tremendous costs.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, in conclusion I
would suggest that maybe what we need on such new programs is
somebody on each such program-not perhaps a scifntificallv sophisti-
cated man., but an efficiency expert who would just say, "Hev, wait a
minute. If vou.are going to make that change, what is it going to
cost?"

We need somebody who will always ask what is it going to cost
and whether the decision is going to produce a beneficial result. We
need some kind of oversight individual. And I don't know where we
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would place such a person, but it might be appropriate to put them
in on a regular basis when we get into such new programs just simply
to be hard to get along with.

Mr. STAATS. That is correct. You need someone at a high enough
level in the organization that has to make that decision of whether
you go forward with a change or not. Now, the Defense Department
has set up a Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council, which is
made up of top people at the Pentagon. These judgments have to
come to that Council, which is advisory to the Secretary, before they
are made.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I have a series of questions I would like short
and brief answers to to complete the record with GAO this morning.

Mr. Hughes, you said that moderation in electricity demand appears
to be permanent. If this is correct, is a stretchout of the breeder pro-
gram, in your estimation, justified?

Mr. HUGHES. I think the answer really follows from the assumption,
Mr. Chairman. If demand is down below the levels upon which the
need for the breeder was predicated, then, yes, a slowdown will enable
the breeder to be online and to be commercially feasible with enough
commercial plants produced to meet the energy needs of the country.
But, this demand business is a speculative business.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Mr. Staats, would you agree with the EPA
that a delay in the program-and as you know, EPA did recommend a
delay of anywhere from 4 to 12 years-that a delay would not seri-
ously decrease the projected benefits of the program, while giving
more time to deal with some of the serious uncertainties?

Mr. STAATS. It was my understanding they did not recommend a
delay as such. Maybe it is the other way around, where they said that,
if the program were to be delayed for that period of time, presumably
it would not create great difficulties because of the decrease in demand.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, they will be up here to testify next,
but the Environmental Protection Agency did suggest the Govern-
ment slow the development for plutonium breeding nuclear reactors
on which many utilities have based their plans-and I am reading
from a story from the New York Times of April 28-and it suggested
a delay of from 4 to 12 years, based on findings that, in sponsoring
the breeder, the Atomic Energy Commission had apparently ever-
stated the problem and growth rate of electrical power demand.

Mr. HUGHES. For whatever it is worth, Mr. Chairman, I just happen
to have the EPA report here upon which that news article was based.
I think that report says it a little differently, but it is a rather impor-
tant difference.

It says:
Using the latest demand projections of Project Independence, our preliminary

analysis indicates that a delay of 4 to 12 years might be accommodated without
significantly reducing the uranium conservation value of the breeder. This should
not be construed as indicating that EPA is necessarily advocating delay, but
that sufficient evidence exists to warrant reexamination of LMFBR timing
assumptions.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Do you agree with that statement?
Mr. HUGHES. I do.
Chairman HUMPHREY. OK, I just wanted to get a few things on

the record here.
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Mr. Staats, again, you or any member of your staff can answer.
You state in your report that, according to ERDA, the breeder reac-
tor will not be viable commercially without an efficient fuel reprocess-
ing cycle and this technology is still at the laboratory stage and prob-
ably the least advanced aspect of the program at this time.

Also the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is only now considering
now whether it will be safe to recycle plutonium. In view of this,
does it make sense, in your judgment, to go ahead with an expensive
demonstration plant when this critical component of the whole pack-
age is still subject to this uncertainty?

I would like a yes or no, but whatever you wish to say.
Mr. HUGHEs. I will take a run at it, Mr. Chairman. I think the

answer is, "Yes," it does make sense to proceed on some schedule or
other, subject to the time considerations we were just talking about.
It does make sense to proceed with a demonstration plant. One of the
purposes of the plant is to explore, to test in a commercial environment
and in a power-producing environment the kinds of concerns that the
public has and that the scientific community has about plutonium
recycling.

Chairman HUMPHREY. So your general judgment is that there
should be at least a scheduled program of development, even though
the uncertainties are there about the plutonium?

Mr. HUGHES. That is certainly my answer.
Mr. STAATs. Yes.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Mr. Carlone and Mr. Eschwege?
Mr. CARLONE. Yes.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Is that your judgment Mr. Eschwege?
Mr. EscHWEGE. Yes.
Chairman HUMPHREY. You also point out in your report that it will

be necessary for the Government to continue to subsidize breeder
powerplants until they are competitive with light-water reactors.
This smacks of some open-ended commitment.

What is your best estimates of the level of Government subsidies
that will be required for the breeder program, or don't you want to
get into such estimates?

Mr. CARLONE, We don't have our own estimate, Mr. Chairman. We
found that the range is somewhere from the $300 million that are
included in the $10.7 billion estimate by ERDA to other studies that
put this fig-ure around $2 billion. We tried to give an indication in our
report of this range.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Mr. Carlone, a great deal of money is being
spent on refinements of the engineering necessary for an ideal design
of the breeder reactor, but not necessarily for a commercially efficient
one. For instance, I understand that the AEC is attempting to pro-
duce the perfect design by requiring the reactor to operate at very
high temperatures, and that, it therefore, must contain new heat-
resistant materials that are being developed at great costs. Reportedly,
little would be lost by operating at lower temperatures with existing
materials. After all, the purpose of this project is to earn its way in
the commercial world.

Has the GAO attempted to find out whether the design itself is cog-
nizant of economic restraints? In other words, is it necessary to develop
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the perfect laboratory project when possibly something else would
suffice?

Mr. CARLONE. We have not looked into the design. As I pointed out
earlier, it has been over the last year that the design has become more
finalized. This may be the subject of future inquiries, but we have
not looked at it yet.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I think you would want to take a look at that
question again. My point is that the AEC attempts to produce the per-
fect design and that this brings in many new requirements that would
not necessarily be essential for a commercially operating plant. We
are really talking about something not for the theorists, but for the
consumers.

Mr. STAATs. Let us think about this further.
Chairman HUMPHREY. I have a couple of other questions here. The

next complete breeder would be called the so-called near commercial
breeder reactor, costing perhaps $2 billion. The Government would
pay about 15 percent with industry paying $1.7 billion; a staggering
sum, and they would supposedly start committing money in 1977. Now
this is the scenario that has been given to us in terms of the overall
development of the breeder reactor. The proposed breeder develop-
ment schedule involves first the small demonstration reactor at Clinch
River, which would begin operation in 1982. The next breeder would
be the so-called near commercial reactor, which would cost about $2
billion.

The Government, according to that development schedule, would
pay 15 percent for the follow-on project and private industry would
pay the balance of $1.7 billion. But, Mr. Leonard Cocklin of the Illi-
nois Power Co. was quoted in Nuclear News as saying, "There is a sig-
nificant lack of interest as to the Clinch River project amongst utility
people. In fact, they are not even discussing it."

In view of the enormous sum involved, and in view of the fact that
the private companies must start paying for the near commercial
breeder before the technology from Clinch River is even proven, and
in view of their exclusion from Clinch River management last month,
and in view of the lack of interest which is stated about the Clinch
River project, what is the likelihood we will ever get private utilities
to contribute $1.7 billion to the near commercial breeder?

Mr. HurGHms. Mr. Chairman, they need the energy source. I think
that is the short answer. Some way or other, utilities need a fuel source
to provide the steam to drive turbines to produce electricity, and elec-
trical needs are growing in any event. There are alternative sources of
energy, obviously, but most of them, for one reason or another-eco-
nomic, environmental considerations, vulnerability to interruption as
in the ease of the Mideast oil-have their drawbacks.

Therefore, there is a community of interest, it seems to me, between
the Government and the utility industry in something like the breeder
reactor. If you talk to some utility people, not Mr. Cocklin, I gather,
but to some of them, they see distinct advantages for them in having a
long lasting, uninterruptible source of fuel for driving their machinery
to produce electricity. The breeder, if it works right, and if the re-
cycling process works right-and so on, is virtually uninterruptable.
It is a compact fuel supply. The use of fuel, which can be used in turn
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to make more fuel, makes transportation no problem; and neither is
mining.

Mr. STAATS. If I could just add to that? This involves the economics
of using uranium, you see-with a light-water reactor you get only
about 2 percent of the potential energy from the fuel; under the
breeder potential you get about 60 percent. It looks pretty good, par-
ticularly in view of the uncertainties of the availability of the raw
materials.

What our reserves are is still a highly speculative matter, Senator,
but if you look at an investment of the type that goes into a nuclear
powerplant, you have to be reasonably certain you are going to have
fuel over the life of that plant to operate it.

The other point I would like to emphasize, and this goes back a
little to the European experience, is the concern we have seen from
the utility people about whether this is going to be produced within
the competitive range, even given the difficulties of alternative sources
of energy. So, the great question here is now you can get this done
at the lowest possible cost.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I see your point. My point was that the
private utilities would have to start committing money in 1977, and
the Clinch River isn't even going to be in operation until 1982. Mr.
Cocklin may be unique in his doubts, but I think it would be interesting
to find out, if there is any way we could, what the general attitude
is in the utility industry. As Mr. Brown was saying to me, given the
current capital needs and the fact that there is a profit squeeze and in
many places a simple lack of profit, given that, I think we might want
to take a look at it and maybe ask you to do more than you have done
at this time.

I am about through here. We want to get the EPA people up here.
My last question is on the uranium supplies cost. Uranium prices

today are $15 or $20 per pound and are up from $8 to $10 a pound a
year ago, as I understand it. Assuming oil prices at $10 per barrel, how
high could the price of uranium go and still be economic?

Mr. HUGHES. We don't have a specific answer for you, Mr. Chairman.
We will deal with that question with some comparative analysis of
fuel prices in the issue paper which we will have in the next month or
so.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Our staff indicates here the figure vwould be
in excess of $200 per pound with the generating power from light-
water reactors, but I want that checked out.

The main question is the available supply of uranium, and some
people think the AEC estimates are rather conservative. They are
limited to deposits, to shallow deposits, and to regions of known
uranium occurrence. The AEC inferred a future uranium shortage by
earmarking enough fuel for each reactor's entire lifetime in advance of
its construction and allowing, no additional discoveries during its 40

years of operation. The AEC seems not to take cognizance of foreign
ores or of potential technological progress, such as laser enrichment
techniques.

So. here we have a situation where interest in the breeder reactor bas
been based in Dart upon what. are the allepledlv limited supplies of
uranium material. There is a big argument in the mining community
and the scientific community as to whether or not, if you got a higher
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price for uranium, whether you could go much deeper than the current
mining operations. Of course, that has some environmental problems
with it.

In your May paper, or your later paper, I wish you would give some
thought to that. I am going to ask the staff to make that inquiry
slightly more precise than I have it here. I just wanted to toss it out
as one of the areas of concern.

I find the Wall Street Journal indicates in an article dated ADril 25th
that we are now exporting uranium to Russia for processing for
resale to European utilities. The major rationale, of course, for need-
ing the breeder reactor is that we are rapidly depleting our uranium
reserves and we must, therefore, develop a commercial breeder before
we deplete these reserves. Here, we are exporting it to the Soviet Union.

How much uranium of the total mined domestically is destined for
export? Does anybody know? Let's try to find out. How much of the
world's reactor fuel uranium does the United States supply and
what long-term commitments, if any, have we made to sell uranium
abroad in the future? All of this seems to be inconsistent with one of
the rationales for the breeder reactor; namely, that uranium is going
to be in short supply. We've got an export policy which is contrary
to what we might call our self-serving national interest of conserving
our uranium resources. So if you would take a look at it, that would be
helpful.

Gentlemen, I had a few other questions, but we have the EPA here.
If you will permit me, Mr. Staats, I will ask the staff to go over this
testimony and go over some of the questions we had prepared and
didn't ask, and we will send some questions over to your office and
possibly you can give us a written response. We won't overburden
you with it.

Mr. STAATS. It occurs to me if we don't have these when we correct
the record, we will try to take them into account in the issue paper.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I am very grateful to you, again, for appear-
ing here today.

Our next witness is Mr. Sheldon Meyer, Director of the Office of
Federal Activities, Environmental Protection Agency.

Mr. Meyers, we welcome you here and thank you for your patience
this morning. I hope the discussion that preceded this may be of help
to you in directing your commentary to this record of this committee.

You are the Director of the Office of Federal Activities of the En-
vironmental Protection Agency, am I correct? You have a full state-
ment here. Would you like to read it or paraphrase it, or how do you
wish to proceed?

STATEMENT OF SHELDON MEYERS, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF FEDERAL
ACTIVITIES, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

Mr. MEYERS. I have a prepared statement I would like to read.
Chairman HUMPHREY. All right. Just go right ahead.
Mr. MEYERS. I want to convey Mr. Train's regrets for not being able

to be here this morning.
Chairman HUMPHREY. No; it's all right. We are hanpy to have you

here. You are a man of competence. Go right ahead.
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Mr. MEYERS. I appreciate the opportunity to appear on behalf of the
Environmental Protection Agency to discuss various aspects of the
liquid metal fast breeder reactor (LMFBR) program.

As you are aware, our needs for new and more abundant supplies
of energy resources are intertwined with our needs to assure that
important environmental values are protected. For this Nation to
achieve these goals, comprehensive analysis of alternative energy
sources will require assessments of the impacts in social, economic,
and environmental areas.

Let me say at the outset that EPA is not opposed to the LMFBR
concept. However, in pursuing this program it is important that we
not prematurely close the door to other energy alternatives.

EPA has recently completed its review of the Atomic Energy Com-
mission's proposed final environmental statement on the LMFBR pro-
gram. Copies of our comments on this statement have been provided
to the committee.

In my testimony this morning I would like to discuss briefly some
of those comments.

SAFETY

In our review of the March 14, 1974, draft environmental statement
for the LMFBR program, we were unable to conclude that the en-
vironmental impact of the LMFBR program would be minimal, nor
could we determine the approaches that would be taken to insure
satisfactory resolution of important safety questions. Our comments
on the draft statement were intended to reflect NEPA requirements
which were emphasized in the court decision on the LMFBR program
draft statement; that is, it should ". . . indicate the extent to which
environmental effects are essentially unknown."

Based on our review of the proposed final statement, it is apparent
that the AEC staff expended considerable effort in attempting to ad-
dress the safety-related issues previously raised. We commend their
efforts, recognizing that development of much of the detailed infor-
mation was impossible at this state of the program. While we concur
with the general commitments and approach toward insuring safety
as indicated in the proposed final statement, the specific safety prob-
lems, their expected solutions, and the projected environmental im-
paots must eventually be publicly detailed and reviewed.

As you know, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, under its licens-
ing pro-ram, has responsibility for and is reviewing safety problems
and will pass judgment on them in a public forum.

In our opinion, more design, and performance data, and analyses
are required before the risks of the LMFBR can be evaluated. If pos-
sible, the anticipated ERDA final statement should provide more
amplification on this program effort including the presently limiting
factors-information, technical detail, development work, et cetera-
and the anticipated time frame for the completion of the risk analyses.

TRANSPORTATION SAFETY

The proposed final statement does not provide the basis for quantifi-
cation of the risks associated with transportation accidents; rather,
risk values were based on assumptions and judgments. To our knowl-
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edge, the relationship has not been established between LMFBR ma-
terials packaging test requirements and the physical integrity of such
packages under various accident conditions. As a result, transporta-
tion risks have also not been established.

PLUTONIUM TOXICITY

The proposed final statement recognizes that with respect to plu-
tonium toxicity the answers to some important questions concerning
the impact on public health are not available. AEC and EPA recog-
nize that in many cases there are reasonable differences of opinion on
the health implications that might be inferred, particularly in the
absence of definitive data.

While it is agreed that animal toxicity experiments (and not the
meager human exposure data) should serve as a guide, the discussion
of animal data is not sufficient to allow a judgment to be made on
plutonium toxicity in man. The differences of opinion on the signifi-
cance of animal data extrapolated to man are unresolved.

Although the toxicity of plutonium may be underestimated by an
order of magnitude, adjusting the adverse health effects estimates
upward by an order of magnitude would not significantly change
the total health impact of the LMFBR program as estimated by the
AEC in the proposed final statement. This is because the projected
releases of plutonium are so small.

Chairman HImIPHREY. Now what the devil does that mean?
Mr. MEYERS. The next sentence explains it.
Chairman HUMPHREY. You know some of these sentences just con-

fuse me. I thought I was an educated man, but I don't know. I can't
figure some of these things out.

Mr. MEYERS. This is because of the relatively insignificant emissions
of plutonium in the first place.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, that is what we are getting at.
Mr. MEYERS. Yes, and this explains it. As new data become available

during the development of this technology, any significant changes
that may occur in the assumed probability and magniture of plu-
tonium releases into the environment from LMFBR fuel cycle would
require a reevaluation on the health impacts due to the LMFBR
program.

Health effects have been forecast on the basis of what is essentially
a zero release operating philosophy. It is not yet possible to say whether
near zero release is technologically possible or whether all important
plutonium releases, such as those due to sabotage, have been properly
considered.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL

In the proposed final statement the AEC stated that ". . . to date,
there have been no reports of migration of radioactive material from
commercial burial sites." We would note, however, that radioactivity
has been reported to have migrated offsite from burial facilities in
Kentucky and New York State. These two sites were initially licensed
under the assumption that they would contain the wastes buried
therein for hundreds and even thousands of years.

The reported results of an investigation by the Kentucky Depart-
ment for Human Resources clearly indicate that the radioactive waste

64-603 0 - 76 - 22
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disposal site on Maxey Flats is contributing radioactivity to the envi-
ronment. Recent reported findings by the New York State Depart-
ment of Environmental Conservation have also shown radioactivity
levels in surface runoff from the Nuclear Fuel Services burial site near
West Valley, N.Y.

Additional environmental studies supported by EPA, in coopera-
tion with the Kentucky Department for Human Resources, support
that department's findings, and studies of the site hydrogeology by
the U.S. Geological Survey have identified pathways and mechanisms
for this offsite movement of radioactive materials.

Chairman HUMPHREY. When this was discovered, did you tell the
AEC that they are offbase, or do we just pass nice notes between
agencies of Government? Who is telling whom what?

Mr. MEYERS. We have indeed conveyed our feelings and-
Chairman HUMPHREY. What do you do about it after you have

conveyed your feelings?
Mr. MEYERS. We have undertaken, as I understand it, studies with

New York State and Kentucky to more clearly what is happening.
Chairman HUMPHREY. You say here that your findings are showing

that radioactivity emissions and runoffs really take place?
Mr. MEYERS. We are trying to pinpoint where the problem is.
Chairman HUMPHREY. But, you are saying it does happen. But you

say here AEC stated that: "To date, there have been no reports of
migration of radioactive material from commercial burial sites." It is
the same Government, isn't it?

Mr. MEYERS. Yes, sir.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Who is running the show? I mean, are you

in charge or are they?
Mr. MEYERS. The program, as you know, is run by the AEC. We

have a monitoring responsibility. In executing this responsibility and
in conjunction with the two States mentioned, we have apparently
found releases of radioactivity. We have brought this to the attention
of the AEC. We are trying to define what the problem is. When we
have defined it, we will ask that it be corrected.

Chairman HUMPHREY. You know, if this happened with a private
company, you would put them out of business, don't you?

Mr. MEYERS. I can't answer that, sir.
Chairman HUMPHREY. But you do. You get an injunction. You get

a court order on it. I have seen it happen in my State. Why don't you
get a court order against the AEC? Who are they? Are they better than
the Reserve Mining Co. in Minnesota, for example? Don't misunder-
stand me now. I know that Reserve Mining has been polluting Lake
Superior. We had a district court that ruled to that effect, and the
circuit court gave them a little time to shape up. What are you doing
about shaping up the AEC's polluting operations?

Mr. MEYERS. I might add the court didn't order them to shut down.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Yes; 'but they will have to spend quite a bit

of money to fix this thing up. Again, I am not arguing about the deci-
sion. Don't misunderstand me there. I am sympathetic to the decision.
I just want to know, do we play hanky-panky amongst the Federal
agencies, or do you do to the Federal agencies what you do to the
citizens of this country?
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In other words, when a private company or private individual vio-
lates your standards, whammo, you come down on him and sometimes,
I think, unduly so. But be that as it may, when it comes to the AEC,
you say, "Brothers and sisters, let us sing two or three hymns
together."

Mr. MEYERS. No; I don't think it is that way. Where we have identi-
fied problems, not only with the AEC but with other Federal agencies,
and brought these problems to their attention, they do indeed correct
them. Now, in this particular case, as I say, we are trying to pinpoint
where the problem is. There have been measurements that would indi-
cate there are releases. I am personally convinced that once those
problems are identified, the AEC will correct them.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Good, and you give us the report when it
happens. I want to find out when it happens, and soon.

But, I have great suspicion about how the agencies of Government
work out their problems. I want the Government to treat their respec-
tive agencies like they treat my constituents. When you crack down
on my constituents with the IRS or Justice Department or the FTC or
somebody else, they cringe, and they are knocked right off the ledge.
But, when you deal with each other, you go around violating laws
day after day and year after year. You just slap their wrists and say,
"Don't do that again; you're a bad boy."

OK, go ahead.
Mr. MEYERS. We believe that additional investigations are required

to determine the ability of all of the present sites to comply with the
criterion of no offsite migration. EPA is conducting investigations at
the West Valley and Maxey Flats waste burial facilities in coopera-
tion with State agencies and the U.S. Geological Survey. We have
also reviewed available reports on investigations which have been
conducted at the other four waste burial facilities.

We appreciate the AEC's effort in clarifying and reorganizing the
classification of wastes is a matter of some concern to EPA. The cate-
gory "other-than-high-level" wastes and its subcategories do not, in our
opinion, give sufficient information as to the activity, content, and
hazard potential of the waste.

A more detailed, explicit classification system is needed to enable
reviewers to evaluate the potential environmental impact from the
other-than-high-level wastes. Such a system would be of great assist-
ance to EPA as well as burial site operators and the State agencies
which regulate them.

PLUTONIUM SAFEGOUARDS

We regard the safeguards program to be of utmost importance.
Therefore, in order to avoid possible gaps in the development of that
program, we recommend that the final statement indicate the specific
areas of responsibility and authority for safeguards between ERDA
and NRC. Further, it would be helpful to have the breakdown of
responsibilities for safeguards within these agencies.

BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS

Our comments on the proposed final statement point out three areas
where there are problems with the method of analysis and the presen-
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tation of the analytical results. These are: (1) The base energy de-
mand projection; (2) the timing of the commercial introduction of
the LMFBR; and (3) the uncertainty with respect to the possible
benefits that may accrue from the LMFBR program.

With respect to the electrical energy demand projections, we believe
that there is a likelihood that the base projections are high, in light
of the Project Independence Report. As part of that report, FEA
prepared base case projections for total energy demand as a function
of the price of oil over the short-term period from 1972 to 1985. With
the price of imported oil at $7 per barrel, total energy demand was
projected to grow at 3.2 percent per year.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Where are you getting oil at $7 per barrel?
Mr. MEYERS. In this country, I believe; we are using these figures

as
Chairman HUMPHREY. You've got to be kidding here. You use this

for a basis of comparison, but why do you want to compare things
that don't exist? What is this nonsense about $7 per barrel?

Mr. MEYERS. The figure came from the Project Independence Report,
I suppose it is possible for the price to drop down to that level some
day.

Chairman HUMPHREY. You think so?
Mr. MEYERS. Not really, but it is possible.
Chairman HUMPHREY. I had a talk with Mr. Yamani from Saudi

Arabia last week and
Mr. MEYERS. What did he say?
Chairman HUMPHREY. I think you ought to visit with him. But, go

ahead. I get your point here. You are making an analysis at $7 per
barrel and then we have another one at $11 per barrel.

Mr. MEYERS. Right. However, with a price of $11 per barrel total
energy demand was projected to grow at 2.7 percent per year.

Project Independence also projected a long-term "base case" total
demand for energy. According to that projection, total energy con-
sumption should grow at a rate of about 2.5 percent per year from
1985 through the year 2000.

The base case Project Independence projections for total energy
demand can be compared to the proposed final statement base case
projection by applying the above growth rates to that statement's
1970 estimate for actual demand.

The proposed final statement projection for electric energy demand
assumed that 65 percent of the total energy demand in the year 2020
would be met by electric power generation. Appiying the same assump-
tion to the numbers derived from the Project Independence Report,
one can derive comparable electric energy demands based on the
Project Independence growth rates.

The results indicate that electric energy demand for the year 2020
will be 33 to 28 percent less than that projected by the proposed final
statement base case, depending upon whether the price of an imported
barrel of oil is $11 or $7 respectively.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I see. So in the best of times or the worst of
times as far as energy demand is concerned, the electrical energy de-
mand will be either 33 percent or 28 percent less, depending on whether
you put it at $7 or $11 a barrel in oil equivalent?
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Mr. MEYERS. In addition, it would also appear that the proposed
final statement base projections are high in light of the projected rate
of electrical demand related to the rate of population growth. Pro-
jections of total energy consumption and energy inputs to the electrical
sector were made on the basis of their historical relationship to popu-
lation growth. The apparent basis for the energy estimates was the
E- series population projection of the Bureau of the Census equal to
0.81 percent growth per year.

Examination of the historical population and total energy demand
data suggests that the total energy demand projections in the proposed
final statement may not be consistent with the population projection.

During the period from 1950 to 1972 the U.S. population grew at
an annual average rate of 1.45 percent per year. During that time,
total energy demand grew at a rate of 3.4 percent. Therefore, it is not
clear that it is appropriate to retain the high 3.4 percent rate of growth
in energy demand while projecting the reduced 0.81 percent rate of
growth in population, as has been done in the proposed final statement
case forecast.

Were the same relationship between rates of population growth and
energy demand over the 1950 to 1972 period to persist over the period
from 1970 to 2020, one could expect on the basis of that relationship
alone that the rate of growth in total energy demand associated with
a 0.81 percent rate of population growth would be 1.9 percent per year
instead of 3.4 percent.

With respect to the timing of commercialization of the LMFBR, and
using the Project Independence figures cited above, we have carried
out some preliminary analyses which indicate that the planned 1987
date for commercial introduction might be postponed 4 years, if the
Project Independence base case projection for total energy demand
with oil at $7 per barrel were realized. In addition, a 12-year post-
ponement may be possible if the $11-per-barrel rate were to occur.

This and other evidence seems to indicate that a reexamination of
LMFBR timing assumptions is warranted. If additional time is indeed
available, a more flexible schedule might be adopted to accommodate
potential changes in energv demand and environmental factors.

Finally, with respect to LMFBR program benefits, we believe that
the proposed final statement places too much reliance on the base case
forecasts to show the benefits of the program. One can infer from the
AEC analysis of varying combinations of less optimistic conditions-
with respect to growth of energy demand and LMFBR capital costs-
that the projected net benefits of the program could be low or even
negative. The final program and cost-benefit analysis should reflect
such uncertainties.

We believe that the present plans for LMFBR research and develop-
ment should be reexamined, allowing if possible for adjustments in
scheduling or program changes. This may help reduce the possibility
of negative benefits in the event that the anticipated conditions favor-
able to early commercialization of the LMFBR do not materialize.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my remarks and I will be happy to
answer any questions.

Chairman HumPHREY. Thank you very much. I have a number of
questions.
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First of all, I want to include at this point in the record your letter
of April 23 to Mr. Pennington, an assessment and coordination officer
of the Division of Biomedical and Environmental Research of the
Energy Research and Development Administration, along with the
Environmental Protection Agency's comments on the proposed final
environmental statement. It is to this report that you have alluded
and referred?

Mr. MEYERS. That is right.
[The letter and statement follow:]

U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
Washington, D.C., April 23, 1975.

Mr. W. H. PENNINGTON,
Assessment and Coordination Offlcer, Division of Biomedical and Environment

Research, U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration, Wash-
ington, D.C.

DEAR MR. PENNINGTON: In accordance with our responsibilities under NEPA
and Section 309 of the Clean Air Act, as amended, the Environmental Protection
Agency has reviewed the Atomic Energy Commission's proposed final environ-
mental statement (PFES) on the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR)
Program (Wash-1535), issued January 16, 1975. Our enclosed detailed comments
are offered for consideration prior to completion of the anticipated ERDA
environmental statement on this program.

Environmental impact statements often include consideration of factors not
strictly environmental, particularly to the extent that these factors have
relevance to, or an effect on, the environmental impacts. The overall economics
and cost/benefit aspects of the LMFBR program are such factors, and they were
assessed by the AEC staff in the PFES. Therefore, EPA's review and comments
encompass these aspects as well as specific environmental issues.

As was directed by the courts, the PFES addressed (as did the March 14,
1974, draft statement) the impacts of both the developmental program and the
possible ultimate commercialization of LMFBR-type plants. We agree that this
approach was and is appropriate, and we commend the AEC for its exhaustive
efforts to explore the broader aspects of this evolving technology. After review
of the PFES, we have concluded that (with the exception of those matters
discussed in our enclosed detailed comments) the AEC has addressed the impacts
and economic aspects of the overall LMFlBR program about as well as can be
expected, given the state of presently available information. In addition, this
programmatic environmental statement is beneficial in that it tends to highlight
areas of uncertainty and informational gaps-thereby aiding in focusing or
redirecting research and developmental programs to provide needed answers.
The PFES has generally served this purpose. However, the absence of definitive
information in certain key areas restricts present impact analyses and, thus,
severely limits the effectiveness of the PFES. It is this problem that is of most
concern to EPA.

We believe the developmental portion of the LMFBR program can probably be
conducted without any unacceptable adverse impacts on the environment. None-
theless, there is some uncertainty surrounding the safety aspects of the Clinch
River Breeder Reactor (CRBR) since there is a present lack of detailed design
information. We realize that some of this information will be developed in the
course of the necessary planning and design work and can be evaluated when
the specific environmental statement and other documents are issued by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission in conjunction with the licensing of this facility.
The PFES indicates that the general approach, as with light-water reactors, will
be to utilize conservative design and siting practices to minimize safety risks.
We agree that this will probably provide an adequate basic level of safety at the
CRBR. Also, we are confident that, as new information is developed relative to
safety, changes in plant design will be incorporated as necessary to ensure that
the lowest practicable risk levels are maintained.

With respect to the commercialization aspects of the LMFBR program, our
review of the PFES indicates that current information is inadequate to predict
the ultimate environmental impacts with any certainty. Much of the information
needed to make such predictions will come from ongoing and planned research
and development. Similar uncertainty, in our opinion, clouds the evaluation of
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the economic and cost/benefit aspects of LMFBR commercialization. We have
concluded from our review that overall LMFBR benefits are highly sensitive to
variations in the assumed future electrical demand and uranium resource avail-
ability, neither of which is reliably known at this time. Thus, it is not currently
possible to make accurate cost/benefit predictions regarding the program.

In spite of the existing environmental and economic uncertainties, EPA has
not uncovered any evidence of unresolvable environmental problems which might
preclude LMFBR commercialization. Thus, we see no reason for abandoning
present and planned developmental efforts. However, in order to preserve flexi-
bility for future energy decisions, we encourage ERDA to continue (and expand
where necessary) substantive exploration of feasible alternatives so that these
will be in a sufficiently advanced state of development, should LMFBR commer-
cialization not be possible.

The PFES anticipates a developmental program that progresses rapidly to
commercialization in order to capture the assumed benefits of breeder technology.
However, in our opinion, the LMFBR would not be rendered significantly less
economic relative to other energy alternatives should problems delay the onset
of commercialization. Recent downward trends in energy demand projections, in
particular, appear to reduce the possible adverse effect of delay on program
benefits. For example, using the latest demand projections of Project Inde-
pendence our preliminary analyses indicate that a delay of 4 to 12 years might
be accommodated without significantly reducing the uranium conservation value
of the breeder. This should not be construed as indicating that EPA is neces-
sarily advocating a delay, but that sufficient evidence exists to warrant reexam-
ination of LMFBR timing assumptions.

If it is established that additional time is indeed available for ERDA to con-
sider LMFBR decisions, consideration should be given to the merits of program
rescheduling. Present scheduling indicates what we believe to be highly optimistic
assumptions concerning the time and effort needed for adequate resolutions of
environmental and safety problems. If the developmental program were not tied
to the earliest possible date for commercialization, additional time would be
available to seek the best solutions to these problems and to optimize the overall
program by utilizing new and possibly changing information relative to future
uranium supply and energy demand. Further, although the PFES adequately
considers possible nuclear and non-nuclear alternatives (based on current infor-
mation), additional time could be used to advantage to refine such considerations
and, thus, possibly improve environmental protection.

As was indicated previously, although the AEC has assessed projected impacts
about as well as can be expected utilizing present information, the absence of
information in certain key areas severely limits the PFES. We would encourage
ERDA to reexamine the environmental aspects of the program to the extent
possible and appropriate as new environmental and environmentally related
information becomes available. If you or the ERDA staff have any questions
concerning our comments, we would be happy to discuss them with you.

Sincerely yours,
SHELDON MEYERS,

Director, Office of Federal Activitie8.
Enclosure.

COMMENTS ON PROPOSED FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT: LIQUID METAL
FAST BREEDER REACTOR PROGRAM

INTRODUCTION AND CONCLUSIONS

EPA has reviewed the Proposed Final Environmental Statement (PFES)
prepared by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission on the Liquid Metal Fast
Breeder Reactor Program and issued January 16, 1975. In our review we have
emphasized the AEC responses to our comments on the draft environmental
statement (DES). Our major conclusions are summarized as follows.

In general, we believe the PFES has assessed the environmental impacts of
the LMFBR program about as well as can be expected, given the state of present
information. However. our review also indicates that some important unknowns
and uncertainties still exist, in the areas of reactor safety, transpotration safety,
radioactive waste disposal. and plutonium toxicity. which limit the accuracy
with which environmental impacts can be forecast. Consequently, we were unable
to conclude, on the basis of the information presented in the PFES, that com-
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In our opinion, tne timber neeued to resolve the environmental and safety ques-
tions associated with the islBEii, program may ne greater tnan that provided
in present scheuuling. It appears, however, that additional time for such prob-
lems might be avaliadle. In view of tne most recent energy demand projections
by Project Independence, our preliminary anaiyses have led us to believe that
a delay of four to twelve years in the commercialization ox the LMFBR might
be accommodated without significantly reducing the uranium conservation value
of the LMb3iR. This should not be construed as indicating that EPA is neces-
sarily advocating a delay, but that sufficient evidence exists to warrant reexam-
ination of LMb'BR timing assumptions.

We encourage EUDA, in order to preserve flexibility for future energy deci-
sions, to continue (and expand where necessary) substantive exploration of
feasible alternatives so that these will be in a sufficiently advanced state of
development, should LMFBR commercialization not be possible.

BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS
Introduction

Our primary concern in reviewing the proposed final environmental statement
(PFES) has been the adequate treatment of the potential environmental and
safety impacts associated with the LMFBR program. We believe that the costs of
avoiding or incurring these potential adverse environmental effects should be
at least offset by the potential net economic benefits of the program. It is because
of this critical balancing between potential environmental and economic effects
that we have devoted our attention to the economic as well as the environmental
aspects of the PFES. We want both to be presented as adequately as is possible
in order to increase the likelihood that the proper balancing will be made.

The proposed final environmental statement (PFES) responds satisfactorily
to all but two of the detailed EPA criticisms of the benefit-cost analyses presented
in the draft environmental statement (DES). One area in which the PFES
analysis is deficient is in the presentation of the results of the sensitivity analy-
sis requested by EPA. In its comments, EPA requested a sensitivity analysis of
the projected benefits of the LMFBR with respect to high and low values for
four major conditions: (1) future supply of uranium; (2) capital cost difference
between LMFBRs and LWRs; (3) level of future demand for electrical power;
and (4) rate of introduction of HTGRs. Full exploration of the effects of these
variations would have required the evaluation of 24 alternatives-eight basic
"without LMFBR" alternatives and 16 "with LMFBR" alternatives reflecting
the total number of combinations possible given two possible values for each
of the four conditions that could be varied. Table 1 presents a summary of the
24 cases which would have been explored under the EPA request. In.addition,
Table 1 includes 12 additional cases that were evaluated and presented by the
AEC as part of the sensitivity analysis. These latter cases reflect a pessimistic
assumption about the supply of uranium.

The purpose of the sensitivity analysis was to investigate the degree to which
the projected benefits of the LMFBR program vary with different assumptions
about uncertain future conditions. In particular EPA believed that energy de-
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mand in the year 2020 possibly could be some 50 percent smaller than that pro-
jecced using the base projection; that the uranium supply could be significantly
greater than that projected for the base case; that the capital cost differential be-
tween LMFBRs and LWRs could be significantly higher than the base projection;
and that the HTGR growth constraints might be overcome by a change in pro-
gram emphasis.

Most observers would agree that with respect to the base energy demand,
capital costs, and HTGR constraints, deviations from the base projections are
likely to be in only one direction-definitely downward-given recent population
growth and energy demand experience. Such agreement could not be found with
respect to the projected uranium supply. AEC correctly supplemented the re-
quested sensitivity analysis with consideration of a pessimistic projection of
future uranium supplies. Their pessimistic forecast reflects the belief of many that
future uranium supplies will be limited to today's known and potential reserves.

The second area in which the PFES responds poorly to EPA's comments is in
the analysis of the effects of a delay in the introduction date of the LMFBR on the
anticipated benefits of the program. The analysis presented in the PFES restricts
attention to cases that are for the most part unfavorable to any delay, i.e., cases
where at most one adverse future condition occurs. In subsequent sections, we
have carried out some primitive analyses to establish a context for viewing the
possible effects of a delay in the LMFBR introduction date. The PFES would be
greatly improved were it to expand its treatment of the question of timing of
LMFBR introduction including additional sensitivity analyses using the benefit-
cost model.

PROBLEMS WITH THE ANALYSIS OF THE SENSITIVITY CASES

Apparent incorrect ba8e for measuring benefits
The measure of gross benefits attributable to the LMFBR is basically the cost

savings realized by providing energy to meet the projected level of demand with
LMFBR's over the costs of meeting the demand by LWR's. In calculating bene-
fits, therefore, the only difference between the reference base case and the LMFBR
case should be the presence of the LMFBR. In Table 1, each reference base case
has two LMFBR cases for comparison because two levels of LMFBR capital costs
have been postulated. Except for the cases including a constraint on HTGR
reactor introduction, the conditions for the base cases correctly do not vary from
the comparative LMFBR cases with respect to any of the variable conditions.

This correspondence fails in the HTGR constrained cases because the reference
base cases assume a constraint on HTGR introduction up to the year 2020 while
the comparative LMFBR cases assume constraints only to the year 2000. In
Table 1, base cases 13, 16, 22, 31, and 34 suffer from this apparent error. The
results for base case 19 comparisons were not presented in Appendix Table IV
D-1; it is not known if the same mistake was made there.

The effects of this non-conformity on gross benefits calculation could be highly
significant. No base runs including a year 2000 constraint on HTGR introductions
were presented in Table IV D-1. however, an indication of the effect of the ap-
parent error is provided by the PFES, Table 11.2-23. According to the data in
the first row of the table, the gross benefits of the LMFBR program are $19.4
billion when the HTGR capacity constraints to the year 2020 are imposed for
the non-breeder comparison. If the HTGR capacity constraints are applied only to
the year 2000 for the non-breeder case and all other assumptions are held con-
stant the gross benefits drop to $14.6 billion.

Footnote "a" in Table 11.2-23 states that the constraints were not "imposed
(or needed)" beyond the year 2000 for the cases with the breeder present. This
statement implies that the reduction in gross benefits from $19.4 to $14.6 billion
can be attributed wholly to the reduction in the present value of the total costs
of producing energy in the non-breeder base cases brought about by relaxing the
capacity constraints on the HTGR during the period from the year 2000 through
2020.

These data suggest that if the base case 1 in Table IV..D-1 had HTGR capacity
constraints imposed only to the year 2000, the energy cost would be $206 billion
instead of $210.8 billion. And, more importantly, the gross benefit of case 3 in
Table IV D-1 would be reduced from $19.4 to $14.6 billion.

The data in Table 11.2-23 are not sufficient to allow a similar evaluation of
the benefits estimated for the other cases in Table IV D-1. However, the same
inconsistency with respect to the HTGR constraints between the base cases and
the comparison LMFBR csses persists for all the estimates. The HTGR capacity
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constraints are applied up to the year 2020 for the non-LMFBR base cases. The
constraints apply only through the year 2000 for the LMFBR comparison cases.
If the comparison between cases 1 and 3 in Table IV D-1 is representative, the
elimination of the HTGR constraints for the period from the year 2000 to the
year 2020 could reduce the estimated value of gross benefits of the LMFBR by
about 25 percent.

Certainly, the evidence is sufficiently great to request that the HTGR con-
strained base cases be rerun with a year 2000 constraint instead of a year 2020
constraint. Depending on the unknown differential effects of the HTGR and the
LMFBR, the benefits reported for the HTGR constrained cases could be signi-
ficantly reduced.

Until this confusion with respect to true benefits is cleared up, the results of the
benefit-cost analysis must be questioned. The most direct way to resolve the prob.
lem would be to run the HTGR constrained cases for a year 2000 constraint and
the comparative cases with a year 2020 constraint. In that way complete esti
mates of the effects of both the 2020 and 2000 constraints could be evaluated.

Failure to analyze several of the sensitivity cases
EPA requested a sensitivity analysis of the combined effects of two possible

values for four of the major inputs to the benefit-cost analysis. The sensitivity
analysis required the evaluation of 16 possible cases (2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15,
17, 18, 20, 21, 23, and 24) in Table 1. Table IV D-1 in the Appendix omits results
for six of the requested cases (cases 3, 8, 9, 15, 20, and 21) in Table 1. The results
for cases 3, 8, and 9 do appear, however, in graphical form in Figure 11.2-11 of
the benefit-cost document. The results for cases 15, 20, and 21 were not found any-
where in the report. The circled results presented in the gross benefit column of
Table 1 were estimated by interpolation. For the sake of completeness, the docu-
ment should include analyses of all of the requested 16 cases and the results
should all appear in Table IV D-1.

PROBLEMS WITH THE PRESENTATION OF RESULTS OF THE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Summary results of the sensitivity analysis
Table 1 in this document contains 36 cases: 12 base cases and 24 LMFBR cases.

The 24 LMFBR cases constitute the sensitivity analyses for 2 values of LMFBR
capital costs, 2 assumptions about HTGR's, 2 levels of energy demand, and 3
levels of uranium supply (2x2X2x3=24). The 24 cases can be broken down into
two 12-case sets according to the presence or absence of a constraint on the intro-
duction of HTGR's. Figures 11.2-10 and 11.2-11 in the PFES purportedly present
the results of the sensitivity analysis following this breakdown. Figure 11.2-11
presents the results for the 12 cases with no HTGR constraint. The companion
Figure 11.2-10, however, omits three important cases-cases 15, 20, and 21 in
Table 1 of this document. Inclusion of the results for these three cases would
alter the visual impression of Figure 11.2-10. The benefit picture would definitely
be less favorable to the LMIFBR. Figure 11.2-10 should be modified to include
these results for cases 15, 20, and 21 in Table 1.
Interpretation of the effects of changing conditions on the benefits of the LMFBR

Tables 11.2-23, 11.2-24, and 11.2-25 in the PFES present data to show the
independent effects of variation in HTGR constraints, uranium supply, and
LMFBR capital costs on the estimated benefits of the LMFBR program. Such
a table is not presented for the effects of variation in energy demand. The
effect of energy demand is poorly presented in the discussion on pages 11.2-138
through 11.2-142 and in Figure 11.2-38. The tables tend to be confusing in that
the data are gross benefit values, and yet the tables' titles refer only to "benefits."
Before these benefits can be viewed as net benefits, the $4.9 billion (present
worth) cost of the LMFBR program must be subtracted. This feature of the

tables should be made clear in ERDA's final environmental statement (FES).
The tables (11.2-23 through 11.2-25) are useful in that they indicate marginal

changes. They indicate the size and direction of the effects of variations on the
estimated gross benefits of the LMFBR program. Because of their composition,
however, they do not provide sufficient information on the range of effects of the
various assumptions on the viability of the LMFBR proaram. i.e.. the extent
to which variations in the conditions change the estimated value of the benefit-
cost ratio of the program. Tables 11.2-23 and 11.2-25, in particular, appear to
contain sets of selected cases that display relatively very high levels of gross
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benefits. An improved way to display the independent effects of variation in
each assumed condition would be to present the whole array of the 24 sensitivity
cases organized in such a fashion as to elucidate the independent effects better.
For example, Table 2 presents the data in a way that emphasizes the partial
effects of changes in the uranium supply given any of the 8 distinct sets of future
conditions that are associated with each of the three possible levels of uranium
supply.

Table 2 shows the marked effect that the supply of uranium has on LMFBR
net benefits-all other conditions being equal. In each of the 8 possible combina-
tions of values for the other three conditions HTGR constraint, LMFBR capital
cost, and level of energy demand), changes in the direction of increased uranium
supply tend to cut the perceived net benefits of the LMFBR in half for each
incremental change. In view of this volatility of net benefits with respect to
uranium supply, it would appear desirable to collect more information on uranium
supply before making a total commitment to pursue the net benefits of the
LMFBR program.

The last column of Table 2 clarifies an issue which is raised on page 11.3-1 in
the PFES conclusions, "The ratio (B/C) falls below one only when two or more
large adverse circumstances-each considered unlikely-are assumed to occur in
concert." So long as the unconstrained introduction of the HTGR is considered
a "large adverse consequence," this statement is true. If the unconstrained HTGR
condition is not viewed as unlikely, then the number of adverse conditions for
12 of the cases in Table 2 are reduced by 1 to equal the numbers in parentheses in
the last column. Then in two instances the net benefits of the LMFBR program
are negative with the occurrence of only one adverse condition-either high
LMFBR capital costs or very low demand (cases 3 and 8 in Table 2).

Table 2 points up the significance of the uranium supply assumption with
respect to the net benefit estimate. Similar tables could and should be included
in ERDA's environmental statement to present more clearly the range of marginal
effects of changes in the assumptions about energy demand and LMFBR capital
costs.

ADOPTION OF A DECISION RULE FOR DECISION UNCERTAINTY

There are several combinations of possible future conditions that could result
in the benefit-cost analysis yielding negative net benefits (11 of the 24 cases pre-
sented in Table 1). The benefit-cost analysis could deal better with implications
of these negative benefit cases in terms of the overall assessment of whether the
dollar benefits of the LMFBR program exceed the dollar costs.

For example, one way to deal with uncertainty is to assign equal likelihood to
a range of many possible futures and then calculate the expected value of gross
benefits of the LMFBR program for each possible future. Table 3 presents the
results of two such expected value analyses. Expected gross benefits are calcu-
lated under two assumptions, first it is assumed that all of the 24 LMFBR cases
in Table 1 are equally likely to occur. Under that assumption, the expected gross
benefits of the LMFBR program are $8.4 billion: in the second case, the very low
uranium supply cases have been eliminated. The remaining 16 cases are then
considered equally likely to occur. Even under that assumption (adverse to the
LMFBR), the expected gross benefits of $5.6 billion exceed the development costs
of $4.9 billion.

The expected value, however, is perhaps less appropriate a measure of benefits
than some other not so mechanical criterian, such as minimizing the maximum
regret. In Table 1, the most adverse conditions with respect to the LMFBR occur
in case 12, where HGTR introduction is unconstrained, LMFBR capital costs
are very high, energy demand is very low, and the uranium supply is optimal. In
that case, the projected net benefit of the LMFBR is minus $4 billion; i.e., the
nation would end up losing some $4 billion if the LMFBR program were adopted.
On the other hand, case 31 in Table 1 contains the conditions most favorable to
the LJMFBR. In that case the projected net benefits of the program are $26 bil-
lion, i.e., the net cost of not developing the IMFBR could be $26 billion. Thus, the
maximum regret for developing the LMFBR could be $4 billion; the maximum
regret for not developing could be $31 billion. Clearly, maximum regret would be
minimized by going ahead with the LMFBR program.

Ultimately, the acceptance or rejection of LMFBR program must be based upon
a scheme for dealing with uncertainty that surpasses the discussion in the exist-
ing benefit-cost analysis. The method of dealing with uncertainty should be made
explicit in the final benefit-cost analysis.
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PROBLEMS WITH THE BASE CASE ENERGY DEMAND PROJECTION

Consideration of Project Independence total energy demand projection
1. Likelihood the Base Projections are High.
As part of the Project Independence Report, FEA prepared base case projec-

tions for total energy demand as a function of the price of oil over the short-
term period from 1972 to 1985. With the price of imported oil at $7 per barrel
total energy demand was projected to grow at 3.2 percent per year. With a price
of $11 per barrel total energy demand was projected to grow at 2.7 percent per
year.

Project Independence also projected a long term "Base Case" total demand for
energy. According to that projection, total energy consumption should grow at a
rate of about 2.5 percent per year from 1985 through the year 2020.

Total energy demand for the year 1970 was 67 Btu X 101 according to Table
11.2-7 of the PFES. Similarly, the PFES base 1 case forecast of total energy
demand is 859 Btu X 10'5. The base case Project Independence projections can
be compared to the PFES base case projection by applying the Project Inde-
pendence growth rates to the 1970 demand as follows:
(1) E=67 exp(15r) exp(35X.025)

where r is the appropriate rate of growth of total energy demand.
The PFES projection for electric energy demand assumed that 65 percent of

the total energy demand in the year 2020 would be met by electric power genera-
tion. Applying the same assumption to the Project Independence derived numbers,
one gets the following set of projections.

Total energy Electrical energy
Base cases demand, year2O2O demand 2020

$7 per barrel oil ------------------------------------ 260 BtuXO .....----- 20.3 kWhX1015.
$11 e l oil----------------------------------------------------- 240 BtuX10 - 18.8 kWhX105
PFES ---------------------------------------------------- 359 BtuX1015 - 28.0 kWhX101.

These figures indicate that if the base case Project Independence projections
are correct, electric energy demand for the year 2020 will be 33 percent or 28
percent less than that projected by the PFES base case, depending upon whether
the price of an imported barrel of oil is $11 or $7, respectively.
Apparent inconsistence of population and total energy demand projections

The PFIDS provides its base national energy forecast in Table 11.2-7 on page
11.2-53. According to the text, the "projections of total energy consumption and
energy inputs to the electrical sector were made on the basis of their historical
relationship to the real Gross National Product (GNP)." The apparent basis for
the GNP estimates was the E series population projection of the Bureau of the
Census.

Examination of the historical population, GNP, and total energy demand data,
however, suggests that the PFES total energy demand and GNP projections may
not be consistent with the population projection at least in terms of past
experience.

Actual PFES forecas
growth rate growth rate

1950 1972 1950-72 1970-2020

U.S. population --------------- . ..... 151, 320, 000 208, 840, 000 1.45 0.81Total energy demand --- 364 364GN P(1958 dollars) -------------- $355, 000, 000, 000 $789,000o00&,000 3.6 3.6

' Rate cited on p. 11.2-54 of PFES.

During the period from 1950 to 1972 the U.S. Population grew at an annual
average rate of 1.45 percent per year. During that time, total energy demand
and GNP grew at rates of 3.4 and 3.6 percent, respectively. If there is some
relationship between population growth and growth in these other two measures,
it seems anomalous to retain such historical high rates of growth in energy
demand and GNP while projecting such a reduced rate of growth in popula-
tion, as has been done for the PFES base case forecast.
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The projected rate of growth of population over the period from 1970-2020
is only 56 percent of the population growth rate over the period from 1950 to
1972. It would be extreme to argue that a comparable reduction in the rate of
growth of total energy demand would also occur. An annual growth rate in total
energy demand of 2.5 percent (as projected by Project Independence for the
period 1985-2020) would be equal to 74 percent of the earlier period's 3.4 percent
growth rate. Such a reduced rate would appear more consistent with the pro-
jected reduced rate of population growth.
Implication of Project Independence projections for the optimal timing of the

LMFBR introduction date
On page 80 of EPA's comments on the DES, it was suggested that the question

of optimal timing for the introduction of the L31FBR ought to be discussed in
the PFES. Unfortunately, the PFES analyzes the effects of timing for too few
alternatives to make a reasonable evaluation. Table IV D-1 contains informa-
tion on timing for cases in which at most one adverse assumption is made with
respect to the overall base case. Very importantly, the effect of timing given
the (-50 percent) demand projection is not presented under any conditions.

The essential justification for the LMFBR is that it will allow nuclear power
to expand with lower costs for fuel. The breeders will decelerate the rate of
consumption of lower and lower grade uranium resources at higher and higher
prices. On the other hand, development of LMFBR is going to be a costly pro-
gram. The optimal time for introduction of the LMFBR would, therefore, appear
to depend upon a trade off between discounted costs of development and the
discounted opportunity cost of having to pay higher prices for nuclear fuel than
would be necessary were the breeder available. The speed at which higher prices
for uranium will develop is a function of the availability of uranium resources
and the rate at which demand for energy grows. It seems logical that either some
level of depressed demand or some level of expanded uranium supply or some
combination of lowered demand and increased uranium supply would cause the
optimal timing for LMFBR introduction to be postponed beyond the 1987 date
proposed by the PFES.

The Project Independence projections for total energy demand in the year 2020
are 28 percent and 33 percent lower than the PFES energy demand projection
for the base case. It would be valuable to know if either of these projected
demands would alter the optimal timing for LMFBR introduction. Cases 15
and 16 in Table IV D-1 of the PFES indicate that a (-20 percent) demand
would not delay the optimal timing of LMFBR introduction. However, accord-
ing to Table IV D-1, the discounted total cost of meeting energy demand under
the base projection without the LMFBR is $210.8 billion while the discounted
total cost for a (-20 percent) demand would be $188.4 billion. A 20 percent
lower demand in the year 2020 results in a 10.6 percent reduction in the dis-
counted total costs; but the cost savings of the LMFBR are still great enough
to preclude delay of its introduction without opportunity losses in the (-20
percent) demand case.

The relative values of the figures in Table IV D-1, however, make one
wonder whether the analytical benefit-cost model is constructed in such a way
as to accurately assess the effects of timing of the LMFBR introduction date.
Under the base demand projections, delay of the introduction date from 1987
to 1991 results in a reduction of gross benefits of $3.0 billion (difference between
case 3 and 4 gross benefits). In the (-20 percent) demand case, the reduction
in gross benefits from the same delay is $2.9 billion (cases 15 and 16). In the
(+20 percent) demand case, the reduction is $3.8 billion. The cost of delay in
the (-20 percent) demand case is only 3.3 percent less than the cost of delay
in the base case. whereas the cost of delay in the (+20 percent) case is 26.7
percent greater than the cost of delay in the base case. Admittedly, the increas-
ing cost of uranium might make the increased cost of delay in the (+20 percent)
case proportionally greater than the decreased cost of delay in the (-20 percent)
case but the difference between 3.3 percent and 26.7 percent appears unexpect-
edlv large.

This anomaly plus the absence of analysis of the effects of timing on gross
benefits with the (-50 percent) demand indicate that the basic model may
not deal effectively with variation in timing assumptions. The final impact state-
ment should provide an improved treatment of the timing question with respect
to introduction of the LMrFBR under the full range of conditions represented
by the 16 sensitivity analysis cases, for delays in timing of 5, 10, and 15 years.
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If the basic model is deficient in dealing adequately with timing, the problem
should surface in carrying out the analyses and appropriate adjustments can,
if needed, be made in the model.
A simplistic approach toward asse88ing the effect of reduced demand on the

optimal timing of LMFBR introduction
If one ignores the complex linear programming benefit-cost model, it is pos-

sible to construct a simple model that provides at least an intuitive notion of
the potential effects of reduced demand on optimal timing of LMFBR introduc-
tion. The main benefits of the LMFBR derive from its uranium conservation. For
example, a full $16.6 of the estimated $19.4 billion of discounted gross benefits
of the breeder consist of cost savings on uranium (PFES, Page 11.2-6). The
savings represent the avoidance of having to use lower grade and higher cost
uranium resources.

According to Figure 11.2-7 on page 11.2-30, it appears that the LMFBR does
not begin to have a significant impact on system power costs until the year 2000
even with introduction around the year 1987. Further, It appears that 1987 is the
earliest possible time at which the LMFBR could be introduced. Assuming the
PFES base case growth in electrical energy demand is realized, the most benefits
that can accrue to the LMFBR occur with the 1987 introduction. With such a
scenario, most of the nuclear power generated over the period from 1970 to the
year 2000 will use enriched natural uranium fuels.

One way to assess. in a simplistic manner, the implications of reduced energy
demand on optimal timing of the LMFBR introduction date is to concentrate on
the uranium supply picture. The base demand and 1987 introduction date imply
the consumption of some fixed quantity of natural uranium-most of which will
be consumed during the period from 1970-2000. The 1987 date appears feasible
in terms of the cost of uranium supply given base demand. Similarly, then, some
introduction date later than 1987 would be feasible in terms of the costs of
uranium supply given a reduced growth in energy demand. In particular, the
delayed introduction date that requires a cumulative cost of natural uranium
at the year 13 years beyond that introduction date which is equal in present
value to the cost of natural uranium up to the year 2000 given a 1987 introduction
date and base demand, should be feasible.

According to Table 11.2-7, the gross energy inputs to electric utilities will grow
from 17 Btu X 101 to 97 Btu X 10's over the period from 1970 to the year 2000.
This represents an annual average growth rate of 5.7 percent per year. If one
takes the Project Independence growth rates for total energy demand for $7 and
$11 per imported barrel of oil, calculates the projected total energy demand for
the year 2000 and converts these total energy demands to gross energy inputs to
electric utilities using the same ratio as that for the base case shown in Table
11.2-7, one obtains comparable growth rates over the same period (1970-2000)
of 5.2 and 4.7 percent per year.

Using these growth rates it is possible to calculate the gross energy Inputs to
electric utilities in terms of Btu X10' for eaeh year over the period from 1970
to 2000 for each of the assumed growth conditions using the following formula,

EBt=17exp (ri)

where r is either 0.057, 0.052, or 0.047, depending on whether the PFES base.
or the Project Independence $7, or $11 barrel growth conditions are assumed,
respectively.

If one assumes that the amount of expenditures for uranium increases propor-
tionally to the increase in electrical utility energy demand, then cumulative de-
mand for energy can be used as a gross surrogate measure for the cumulative
expenditure for uranium. Given these assumptions. it is possible to find the years
at which the present value of the cumulative demand for electrical energy uinder
the Project Independence growth rates is equal to the present value of the
cumulative demand for that energy in the base case over the period from 1970
to 2000. The year 2000 is associated with the 1987 LMFBR introduction date.
therefore, the number of years beyond 2000 that it takes to reach an equivalent
discounted cumulative consumption can, given the assumptions. be assumed to be
the number of years that introduction could be delayed without suffering an
increased penalty owing to uranium shortage.
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Using a discount rate of 10 percent, the present value of cumulative gross
energy inputs to electric utilities over the period from 1970-2000 under the PFES
base case is:

CB=f 17 exp. (0.57t)Xexp. (-0.10t)dt

CB=287.5

Given a 5.2 percent per year estimated growth rate for the $7 per barrel Project
Independence projection, an equivalent present value of cumulative electric
utility energy consumption would be reached by Y, where Y can be calculated
as follows:

Y=17 exp. (0.052t) exp. (-1.10t)dt=286.5

Y=34 years

Similarly, the year at which the same cumulative demand would be realized with
the $11 per barrel projection is equal to:

1 17 exp. (0.047t) exp. (-0.10)dt=296.5

Z=42

Thus we see that with the rates of growth projected by Project Independence,
introduction of the breeder might be delayed as much as 4 to 12 years without
increasing the present value of expenditures for uranium above those projected
for the base case by PFES.

Given the extremely simplistic and unrefined nature of this exercise, the con-
clusions must naturally be suspect. Nevertheless, they do reinforce intuition and
do indicate that early introduction of the LMFBR may not be so critical as
supposed.

Estimated costs of 9 to 11 years delay owing to lower demand
According to the data in Table IV D-1, the present value of the gross benefits

of the LMFBR program under base demand and a 1987 introduction date is $19.4
billion. Delay of the introduction date to the year 1991 reduces this value to $16.4
billion. Four years delay results in a benefit reduction of $3 billion or 15.5 per-
cent. This averages out to a 3.8 percent reduction in gross benefits per year of
delay.

Similarly, Table IV-D-1 indicates that if the year 2020 demand is 20 percent
less than the base case, then the present value of gross benefits of the program
is reduced to $11.2 billion. This 26.8 percent reduction in benefits averages out to
be a 1.3 percent reduction for every 1 percent drop in the level of projected
demand for the year 2020.

If one calculates the year 2020 demands for the $7 and $11 per barrel Project
Independence estimates, they end up being 27.6 and 33.1 percent lower than the
PFES base case projection. With an estimated drop in gross benefits of 1.3 per-
cent for each percentage drop in demand, the present value of gross benefits for
the $7 projection should be 35.9 per cent lower than for the base case and for
the $11 case they should be 43.0 percent lower.

The $7 per barrel projection has the-same effect on gross benefits as a 9 year
delay in the introduction date; and the $11 projection has the same effect as an
11.5 year delay. One can conclude, therefore, that the risk of a 9-12 year delay in
order to insure environmental concerns would be no greater in terms of potential
costs than the risk that presently exists that projected benefits will be signifi-
cantly smaller than for the base case owing to lowered future demand as pre-
dicted by Project Independence.
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Effect of R. d D. cost8 on the LM11BR timing issue

A graduate student at Harvard University has prepared a draft paper de-
scribing his ongoing investigation of the LMFBR timing issue.' Using a model
very similar to that used for analysis in the PFES, Richels attempts to isolate
the effects of the timing of LMFBR commercialization on the projected benefits
of the program. Unlike the PFES assumption, however, he assumes that research
and development costs do not increase as a result of stretch out or delay in the
program. Richels finds that if undiscounted R & D costs are independent of
LMFBR introduction date, i.e., that the present value of R & D costs declines as
the introduction date is pushed back, then optimal timing for introduction of the
LMFBR could be as late as the year 2000 depending upon future conditions. For
example, with a 10 percent discount rate, a high uranium cost curve, a high de-
mand projection, and a $100/kw capital cost differential between LWR's and
the LMFBR, the optimal introduction date for the LMFBR is the year 2000.'

Richels recognizes that his assumption about the R & D costs is critical to his
results. If the AEC's assumption that the discounted R & D cost curve slopes
upward as the introduction date is deferred beyond 1987, then he admits that the
contention that the LMFBR should be introduced as soon as possible would be
correct for most of the future conditions postulated in the PFES.

The AEC assumption about increased R & D costs derives from the notion
that the longer a project takes, the longer the program has to keep teams and
facilities geared up, and the more it is going to cost. Richels counters that
assumption by other experience which shows that it is frequently possible to
hold down overhead and other fixed costs by designing the R & D program to
run more in terms of sequential than concursent phasing. He even suggests that,

TABLE 1.-SENSITIVITY CASES

Number
of base

EIS case case for
Case No. (base HTGR corm- LMFBR Energy Uranium Energy Gross
No. case) LMFBR constraint parison cap. cost demand supply cost benefit

1 30 No None -- Base - Base - 202.3 .
2- 47B Yes None 1 Base - do - do - 190.1 12.2
3--- ( Yes None I +100 - do- do - -(4)
4 45 No None --- do - Optimum - 197.0 .
5 46 Yes None 4 Base - do - do - 189.3 7.8
6 54 Yes None 4 +100 - do - do - 195.2 1.9
7------- No None --- -50 percent.. Base - - -
8------- ( Yes None 7 Base do do -(4)

-i- Yes None 7 +100 - do- do - -(1)
10---- 49 No None -do - Optimum - 146.8 .
11 50 Yes None 10 Base - do - do - 143.8 3.0
12 57 Yes None 10 +100 - do - do - 145.9 .9
13 1-- I No 2020 -Base - Base - 210.8 .
14 3 Yes 2000 13 Base - do - do - 191.4 19.4
15 --- Yes 20C0 13 +100 do - do -(6)
16 ----- 5- No 2020 -do - Optimum - 201.4-
17 7 Yes 2020 16 Base - do - do - 189.4 12.0
18 55 Yes 2000 16 +100 - do - do - 196.6 4.8
19 (X) No 2020 -50 percent--- Base-
20 (5) Yes 20CW 19 Base - do - do - - 6)
21- (I Yes 2000 19 -100 - do - do - - 2)
22.------ 48 No 2020 --- do - Optimum - 148.1 .
23 52 Yes 2000 22 Base - do - do - 144.2 3.9
24 58 Yes 2000 22 +100 - do - do- 147.7 .4

25 59 No None --- Base- Pessimistic- 211.6
26 61 Yes None 25 Base - do - do - 192.1 19. 5
27 68 Yes None 25 +100 - do do 200.6 11.0
28 63 No None --- -50 percent - do - 152.8 .
29 - 65 Yes None 28 Base do do 145.9 6.9
30 71 Yes None 28 +100 -do - do- 149.4 3.4
31 . 9 No 2020 --- Base- do - 225.3-
32 11 Yes 2000 31 Base - do - do- 194.7 30.6
33 69 Yes 2000 31 +100 - do - do- 201.5 23. 8
34 62 No 2020 --- -50 percent - do- 157.3-
35 66 Yes 2000 34 Base - do - do- 146.9 10.4
36 72 Yes 2000 34 +100 - do - do- 150.6 6.7

1 Results for these cases do not appear in table IV. D-1.
' Values for cases 3, 8, and 9 appear in fig. 11.2-11 on p. 

11.2-
19. Values for cases 15, 20, and 21 have been estimated

by interpolation.

I Richels, Richard, "The LMFBR Timing Issue," draft paper, John F. Kennedy School of
Government, Harvard University, Mar. 3,1975.

0 Ibid., p. 12.
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with effective planning, an extension in project completion time can lead to a
reduction in undiscounted R & D costs and that if this were the case for the
LMFBR, the optimal commercialization date might come even later than the
year 2000 in his example case.

The fact of the matter is that a delay in the introduction date of the LMFBR
is by no means certain to result in a reduction of the net benefits of the program.
Depending upon future demand conditions and the effect of "stretchout" or delay
in the R & D program costs, the postponement of introduction could have positive
as well as negative impacts on the overall benefit of the program.

TABLE 2.-EFFECT OF VARIATION IN URANIUM SUPPLY ON LMFBR NET BENEFITS

Number of assumption
in effect2

HTGR Net
Case EIS con- LMFBR Energy Uranium benefit De-
No. case No. LMFBR straint cap. cost demand supply (billions) Adverse crease

26 61 Yes None Base Base - Pessimistic - $15 1
2- 47B Yes None Base - do - Base 7 1 0
5 46 Yes None Base - do - Optimum 3 2
27 68 Yes None +100 - do - Pessimistic --- 6 2-
3 (1) Yes None +100 - do - Base - (-1) 2
6---- 54 Yes None +100--- do---- Optimum ---- -3 3 2
29 . 65 Yes None Base -50 percent Pessimistic 5no 2 2 l
8 (') Yes None Base - do - Base - X- (- 2 l
11 50 Yes None Base - do - Optimum -2 3
30 71 Yes None +100 - do - Pessimistic.--- -2 3
9 (I) Yes None +100 do - Base-- (-4) 3 B
12 57 Yes None +100 - do - Optimum -4 4
32 11 Yes 2000 Base Base - Pessimistic 25 0
14 3 Yes 2000 Base do- Base -14 0
17 7 Yes 2000 Base - do - Optimum 7 1
33 69 Yes 2000 +100 - do - Pessimistic 19 1
15- - i) Yes 2000 +100 - do - Base - (-1- 1
18 55 Yes 2000 +100 - do - Optimum - 2
35 66 Yes 2000 Base -50 percent- Pessimistic - 5 1
20- (') Yes 2000 Base - do - Base- 2(-1) 1 ---------
23 52 Yes 2000 Base - do - Optimum -1 2-
36 72 Yes 2000 +100 - do - Pessimistic- 2 2
21- e- ) Yes 2000 +100 - do - Base -(-5) 2
24 58 Yes 2000 +100 - do - Optimum. 2 (.-4) 3

I See footnote 1, table 1.
2 See footnote 2, table 1.
0 Adverse assumptions are those assumptions which reduce the estimated benefits of the LMFBR.

TABLE 3.-ILLUSTRATIVE EXPECTED VALUE ANALYSES

Equal likeli-
Equal Expected hood prob. Expected

Gross likelihood gross excluding gross
Case No. benefit probability benefit puss. U30 , benefit

2- 12.2 0.0416 0.510 0.0625 0.762
3- 4.0 .0416 .167 .0625 .250
5- 7.8 .0416 .325 .0625 .488
6- 1.9 .0416 .079 .0625 .119
8- 4.0 .0416 .167 .0625 .250
9-- -- 1.0 .0416 .042 .0625 .062
11 -3.0 .0416 .125 .0625 .188
12- .9 .0416 .037 .0625 .056
14 -19.4 .0416 .810 .0625 1.210
15 -6.0 .0416 .250 .0625 .375
17 -12.0 .0416 .500 .0625 .750
18 -4.8 .0416 .200 .0625 .300
20 -6.0 .0416 .250 .0625 .375
21 -2.0 .0416 .083 .0625 .125
23 -3.9 .0416 .163 .0625 .244
24- .4 .0416 .017 .0625 .025
26 - 9.5 .0416 .810 .
27 - 11.0 .0416 .460-
29 -6.9 .0416 .2288
30 -3.4 .0416 .142
32 -30.6 .0416 1.270
33 -23.8 .0416 .990-
315 10.4 .0416 .416
36 -6.7 .0416 .280 .

Total . : 8.381- 5.579

64-603 0 - 76 - 23
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SAFETY
Introduction

In its review of the draft environmental statement for the LMFBR program
(DES), EPA commented on several safety related issues. The principal thrust of
these comments was that the discussion of LMFBR safety (1) suffered from a
lack of quantitative information and (2) did not fully address the unresolved
safety questions associated with critical design aspects of the reactor, which
relate directly to potential environmental consequences. As a result, we were
unable to conclude that the environmental impact of the LMFBR program would
be minimal, nor could wye determine the approaches that would be taken to ensure
satisfactory resolution of important safety questions. We recognize that the
programmatic nature of the environmental statement results in possible difficulty
or even inability to provide technical details to estimate environmental risks at
this time when substantial research and development efforts remain to be
accomplished.

Based on our review of the PFES, it is apparent that the AEC expended consid-
erable effort in attempting to address the safety related issues previously raised.
We commend their efforts, recognizing that development of much of the detailed
information was impossible at this stage of the program. Even though the addi-
tional quantitative information significantly improves the description of the
design criteria, the AEC design philosophy, and the general intended approaches
to ensuring safety, there is still a lack of definitive information that would
provide the reader with the status of the principal unresolved safety problems,
their current degree of resolution, and the on-goijig or required research and
development needed to achieve the safety objectives.

Our comments on the DES in this regard may have been misinterpreted;
however, they were intended to reflect NEPA requirements which were empha-
sized in the court decision on the LMFBR program DES, i.e.. the DES should
". . indicate the extent to which environmental effects are essentially unknown."
The AEC, in the PFES, has detailed the general requirements for the design and
has provided commitments for future designs but there appeared to be limited
discussion of the degree of resolution of the safety aspects as a basis for predict-
ing potential environmental effects. Specific examples of this deficiency
will be presented subsequently. While we concur w-ith the general com-
mitments and the general approach to ensuring safety as indicated in the
PFES, the specific safety problems, their expected solutions and the projected
environmental impacts must eventually be publicly detailed and reviewed. We
accept the AEC position that at this time the programmatic nature of the PFES
made such detailed environmental risk analyses impossible now. However, we
believe that some of this information with regard to the status of problem solu-
tion can be provided in the FES.

Following our comments on the draft statement, EPA staff were invited to
numerous LMFBR safety-related briefings and program review meetings. This
participation has been appreciated and has resulted in providing our staff with
an improved awareness of the status of the LMFBR program activities. Based
on this participation, it is believed that some of the LMFBR safety issues may
be much further toward resolution than is reflected in the PFES. In fact it
appears that many of the deficiencies of the PFES are a result of incomplete
documentation rather than lack of a solution. Specifically, the PFES frequently
cites fast reactor followon studies as sources of related information. Yet on page
4.2-12 the PFES states, "It must be recognized that those studies were limited
in scope and that much of the detailed information to conduct a precise environ-
mental analysis of a commercial LMFBR power plant was not developed." We
believe that in view of the experimental and analytical work which has been
performed since the completion of the follow-on studies, their content may now
largely be outdated.

In summary we conclude that: (1) the PFES does not include design details
and, therefore, no quantitative evaluation of the environmental impact of the
LMFBR can be made at this time and (2) there are unresolved technical safety
problems which are being investigated and for which solutions are believed to
exist, at least in part, but are not known with confidence. These conclusions
are the focal points of most of our comments on the DES and to the AEC
responses in the PFES as indicated in the specific comments which follow.
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Specific comments
1. The PFES (page 4.2-235) provides a review of a panel discussion of LMFBR

safety experts where the reported consensus of the probability of a major LMFBR
accident was placed at 10-7 per year which was concluded to be an acceptable
environmental risk. In fact a great deal more design and performance data and
analyses are required before the risks of the LMFBR can be evaluated. Risk
acceptability is indeed a complex subject which demands technical, social and
legal inputs. To our knowledge such conclusions have not yet been reached for
the LWR, much less the LMFBR. We commend the AEC's efforts to evaluate
(quantify) the risks of the LMFBR. If possible, the FES should provide more
amplification on this program effort including the presently limiting factors
(information, technical detail, developmental work, etc.) and the anticipated
time frame for the completion of the analyses. We believe that this type of
effort is paramount to acceptance of a commercial l MFBR.

2. Uncertainties in various important safety related design parameters should
be quantified where possible in such a manner to be more comprehensible. (The
risk assessment may do this.) For example, there could be substantial uncer-
tainties in the possible structural integrity of the primary coolant system related
to a hypothetical core disruptive accident (HCDA). As indicated on page 4.2-163
concerning the FFTF, "At the upper end of the spectrum one could qualitatively
argue that the event was so large that the basic structural integrity of the
primary system was lost. In this case, massive sodium and fuel expulsion could
take place with consequences correspondingly more severe." Unless uncertain-
ties such as these are eliminated or greatly reduced, there will remain, at least
in the public's view, a serious concern about the possibility of an environmental
disaster due to a major reactor accident. Therefore, wherever such uncertain-
ties can be resolved or addressed, the FES should do so to the extent possible
at this time.

3. Two of our original comments in the draft statement dealt with the relative
safety of the LMFBR and the LWR. The response to one (which has resulted
in the expansion of paragraph 4.2.7.3) is on page VII.53-152 and the response
to the other is on page VII.53-154. The main thrust of both of these comments
was for a quantifiable comparison of the risks in such a way as to be able to
conclude whether the LMFBR is more safe or less safe than the LWR, through
the spectrum of the risks from the various conceivable accidents. Paragraph
4.2.7.4. of the PFES does indeed include a comparative table of the features of
the LMFBR and the LWR as they pertain to safety. However, quoting from the
AEC response on page VII.53-154 ". . . in view of the lack of design detail, how-
ever, it is not possible to quantify comparative characteristics of LMFBR's and
LWR's.,

It is our objective that LMFBR risks be comparable to those of LWR's. Un-
fortunately, the accomplished attainment of this objective cannot be proved at
this time (though it can be attained). Risk studies for LMFBR's will be per-
formed in the future. becoming more specific and more meaningful as design
features are set, so that valid comparisons can be made, not only to LWR risks,
but to a wide variety of other risks." It is commendable that the AEC has en-
deavored to bring the LMFBR risks to a scale comparable to those of the LWR,
which we accept as a commitment for future designs. On page VII.53-152, the
AEC stated that: "One key comparison is the measure of the ability of the
IMFBR to measure up against Regulatory requirements for safety." As in-
dicated in the PFES, the initial approach to ensuring a minimum level of LMFBR
safety will be through the use of (1) traditional regulatory safety approaches;
(2) existing regulatory (NRC) safety requirements and design guides; and
(3) existing "interim" CRBR NRC design requirements. While this approach
suffices for the short term, if a breeder based energy economy is to be developed,
we believe LMFBR specific design, safety and siting criteria must be developed
in a timely fashion.

4. One of the most important considerations regarding LMFBR safety is, of
course. the HCDA. The central issue is the amount of energy that is possible to
be released in the form of mechanical work in case of a large core disruptive
accident. The fundamental safety requirements to be met for such an accident
are: (1) it will be contained and the risk of leakage of radioactive debris is ac-
ceptably small and (2) recriticality will be avoided. The AEC response on the
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HCDA (pages VII.53-156-157) indicates that there will be no direct environ-
mental consequences from such incidents, which is supported by encouraging re-
sults from recent research and development. However, we find that the energy
conversion efficiency is not well defined. TREAT experimental results that in-
dicate a 0.2% energy conversion efficiency need further justification. If 10%
conversion efficiency is accepted for analysis (pages 4.2-152-153), then vessel
integrity may not be achievable. This point needs further elaboration. Section
4.2.7.8 has been expanded considerably to include discussion of the HCDA.
However, the PFES is deficient in its discussion of pin structural integrity
and fuel motion under conditions of or during progression of HCDA's, post ac-
cident heat removal, code validation used for predicting core behavior, and on
consequences of core voids on neutron streaming.

Because of the great importance of the HCDA and because some experts seem
to have reservations on the ability to accurately predict the behavior of the pres-
sure vessel under conditions of such a core accident, ERDA should continue to
make every effort to inform the public and other Federal agencies of the state
of the current research and development programs dealing with HCDAs as
was presented on pages 4.2-147-149 i.e., "This mode of recriticality appears at
least conceptually possible in large reactors; planning has begun to evaluate
effects of this mode of recriticality . .. it is true that significant uncertainties
exist in the analyses of recriticality situations. In large measure, these uncer-
tainties stem from the as yet incomplete research and development program...."

5. One of EPA's comments on the DES dealt with the safety implications of
irradiation creep and irradiation swelling of stainless steel used for fuel pin
cladding and in the reactor internals. It was recognized in the AEC's response
in the PFES (page VII.53-157) that the DES did not ". . . clearly identify the
swelling phenomena as a technical area of considerable interest." The re-
sponse further stated that the PFES ". . . includes specific evaluations of swelling
and also includes by reference studies of the safety implications of systems with
and without swelling (see for example BAW-1305; cited as Reference 111)."

Because of the importance of this subject to safety we believe that the treat-
ment of irradiation creap and irradiation swelling could be expanded, since we
were unable to locate the "specific evaluation" as indicated in the response. The
information in the PFES does not include any quantifiable information which
would indicate the status of the problem of fuel cladding creep and swelling on
core performance and safety as related to potential environmental impacts.
Likewise, the information in the PFES does not adequately discuss the safety
and economic implications of prospective solutions, such as core clamping, fre-
quent replacement of control rods, etc.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL

Interim storage and ultimate disposal
On April 10, 1975, the Energy Research and Development Administration

(ERDA) announced that they were withdrawing their plans to develop a
Retrievable Surface Storage Facility for high level radiactive wastes. ERDA
now plans to emphasize the direct development of ultimate waste disposal facili-
ties. We concur with the emphasis on the development of permanent disposal
techniques, as we indicated in our comments on commercial high-level waste
management (WASH-1539).

Validation of commercial burial grounds
In the PFES and in the AEC's response to our comments, the AEC stated

that ". . . to date, there have been no reports of migration of radioactive material
from commercial burial sites." This is in error, since radioactivity has been
reported to have migrated off-site from burial facilities in Kentucky and New
York State. The reported results of an extensive, six-month investigation by the
Kentucky Department for Human Resources (KDHR)3 clearly indicate that the
radioactive waste disposal site at Maxey Flats is contributing radioactivity to the
environment.

It was concluded by KDHR that the concentrations of radioactivity detected
in the off-site environment do not yet constitute a public health hazard; however,

s Project report. "6-Month StNdy of Radiation Concentrations and Transport Mechanisms
at the Maxev Fiats Area In Fleming County, Ky.," KDHR Bureau for Health Services,
December 1974.
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the evidence of off-site movement clearly shows that there is a need to intensify
current monitoring activities to determine the possible extent and amount of
radioactivity which is moving from the site and to assess its long-term signifi-
cance.

Additional environmental studies supported by EPA, in cooperation with
KDHR, support the KDHR findings, and studies of the site hydrogeology by
the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) have identified pathways and mechanisms
for this off-site movement of radioactive materials. In December 1974, the KDHR
made public a report6 of their work and a number of local, state, and national
news articles about the KDHR report and the migration of radioactivity at
Maxey Flats were published in December 1974, and January 1975.

Recent reported findings 'by the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation have also shown radioactivity levels in surface waters from the
Nuclear Fuel Services burial site near West Valley, New York. This site was
recently closed by the operator because of this condition.

Additional infvestigations needed
The EPA is conducting preliminary field investigations at two waste burial

facilities in cooperation with the state *agencies and the USGS. It has also
reviewed available reports on investigations which have been conducted at the
other four waste burial facilities. On the basis of this information, we must
disagree with the AEC's statement (p. 4.6-46) that sufficient analyses have been
performed at the burial facilities which demonstrates that ". . . buried radio-
active waste will not migrate from the site." To the contrary, radiochemical
analyses from samples collected at the New York and Kentucky burial sites
indicate that radioactive wastes have moved from the burial trenches at both
sites and, as noted earlier, have moved off-site in Kentucky after only ten to
twelve years of burial operations. These two sites were initially licensed under
the assumption that they would have the ability to contain the wastes buried
therein for hundreds and even thousands of years. Since they are not performing
as predicted, we believe that additional investigations are required to determine
the ability of all of the present sites to comply with the criterion of no off-site
migration.

In the six-month investigation conducted by the KDHR, plutonium was detected
in the soil and in monitoring wells in Kentucky. The exact mechanism by which
it moved from the trenches has not been determined yet but the important fact
is that it has migrated from the trenches in which it was buried, less than twelve
years ago. It may be that additional investigations in this area are urgently
needed. We believe this is particularly important for *any nuclear fuel cycle,
such as the LMFBR, which will generate large quantities of plutonium.

Classification of wastes
We appreciate the AEC's efforts in clarifying and reorganizing the classification

of radioactive wastes within Section 4.6 of the PFES. However, the AEC ap-
parently did not understand our basic concern about their proposed system
of classification. The category other-than-high-level (OTHL) wastes and its
sub-categories still do not give sufficient information on the activity, content, and

hazard potential of the waste. The classification only indicates (1) that a waste
is not high-level waste, (2) whether or not it contains a certain level of alpha
contamination, and (3) whether it comes from a certain functional area of the
fuel cycle.

A more detailed, explicit classification system is needed to enable reviewers to
evaluate the potential environmental impact from the OTHL wastes. Such a
system would also be of great assistance to EPA as well as others, such as burial
site operators and the state agencies which regulate them. We realize that de-
veloping a radioactive waste "classification" system which meets the needs of
everyone will be difficult and not necessarily a part of an LMFBR development
program. However, we believe that this is an important effort since as shown
in a recent EPA report4 on land burial activities, the problem is expected to
grow in the future.

Other comments
In Section 4.6.2.1, the PFES states that, "Radioactive materials in the coolant

will consist of fission products and neutron-activated structural materials that are

4 "Rn'1e-itn Data and Reports," vol. 15, No. 12, EPA Offlce of Radiation Programs,
December 1974.
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released to the coolant by corrosion processes." This statement does not consider
the potential for transuranic radionuclides leaking into the coolant from the Pu-
UO, fuel elements, or the possible disposal difficulties which may arise if the
OTHL waste, expected to be disposed of at land burial sites, is found to contain
transuranics in concentrations which prohibit its disposal in that manner.

In Section 4.6.3, the PFES states that "The technology and facilities established
for management and disposal of radioactive waste from the LWR nuclear power
industry will be directly applicable to the management of radioactive waste
generated by the LMFBR and its fuel cycle." It has not been adequately demon-
strated by the PFES that the technology and facilities established for the proc-
essing, management, storage, and/or disposal of waste from the LWR industry
will be directly applicable to managing LMFBR fuel cycle waste. It appears
that the following areas in waste management may be unique to the LMFBR fuel
cycle and may require the application or development of new technologies:

a. Transuranic contamination in the LMFBR low-level waste streams;
b. Organic solvents in the LMFBR liquid waste cleanup system;
c. Radioactive sodium wastes, containing large quantities of radioactive fission

products, transuranics, and activation products from neutron activation of core
structural components, due to the high neutron flux levels in the LMFBR; and

d. Increased quantities of transuranic contaminated low-level waste at the
LMFBR fuel fabrication and reprocessing sites.

PLUTONIUM SAFEGUARDS

The PFES has been greatly expanded in the area of safeguards. The general
approach to development of the required safeguards programs is explicitly
stated, as are a number of safeguards requirements and subproblems. In general
we believe that these changes, along with other refinements in the treatment of
safeguards, show a great improvement over the presentation in the DES. The

PFES includes a substantial amount of information on safeguards costs-in-
formation that was omitted in the DES. This effort can only be viewed as a first
approximation of costs; nevertheless, it provides an explicit, intelligent esti-
mate of the safeguards costs. We recognize that making this evaluation involved
considerable effort, which was justified, however, by the importance of this
aspect of the program.

Costs for safeguards will be high, involving many millions of dollars in capital
and operating costs. However, when reduced to a percentage of corresponding total
costs for a large "module" of 80,000 MWe capacity, these costs do not represent an
excessively high fraction of the total cost, i.e., less than 1 percent of fuel cycle
capital costs and less than 2 percent of total operating costs. This is perhaps the
best way of looking at these costs. However, it must be recognized that before
LMFBR deployment reaches the'scale of this module, the corresponding safe-
guards costs, when expressed as fractions of operating and capital costs, could be
considerably higher.

In view of the recent division of the AEC into ERDA and NRC, we strongly
recommend that ERDA's FES indicate explicitly which agencies are assigned
specific areas of responsibility and authority for safeguards. The safeguards pro-
gram is of the utmost importance. Difficulties and possible gaps in the develop-
ment of the program can be avoided by an explicit assignment of responsibility and
authority from the start. Additionally. ERDA's FES also should indicate the orga-
nizational structure within each of these agencies where these duties reside.

PLUTONIUM TOXICITY

The PFES recognizes that with respect to plutonium toxicity the answers
to some important questions concerning the impact on public health are not
available. It is recognized by EPA and the AEC that in many cases there are
reasonable differences of opinion on the health implications that might be in-
ferred in the absence of definitive data. While it is agreed that animal toxicity
experiments, and not the meager human exposure data, should serve as a guide,
the discussion of animal data is not sufficient to allow a judgment to be made
on plutonium toxicity in man. The differences of opinion on the significance of
animal data extrapolated to man are unresolved.

Although the toxicity of plutonium may be underestimated by an order of
magnitude, adjusting the adverse health effects estimates upward by an order
of magnitude would not significantly change the total health impact of the
MFBR program as estimated by the AEC in the PFES. This is because the
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projected releases of plutonium are so small. As new data become available during
the development of this technology, any significant changes that may occur in the
assumed probability and magnitude of plutonium releases into the environment
from the LMIFBR fuel cycle would require a re-evaluation by the EPA on the
health impacts due to the LMIFBR program. Health effects have been forecast
on the basis of what is essentially a zero release operating philosophy. It
remains to be seen whether near zero release is technologically possible and
whether all important plutonium releases, such as those due to sabotage, have
been properly considered.

TRANSPORTATION SAFETY

The PFES does not provide the bases for the quantification of the risks
associated with transportation accidents, which EPA previously requested;
rather, risk values were based on assumptions and judgments. To our knowledge,
the relationship between packaging test requirements and the survival (or mainte-
nance of integrity) of such packages under various accident conditions has not
been established. This consideration applies to transportation of all types of
radioactive material.

Although we failed to address this issue in our comments on the DES, we note
that AEC suggested that the doses estimated from spent fuel transportation
accidents could be compared to the "accident guidelines" set forth in 10 CFR
Part 100. The stated purpose of 10 CFR Part 100 was to provide criteria to
guide the nuclear industry in evaluating the suitability of proposed sites for
LWR's, and the AEC indicated that its use of the values of 25 rem to the whole
body and 300 rem to the thyroid is not intended to imply that these values consti-
tute acceptable limits for emergency doses to the public under accident conditions.
In our opinion, it would he more appropriate to compare the transportation
accident doses to the LD 50/60 dose-response curve.

CONSIDERATION OF NUCLEAR ALTERNATIVES

Alternatives to the LMFBR were presented in Section 6 of the PFES. These
alternatives are, in cost cases, treated in an even-handed manner for comparison
with the LMFBR. However, this section needs to have included in its summary
a side-by-side comparison of the more viable alternatives, perhaps in tabular
form. This comparison should emphasize the significant advantages and disad-
vantages of the alternatives (e.g., apparently the principal disadvantage of the
GCFR is its later introduction date).

FWPCA PERMIT CONSIDERATIONS

EPA will be responsible for issuance of discharge permits for the proposed
(LMIFBR) power plants, under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES)-Section 402 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act
of 1972, as amended (FWPCA). Issuance of the permits will be based upon
review and analysis of all relevant information supplied by the Applicants.
Consideration will be given to requirements of Section 301 and 316(b), and all
other provisions of the Act.

Section 301 of the FWPCA stipulates that effluent limits for various point
source discharges to navigable water shall require the application of "Best Prac-
ticable Control Technology Economically Achievable" no later than July 1, 1977,
and "Best Available Technology Economically Achievable" no later than July 1,
1983. The levels corresponding to those terms were defined in EPA's Steam
Electric Power Generating Point Source Category Effluent Guidelines and Stand-
ards, Federal Register, of October 8, 1974. Section 316(b) of the FWPCA
requires that ". . . the location, design, construction, and capacity of cooling
water intake structures reflect the best technology available to minimize adverse
environmental impact."

Section 306 of the Act further modifies effluent limits for new point sources
requiring that ". . . discharge of effluent reduction which the Administrator deter-
mines to be achievable through application of the best available demonstrated
control technology. Processes. operating methods. or other alternatives inelud-
ing, where practicable, a standard permitting no discharge of pollutants." "New
source" means any source, the construction of which is commenced after the
publication of proposed regulations prescribing a standard of performance under
this section which will be applicable to such source, if such standard is there-
after promulgated in accordance with this section. The term "source" means any
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building, structure, or facility from which there is or may be the discharge of
pollutants. An exception to these new point sources is any construction work con-
tracted prior to publication of the new proposed regulations.

Chairman HUMPHREY. That was a full text of the documents to
which you referred. Now, what you really said to us. in a way, is that
we face a choice between the breeder reactor with all of is problems
and very expensive mining, including strip mining, of uranium and
coal and the air pollution associated with coal burning. Is that right?

Mr. MEYERS. That is right.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Thus, the Environmental Protection Agency

faces an array of unpleasant alternatives and all have their own
problems. Have you considered the alternatives?

Mr. MEYERS. Have we considered them?
Chairman HUMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. MEYERS. Only insofar as we can through analysis of the impact

statement prepared for the LMFBR. We have not done a separate
analysis to decide for ourselves which are the better energy options.

Chairman HUMPHREY. But you have really come to the judgment
that the breeder reactor, with all of its problems, is preferable to more
extensive mining and utilization of uranium and coal?

Mr. MEYERS. I didn't hear your question.
Chairman HUMPHREY. I said, in other words, you have posed the

choice for the country between the breeder reactor with all its prob-
lems as compared to extensive mining, including strip mining, of
uranium and coal and the air pollution associated with it?

Mr. MEYERS. That is right. We clearly say in our comments that
one should not stop but rather should analyze the alternatives avail-
able at this stage in the development of the LMFBR.

Chairman HUMPHREY. But time and again throughout your report
you argue that the breeder program could stand a 4- to 12-year delay
without significantly reducing its uranium conservation value. In
your cover letter you say as follows:

For example, using the latest demand projections of Project Independence,
ours preliminary analysis indicates a delay of 4 to 12 years might be accommo-
dated without significantly reducing the uranium conservation value of the
breeder.

My question is, what is the probable impact of, let us say, a 4-year
program delay in the uranium conservation value of the breeder re-
actor? What would be the impact of 8 or 12 vears?

Mr. MEYERS. When you say "impact", impact on what? Do you
mean the economy, the environment?

Chairman HUMPHREY. What would be the impact upon conserva-
tion of uranium?

Mr. MEYERS. Well, first we distinguish between the research and
development program and what is called commercialization.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. MEYERS. We feel that, since, at some point in time, one runs

out of fossil fuels, it is wise to embark on a research and development
program of this kind. However, whether or not you introduce the
LMFBR with the timing proposed by the AEC, assuming it gets
developed on a reasonable schedule-that is the question we raised.

In other words, the breeder's case is partially based upon using up
the available uranium supply. I believe the figures used by the AEC
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were some 2.4 million pounds available at both identified and prospec-
tive sites. But if one will not be using energy as quickly as we had
thought, then a delay in introducing the breeder reactor would not
reduce the uranium resources that are still there.

Chairman HumPHREY. In other words, if electrical consumption is
less, as you would anticipate-in other words, if a smaller amount of
electricity is used than was anticipated by the AEC or ERDA-then
you feel that a delay in the breeder reactors would not be hazardous
or would not endanger us?

Mr. MEYERs. Oh, if that did indeed happen-that is, if the demand
dropped or continued not to increase at the rate that has been pre-
supposed by the AEC in making their calculation-yes.

Chairman HUMPHREY. You think the uranium supplies are suffi-
ciently plentiful to weather a 4- or 8-year delay in the introduction
date of the breeder reactor?

Mr. MEYERS. Again, only if the demand growth for electricity is
lower than that which has been anticipated or projected by the AEC.

One factor has not been woven into all of this is the conservation
effort. There has been no talk of it. ERDA does have a staff responsible
for conservation efforts, and such efforts might contribute to lessening
the demand for electriicty. It is just an unknown factor at this time.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Might I say that, looking over your state-
ment-and we had a chance to study it ahead of time-looking at your
study of demand for electricity, you suggest that it will grow at a rate
of between 5.2 percent and 4.7 percent annually. The breeder impact
statement assumes a growth rate of 5.7, which is only one-half to 1
percent higher.

Now, your figures are based on the growth in energy to produce
electricity in the future and not on the amount of electricity actually
produced in terms of kilowatt hours. Our staff here of the Joint Eco-
nomic Committee examined the demand for electricity in kilowatt
hours in order to check on your results and I can tell you the results
of our study confirm your assumption, that is, that the most recent
demand projections for electricity show that it will grow at a lower
rate in the future than in the past.

In fact: our staff found that the most recent projections of demand
for electricity show that it may be 1 to 11/2 percent lower than was pro-
jected in the breeder impact statement.

I have to confess that our analysis may not be as thorough as some
that might be developed by agencies with a much bigger and more
technically refined staff. But, if we have a growth of 1 to 11/2 percent
lower than projected, what length of delay could we afford in intro-
ducing the breeder in terms of uranium resources and other important
issues ?

Mr. MEYERS. I can't answer that, Senator.
Chairman HuMPHREY. But, delay you think is desirable and feasible.

It is feasible, obviously. But desirable?
Mr. MEYERS. Again, remember we have differentiated between the

actual development of the LMFBR as a concept and so-called com-
mercialization. My own feeling is that, once it is developed and let us
assume it is, the commercialization will take place when it becomes
economically feasible; when it is cheaper than anything else around
whether it be light-water reactors, coal plants, or other fossil fuel
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plants. This is essentially the way the light-water reactors became
commercial.

Chairman HUMPHREY. So what you are saying is that the Govern-
ment could go right ahead with the demonstration project regardless
of what the electrical demand is just to have the project tested, so to
speak, to have it ready and available if there was the need for the
electricity ?

Mr. MEYERS. It is clear that the demand for electricity is rising. It
just doesn't happen to be rising as fast at the rate projected but it is
rising. And recognizing that there are limited supplies of fossil fuels
and uranium, it makes sense to me to have the LMFBR concept devel-
oped to the point where it can be commercially introduced when it is
necessary.

Chairman HuMPHREY. This is such an essential point, I am going
to keep bearing down on it because I want to explore your mind
on it. Commercial introduction in the use of a breeder reactor for
utilities is scheduled under the present developmental schedule by
1987. I guess that is a date that was picked, assuming that electricity
demand will grow at historic rates.

Now, as has been indicated, with the oil embargo, with the jump
in oil prices, the jump in electrical rates has moderated the growth
in electrical demand. I think we have to be somewhat careful here
because we are going through a recession too at the same time. Now,
this may throw all of these patterns out of paper relationship or
focus.

But utilities have recognized some reduction in demand and are
canceling or deferring plant additions at record rates. Over $30 bil-
lion in planned capacity additions have been canceled or delayed.

Now I might add that I think one of the reasons for that is the
high cost of money and the uncertainty, of course, of the future cost
of money. It can't be related only to what is looked upon as the reduced
demand for electrical energy, but it is one of the factors.

Anyway, as the result of these higher prices and conservation ef-
forts, it is now predicted by Electrical World, and that is the cen-
tral publication of the electrical utilities, it is now predicted by the
Edison Electric Institution and by the FEA that electricity demand
will be 25 to 35 percent below expected levels in the future. That
is their prediction.

Your report suggests that this moderated growth in electric de-
mand means that we can delay introducing the breeder beyond 1987;
is that correct?

Mr. MEYERS. That is what it infers, yes.
Chairman HuMPHREY. That is what it infers? Your report is a

critique of the breeders' environmental impact statement prepared
in December of 1974. In that statement, the present breeder schedule
was based on electric demand growing at historic rates, at rates now
considered too high, a fact known last year.

Now, did ERDA ignore this new evidence, namely, the moderation
of the growth of electric demand in preparing the breeders' impact
st~atement?

Mr. MEYERS. Remember that ERDA did not prepare the state-
ment. The title of that statement is "A Proposed Final Statement"
-and the reason it is titled that way is to give ERDA an opportunity
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to go over the information that was put together, essentially by the
AEC.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Really, you might say the draft statement
was AEC's; and ERDA, being a new organization, accepted that draft
statement and now is going to go over it and get a new critique?

Mr. MEYERS. They have wisely put it out in proposed form. The
normal route would have been to put out a final statement after
the draft. Of course, the proposed fiinal statement was essentially
finished by the time ERDA was formed. And I think they wisely
agreed to -put it out for public review. In view of the fact that the
Energy Research and Development Administration is responsible for
a broader range of energy options than the AEC was. Presumably
ERDA will bring a different perspective to the final environmental
statement for the LMFBR when it is published.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Now, concerning the point in your report
where you say the purpose of the sensitivity analysis, requested by
you, from ERDA was to investigate the degree to which the pro-
jected benefits of the breeder reactor would change with different
assumptions about uncertain future conditions.

In particular, EPA believed that energy demand in the year 2020
could be 50 percent smaller than that projected, using the base pro-
jections.

You say that the uranium supply could be significantly greater
than that projected for the base, and that the capital cost differential
between the breeder and the light-water reactors could be significantly
higher than the base projection, and so on.

Now, given ERD)A's estimates in these crucial areas, varying
significantly from EPA's, would it be wise to postpone funding to the
Clinch River Reactor until ERDA can better support its estimates?
Because you people, you know, come to significantly different conclu-
sions on these issues.

Mr. MEYERS. They prepared their estimates on their assumptions
and we on ours. Frequently, as we said in the letter, reasonable people
can differ.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Did you ever think about getting together to
agree upon the assumptions?

Mr. MEYERS. We have tried to do that. We worked very closely with
them in trying to help them put together the proposed final state-
ment. There are some areas where, you know, they feel they have to go
their way and we feel we have to go ours. I don't recall whether these
differences were on this particular issue.

But, with regard to whether one ought to delay the work on the
Clinch River Reactor, I think not.

Chairman HUMPHREY. You know, there are significant differences
here. We are talking about the public's money. We are not talking
about chickenfeed either. We are talking about, totally, some $10.7 bil-
lion. Isn't that a lot of money, even in Washington? And without
counting inflation, too.

There is a great difference between your estimates and those of
ERDA; a tremendous difference. My question is specifically with
reference to these costs, Mr. Meyers, would it be sensible to postpone
funding to the Clinch River Reactor until ERDA can better support
its estimates or prove that you are wrong?
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Mr. MEYERS. We did not make independent estimates of the capital
costs of LMFBR's into the future. What we asked ERDA to do was
to revaluate the numbers they came up with.

Chairman HuMPHREY. Yes, and what have they done?
Mr. MEYERS. They have not addressed that question which we raised

in our comments.
Chairman HuMPmREY. Now you are asking them to reevaluate it?

In the meantime, we are going down the road with the project.
Mr. MEYERS. It is possible ERDA, when they put out the final state-

ment, will address it. We have raised it again in our comments on
this proposed final statement. The R. & D. program that comes before
the Clinch River plant should go on, very definitely. If the people who
are running the program have sufficient confidence in the results so
that the next step would be the Clinch River demonstration plant,
then I believe that demonstration plant should follow.

Chairman HUMPHREY. You see what I am worried about is, I went
through the SST operation. I was chairman of the Space Council for
4 years. I had one of the toughest decisions of my political life when
I came back to the Senate as to whether we should keep pouring
money into the SST or whether we should chalk it off after having
spent almost $1 billion. That was $1 billion of the people's money.
And yet, had we gone on, maybe it would have cost another $400 million
in round numbers to have completed the prototype. But, once you get
involved in these things, they have their own momentum.

Mr. MEYERS. I understand.
Chairman HumPHREY. And I am just wondering whether or not we

ought not to stop and look and listen. There was one old friend of mine
in the Senate years ago, and I won't mention his name, but somebody
asked what he ever did. You know, everybody is critical of Senators and
Congressmen, and we are critical of other agencies. And somebodv
asked, "What good does this man ever do for the country ?" And a good
friend replied, "He always says to wait a minute and take another
look." And that looking and waiting may have saved the taxnavers
billions of dollars. Of course, he might have caused some undue delays.

I am a man who believes that we ought to move forward in these
programs. But it is a question of whether we move with the appro-
priate timing and whether we get the most for our dollars.

Now, does there seem to be a bias in ERDA for or against the breeder
reactor?

Mr. MEYERS. Mr. Seamans will be certainly in a better position to tell,
you-but I think the law required that they balance out the manage-
ment of ERDA with people from other than nuclear backgrounds. I
don't think that Mr. Seamans is disposed towards going on with the
LMFBR's irrespective of what the facts tell him. I am sure he will
give it a very careful review when it comes up to him for a decision, but
I don't know what he is going to do. ERDA is composed, as you well
know, in large measure of AEC personnel.

Chairman HUmPHREY. Yes, that is right. The impact statement was
really an AEC sttatement, mostly. Now, do you think it had any
bias?

Mr. MEYERS. I think it was a good job.
Chairman HumPmREY. You think it was a good job?
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Mr. MEYERs. They did a good job in terms of laying out the program
with the information they had. Remember, we are talking about some
things that go into the future.

Chairman HuMPHREY. Yes, I realize it is very difficult.
Mr. MEYERs. The AEC, in general, has done agood job in preparing

the environmental statement on all their plants. The LMFBR statement
was of great magnitude. I think they did a good job, and whatever
bias is there just gets woven in by virtue of their interest in the
program.

Chairman HumPmay. At what point does the capital cost differen-
tial between reactor and the light-water reactor approach a critical
state at which the breeder ceases to be economical, and is the capital
differential nearing that point?

Mr. MEYERs. I don't know. I can find out for you.
Chairman HumPHREY. By the way, we will send you a couple of

questions that need to be answered in writing. I think that is one that
we might want to ask some more information on.

Now, the possibility of a higher future price of uranium may in-
fluence what we pay for a breeder reactor to conserve uranium. Have
you or anyone tried to quantity how much the breeder is worth in this
sense as a function of future uranium supply and prices? Do you get my
point?

As the price of uranium goes up, of course, the cost of fuels for your
light-water reactor goes up. A moment ago, GAO pointed out that fuel
was not the most important item in nuclear generations, but-

Mr. MEYERs. I agree with Mr. Hughes that the fuel cost itself com-
pared to the processing that goes along with in the fuel cycle is not all
that important. One can have a relatively higher cost of the uranium
itself as long as the associated cost of reprocessing it remains constant
or doesn't escalate as high.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Isn't the main argument for the breeder the
possibility of the scarcity of uranium and, of course, scarcity auto-
matically means price increases?

Mr. MEYERS. Remember, for the light-water reactors you have to
have what is called an enriched ore.

Chairman HuMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. MEYERs. In other words, the part of the fuel capable of fission

is the U23 5 , which appears in 0.7 percent of the high-grade uranium ore;
that means the other 99.3 percent of the naturally occurring uranium
is U238. And it is this part that can be used in the LMFBR.

In other words, there are mounds of U2 3- lying around right now
that can be taken advantage of without undue mining in the early
stages.

Chairman HuMPHREY. It is sort of like in Minnesota after mining
the high-grade iron ore, they went back to the pits and utilized the
low-grade ore. And now we are using taconite, which is the low-grade
ore.

Mr. MEYERs. Except in this case, you don't even have to mine it. It
is al ready there and ready to be used.

Chairman HUMPHREY. We also have what we call low-grade ore
that lies around that was just stripped off the top. It is sort of like
kids getting watermelons when there is a truckload. Did you ever do
that?
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Mr. MEYERS. Yes.
Chairman HUMPHREY. You just go in and get the heart of the water-

melon. It is great fun. Oh, what pleasures we once had.
Let us see if I have a couple of other questions I ought to put to

to you. In your report, you say:
In view of this volatility of the net benefits with respect to uranium supply,

it would appear desirable to collect more information on uranium supply before
making a total commitment to pursue the net benefits of the LMFBR program.

In light of that statement, can Congress afford to wait 5 years until
the ERDA project to develop improved uranium reserve informa-
tion is completed before funding the Clinch River Reactor?

Mr. MEYERS. Again, I think not. Now, EPA is talking about, in my
view, when the breeder gets introduced, that is the commercial plant.
The Clinch River plant is part of the R. & D. program. In other
words, the R. & D. program leads to a demonstration plant and with-
out that plant there are always questions of whether or not it works
the way it is supposed to. So, I don't think one ought to delay the
Clinch River plant.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I've got a couple of other questions, but be-
cause time is running short, we will have the staff send you an inquiry
by letter and in due time you can reply.

Mr. MEYERS. I would be delighted to.
Chairman HUMPHREY. I want to thank you very much. Your testi-

mony again has been helpful. We are just exploring here and that is
all. Thank you. so much. Also, give our regards to Mr. Train.

Our next witness is Mr. Theodore Taylor, International Research
& Technology Corp. Mr. Taylor is a distinguished nuclear scientist,
who had worked for a number of years in the nuclear weapons
program.

Doctor, I am happy to say hello to you today. You are widely recog-
nized as one of our foremost experts on the safeguard problems of
nuclear materials. May I say, Doctor, that is an enormous problem as
we move toward the breeders and plutonium economy. In fact, I have
had a special interest in the transportation of these materials. I am
most grateful that you have been willing to take some time today and
come to testify.

Go right ahead and proceed with your statement and forgive the
committee for keeping you here so long. I am afraid we overscheduled
here, as usual.

STATEMENT OF THEODORE B. TAYLOR, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY CORP.

Mr. TAYLOR. That is perfectly all right. Thank you very much, Mr.
Chairman. My prepared statement is rather short and I would like to
read it, if I may.

I greatly appreciate the opportunity to testify at these hearings on
the liquid metal fast breeder reactor (LMFBR) program.

The aspect of the LMFBR program that I would like to focus at-
tention on in mv testimony concerns the safeguarding of the com-
ponents of LMFBR fuel cycles against sabotage designed to release
dangerous quantities of radioactive materials, and against clandestine
or overt theft of plutonium for subsequent destructive purposes.
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The majority of my statement is a brief summary of highly pre-
liminary estimates of the costs of providing effective safeguards
against these risks, not only for LMFBR fuel cycles, but also for
current types of light water reactor (LWR) fuel cycles that account
for practically all the present U.S. nuclear power production; LWR
fuel cycles in which plutonium produced in the reactor is separated
from fission products and uranium in spent fuel and subsequently
recycled; and high temperature gas cooled reactors (HTGR) that
use highly enriched uranium for fuel. These estimates, and the basis
for them, is presented in some detail in the proposed final environ-
mental statement on the LMFBR program-WASH-1535-published
by the Atomic Energy Commission in December 1974.

I have three tables from that AEC report that deals with safe-
guards and if the chairman will permit me, I would submit them for
inclusion in the record at the end of my testimony.

Chairman HumP-HREY. We welcome that.
Mr. TAYLOR. Before summarizing these cost estimates, I shall make

several brief points about the need for safeguards and about safe-
guards related comparisons between the LMFBR and other nuclear
fuel cycles.

First, given roughly 10 kilograms-roughly 20 pounds-of reactor-
grade plutonium oxide or about 20 kilograms of highly enriched
uranium oxide, and using information that is widely published and
materials and equipment available from commercial sources, it is quite
conceivable that a criminal or terrorist group, or even one person
working alone, could design and build a crude fission bomb that could
be carried in a small automobile and that would be likely to explode
with a yield equivalent to at least 100 tons of high explosive. Such
an explosive in an especially densely populated area, such as Lower
Manhattan, could kill more than 100,000 people.

Second, although the present rate of production of plutonium in
U.S. power reactors is already very large-more than 5,000 kilo-
grams per year-no commercial nuclear fuel reprocessing plants for
separating this plutonium from fission products and uranium are
operating in the United States, nor are any expected to start operations
until at least a year from now. I would say this is at the earliest.
Until this happens, the plutonium in the unprocessed fuel will not
only be very dilute, and in a form not usable in fission explosives
without chemical separation. but also will be impressively "self-
protecting" because of the intense highly penetrating radioactivity of
the contained fission products.

This situation will change markedly when fuel starts being re-
processed, and the separated plutonium is extracted and stored as
plutonium nitrate solution: The chemistry for conversion of this
solution to plutonium oxide, which could be used directlv in a fis-
sion bomb. is straightforward and widely published. Since even
minute quantities of plutoniums are toxic. especially if they are in-
haled, such an operation can be done safelv onlv if people working
with the material are protected from the plutonium by some kind of
air-tiq'ht barrier. But heavv shielding is not required.

Third, the time at which any commercially extracted plutonium
nitrate will be converted to plutonium oxide powder, for subsequent
incorporation into fresh fuel for plutonium recycling is uncertain,
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and depends to a large extent on the timing of decisions by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) concerning additional safety and
safeguards related regulations that may be imposed on recycled pluto-
nium. The earliest time at which plutonium may be routinely recycled
in the United States is about 1979-and I should say even if the deci-
sion were made essentially tomorrow that would be so. The reason for
that is, it is going to take about 3 years to build the first large com-
mercial plant that can take this plutonium oxide and recycle it into
fresh fuel.

Fourth, present safeguards applied to plutonium that was commer-
cially extracted through early 1972, when the Nuclear Fuel Services
reprocessing plant in western New York shut down for expansion, are
not adequate to prevent theft by heavily armed groups with resources
and motivation comparable to the Brinks gang and other groups of
professional criminals that have carried out successful major robberies
in the past. Systematic studies are now being carried out by NRC,
however, and also by ERDA, to determine the comparative costs and
benefits of a wide variety of possible more stringent physical security
and materials accounting measures. These studies are likely to provide
much of the information required for further NRC decisions concern-
ing regulations.

Now, to get to the LMFBR directly, my fifth point is the primary
differences between the fuel cycles for the LMFBR and LRW, with
plutonium recycle, as far as the need for safeguards against the theft
of plutonium are concerned, are quantitative as a matter of numbers,
rather than qualitative, assuming the same siting policies are adopted
for all the fuel cycle components in both cases. By this I mean that the
chemical and physical forms of plutonium present at all stages of
both fuel cycles are roughly the same.

For the same total electrical power generated -by the fuel cycle, how-
ever, an LMFBR system involves roughly six times as much plu-
tonium as the LWR fuel cycle, and the plutonium concentration of
fresh LMFBR fuel is two or three times the plutonium concentration
in presently planned mixed PuO2 , U02 fuel rods for LWR reactor
fuel assemblies.

Sixth, the individual vulnerabilities to sabotage of LWR and
LMFBR reactors and other fuel-cycle components containing large
inventories of radioactive materials are not described in any detail
in public reports. I understand that studies of this subject are cur-
rently underway in the Energy Research and Development Adminis-
tration (ERDA), and to some extent in NRC. Except for observing
that some of the safeguard measures that were assumed to be applied
to the future to the fuel cycles compared in WASH-1535 were to deal
with attempts at sabotage, I shall not deal with this subject in my
testimony.

I should say that the reason for that is that it seems prudent not
to discuss publicly in anv detail just what one mip-ht do graphically
to undertake an act of sabotage that would release very large amounts
of radioactive material from a nuclear powerplant.

Tables 7.4-15, 7.4-16, and 7.4-17, taken from WASH-1535, which
I referred to previously, summarize the safeguards-related character-
istics of LMFBR, LWR-with and without plutonium reyvele-and
HTGR fuel cycles; the assumed numbers of physical security per-
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sonnel assigned to each fuel-cycle component; and the estimated capi-
tal and operating costs for each fuel cycle.

The overall conclusions from these estimates are the following:
One, although the absolute capital and operating costs of stringent

safeguards measures assumed to apply to a large, future, 80,000 MWe
LMFBR fuel-cycle module are large, that is, nearly $100 million an-
nually in operating costs, they represent only about 1.4 percent in-
crease in the cost of electricity produced by the module, assuming a
cost of nuclear electric power of 13 mills per kilowatt hour.

Well, let me say I have included a set of tables taken from WASH-
1535 that summarizes not only the safeguards-related characteristics
of the LMiFBR, the light-water reactors 'and high-temperature gas-
cooled reactor fuel cycles, but also the assumed numbers of physical
security personnel assigned to each fuel-cycle component and the esti-
mated capital and operating costs of safeguards for each of the four
fuel cycles that were compared. The overall conclusions from these
estimates are the following, and I have already read the first.

Two, in spite of the considerably greater annual throughput of plu-
tonium for an LMFBR fuel cycle than for an LWR fuel cycle with
plutonium recycle, the costs of equivalent safeguards applied to the
fast breeder are only about 40 percent greater than for LWR.

I should emphasize that these are highly preliminary estimates,
and refer to considerably more stringent, much more stringent, physi-
cal security safeguards than are currently called for by NRC regu-
lations. Considerably more detailed cost data can be expected to result
from much more detailed NRC and ERDA studies now underway.

I want to reemphasize that in these cost estimates there was a seri-
ous attempt, if you will, to put in a few picture windows in advance,
going way beyond what is now called for by the regulations.

Let me give you a couple of examples of what I mean by all of this.
The present regulations allow the transport of plutonium oxide power
from which nuclear bombs can be made directly by truck with an escort,
with two armed guards, and with some kind of radio-telephone com-
munication which doesn't have to 'be constant with the outside world.
What was assumed in these cost estimates was quite different, and that
is that the plutonium oxide would be shipped 'by rail in very heavy
casks, I mean casks weighing in the order of 100 tons, and not only with
accompanying security personnel-I believe it was a dozen per ship-
ment, whereas the present regulations actually in force call for only
two-but also with a rather large number of reserve physical security
people managing the communications systems and so on, and available
to intercept a fairly heavy attempt at a theft.

I don't think that I can say too strongly that these are not now called
for, and I don't want to give the impression these types of safeguards
are called for now. but they were used as examples in the revised ver-
sion of the LAIFFBR statement.

I also would like to say the revised LMFBR statement, as far as
what it said about, safeguards was concerned. was very different from
the original draft. In fact, there was a flood of comments about the
original draft in that its treatment of safeguards was just totally in-
adenuate. The subsequent draft, I think, was a huge improvement, and
that is one of the reasons I suggested it be put in the record.

64-603 0 - 76 -24
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That concludes my statement. I will be glad to try to answer any
questions you may have.

Chairman HUM1PHRrY. The tables you referred to in your testimony
will be made a Dart of the hearing record.

[The tables follow:]
TABLE 74-15.-COMPARISONS OWF LMFBR, LR, AND HTGR 80,000-MWe MODULES

LWR w/o LWR with
LMFBR Pu recycle Pu recycle

Power stations -20 20 20 20
Fuel reprocessing plants -1 1 1
SSNM fabrication plants -1 1
Plutonium storage facilities -1
High-enrichment isotope separation slants -
Annual separated plutonium output (kilogram per yeanr 134, 000 17, 000 22, 000 -80
Rate of shipment of plutonium for recycling through

module (kilogram per year) -117, 000 - - 22, 000
Annual highly enriched uranium input (kilogram per

Annual separated U-233 output (kilogram per year)-30,000
Rate of shipment of excess plutonium to other modules

(kilogram per year)- 17, 000 17, 000 80
Total fined sites that contain unirradiated SSNM 22 2 22 23
Mode of shipment of fresh fuel assemblies containing

SSNM ----------------------
PuO, shipments per year -233 30 38 1
U-235 Os shisments per year 18
U-233 Os shipments per year - - - -25
PuO2+UOa shipments per year (as rods) - - -48
SSNM fuel assembly shipments per year-1,340 it460 944
Irradiated fuel shipments per year -2,140 d66 766 944

Rail, in spent fuel casks.
tBased upon PWR/BWR ratio of 2/1, where all BWR assemblies and 40 percent of PWR assemblies contain Pu.

TABLE 7.4-16.-SECURITY PERSONNEL FOR SAFEGUARDING DIFFERENT 80,000-MWe MODULES

LWR w/o LWR with
LMFBR Pu recycle Pu recycle HTGR

Security personnel per:
PuOs, U-235 02, or U-233 02 shipment -12 12 12 12
Fresh fuel shipment containing SSNM 3 3 3
Irradiated fuel shipment- 2 2 2 2

Total security personnel employed for:
PuOn, U-235 On, or U-233 O. shipments -154 20 25 29
Fresh fuel shipments containing SSNM -310 75 155
Irradiated fuel shipments -235 84 84 104

Security personnel at:
Powerplant - ------ 6 4 5 5
Reprocessing plant -12 8 8 8
Fuel fabrication plant- - 24 4 12 16
Plutonium storage facility - -12 1 16
Isotope enrichment facilit - -6 6 12
High-level waste facility - - 4 4 4 4

Total security personnel employed for:
Pawerplant -600 400 500 500
Reprocessing plant ---------- 60 40 40 40Fuel fabrication plant - 120 20 60 80
Plutonium storage facility - -60
Isotope enrichment facility' - -30 30 60
iigh-level waste faciltiy -20 20 20 20

Total security personnel for transport -699 104 184 288
Total security personnel at fixed sites -800 570 650 700

Total security personnel -1, 499 674 834 988

'includes low-enriched uranium fabrication and enrichment facilities for LWR.

HTGR
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TABLE 7.4-17.-COSTS OF SAFEGUARDING DIFFERENT 80,000-MWe MODULES

[Millions of 1974 dollars]

LWR w/o LWR with
IMFBR Pu recycle Pu recycle HTGR

Capital costs:
Powerplants- -.-- 156.0 75.0 120.0 100.0
Reprocessing plant -13.0 8.0 8.0 8.0
Fuel fabrication plant -21.0 5.0 15.0 15.0
Plutonium storage facility -10.0.
High-level waste repository -51.0 51.0 51.0 51.0
Isotope enrichment plant - -5.0 5.0 8.0
Other fixed sites -10.0 10.0 10.0 10. 0
Transportation -15.0 5.0 7.5 10. 0

Total capital costs -273.0 169.0 216.5 202.0

Operating costs (per year):
Security personnel- 45. 0 20.2 25.0 29.6
Fixed charge on capital investment at 16 percent..... 42.7 25.4 34.5 32.4
Regulatory operations -4.0 3.0 4.0 4.0
Other- 5.0 4.0 5.0 5.0

Total operating costs -96.7 52.6 68.5 71.0

Chairman HuMPHREY. I have some questions for you that we have
prepared as we got ready for your testimony today.

Mr. Taylor, in light of your testimony here, would you cite some
more of your findings of safeguards problems from your original
survey of nuclear facilities? I understand you are currently making
a new survey. Have improvements been significant and are they
adequate?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes; if I may, I would like to go back quite some time
to give some indication of how things have changed and also, to some
extent, how they have not changed.

In the summer of 1966, I visited several commercial facilities that
were processing plutonium and highly enriched uranium, which were
not part of our Military Establishment at all, and found that at the
facilities I visited there was practically no physical security protec-
tion. Now, by that I mean that in the typical installation-and I think
this is a fair sample of the situation in 1966, which is almost 10 years
ago-there was one security guard at the main gate in one case at least
100 yards from a vault that was open and had within it about 200
kilograms of metallic, fully enriched uranium, which could be used
for making explosives. No other security people were on the site and
there were no alarms on any of the floors and no detectors of special
nuclear material at the doorways.

It was on the basis of this kind of observation, plus the fact that,
unfortunately, nuclear weapons are easy to make and a lot easier than
most people, at least, thought in those days.

Chairman HuMPHREY. I understand too that the Kerr-McGee situa-
tion occurred only shortly after the AEC made an inspection of the
safeguards system at Kerr-McGee?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, now the Kerr-McGee situation is complicated and
bizarre. I know of no evidence that quantities of plutonium left the
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plant, that is, that sufficient quantities got out of the plant to have
anything to do with building a bomb. The Karen Silklwood case in-
volved contamination of herself only. Now the fact that that happened
is, I think, troublesome, and the fact that there are mismatches fairly
often in the material balance accounts for places like Kerr-McGee
that handle relatively large quantities of plutonium is also a cause
for concern. The fact that the accounts don't match sometimes within
a weight that is enough to make several bombs is just a fact of life
that has to do with the accuracy of the measurements and the ability
of people to monitor how much is actually going through.

Chairman HUMPHREY. There could be a weakness in the system of
monitoring and measurements, in other words?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes; there is a weakness in measurement. I think that
is going to be with us essentially forever, that is, measuring what goes
in the plant and what goes out of the plant and what is in the inven-
tory of a high-volume production facility accurately enough to see
losses that might be enough for at least one or two nuclear weapons.
I think that is certainly beyond the present state of the art.

It is for that reason that I think what is called for is much more
physical security that will make it much more difficult for people to
get their hands on this material. Now, detecting a loss through ma-
terials accounting 2 months after it happened is not useless, but it
doesn't prevent it from being lost. It may deter, but not prevent.

Chairman HUMPHREY. In the instance of the Kerr-McGee situation,
I was led to understand that the AEC found that certain quantities
of plutonium disappeared and were somehow smuggled out of the
Kerr-McGee plutonium production plant in Oklahoma. Our staff in-
dicated to me that the employees at the plant have said that it is
relatively easy to get quantities of plutonium out of the plant. Is that
what you mean by the fact that the protection facilities are not up to
what they ought to be?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes; now I should say the protection facilities at the
plants I have seen recently are much better than they were even 2 years
ago or 21/2 years ago.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I wouldn't want to indicate that the em-
plovees said anything had happened like this, but that it could.

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes. If they, for example, wanted to steal material, I
heard this consistently from people that worked in these plants through
the present time, Senator, that they could. This is getting much harder
to do now than it was 2 to 21/? years ago.

Chairman HUMPHREY. But this plant was shut down three or four
times in 1974 in an attempt to find missing or unaccounted-for
plutonium?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes. And I have no reason to question that. I have
heard that said a number of times. Kerr-McGee is not unique in that
respect. There have been other facilities that handle highly enriched
uranium or plutonium which have not abided by the present ree-ula-
tions. I don't know, offhand. of any instance of a plant actually being
shut down, but other than Kerr-McGee, regulations have been violated.
I am quite certain of that.

Chairman HUMPHREY. My 'point was this was 1974, and even in
1974 there were three occasions when, in an attemnt to find missing
or unaccounted-for plutonium, the plant had to be shut down. This
indicates that even as late as 1974 the safeguards are still inadequate?
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Mr. TAYLOR. I agree with that completely. They are much better
than they were 2 or 3 years ago, but I look at it this way, Senator.
This is a little bit like saying you want to enter a horse into a horse race
and you start with a horse that can't walk. Then you improve the
situation by using a horse that walks but can't run. You will never
win the race.

I think we have very far to go in improving the security of these
materials to the point where most of us in this room would be able to
look at the situation and say "Yes, sir, that looks well protected." We
have a long way to go.

I think we can do this technologically and economically. One of the
reasons I have gone into a little bit of detail on the cost of the safe-
guards is that this cost does not seem to be the barrier to good safe-
guards that people think. The problems, I think, are institutional
and perhaps political.

Chairman HuaiPHREY. Yes.
Mr. TAYLOR. And one reason I say that is that, at least 10 years ago,

there were a number of very strongly stated objections to the safe-
guards program in the United States, and the situation then was very
bad and was recognized as being very bad. Then 1966 is the first time
I am aware of that this was dispersed into the consciousness not only
of people in the executive branch, but people on the joint committee.
And I think it is fair to say that on the physical security front for
commercial handling of plutonium and highly enriched uranium,
there was virtually no change for 25 years, but there have been changes
for a couple of years now.

So, a new round of regulations has been made, but I think they
still fall short of what we need. We have little time to bring this prob-
lem under control.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Particularly if you go into the breeder re-
actor program, because then your plutonium problem becomes exacer-
bated. It becomes more extensive and intensive. This is what bothers
me. There is a good deal of nublicity about what ERDA and the NRC
have been doing to deal with these problems of safeguards and, quite
honestly, much of what we see seems to be on paper only, in studies
and designs and paper proposals.

But now the GAO has done some investigation of the safeguards
problems, even after some of these paner designs for better security
had been outlined and after the AEC had assured the Congress that
safeguard plans were adequate. The GAO found incredible laxness
on the part of industry. both in the transportation of highly enriched
uranium and plutonium and in the production plants and storage
facilities. I understand you also found such problems?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes; that is correct, Senator.
Chairman HumPHREY. So how do we make the jumn from the paper

that comes up here-you know, a statement from AEC or ERDA-to
effective execution of policy?

Mr. TAYLOR. Well, I think the key jump is a revision of the regula-
tions. Before the regulations are revised, however, I think it is ex-
tremely important to do what the Regulatory Commission is, in fact,
now doing; that is, to make an intensive examination of the whole
question of what are the alternative, ways of making plutonium and
highly enriched uranium more secure and what are the safeguards,
the advantages, and the costs.
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So, rather than coming out with a new patchwork set of regulations,
I think it would be better if they really complete the thorough at-
tempt to study this problem. I must say that attempt is now really
underway. They have only been underway for about 2 months in the
Regulatory Commission.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Do you think we are spending enough, both
time-wise and money, on this issue?

Mr. TAYLOR. In the studies, I think just about. At some point, one
saturates one's ability to find people who are knowledgeable in this
area. They study that the NRC now has underway is many times what
it was a year ago, and I think that is a-very healthy sign. You might
say it is a lot of talk and paper work and we still have inadequate
security, and that is true; but I think there are strong indications from
the new Commission that the results of this work will be implemented
quickly and effectively. There are signs that industry is beginning to
take this problem very seriously, too.

Chairman HUMPHREY. A number of the handlers of these radioactive
materials in the transportation system are literally rebelling about
handling it. The mayor of the city of St. Paul has been down to see me
and has talked to me extensively about this. He is very upset over in-
formation that has come to him through railroad workers and others
in handling radioactive materials. That is one of the safeguard prob-
lems and one of the health problems associated with it.

When I was in Vienna, I went to the International Atomic Energy
Agency and spent considerable time going over their efforts to monitor
the plutonium generated by nuclear reactor plants, and they are
attempting now, as you know, to strengthen their international safe-
guards. We still don't believe those safeguards are sufficiently effective,
but-

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, one comment on the international situation. The
IAEA safeguards are designed to detect diversion by national govern-
ment. They are excluded by general agreement from implementing
any physical security safeguards

- Chairman HUMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. TAYLOR. However, it is becoming clear that auite a few countries

are realizing that it is in their own best. interest to see to it that mate-
rial within their borders is verv much more efficientlv protected from
theft than it has been, for the simnle reason that terrorists or criminals
mav steal it from them and come back at them with nuclear explosives.
And I must say that there is a vested interest in all countries, whether
they sign the nonproliferation treaty or not, in seeing to it that this
material is well guarded. That fact is mv primarv basis for feeling
somewhat hopeful that this problem can be solved internationally. If
it weren't for that vested interest. I woifld say we are just going to have
to live with nuclear violence at least off and on.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I sensed that when I was in Vienna' talking
with the International Agency people there. Just as vou said, more
and more representatives of national governments are taking a whole
new look at this matter because of the concern they have over terriorist
groups and the possibilitv of mnnlear violence on a limited basis, if
anvthing could be limited that is called nuclear.

I want to thank vou very much for vonr nart of this testimony.
Let me say we on the Joint Economic Committee obviously are not
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responsible for safeguards. We are primarily, responsible for cost-
benefit questions and cost overruns and the economics of the breeder
reactor versus other energy sources. But there is a cost factor also in
the safeguards. If you place sufficient safeguards into the plants, that
has its effect on the cost of breeder reactors. It adds to that cost. Is that
not true?

Mr. TAYLOR. That is correct. I will say this. I think the cost of
adequate safeguards is going to be a lot less than the cost to the society
of inadequate safeguards.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Yes, very important. I want to thank you
very much, Mr. Taylor. Let me again, for the record, announce that
on Thursday, May 8, at 9:30 a.m., in room 318 of the Russell Senate
Office Building, we will have a panel consisting of Mr. Robert Sea-
mans, Jr., Administrator, Energy Research and Development Agen-
cy; Mr. Ralph Nader, Public Citizen Groups; John Simpson, director,
Westinghouse Electric Corp.; and Thomas Cochran, Natural Re-
sources Defense Council; and finally, Thomas Stauffer, from Harvard
University.

Thank you, and the meeting is recessed.
[Whereupon, at 1 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at

9:30 a.m., Thursday, March 8, 1975.]
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Wae/hington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:30 a.m., in room 318,

Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Hubert H. Humphrey (chairman
of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senator Humphrey; and Representatives Bolling and
Long.

Also present: William A. Cox, George R. Tyler, Larry Yuspeh, and
Robert D. Hamrin, professional staff members; Michael J. Runde, ad-
ministrative assistant; and George D. Krumbhaar, Jr., minority
counsel.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE BOLLING

Representative BOLLING [presiding]. The committee will be in order.
deal of attention has been directed to breeder reactors.

We have a very full schedule this morning, and I am a pinch-hitter.
A few days ago the chairman of the Joint Economic Committee,

Senator Humphrey, called me and in a brief conversation indicated
that his schedule had been drastically changed and that he would not
be able to be here to open these hearings.

I have a general familiarity with the nature of the problem, have
followed some aspects of it for quite a long time and am generally
aware that, far from being a technical, simple matter, it is an enor-
mously complicated matter that involves, in a sort of a mild and com-
plicated way, liquid metal fast breeder reactors.

The subject matter involves not only a fundamental difference inphilosophy as to what kind of economy the United States should have,
an argument between those who put their emphasis on economic
growth and full employment, and those who are more concerned
about environmental aspects and other matters.

It also involves fundamental differences in assessment of the future,
in terms not only of the needs of the United States for energy, and in
particular various kinds of energy, and the costs that those different
kinds of energy will bear at different times in the future, it involves
a different assessment of the value of various kinds of energy develop-
ment, of whether we should go a nuclear route, or nuclear and many
other things route; what kind of research and development we should
support, how much of it should be supported by the Government, how
much should be supported by private entities that will in one fashion
or another be responsible for the production of power, and yet, at
the same time, will profit from the production of that power.

(37i)
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In other words, a whole complex which relates to every different
aspect of the future of the economy of the United States, and quite
naturally, in these times, the conflict is perceived in utterly different
ways by different individuals.

Now, the Joint Economic Committee has had one hearing on this
subject, this complicated and difficult subject on the liquid metal fast.
breeder reactor and all of its component parts, planned and per-
ceived. In that hearing the Comptroller General of the United States
and another witness were essentially very critical of what had hap-
pened to date, raised questions about some of the positions taken with
regard to the demand for electricity, the cost for electricity, the via-
bility of this particular technique-of this particular process, and in
general raised the fundamental questions as to whether the cost could
be justified, whether the cost factors were under control, and raised
most of the questions that I guess this committee and Congress will be
concerned with.

Now, our first witness is a man who is under great pressure, par-
ticularly today. He has a 12 o'clock deadline on an entirely different
subject of substance, but on the other hand, he is the only person,
really, who can answer some of the questions that the committee would
like to ask. So, in order to accommodate him and us, I am going to
suggest, Mr. Seamans, that after you make your presentation, and I
have an opportunity and others who wish to question you relatively
briefly, that you will agree to answer in writing for me, at an ap-
propriate time, a series of questions, some of which may be as dif-
ficult or more difficult than the ones I ask.

Having had a conversation with you, I am aware of your own view
of the kind of situation you are in. I am aware of the fact that others
would very much like to get you to answer some questions that are
very difficult and perhaps impinge on your view of what you are
supposed to be doing in your statutory position.

So with that introduction, I would like you to proceed as briefly
as you wish. Your statement and all other statements will be put in
the record in full, and perhaps we will have an opportunity to ask a
few questions to the limit of your time. I recognize your commitments.

Mr. Seamans.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT C. SEAMANS JR., ADMINISTRATOR,
ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION, AC-
COMPANIED BY GEORGE W. CUNNINGHAM, DEPUTY DIRECTOR
FOR DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGY; MERRILL J. WHITMAN,
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR ENERGY SYSTEMS ANALYSIS; MEL-
VIN A. ROSEN, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR PROGRAMS; LLOYD W.
SIDES, GENERAL COUNSEL'S OFFICE; ROBERT D. NININGER, AS-
SISTANT DIRECTOR FOR RAW MATERIALS, PMM; ABRAHAM S.
FRIEDMAN, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL PRO-
GRAMS; AND H. HOLLISTER CANTUS, DIRECTOR OF CONGRES-
SIONAL RELATIONS

Mr. SEAMANS. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I wel-
come this opportunity to discuss with you today the liquid metal fast
breeder (LMFBR) development program and the current role of the
Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) in that
program. Accompanying me is Robert D'. Thorne, Acting Deputy As-
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sistant Administrator for Nuclear Energy, who also has a statement
about the program.

ERDA's principal mission is to develop realistic energy options for
the Nation's future. At the present time ERDA is in the midst of
preparing a rigorous analysis of national energy needs and options
to meet those needs. I might say we have been going over our plan
just this past week with all of our principals involved, and one of the
big issues we face is our own domestic supply of oil and gas. In the
past there have been some differences of viewpoint on this as to
whether our domestic supplies will be depleted. I notice that the U.S.
Geological Survey has just come out today indicating that the res-
erves are probably half of what they anticipated. This brings them
more in conformance with the view of others and indicates that we
have probably no more than 20 or 30 years of oil and gas remaining
in this country.

This analysis is required by the Nonnuclear Energy Research and
Development Act of 1974 to be submitted to the Congress by the end
of next month. I hope that this analysis will serve to provide a basis
for the wise choice and development of energy options which are both
environmentally and economically sound. Among the options pres-
ently under consideration is nuclear fission. Within that option a great
deal of attention has been directed to breeder reactors-

ERDA assumed the research and development functions of the
Atomic Commission (AEC) and several other energy agencies on
January of this year. One of the programs which ERDA inherited
from the AEC was the L3MFBR program. AEC had been engaged
for several decades in the development of nuclear power reactors to
help meet the Nation's need for energy. Several reactor concepts have
been successfully developed and have come into commercial use. They
are now producing about 8 percent of the Nation's electricity from the
energy released from the fission of uranium. Because of limitations
inherent in these systems, however, only 1 to 2 percent of the energy
potentially available in uranium can be utilized. Thus, the long-term
advantages of generating electricity from nuclear fission may be severe-
ly constrained unless large additional quantities of natural uranium
are found in nature, or unless substantial improvements can be
achieved in the efficiency of uranium use. The breeder concept has been
the subject of worldwide interest for almost two decades because of its
potential for highly efficient uranium utilization. It has been estimated
that commercialization of a breeder reactor technology could lead to
the utilization of more than 60 percent of the total energy from
uranium.

Accordingly, the research and development program initiated in
the 1950's was substantially expanded in the late 1960's by the AEC to
develop an environmentally acceptable breeder-reactor technology
option which would be capable of meeting a substantial portion of this
Nation's electric power requirements. AEC selected the sodium-cooled
LMFBR as its highest priority breeder reactor development program
because of its predicted performance, proven basic technological
feasibility, existing industrial SnnDort, and established base of tech-
nological experience. The LINFBR program-development and
demonstration of a broad technological and engineering base with ex-
tensive utility and industry involvement-is being carried out by na-
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tional laboratories and by industrial firms at a number of locations
throughout the country. Currently, the two principal elements of the
LMFBR program are the Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR)
project and the base technology program, including the construction
and operation of test facilities such as the fast flux test facility.

Congress authorized the AEC to conduct the project definition phase
of an LMFBR demonstration program in cooperation with industry
on July 11, 1969, almost 6 months prior to the time when the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) went into effect. Thus, by the
time the NEPA became applicable on January 1. 1970, the LMFBR
program had progressed through the initial research and development
phase-demonstration of the feasibility of the breeder reactor concept
and confirmation of the basic technical aspects. It was already well
into the second-phase development of engineering understanding.

Subsequently, Congress expanded this limited authority into a fully
authorized, complete demonstration project. On June 2, 1970, the AEC
was authorized to enter into a cooperative arrangement with indus-
try for the development, design, construction, and operation of an
LMFBR powerplant, the CRBR.

In April 1972 the AEC issued an environmental statement assessing
the environmental impacts which would be associated with the con-
struction and operation at an undetermined site of a 300- to 500-mega-
watt electrical, sodium-cooled, TMFBR powerplant. In June 1973, in
conformance with a U.S. court of appeals decision, AEC embarked
upon the preparation of a broader environmental statement. This state-
ment was to address the reasonably foreseeable environmental, social,
technological, and economic costs and benefits of a prospective mature
LMFBR economy and of its possible technological alternatives.

After considering suggestions from interested organizations and
the public as to the scope and content of that statement, the AEC is-
sued the statement in draft form in March 1974 for outside review and
comment. A public hearing on the LMFBR program in general and
the draft statement in particular, was held on April 25-26, 1974. The
AEC then prepared a final environmental statement, which normally
would have concluded the NEPA review process. However, ERDA
was about to be born, and the AEC was reluctant to foreclose the op-
tions of the new agency in shaping its own research and development
program. Hence, the AEC released the document as a "proposed final
environmental statement," and recommended that ERDA consider the
statement itself, provide ample opportunity for further public com-
ment, and hold another public hearing on the statement and the
LMFBR program.

We accepted these recommendations. Full and fair review will be
a substantial undertaking. The proposed final environmental statement
is some 4,300 pages long, consists of 7 volumes, and stands well over 1
foot high. I have requested a team of four senior ERDA officials not
previously involved in the preparation or review of the proposed final
environmental statement to assist me in this review. They are: The
Deputy Administrator, Mr. Robert W. Fri; Assistant Administrator
for Solar, Geothermal, and Advanced Energy Systems, Mr. John M.
Teem; Deputy Assistant Administrator for Fossil Energy, Mr. S.
William Gouse; and Deputy Assistant Administrator for Conserva-
tion, Mr. James S. Kane.
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Their purpose is to undertake an objective and comprehensive reviewof both the proposed final environmental statement and the publiccomments received. They have the specific objectives of (1) determin-ing whether issues relevant to a decision on the LMFBR program areadequately treated in the statement, and (2) making suggestions forinsuring that the record is adequate for decisionmaking.
I have enjoined them to consider carefully whether the options con-tained in the proposed final environmental statement have been ade-quately evaluated, and particularly whether all relevant options havebeen considered. As a part of this review they will conduct a publichearing in Washington, D.C., starting on May 27. ERDA staff com-ments on the principal issues raised by Government agencies and pub-lic commentators will be issued before the hearing in order to focusthe critical concerns for fruitful discussion at the hearing. In addition,I have requested a group of knowledgeable scientific and technical in-dividuals outside ERDA to provide me with the benefit of their viewson certain aspects of the program. They are: Director of Environmen-

tal Assessments Cyril S. Comar, Electric Power Research Institute;
Donald B. Rice, president, Rand Corp.; Eugene P. Wigner, formerlyprofessor of theoretical physics, Princeton University; Walter H. Zinn,formerly vice president, Combustion Engineering; and Alvin Wein-berg, formerly Director of the Office of Energy, Research and Develop-ment, Federal Energy Agency.

The apparent potential of the LMFBR for lowering the cost of elec-tric power over the long run and for providing an ever-renewable
domestic source of fuel for producing energy makes it seem like animportant option. Nevertheless, there are many other aspects of that
option which must be given the most careful further consideration. Forexample, I am concerned, as I know this committee is, with the in-creases in program cost which have been reported. Mr. Thorne is pre-pared to discuss these in some detail. As another example, I am con-cerned with ascertaining what higher costs we may incur by not pur-suing the current schedule, and conversely what benefits we may obtainby selecting other needs and options for greater emphasis in the nearterm.

I do not have answers to these questions-and many others-at thistime. Review of the proposed final environmental statement is oneway I hope to obtain those answers. Another way is the systematiccomparison of energy options which is an essential part of creating the
energy research and development plan which I mentioned at thebeginning of my statement and which is the major task occupying
ERDA right now. Here, among other things, we are looking at theinterrelationships between all elements of the LMFBR program,
cost estimates, and the relative returns from various other R. & D.investments.

These two efforts, the LMFBR environmental statement review andthe program comparisons which are a part of the overall energy re-search and development plan, go together in many ways. We must com-plete them before I can make my own judgments and recommendations
on the future of the LMFBR program.

It was with full knowledge that this review process was not yet
complete that the administration requested revisions to the originalauthorization for the CRBR project. This fiscal year 1976 legislative
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-request relates only to funding and management policy and in no
way alters the environmental significance of the CRBR project. The
legislative request was made in order to maintain the viability of the
LMFBR program as planned during these important deliberations,
but with recognition that changes could be made to reflect the conclu-
sions of our analysis of energy options in the energy R. & 1). plan and
of our consideration of the environmental statement. Indeed, approval
of this legislative request by the Congress will not, under the circum-
stances, constitute an irreversible commitment to proceed. ERDA
has made no such commitment, and I repeat, I personally will make no
decisions without the benefit of the complete reviews I have mentioned.

I have, however, given my personal attention to the management
of the CRBR project. It was apparent to me that the responsibility
for the project management was unnecessarily diffused and the man-
agement structure was unduly complex and cumbersome.

We have taken steps to restructure and streamline the project man-
agement into a single-line organization, staffed on an integrated basis
with both government and utility industry personnel. At the same
time, because of the large increase in the estimated cost of government
participation, ERDA will assume full responsibility for overall man-
agement of the project. The principles upon which this assumption of
management responsibility and restructuring will be based have been
agreed to by the utility companies participating in the project and
submitted to the Congress as part of the fiscal year 1976 legislative
request. The new structure will enable ERDA to utilize fully the ex-
pertise of personnel from the public utility industry in specific areas
and at the same time provide on-the-job training for future procure-
ment and operation by the utilities. With these management changes,
ERDA should be able to marshall all project resources in a more effi-
cient manner and thereby attain approved project objectives on time
and within currently estimated costs.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, when we look at the energy picture in
total perspective, with all the tremendous energy needs of this country
in the future, we simply cannot afford to discount any particular option
arbitrarily. The nuclear option, and specifically the LMFBR, appears
at this point to have several promising features, and there are strong
advocates for it both within ERDA and the scientific community.
I have also heard from those who have strongly held beliefs against
the development of breeder technology, and I know this committee has
heard and will continue to hear from these people as well. This is as it
should be. But by the same token, I believe that this committee should
have the same opportunity that I have to hear the views of those within
ERDA who advocate the LMFBR program. Accordingly, I have asked
the Acting Deputy Assistant Administrator for Nuclear Energy, Mr.
Robert Thorne, to present to you these views. At the conclusion of Mr.
Thorne's statement, he and I will be happy to address any specific
questions the committee may have.

I will leave it to your judgment, Mr. Chairman, whether you would
like to have him present his views or submit his statement for the
record.

Representative BOLLING. We thank you, Mr. Seamans. I think in
order to be able to accommodate you and to accomplish some of the
things we would like to accomplish, I would like to postpone Mr.
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Thorne until I have asked a few questions of you, and then we will
have Mr. Thorne proceed with a summary of his statement. After
we have asked you the questions, you can go along to your other
problems.

Now, the questions are going to be raw and bloody. I know of no
way of politely expressing the kind I am going to ask. They are those
suspicions raised with me by others. Your answers are what I would
be interested in, not the suspicions.

The question in essence is, you have indicated clearly that you have
a statutory responsibility to make a judgment between alternatives. My
question goes to the question of whether you haven't really already
made that judgment. I remind you thf-t these are questions that come
from certain statements that you have made earlier and that others
have made, not in your behalf but about your position.

Now, the main dilemma stems from a letter that you sent on
March 10, 1975, to Senator Pastore. I will read a brief comment at this
point.

In your letter of March 10, 1975, to Senator Pastore you indicated,
among other things, that the CRBR authorizing legislation of June
of 1970, which I gather is still in effect, provided for Government
assistance in value of less than $80 million. Then, in 1971 when it be-
came clear that the utilities and reactor manufacturers were not in-
terested in financing the balance of the CRBR project on an open ended
basis, AEC requested Congress to authorize $100 million-plus indirect
assistance of up to 50 percent of CRBR costs, subject to the provision
that none of this be used for end capital items for the plant.

Was this authorization ever received? Did this revised authority
pass Congress?

Mr. SEAMANS. I would ask Mr. Thorne to answer that question.
Mr. THORNE. Mr. Sides can answer that.
Mr. SIDES. I didn't hear the end of the question, can you repeat it,

please?
Representative BOLLING. The question part of that statement was:

"Was this authorization ever received when this authority passed
Congress?"

In other words, there was a request for a revision in the CRBR
authorization. What is the record on whether it ever became an act?

Mr. SIDES. The request for legislation, sir, that was submitted on
March 10, 1975, was the subject of a hearing before the Joint Commit-
tee on Atomic Energy, and I understand a clean bill was filed in the
Senate on the 6th of this month. Does that answer your question?

Representative BOLLING. We are talking about a 1971 authorization.
Mr. SIDES. The 1971 authorization?
Representative BOLLING. Yes.
Mr. SIDES. Yes, that was passed, Public Law 91-273.
Representative BOLLING. Your letter goes on to state that as negoti-

ations with industry progressed, it emerged that AEC was to ex-
pressly assume the open ended risk of all project overruns and other
financial risks, and industry was unwilling to pitch in any more than
the amount previously attributed to them. Those were not exactly
the words I would use if I had time to redo the statement because I
have implications that go beyond my intent in terms of asking the
question.
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These private interests were to limit their exposure to $250 million.
You state that these basic conditions were accepted and definitive
contracts for the project were executed. However, neither the author-
ization nor the statutory criteria was changed to recognize these

very basic significant changes in the groundrules on Government
assistance.

In the meantime, the present cost estimates have increased radically
and the Government's expected contribution has increased from some-
thing under $80 million to over $1.4 billion.

Is there any comment on that? The point is, under what authority
did AEC agree to that? It is an open ended commitment? It seems
to me this is a valid question. I am not trying to embarrass you. I am
not clear as to whether you are able to answer that now, any of you,
but I would like to know the answer to that.

Mr. SEAMANS. I would like to know the answer, too. I don't know
the answer myself at this point.

Mr. SiDEs. I would like to say, Sir, that we would like to reserve
that question and submit a complete answer in writing rather than
give you one off the cuff.

Representative BOLLING. That suits me very well, but I want to be
assured that I will get the answer and get it relatively promptly so I
can complete the record.

[The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record:]

The substance of Mr. Bolling's question as we understand it was whether the
authorization request in 1971 for the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor
(LMFBR) Demonstration Project was ever enacted into law, and also under
what authority did AEC agree to assume an open-ended risk for project over-
runs.

Congress did authorize the cooperative arrangement for the LMFBR Demon-
stration Plant under section 106 of Public Law 91-273, as amended by Public
Law 92-84. The basis of the original cooperative arrangement was approved by
the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy (JCAE) after three days of public hear-
ings held in September, 1972. The text of those hearing was published as a JCAE
print and the considerations and recommendations of the Committee in approv-
ing the original arrangement are set out in the introduction of that document
(LMFBR Demonstration Plant hearings before the JCAE, September 7, 8 and
12, 1972).

In January, 1973, the Atomic Energy Commission informed the JCAE that,
in the process of negotiating the definitive contracts for the cooperative ar-
rangement, the parties had agreed upon several changes in the basic principles
previously submitted to that Committee, and, in accordance with section 106(b)
of Public Law 91-273, as amended, revised program justification data setting
forth the details of the negotiated proposed arrangement were submitted to the
Committee along with the negotiated but unexecuted contracts. The revised pro-
gram justification data thus submitted and the accompanying unexecuted con-
tractual documents included a good faith undertaking on the part of the Atomic
Energy Commission to seek additional legislative authorization and funds if at
any time it should reasonably appear that resources available for the project
were insufficient to permit the continued effective conduct of project activities.
This is what has since been loosely characterized as an "open-ended"
commitment.

During the course of extensive hearinus on February 28 and May 4. 1973. the

JCAE examined the merits of the proposed chances to the cooperative arrange-
ment in great detail. including the good faith obligation of the Atomic Energy
Commission to seek additional funding should the need arise. The JCAE was
aided in this consideration by two reports from the Comntroller General as well
as by testimony from members of the public. and additional material was fur-
nished to the Committee by the Atomic Energv Commission to clarify aspects
of the proposed arrangement in connection with which questions had been
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raised. The JCAE also met in executive sessions on May 23 and 24, and June
8, 1973 to further consider the proposed cooperative arrangement in depth and
to determine whether or not it was acceptable.

The Committee ultimately decided that it would interpose no objection to
Atomic Energy Commission execution of the proposed contracts as finally re-
vised in several respects and clarified during the hearings because of Committee
concerns, and specifically noted its agreement with the concept of AEC assuming
an obligation to seek additional funds from the Congress if the need became
apparent with the utility participants carefully limiting the extent of their
contributions and risks to about $250,000,000. In so doing, the Committee also
noted that the Atomic Energy Commission commitments to endeavor to obtain
additional legislative authorization would provide a distinct point after consid-
erable planning and design work had been accomplished, and prior to construc-
tion, which would afford the Congress an additional opportunity for a detailed
review of the status of the project. The Committee stated its intention to re-
view the situation in depth at that time and to provide the Congress with its
findings and views in connection with any such requested legislation.

It is respectfully submitted that this is precisely the process which is going
on right now. The Energy Research and Development Administration has sub-
mitted revised program justification data and other suggested revisions to its
authorization legislation for this project to the Joint Committee, in accordance
with the procedure established by the Congress when it originally enacted
P.L. 91-273, as amended-a procedure which has been consistently followed by
the Congress in authorizing cooperative Power Reactor Demonstration projects
for almost 20 years. These revisions are currently undergoing review and con-
sideration by the Congress in the normal legislative process.

It is our view that the contractual arrangements for the Clinch River Breeder
Reactor Demonstration Project were fully authorized under P.L. 91-273 as
amended by P.L. 92-84. As is clear from the record of the hearing, Congress also
recognized that the estimated cost of the Project might very well increase as
it developed. Accordingly, the assumption by the Atomic Energy Commission of
the so called "open-ended" risk for this project, i.e., the obligation to seek addi-
tional authorization and funds if needed, was entered into in the full light of
Congressional oversight and in full accord with the specific provisions of the
enabling legislation.

Representative BOLLING. The dilemma here is obvious. There is also
already an escalation of a degree of suspicion beyond what I think is
reasonable in Government, and the only way we can get it cleared up
is to get all the answers on the table and try to get the answers out
to the public before the Congress takes the step that is imminent to
make a further commitment to a program that has not yet been
decided upon.

I don't want to be misunderstood on this. What I am interested in
is not heat but light, and the only way I can see any possibility of
getting some light is to ask these questions so that we can clear it up.

Mr. SEAXANS. My understanding was that we embarked on a pro-
gram of approximately $700 million that would be coshared with the
utilities and they would finance about $250 million of that amount.
This was fully understood, I believe, by the Congress who thoroughly
reviewed it with the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy; I assume
all the enabling legislation has been passed.

The estimate of the cost of the Clinch River breeder reactor did
increase to $1.7 billion. It is my understanding that these increases
had been discussed by the AEC with the Joint Committee on Atomic
Energy prior to the formation of ERDA. I knew there had been
concern about the management arrangements with a tripartite type
situation that had been made in the past. I was against such an orga-
nization myself, I think the Government is putting up a sizable amount
and must take the primarv responsibility, certainly when it is well
over 50 percent. I thought I was doing the most appropriate job when

64-603 0 - 76 - 25
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I met with the utilities and negotiated with them what I think was
a clearly superior method of management, and I didn't think I was
doing anything that was not completely within our enabling legislation.

Representative BOLLING. I think that is the key question. You may
know I have been something of a critic of the way Congress organizes
itself and functions. So I am not clear where the responsibility lies,
if we do have, for all practical purposes, an open-ended set of commit-
ments that stem from a process that isn't very precise. I am not inclined
to automatically blame an administrator for that kind of a situation.
But you are also aware that there have been criticisms in the past from
a variety of sources of the relationship between the Joint Committee
on Atomic Energy and the Atomic Energy Commission. They are not
criticisms that I have joined in voicing, but the key question here
seems to be whether or not the process actually resulted in a legal act
by the Congress or whether it was a continuation of a process which
has become the custom of the Atomic Energy Committee, in effect,
functioning in behalf of the Congress.

Now, I am aware of all the dilemmas implicit in that relatively
simple statement, but I think, since the matter has been raised, not
entirely by me alone, that it is something that we should get cleared
up and we will try to structure some questions that do not carry with
them a load and that you will be able to answer precisely in a reason-
able time. I would hope that you would not take too long in trying
to get a reply back.

I have one other question; does my colleague have questions?
Representative LONG. I do. The reason I was trying to ask you to

yield, Mr. Chairman, even though you went ahead and covered the
specific question, is what specific piece of legislation would give you,
Mr. Seamans, the authority to enter into what appears to me to be
an open ended contract, and where in that piece of legislation is the
specific authority to enter into such an open ended contract?

Representative Bolling, in effect, here covered that in his subse-
quent questions.

Do you want me to proceed with a couple of others?
Representative BOLLING. Yes.
Representative LONG. One of the stories in the Wall Street Journal

a couple of weeks ago, I think it was, Mr. Seamans, was with respect
to the exportation of uranium to Russia for processing. They indi-
cated in this article that this uranium, which was being exported,
was really going to be sold to European utilities. Was this article
basically correct? Are we exporting uranium to Russia for processing
and then for sale to European utilities ?

Mr. SEAMANs. The whole matter of the sale of uranium and the sale
of enriched uranium is a very complex matter.

We do, ourselves, sell enriched uranium. It is used to provide the
fuel for reactors that we sell to foreign utilities. It is done under
the overall cognizance of the International Atomic Energy Agency.
The spent fuel is returned to the United States for processing.

In the last year or so we have not been able to take any orders for
enriching uranium because we have now reached the capacity of our
own plants. For that reason I believe that in some cases we have estab-
lished arrangements such as the one you described.

I would like to provide the details of that transaction, for the
record, if I might.
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Representative LONG. Fine.
[The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record:]
The export of U.S. origin natural uranium is authorized under the provisions

of appropriate Agreements for Cooperation in the Civil Uses of Atomic Energy
in an attempt to stimulate domestic exploration and resource development by
increasing the potential market available to domestic producers. Since the en-
riching capacity of the three Government gaseous diffusion plants is presently
fully committed, ERDA has permitted, under specific authorization, the export
of natural uranium for enrichment in foreign facilities, including those of the
U.S.S.R., for subsequent use in reactors in countries with which the U.S. has an
Agreement for Cooperation.

In the case of the Edlow International Company shipment, the export license
provided for the shipment of uranium oxide from the United States to the U.K.
for conversion to hexafluoride (UFF6 ), enrichment of the UFP in the U.S.S.R.,
and fabrication of reactor fuel by Brennelemente GmbH in West Germany for
use in West German reactors. Upon completion of the enrichment service in the
U.S.S.R., both the slightly enriched uranium product and the depleted uranium
("tails") resulting from the enrichment will be shipped to the Federal Republic
of Germany. The product and tails exported from the U.S.S.R. will together
equal the amount of uranium which was imported from the United Kingdom.
The spent fuel remains in the Federal Republic of Germany; it is not returned
to the U.S. for reprocessing.

With regard to the Transnuclear shipment that was mentioned in the article,
although the export licenses were issued by the NRC on August 1, 1974, to ex-
port 357,856 lbs. of U.S. origin natural uranium to Liverpool, England for con-
version to UF., approval has not yet been granted to export the material to the
U.S.S.R. for enriching. The ultimate consignee of the enriched uranium, Agip,
'Milano, Italy, will use the enriched uranium in the manufacture of nuclear
reactor fuel assemblies for Italian nuclear power plants. The material Is presently
at British Nuclear Fuels, Ltd., in Liverpool.

Representative LONG. Could I then ask a couple of questions? Again,
you might not be able or willing to answer them right now. The major
rationale all the way through for the breeder reactor program is that
we are rapidly depleting our uranium reserves and AEC must de-
velop some type of commercial breeders before we do deplete these
reserves. If we are selling it abroad, we are, depleting these reserves,
and could they not be held as reserves without selling them for use
abroad?

Then, specifically, also, we would like to know how much uranium
of the total mined domestically is destined for export either directly
or by other nolnmining companies, if that is ascertainable. How much
of the world's reactor fuel do we supply? Do we have any long-term
commitments in this regard at all to sell uranium abroad? Have we
made any commitments that perhaps have not been given a great deal
of publicity with respect to the sale of uranium long range in the
other parts of the world?

That is all I have at this time, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SEAMANS. If my understanding of the question that you asked

with regard to the sale of uranium overseas is correct the answer is,
yes, there has been a sale of uranium overseas by some of our utilities.
This has been on the basis of their need to procure the uranium that
then goes into our processing plants and, in some cases, they have
delayed goingz ahead with the construction of their plant for a variety
of reasons. Thev have been short of cash and they have sold overseas-
the uranium which thev own.

Now, this is a matter that concerns me for the very reasons that you
bring up the question.

Representative LONG. WOUld you repeat that!'As I understood what
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you said, they had the uranium on hand, and they were delayed in
the need for it themselves, and because of a cash shortage on their
part they have sold some of this abroad; is that correct?

Mr. SEAMANS. That's correct. They own it, remember that. We don't
own the uranium, it comes to us when we enrich it, and we charge the
utilities for the processing into the fuel that is used in the reactor. But
we don't own that uranium.

Representative LONG. But I understood, my recollection might not
be correct, if I remember, the article correctly, it was speaking of raw
uranium being sold in this regard. So we are not really speaking of
the same thing at this point; are we?

Mr. SEAMANS. I would like to have Mr. Thorne answer that question.
Mr. THORNE. Mr. Long, very little raw uranium mined in this

country has been sold overseas. Quite a substantial amount of uranium
mined overseas has been brought into this country by foreign reactor
utilities. They have now gone into the enriching process and that
uranium has been returned back overseas. But very little domestic
uranium ore has been sold overseas.

Representative LONG. So what the Wall Street Journal, in effect,
was doing was making a mountain out of a molehill with respect to
these sales of raw uranium?

Mr. THORNE. Yes, sir, and we will be glad to provide for the record
those sales over the years.

Representative LONG. Thank you.
[The following tables were subsequently supplied for the record:]

TABLE I.-Foreign uranium commitments by domestic producers as of
Jan. 1, 1975

Year of delivery: Tons UfOs
1966 through 1973_---------------------------------------------- 5. 500
1974 --------------------------------------------------------- _1, 500
1975 ----------------------------------------------------------- 600
1976 ________--__________________________________________________ 500
1977 ----------------------------------------------------------- _1, 400
1978 and 1979_-------------------------------------------------- 1, 100

Total -------------------------------------------------------- 10, 600
NOTE.-As of Jan. 1. 1974, total was 6,900 tons, 3,700 were committed to foreign buyers

in 1974.

TABLE 11.-URANIUM DELIVERY COMMITMENTS, DOMESTIC PR2DUCERS TO DOMESTIC BUYERS, AS OF
JAN. 1, 1975

[Tons of U30a1

Year of U30s delivery Annual Cumulative

1966-73 -- 55, 600
1974 -------- 11,900 67,500
1976 -------------- - 15,600 83,100
1977--------------------------------------------- 12,600 95,400

1978 -15,300 123: 700
1979 -13,900 137, 600
1980 -11 600 149, 200
1981 -10,400 159,600
1982 -------- ,800 168,410
1983---------------------------------------------------7,100 175, 500
1984 -- 4,500 180, 000
1985-4, 100 184, 100198E--------------------------------------- 1,900 186, 000
1987-1, 400 187,400
1988-94- () 191, 300

Lens than 1,200 per year.
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TABLE I1l.-URANIUM DELIVERY COMMITMENTS, IMPORTS BY DOMESTIC BUYERS, AS OF JAN. 1, 1975

[Tons of UzON}

Year of UsOs delivery . Annual Cumulative

1975 -800 800
1976- 1,500 2, 300
1977 -2,600 4,900
1978 -3, 100 8,000
1979 -3,000 11,000
1980 -2,700 13, 700
1981 -3,500 17,200
1982 -3,700 20,900
1983- 3, 600 24, 5001984--------------------------------------- 3,600 28, 100
1985 -3,400 31,500
1986- 2, 300 33, 800
1987- 90- () 41, 000

1 Less than 2,000 per year.

Representative LoNG. Going back to the question I was discussing
with you, Mr. Seamans, that is the sale by the private utilities com-
panies of enriched uranium abroad, as I understood it, you expressed
dissatisfaction with the fact that they had done this ?

Mr. SEAMANn. No, I think we have a bad situation in this country
wvhen it turns out to be in anybody's interest to sell, for economic
reasons, the uranium products overseas, except insofar as they fulffill
a commitment on a government-to-government basis coupled with the
sale of reactors overseas. It seems to me that that is a plan that has been
carefully worked out and that is in our interest. But to just have a
random sale of the fuel overseas is not in our interest.

I think we should be conserving the uranium and the potential
uranium fuel in this country because of the fact that we will at some
point deplete our resources.

Representative LONG. That is obviously the reason that I raised
this whole series of questions that I did ask.

It is your opinion that additional legislation is needed in this regard
to preclude such a thing from happening again?

Mr. SEAMANs. No, I don't think that is necessary, this is a matter
that we have very much under review at this time and it definitely
relates to the need for increased uranium facilities here and the freeing
up of and the definitization of the plant in this country for proper
support of the present generation of nuclear plants.

Representative LOXG. Is this exporting of either that which has been
enriched or that raw uranium that we are speaking of combined? You
indicated from the standpoint of the raw uranium discussed in the
Wall Street Journal article, that it was not a substantial amount. On
the other hand is the enriched a substantial amount, a sufficient quan-
tity to be really a disturbing sort of situation, and is there any way of
measuring that either percentagewise. dollarwise, or however you
would measure it. atomwise, if -that is the way?

Mr. SEAMAN-S. I don't have that at our finger tips, the number of
nuclear plants that have been sold overseas, but it is a fairly substantial
amount. I will put in the record the exact number, but to me this is an
important part of our U.S. policy, that we will supply this type of
equipment, the reactors and the fuel that goes with it, and I think it
would be an unfortunate policy if we drew back from what is a very
important item when it comes to balance of trade.
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[The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record:]

Through 1974 General Electric and Westinghouse accumulated orders abroad
for 26 units each, totalling approximately 16,000 MWe and 18,000 MWe, respec-
tively.

Mr. THORNE. I might add, Mr. Chairman, that the Atomic Energy
Act requires that the enriching services provided by this country
be done on a nondiscriminatory basis in relationship to foreign
countries, and to the free world. We supply enriching services to
foreign users on the same basis as we do to domestic customers.

Representative LONG. Is there any indication from the European
countries that this exportation is of sufficient degree that it is imperil-
ing your own program, and are you aware of any representations made
to this Government by foreign governments?

Mr. SEAMANS. The only thrusts that I have felt since I have been
on the job is a great desire of many foreign countries to work with us
to help build up their capability. Japan obviously being one, where
they must build up their nuclear capabilities because they have no
fossil fuels of their own, and the cost of fossil fuels have obviously
skyrocketed. They are putting in place nuclear facilities and they are
very anxious to work with us. However, if we are not interested, they
will undoubtedly work with other countries. I believe it is in our best
interest to help them in this endeavor.

Representative LONG. In that regard, is the sale of reactors abroad
made on the basis of the fact that there will be a guarantee of the
uranium supply that is required in order to fuel that reactor?

Mr. SEAMANS. I don't believe it is essential, however, there is no
point in having the reactor system unless you have the fuel for it, so
normally the two go together, but I will be glad to supply more on that
for the record.

Representative LONG. So, really, then, with respect to the selling of
the reactors abroad, we are taking on a long-range dilution of supply
problems that could become most substantial?

Mr. THORNE. Mr. Long, in the sale of reactors overseas, there is no
understanding in the contract that the Government will assure the
supply of that fuel because a good portion of the fuel is supplied by
enriching services from other countries.

For instance, the Russians are supplying enriching services, and the
United Kingdom and the French are taking orders for enriching serv-
ices. However, this country offers it at a price much less than that
offered by foreign countries, so most of the slightly enriched fuel does

come from this country.
Representative LONG. But depending on Russia for it does nothing

but intensify my interest in the question I asked earlier, because of the
sale with respect to the Wall Street Journal article is again a dilution
of reserves of the United States; is it not?

Mr. THORNE. It is not.
Representative LONG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The following information was subsequently supplied for the rec-

ord in the context of the above interrogation:]
Power reactor sales from the United States are solely in the- commercial sector.

In.order to export them, of course, it is necessary that there be a government -
*to-government arrangements (Agreement for Cooperation) providing for peace-
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ful uses guarantees, and safeguards, and many other things. The fuel for the
light water reactors exported from the U.S. (or by others) is enriched uranium
and the enriching is done on a fee or toll basis, with the customer supplying the
uranium to be enriched. This uranium is normally purchased abroad and im-
ported into the U.S. for enriching (and sometimes fabrication) and then re-
exported. The enriching for most foreign nuclear power plants is done in the
U.S. by ERDA. It is not U.S. policy to tie the provision of enriching services to
the sale of power plant equipment. In fact, most light water reactors sold by
non-U.S. reactor manufacturers to date also depend on ERDA for the enrichment
of the uranium for their fuel supply. In such cases, also, an Agreement for Co-
operation must exist between the U.S. and the country in which the customer
operates the power plant. In summary, the U.S. does not guarantee the supply
of uranium for fuel nor does it condition the supply of enriching services upon
purchase of a U.S.-supplied reactor.

A prudent customer will, of course, assure a supply of uranium and enriching
services with uranium suppliers and enrichers, prior to proceeding with the con-
struction of a nuclear power plant. Although the U.S. supplies essentially all
enriching for power plant fuels at the present time, and will supply the vast ma-
jority of such enriching through this decade. there are other sources from which
commercial enriching may be obtained thereafter, i.e., Eurodif and Urenco in
Europe and the Soviet Union.

Representative BOLLING. Mr. Seamans, I have one more brief series
of questions, and then I will suggest that you proceed to your other
duties.

The question that keeps recurring as I talk to staff, and they pro-
duced some evidence to make the question valid, is how you can be an
objective judge on a matter in which you seem to have a commitment,
and some of the things that they brought to my attention that concern
them and me, are in the testimony of Mr. Thorne before the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy on March 11, 1975. There are a series of
questions, I would like to read them all, they are not that long, so it
is not a loaded question or a trap question:

Mr. THOBNE. To maintain the viability of the nuclear option into the next
century, the highest priority in our fission power reactor development activities
has been placed on the development of the liquid metal fast breeder reactor
(LMFBR) with $350.6 million in fiscal year 1976 operating costs to be applied to
that program. This includes $261.3 million for the base program, $35.4 million
for the demonstration plant, $40.4 million for LMFBR safety, $13.5 million for
advanced fuel technology.

Representative BOLLING. Now, I admit that that seems to be a fairly
clear statement but I would like you to clarify your position as you
see it, as the last answer that I ask of you, your position as you see
it as a judge of an overall program, which has many component parts,
and in particular this particular component?

Mr. SEAMANS. I will be happy to, Mr. Chairman.
As we look ahead to the period from 1985 to the year 2000, we can

see that we are rapidly running out of fossil fuel. We are not quite
sure when it will be depleted but somewhere in the period 2000 to
2010, we are going to have to have additional resources, completely
new resources that are not available to us, as well as make use of
everything that is available, such as coal, geothermal and so on.

During the period from 1985 to 2000, it appears to me that we must
make increased use of coal to the maximum extent possible, and in-
creased use of the present type of nuclear generating plant.

I believe if we do that, plus strong conservation measures and so
on, we will give ourselves time to carefully review three possible
alternatives for the long run when we are really out of fossil fuel,
excepting coal.
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One possibility is solar energy. We must look at that. Another possi-
bility is the fusion process. We don't know if that is scientifically,
much less technically and economically possible. We must look at that.
The third possibility is the breeder program. It is the farthest along
at this time. It, like the others, has potentially great benefits, but it
also has risk.

I believe we must have, during the next 10- to 15-year period, strong
programs in each of these three areas of the future. The solar, the
fusion, and the breeder program.

Now, as to the specifics of what the breeder program should be, I am
not exactly certain at this time. That is a matter that is now under
review. But I am certain that there should be some form of research
and development program. I am certain that we have to have it, not
only to determine what the benefits may be and the costs may be but
also to determine what the environmental effects really are on the
basis of data, not on the basis of speculation. So I believe we must
proceed with the development program.

Now, what that constitutes in terms of Clinch River and matters
of this sort, I am not prepared to say today. These are the matters I am
reviewing.

Representative BOLLING. Now, I would like to relate to the crux
of the situation and that is that the committee has reported out a
piece of legislation that deals in some fashion with this matter. That
piece of legislation may come before the House, I gather, earlier than
the Senate, but I am not sure of that.

Now, I would like to get your answer of the relationship of the
responsibility of Congress on that authorization bill and the long
run-short run problems that the Congress must share in deciding on it.

These, I think you have outlined very well in a relatively brief
way. The dilemma that I see is this: Is there a direct relationship
between this authorization bill and whether it should or shouldn't
pass in the present form, and the questions we are trying to raise
today.

Mr. SEAMANS. Well, I indicated in my previous comments that we
are furthest along in the breeder program and it is obvious why. A
great deal more effort has gone into it.

As a consequence ERDA inherited an ongoing set of projects with
quite a number of contractors, as well as a very major internal effort.
So the question before all of us is whether we want to turn every-
thing off that has been started, then, if we decide to go ahead, at-
tempt to start it all up again; or whether we should maintain the
plan that we inherited long enough to decide whether to alter it,
whether to cancel parts of -it, or whether to go ahead.

The thrust of my letter to Senator Pastore on this matter was
right on this point, whether we should attempt to turn everything
off and then turn it on, or whether we should maintain the viability
of the program until we review it and then decide what to do.

Representative BOLLING. Mr. Long.

DELAY IN BREEDER DEVELOPMENT

Representative LONG. I don't think anybody wants to cut the thing
completely off, I think it is a nuestion of how you can slow it down and
reassess the situation and still maintain the viability of the entire
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program, which more correctly states the question, then closing it down
and starting it up'again.

This might not be something that you want to answer right now;
maybe you would again like to give it in a written response. But, if you
look at what the EPA critique of this whole question has been, they
said the delay in the breeder introduction could be from 4 to about 11
or 12 years.

While this delay could pose great problems, it would give you and
your organization an opportunity to discover, would it not, what
uranium reserves perhaps did exist, to explore more fully the use of
foreign technology, and to explore two things that are so technical
that I hesitate to really discuss them because I am not that techni-
cally expert, and that is the use of new U235 enrichment techology
and the development of solar energy. All of these relate to uranium
reserves depletion.

Getting specific in that regard, could a delay in the construction of
the Clinch River facility, of say, 4 or 5 years be accomplished without
disturbing key personnel and the expertise you have developed there?

Mr. SEAMANS. You raise a number of important points, and let me
first start with Mr. Train's statement of the EPA.

He did appear before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy sev-
eral days ago, and I would like to quote, if I might, from his statement:

We indicate in our comments that using the latest energy demand projections
of the Project Independence Report, our preliminary analysis is that a delay of
4 to 12 years might be accommodated without significantly reducing the uranium
conservation value of the breeder. This should not be construed as indicating that
the EPA is advocating a delay, but sufficient evidence exists to warrant an exami-
nation of the liquid metal fast breeder reactor timing assumptions.

He is talking about when you might want to have the breeder in use
from an operational standpoint, and he was not addressing himself,
although obviously the two are related somewhat, to when the develop-
ment should be carried out.

Representative LONG. What I was doing, Mr. Seamans, was stating,
that since he indicated there would be this timelag, could not this time-
lag be used to some advantage with respect to the analysis of the four
or five problem areas that I just set forth, everything from the use of
the lasers for U23 5 enrichment to the determination of what reserves we
have, to an assessment of foreign technology and solar energy.

Mr. SEAMANS. You get down to the question of how we ought to
make our decisions and how you carry out the analysis. I would sub-
mit that the way this has to be done is not to perform mathematical
analysis, per se, but to build experimental stations, to test components,
and to test various environmental and safety factors. If we think we
may want to use solar energy or fusion or a breeder technology, we
must put it together and see what the problems are as well as the
benefits.

Now, with regard to the Clinch River, we don't actually have at this
time any site construction underway and there is no intent to start
the construction phase of Clinch River until we make our recommenda-
tions and until the Congress has a chance to review it and authorize
ERDA to proceed. I want to make that clear at this time.

Representative LONG. I understood no construction had been started,
but Ialso understood that you had developed-over a period of time thes
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expertise, and that there is a substantial funding level. My question
was leading to this: What level of funding would be necessary to con-
tinue to maintain this expertise and maintain it without losing every-
thing that has been done, even though we are not talking bricks and
mortar at this stage of the game?

Mr. SEAMANS. I feel a tremendous responsibility for what happens
to this country in the year 1985 and beyond. There is not always a lot
we can do; but we can do something. We are facing a catastrophic
situation in this country unless we can provide new sources of energy
and be more efficient in the use of energy. This has to come from some
place and I have named the three most significant alternatives for the
long range. Therefore, since time is very short and it is going to get
much worse, no matter what we do, and people are going to be short
of electricity at home, and they are not going to like it, and their gas
is going to get turned off and they are not going to like it, and people
are going to lose their jobs in this country because there would not be
energy resources in our factories, and the people won't like it.

My7' job is to get on with the development of these energy options,
and I don't see any reason to just sit and wait. I think we must move
ahead with development. So if there are good opportunities to get on
with the development, then we should; but it ought to be done in a

careful way with regard to the efficient use of resources, including
making maximum use of our manpower and funds.

Representative LONG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative BOLLING. Chairman Humphrey.
Chairman HU3KPHREY [presiding]. I am sorry I wasn't here this

morning with you for the opening of the proceedings but I had to be
out of town last evening and even the miracles of modern transporta-
tion couldn't get me back here before this hour. I said I would be here
at 10:30 and I am, and I appreciate your coming. I realize you are
under some stress for time and we will accommodate your schedule.

I did not have the opportunity to hear your opening statement, you
have undoubtedly read the record of our first hearing on the breeder
reactor, -the cost overruns that undoubtedly have been referred to here
today, the very unusually large cost overruns and, of course, the ques-
tion as to the timeliness of going ahead with these projects.

Now, the commercial introduction and use of the breeder reactors by
utilities I understand is scheduled for 1987, a date that was picked
assuming that electric demand will grow at historic rates. We have had
testimony here a week ago as to whether or not the historic rate pattern
would actually be followed in the use of electric energy in light of the
higher electric costs. The oil embargo and the jump in electric rates,
as I have indicated, has moderated the growth in electric demand.
Utilities have recognized this and are canceling plant additions at
record rates, over $30 billion in planned capacity additions have been
canceled or delayed. That could be due to several factors, the high
cost of money, the uncertainty as to what the future demand will be,
there are many reasons for this.

As a result of these higher prices, it is now predicted by the GAO
in its report, and subsequently underscored by the publication known
as Electric World, by the Edison Electric Institute and by FEA itself,
that electric demand will be 25 to 35 percent below expected levels in
the future. That is well below the historic pattern.
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The Environmental Protection Agency last week suggested that
this moderated growth in electric demand means we can delay intro-
ducing the breeder reactor beyond 1987, even waiting until 1999.

Did ERDA or you, Mr. Seamans, ignore this new evidence, namely
the belief that there would be a moderation in the growth of electric
demand, did you ignore it in preparing the breeder's impact statement?

Mr. SEAMANS. The impact statement, which you see here, was pre-
pared by the Atomic Energy Commission in previous years, as you
know. Obviously, the latest information that you just referred to was
not available to them at that time. That is one of the factors of which
we are cognizant and which we are reviewing, not only with regard
to the environmental impact statements but also with regard to the
revision in our program plans which we will be presenting to the
Congress on June 30.

I think it is a very valid point and I did, previous to your entering
here this morning, mention that Mr. Train testifying on this issue
obviously confirmed what you said, but he also stated that this should
not be construed as indicating that EPA is necessarily advocating a
delay in the present program. He indicated only that sufficient evi-
dence exists to warrant reexamination. I agree with that.

Also, I said in response to a question from Mr. Long along these
lines that we are faced with a severe situation in the long term, and
I think that we had better get on with all reasonable developments
right now so that we will have in hand, as the situation gets more and
more acute, alternatives and options that the country can follow.

Chairman HUMPHREY. You did have much of this information al-
luded to by December 1; is that correct?

Mr. SEAMANS. It might be well, if you don't mind, for Mr. Thorne
to respond to that.

Mr. THORNE. Mr. Chairman, the growth curves were used in the
environmental impact statement, and the first version of that state-
ment was developed almost 2 years ago. It was updated last fall.

Chairman HUMPHREY. And released in December?
Mr. THORNE. Yes. The growth curves that were assumed in that

report are based upon a range called the high to low, based on AEC
forecasts. The current data now available is very consistent with the
low range in that statement.

Chairman HuMPHREY. Are you saying that the environmental
impact statement was based on the low range of the electric demand?

Mr. THORNE. The statement contains a range of growth from high to
low, and the median was the growth rate assumed for the environ-
mental impact statement. Today's knowledge indicates that it should
be the low range.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Are you going to revise the impact state-
ment?

Mr. SEAMANS. Yes, we are. We are currently revising it. The meth-
ods we are using to review it and the actions we will take to revise it.
I would like to reserve judgment on until we have gone through the
process. But we will take into account in the final statement what we
believe are the most likely things that will happen with regard to the
electrical requirements in the future.

Chairman Humpmay. So it is apparent that you would likewise
expect some reduction in demand of the historic pattern of electric
energy, is that correct?
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Mr. SEAMANS. I personally hope it will be this way. I think we have
to work extremely hard to make it come out that way by both indi-
vidual restraint in this country and by active use of new technology
that will make our energy systems more efficient. My own belief is
that we can do this.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Now, if the growth rate in electric demand
does moderate, and it actually has moderated even as of now, if it
does moderate to the predicted line of between 5 and 6 percent annu-
ally, then the question is. can the commercialization of the breeder be
delayed as suggested by EPA and, if so, how long?

Mr. SEAMANS. I would prefer not to try to answer that question
specifically as to dates. I am not prepared fully to do so. I believe, yes,
the commercialization date can be somewhat delayed. I believe, yes,
we do have time to take additional stock of the present program. But
T don't believe it would be wise to infer from what was said by Mr.
Train or in their report that we should delay. I don't believe that
what they intend is to delay any work on the breeder program for 10
or 12 years.

Chairman HUMPHREY. That length of delay you think would be
excessive?

Mr. SEAMANS. Yes; I think it would be very unwise to introduce a
major delay of that sort in our present development program.

Chairman HuMPHREY. Of course, delays always mean that the cost
of what you contemplate will most likely go up, the cost of the plant,
equipment, and facilities. I think we have to face that.

Would a modest delay, however, based on moderation of electrical
demand growth adversely affect the price of electricity? What is your
estimate on that?

Mr. SEAMANS. There is some relationship between a delay in the
commercialization of the breeder, if that should take place, and the
cost of electricity. Because as time goes on, the uranium industry will
be mining uranium ore that has less and less uranium content, and
hence it will be necessary to mine and process increasing amounts of
the raw ore in order to obtain the fuel. So in that sense, the longer we
wait the costs will tend to run up.

Chairman HUMPHREY. That gets to the question on uranium supply.
By the way, I would appreciate, just to make note of it, we will

drop a letter to you so that it is clear what we want, a brief report for
this committee on the impact of breeder reduction rate and the mod-
eration for demand for electricity-in other words, we would like a
little more specific information and I will ask the staff to prepare that
question.

There are those that say ERDA has conservatively estimated ura-
nium reserves. Uranium now sells for $15 to $20 per pound, it is esti-
mated that it could well rise to $50 or $75 as it seeks equality with
high-priced imported oil.

The history of mineral exploration is filled with claims of scarce
reserves which disappear as mineral prices rise.

Somehow or other the availability of supply and discovery of new
reserves is directly related to the market price.

What specific attempts is ERDA making to locate these ores at de-
pots or locations where in the price range of $50 a pound it could be
economically mined? I might add as an auxiliary, how high can the
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market price of uranium go without resulting in a sizable jump in ex-
ploratory activities by wildcatters, so to speak ?

Mr. SEAMANS. We have an office in Grand Junction, Colo., which is
responsible for assessing what the reserves are in the various cate-
gories such as $10 a pound and higher amounts.

We have in our budget this year increased amounts for survey work.
I certainly agree that in making decisions, we ought to know what
our reserves are before reaching firm decisions on the actions we should
take. That goes for all types of fuel including uranium and coal and oil
shale and so forth.

The assessment which we released this year indicates that there are
somewhat increased amounts of resources at the lower cost than we re-
ported in the previous year, and we so stated.

The ultimate cost of going to the higher price ore will be felt by the
user. I would like to supply for the record the detailed relationships.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I wanted to ask you to do that, that was one
of the questions.

[The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record:]

Emo'ar or UW&NrM PRICE ON phxarsac GEzwRAvxNG CosTS

The cost of power from nuclear reactors is relatively insensitive to the price of
uranium. The total fuel cost is only about 25 percent of the cost of nuclear power
and the cost of uranium is only about 20 percent of that cost. The balance is
enrichment, processing fabrication and carrying charges. Therefore, increases in
uranium price are not reflected proportionately in the cost of power. However,
since electricity demand will be large, the additional cost of using high price
uranium would be substantial. Thus, if uranium demand were 50,000 tons U,0.
per year, as it may be in 1985, each dollar increase in U.0. price would increase
the annual electricity bill by $100 million.

Chairman HUMPHREY. But if we were to find out that our reserves
of uranium are significantly greater than now estimated, the question
then follows: Could the commercialization of the breeder be delayed
beyond 1987, utilizing the existing technology that we have that is not
based upon the breeder reactor concept?

Mr. SEAMANS. The answer to that, of course, is "Yes." If we found
that we had substantial reserves that we didn't realize we had, then,
proportionately, we could increase the time before it is necessary to
introduce the breeder. But we are talking about arithmetic increases
and it is very doubtful that we would find the geometric increases in
reserves that would permit us to keep our present generation systems
going on a protracted basis well into the next century.

So, in my view, we must get on with our understanding of the
breeder benefits as well as the environmental risks so that we will have
those facts when it tomes to the next tough decision on whether to
commercialize or not.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Of course, all of these questions relate to the
tremendous investment required in this type of reactor and the un-
certainties of advanced technology.

In our first session we discussed what is going on in other countries
in the breeder reactor technology. The question then was, are we co-
ordinating our efforts with the French, for example. Are you dipping
in, so to speak, to the technology, to the experimentation, to the results
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of pilot-plant operations in other countries, or are we going alone here,
on our own?

Mr. SEAMANS. The French delegation did visit us recently, and I
met with Mr. Giraud who is in charge of their nuclear program. We
have had our people in France viewing their Phenix project and other
projects, and we should avail ourselves of their developments as well
as other developments.

Chairman HUMPHREY. How about the Soviet Union?
Mr. SEAMANS. We have several very good joint projects with them,

particularly in the area of fusion and hydrodynamics. Both of these
programs, I might say, have benefited this country, I believe, as much
as the Soviet Union. It is not a one-way street.

Chairman HUMPHREY. The Washington Post carried an article about
2 weeks ago, April 25, 1975, which described the use of lasers by the
Soviets and Americans to enrich uranium to provide fuel for utili-
ties. It is only in the research stage, but it was estimated that it could
be developed in 5 years. The staff here checked with ERDA on the
process and discovered that lasers could be potentially used to ex-
tract all of the U235 usable for fuel from uranium deposits. We now
get only about two-thirds of the U235 with the gaseous diffusion proc-
ess. It can also be used to extract uranium from waste products which
have been thrown away. The result is that this new technology will
increase the usable uranium reserves in the United States by over 50
percent. Among other things, this will cut the cost of electricity pro-
duced from the present nuclear reactors by up to 10 percent through
reduced fuel-processing costs.

Now, with a crash program, how quickly could we see lasers re-
place the now expensive and inefficient gaseous diffusion process?

Mr. SEAMANS. The issue of what we ought to do about our enrich-
ing capability in this country is one that I have been very much in-
volved with in the past month. I think we ought to develop and util-
ize more advanced technology than we are now using. We should get
away from the gaseous diffusion processes as soon as we can because
it does not realize the full amount of the energy in the uranium and
it also consumes a great deal of energy in the process. My feeling is
that we should move first to our centrifuge technology that we have
been working on for a long period of time and that we should at the
same time put effort on the laser extraction technique which will need
funding.

Chairman HUMPHREY. How much funding?
Mr. SEAMANS. I believe we have approximately $35 million next

year planned for that.
Chairman HUMPHREY. You are putting a bigger emphasis on this?
Mr. SEAMANS. I think it is misleading to say that the laser separa-

tion technology could be available in the form of an operating plant
in 5 years. I think, certainly, we like to have within ERDA advo-
cates who are enthusiasts of this kind of activity but there is a great
deal of work to be done, particularly in the laser development itself,
before we could initiate the design and construction and realize the
benefits of this technology.

Chairman HUMPHREY. It is a fact, however, if the laser can be
used to extract U235 from the waste uranium deposits, that this would
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have a significant effect upon what we call the usable uranium re-
serves, isn't that correct?

Mr. SEAMANS. Yes, that is true, about 20 percent.
Chairman HumprmuY. And, therefore, again would give you an

expanded time frame in which to carry out your work in terms of
the breeder reactor.

I don't want my own point of view to be misunderstood. I am not
an expert on this; the expertise on this belongs with the Joint Com-
mittee on Atomic Energy where Senator Pastore and others are work-
ing on it. We are primarily concerned here with cost benefit factors.

What we are talking about here is dollars and cents. We are talking
about how much money ought to go into this whether or not you can
use other processes to get U235 out of waste uranium materials, we
are talking about whether we can reduce the cost of electricity to the
consumer, we are talking about a time frame in which to look toward
the commercialization of the breeder reactor. And that gets back
to talking about whether or not we could have some delay in the
breeder program.

I was wondering, should the delay occur in the Clinch River fa-
cility or in the near commercial breeder? Which one should be slowed
down, so to speak?

Mr. SEAMANS. Well, in my own thinking, the Clinch River Breeder
Reactor is one step along the way to a commercial breeder, and it is a
step that provides both licensing and operating experience and added
information. I don't believe that we could proceed with the commer-
cialization without having well thought through tests of the demon-
stration side. I think that if we are going ahead we should proceed with
some form of demonstration plant.

Chairman HuMPHREY. Mr. Seamans, what are the Agency's plans
to quickly exploit this new technology of laser enrichment? Is the
Soviet Union advanced in this, do they have a lead on us or is it on a
sort of parallel basis, do you have any idea in that?

Mr. SEAMANS. I know they are very interested in laser technology,
have a good program, I can't really assess for you here exactly how
they stand with respect to what we are doing. But I believe their work
is comparable.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Do we have a joint project with them?
Mr. THORNE. We do not have a joint project with the Russians in

the sense of working with them on a common effort. However, we have
exchanged unclassified information and technical visits with them on
the use of lasers for fusion and for laser isotope separation produc-
tion. Although there is no conclusive evidence that they are concentrat-
ing on using lasers to separate U2 35, there are indications -that they are
pursuing that particular application.

Chairman HuMPHREY. We have Mr. Thorne yet to hear from and we
have a panel, too. But first let me explore the issue that there may be a
disproportionate amount of funding going into the breeder at the ex-
pense of geothermal and solar and nonfossil fuel resources. I would
like to have you give us your latest cost estimates in the sense of kil-
owatt hours of electricity produced by alternative sources of energy
along with your fiscal 1975 R. & D. expenditures for alternatives, your
proposed fiscal 1976 budget, and give us a picture of where you are
going, what are the percentages, what would be the results, and what
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would be the cost estimates in cents-per-kilowatt-hours of alternative
fuels. That would be very helpful for our record.

[The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record:]

The information requested appears in the Proposed Final Environmental State-
ment on the LMFBR Program (PFES). For the convenience of the reader, some
key statements have been extracted and included in Appendix A of Mr. Thorne's
prepared statement. However, as noted elsewhere in this hearing record both the
PFES and the comprehensive energy R. & D. plan are under review and/or de-
velopment. Decisions being made with respect to these two actions could signi-
ficantly affect the information presented in Appendix A. Reference should be
made to both of the aforementioned documents when they are issued in final form.

Chairman HuIMPHREY. The EPA pointed out in its breeder critique
that radioactive leakage had been reported of plutonium in sites in
Kentucky and New York State. These sites were said to be good for
10,000 years and only 10 years have gone since the storage sites were
opened. How much plutonium waste do we now annually bury? How
much will it be in the year 2020 if the breeder is introduced as sched-
uled, and is there any way to dispose of plutonium wastes for thou-
sands of years?

Those are long-term projections, but we have to depend on some of
you to give us some information on it.

Mr. SEAMANS. We would be happy to supply that information.
[The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record:]
Quantities of plutonium wastes (actually special nuclear material) buried

annually for the years 1963-1973 are given in the following table. Data for such
wastes buried in 1974 are not available at present. These numbers represent only
wastes with transuranic contamination greater than 10 MCVg, buried at com-
mercial burial grounds.

Year: Amount (kg) 1
1963---4. 0
1964 ---------------------------------------------------------- _190. 0
1965 --------------------------------------------------------- _ 341. 5
1966 ___________________- ---- 20. 0
1967 -----------
1968 - _3. 0-_---- - -
1969 --------------------------------------------------------- _50. 0
1970 ---------------------------------------------------------- ~70. 0
i971 __--__----___ ----_ --__ --___________----____------_-- -145. 0
1972 _ ---------------------- - 170. 0
1973 _ _____---------------------------_--___------___-- _____-- - 150. 0

l Source: "A Summary of Low-Level Radioactive Wastes Burled at Commercial SitesBetween 1962 and 1973, With Projections to the Year 2000," M. F. O'Connel and W. F.Holcomb, Radiation Data and Reports, vol. 15, No. 12, December 1974.

Plutonium wastes would not be buried in commercial burial grounds in the
year 2020. Instead, they would go to either a temporary surface storage or
permanent disposal facility. ERDA is studying retrievable surface storage of
transuranic wastes as an interim measure, pending selection of the permanent
disposal concept to be employed. The evaluation of promising geological forma-
tions and sites leading to a pilot geological repository, which in turn could lead to
a permanent disposal system, is a major part of the ERDA radioactive waste
program. At present, ERDA plans further study of several promising geologic
formations other than bedded salt, including study of specific promising sites,
to bring the state of knowledge of these other formations up to the same level as
that of bedded salt. The goal of this further study is to permit a comparative
evaluation of these formations and the selection of the optimum formation or
formations for pilot plant operations.
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It can be estimated that the annual production of plutonium wastes (tran-
suranic contaminated wastes and cladding hulls) in the year 2020 would be less
than 100.000 kg.

Chairman HUMPHREY. What are your general views about this leak-
age? Is it serious?

Mr. SEAMANS. First, on the whole matter of storage, anybody who
claimed that they were storing waste for 10,000 years or in that order
of magnitude didn't understand the problem. As far as I know, we
never claimed that we were storing for that period of time.

We are very concerned about permanent storage. We have work
underway, it has been underway for some time, but we are accelerating
the work on storage, including the permanent storage.

This is an item that we have discussed with the French, the Swedes,
and with other foreign countries, and we are gathering information
here at home. I am personally not satisfied with the record to date, but
I believe to date there has been no serious accident and no impairment

of safety of other individuals. I would like to have Mr. Thorne com-
ment to the specifics of the question.

Chairman HUMPHREY. You might want to do that in your own state-
ment, Mr. Thorne, so that we can let Mr. Seamans go.

Congressman Bolling.
Representative BOLLING. Nothing further.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Mr. Long.
Mr. LONG. No questions.
Chairman HuMPHREY. Mr. Seamans, you do have to leave. You have

been most cooperative and you may leave.
I have some additional questions I would like to submit to you in

writing, if you don't mind.
Mr. SEAMANs. Not at all.
[The following questions and answers were subsequently supplied

for the record:]

RESPONSE OF HoN. ROBERT C. SEAMANS, JR., TO ADDITIONAL WRITTEN QUESTIONS
POSED BY CHAIRMAN HUMPHREY

Question 1. What are the costs of decommissioning nuclear plants at the end
of their useful life?

Answer. The Gulf United Nuclear Corporation provided preliminary cost esti-
mates in 1974 for fwo methods of decommissioning 1100 MWe plants, complete
removal of the plant (and restoration to approximately original site conditions)
and removing the highly radioactive materials and entombing the remaining
radioactive material at the site. The 30 year levelized penalty to the LWR fuel
cycle would be approximately 1% of the original construction cost for removal
and considerably less for entombment. An independent estimate reported by
Stoller Associates in a 1974 study conducted for the Long Island Power and Light
Co. indicated a total fuel cycle penalty cost range of 0.03 to 0.7 mills/kWhr on
a present worth basis (cost range of 2 million to 45 million dollars in 1974) with
a most probable value between 0.1 and 0.2 mills/kWhr to cover the ultimate cost
of decommissioning a nuclear power plant.

Question 2. What are the costs of nuclear waste disposal?
Answer. It is not possible at this time to estimate precisely the total cost of

safely managing commercial radioactive waste because the processes which will
be used to reduce volume and convert the waste to appropriate forms are still
being developed and the cost of building and operating the facilities for the
selected treatments can only be approximated at this time. Also, methods for
interim and final storage are yet to be selected and construction as well as trans-
portation costs can only be estimated.

However, the information already available from experimental work and engi-
neering design studies allows reasonable predictions of the range of total costs

64-603 0 - 76 - 26
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for managing the high-level waste and the transuranium contaminated solid
waste (both of which require long-term isolation from man's environment)
through the end of this century. These costs, when spread over the amount of
electricity projected to be generated by nuclear power reactors through the year
2000, average about 0.1 mills per kWhr. The uncertainties in these estimates are
such that the figure could run as high as 0.2 mills per kWhr. It should be noted
that these costs will be borne by consumers of electricity, rather than taxpayers
generally, because it is ERDA policy to levy a charge on waste delivered to the
Federal Repository. This charge is designed to defray all costs of disposal and
perpetual surveillance as specified in Appendix F of 19 CFR 50.

Question S. What are the costs of nuclear safeguard.programs and devices for
nuclear power plants?

Answer. Preliminary estimates of the costs of safeguard measures indicate
that the operating costs of safeguards with a high level of effectiveness will be
less than 2 percent of the total operating costs of a large (80,000-MWe) LMFBR
fuel cycle module and the capital costs of safeguards equipment will be less than
1 percent of the LMFBR fuel cycle capital costs.

These LMFBR safeguards costs are given in the following table.

LMFBR Module safeguards cost summary:
Cost

Total capital equipment, millions- - _______________________________ $280

Operating costs (per year) millions:
Security personnel----------------------------------------------- 49. 3
Fixed charge of capital investment (at 16 percent per year)_------- 43. 7
Prorated costs of regulatory operations--------------------------- 4. 0
Other operating costs (materials, power, fuel, etc.)_--------------- 5. 0

Total operating costs------------------------------------------ 102. 0

Percentage increase in module capital costs due to safeguards---------- 0. 67
Percentage increase in module operating costs due to safeguards -------- 1. 40
Increase in module nuclear electric power costs due to safeguards, mills/

kWhr ------------------------------------------------------------ 0. 18
Summarizing these costs:

Mills/kWhr
Decommissioning -------------------------------------------- 0.1-0.2
Waste management------------------------------------------- 0.1-0. 2
Safeguards -------------------------------------------------- about 0. 2

Total -0-------------------------------------------------- O. 4-0. 6
NOTE.-The total cost of electric power in the years 1970-2000 is expected to average

about 13 mills/kWhr.

Chairman HuIMPHREY. We will now hear from Mr. Thorne. You
have a statement, I believe?

Mr. THORNE. Yes.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Would you take a few minutes to highlight

some of the key points you wish to make in that statement? We have a
panel that follows you and we want to get the advantage of their ob-
servations here today. I would like to have your thoughts in this record
so that the panel itself can comment on some of your observations.

We will include the full text of your statement in our record.
You have heard some questions that my colleagues have asked. We

are concerned about the financial cost overruns; we are concerned about
the availability of the uranium reserves; we are concerned, for example,
when we read that the electric industry itself was not particularly ex-
cited about the breeder, feeling that it is premature. For example, a
representative of the Illinois Power Co. was quoted in the Wall Street
Journal as saying there is a significant lack of interest in the Clinch
River project among utility people. Then there have been statements
in other electrical journals showing lack of real interest on the part of
the large utilities.
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Of course, there is tremendous concern over the cost involved. This
small demonstration reactor at Clinch River is to be built with $1.4
billion of Government funds and $268 million in the private industry
capital. That is on the development schedule, as I understand it. There
is reason to be concerned as to whether or not the private sector is really
going to come in with their share of the capital, particularly when you
get to what you call the near commercial breeder-the second demon-
stration breeder stage.

Those are some of the things that we are interested in and I imagine
you allude to many of those things in your statement.

Mr. THORNE. Yes, sir. With the chairman's permission I will try to
highlight that statement.

Chairman HUINIPHREY. The history of the breeder, I think, we are
pretty familiar with. The areas I would like you to highlight are the
program objectives, the availability of resources, and the cost of the
breeder.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT D. THORNE, ACTING DEPUTY ASSISTANT
ADMINISTRATOR FOR NUCLEAR ENERGY, ENERGY RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION

Mr. THORN-E. The LMFBR program is a technology-to-commerciali-
zation program. Consequently, the program incorporates broad re-
search and development and engineering bases with the extensive in-
dustrial involvement required to establish a competitive commercial
breeder industry. The breeder program has been built upon the 50
reactor years of U.S. experience with liquid metal plants and upon the
more than 200 reactor years of experience gained with the current light
water cooled reactors.

I might add that yesterday Mr. Russell Train, before the Joint Com-
mittee on Atomic Energy, endorsed the commercialization of the pro-
gram, his question relates more to the timing of commercialization.

Development and demonstration of breeder technology requires
many facilities to support the program. For example, the fast flux
test facility (FFTF) being constructed in Richland, Wash., will test
breeder fuels, materials, and instrumentation in a liquid sodium en-
vironment. In addition, test facilities are required to experimentally
investigate the safety, component reliability, and operational aspects
of the breeder. Major facilities are planned for future years as the
program progresses toward commercialization.
. A next key step after FFTF in the progress toward commercializa-
tion is the building of an energy producing demonstration plant,
which is the Clinch River Rreeder Recator (CRBR). This plant,
which is about one-third the size of commercial reactor plants being
procured today, will provide an opportunity for the breeder tech-
nology and components, developed and demonstrated by earlier plants
and facilities, to be applied to a single system for the production and
delivery of electricity on a utility grid. Successful demonstration is
essential to assure utilities that the breeder is an operable and com-
merically attractive power plant. Over 700 utility companies have
pledged $258 million to the demonstration project, and in return they
will receive information, training, and the use of data developed in
the course of the project so that they will begin to be prepared to
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incorporate the breeder reactor into their operations. However, be-
yond CRBR it will be necessary for ERDA and the private sector to
jointly build a breeder reactor and power generating system of about
the anticipated size of commercial plants. It is only then that the com-
mercial benefits of the breeder can begin to be realized.

Chairman HUMPHREY. The financing at that point will be what, sir?
Mr. THORNE. Our planning in the past was that it would be basically

a Government-sponsored and funded facility, although we would in-
tend to incorporate the same basic framework that we have with the
Clinch River Breeder Recator and invite participation to the extent
it could be brought in.

Chairman HuMPHREY. But if the private utility market does not
come in, the real fact is that it will be done with Government funds?

Mr. THORNE. Yes, sir.
Chairman HUMPHREY. It is at that point that I think many of the

Members of Congress are especially concerned. We are concerned about
safety factors, the hazards and the environmental pollution problems;
but the cost overruns which constantly face us and the estimates made
by GAO especially bother us. The last estimates that we had, -as I re-
call, didn't have any inflation 'factor built in to them 'at all beyond
1976. Of course, the early cost estimates were just pie in the sky, so to
speak. They weren't related to reality at all. So what you are talking
about here that it will be necessary for ERDA 'and the private sector
to jointly build a breeder reactor about the anticipated size of com-
mercial plants, I think what we want to know in this committee is
what the estimates of costs are going to be.

Do you really believe the private sector will put much money into
it, and if so, how much? If they don't, the plans are for it to be gov-
ernmentally funded, and if it is going to be governmentally funded,
what cost level are we looking at? It is imperative in the budget
process to know this. We are going to have to have those estimates on
a much more accurate basis.

I recognize new technology is always unpredictable in terms of cost.
We are sufficiently experienced in this to know that you can't really
give a totally accurate picture.

Mr. THORNE. If I may comment on that, certainly there has been a
substantial problem in the past of estimating the cost of a project.
One of the problems has been that the cost estimates have been used
on very generalized concepts. As time goes on, as the design becomes
more definitive, and as people recognize what the real rate of inflation
is, then the cost estimates change. I think it ought to be recognized
that it is very difficult to predict many years ahead what the cost of a
project would be.

Cost estimates that increase over the years are not unique to this
project, it is apparent in every large project the Government has car-
ried out in the last few years.

In looking at the commercial breeder reactor we are continuously
in the process of defining what that reactor will be. We have a program
underway to provide the desig~n parameters for the reactor and its
generating system and we believe the cost estimates that flow out of
that design will be reasonably rood. I cannot assure you that we can
give you the precise cost, but I believe we can give you a reasonably
good cost.
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Chairman HUAMPHREY. Our concern goes back to the SST. You get
involved to a certain point and do you continue your involvement be-
cause you have put so much into it, or do you cancel it out. It is the
judgment of some that the enthusiasts for the breeder came in with
such low estimates that Congress said, "Why, it is such a small amount,
why not try it". It is the old idea of the camel's nose goes under the
tent and pretty soon the whole animal walks in. The cost is astro-
nomical.

I will tell you right now, there has to be a greater preciseness on the
part of cost estimates, taking into consideration your honest judg-
ment that there may well be factors which are not measurable now
due to uncertainties and the lack of precise information about certain
types of technology. But we need to be told what those considerations
and judgments are so we don't think we are getting this new facility
at a very small down payment, and it looks like you can just handle it
and it isn't going to amount to much.

Mr. THORNE. I understand that. That is one of the reasons why, in
trying to define the design considerations for the near commercial
plant, we will not come to Congress to ask them to fund the Govern-
ment portion of the project until we are sure that we have the project
tied down, we know where the certainties and uncertainties are and we
can so identify that to the Congress, and we know what the utility in-
dustry interest is in the project. If the utilities do not feel it is commer-
cially attractive and needed, we, in all probability, would not proceed
with the project.

Chairman HUMPHREY. You could use past examples as a way of
making some projections, I am sure.

Go right ahead.
Mr. THORNE. If I might comment now on the availability of ura-

nium. The economically recoverable supplies of uranium to fuel the
light-water nuclear power reactors are limited. However, and by the
mid-1980's it is projected that proven domestic reserves of high grade
low cost, uranium ore will be committed to guarantee a lifetime supply
for nuclear power plants purchased by that time. Shown in figure of
my prepared statement are the currently estimated known reserves and
potential resources of uranium in the United States. Reserves are de-
fined as quantities of uranium in known ore deposits that can be recov-
ered within a stated cost using current mining and processing tech-
niques. Potential resources are defined as quantities of uranium that
are surmised to occur in unexplored extensions of known deposits or in
undiscovered deposits in other favorable areas.

Potential domestic resources of high grade ore are projected to be
sufficient to meet U.S. needs into the turn of the century. It must also
be recognized that three-quarters of the currently estimated potential
resources have yet to be discovered. There is, of course, the possibility
that they will prove to be less than the estimates, which would result
in a shortfall in supply at an earlier date. At the time that all reason-
ably economically recoverable resources become committed, the utility
industry could be reluctant to purchase additional nuclear plants since
there would be no assurance that enough domestic uranium would be
available to fuel the plants over their lifetimes.

Only about 1 percent of the energy available in uranium is recovered
from the fuel of today's nuclear power plants. However, the fast
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breeder reactor converts, or breeds, depleted uranium into plutonium,
a usable fuel. The plutonium is produced at a rate that will fuel more
reactors. Thus, the utilization of uranium is increased to at least 60
percent. Also, current light water reactors cannot effectively use the
most plentiful isotope of uranium, U-238, which is the depleted ura-
nium byproduct of the uranium enrichment process. All of this de-
pleted uranium needed for LMFBR's for at least the next 100 years has
already been mined and is in Government stockpiles. A long term and
low cost fuel supply is assured.

Chairman HUMPHREY. We asked questions of Mr. Seamans on that
and you apparently concur with Mr. Seaman's responses, in terms of
when the market price got up to $50 a pound you would have more
resources available, is that correct?

Mr. THORNE. Yes, sir, in all probability. However a more key ele-
ment in the availability of uranium is the cost of production of the
uranium. As Mr. Seamans said, if higher cost deposits are mined then
the price of uranium will increase.

Chairman HUMPHREY. The price and the discovery of resources
seem to be correlated.

Mr. THORNE. Absolutely.
Chairman HUMPHREY. And new techniques will be developed for

mining.
Mr. THORNE. Yes, sir, they are.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Are we relying primarily on domestic urani-

um?
Mr. THORNE. Yes, sir.
Chairman HUMPHREY. There are vast quantities of uranium that

can be imported, is that correct?
Mr. THORNE. Yes, sir. There are vast quantities in Canada, Australia,

and other parts of the world. But our focus in terms of resource self-
sufficiency is in this country and we are looking upon finding do-
mestic supplies of the uranium required to support our nuclear in-
dustry.

Chairman HrMPHRmy. I think some of this attitude from friends
and neighbors like Canada is related to the fear of the lack of energy
resources. But if new technologies reveal that there are greater re-
sources than estimated, the tendency might well be relaxed to cut off
exports. This is particularly true if that laser technology comes
through where you can increase substantially your uranium resources
that you showed on the chart here, isn't it?

Mr. THORNE. Yes, the utilization of known resources would be in-
creased, but even doubling the amount of known resources in this
country really only makes a difference of adding a few years in terms
of the uranium needs of light-water reactors, after the year 2000. So
you don't substantially improve the supply situation.

Chairman HUMPHREY. All right, go right ahead, sir.
Mr. THORNE. I might talk a bit about nuclear power and major

project cost estimates. That is, I understand, a major question raised
by this committee.

Today, the domestic nuclear power industry is a growing industry
with capital investments totaling over $100 billion and projected fuel
investments of over $200 billion. Nuclear power nbw accounts for
about 8 percent of the electrical generating capacity in our country.
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When the plants under construction and on order become operational
over the next 10 years, the nuclear share of the electrical capacity will
increase to about 25 percent. This growth rate is attributable to theenvironmental and competitive advantage which nuclear power now
enjoys in the cost of generating electricity. This advantage is due to
low uranium fuel costs as compared to fossil fuels. Although the ini-
tial investment in a nuclear plant is larger-one reason utilities have
delayed plans for nuclear capacity during the current economic cli-
mate when money for capital investment is not readily available-in
the long run, the power cost is much less for nuclear. Consequently,
many utilities believe that nuclear power is the best long-term invest-
ment.

Furthermore, because a 1000 WMe nuclear plant saves an equivalent
of 9 million barrels of oil annually, by 1985 the projected operation
of 200 nuclear plants could reduce our dependency on oil imports
by the equivalent of 41/2 million barrels of oil per day.

The current cost benefit studies on the LMFBR program indicate
that with the availability of the LMFBR, nuclear power would cost
about one-third less shortly after the turn of the century than it would
without the breeder. As shown in figure 2 of my prepared statement
the economic benefits accrue principally because it will not be neces-
sary to mine low-grade, high-cost uranium ores or to build additional
capacity for processing the uranium. The total annual savings in con-
sumer electric bills in the year 2020 from the fast breeder reactor is
estimated at $50 to $100 billion in 1975 dollars.

The main benefit from the breeder is essentially zero cost fuel andbetter utilization of known resources. The breeder produces its own
fuel, supports the breeder economy and uses the stockpiles of depleted
uranium as the target fuel to produce plutonium. The fuel costs are
substantially less and this is what makes the LMFBR potentially at-
tractive to the utility industry.

The LMFBR program has concentrated on advancing the technol-
ogy of the breeder. Years of research and development are to be em-
bodied in the FFTF and CRBR. They are only parts, albeit very sig-nificant parts, of the total program.

It is important to note that the missions of the FFTF and the CRBR
demonstration plant are different but complementary. The FFTF will
provide the test bed for the continuing development of improved core
components, and the CRBR will provide the practical operating and
maintenance experience essential to licensing and commercializing
the breeder concept. The CRBR demonstration plant will meet the
objectives of electric utility interests for operating reliability, avail-
ability, maintainability and economics.

The CRBR project was initiated on January 13, 1972 by agreement
among the United States Atomic Energy Commission, the Tennessee
Valley Authority, the Commonwealth Edison Co., and the Project
Management Corp. Several major accomplishments have been realized
in the last 3 years: Contractual arrangements have been finalized; a
significant, but fixed, financial participation of the electric utilityindustry has been secured; the reference design and general specifica-
tions for the plant have been completed; basic contracts have been
negotiated with the reactor manufacturers and architect engineers;
and streamlining of the management of the project is being imple-
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mented. As is evident from these accomplishments, the basic ground-
work has been laid for project execution.

Regarding the LMFBR program cost estimates, these estimates
focus on a period from 1950 to the year 2020-70 years. It is not often
that one even attempts to make an estimate over such a long period,
particularly of a very complex undertaking. It has been my experience
that cost estimates based over a long time and upon very generalized
design criteria and assumptions are not very valid; the validity in-
creases with time, more knowledge and better design criteria. Con-
sequently, it is not surprising to me that the past LMFBR program
and project estimates vary substantially.

There have been three recent updates of the LMFBR program cost
estimate. These are summarized in table 1 of my prepared statement.
Note the differing assumptions or conditions used for each projection.
The most significant assumptions are the value of the dollar used, the
period of years covered and the date assumed for commercial opera-
tions.

Escalation experienced since 1968 has had a significant impact on
these projections. For example, a comparison of the current estimate in
1968 versus 1976 dollars shows that $3.6 billion had to be added to the
projections just to account for escalation since 1968.

The FFTF project is experiencing substantial inflationary growth
in costs of material and labor, in addition to adverse market conditions
in availability of materials. Area wide labor disputes over contract
settlements have directly impacted the project schedule. On the basis of
these current trends, the project is forecasting a cost of $622 million-
an increase of $92 million-and a schedule completion date of August
1978-a slippage of 9 months.

The $92 million increase which is being forecasted includes $78 mil-
lion of cost growth already experienced or allocated. Of the $78 million
growth, $12 million is attributable to design evolution since 1973, $24
million is due to low estimating caused by the first-of-a-kind nature of
certain aspects of the project, and $42 million was caused by escalation
and unusual market conditions.

As an example of the escalation experienced, labor negotiations in
1974 have resulted in settlements ranging from 38 to 48 percent hourly
wage rate increases for essential crafts over the next 2 years. Com-
parable increases are anticipated on contracts to be negotiated in the
coming year. This is substantially higher than the 5.5-percent-per-
year forecast in 1973. The $622 million forecast still includes $88 mil-
lion of escalation and contingency for presently unidentified growth.
Major attention by all FFTF contractors continues to be focused on
ways to better control the project and to recover the forecasted cost
growth and schedule slippages.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Because of inflation ?
Mr. THORNE. Yes, sir. The other changes were due to improvements

in the design by further definition of the design criteria and increasing
the safety of the reactor. So a combination of design changes, changes
to the program structure and inflation and escalation has accounted for
the basic increase.

Chairman HUMPHREY. The only point that I make is that your pro-
gram projections from 1976 on did not include an inflation factor and
I think that is unrealistic.'
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Mr. THORNE. I agree. The latest projection for CRBR and FFTF
includes an inflation increase of 8-percent-per-year average. The total
period is averaged out at 8-percent-per-year escalation.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I would also include the increased cost of
materials because the raw materials are as much a part of the day as
the sunshine out here. Because other countries have learned from
OPEC that the day of cheap metals is over. The prices are obviously
going to be manipulated and controlled. These raw material producing
countries are not stupid and they learned a lot of things from us and
they are applying them to us. They understand fixed prices, they don't
believe in the competitive system. They know how to administer the
price. Wouldn't you agree that is going to be a fact?

Mr. THORNE. Yes, sir, we are experiencing that now. The cost of
materials and wage rates are substantially impacting us.

If there are no further questions, I think that summarizes my
statement.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I thank you very much for coming.
Mr. THORNE. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Thorne follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT D. TH[ORNE

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee: Thank you for this opportunity
to appear and to discuss several of the aspects of the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder
Reactor (LMFBR) development program sponsored by the Energy Research and
Development Administration (ERDA). I welcome this opportunity to provide
information which will assist the Committee in considering the breeder issue in
an unbiased and unemotional way. There is an urgent need for forums such as
this for a balanced discussion of our Nation's energy options and their impact
upon our way of life.

Because of the limited time that is available this morning, I do not propose to
provide a detailed discussion of all aspects of the LMFBR program. Rather, I
will concentrate on those topics that I believe are of the greatest interest to the
Committee. These include the Program objectives, the availability of the uranium
resource, the benefits and costs of the breeder and the role and costs of two of the
principal LMFBR projects-the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) and the Clinch
River Breeder Reactor (CRBR). I will then conclude with a brief discussion of
the future demands for electricity and alternatives to the breeder.

HISTORY OF BREEDER

The breeder program dates back to the Manhattan Engineer District days of
the early 1940's when experimental evidence led to the conclusion that the breed-
ing of nuclear fuel appeared possible in a reactor operating with fast neutrons.
In 1946 the first fast reactor, Clementine, was operated, and during more than
seven years of operation it proved that a fast reactor could operate reliably. On
December 20, 1951, the Experimental Breeder Reactor-I (EIBR-I) generated
electricity from nuclear energy, for the first time in the world, and during
subsequent years of operation EBR-I demonstrated the feasibility of breeding,
the technology of using liquid metal as a coolant, and the inherent stability of
fast reactors. Since 1951, numerous other breeder test reactors have been con-
structed and operated in this country and abroad. U.S. experience totals about
50 reactor years with liquid metal fast reactors; total foreign experience is
about the same.

OBJECTIvES AND STRUCTURE OF THEE CURRENT U.S. LMFBR PROGRAM

The LMFBR Program is a technology-to-commercialization program. Conse-
quently, the Program incorporates broad research and development and engi-
neering bases with the extensive industrial involvement required to establish a
competitive commercial breeder industry. The breeder program has been built
upon the 50 reactor years of U.S. experience with liquid metal plants and upon
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the more than 200 reactor years of experience gained with the current light water
cooled reactors. Development and demonstration of breeder technology requires
many facilities to support the program. For example, the Fast Flux Test Facility
(FFTF) being constructed in Richland, Washington, will test breeder fuels,
materials, and instrumentation in a liquid sodium environment. In addition, test
facilities are required to experimentally investigate the safety, component relia-
bility, and operational aspects of the breeder. Major facilities are planned for
future years as the Program progresses toward commercialization.

A next key step after FFTF in the progress toward commercialization is the
building of an energy producing demonstration plant, which is the Clinch River
Breeder Reactor (CRBR). This plant, which is about one-third the size of com-
mercial plants being procured today, will provide an opportunity for the breeder
technology and components, developed and demonstrated by earlier plants and
facilities, to be applied to a single system for the production and delivery of
electricity on a utility grid. Successful demonstration is essential to assure
utilities that the breeder is an operable and commercially attractive power plant.
Over 700 utility companies have pledged $258 million to the demonstration
project, and in return they will receive information, training, and the use of data
developed in the course of the project so that they will begin to be prepared to
incorporate the breeder reactor into their operations. However, beyond CRBR it
will be necessary for ERDA and the private sector to jointly build a breeder
reactor and power generating system of about the anticipated size of commercial
plants. It is only then that the commercial benefits of the breeder can begin to
be realized.

AVAILABILITY OF URANIUM

Economically recoverable supplies of uranium to fuel the light water nuclear
power reactors are limited, however, and by the mid 1980's it is projected that
proven domestic reserves of high grade uranium ore will be committed to guar-
antee a lifetime supply for nuclear power plants purchased by that time. Shown
in Figure 1 are the currently estimated 'known reserves" and "potential
resources" of uranium in the U.S. Reserves are defined as quantities of uranium in
known ore deposits that can be recovered within a stated cost using current
mining and processing techniques. Potential resources are defined as quantities
of uranium that are Surmnised to occur in unexplored extensions of known
deposits, or in undiscovered deposits in other favorable areas.

Potential domestic resources of high grade ore are projected to be sufficient
to meet U.S. needs into the turn of the century. It must also be recognized that
three-quarters of the currently estimated potential resources have yet to be dis-
covered. There is, of course, the possibility that they will prove to be less than
the estimates, which would result in a shortfall in supply at an earlier date. At
the time that all reasonably economically recoverable resources become com-
mitted, the utility industry could be reluctant to purchase additional nuclear
plants since there would be no assurance that enough domestic uranium would
be available to fuel the plants over their lifetimes.

Only about 1% of the energy available in uranium is recovered from the fuel
of today's nuclear power plants. However, the fast breeder reactor converts, or
breeds, aepleted uranium into plutonium, a usable fuel. The plutonium is pro-
duced at a rate that will fuel more reactors. Thus, the utilization of uranium is
increased to at least 60%. Current light water reactors cannot effectively use the
most plentiful isotope of uranium which is a byproduct of uranium enrichment
for today's reactors. All of the uranium needed for LMFBR's for at least the
next 100 years has already been mined and is in Government stockpiles. A long
term and low cost fuel supply is assured.

BENEFITS FROM NUCLEAR POWER AND THE NEED FOR THE LMFBR

Today, the domestic nuclear power industry is a growing industry with capital
investments totaling over $100 billion and projected fuel investments of over $200
billion. Nuclear power now accounts for about 8% of the electrical generating
capacity in our country. When the plants under construction and on order become
operational over the next ten years, the nuclear share of the electrical capacity
will increase to about 25%. This growth rate is attributable to the environmental
and competitive advantage which nuclear power now enjoys in the cost of generat-
ing electricity. This advantage is due to low uranium fuel costs as compared to
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fossil fuels. Although the initial investment in a nuclear plant is larger-one
reason utilities have delayed plans for nuclear capacity during the current eco-
nomic climate when money for capital investment is not readily available-in the
long run, the power cost is much less for nuclear. Consequently, many utilities
believe that nuclear power is the best long term investment. Further, because a
1,000 MWe nuclear plant saves an equivalent of 9 million barrels of oil annually,
by 1985 the projected operation of 200 nuclear plants could reduce our depend-
ency on oil imports by the equivalent of 4/2 million barrels of oil per day.

The current costibenefit studies on the LMFBR Program indicates that with
the availability of the LMIFBR, nuclear power would cost about one-third less
shortly after the turn of the century than it would without the breeder. As shown
in this next chart (Figure 2), the economic benefits accrue principally because
it will not be necessary to mine low-grade uranium ores or to build additional
capacity for processing the uranium. The total annual savings in consumer
electric bills in the year 2020 from the Fast Breeder Reactor is estimated at $50
to $100 billion (1975 dollars).

In addition to these economic benefits which will be felt directly in reduced
costs to the consumer, the commercialization of the LMFBR by our Nation will
continue the technological leadership which our country currently enjoys in the
world market for nuclear power. The continued foreign sales of U.S. engineered
nuclear plants is an important balance of payments benefit that should be con-
sidered. Other benefits which are fully discussed in the LMFBR Environmental
Impact Statement include reduced environmental impact of the generation of
electricity and reduced occupational injuries and fatalities.

FUNCTION AND STATUS OF THE FAST FLUX TEST FACILITY (FFTF) AND THE
CLINCH RIVER BREEDER REACTOR (CRER)

As I previously described, the U.S. LMFBR program has concentrated on
advancing the technology of the breeder. Years of research and development are
to Abe embodied in the FFTF and CRBR. They are only parts, albeit very signifi-
cant parts, of the total program.

It is important to note that the missions of the FFTF and the CRBR demon-
stration plant are different but complementary. The FFTF will provide the test
bed for the continuing development of improved core components, and the CRBR
will provide the practical operating and maintenance experience essential to
commercializing the breeder concept.

The CRBR demonstration plant will meet the objectives of electric utility
interests for operating reliability, availability, maintainability and economics.

The CRBR project was initiated on January 13, 1972 by agreement among the
United States Atomic Energy Commission, the Tennessee Valley Authority, the
Commonwealth Edison Company, and the Project Management Corporation.
Several major accomplishments have been realized in the last three years: con-
tractual arrangements have been finalized; a significant, but fixed, financial
participation of the electric utility industry has been secured; the reference
design and general specifications for the plant have been completed; basic con-
tracts have been negotiated with the reactor manufacturers and architect engi-
neers; and streamlining of the management of the project is being implemented.
As is evident from these accomplishments, the basic groundwork has been laid for
project execution.

LMFBR PROGRAM COST

A number of questions have been raised regarding increases in the LMFBR
program cost estimates and statements have been made that the program has
experienced unprecedented "overruns."

These estimates focus on a period from 1950 to the year 2020-70 year8. It is
not often that one even attempts to make an estimate over such a long period,
particularly of a very complex undertaking. It has been my experience that cost
estimates based upon very generalized design criteria and assumptions are not
very valid; the validity increases with more knowledge and better design criteria.
Consequently, it is not surprising to me that the estimates vary substantially.

There have been three recent updates of the LMFBR program cost estimate.
These are summarized in Figure 3. Note the differing assumptions or conditions
used for each projection. Of most significance is the value of the dollar used, the
period of years covered and the date assumed for commercial operations.
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TABLE I.-COMPARISONS OF LMFBR PROGRAM COST PROJECTIONS

[In billions of dollarsl

Original Environmental Program
estimate statement review report

LMFBR base program- 2.0 5.1 5. 6
Supporting technology -1.3 3. 0 3. 3

Subtotal -3.3 8.1 8.9
Cumulative costs -. 5 1.7 1.7

Total program -3.8 9. 8 10. 6

Assumptions:
Year dollars used -1968 1975 1976
Period covered -1970-2020 1975-2020 1975-2020
Ist commercial plant operations -1984 1987 1987

Escalation experienced since 1968 has had a significant impact on these pro-
jeetions. For example, a comparison of the current estimate in i968 vs. 1976
dollars shows that $3.6 billion had to be added to the projections just to account
for escalation since 1968.
FFTF project

The FFTF project is experiencing substantial inflationary growth in costs of
material and labor, in addition to adverse market conditions in availability of
materials. Area wide labor disputes over contract settlements have directly im-
pacted the project schedule. On the basis of these current trends, the project is
forecasting a cost of $622 million (an increase of $92 million) and a schedule
completion date of August 1978 (a slippage of 9 months).

The $92 million increase which is being forecasted includes $78 million of cost
growth already experienced or allocated. Of the $78 million growth, $12 million
is attributable to design evolution since 1973, $24 million is due to low estimat-
ing caused by the first-of-a-kind nature of certain aspects of the project, and $42
million was caused by escalation and unusual market conditions. As an example
of the escalation experienced, labor negotiations in 1974 have resulted in settle-
ments ranging from 38 to 48% hourly wage rate increases for essential crafts
over the next two years. Comparable increases are anticipated on contracts to be
negotiated in the coming year. This is substantially higher than the 5.5% per
year forecast in 1973. The $622 million forecast still includes $88 million of
escalation and contingency for presently unidentified growth. Major attention by
all FFTF contractors continues to be focused on ways to better control the project
and to recover the forecasted cost growth and schedule slippages.

CRBR project
The cost of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR) project is currently

estimated at $1.736 billion. The original estimate was $699 million. The actual
plant investment cost is $1.202 billion with the remainder attributed to research
and development and five years of operation.

A reestimate of the CRBR cost was made in 1974 based on a reference design
and schedule for the plant which was much more detailed than the 1972 design.
The estimate of 1972 was based on conceptual design ideas extracted from three
independent contractor designs. As opposed to the generalized design base for the
1972 estimate, the 1974 cost estimate is traceable, on a line-by-line basis, to a
definitive design for the total plant. The 1974 reference design represents design
evolution and much greater degree of definition and was developed upon in-depth
investigations of design alternatives and trade-off studies to achieve an optimized
design and an effective technical approach.
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FUTURE DEMANDS FOR ELECTRICITY AND ALTERNATIVES TO THE BREEDER

Electrical demand
From today's perspective of high fossil fuel prices, rapidly rising electric

energy prices, dependence on foreign sources for much of our fuel, and a declin-
ing national economy, this country is moving to reduce our demands for energy.
ERDA is undertaking a vigorous research and development program of con-
servation and for more efficient uses of our energy resources. Even with conserva-
tion measures it is clear that electrical energy will increasingly continue to
satisfy a share of the energy demand.

Most of the energy projections assume that a large share of the electricity
demand will be met by fossil fuels. Our fossil resources also are needed as the
feedstock for the petrochemical industry where there is no known substitute. It
may not be wise to continue to use fossil fuels where other resources can be used.
We may want to substitute other fuels for our fossil fuels in electrical produc-
tion so as to preserve our fossil resources for other essential uses for which there
is no known substitute.

Nonflssion options
Various estimates have been advanced as to the impact which non-fission

technology alternatives may have in our future. The principal options are power
from solar and geothermal heat and the fusion of hydrogen. Some of these tech-
nologies are in the laboratory in the embryonic state of development and others
require major technological improvements to become practical viable options.
I strongly believe that our Nation cannot afford to overlook or abandon any
promising energy option. We will need them all and the contributions that each
can make if we are to continue to enjoy the benefits of adequate, if not abundailt,
energy.

I would note, though, that the LMFBR is a technology that is out of the labora-
tory and is now at the point where it is ready for commercial viability within the
next two decades.

Adequate funding for alternatives
Non-fission programs will be funded at a rate consistent with their promise,

technological maturity, and need. Certain of these programs-conservation,
fossil, fusion, solar and geothermal to name several-are being greatly expanded
over previous years. It is important to note that fossil and light water nuclear
plant generation of electricity are the relatively mature technologies with which
we are dealing. The rest are new. They are at various stages of the maturation
process. Their penetration of the market will be from one to several decades
hence.

The results of ERDA's review which was mentioned earlier may require that
changes be made in our budget to ensure an effective energy program with proper
balance. We will not hesitate to request the Congress to make those changes to
assure that we are responsive to the Nation's needs.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, I believe that the LMFBR option offers the Nation a well-
advanced technology which when fully commercialized will be a safe, clean,
reliable and economic electric power generation system. The potential advantages
of the LMFBR at this point in time certainly appear to far outweigh its dis-
advantages. While there are recognized problems, they are solvable without
adverse effects to public health and safety. We will continue to assure that this
program is responsive to the needs of the Nation and the consumers.

Thank you again for this opportunity to testify before the Committee. I would
be pleased to answer any questions you may have.
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APPENDIX A

BAC1KGROUND INFORMATION ON VAnious ENERGY OPTIONS

Most of the following statements qn alternate sources for producing electricity
are condensed from the Proposed Final Environmental Statement (PFES) on
the LMFBR Program. The PFES is currently under ERDA review and ma-
terial contained therein is subject to change. Reference should be made to the
final Environmental Statement when it is issued. References sehould also be
made to the comprehensive energy R & D plan currently being prepared by ERDA
when it is issued.
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SOLAR

There are a number of proposed methods of using solar energy. These include
direct utilization, such as thermal conversion, photovolatic conversion, and ther-
mal energy collection for space conditioning, as well as indirect solar energy sys-
tems such as those based on wind and ocean thermal gradients. The solar energy
reaching the surface of the United States exceeds the energy produced from
conventional fuels by a factor of nearly 700. However, the portion of this energy
that can be effectively utilized is limited by technical, economic, environmental,
and social consideration.

The major drawback in the use of solar energy is the diffuse and periodic
nature of sunlight. Considering nights, weather, seasons, atmospheric attenua-
tion, and variations in latitude, the average rate at which solar energy reaches
the surface of the U.S. is 17 w/ft. Although certain areas of the United States
are better suited for solar conversion, large amounts of land would be required
to meet present and future electrical demands through solar-to-electric conver-
sion. For example, a 1000 MWe thermal conversion solar plant capable of operat-
ing at a 70% capacity factor would require about 10 square miles of land. Large
amounts of land, especially in the Southwest, could probably be made available
for this purpose, but a greater problem would be the manufacture and construc-
tion of the collection and conversion systems. The manfacture of the collectors,
converters, and energy distribution equipment to cover large areas of land
would require vast amounts of resources, as well as the development of an indus-
try to supply the equipment. The efficiency of solar systems must be high if land
use is to be minimized. Estimates of the efficiency of solar-to-electric conversion
systems vary from a low of 1 or 2% for the combustion of photosynthetic ma-
terial to a high of 30% for a thermal conversion system.

The estimated costs of solar-to-electric power systems are high; generally,
exceeding $1,000 per kilowatt. In most cases, the estimates are for systems that
do not incorporate sufficient energy storage capacity to provide a firm power
source. Such plants could be valuable as a means of displacing the burning of
fuel in conventional power plants, but would not materially change the need to
build conventional power plant capacity. It is concluded, therefore, that solar-to-
electric conversion systems have poor prospects for economically competing with
coal, nuclear, or geothermal energy for at least several decades.

Most experts agree that the best opportunity for the application of solar energy
is in the heating and cooling of buildings. The NSF/NASA solar energy panel
estimated that 10 percent of the thermal energy for buildings could be supplied
by solar in the year 2000 and 35 percent in 2020. This application could displace
some electricity that would have been used for space heating, cooling, and water
heating in buildings. Based on the NSF/NASA projections of market penetration
for the solar heating and cooling of buildings, it is estimated that electricity
displacement could amount to 2 percent in the year 2000, and 5 percent in 2020.

GEOTHERMAL ENERGY SOURCES

Geothermal energy may play an important role in meeting future electrical
demand, especially in the western one-third of the U.S. The conversion of geo-
thermal heat to electrical energy is less efficient than using the higher tempera-
ture and pressure steam produced in nuclear and fossil-fueled boilers, but the
absence of fuel costs makes geothermal power attractive if geothermal reservoirs
can be developed economically. Geothermal energy also has alternative uses, such
as the production of industrial heat or the desalinization of water.

There are several types of geothermal systems. Vapor-dominated systems, such
as The Geysers which produce live steam, are rare and are not entirely proto-
typic of future geothermal developments. Liquid-dominated reservoirs produce a
hot, corrosive, liquid brine which is used to produce steam or vapor to drive a
turbine. Dry, hot rock systems are the most common, but development work to
utilize these resources is just beginning.

The quantity of geothermal energy below the earth's surface in the United
States is vast, but there is wide disagreement as to what extent this energy may.
be utilized in the coming decades. The Hickel panel has estimated that 75,000
MWe could be developed by the year 2000 with a moderate research and develop-
ment program and that 395,000 MWe could be developed with an accelerated re-
search and development program. The Department of the Interior estimates in
the "Final Environmental Statement for the Geothermal Leasing Program,"
that 75,000 MWe will be produced geothemally by the year 2000.

The Bureau of Mines has made an even lower estimate of 40,000 MWe for the
year 2000. The projected geothermal capacities adopted for the PFES are those
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proposed in "The Nation's Energy Future." The projected capacities were 80,000
and 200,000 MWe for the years 2000 and 2020, respectively, which is 6% of the
projected demand for both of these years. A large number of potential geothermal
sites have been identified In the western United States. However, the technology
to economically extract energy from many of the sites has not been developed.
and until this is done, it will be impossible to determine how much geothermal
energy can becounted as a recoverable resource.

The major potential environmental impacts of the use of geothermal energy are
in the general areas of surface and groundwater quality impairment as a result
of fluid disposal, air emissions such as hydrogen sulfide, noise from drilling and
steam venting during operation, uncontrolled blowouts, aesthetic impact, land
subsidence from fluid withdrawal or reinjection, land use, and damage to vege-
tation and wildlife. The environmental impact of geothermal generation is
largely restricted to the generating site and its immediate surroundings-a
contrast with fossil- or nuclear-fueled generation, for which impacts occur at sev-
eral locations (mines, processing plants, disposal sites). The different types of
geothermal systems present different environmental impacts. Because of the
relatively pure fluid in the vapor-dominated reservoirs, the fluid-disposal problem
is relatively small compared with that of the hot-brine systems, whose high
salinity represents a potentially serious environmental impact. The environ-
mental impact of hot-rock utilization has not yet been thoroughly evaluated
and cannot now be fully defined.

ORGANIC WASTES

The economics of using organic wastes for power generation have significantly
improved In the past few years because of: (1) the rise in fossil fuel prices;
and (2) the increasingly difficult problem of waste disposal. The limitation on the
use of organic wastes for power generation is that there is simply an Insufficient
quantity of collectable material to make a large impact on energy supply. The
Bureau of Mines has estimated that 136.3 million tons of potentially collectable
organic wastes were generated in 1971. If all these wastes had been converted
to electricity at the national average conversion efficiency of 32%, the power
production for 1971 would have been 205 billion KWhr or nearly 13% of the
national demand. The EPA has estimated that urban waste collection will
increase at a rate of 3.4% per year until 1980.

If the quantity of collectable wastes would increase by 2.4% per year until
the year 2000, and if it were possible to utilize all collectable wastes for power
production, wastes could produce 550 billion KWhr of power, or about 5% of the
demand in the year 2000. After the year 2000, it might be expected that conserva-
tion measures would stabilize the amount of waste packaging materials and that,
because of worldwide pressures on food, more grain would be consumed directly,
thus reducing animal wastes. If collectable wastes held steady at the year 2000
level, they could supply only 2% of the year 2020 power demand. Complete
utilization of organic wastes does not necessarily mean total conversion to power,
because they could also be converted into synthetic petroleum.

coNTROLLED THERMONUCLEAR FUSION

Controlled thermonuclear fusion offers the possibility of virtually unlimited
energy resources, because the deuterium contained in the oceans would serve as
its fuel. Fusion reactors could also be fueled by breeding tritium from lithium,
but even using this more limited resource, fusion could meet projected electricity
demand for centuries.

A fusion reaction occurs in a fully ionized gas called a plasma. The central
problem at present is to confine a reacting fusion plasma at conditions of density,
temperature, and confinement time sufficient tQ produce a self-sustaining fusion
chain reaction. A controlled self-sustaining fusion reaction has yet to be achieved,
but ERDA is supporting programs that are exploring two separate methods to
reach this goal. Magnetic confinement techniques to produce a suitable plasma
have been pursued since 1951, and currently, three different magnetic confine-
ment concepts are being studied. A new approach, using a pulsed laser to heat
and compress a plasma to the necessary conditions, has been pursued since 1962.
Both concepts may reach the important milestone of a controlled self-sustaining
reaction by 1980. If this milestone is met, it may be possible to build a demonstra-
tion net-energy-producing fusion reactor in the 19Ws and to achieve commercial
introduction of a fusion reactor in the next century. Although scientific feasi-
bility of a practical, controlled fusion system has not been demonstrated, the

64-603 0 -76 -27
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estimate from "The Nation's Energy Future" that 8% of the year 2020 electrical
demand could be met with fusion power has been adopted as the potential contri-
bution of fusion for the PFES.

COST COMPARISONS

The following table indicates the amount of electric energy projected in the
years 2000 and 2020 for non-fission electric energy sources as given in the cost-
benefit analysis section of the PEB S. The total base electric demand projections
used in the PFES was 10.6 trillion KWhrs in the year 2000 and 27.6 trillion
KWhrs in year 2020.

[in trillion kilowatt-hours]

Energy source Year 2000 Year 2000

Solar -0. 21 1. 40
Geothermal -------- .63 1.60
Organic wastes-- .54 54
Fusion -0 2. 21

Total -1.38 5.75

,Subsequent to the PFES, in response to suggestions by some of the commentors
on the Draft Environmental Statement and the PFES, benefit calculations simi-
lar to those for the PFES cost-benefit analysis were done that included alternate
electrical energy sources. The capital and operating costs for the alternatives
were selected from the current literature or crudely estimated if not available in
the literature. This analysis is considered to have a very wide error band due to
the large uncertainties associated with the costs of the alternatives. Not until
there are available detailed designs based on developed technologies to estimate
the costs for the alternatives can a cost-benefit study with a reasonable error band
be made. Figure 1 indicates the costs associated with each of the plant types used
in the benefit analysis where the alternative power plants were included. Follow-
ing are some details on how the costs were determined for the alternative plant
types.

UNIT POWER COST COMPARISON: NEW TECHNOLOGY VERSUS
CONVENTIONAL POWER PLANTS
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GEOTrHERMAL PLANTS

Capital and operating costs of the geothermal plants were based on estimates
in the Project Independence Blueprint. A unit capital cost of $712/KWe in 1974
dollars was assumed; this is the mid-range value of $562-$862/KWe given in
the Blueprint, and assumes the major source of geothermal energy derives from
hydrothermal, liquid-dominated reservoirs. No scaling of unit capital costs was
assumed between 1300 MWe and 2000 MWe ratings. Cost scaling does not appear
appropriate for these plants because of probable costs of steam collection systems
for large units.

Operating costs were set at 2 mills/KWhr, based again on information from the
Project Independence, Blueprint. Based on plants operating at 100%1o capacity
factor, an arbitrary division of % fixed costs, M variable costs was assumed.

SOLAR ENERGY

Capital costs of the solar conversion plants were taken to be $300 per peak
kilowatt, or $1500 per average kilowatt, based on values in the Subpanel IX
report for "Our Nation's Energy Future." This cost was assumed to include suf-
ficient storage to permit base-load operation, although the Subpanel IX report
notes that the $1500/KW cost excludes storage costs as well as other plant
equipment and construction costs.

Annual operating and maintenance costs were taken as 2%o of the capital
investment. These costs agree closely with the 3 mills/KWh estimated by EPRI'
as O&M costs for solar plants. O&M costs were arbitrarily divided as % fixed
costs, 'A variable costs (based on 100% plant factor).

ORGANIC WASTE BURNERS

Organic waste-burning plants were assumed to have capital and operating
costs comparable to those of coal-burning power plant with no desulfurization
equipment. Capital costs were estimated at $291/K We for a 1300 MWe plant, and
$265/KWe for a 2000 MWe plant. Maxed O&M costs, for 1300 and 2000 MWe
plants, were estimated at $6.2 and $8.3 million per year and variable O&M costs
(100% plant factor) were, respectively, $10 and $13.4 million per year. The capi-
tal and O&M costs for these plants were furnished by Holifield National Labora-
tory, using the same methods for plant capital and operating costs provided in
PFES.

Organic wastes used as fuel in these plants was assumed to be free of charge.
However, an addition of 10% oil as supplemental fuel was assumed to be needed
to maintain good combustion. At $9/bbl and an assumed heat rate of 10,000 Btu/
KWh, this resulted in a net fuel cost of 1.5 mills/KWh.

FUSION PLANTS

No basis exists for estimating the capital and operating cost of a CTR plant.
Therefore, plants of this type were assumed to produce power at a cost equivalent
to the average power cost of nuclear plants, over the span from the years 2000
to 2020, calculated for Case S (the base LMFBR case) of the PFES cost-benefit
study. Capital and operating costs were chosen consistent with those power costs.
Net fuel costs for CTR plants were assumed to be zero.

Chairman HUMPHREY. We have a panel now of Mr. Nader, Mr.
Simpson, Mr. Cochran, and Mr. Stauffer.

Let me say that this review wve are conducting by the Joint Economic
Committee will, I believe, significantly add to congressional under-
standing of this mamouth program.

Under the able leadership of Chairman John Pastors, I know that
the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy will be giving this program its
most careful and objective scrutiny. I have met with Chairman Pastore
and have assured him of our complete and full cooperation in any

'D. F. Spencer, "Solar Energy: A View from an Electric Utility Standpoint," EPRI:
Preprint No. 104, American Power Conference, April 1975.
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way possible with the Joint Atomic Energy Committee which has
legislative responsibility in this area as it continues its critically
important work with regard to this program.

I make this statement because the Joint Economic Committee is a
consulting and advisory committee to legislative committees. We have
no legislative function as such and what we seek to do here is explore
certain areas that add relevance to the economic implications of any
proposal and then transmit our findings and observations, our re-
view, to the appropriate bodies in the Congress.

Now, we have brief statements, I believe, from our witnesses, our
panel members. I am going to ask Mr. Nader to lead off, and Mr. Nader
will be followed by others that we will call.

STATEMENT OF RALPH NADER, REPRESENTATING PUBLIC CITI-
ZENS GROUPS

Mr. NADER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the Joint
Economic Committee.

The plutonium breeder reactor, like the SST was scheduled to be-
come on a smaller scale, is a Government-financed moloch, plagued
by catastrophic dangers, massive cost overruns, and questionable eco-
nomic value, which the Government technocrats are building for the
private utilities. These hearings are an encouraging sign that many
Members of Congress recognize nuclear power is a policy matter that
cannot be left to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy.

I would like to make a few preliminary points which perhaps the
committee and the staff would want to follow up by getting additional
information.

A few years ago when I was discussing the breeder proposal with a
number of scientists, there was vigorous disagreement about what kind
of design the breeder should follow. At the present time the type of
design that has been chosen is not uniformly supported by even those
people who promote the breeder.

Without characterizing his particular position any further, it is
enough to say that Mr. Albert Weinberg sees the molten salt breeder
as a desirably alternative design. Of course, the costs of the whole
breeder program on just one design is so massive it is not likely that
alternative designs will be pursued coterminously. This raises the
question as to the true judgments of various scientists in this area con-
cerning which is the best design to pursue.

That is a narrow issue but it is one worth projecting because i.f the
wrong design was selected, much of what is being discussed by way
of breeder potential at these hearings would be quite academic be-
cause the breeder potential, such as it is, in the view of its advocates,
would not be met. They are putting all of their breeder eggs in one
design basket, in effect.

The second point that I would like to make is that there is no ques-
tion in my mind that this program is going to be carried by the Amer-
ican taxpayer far beyond its development stage. I say this because
not only of the reluctance and incapability of the utilities to handle
this program, but the kind of experience which light-water reactors
are already recording.
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In the New York Times just a few days ago, I might emphasize,
Westinghouse Corp. was reported as suggesting that the U.S. Gov-
ernment buy the offshore nuclear power plants, that it, with a joint
venture with another company, were going to produce out of Jack-
sonville, Fla., that the U.S. Government buy these plants and then
lease them back to the utilities.

I think you are going to see the Government saddled with what
might be called lemon socialism; that is, you sell off to the Govern-
ment what projects you don't want to carry in the future. Con Edison,
for example, sold off to New York State one of its nuclear plants
under construction. The question of the pattern of selling to the
Government and letting the Government bear the risks needs to be
probed.

Chairman HuxMPHREY. In other words, you socialize the losers and
privatise the winners?

Mr. NADER. Exactly. If they are willing to do that with the offshore
nuclear reactor, that is like saying they are most definitely pursuing
this process with a much more complex and weighty and risky breeder
technology.

The third point I would like to make relates to employment and
the breeder. One of the most outmoded fallacies in economic thought
is that there is inevitable connection between economic growth and
energy use. I think we are now seeing that not only is this connection
not inevitable, but that it may be disastrous to pursue it with such
single-minded dedication.

There are other countries in the world who have good standards of
living whose per capita consumption of energy is dramatically less
than our. We consume almost 2½/2 times per capita more than the
West Germans, almost three times more than the French. It is quite
well known that energy intensiveness does not bring a higher standard
of living per se. It is not as well known that energy intensiveness
may actually reduce employment. The petrochemical industry is an
example of that, I believe.

Chairman HuMPHRE~iY. Would you repeat those figures that you
gave us there on the energy use?

Mr. NADER. Per capita consumption in this country is almost 21/2
times that of Western Germany, about three times that of France, more
than twice that of England, and part of it is explainable by a more
thrifty tradition in using energy, part of it is explainable by more
fuel-efficient cars, et cetera.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Yet, the per capita income of the citizens in
West Germany, based upon the value of purchasing power of the rela-
tive currencies, is higher today than ours.

Mr. NADER. That is certainly true in Sweden, yet in Sweden our
per capita energy consumption is again about double that of the
Swedes.

In the Ford Foundation report-"A Time To Choose"-where they
develop a zero energy-growth scenario, they make the statement,
"Adaptation to less energy incentive requirements would not reduce
employment, it would, in fact, create greater need for employment."
We say only 6 percent of the people in this country are engaged in
farming and that shows how efficient it is, we also have to consider
that since farming is so energy-intensive, there is a large backup pool
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for farming that could be counted as employed in farming, so we are
drawing a circle around it and concluding erroneously in that matter.

Further, the Ford Foundation states energy and economic growth
rates can be safely uncoupled. I would say if by energy growth we
mean highly dangerous nuclear fission technology, that adds an
entirely different dimension to the risk to the economy.

If there are major catastrophes, if major areas are contaminated
with cancer-producing radioactivity and hundreds of thousands of
people are injured and tens of thousands are dead, that is going to
affect our economy, in addition to the massive tragedy. It may not
affect our economic growth rate because we will have to have hundreds
of thousands of people trying to deal with the disaster, but this is, once
again, how narrow our perspective is because we still do not realize
that economic growth does not mean economic well-being.

Your gross national product indicators are so gross that a doubling
and tripling of the number of people that die on our highways each
year would be a contribution to the gross national product by virtue
of the fact that they generate demands for various goods and services.
That is the kind of economic growth we can do without.

There is the additional point which Mr. Cochran will develop, of
fostering a plutonium economy. If someone were to say "Would you
back an energy system in this country that trafficked in botulism?
I don't think anybody would say, "Yes." The enormous carcinogenic
effects raise a similar possibility. We cannot afford to jeopardize future
generations and every time we build a nuclear powerplant, whether
it is breeder or light-water reactor or any other design that results in
plutonium or deals, with plutonium, we are developing a national
security problem in the United States.

There is no better proof of this than the perceived levels of safe-
guards which utilities want to take if they are to be prudent in guard-
ing these plants. The Virginia Electric Co., VEPCO for short,
requested of the Virginia Legislature, a few months ago, the authority
to provide its private police with the right to arrest anybody in the
State of Virginia and have access to confidential citizen files. They
justified this on the basis of Federal Government security precautions.
The Government denied that such extraordinary measures had to be
taken, but the point is these utilities can not only justify high incur-
sions in security and in civil liberties because they are dealing in poten-
tial catastrophic technology, but they can attempt to put the dollar cost
on the taxpayer.

Whenever we talk about the breeder's cost to the consumer, we have
to get past the numerical shenanigans that the utilities are propagating
on the public. It is the cost of waste disposal, the cost of decommission-
ing the plants after 30 or 40 years, the cost of transportation, the cost
of insurance subsidy, the cost of fuel reprocessing, the cost of safe-
guarding.

Massive private and public national policies are going to be re-
quired to deal with thousands of vehicles and hundreds of plants and
associated technologies containing deadly radioactive materials.

I think it would be very helpful if this committee would ask spe-
cifically of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, for their studies on
the costs of decommissioning these plants, on the costs of safeguards
and who are going to bear these costs between private utilities, manu-
facturers, and fabricators, and Uncle Sam, via the U.S. taxpayer.
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Chairman HUMPHREY. Mr. Nader, we will ask ERDA for their
evaluation of these costs. I think that is relevant material and it ought
to be included in the record.

Mr. NADER. Also the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. It is not only
the guards up front, for every guard up front there is a vast clerical
background that is part of the security safeguards industry.

By the way, security guards we have talked to almost throw up their
hands in utter despair at the assertions that these plants are now
adequately guarded.

The examples which will someday be presented to a congressional
committee are horrendous. Hundreds of keys distributed without rec-
ord as to who has them, for example.

I would note that Mr. Thorne said this morning that if utilities
don't think the breeder is commercially attractive, the Government
won't proceed with it, is that a correct reflection of what he said?

[The following letter, with enclosures, dwas subsequently supplied
for the record:]

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY CoMMISsION,
Washington, D.C., November 17, 1975.

Hon. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY,
Chairman, Joint Economic Committee,
Congress of the United States.

DEAR CHAIRMAN HUMPHREY: This is in response to your September 3, 1975,
letter requesting information regarding the costs involved in decommissioning
nuclear plants and the costs required for nuclear safeguards and for nuclear
waste disposal.

Available cost data for each of these categories has been summarized in
tabular form in Enclosure 1. These costs have been estimated for a mature, light
water reactor industry utilizing power reactors of 1,000 MWe generating capacity
and employing plutonium recycle.'

As I'm sure you appreciate, the cost data requested cannot be determined pre-
cisely. In some cases only rough estimates could be provided. The enclosures
identify the various assumptions which were the basis for the cost estimates.
Decommissioning costs for fuel cycle facilities are not currently available. We
anticipate having initial cost estimates in January 1976. We will provide you
with a summary of these when they become available if you are interested.

Enclosure 2 provides a brief description of the major decommissioning alterna-
tives for nuclear power plants. Also included are specific examples of costs in-
curred in decommissioning low-power facilities employing each alternative and,
in addition, an example of the manner in which these data are utilized in esti-
mating the cost of decommissioning the larger, more modern nuclear power
plants.

Please do not hesitate to advise if I can be of further assistance in this matter.
Sincerely,

WILLIAM A. ANDERS.
Enclosures.

ENCLOSURE 1

ESTIMATED COSTS FOR SAFEGUARDS, WASTE MANAGEMENT AND DECOMMISSIONING

(Cost per plant in 1974-75 dollars)

Nuclear powerplants
Estimated costs for decommissioning and for the waste management and safe-

guards activities involved in the operation of a typical 1,000 MWe light water
power reactor are presented in Table 1. The rationale for inclusion of high and
low decommissioning cost estimates is discussed below.

I The use of mixed oxide fuels In light water reactors is the subject of a Generic Environ-
mental Impact Statement currently under preparation by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission. This statement will provide a comprehensive cost-benefit analysis that Includes
consideration of various safeguards alternatives. Should the cost-benefit analysis favor use
of mixed oxide fuel and Identify more stringent safeguards requirements, the safeguards
cost estimates in Enclosure 1 would be increased accordingly.
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TABLE 1.-1,000 MWe LWR POWER REACTOR

[Estimated costs in millions of dollars]

DecommissioningI Waste managements Safeguards3

Capital Ann5al Capital Annual Capital Annual

Low -1 0.1 25 3 0.5 0.25
High -70 0 ..

I Cost estimates are based upon extrapolation of costs incurred in decommissioning low-power units as described in
enclosure 2.

a Indicated costs are based upon experience to date. On the average, capital costs approximate 5 percent of total capita I
cost of atypical LWR installation.

3 Estimated costs are based upon experience to date and are as indicated inch. VIII of WASH 1327 (generic environmental
statement on mixed oxide fuel).

Licensees may elect one of three basic alternatives in affecting the decom-
missioning of a nuclear power plant. These alternatives, listed in order of in-
creasing cost, consist of: (a)-mothballing, (b)-entombment, or (c)--dis-
mantling. Current cost estimates for decommissioning a typical 1,000 MWe light
water power reactor range from a low, involving an initial $1 million capital
expenditure plus an annual maintenance cost of $100,000 for mothballing to a
high involving a $70 million capital cost for dismantling and complete site
restoration with no subsequent costs involved. Of course, it should be realized
that the decommissioning costs indicated above are estimates for future ex-
penses at the time of facility decommissioning. Expressed in present values, these
estimated costs would be substantially reduced.

Experience with actual decommissioning costs for nuclear facilities has been
quite limited. As a consequence, cost estimates for reactor decommissioning are
subject to a considerable range of uncertainty. Enclosure 2 provides examples of
prior experience in decommissioning nuclear power installations together with
a brief description of available decommissioning alternatives and examples of
the manner in which decommissioning costs have been estimated.

It appears likely that the majority of LWR licensees will, at the appropriate
time, elect the mothballing alternative due to the lower costs involved. To date, all
but one of the eleven licensed power reactors or test reactors either decommis-
sioned or now in the process of decommissioning have elected to employ the moth-
balling alternative.

Nuclear fuel cycle plant8

Experience to date in the decontamination and/or decommissioning facilities
employing typical nuclear fuel cycle operations has been inadequate to permit
a systematic determination of the costs involved in decommissioning typical
production scale fuel cycle plants. A comprehensive study was initiated in mid-
1974 with the specific objective of evaluating the probable costs for decommis-
sioning fuel cycle plants to various levels of environmental restoration. This
study is being conducted under a contract administered by the NRC Office of
Standards Development and is expected to continue through the end of fiscal
year 1977. Initial decommissioning cost estimates for fuel cycle facilities are
anticipated by January, 1976.

As a consequence, only those cost estimates applicable to the waste manage-
ment and safeguards aspects of LWR fuel cycle operations are presented in
Table 2.
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TABLE 2.-LWR NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE PLANTS

[Estimated costs in millions of 1974-75 dollars]

Waste management, Safeguards a

Fuel cycle plant type Capital Annual Capital Annual

Uranium mill - 3 0.1
UFe conversion plant- 5 1.5
Enrichment plant -30 2.0
Uranium fuel fab plant -3 1.0 (51
Mixed oxide fuel fab plant- 3 3.0 3 2
Fuel reprocessing plant -50 12.0 3 2
Waste solidification (glass) -75 15.0
Waste isolation facility -125 15.0

I Waste management cost estimates for fuel reprocessing plants waste solidification and waste isolation facility are
based upon ERDA budgetary estimates and available industry data derived from limited activity in these areas. Indicated
costsformixedoxidefuelfabrication plants represent preliminarycostestimatesof commercialorganizationsin the nuclear
fuel cycle industry. Estimated costs for other facilities are based upon a combination of current estimates of the nuclear
industry and extrapolation of available data representing prior activity in these areas.

2Costs involved in satisfying existing uranium accountability requirements were determined front experience to date.
Additional costs necessary to satisfy the physical security and material accountability requirements for plutonium were
added to the above uranium costs to obtain the indicated total cost estimates. Cost elements comprising the overall esti-
mate of safeguards costs applicable to the above facilities are discussed in ch. Vill of WASH 1327 (generic environmenta I
statement of mixed oxide fuel).

aSafeguards costsfor enrichment plants have not yet been determined by the NRC since all enriching to date has been
performed in Government owned, license exempt facilities.

Nuclear safeguards
Safeguards costs indicated in Tables 1 and 2 are based upon current estimates

of the costs involved in fulfilling existing NRC safeguards requirements. It
should be noted, however, that the requirements are evolutionary in nature, and
future modifications will be made in response to changing social, political, and
technological conditions.

ENCLOsuaE 2

NUCLEAR POWER REAcroR DECOMMISSIONING

The major decommissioning alternatives for nuclear power plants are moth-
balling, entombment and dismantling. These alternatives can be described as
follows:

1. Mothballing.-Mothballing is the process of placing a nuclear power plant in
protective storage after removing all fuel, radioactive fluids and radioactive
waste from the site.

2. Entombment.-Entombment consists of sealing the remaining radioactive
components in a concrete and/or steel structure after removing all reactor fuel,
radioactive fluids and radioactive waste from the site.

3. Dismantling.-Dismantling consists of removing all fuel, radioactive fluids,
radioactive waste and radioactive structures from the site.

Specific examples of costs which have been incurred in the decommissioning of
nuclear power plants are given below with respect to each alternative method:

1. Mothballing Costs.-The Saxton nuclear power plant (28 megawatts ther-
mal) in Saxton, Pennsylvania, was placed in a protective storage status (moth-
balled) in 1973 for approximately $500,000. The cost of continued security and
protective maintenance of the remaining structures of the Saxton facility is ap-
proximately $10,000 per year.

The Peach Bottom Unit No. 1 power reactor (115 megawatts thermal) in York
County, Pennsylvania, is now being prepared for protective storage. The costs for
the preparation of Peach Bottom Unit 1 for protective storage and the continued
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security and protective maintenance are estimated to be approximately the same
as the costs incurred at the Saxton facility.

2. Entombment C0at8.-Entombment of the Hallam Nuclear Power Facility
(254 megawatts thermal) at Hallam, Nebraska was accomplished in 1968 at a
cost of approximately $3,000,000.

3. Dismantling Cost8.-Dismantling of the Elk River Power Plant (58.2 mega-
watts thermal) at Elk River, Minnesota was accomplished in 1973 at a cost of
approximately $6,000,000.

The costs for decommissioning the larger modern nuclear power plants are
estimated to be on the order of 6 to 10 times the costs mentioned above. For
example, the estimated cost of mothballing Indian Point Unit No. 3 (3,216 mega-
watts thermal) in Westchester County, New York is $3,000,000. (1973 dollars
and technology). Subsequent costs for security and protective maintenance are
estimated at $300,000 per year (Indian Point Unit No. 3 Final Environmental
Statement, February 1975).

The Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc. has initiated a study of the costs of de-
commissioning of nuclear power plants. This study is scheduled for completion
by November 1975.

Chairman HUIMPHREY. I think what he said was if the private
utilities did not come in that the Government would proceed with it-
would take on the full burden.

Mr. NADER. Yes, of development. I am talking about the commercial
attractiveness of operating the breeder.

Mr. THORNE. What I said was, in looking at the near commercial
breeder reactor, if it appeared to ERDA that the utilities did not find
that to be a commercially attractive reactor concept, the Government
would probably not go forward with any plans to build that reactor.

I also said, earlier in our planning, we would assume the Govern-
ment would support most of the near commercial breeder reactor.

Mr. NADER. That is an important statement, because the question
arises, if the utilities did not think it is commercially attractive and
the taxpayer is into it for $7 or $8 billion or more, are you going to be
stampeded into basically accepting a sale and lease-back situation and
a multiple-subsidy situation ? I think that has to be clarified now rather
than later. I am fully aware of the ingenious minds of corporate
lawyers and the way they can develop these arrangements, and I am
also aware of how Congress is reluctant to throw away a program after
it has sunk so much taxpayer money into it. It becomes a matter of face-
saving, a matter of not wanting to cut their losses.

I think that should be clear as to what the Government is prepared
to do in the subsidy plus Government purchase and lease-back
situations.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Again, we will present those scenarios to
the appropriate authorities and ask for their plans. I think that is
fair, particularly with our experience with the SST. Congress had to
make that decision, as you know, it was a very difficult one.

Mr. NADER. The other question, when Congress is expected to deal
with technology that will not go on line until the 1990's, is how do
you predict, how do you base policy on a technology that has no
experience by definition' because it is not onstream, except for the
Michigan breeder, which is the Fermi reactor, I believe, that had a
rather interesting experience, it is now shut down forever after a
near miss, in terms of its own catastrophe, since 1966. How does Con-
gress do that? One is to proceed by legislating faith. You just have
confidence in utilities and manufacturers and Oak Ridge National
Laboratory and the Government.
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Another way is to proceed by basing your considerations on experi-
ence already occurring with existing reactors.

As I point out in my testimony, which I shall not read in detail-
Chairman HuMPHREY. We shall include it in the hearing record.
Mr. NADER. The experience with present reactors is not good at all.

It is replete with serious design problems at the manufacturers' and
vendors' level, serious questions by even advocates of nuclear power as
to whether the utilities have the managerial competence to handle
such awesome technology. There are serious disagreements between
advocates of nuclear power about whether they should be built under-
ground or remain in their overground site.

Mr. Weinberg, who is for nuclear power, does not believe the
utilities have the capability of securing the requisite safeguards to
deal with sabotage, thefts, and other breakdowns, natural or man
made, in the program. That is why he is recommending nuclear parks
under a scientific, technocratic priesthood to be developed.

I think it is also important to note how sloppy plutonium has been
handled. A scientific magazine is pertinent to this point which I men-
tion in my testimony as well as internal and external government
reports.

The GAO is doing good work in this area, dealing with safeguards,
transportation of radioactive material risks, and the like, which can
be suggested for further elaboration.

It is also. I think, important to look at our overseas responsibilities
here. Clearly, if we go ahead with nuclear power in this country we
are going to expand the exporting of nuclear reactors of all designs
abroad. This is now being done again with the taxpayer input via the
Import-Export Bank pushing Westinghouse and General Electric
reactors onto undeveloped countries without a scintilla of the man-
agerial infrastructures required to even give these people a chance
as to whether these are going to be carefully operated near their
population areas. The idea of our country safeguarding these plants
is one of insuperably challenging proportions. The idea of South
Korea and Formosa and Brazil and Argentina and other countries
doing the same, is preposterous, not to mention the possibilities of
diverting these materials to weaponry purposes.

This is also related to the contracts which we are developing over-
seas which may develop a two-way process. We sell them the reactors,
they return the radioactive garbage to the United States. This also
must be inquired into, some of it the committee can get quite easily
from the Government, I think some pressure about the kind of
arrangements that are going to be developed with -these foreign
recipients need to be brought to the surface.

It was mentioned earlier this morning one of the attractivenesses
of the breeder is the fact that it breeds its own fuel and this is going
to be cost-effectiveness. I suggest that those enthusiasts for the breeder
learn a little more about the Exxon-OPEC cartel, and I say the Exxon-
OPEC cartel rather than the OPEC-Exxon cartel because the main
vested interest now in the high imported oil prices is the domestic or
multinational U.S. oil companies. There is not a chance that the United
States will send troops to the Middle East to keep the price of oil from
increasing, there is more of a chance that we would send troops there
to keep the price of oil from dramatically decreasing. That is the
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main disturbance in the oil industry today-that the Middle East
nations will drop the price and wreak havoc in terms of the price
structure for fossil fuels as well as alternative fuels that the oil
companies are into.

No one will deny that the oil companies have benefited greatly, here
and abroad, with their sales and their energy values by high OPEC oil
cost and also in terms of what they are beginning to succeed to do in
Congress, that is, convincing more and more Members of Congress
that all lesser expensive forms of energy must be brought up to the
highest form of OPEC price and that is going to have inflationary
and other consequences in this country.

I would draw the committee's attention to the need to ask these
companies to divulge their contractual relationships which articulate
in reality this kind of upward push strategy. It is now being done in
natural gas and coal and elsewhere on the pretense that it will
encourage production. But have Federal coal leases encouraged pro-
duction? These are held in abeyance without any production. The
same is true for offshore leases off the Louisiana coast.

In particular, I would advise the committe to ask for all contractual
relationships between the oil company and the Pacific Gas and
Lighting Co. which buys the geothermal energy to provide San
Francisco with over one-third of its electricity. In that contract there
is a provision linking the price of geothermal to the escalating price
of oil and gas. So the price of geothermal is going up to Pacific Gas
and the consumers of electricity in San Francisco, having nothing to
do with the increased cost of producing geothermal, but having every-
thing to do with the increased cost of oil and gas which are in turn
tied into the price of the Exxon-OPEC cartel level.

When it comes to the breeder, what is to prevent this same kind of
thing from happening, with the utilities having that same incentive
to accept that kind of Btu equivalent in order to make more money
and I think we better look at that very seriously.

It is a cruel burden to place on Congress to ask the Congress to
support a program whose empirical fallibility will not be apparent,
in its operational effects, until the 1990's and prevent the Congress
from access to the full data and the full universe of concern from
energy conservation potential onward, in order to make that decision.
I think it is a very cruel burden and I hope the Congress does not
succumb to the Lorelei of unassessed technology.

Often, because past technology has suceeded in part, there is a
feeling that future technology will succeed. But with the SST rejec-
tion in Congress a new watershed criticism is developing and we have
to look very carefully as to how technology can destroy economy, can
breed national security problems, can impair our civil liberties, how
technology can become its own economic moloch absorbing more and
more economic costs in a never-ending refusal to turn around and
change the system.

The most recent evidence of the kind of commitment that the
Government has required from utilities in the breeder program, Mr.
Chairman, can be seen in the GAO report of April 4, 1975. GAO reports
are getting better and better and more frequent and by that definition
they tend to get less coverage because there are so many of them
pouring out of the office. Furthermore, the style is so severe that
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sometimes reporters don't really know what the GAO is coming
up with, even though, when you read between the lines, it is a pretty
serious indictment.

Regarding the report of April 4, 1975, on the contractual arrange-
ments between ERDA and the private utility participants in the
Clinch River demonstration breeder reactor (CRBR). The purpose
of the CRBR is to demonstrate the viability of the plutonium breeder
concept. The proposed contractual arrangements permit the utilities
to pull out of the CRBR project if a basic design change is ordered.
The GAO report notes that a basic design change that may be required
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is a safety device known as
a core catcher. One of the purposes of a core catcher, which a number
of independent scientists believe is an essential safety feature if
breeder reactors are built at all, is to stop a secondary nuclear explo-
sion from occurring after an accident occurs in the reactor. The GAO
report notes that: "There are strong indications that the utility par-
ticipants are opposed to including a core catcher in the CRBR de-
sign." Of course, if a core catcher is required and as a result the
utilities pull out of the project, the viability of the plutonium breeder
concept as a source of power for utility companies will not be demon-
strated. And if they are not even willing to sink in a pittance, that is
what their investment is, a pittance, about a quarter of a billion
dollars, then will this still be pushed as a commercially attractive
program or will it be a set up for Government ownership and subsidy
with the corporations raking the cream of the profits.

The purpose of the breeder demonstration project is to show that
the breeder program can be commercially viable; that is, that the
utilities are willing to invest in plutonium breeders as a major source
of electric power. They are not even being asked to invest in insur-
ance premiums, mind you.

This is even going deeper. Will they invest their money in the tech-
nology itself, which is covered by the limited liability clause in the
Price-Anderson Act ?

The nuclear industry is the only industry that has been given lim-
ited liability for damage done to people outside of the plant.

If the utilities pull out as a result of NRC's requirement of a core
catcher, the entire rationale for the Clinch River program will be
negated.

The effect of this contract provision, which permits the utilities to
pull out of the project if they do not agree with safety requirements,
will be to put pressure on the Nuclear Regulatory Commission not to
require the core catcher. As the GAO report states: "The possible
consequences of a decision by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission that
could make a core catcher necessary could place tremendous pressure
on this regulatory agency in arriving at a decision."

I would like to conclude on this note.
Chairman HUMPHREY. What about coal gasification?
Mr. NADER. Yes. I think we ought to pay attention to coal gasifica-

tion. That is taking the methane out of the coal bed prior to mining,
to reduce the hazard to mining, and piping it to market could be a
new and significant source of energy. Right now it is blown away
because it is considered a fire hazard. I would address your attention
to this energy source.
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The Bureau of Mines are now saying they estimate 225 trillion cubic
feet of methane which is equivalent to 10 years' consumption of natural
gas in this country. They have a pilot mine project now which is de-
gasifying methane and sending it to market.

It is important here because in a kind of tragic way the breeder may
not only be the wrong way to go, which we obviously believe it is, but
it may deny the development of alternative energy sources that are
the right way to go, and not just for a few decades.

Supporters of nuclear power have also doubted the wisdom of the
present breeder program. W. Kenneth Davis, Bechtel Corp. executive,
in his dissent to the report of the Cornell Workshops on "Maior Issues
of Our National Energy Research and Development Program"
stated:

The priorities and expenditures for the present LMFBR program need to be
reexamined in light of competing needs, including such things as coal conver-
sion R. & D. and the probability of the present FBR program achieving a useful
goal in the time required.

Specifically, in regard to the Clinch River Breeder Reactor, for
which ERDA is seeking $181 million in order to move it into a
construction phase, the November 22 draft by the Cornell Workshop
stated, "A reactor of such low performance is not a useful reactor
at all." Congress cannot responsibly appropriate huge sums for R. & D.
programs on which the scientific community is so deeply divided.

Now, as a lawyer, Mr. Chairman, I am appalled by the legal mal-
practice in our Federal Government in developing its contracts with
private industry in this area. If a private attorney for a client pre-
pared a contract similar to the contract prepared under the breeder
program between the Government and utilities, the client could sue
this lawyer for legal malpractice. I think we ought to begin develop-
ing the principle of legal malpractice by government attorneys whose
client is at least the citizens of this country and whose client may be
the White House. But this level of legal sophistry is outrageous. It
should be focused on the lawyers, not just the agency, but the lawyers
who are responsible for this hoked-up type of contract which can
be scrapped so easily by the utilities, quite apart from the minimum
requirements that the utilities were impelled to contribute in the first
place to the breeder program.

Thank you.
Chairman HuMpHIREY. I thank you very much, Mr. Nader, for

your thoughtful, provocative, and useful information and testimony.
Your prepared statement will be printed in the hearing record.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Nader follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RALPH NADER

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, the plutonium breeder reactor, like
the SST was scheduled to become on a smaller scale, is a government-financed
moloch, plagued by catastrophic dangers, massive cost ov'erruns, and questionable
economic value, which the government technocrats are building for the private
utilities. These hearings are an encouraging sign that many members of Congress
recognize nuclear power is a policy matter that cannot be left to the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy.

It is not possible to discuss th'e plutonium breeder outside the context of
our entire nuclear power reactor program. Its purpose is to insure the continued
availability of the nuclear power option. During a time when increasing numbers
of Americans are rejecting the risks of nuclear power, or reluctantly accepting
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the risks under the mistaken assumption that there is no option but nuclear
power, thle Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) has
made a huge commitment-approximately one-third-of our civilian energy
research and development funds to the plutonium breeder. This step, by taking
crucial funds away from development of alternate sources, insures that our
nation will hav'e no option but nuclear power, whatever the risks.

The reason increasing numbers of Americans are rejecting nuclear power as a
major source of electricity is that, in spite of twenty years of massive taxpayer
funding, nuclear power has not proved itself safe or reliable.

For example, the 1973 internal Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) Task Force'
report concluded that reactor safety was an "unanswered question." That ques-
tion remains unanswered. The adequacy of the Emergency Core Cooling System
(ECCS) has never been demonstrated in full scale tests. The ECCS failed 6
out of 6 semi-scale tests at the Idaho test facility. At least one expert within
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Advisory Committee on Reactor Safe-
guards admits that, in spite of the AEC/Rasmussen report, the adequacy of this
key safety system has not been demonstrated. (The NRC, however, refuses to
release the expert's name.) Other AEC scientists have publicly stated their
disbelief in AEC's assurances of ECCS reliability.

The fragilb nature of reactor reliability and the inability of the Federal
government to competently regulate nuclear power was recently demonstrated
by an accident at the Browns Ferry station in Alabama. That accident was
initiated when a hand-held candle started a fire in the polyurethane foam
insulation surrounding some electrical cables. The fire led to the simultaneous
failure of several redundant safety systems. It can be considered only a matter
of luck that radiation was not released to the environment. The fire burned for
seven hours, caused extensive damage at the $500 million reactor station, and
will require the shutdown of two reactors for thre'e to six months.

Even more shocking than the fact that a candle can cause a serious accident.
in a nuclear power plant, disabling a number of key safety systems, is the fact
that the nuclear regulatory agencies were forewarned of this danger eight years
ago by a fire in the polyurethane insulation of the Peach Bottom, Pennsylvania,
nuclear power plant. The NRC's complex diagram describing their "defense In
depth" safety strategy cannot mask the fact that they often do not learn from
their own mistakes. Can we expect the NRC's safety regulation of the breeder
reactor, a much more dangerous reactor, to be any more successful?

But technical questions aside, the most powerful refutation of the nuclear
industry's safety claims is the Price-Anderson Act. This Act limits the accident
liability of a nuclear operator to a pittance of the potential damages. But if
nuclear reactors are so safe, as the utilities and NRC claim, why can't they be
fully insured? To this question the nuclear industry has no satisfactory answer.

In addition to the safety problems of present reactors (known technically as
light water reactors), industry is beginning to recognize that nuclear power is
an economic disaster. Because nuclear power plants are much more complex,
they cost much more to construct than conventional plants. Their greater com-
plexity also makes them more temperamental, and they break down more often
than conventional plants. Nuclear power thus threatens to affect the utility indus-
try and consumers who pay the final bills through a vicious cycle: Expensive and
complex nuclear plants, which strain capital supplies, are unreliable. Their unre-
liability necessitates the construction of more power plants, which in turn strains
capital supplies still more.

Even if nuclear electricity could prove economical to private utilities, It would
be only because of massive federal subsidies and economic distortions. These
distortions include limited insurance liability, which permits utilities to pay
only a fraction of true insurance costs; uranium enrichment, which is provided
as reduced cost by government plants; reprocessing, which is made possible by
government support for recovered nuclear fuel prices; security guards and waste
storage, which services are or will be provided by the government.

In spite of all the direct and indirect subsidies of nuclear power, the indus-
try is in danger because the nuclear fuel cycle which supports the power plant is
crumbling.

The nuclear fuel cycle has five principal steps: mining uranium; enriching
uranium so that it can be used in nuclear power plants; fissioning or "burning"
of uranium in power plants; reprocessing and fabrication of the plutonium, a

1 "Study of the Reactor Licensing Process" (uncensored draft) October 1973, Task Force
Report to the Director of Regulation.
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waste product of the power reactors, as a fuel for the reactors; and storage of
unusable radioactive wastes. The entire "back end" of the nuclear fuel cycle has
broken down. There are no reprocessing plants now operating and the plants
under construction will probably not begin operating until 1977. Because noreprocessing plants are operating, wastes are building up in the temporary stor-
age facilities at reactors. The build-up has become such a problem that ERDA
has threatened to shut down existing reactors. The nuclear industry like theJapanese sailors who used dirty socks to stop a reactor radiation leak on Japan's
first nuclear ship, is casting about for ways to "extend temporary storage
capabilities".The most crucial problem of all-"What is to be done with radioactive wastes
that are toxic for 250,000 years"-remains unsolved today in spite of twenty
years of promises and the claim that disposal is "only an engineering problem."
There are as many solutions to permanent radioactive waste disposal as there
are nuclear proponents, but when each solution approaches implementation it
proves unworkable.When our sewer systems become so overloaded that treatment plants cannot
deal with the wastes, we impose sewer moratoriums and allow no new sewer
connections. Does not rational social policy require that until the radioactive
waste problem is solved, no new construction of nuclear power plants should be
permitted? President Ford's reaction has been to recommend quadrupling of
nuclear plant construction. Citizens are relying on the Congress for a more
rational approach.Before this country begins its headlong rush to develop the breeder reactor, itis logical to note the problems of LWRs and to ask if the breeder will solve
these problems. The answer is that it will not.I. The breeder reactor will not solve the problems of reactor safety. If any-
thing, the breeder promises to be more deadly. The fuel for the breeder will be
plutonium, one of the most toxic elements known to man. Less than one-millionth
of a gram of plutonium has caused cancer in laboratory animals. Plutonium isalso the raw materials of nuclear bombs. The coolant for the breeder will notbo water but sodium, a highly corrosive substance which can react explosively
with air or water.The breeder reactor can experience an accident known as the Core Disruptive
Accident. In everyday language, this technical euphemism means that thebreeder can blow up. It is possible for the fuel to be rearranged such that itwill undergo a small nuclear explosion on the order of a few 100 to a few 1000
pounds of TNT.The breeder reactor threatens to undergo accidents that explode the reactor
and release deadly plutonium. The catastrophic effects of a serious plutonium
breeder accident could then exceed the catastrophic accidents possible with our
present light water reactors. We can get some idea of the scope of a catastrophic
accident in a plutonium breeder reactor, by describing the consequences of a
severe accident in one of our present reactors. Many have used the AEC's Re-
actor Safety Study (Rasmussen Report) to argue that the consequences of a
full scale nuclear reactor accident would not be severe. But, the American Phy-
sical Society, in its review of the AEC's Rasmussen reactor safety report, re-
leased on April 28, 1975, found the Rasmussen reactor safety report has badly
underestimated the consequences of a nuclear accident. The Physical society
concluded that a reactor accident would cause 10,000-20,000 deaths, 22Z000-
350,000 injuries, 3,000 to 20,000 genetic defects plus widespread and enduring land
contamination.

As noted earlier, the government's ability to adequately regulate our present
reactors is in serious doubt. Evidence recently has come to light that the same
bureaucratic-corporate forces that undercut the light water reactor safety pro-
gram, have put tremendous pressure on the NRC not to require necessary safety
systems in the even more dangerous plutonium breeder reactor program.

The moat recent evidence appears in the report of April 4, 1975 on the con-
tractural arrangements between ERDA and the private utility participants in
the Clinch River demonstration breeder reactor (CRBR). The purpose of the
CUBR is to demonstrate the viability of the plutonium breeder concept. The pro-
posed contractual arrangements permit the utilities to pull out of the CRBR
project if a basic design change is ordered. The GAO report notes that a basic
design change that may be required by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is
a safety device known as a "core catcher". One of the purposes of a core catcher,
which a number of independent scientists believe is an essential safety feature
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if breeder reactors are built at all, is to stop a secondary nuclear explosion from
occurring after an accident occurs in the reactor. The GAO report notes that
"There are strong indications that the utility participants are opposed to in-
cluding a core catcher in the CRBR design." Of course, if a core catcher is re-
quired and as a result the utilities pull out of the project, the viability of the
plutonium breeder concept as a source of power for utility companies will not be
demonstrated. The purpose of the breeder demonstration project is to show that
the breeder program can be commercially viable-that is, that the utilities are
willing to invest in plutonium breeders as a major source of electric power. If
the utilities pull out as a result of NRC's requirement of a core catcher, the
entire rationale for the Clinch River program will be negated.

The effect of this contract provision, which permits the utilities to pull out
of the project if they do not agree with safety requirements, will be to put pres-
sure on the Nuclear Regulatory Commission not to require the core catcher. As
the GAO report states, "The possible consequences of a decision by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission that could make a core catcher necessary could place
tremendous pressure on this regulatory agency in arriving at a decision."

II. The breeder reactor will not eliminate the problems and dangers of the
uranium fuel cycle. Instead the breeder will require a supporting plutonium fuel
cycle which is even more dangerous. Plutonium produced by the breeder will
have to be reprocessed and fabricated into fuel rods. There will have to be tens
of thousands of -over the road shipments of plutonium per year from reactor to
reprocessing plants to fabrication plants and back to the reactors.
. It is reasonable to ask if the commercial sector has demonstrated an ability

to handle and safeguard plutonium. The answer is that the commercial sector
has demonstrated gross incompetence. In September 1974 Science magazine in-
vestigated the record of the four major commercial plants which have handled
plutonium. The Science article concluded:

... it is hard to see that any of them is quite in command of the tech-
nology.

The record reveals a dismal repetition of leaks in glove boxes; of in-
operative radiation monitors; of employees who failed to follow instruc-
tions; of managers accused by the AEC of ineptness and failing to provide
safety supervision or training to employees; of numerous violations of fed-
eral regulations and license requirements; of plutonium spills tracked
through corridors and, in half a dozen cases, beyond plant boundaries to
automobiles, homes, at least one restaurant, and in one instance to a country
sheriff's office in New York.

Perhaps the most disconcerting feature of the commercial sector's incom-
petence is its inability to safeguard and account for this special nuclear material,
which is also documented by the Science article. For in addition to its extreme
toxicity, plutonium is the raw material of nuclear weapons. If just 10-20 pounds
of plutonium are stolen it could be fabricated into an illicit nuclear weapon by
a dedicated and skilled band of terrorists. This weapon, which could be carried
in an automobile, would have an explosive potential of 100 tons of TNT. A recent
NET television program illustrated this dangerous potential. As part of the pro-
gram, the producers commissioned an average undergraduate science student to
design a nuclear bomb. The student, in a short period, designed a bomb which
experts from the Swedish Defense Ministry judged would probably explode.

The AEC estimated that by the year 2000, the commercial sector annually
would handle 220,000 kilograms of plutonium (A kilogram is about 2.2 pounds).
The limits of error in accounting for plutonium are presently acknowledged to
be about 1%, which means that about 2 tons of plutonium would be routinely
unaccounted for annually. But because 12 pounds of plutonium could be used
to fashion an illicit nuclear weapon, the equivalent of 350 bombs could be fabri-
cated and no one would miss the plutonium.

Even if a terrorist did not have the knowledge to fabricate a nuclear weapon,
he could create havoc with stolen plutonium merely by threatening to release the
material. Plutonium's extreme toxicity would present a severe hazard to any
populated area in which it might be dispersed. The recent explosion of two bombs
at a nuclear plant site in France illustrates the likelihood of such activity.

Clearly, if the country is to depend on a breeder reactor which uses plutonium
as its fuel, the most extraordinary measures will have to be implemented to
prevented (or, as is more likely, to detect) plutonium theft. One tentative NRC
proposal would establish a federal plutonium police force to deter and investi-
gate theft of nuclear material. Even if this national police force could prevent
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any plutonium theft, which is doubtful, the question must be raised as to what
threat such a force would present to individual civil liberties. This country has
already witnessed "no-knock" drug raids on the wrong house. In the event of
plutonium theft, might not abuses of much greater severity be committed by a
force working against time to recover the plutonium before it could be fashioned
into a weapon?

The question that must be asked: Why spread such national security prob-
lems in the form of breeder reactors and its associated technologies around the
country when there are realistic alternatives such as conservation, solar and
geothermal in this time period?

Another NRC proposal for the safeguards problem is widespread background
security checks on all persons who will be connected with the handling or trans-
portation of plutonium. Even without plutonium the present generation of re-
actors has led to unauthorized surveillance of citizens. The Texas state police
admitted that they compiled dossiers on nuclear power critics. The Virginia Elec-
tric and Power Company asked its state legislature to authorize the company
to provide its own police force with the authority to arrest anyone anywhere In
the State of Virginia and to gain access to confidential citizen records. After
uranium pellets were found outside the Kerr-McGee fuel fabrication plant in
Oklahoma and one of the persons raising questions about health and safety prac-
tices at the plant was killed in an auto crash under suspicious circumstances,
Kerr-McGee asked its employees to "volunteer" to take lie detector tests. Em-
ployees were asked during these tests if they had any contact with anti-nuclear
groups, were they active in union activities, and had they talked with the press.
If these abuses occur even before a plutonium fuel cycle, implementation of
plutonium recycle will entail the garrison-state mentalitv with manic back-
ground security investigations, routine lie detector tests and security clearances.

In summary, this country and the world are not ready for the "plutonium econ-
omy". Do we dare to proceed with a plutonium economy on the facile assumption
that somehow, terrorist groups can be prevented from obtaining plutonium illicit-
ly? How is it possible to develop adequate safeguards without unacceptable
degradations of civil liberties? We know that the industry has a documented in-
ability to handle plutonium. Concerns such as these have led responsible citizens
to oppose not only the development of the breeder reactor, but also the interim
proposal of recycling plutonium as LWR fuel. Stopping the plutonium breeder
is a major cancer prevention program.

III. The breeder reactor will not solve the problem of radioactive waste; it
will only add to it. The waste produced by the breeder will be comparable in
amount and quantity to that produced by LWR's. The nuclear establishment has
no more developed a disposal solution for breeder waste than it has for LWR
waste. The present solutions discussed by ERDA, which are only proposals on
paper, amount to no more than guardianship of the waste. In the best case,
guardianship will be required for 1000 years; in the worst case, for a quarter-
million years. These time periods will challenge not only the stability of human
institutions but the stability of geological formations as well.

IV. The breedor program will not solve the economic problems of the nuclear
industry. The Natural Resources Defense Council. which also testifies today, has
made a convincing case that the breeder reactor program is simply not eco-
nomically viable, is not necessary, and that a decision to go forward with it can
be delayed for a decade without foreclosing our energy options. Their position
that development of the plutonium breeder decision could be delayed was re-
cently confirmed by the EPA's comments on the breeder programs environmental
impact statement. EPA found that the A'EC had apparently overstated the
growth of electric power demand in the years 1970-2020.

The cost overruns that have afflicited the breeder program indicate that, if
anything, present predictions on the total costs for the program are too small.
The entire breeder program was estimated in the mid-1960's to cost $2 billion.
That amount has already been spent, but ERDA estimates another 8 billion will
be necessary to complete the program. One component of the breeder program,
the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF), was authorized in 1966 at $87.5 mil-
lion. In June 1974, the General Accounting Office (GAO) estimated the cost
of the FFTF program at more than $933 million-over ten times original esti-
mates.

The second significant component of the breeder program is the Clinch River
Breeder Reactor (CRBR), the breeder demonstration plant. The first official
cost estimate for the CRBR, in 1973, was $700 million. In July 1974, the
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CRBR cost estimates reached $1.7 billion dollars. The cost doubling time of
the CRBR has been approximately one year, with the project completion date
set for no sooner than 1982.

Even ERDA's corrected estimates that the breeder program will "only" cost
$10 billion probably significantly understate the cost of the breeder program.
ERDA's estimate understates the costs because they are based on unrealistic
estimates of capital costs and because they do not include large hidden costs.
With respect to the hidden costs, ERDA estimates include only $300 million for
subsidies that will have to be paid to the operators of the early breeder reactors.
This subsidy will be necessary because the costs of the electricity produced by
the early plutonium breeders will be much higher than the costs of electricity
available from other sources. The April 28, 1975 GAO report revealed that the
total subsidies could be as much as $2 billion.

With respect to the unrealistic capital cost estimates, ERDA assumes that
the capital cost of the Near Commercial Breeder Reactor (built in the mid

1980's) "could be as high as $1,000 per installed kilowatt of capacity," or ap-
proximately the cost for the LWR built in the 1980's after about 20 years of

operating experience. It is difficult to believe that the Near Commercial Breeder
Reactor, the first reactor of its size, will cost no more than the light water
reactors 1980's model. It is much more logical that the NCBR, a first breeder
reactor of its size, will have capital costs that are much higher than the costs
of the light water reactors built during the same time period.

V. These figures are an impressive statement of the last drawback of the
breeder, which is its usurpation of research funds. The Ford Administration
would devote $500 million to the breeder reactor for FY 76. This amount is
fully 35% of the total civilian energy research and development budget for
FY 76. Nuclear energy projects altogether take up 67 percent of civilian energy
research funds. It is significant that the last of the AEC's official projections of
future plutonium breeder expenditures, $8 billion to program completion, ex-
ceeds a recent Federal Power Commission estimate of the total R & D costs
of developing all non-nuclear, and far safer, technologies, including coal gasi-
fication, solar (direct and indirect) and geothermal technologies, advanced
steam cycles, MHD, fossil fuel effluent controls, and a variety of energy storage
systems.

One would assume that a program that absorbed such a large segment of the
energy R & D budget would have the nearly unanimous support of the sicenti-
fic communtiy. That is not the case. The Pugwash Conference of International
Scientists on Science and World Affairs which questioned the further develop-
ment of nuclear power, challenged further development of breeder reactors
because they heighten the risks of nuclear power.

Supporters of nuclear power have also doubted the wisdom of the present
breeder program. W. Kenneth Davis, Bectel Corporation executive, in his dis-
sent to the Report of the Cornell Workshops on Major Issues of Our National
Energy Research and Development Program stated:

The priorities and expenditures for the present LMFBR program need to
be reexamined in light of competing needs, including such things as coal
conversion R & D, and the probability of the present FBR program achiev-
ing a useful goal in the time required.

Specifically, in regard to the Clinch River Breeder Reactor, for which DRDA
is seeking $181 million in order to move it into a construction phase, the 10/22
draft of the Bethe panel of the Cornell Workshop stated, "A reactor of such
low performance is not a useful reactor at all." Congress cannot responsibly
appropriate huge sums for R & D programs on which the scientific community
is deeply divided.

As long as the energy research budget is so tilted to nuclear energy, nuclear
power will be a self-fulfilling prophecy. The funds gobbled up by the breeder
will forestall the deveolpment of safer, cleaner renewable energy sources.
Such renewable sources include solar heating, geothermal and wind power,
burning of garbage and conversion of waste to fuel. Each to these sources is
in everybody use right now, In this country and abroad.

Any technical difficulties with these sources can be resolved much more
readily than the difficulties of nuclear power which are not merely technical
difficulties, but difficulties with an unstable world. The consequences of a renew-
able energy source accident would be infinitesimal beside the consequence
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of just one nuclear accident. For these reasons, the breeder program should be
dropped, and a new and balanced federal energy research program should be
established.

In summary, we have to judge the risks of the breeder by our experience with
all other technologies. Other technologies, in spite of their promoter's claims,
have suffered catastrophes.

No dollar was spared in the space program, but the Apollo fire occurred.
The Titanic was supposed to be unsinkable. It sank.
We were constantly assured by industry and Federal regulators that the

public was protected from unsafe drugs, but thousands of babies were deformed
by thalidomide. Who can assure that it will not happen in nuclear power?

Chairman HumPHREY. We are going to proceed on the basis of
hearing our witnesses and if the time permits we will come back to a
limited amount of questioning. This subject matter is so filled with
controversy and the need for examination that our question period
will be totally inadequate.

We now have Mr. John Simpson of Westinghouse.
Mr. Simpson, we will hear from you. It is our understanding you

are in support of a general program for a breeder reactor.
Go right ahead.

STATEMENT OF JOHN W. SIMPSON, DIRECTOR-OFFICER, WESTING-
HOUSE CORP., AND PRESIDENT, ATOMIC INDUSTRIAL FORUM

Mr. SImpsoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I am John W. Simpson, director-officer, and chair-

man of the energy committee, of the Westinghouse Electric Corp.
I have been deeply involved in the nuclear program since 1946, first
with the naval reactors program-Nautilus and Shippingport-and
then as head of the Astronuclear Laboratory and our nuclear rocket
engine program, and then in charge of the Westinghouse Commercial
Nuclear Reactor Activities. Since 1967 I have been connected also
with our breeder reactor program.

Today you are holding hearings on a matter of vital concern not
only to the United States but to the entire world. True, other nations
are developing breeder reactors and some may say they are ahead
of us. These other nations also appeared to be ahead on the converter
reactors, yet today U.S. light-water reactor technology is used
throughout the world.

Today our Nation finds itself in a severe economic recession brought
on in part by the energy crisis. Furthermore, I submit we can recover
from this recession only if we take actions to guarantee the energy
needed to restore the strength of our economy and to maintain it in
the future. I call your attention to the charts attached to copies of
my prepared statement.

As shown in exhibit 1 of my prepared statement, energy growth
and GNP growth have historically exhibited a remarkable lockstep
relationship. We cannot say that the availability of energy causes
economic growth. But we can say with certainty that economic re-
covery and growth cannot occur unless adecuate energy is available for
processing and manufacture and the marketing, transportation and
sale of goods, products, and services.
i As an illustration of this I would like to read from a report on the

National Jobs Conference held in Washington by the Building and
Construction Trades, Department of the AFL-CIO in April:
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Growing numbers of nuclear electric generating plants in the future will not
only provide this country with the low cost electricity that is needed to keep
the economy growing, but also provide an alternative energy source to oil and
natural gas which must continue to decline as a source of power.

In addition, there will be a significant and beneficial impact on the U.S. work
force, particularly construction workers, who will be needed to build a projected
number of nuclear powerplants and to operate them. The labor requirements for
nuclear plant construction are projected to increase about 17 times by the end of
the century to 724,000 workers. The liquid metal breeder reactor is even more
capital incentive. The LMFBR now under development in the United States will
require an even larger construction and component energy work force than re-
quired for building LWR power plants. At the same time it also extends the period
of time over which we can generate low-cost electricity for decades and centuries
to come. The reactor will produce electricity costs lower than light-water re-
actors-despite high capital costs.

Growing numbers of these plants can begin commercial operations in the
1990's.

For example, Mr. Chairman, as you know, our agricultural economy
is based largely on the availability of low cost and abundant energy.
Today, 13 percent of our total national energy goes for the production
of food-just to get it to the grocer's shelf. On the basis of expected
global population growth, it is estimated that merely to maintain
current per capita consumption will require a doubling of world food
production over the next generation. Even more energy will be needed
in the future to improve the standard of living and, also, oil and gas
will be needed as a base for fertilizer production.

Exhibit 3 of my prepared statement indicates that, if we are to re-
cover from our current depressed economic state, then we must have a
higher-than-normal energy growth between now and 1980. The future
trends depicted on this chart make allowance for elasticity in energy
prices, for conservation efforts which will result in a 10-percent sav-
ings in energy use by the year 2000 and a 20-percent savings by the
year 2020, and for decrease in the productivity improvement and
labor force growth rate.

Exhibit 5 of my prepared statement shows our base energy forecast
through 1980. If we build all the nuclear plants and mine all the coal
we can by 1980, economic recovery will take place only with sharply
increased oil imports.

To provide our energy needs beyond 1980, the only reasonable alter-
native is a commitment at this time, before it is too late, to expand our
nuclear capability as France, Spain, and Japan are doing; and to
utilize more of our available coal resources.

As shown in exhibit 7 of my prepared statement, by expanding the
use of nuclear energy and coal, we will move toward a greater portion
of our total energy in the form of electricity, conserving remaining
supplies of oil and gas for use where no substitutes exist-feedstocks
for chemicals, plastics, drugs, fertilizers, and fuel for aircraft. By
1990, with accelerated coal and nuclear use, we can maintain economir
growth and at the same time virtually eliminate oil imports.

As shown in exhibit 8 of my prepared statement, coal and uranium
used in light-water reactors constitute 95 percent of our conventional
energy resources, but so far provide only 19 percent of our needs. Ob-
viously, they must provide the bulk of our future energy. But coal
cannot do it alone.

Commercial nuclear power, in operation in this country for nearly
20 years, now involves 53 powerplants, producing almost 8 percent of
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the Nation's electricity. The nuclear performance record has demon-
strated that nuclear power is safe, dependable, environmentally at-
tractive, and economical. A late 1974 survey by the Atomic Industrial
Forum showed that light-water reactors are providing electricity 40
percent cheaper than fossil-fueled plants.

The economy of nuclear plants is reflected in the household utility
bills of those consumers fortunate enough to be using electricity gen-
erated by such plants. For example, Northeast Utilities in Connecti-
cut and Massachusetts would have had to pay an additional $140 mil-
lion last year for fuel if it were not for the fact that one-third of North-
east's electric generation is nuclear. That's an average saving of $140
a year for a million nuclear customers.

How about the period beyond .1990 and extending into the next
century? This brings me to the need for the breeder reactor, specifically
the liqiud metal fast breeder reactor which has top priority not only
here in the United States but also in France, the United Kingdom,
West Germany, Japan, and the Soviet Union.

Obviously, such people as Mr. Weinberg, of Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, had their choices. But, by many engineers and scientists
and engineers of the Government, the liquid metal reactor was chosen
as the priority unit not only in the United States but in the Soviet
Union, in France, and in West Germany.

Uranium, the basic fuel for today's light-water reactors, is a finite
natural resource. The Energy Research and Development Administra-
tion has fixed known high-grade reserves of uranium at 700,0000 tons
and unidentified, potential resources at 2.7 million tons. Our known
reserves will be committed to fueling, for their lifetime, light-water
reactors operating by the early 1980's, and even if we find the addi-
tional 2.7 million tons of uranium reserves, they would be committed
to the lifetime fueling requirements for light-water reactors starting
operation in the 1990's.

Incidentally, the cost of decommercialization is included in the cost
of all of these plants.

The liquid metal fast breeder reactors, which produces more fuel
than it consumes, uses uranium 60 times more efficiently than present
nuclear reactors. It will extend from decades to centuries the period
during which our domestic uranium resources can provide economical
electricity, not only by using uranium more efficiently but by permit-
ting use of more costly uranium.

Chairman HUMPHREY. May I just interrupt for a minute?
Do I understand that you are saying even if we find the additional

2.7 million tons of uranium reserves this would only be adequate for
plants committed up to 1990?

Mr. SIMPSON. This is what is termed relatively low-cost reserves.
But into the 1990's, it depends on to what extent one maximizes the
nuclear commitment. If one maximizes it, it would go to the 1990's,
if there is a lesser number it would go well into the 1990's.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Doesn't that include the application of the
laser technology? I

Mr. SIMPSON. No; it will obviouslv be cost effective if it can be per-
fected because it uses that uranium otherwise unused earlier. That will
be eventually used in the breeder reactor in any event, but because it
would be used after the year 2000 its present worth is considerably less.
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However, as pointed out, even if the effectiveness of the laser technol-
ogy is proved, which is by no means certain, it would take a long time
to build the plant to provide enough uranium to make a very large
difference.

As shown in exhibit 9 of my prepared statement, breeder reactors
will gradually supplement light water and other nonbreeder reactor
electrical generation capacity. By the year 2000, breeder plants will
contribute almost 20 percent of nuclear generated electricity, and by
the year 2020 this figure will have grown to almost 75 percent. Instead
of having to strip for low grade uranium shales or import uranium,
the LMFBR will provide us electricity to help drive an electric econ-
omy with no additional uranium mining to meet its fuel requirements.

It is not suggested that nuclear development be undertaken at the
exclusion of all other energy research. Every promising concept should
be pursued. However, all alternative sources such as solar, geothermal,
wind, tidal, ocean gradients, and hydro together might supply only a
few percent of our energy needs by the year 2000. Thus, principal
reliance must be on coal and nuclear, with the breeder needed to extend
the nuclear option for centuries to come if necessary.

The liquid metal fast breeder reactor is not a new energy technology.
Since 1951, six experimental or test liquid metal cooled breeder type
reactors have operated in the United States, and there have been larger
Dower-producing plants abroad. Construction of the fast flux test facil-
itv, to test our breeder fuels and materials. is about 40-percent complete.
The next major step toward commercialization is the demonstration
plant at Clinch River.

As a prerequisite for commercialization, every new high technology
concept. whether solar, geothermal, fission. or fusion, requires a dem-
onstration plant to confirm performance characteristics-operability,
reliability and maintenance-with industrially provided equipment
developed beyond expermental versions. Without a breeder demonstra-
tion plant, industry and the financial community would lack the con-
fidence required for commitments to commercialization.

It is nlanned that the Clinch River demonstration plant will achieve
critically by July 1982, followed by a 5-year demonstration period as
part of the TVA System.

A good deal has been said in public debate about the costs of the
breeder program. Estimated costs of the Clinch River demonstration
program, over a 15-year period from 1972 to 1987, include research
and development, design and construction of the plant, and fuel, op-
erating and maintenance costs for 5 years. Of the $1 billion increase
over the 1972 estimate, about 75 percent is accounted for by increased
allocations for contingencies-$150 million-and inflation increases-
$600 million-that have hit every major program in this country. One
example is the Alaskan pipeline whose cost estimate increased from
$900 million in 1969 to nearly $6 billion in 1974-an increase of more
than six times.

Ten billion six hundred million dollars is what the United States
paid for less than 5 months worth of imported oil in 1974. This is the
estimated cost of the entire breeder program which covers the period
from 1950 through the end of this century. What are the benefits of
that investment?
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A recently completed "assessment of economic incentives for the
liquid metal fast breeder reactor" done by experts of Harvard Univer-
sity, Commonwealth Edison Co., and General Electric Co., predicts a
net economic benefit of the breeder for plants built through 2020 of $76
billion in discounted present value. If the dollar benefits were not dis-
counted, but inflation alone factored out, the benefit would be $2.4
trillion, in reduced costs to produce electricity. If the total breeder de-
velopment costs of $10.6 billion are present-value discounted to 1975,
they become about $6 billion. Thus, as shown in exhibit 11 of my pre-
pared statement, the projected economic benefits. in the form of re-
duced cost of electricity, are more than 12 times the cost.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Now, what does that mean?
Mr. SIMPSON. That means the value of the actual dollars of benefit to

the year 2020, taking into consideration all of the costs and discounted
at 7.5 percent back to today. It would be actually $2.4 trillion in un-
discounted dollars.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Benefits to whom, who gets the benefits?
Mr. SIMPSON. The peope of the United States.
Chairman HUMPHREY. That is what I wanted to know. You get this

professional language here and the purpose of these hearings is to ed-
ucate the Members of the Congress who are not nearly as smart as we
think we are and especially members of the public. I like to have all
of this explained so that we folks understand it. I think you under-
stand it. I want to get the point across.

According to your figures you are saying this is a $76 billion bene-
fit, is that correct, to the public?

Mr. SIMPSON. That's correct. And on a sensitivity analysis, if there
were twice as much uranium as we predicted, instead of $76 billion it
would be about $44 billion. If it were a 5-percent instead of a 6-percent
growth in the use of energy to the year 2000, it would drop to about
$40 some billion. If it were higher it would go up to $120 billion. We
also made a sensitivity analysis for all of the probable variances.

Chairman HuMPHREY. You have all of that exhibit II, I see here.
Mr. SIMPSON. That's right.
There are considerations which go far beyond mere dollars and

cents in computing the ratios of costs and benefits, however. It would
be a tragic record in history if through shortsightedness at this time
we condemned our Nation to economic stagnation when, with the in-
vestment of the equivalent of a few months of imported oil costs, we
could assure future generations of a virtually unlimited supply of eco-
nomical energy.

Under normal operation the breeder will actually have less impact
on the environment than any other technically proven power gen-
erating device. It will have less radioactivity release; much less air
pollutant emissions-actually zero; less thermal, transportation and
land use impact.

Unfortunately, as the scientists considered waste disposal or man-
agement a nonproblem. they did not communicate their thoughts
very well to the public. These waste products will be relatively small
in quantity and can be stored safely for thousands of years in geolog-
ically stable areas at an acceptable cost. Even less expensive storage
methods may be developed or the long-lived components-the acti-
nides-might even be recycled in reactors or other high level neutron
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sources and changed to shorter half-life isotopes. These are being
worked on and safe engineered storage methods are available for the
interim period if desired.

Current beneficial uses of radioactive waste derivatives include
medical applications such as long-lived cardiac pacemakers and arti-
ficial hearts. They have been used in remote power sources, both
in space and under the oceans. And applications are under develop-
ment for use as low grade heat sources.

The liquid metal breeder reactor has several inherent safety fea-
tures. Sodium coolant operates at near atmospheric pressure, which
in turn reduces the potential for leaks. Guard vessels around compo-
nents will prevent the system from draining even if leaks do occur, and
thus asure the ability to cool the core. Also, the breeder fuel has a unique
self-control capability which tends to automatically reduce any un-
anticipated increases in lower level. I might add it is necessary for the
core to melt before any radioactive releases that would be damaging
to the public would occur.

Because of the very excellent heat transfer properties of sodium
and design of the coolant path, the breeder reactor will contiinue
to be safely cooled by convection even if pumping power should
be lost.

Sodium has been handled safely for many years in large quan-
tities in commercial chemical processes as well as in laboratories
and reactors in the United States and abroad. The technology for
handling this liquid is well-known and the LMFBR designs are
such as to make it possible to assure the safe handling of the sodium.
We have considered and taken action to prevent any reaction with
water or air.

Another important point is a better understanding of plutonium
toxicity. Plutonium is a dangerous material, but it is by no means
the most toxic. Critics use the minimum quantity injected directly
into the blood stream with a 50-percent chance of producing cancer.
Here they use a value only about one-tenth of the correct one but,
more importantly, using injection into the blood stream is absurd.
With the probable methods of intake-inhalation or food ingestion-
the dose would have to be 3 times larger for inhalation or 30,000 times
larger for food ingestion. Many biological agents are for worse. Plu-
tonium in food is roughly hundreds of times less toxic than myco-
toxins such as botulin, anthrax, and even some mushroom poisons.

Plutonium is less toxic than lead arsenate, selenium oxide, potas-
sium cyanide and mercury dichloride. More significant yet, Pluto-
nium compounds are heavy, nonvolatile, adhere to surfaces and are
very difficult to disperse.

Estimates are that in any practical circumstance of plutonium
released from a site, meteorology and buildings would reduce the effec-
tive dosage about 60,000 times, warning could give another factor of
10, and people could protect themselves by closing windows or even
breathing through a handkerchief.

In weapons testing, 5 million grams have been dispersed and no
public health hazard has been found. No effect has been found in
the millions of grams handled with some accidental exposures. Pluto-
nium effects are confined to a relatively small geographic area.

Sabotage of nuclear plants that might cause serious public risks is
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far more difficult to achieve than critics claim. It would take a group,
highly technically trained in both nuclear technology and sabotage,
working undetected, hitting just the right places at the right time,
with no measures taken to block them or warn the public. Thus, the
relatively small consequences to the public and the great danger to
themselves make this a most unlikely event.

There are only a few places in the fuel cycle where it makes any
sense to divert the material for illicit reasons. There are technical
alternatives available if needed, such as denaturing and closed fuel
cycles which avoid shipment. Moreover, the present physical protec-
tion, guards, communications, et cetera, which are being constantly
technically improved can give us adequate assurance of safeguarding
the material.

If history proves us to be wrong in the projections discussed earlier,
and if the United States proves to use less energy, rather than more,
then the American people will enjoy an energy surplus, with lower
prices than if there is a shortage.

But if history proves those who disagree with us to be wrong, and if
it proves that the United States needs more energy-and if the neces-
sary systems have not been developed to provide that energy, the
United States' problem will be one not just of shortage, but of survival.

The risk of being wrong is just too great to take.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Simpson follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN W. SIMPSON

INTRODUCTION

The need for the breeder reactor, more specifically the liquid metal fast breeder
reactor (LMFBR), must be placed in the perspective of our current and future
need for energy, the sources available to meet these demands, and the role nuclear
power in general, and the breeder reactor in particular, will play. Also, the much
discussed issues relating to LMFBR costs and economic benefits, safety, environ-
mental effects, safeguards and waste management must be addressed.

In discussing these points, the need for the LMFBR will become evident, as will
the urgency for the continuation of the program leading to commercial plants in
operation by the early 1990s.
Why we need energy-Our short-term problem

Today we find our country in a situation referred to by many as an energy
crisis. In actuality, we find ourselves in what I feel is an economic crisis-a
crisis from which we can recover only if we take action today to guarantee the
availability of the energy we will need to drive our economy in the future.
Before proceeding, there is one basic point that I would like to make.

As shown in Exhibit 1, energy is an essential ingredient of economic growth.
Energy growth and GNP growth have historically exhibited a remarkable lock-
step relationship, moving in almost complete concurrence. Exhibit 2 portrays this
relationship in a somewhat different form.

It would be incorrect to say that the availability of energy causes economic
growth, but economic growth certainly cannot take place unless adequate supplies
of energy are available for the processing, manufacture, marketing, transporta-
tion and sale of the various goods, products, and services that make up the gross
national product. Consequently, the workings of the economy will be inhibited
to the extent that energy is unavailable or is priced out of reach.

While a one-to-one lock-step relationship has existed between energy and GNP
in the past, we believe that a modest degree of uncoupling between these vari-
ables is both possible and probable in the future. That is, some degree of energy
conservation or price elasticity effect is possible without an exactly corresponding
drop in economic growth. It is sobering to note that the evidence for 1974 does
not yet show any uncoupling. During the unstable economic and energy condi-
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tions of last year, both energy use and economic growth declined by the same
two percentage points, while unemployment increased three percent.

This nation is committed to raising the standard of living of the less fortunate-
the "have nots." A blind commitment to a policy of deliberately restrained
energy production would not only foreclose this possibility, but also reduce our
own standard of living.

Recently completed Westinghouse economic and energy forecasts indicate that
if we are to recover from our current depressed economic state, we must have a
higher than normal energy growth rate between now and 1980. This is shown
graphically in Exhibit 3, which gives real GNP and energy consumption plotted
with the respective GNP and energy consumption trend curves. The trends for
the future assume that elasticity-conservation effects will cause the growth in
energy to lag the growth in GNP by approximately 0.4%.

What this curve says, in effect, is that if economic recovery is to take place
over the next five years, more energy must be available and must be used at a
higher rate than normal-at a time when we are facing the prospect of level
or declining production of domestic energy fuels.

The bar graph in Exhibit 4 displays the magnitude of our resources contrasted
with usage. Natural gas and oil constitute a minute percentage of our domestic
energy resources; yet, from a usage standpoint, they account for more than
three-quarters of all the energy we consume. Clearly our energy usage is
dangerously out of balance with our energy resources.

Our base energy forecast through 1980, which allows for economic recovery
from the recession, is shown in Exhibit 5. This shows nuclear power installations
with moderate slippage from current schedules, coal production expanding
swiftly, oil increasing with the availability of Alaskan oil through the pipeline
toward 1980, and natural gas tapering off significantly.

With the rapid increase in total energy requirements and relatively flat
domestic production, only a sharply higher rate of petroleum imports will allow
the economy to recover back to trend as we had projected.

As the economy begins to recover and total energy requirements increase, a
large increase in oil utilization, probably via imports, is required through 1980,
and will continue at very high levels throughout the 1980s. In view of this
rapidly increasing importation pattern, it is highly questionable whether imports
svill be available to us, either on political or economic grounds. To show the
impact of not obtaining these imports, we have defined a set of "lower-bound"
conditions, where oil imports are limited to the 1973 value of 6.1 million barrels/
day. Truncating the imports curve would not allow full economic recovery and
would choke off economic growth.

Taking that import restriction as the lower-bound case, we can compare growth
in energy usage, GNP, and unemployment in Exhibit 6. With imports restricted,
economic recovery is delayed until the post-1990 period, with unemployment
averaging in excess of 10% over the next 15 years. The levels of unemployment
that relate to the lower-bound case are intolerable. If such a protracted economic
slump should occur, it is obvious that major changes would take place in the
U.S. economic and political structures. It is not likely that the nation has suf-
ficient resources to keep the implied large number of unemployed at even the
subsistence level for that period of time. We would see the emergence of in-
numerable schemes for income redistribution and federal allocation of resources.
This does not have to happen.

With a true national directive to expand our nuclear capability-such as has
been the case in France, Spain, and Japan-we can achieve the virtual elimina-
tion of oil imports around 1990, as shown in Exhibit 7.

In expanding the use of nuclear power and coal, we will move toward the
utilization of a greater fraction of our total energy in the form of electricity.
With a greatly expanding electrical energy base, we would be able to significantly
conserve the remaining supplies of oil and natural gas and use them primarily
in applications for which no substitutes exist-feedstocks for chemicals, plastics,
drugs, and fuel for aircraft.

Thus, over the first period between the present and 1980, we can achieve eco-
nomic recovery, but most probably only by increased oil imports.

Between 1980 and 1990, we can gradually eliminate our dependence on petro-
leum imports by implementing plans today to provide more of the energy we
need in the form of electricity generated by coal and uranium used in light water
reactor (LWR) nuclear plants. As shown in Exhibit 8, coal and uranium, used
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in LWRs, constitute more than 95% of our conventional energy resources, but
provide today only 19% of our needs.

How about the period beyond 1990 and extending on into the next century?
Now is the time to firm up our policy and plans to guarantee that we have energy
at the lowest possible cost and in sufficient quantity to sustain a healthy economy
and minimize the economic, political, and national security consequences of an
energy policy based on significant import requirements. This brings us to
the time period when we will need the breeder reactor; specifically the liquid
metal fast breeder reactor, which is presently the top priority energy develop-
ment program not only in the U.S., but also in France, the U.K., West Germany,
Japan and the Soviet Union.

Before moving forward, I would like to look at the long-term energy needs
which we see as necessary to sustain a healthy economy and consider what
energy sources are available to provide this energy. Specifically, I will key on
the years 1985, 2000 and 2020.
Future energy need8

The total energy used in the U.S. in 1974 was 74 Quads (Quad is 10c Btus).
We project total U.S. energy demands in 1985, 2000, and 2020 to be 107, 145,
and 210 Quads, respectively. Thus we see energy demand doubling over the next
25 years and tripling by 2020.

The corresponding annual percentage growth rates projected are 2.6% in
1985, 1.8% in 200, and 1.6% in 2020.

As I mentioned earlier, a one-to-one lock-step relationship has existed between
energy and GNP in the past, but we believe that a modest degree of uncoupling
tween these variables is both possible and probable in the future. That is,
some degree of energy conservation or price elasticity effect is possible without
an exactly corresponding drop in economic growth.

A modest degree of uncoupling is possible. Some housing is being reinsulated;
automobile mileage will increase; industry is taking steps to increase energy-
use efficiency. We project that these elasticity-conservation effects will cause
the growth in energy to lag the growth in GNP by approximately 0.4% in the
future. This represents a 10% reduction in energy use by the year 2000 and a
20% reduction by the year 2020. The energy forecast presented of 145 Quads
by the year 2000 has already taken this reduction into account.

Some people have stated that they feel energy conservation can itself be our
long-term salvation. This is just not true.

In discussing limits to conservation, it is assumed that the modern indus-
trialized society will continue. Per capita energy use in primitive agricultural
societies has been estimated to be 1/20 our current per capita usage, but this
"simpler" life is not considered the desired goal of American society as a whole.
With a vigorous program of research and development coupled with appropriate
governmental action, a 20% reduction in energy usage by the 2000 was identified
as feasible in "The Energy Report to the President-1974," which agrees well
with the 20% energy saving use that has been possible in some industries.

Reductions of greater than 20% by the year 2000 would require a 0.75%
uncoupling between GNP and energy use and result in a 40% reduction in the
energy use by 2020. Reductions of greater than 20% by the year 2000 would
probably require significant changes in our social, economic, and political system.
Our forecast of 145 Quads by the year 2000 is only slightly higher than the
124 Quads of the Technical Fix Scenario of the Ford Foundation Energy Policy
Project.

Energy conservation alone is insufficient-conservation of resources must also
be considered. As an example, if the Technical Fix Scenario of the Ford Founda-
tion's Energy Policy Project were followed our entire domestic resources of
oil and gas would be depleted by the end of this century. Energy conservation
alone is not enough-this nation must conserve its oil and gas resources and
substitute our most abundant fuels, coal and uranium, whereever technically
and economically feasible.

While energy growth projected for the future is significantly reduced from that
experienced in the past, electrical energy will continue to assume a greater role in
total energy production. The transition is already taking place and will accelerate
in the future.

We project the electrical energy component of total energy consumption in 1985,
2000. and 2020 to be 42, 87, and 146 Quads, respectively, or as installed electrical
generating capacities of 890 GWe (1985), 1886 GWe (2000), and 2860 GWe
(2020).
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In 1974, electrical utility input energy was 20 Quad, with an installed electrical
generating capacity of 474 GWe. The electric utility energy inputs translate to
approximately 27% of total energy in 1974, 39% in 1985, 60% in 2000, and 70% it
2020.

Recently reduced electrical energy growth rates have led some to believe that
electrical growth will stay very low or level off in the near future.

In considering the long-term implications of the recently reduced electrical
energy growth rates, one must decide what factors contributed to this reduction,
the factors' respective contributions, and whether these or other factors may
be expecetd to influence electricity usage in the future.

The termination of growth in 1974 was due primarily to a one-shot conservation
effect stimulated by an intensive public information program, with secondary
effects from the slowing down of the economy, whereas we expect the very slow
growth rate in 1975 to be due to the same factors, but with the general poor
economy being the driving force and the "conservation ethic" and possibly a
limited price elasticity impact being secondary.

Therefore, the most recent experience is more of a perturbation than an indica-
tion of future nil electric growth rates, assuming the availability of generating
fuels and a slowly recovering economy as previously discussed.

As a matter of fact, there is every possibility of a short fall of electrical genera-
tion capacity, especially in certain geographical areas, as the demand for elec-
tricity temporarily surges in the 1980-1985 period due to the economic catchup
effects and a realization that electrical energy is a comparatively easy substi-
tutable form of energy use. It is clear that the nation must switch to an electric
economy to assure the full utilization of the major available energy resources of
uranium and coal.

Over the next 25 years, total energy consumption will double; electric input
energy will quadruple; and electric utility input will be about 60% of total en-
ergy consumption by the year 2000, and an astounding 70% by the year 2020. This
will require extensive financing and other resource commitments, construction of
generating capacities on an annual basis far exceeding our previous experience,
and certainly the long-term implications for the electric utility industry and for
the nation are very significant.

What energy source8 will provide our future demand
The future production of our most used fuels, oil and natural gas will decline

rather than increase in the future. The Federal Power Commission issued a
report in December 1974 which stated that the peak in domestic natural gas pro-
duction has been reached and that future production will continually decrease.
The National Academy of Sciences issued a similar report in February 1975 de-
scribing an identical future for domestic oil production. Both these reports con-
firm the thesis of M. King Hulbert of the U.S. Geological Survey, who in 1954 pre-
dicted the peaking of U.S. oil and natural gas production in the early 1970s and
their subsequent inevitable decline.

With the limited potential from other sources such as hydroelectric power, it
thus becomes incumbent upon coal and nuclear sources to assume the dominant
roles, and a large percentage of their assumption, of course, will be in the form
of electrical energy. Despite the long-term slowing in the growth rate of elec-
tricity, the future electric economy becomes inevitable.

The projected U.S. energy balance for the selected years of interest will be
about that as shown below:

Quads

Oil and Natural U.S. Total Difference
Year NGL gas Coal Nuclear Hydro production demand (imports)

1975 21.3 25.2 15.5 1.8 3.3 67.1 71.9 -4.8
1985 24.6 19.8 26.5 10.2 3.5 84.6 106.8 -22.2
2000 21.5 8.8 72.5 45.3 3.5 151.6 145.4 6.2

Source: Derived from Hubbert and other sources.

'By the year 2020, total energy demand is expected to increase to approximately
210 Quads, with coal and nuclear power being dominant in the form of elec-
trical generation.

Although it is expected in the long term that nuclear power may be used for
process steam, in direct processes, such as in steel-making and hydrogen produc-
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tion, and dual-purpose use, such as power generation-desalination, most nuclear
power will be used in the generation of steam for electricity.

The expected nuclear electric generating capacity as projected for 1985, 2000,
and 2020 will be approximately 206, 1023, and 1983 giga-watts, respectively. These
nuclear capacities translate to approximately 23% of total installed electric gen-
erating capacity in 1985, 54% in 2000, and 69% in 2020.

The mix of reactor types, measured as the percentage of installed nuclear
capacity, is expected to be about 96% LWRs, 3% HTGRs, and <1% Fast Breed-
ers in 1985; by the year 2000, the mix will be 71%, 12%, and 17%; and then in
2020, about 21%, 6%, and 73%, respectively. We expect that there will be no new
additions of LWRs and HTGRs after about the year 2005. Further, the number
of non-liquid metal fast breeders will be small during the forecasting period.

The non-breeder and breeder contribution to project electrical generating ca-
pacity is shown in Exhibit 9.

As previously stated, the major shifts in our energy sources in the future will
be away from oil and gas dependence to coal and nuclear power.

'Coal and nuclear lend themselves readily to the production of electricity,
whereas they cannot easily fill other needs, such as transportation. The nuclear
option is, of course, heavily dependent upon the development and implementation
of commercial breeders and plutonium-recycle in the LWRs, which will extend
the availability of economically competitive uranium fuel.

The importance of coal and the demand to be placed upon it cannot be over
emphasized. Coal reserves represent our single largest known source of fossil
fuel. Technology can be advanced to the point where coal can be produced and
used in large quantities, and low Btu gas from coal will probably be the first
synthetic boiler fuel to gain commercial acceptance.

It is not expected that energy forms such as geothermal, solar (for electrical
generation), tidal, wind, and the like will make a significant contribution by the
year 2000, nor a dominant source ever. The fusion option may represent the ulti-
mate electric generating fuel; however, we do not expect more than a token
commercial contribution before the year 2020.

Alternate sources of energy, such as solar and geothermal, can provide only a
small part of our needs by the end of this century. Solar energy might provide
about five percent of our energy needs by the year 2000, mostly to heat and cool
buildings. Hydro power will contribute approximately 3% of our energy needs
in the year 2000. If all our harbours were equipped with tidal plants, only 1%
of the energy needs of today could be generated. Geothermal power generation
is limited geographically. It would provide only 1% of our needs by the year
2000. The efficiency of ocean thermal gradients is so low and the cost so high
that Westinghouse expects their impact on the energy supply situation in the
year 2000 to be negligible.

The use of windmills as an energy source may supply up to 1% of our energy
needs by the year 2000. Fusion is a great potential energy source, but technical
feasibility has not yet been determined. Even with increased developmental
effort, no contribution to the commercial energy sector can be expected before
several decades into the next century. All alternate sources together might
supply about 10% of our energy needs by 2000. Thus, principal reliance must
remain on coal and nuclear power, with the breeder needed to extend the nuclear
option for centuries, if necessary.

The expected "freeing-up" of the oil and gas fossil fuels now used in electrical
generation will then meet the continued demands for petrochemical feed mate-
rials to plastics, medicines, and fertilizers, and for transportation needs.

The path to near-term (1980) economic recovery and growth and the steps
required to assure adequate energy sources to support that recovery and growth
seem very clear. The nation must accept the necessity of relying upon increas-
ing oil utilization through this decade and must accommodate itself to that in-
evitability. Aggressive programs must be initiated and accelerated today to boost
the production and utilization of coal and nuclear energy. This requires a shift
to electricity as the nation's primary end use energy form. In the interim, energy
conservation must play an important role. However, conservation is a short-term
necessity and not a long-term energy option.

The issue of reliance on imports also requires some discussion. A decision on
the degree of oil imports considered acceptable depends on several factors. One
is this nation's ability to pay the bill and this largely depends on money from
the exports of food and high technology products. A second consideration really
involves a foreign policy decision concerning reliance on an unstable foreign
supply and the flow of wealth to a few countries.
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A third factor is the need for oil imports to provide the energy for recovery
from the current recession. Our analyses show that with sufficient energy sup-
plies, full recovery from the current recession can take place by 1980 (Exhibit 3-
the upper bound case). Because of decisions made in the last few years and
the long lead times involved in building up domestic energy supplies, imported
oil most probably will have to be used from now until the 1980s to fuel our
economic recovery. If forced to rely on imports, we will, by 1980, need to double
our current oil import level or face the prospect of continuing poor economic
conditions. If oil imports are restricted to the 1973 levels of 6.1 million barrels/
day (Exhibit 3-lower bound case), unemployment does not drop below 10%
until the late 1980s.

If this nation is to remain economically healthy, we will haive to import in-
creasing amounts of oil in the next ten years. If we want to diminish this de-
pendence by the late 1980s and maintain economic growth, decisions must be
made now to expand the use of this nation's two most abundant energy resources,
coal and nuclear power.

If we continue to rely on oil to the degree that we now do, and if we depend
on imports to make up for our depleting domestic reserves, the results could
be disasterous. Exhibit 10 summarizes this situation. By 1985, 53% of our oil
would be imported at a cost of nearly $50 billion, and by 2000, almost 70% of
our oil would be imported at a cost of over $90 billion. The economic, political,
and national security implications of this are staggering-and clearly
unacceptable.

Why we need the breeder reactor
This year, light water reactor plants will provide 8% of the U.S. electrical

needs. This is equal to the total electrical power production that this country
required in 1940-so this is not an insignificant amount of power. As indicated
earlier, nuclear power will rapidly increase its contribution to total electrical
generation in the U.S. In fact, LWR plants are today the cheapest way of pro-
ducing electricity.

A survey by the Atomic Industrial Forum showed that in 1974 LWR plants
had an average power generation cost (including amortization of capital costs)
of 10.52 mills/Kwh versus 17.03 mills/Kwh for fossil-fueled plants. Nuclear
power was 40% cheaper. Utilities with significant nuclear capability did not
have as extreme rate runups as did those dependent solely on fossil-fueled plants.

The economic advantage of today's LWR plants is due to low fuel costs which
result from the availability of high-grade (1000 to 2000 parts per million
uranium) low-cost uranium ore deposits. LWR's are able to use only about
1.5%o of the energy available in naturally occurring uranium, while the breeder
reactor will use 60% or more of the available uranium energy.

If we had an infinite supply of uranium, we would not be discussing the breeder.
However, current estimates indicate that our domestic high-grade uranium ore
is limited to the degree that we may face serious economic and environmental de-
cisions sometime during the 1990s with regard to obtaining the uranium we need.
The breeder will eliminate this concern and extend the nuclear option of economic
electrical power from one of many decades to centuries, if needed.

The September 1974 data from the Preliminary National Uranium Resource
Evaluation Program of ERDA indicated that there are about 700,000 tons known
of high-grade uranium reserves and about an additional 2.7 million tons of poten-
tial (unidentified) high-grade resources. Using the electrical demand projection
given earlier, and assuming plutonium recycle is implemented in light water
reactors in the late 1970s, the conclusion is reached that we do need the breeder
reactor, and we should have them available for operation on a commercially
competitive basis by about 1990.

The known reserves of high-grade ore are estimated to be committed to fueling,
for their lifetime, light water reactors operating by the early 1980s, and if we
find the additional high-grade potential resources, they will be committed to
fueling light water reactors in operation by the inid-1990s.

The liquid metal fast breeder reactor will use uranium 60 times more efficient-
ly than present generation reactors, and extend from decades to centuries the
period during which our uranium resources can provide economical electricity.

If we do not have a commercial breeder by the time we approach depletion of
our high-grade uranium resources, we will be forced to mine significant amounts
of low-grade ores, probably the Tennessee shales, with a resultant environmental
and economic penalty. Another option, if environmental pressures prevent
stripping the shales, will be to become dependent upon foreign uranium-prob-
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ably available for import only in enriched form, at highly inflated prices, due
to high world-wide market demand for uranium toward the end of the 1990s.
However, this would put us in the same position of vulnerability to blackmail
that presently exists relative to the OPEC states and oil.

These costly consequences can be prevented if we have the IMFBR ready for
commercial operation by about 1990. Instead of having to strip for low-grade
uranium shales or import uranium, the LMFBR will provide us electricity to
drive our economy with no additional mining to meet its fuel requirements.
Plutonium from light water reactors will provide the initial core fuel, and
depleted uranium tails (220,000 tons are stockpiled already) will provide all
the fertile material needed for breeder reactor operation throughout the next
century, if needed. With the breeder reactor operating commercially beginning
about 1990, the available high-grade uranium ore will be sufficient for continued
fueling of light water reactors for several decades into the next century.

Extensive examination of all possible options over the past ten years and
longer by responsible and knowledgeable leaders in independent organizations,
as well as in the Administration, the Congress, industry, and the scientific com-
munity, have consistently concluded that the breeder provides the best hope for
meeting these national needs for economical, clean energy. The advantages of
developing the breeder as an alternative energy option far outweigh the attendant
disadvantages, known and postulated. On this basis, the highest national priority
has been sustained for the LMFBR R&D program in order to develop a broad
technological and engineering base which could lead to the establishment of a
viable breeder option for large-scale generation of electricity in the early 1990s.
The principal reasons for the assignment of the highest priority to the breeder
program included: conservation of natural resources; maximum protection of
the environment, as well as of the health and safety of the public; minimum over-
all risks; and maximum benefit. When compared to the other energy alternatives,
the LMFBR was selected because of satisfactory predicted performance; un-
precedented government, industrial, scientific, and utility involvement and sup-
port; a broad base of technological experience, including many operating experi-
mental facilities; and its prospects for being brought into the demonstration
plant phase and commercial usefulness in a relatively short time.

Breeder development: Co8t benefits
The feasibility of the LMFBR as a significant power producer is unquestion-

ably established. This country has a 30-year background in the applicable tech-
nology, starting with the nuclear plant for the submarine Sea Wolf and its pro-
totype after World War II. Experimental Breeder Reactor II has now been
operating extremely reliably at the National Reactor Training Station for ten
years. The SEFOR reactor in Arkansas successfully demonstrated vital safety
aspects of the self-shutdown and self-control capabilities for the breeder. Japan,
Italy, West Germany, Britain. France, and the USSR have designated the
LMFBR as their highest priority R&D program. The last three countries have
all operated successful experimental breeder facilities for a number of years.
These reactors, like the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) now under construction,
are special purpose experimental reactors. In addition, the USSR has built a
breeder demonstration plant for generation of power and desalination (with an
equivalent power plant rating of 250 MWe). This plant has been operating on the
shores of the Caspian Sea since 1972. The French Phenix reactor (250 MWe) has
been operating successfully for more than a year. The British will commission
their prototype breeder (250 MWe) in the very near future. The breeder concept is
being vigorously pursued around the world as the best option for providing
clean energy to industrialized nations.

Any R&D program requires a demonstration phase that will show, through
actual experience, how all of the essential components of a facility function in-
dividually and as a coherent system. This phase is a vital element of every R&D
program, whether for defense, the commercial sector, space, or any other im-
portant purpose.

It is from the demonstration plant phase that hard information would be
obtained on the complex interaction of the system with its associated supporting
facilities and with the local environment under actual operation conditions. A
firmer grasp would be obtained on the range of costs and technological factors
of importance to further development and use.

Such a demonstration plant program :s particularly important for each and
every energy concept which has successfully proven feasibility-including syn-
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thetic fossil fuels, solar, wind, geothermal, tidal, and fission. Its results are essen-
tial to obtain the support of the producing and operating sectors of the free-
enterprise system, as well as the public, for investment and commitment to
proceed into the commercial phase.

The U.S. LMFBR development program is well on its way to providing com-
mercial plants by the 1990s-when they will be needed.

Construction of the Fast Flux Test Facility is about 40% complete. It will serve
a unique role as a non-electrical generating fuel and reactor materials test
vehicle beginning in 1978.

The LMFBR technology is in place. The need exists for the breeder and the
time for its commercial introduction is well defined by our future energy de-
mand/supply projections. All that remains to guarantee its commercial accept-
ance is the utility environment demonstration phase.

The Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant (CRBRP) design is well along and
long-lead materials and components are being ordered. This plant is scheduled
for operation on the TVA network beginning in 1982.

The Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant (CRBRP) will satisfy the necessary
requirements of a demonstration plant. We need it, its role is unique, it has
support, and it is well on its way. Supportive facts are:

The feasibility of the liquid metal cooled breeder reactor conicept has been
unquestionably established by experimental reactor operation in the U.S. and by
larger power producing plants abroad.

It has the overwhelming support of the electric utility industry-over 700
utility organizations ranging from small rural cooperatives to giant public and
private power systems are contributing $260 million in a time of tremendous
financial stress. Thus more than two-thirds of our utilities, who appreciate the
breeder's need, are directly supporting the project.

It is a necessary step in the technical evolution of plant equipment and hard-
ware. It is developing and will use equipment approximately three times the size
of the largest IMFBR test reactors.

Its equipment and hardware is prototypic of the future commercial plants;
somewhat smaller than will be required for commercial plants, but extrapolatable
to commercial sizes.

It is the key step in developing an industrial component manufacturing base
for the future commercial industry. It has the full support of the nuclear equip-
ment industry. Over 10,000 employees of 272 manufacturers from 34 states
throughout the U.S. are currently involved in LMFBR equipment production for
the FFTF. The Clinch River effort will further expand this base.

It will demonstrate reliability, maintainability, and safe operation in an elec-
trical utility environment.

It will fully develop the necessary safety, licensing, and environmental prec-
edents in an open regulatory forum. Unlike the early light water reactor dem-
onstration plants, it will be licensed as any other commercial nuclear power plant.
This will result in greater confidence in the licensability of future commercial
breeder reactor plants-a necessary step for early commercial acceptance.

It is the necessary technical and industrial springboard for commercial-sized
plants. To go directly from FFTF to commercial-size plants would leave many
questions unanswered and minimize the possibility of utility and industrial
manufacturer investment necessary for commercial implementation.

At present, the Clinch River Project has the benefit of a more exhaustive ref-
erence design effort, detailed planning, and carefully developed and reviewed
cost estimate than any other comparable project has ever had at an early stage.

The Cinch River Project has attempted to learn from the buildup and prior
experience of the FFTF Project. The new Clinch River organization will further
enhance the efficiency of the effort. The time is ripe to go forward.

The Clinch River demonstration plant is necessary for commercial acceptance
of the breeder, and its present schedule is consistent with the goal of commercial
operation of LMFBRs by the time they are needed.

Since 19'72, the estimated cost of the CRBRP program has increased signifi-
cantly, with 60% of the cost increase being directly related to inflationary effects
of the type experienced by all large, complex projects during this period.

The. following table summarizes the cost changes that have occurred as a result
of changes, delays, and other factors since 1972, and are those previously reported
to the Congress.

64-603 0 - 76 - 29
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Clinch River program cost increases: mUilions
1972 estimate------------------------- ------------------------- $700
Transfer of certain R. & D. programs into project costs----- -------- 70
Increased contingency allocation---------------------------------- 150

Design changes:
(a) For maintenance and constructability---------------------- 55
(b) For more conservative licensing requirements-------------- 166

Subtotal ------------------------------------------------- 1, 140

Inflation effects (2-year delay in start of of program, 8 percent versus
5.5 percent escalation rate, 1 year longer construction schedule-
escalation based on $1,140 million versus $700 million)_---------- 600

Total --------------- --------------------------------------- _1, 740

The majority of the cost increases which have occurred are as a result of
inflation and other effects that have hit every major program in this country,
including those that do not involve R. & D. Additional contingencies have also
been provided to increase the conservatism in the estimate.

It should be kept in mind that the $1.74 billion cost estimate covers a period
of 15 years, including five years of demonstration plant operation. The actual
plant capital cost is $1.1 billion, including $616 million in direct plant costs,
$186 million in contingency, and $322 million in escalation during construction.

The estimated total LMFBR development program costs have also increased
during this period of inflation. This program cost estimate covers the period be-
ginning in 1950 and extending to the end of this century. The program itself
covers research, development, construction, and demonstration. Specific elements
are reactor physics; fuels and materials; fuel reprocessing; fuel fabrication;
safety; component development; and construction and operation of E)BR-I, EBR-
II, FFTF, CRBRP, and other facilities. The table below summarizes the reasons
for the total program costs increasing from $3.3 billion in 1968 (1968 dollars)
to the current estimate in 1976 dollars of $10.6 billion.

Total LMFBR program costs: Billions
Original estimate (1968 dollars)-------------------------------- $3. 3
Scope changes since original estimate----------------------------- 3.2
Escalation (1968-76)_-------------------------------------------- 3.6
Costs up to JA6&9-------------------------------------------------- .5

Total current estimate (1976 dollars)---------------------------- 10. 6

While the total program cost estimate of $10.6 billion is large, the benefits
from the breeder will also be large. Also, it is put in better perspective relative
to energy expenditures when we realize that $10.6 billion is less than five months
worth of our 1974 oil import bill.

The benefits of the breeder, measured in terms of savings to the nation's power
customers, will be large. Introduction of power generating stations by the 1990s
will save the nation billions of dollars. Besides power cost savings, the LMFBR
will aid the U.S. balance of payments situation by decreasing the demand for
imported energy resources. The brief history of nuclear power demonstrates
the economic benefits and the return available from a relatively small R&D
investment. The cost of developing the LWR over a 20-year period totals less
than $2.5 billion. Yet this investment has nurtured an indusrty, still in its
infancy, with current capital commitments of nearly $100 billion and fuel
commitments estimated at $200 billion. The LMFBR investment can be expected
to perform similarly.

The most recent and by far the most thorough and realistic economic analysis
of the LMFBR is "An Assessment of the Economic Incentive for the Liquid
Metal Fast Breeder Reactor," by T. R. Stauffer (Harvard University). H. L.
Wyckoff (Commonwealth Edison Company), and R. S. Palmer (General Electric
Company). In this assessment, the economic benefits of the breeder to the nation
are determined by estimating the long-term cost of electric energy if the breeder
is not available and comparing this to the cost if the breeder is available. These
costs are measured in terms of basic national resources, labor and mAterials,
with transfer payments such as income taxes and financing charges excluded.
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For the base case, the benefit of the breeder to the nation is $2.4 trillion
(excluding inflation), which is $76 billion when present-value discounted to
1975.

By 2020, the annual fuel cost savings due to the breeder are nearly 45% of
the nation's annual cost of fuel if the breeder.were not developed. The growth
of breeder capacity was limited only by the availability of plutonium, and by
2020, about 45% of the nation's electricity was generated by breeders.

In the base case, the capital cost of the breeder was 25% greater than that of
a light water reactor. However, even if the capital cost of the breeder were
twice that of an LWR, the benefit would still be $31 billion.

In one analysis, the projected amounts of uranium in all grade ranges were
doubled over present estimates. The discounted benefit of the breeder was still
found to be $44 billion. The benefit persists because doubling the nation's uranium
resources defers the need to turn to lower grade uranium ores by only 10 years-
from the year 2000 to the year 2010.

The base case assumes a conservative annual electrical growth rate of 6C/o
between the years 1975 and 2000 and 4% between 2001 and 2020. Two other cases
bracketed the growth levels in the base case. The results of these cases were:

Annual growth rate (percent)

Years 1975-2000 Years 2000-2020 Discounted incentive for breeder (billions)

7 4.5 $122
6 14.0 76
5 3.5 48

I Base.

Price elasticity effects were not considered. If the breeder results in lower
energy costs, the use of energy may be greater, with attendant improvements in
the national standard of living that are not reflected in this analysis.

If the introduction of the commercial breeder is delayed ten years to 1999, the
discounted benefits of the breeder drop to $43 billion, and if it is delayed to the
year 2009, the benefit is only $19 billion. This reflects the added resources con-
sumed and increased energy costs that will occur during the period of delay.

In the base case, advanced converters, such as the HTGR, accounted for 25%
of the non-breeder reactor capacity. If they should claim only 10% of this market,
the discounted benefit of the breeder would be $95 billion. If the penetration of
these reactors should rise to 40%, the benefit of the breeder would be reduced to
$59 billion.

These results show that advanced converters cannot greatly affect the na-
tion's overall need for the fast breeder nor take the place of the breeder in
conserving the nation's uranium resources. Even if converters are optimized to
minimize their use of uranium, the need to turn to the lower grade uranium
ores would be deferred only a few years.

All the cases investigated showed one common result; unless large reserves
of high-grade uranium ores are discovered by the turn of the century, the na-
tion will be dependent on coal and low-grade uranium ores for most of its energy
needs. The introduction of breeders can transform the low-grade uranium ores
into an energy source of 300,000 to 600,000 Btu's per pound rather than 10,000
Btu's per pound, as when used for LWR fuel. The breeder will minimize the com-
bined tonnages of coal and uranium ore to be mined. In the absence of the
breeder, the total coal and uranium mining effort by 2020 would be 12 times
today's rate and still climbing. With the breeder, it would be six times today's
rate, with a ceiling and ultimate decline to lower levels within sight.

If the total LMFBR development costs of $10.6 billion are present-value dis-
counted to 1975, they become about $6 billion. Thus, as shown in Exhibit 11, the
projected economic benefits to the U.S. are more than 12 times the cost Although
a cost/benefit analysis cannot be the only criteria for proceeding with a program
involving major investment, we do feel that the estimated benetfis contribute
heavily to the need to continue the LMFBR development on as rapid a schedule
as possible.
Breeder capital costs

The economic benefits analysis referred to projected a $76 billion benefit if the
LMFBR plant capital cost were 25% greater than that of an LWR plant. It
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also indicated that even if the plant capital cost of the LMFBR were twice that
of an LWR, the economic benefits would still be significant-$44 billion. We feel
that the LMFBR plant capital costs will be within 25% of LWR capital costs
by the 1990s. This will result in the total power generation costs (capital and
fuel) being about equal or less than that for LWR plants because of the signifi-
cantly lower LMFBR fuel costs.

All of our analyses on plant capital costs show a significant reduction in cost
of the plants beyond Clinch River. Exhibit 12, titled Detailed Plant Costs, com-
pares plant costs of Clinch River with our commercial prototype preliminary
design. In the middle column, you see the effect of economy of scale from Clinch
River to the next commercial prototype. In the right-hand column, economies
are tabulated which can be gained by purely evolutionary improvements from
Clinch River. These estimates have been developed by analyzing specifically
each of the major systems and are expressed in 1974 dollars. Thirty million
dollars of the reduction is associated with equivalent capital cost savings
through evolutionary improvements in the fuel cycle. The evolutionary improve-
ments sum up to $125 per Kwe. This is not a major percentage improvement,
and I think it is a reasonably conservative number.

Exhibit 13 puts the progression of the LMFBR toward economic parity with
the PWR by 1990, portrayed in total plant costs, using a base period for the
same dollar value as a plant committed today.

We see a gradual reduction in the subsidy required as we proceed to the
larger and more nearly commercial plants, with a resulting four-loop 2000 MWe
commercial unit estimated to be within the competitive capital cost band range
with a 2000 MWe LWR built in the same time frame.

Questions have been raised as to whether the observed trend of increase in
capital costs of light water reactor plants will foreshadow the possibility that
these projections of capital cost reductions for the LMFBR are optimistic. First,
we believe that the effect associated with escalation and interest on construction
will have a small impact on the relative capital costs of major generating systems
since each system is subject to varying degrees to the same problems. We see this
very picture today in a comparison of the escalating capital costs of large fossil
and nuclear power plants. A recent survey carried out on these trends has shown
that the overall estimated increase in investment requirements for an 1100
MWe nuclear plant through the 1973-74 period is 42%, while the equivalent
increase of a 1000 MWe coal plant is 43%, and a high sulfur oil burning plant at
1000 MWe capacity is 38%. Parenthetically, it should be noted that the increase
in fuel costs in both the coal and oil cases have overwhelmingly favored nuclear
in the total power costs in these trend estimates.

As for the other effects associated with increased requirements, we believe that
we have, at the early stages of the breeder program experienced and included
these requirements. In some respects today, we are in fact designing to a more
rigorous set of standards than present commercial unclear plants. We judge,
therefore, that if anything, the costs associated with these requirements may
decrease rather than Increase. We do not see a relative increase in LMFBR capi-
tal costs as compared to either light water reactor costs or large fossil power
plant costs, and thus the economy of scale and learning curve effects will pre-
dominate and bring us into the economically acceptable capital investment band
(Exhibit 14).
Safety, environmental, 8afeguard8, and wa8te-management i88ue8

The U.S. LMFBR program is giving major attention to safety, environmental,
and safeguards considerations in the design of test facilities and demonstration
plants as well as supporting research and development activities. Through our
lead role on the Fast Flux Test Facility and the Clinch River Breeder Reactor
Plant, Westinghouse Is giving these issues top priority in all design work.

The potential safety concerns that must be addressed in the design and op-
eration of an LMFBR nuclear power plant revolve primarily around the chemi-
cal activity of the sodium coolant, the necessity for heat removal during plant
operation and after reactor shutdown, the effective control of fast power tran-
sients, and the use of plutonium as the nuclear fuel.

As is the established practice for all nuclear power plants, LMFBR safety is
assured by three distinct levels of protection:

First, by providing a technically sound and reliable plant design based on
the use of proven technology; second, by providing protection against antici-
pated events and unlikely faults with a comprehensive and reliable plant pro-
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tection system; and third, by designing plant components and systems to ac-
commodate certain extremely unlikely accidents which are never expected to
occur during the life of the plant. This basic approach has been made feasible
as a result of an extensive background of safety studies and test programs, as
well as domestic and foreign fast reactor operating experience.

The safe design of sodium systems is based on experience with sodium as a
coolant for some 25 years in reactors and test loops, as well as in many non-
nuclear industrial applications. Plant damage from energetic sodium-water re-
actions is avoided by controls and design features of the use of water in the
vicinity of sodium systems. The reactor and primary heat transport system are
enclosed in cells inerted with nitrogen to prevent a sodium fire that could occur
if the liquid metal came in contact with air. Sodium fire protection systems are
provided for the other plant sodium systems where inerting is not feasible.

Adequate cooling of the reactor core during plant operation is assured by the
use of multiple cooling loops to provide redundancy in the event of a component
failure. Protection against loss of coolant resulting from a leak or rupture in
the heat transport system is enhanced in an LMFBR, which has a low system
pressure. Conservative design margins, strict quality assurance programs, and
use of strong and ductile materials ensure that leaks are highly improballe.
Furthermore, an LMFBR can be designed to accept a substantial coolant leak
rate without causing significant reactor damage. The reliability of decay heat
removal can be maintained at a very high level by means of reundancy in power
supplies, water supplies, and heat sinks.

Guard vessels around components will prevent the system from draining, even
if leaks do occur, and this assures the ability to cool the core.

Inherent design characteristics, as well as active protective systems, are pro-
vided in LMFBR plants to prevent reactor damage from abnormal power tran-
sients. The reactor core is designed in such a manner that a negative Doppler
cofficient and a negative power coefficient are obtained; these passive design
features provide immediate resistance to the progression of a power excursion
if such an event ever occurred. Also, a highly reliable redundant reactor shut-
down system is provided in an LMFBR to control reactor power and to shut down
the plant when required. This system consists of two separate fast-acting control
rod subsystems, each capable of accomplishing these functions independent of
one another.

In addition to these design features and protective systems for preventing
plant damage, multiple barriers are provided to control the potential release
of plutonium and fission products to the environment during normal plant op-
eration or unlikely accident conditions. The stainless steel fuel pin cladding and
primary coolant system piping provide the first -barrier to radioactivity releases.
Further obstacles to accidental radioactive discharges to the environment are
achieved by massive concrete cells, which house the reactor and primary piping,
and an outer steel containment shell.

The effects of construction and operation of any LMFBR power plant on the
local environment are no greater than those associated with fossil-fueled and
light water reactor (LWR) power plants currently in use. In fact, the higher
thermal efficiency of LMFBR plants compared to LWR facilities will reduce the
environmental impact associated with dissipation of waste heat from the nuclear
component of the nation's future electrical generating capacity. Since the LMFBR
utilizes plutonium fuel generated as a by-product of LWR power plants and sub-
sequently breeds its own fuel, it has significant environmental advantages over
a fossil-fueled power plant because of insignificant land use requirements.

The safeguards issue concerning an LMFBR power plant is essentially the
protection of the plutonium fuel against theft or diversion and protection of the
facility against sabotage. The logistical and accessibility problems in obtaining
illegal possession of the plutonium fuel in an LMFBR installation with recently
upgraded security requirements virtually eliminates the risk of such an event.
Similarly, the security clearance that will be required for all plant personnel
in sensitive positions, as well as the safety features described above that will
protect the plant against accident conditions, will reduce the probability and
consequences of sabotage to acceptable levels.

Plutonium is a radioactive material which emits a strongly ionizing alpha
particle and is toxic to the human body only when it comes in contact for a signifi-
cant period of time with internal body tissues. Protection of the public against
exposure to this toxic substance essentially consists of limiting the quantity of
plutonium entering the human body by inhalation or ingestion. Extensive experi-
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mental studies have been made on the behavior of plutonium in biological systems
and in the natural environment. These studies have led to the definition of
exposure standards which limit intake of plutonium by radiation workers and
the general public to safe levels.

On the 'basis that sufficient information is known about the environmental and
biochemical behavior of plutonium to establish reliable limits of human intake
of plutonium, development of a plutonium economy to satisfy the nation's
energy needs without compromising the health and safety of the public, requires
that the nuclear industry design and operate its plutonium facilities in conform-
ance with these limits.

Plutonium has been handled and processed in government and commercial
facilities in the U.S.A. and many foreign countries for many years. Hundreds
of tons of plutonium have been safely shipped, stored, fabricated, and safe-
guarded over the past 30 years in the weapons program. Independent of the
breeder, military applications involving plutonium will continue until it is
deemed that we can do without the protection of nuclear weapons.

The exposure of radiation workers to levels of plutonium exceeding permissable
limits occurred in the early days of plutonium work, when techniques and
facilities were crude relative to those in operation today. Because we have under-
stood much of the toxicological properties of plutonium for decades, we have
been able to develop techniques and to design facilities for working safely with
this material. None of the plutonium exposures that have occurred to date in
government or industrial facilities in the U.S.A. and other foreign countries has
been reported to have produced any biological effects that are attributable to
plutonium inhalation or deposition, including the 25 U.S.A. workers with expos-
ures of approximately 25 years duration.

The design features and procedural controls applicable to plutonium facilities
are continually evolving to reflect the knowledge and experiences gained in
current plutonium research and production activities. In this matter, the com-
mercial plutonium industry will continue to improve its effectiveness in handling
and processing plutonium in a safe manner.

In the case of the breeder reactor power plant, the plutonium fuel consists of
high-fired ceramic pellets of plutonium-uranium dioxide. Not only is this chemi-
cal form relatively inert in the natural environment, but the physical form is
also most effective in preventing the dispersion of plutonium fuel into the dtmos-
phere. Hence, even in the unlikely event that transportation accidents or fuel
handling accidents resulted in direct exposure of the plutonium fuel to the en-
vironment, only small and localized contamination would be expected to occur,
if at all. While the fuel is installed in the reactor core during operation, the
plant is designed such that multiple barriers must be breached or penetrated
before the radioactive materials in the fuel could 'be released to the environment.
The first barrier is the fuel material and its stainless steel cladding, which are
designed to retain these radioactive materials. As a second independent barrier,
the reactor core and the sodium coolant are contained in a higb-integrity steel
primary system which, in turn, is surrounded by a guard vessel, the third barrier,
which serves to prevent the dispersal of any radioactive materials that might
be released beyond the confines of the fuel cladding and the primary system com-
ponents. The fourth barrier is 'the containment building surrounding the reactor
plant. Hence, there is a high degree of confidence that effective containment of
plutonium can be achieved in a breeder reactor plant, ensuring public health
and safety will not be compromised.

An additional and incresingly important safety consideration in the proposed
expansion of the plutonium fuel cycle is the possible theft of plutonium (or other
special nuclear materials) by an individual or organized group for purposes of
threat or violence. Such a risk arises from the fact that plutonium is a toxic
and fissionable material that can be used as an explosive weapon or as a biological
poison.

Its toxicity is no greater than that of many more easily available substances,
and because plutonium produced in nuclear power reactors is significantly differ-
ent in composition and emits much more penetrating radiation than military
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grade plutonium, its use for bomb fabrication is exceedingly difficult and
hazardous. However, those critical of breeder reactor development have keyed
on the plutonium issue 'to scare the general public. Certainly an individual bent
on terrorism, or blackmail, has at his disposal a multitude of materials and
methods much easier and safer to obtain, carry and use.

A person or persons undertaking. the tasks of constructing a plutonium ex-
plosive weapon without the sophisticated facilities and trained personnel that
only a well-financed operation could provide would be seriously jeopardizing his
health, if not his life. It should be recognized that there is a fundamental
difference between designing a nuclear weapon on paper from available tech-
nical literature and converting this design into a workable devise, especially
using reactor grade plutonium. The time and effort expended by certain foreign
countries, in the past and recently, to achieve nuclear weapon capability in spite
of the availability of fissionable material and technical information indicate
the complexities involved. The probability appears to be quite remote that an
implosion-type weapon could be constructed safely by such a person.

It should be noted that only fine-sized particulates of plutonium with physical
diameters less than 10 microns can be airborne and capable of lodging in the
lungs, causing potentially significant radiological effects, and inhalation is
really the only hazard since the gastrointestinal tract absorbs less than 0.003%
of ingested plutonium. Hence, in spite of the toxicity of plutonium, dispersal of
breeder reactor fuel material in the environment would most likely present a
serious health hazard only in the immediate vicinity of the point of release, where
plutonium airborne concentration levels would tend to be high. The quarantine
of suspect food supplies and the implementation of established decontamination
techniques and procedures would be necessary, but would virtually eliminate
the long-term hazards of environmental plutonium contamination that might
otherwise persist.

In spite of the increased availability of plutonium that will result from the
growth of the commercial LMFBR industry, there are only a few stages in the
breeder fuel cycle that are at all potentially vulnerable to acts of theft or sab-
otage. The current safeguards program effectively focuses on these areas in a
manner that is considered adequate. In this regard, the necessary technology
exists to establish security systems for substantially reducing the likelihood of
obtaining nuclear material for illicit purposes. Much of the concern being ex-
pressed recently is based on the vulnerability of previous security measures, no
longer valid under the new regulations, and an inadequate appreciation of the
technological advancements incorporated in the present safeguards system.
Continuous upgrading of current security measures to reflect new technology
and experience will ensure that the LMFBR fuel cycle will be adequately pro-
tected against nuclear theft or diversion and their associated hazards.

The radioactive waste issue has also received much attention from critics of
nuclear power. The radioactive waste from the breeder reactor will be similar
in quantity and type to that from present day reactors.

Actually, radioactive waste management is not a new issue. Wastes from the
weapons program have been handled safely for the past 30 years. Some minor
leaks have occurred in old single-walled carbon steel tanks used for weapons
waste, but with no hazard to employees or the general public.

New stainless steel double-walled tanks with leak detection capability and
the requirement for solidification in an unleachable form avoids the conse-
quences of tank leakage.

The use of surface interim storage facilities for the solidified waste will allow
recovery for ultimate disposal or for presently identified or future beneficial
uses. Many beneficial uses exist today for these wastes or their derivatives.
Medical applications include use in long-lived cardiac pacemakers and artificial
hearts currently under development. They have been used for long-lived remote
location power sources-in space and deep beneath the sea, as well as for food
preservation. Applications also exist and are now under development for use
as low-grade heat sources.
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Ultimate disposal of the long-lived waste material in the deep salt beds offers
virtually no hazard to the public. The very presence of these salt formations
indicates that the area has been geologically stable and free of moisture for
millions of years, and indicates also that it will likely remain that way for
millions of years to come.

The quantity of solidified radioactive waste from nuclear power generation
will not be large. In fact, through the year 2010, we estimate the total volume
of waste committed to storage or disposal to be equivalent to a cube about 30

yards on each side.
CONcLUsION

In conclusion, it is an historically proven fact that we will need energy growth
to recovery from our currently depressed economy, sustain a healthy economy, and
provide jobs in the future. Our present reliance on oil and natural gas must
gradually shift to a dependence on electricity produced from our more abundant
domestic coal and uranium resources. Present day light water reactors will have
to be supplemented with growing numbers of breeder reactors beginning in the
1990s to prevent the severe economic and environmental costs of massive strip
mining of low-grade uranium ores, or of being forced to import high-priced
foreign uranium. The issues of breeder safety, environmental effects, plutonium
safeguards, and radioactive waste management have been given top priority and
the solutions to all identified problems are well in hand. The UPS. liquid metal
fast breeder reactor program is well along. The need exists, and the economic
benefits are great.

If history proves us to be wrong in the projections discussed earlier, and if the
U.S. proves to use less energy, rather than more, then the American people will
enjoy an energy surplus, with lower prices than if there is a shortage.

But if history proves those who disagree with us to be wrong, and if it proves
that the U.S. needs more energy-and if the necessary systems have not been
developed to provide that energy, the United States' problem will be one not just
of shortage, but of survival.

The risk of being wrong is just too great to take.

EXHIBrr 1
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THE INTERDEPENDENCE OF ENERGY AND ECONOMIC GROWTH
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EXHIBT 6

FXHIBrr 7
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RESOURCES AND UTILIZATION COAL AND URANIUM
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U.S. OIL IMPORTS
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DISCOUNTED PRESENT VALUE
OF THE BREEDER REACTOR
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DETAILED PLANT COSTS
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Chairman HUMPHREY. I think the public can see the difficulty that
those of us in the Congress have on some of these matters, because your
final summation was very persuasive and yet Mr. Nader said in his
testimony, for example-

In summary, we have to judge the risks of the breeder by our experience with
all other technologies. Other technologies, in spite of their promoter's claims, have
suffered catastrophes.

Don't misunderstand me, I am not arguing the merit of the case, but
to be judge and jury on this is difficult.
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Mr. NADER. The Titanic was not loaded with plutonium.
I would like to make one point here clear in this context. If Mr.

Simpson was asked a year ago what would be the likelihood of a man
with a candle starting a fire in a nuclear reactor which would shut it
down for 3 to 6 months and a multimillion-dollar disaster disoperat-
ing the emergency core cooling system, I wonder what he would have
said?

Mr. SIMPSON. The answer is if you put a candle flame to flammable
insulation it will burn.

Mr. NADER. And that is what happened at Brown's Ferry.
Chairman HUMPHREY. All right. This could be really interesting.

I am sorry we are running short of time. There is nothing I like better
than a good panel discussion.

I am going to bring you back, we have to do it. There are points of
view that need to be discussed, and I think the public needs this kind
of information.

By the way, public radio is giving the American public this informa-
tion today which is really a help in understanding this difficult matter.

Mr. Cochran, am I correct that you are somewhat of a critic of the
program?

Mr. COCHRAN. Yes; that's correct.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Mr. Cochran, would you proceed, please,

and if you would just tighten it up, we could turn you loose on each
other for a while.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS B. COCHRAN, STAFF SCIENTIST, NATURAL
RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL, INC.

Mr. COCHRAN. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, thank you
for this invitation to testify at these important hearings on the breeder
reactor program.

My name is Thomas B. Cochran. I am a staff scientist at Natural
Resources Defense Council (NRDC), a nonprofit environmental law
firm with offices in Washington, D.C., New York, and Palo Alto. Prior
to joining NRDC in 1973, 1 was a senior research associate at Resources
for the Future (RFF) here in Washington, where I wrote "The
Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor: An Environmental and Economic
Critique." Since 1971 I have been engaged full time following develop-
ments in the civilian nuclear power industry, concentrating principally
on the Federal Government's liquid metal fast breeder reactor
(LMFBR) program.

Since 1967 the LMFBR program has been the Nation's highest
priority reactor development program and since 1971 it has been ac-
corded the highest priority among all the Federal Government's en-
ergy research and development efforts.

The LMFBR's dominance of the energy research and development
scene stands out clearly in recent budget estimates. During the coming
fiscal year the new Energy Research and Development Administra-
tion-ERDA-plans to spend roughly one-third of its budget for en-
ergy R. & D. on this single reactor program, more than the combined
allocations for fossil energy development, solar energy development,
geothermal energy development, advanced energy research, and en-
ergy conservation.

The total cost of developing the LMFBR is now estimated to be $10
billion, and this estimate, made by proponents of the program, must
be judged as conservative. The true cost will probably be more nearly

64-603 0 -76 - 30
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twice this amount. Already the LMFBR program has experienced
tremendous cost overruns. Two years ago total program costs were put
at less than half of today's estimate.

The principal test facility of the program, the fast flux test fa-
cility-FFTF-was originally planned to cost $87 million, but the
latest estimate is over $1 billion, more than a tenfold increase. Con-
gress was told in 1973 that the. proposed Clinch River breeder reactor
plant-CRBR-the first LMFBR demonstration plant if one over-
looks Fermi-I, would cost $700 million. Today, the estimate is over
$1.7 billion. As shown in figure 1, the CRBR has a cost doubling time
of 1 year. The sodium pump test facility, when it was authorized in
1966 was estimated to cost $6.8 million. The total cost is now estimated
to be $57.5 million.' There is no sound reason to believe these trends
will not continue.

[Figure 1 follows:]
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Mr. COCHRAN. And it is not just the overruns. There are still hidden
costs in the program. Recognizing that the next generation of plants
following the CRBR will not be commercially competitive, ERDA has
recently restructured the LMFBR program. All but one of the demon-
stration plants have been eliminated. These have been replaced by a
plant component test facility to be followed by a commercial-size
called near-commercial breeder reactor-NCBR. What ERDA does not
publicize is that it'has earmarked only $300 million for the Govern-
ment's share of the NCBR. Yet a subsidy of at least $1 billion will be
required. Can we expect the utilities to absorb this loss? Experience
suggests that we cannot. The Federal Government will be the major
source of funding for the project, just as it has to fund the CRBR.

The fundamental question now before the Congress and ERDA is
whether the breeder program deserves priority attention and great
commitment of present and future resources. In my judgment it does
not-not only because of the environmental and safety concerns, but
on the basis of economic considerations alone.

In my view the present LMFBR program with its high priority can-
not be economically justified at this time. The basis for this view is
contained in "Bypassing the Breeder: A Report on Misplaced Federal
Energy Priorities," and reviews of cost-benefit analyses performed by
other organizations. "Bypassing the Breeder" was prepared just over a
month ago by Mr. J. Gustave Speth, Mr. Arthur R. Tamplin, both on
the NRDC staff, and myself.

Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I would like to submit this
report and the accompanying appendix for the record.

Now, may I take this opportunity to review the economic issues
detailed in the report?

Chairman HUMPHREY. Yes; if you will present the report and ap-
pendix we will include it at the end of your testimony.

Mr. COCHRAN. The breeder economic issue is an issue of timing.
When will the higher fuel cost of today's reactors offset the higher
capital cost of the breeder? In addressing the LMFBR timing issue
it is important to understand that the issue has nothing to do with
blackouts or brownouts or the exhaustion of uranium fuel for the
current generation of nuclear reactors.

The breeder may ultimately promise to be cheaper because of its
very low uranium cost per unit energy. But fuel costs represent only a
small fraction of the cost of electricity from nuclear reactors. An in-
crease in the price of uranium fourfold-from today's $20 a pound
U,08 price-would only lead to a 3.5 mill per kilowalthour electricity
cost increase. This is roughly equivalent to a $2 per barrel increase in
the price of oil. This is quite modest for a power-supply system in
which costs have increased from 4 mills per kilowatthour to 20 mills
per kilowatthour, in less than 10 years for reasons which have noth-
ing to do with uranium prices. 2

2 Bupp, Irvin C., and Jean-Claude Derlan, "The Breeder Reactor in the United States: A
New Economic Analysis," Technology Review, July/August 1974, p. 26.
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Chairman HUMPHREY. I believe what you have said here is that
the basic economic issue is the issue of timing, is that correct?

Mr. COCHRAN. That's correct.
Nuclear power may be abandoned for any number of reasons, but

it is in no danger of losing out to other fuels because of higher uranium
prices. As Prof. David Rose of MIT notes-

Economic introduction of the LMFBR at the turn of the century would be a
sign of technological good fortune, not resolving an energy crisis with a time
limit.

The Atomic Energy Commission has now written and released three
cost-benefit analyses of the LMFBR program.4 In addition to the
AEC's analyses, cost-benefit analyses of the breeder program have
been performed by Alan S. Manne and Oliver S. Yu,5 Richard
Richels,6 T. R. Stauffer, H. L. Wyckoff, and R. S. Palmer.7 In addi-
tion, Irvin C. Bupp and Jean-Claude Derian have made an economic
evaluation of the breeder program.8

All of the cost-benefit analyses, including ours, depend critically
upon the accuracy of assumptions regarding (o) the choice of the
discount rate; (b) the cost of the breeder research and development
program; (c) the capital cost difference between LMFBR's and con-
ventional nuclear reactors; (d) the future demand for electricity; and
(e) the domestic supply of uranium.

It is clear from a review of the economic analyses that have been
performed on the breeder that the critical input assumptions can be
juggled to come up with widely varying LMFBR cost and benefits.
A tempting and too easy way out is to point ot these varying con-
clusions and dismiss economic analysis on that basis. Yet the basic
arguments for the current LMFBR program are economic, and it is

sRose, David J., "Nuclear Electric Power," Science, vol. 184, No. 4134, Apr. 19, 1974,
p. 357.

' The first, written In 1968, was released in 1969; an updated (1970) analysis was
released in May 1972; and the latest (1973) analysis appeared first in the AEC's draft and
then with revisions in the proposed final environmental impact statement on the LMFBR
program. [Cited herein as PFEIS, LMFBR.]

IManne, Alan S., and Oliver S. Yu, "Breeder Benefits and Uranium Availability," Nuclear
News, January 1975, p. 46. Manne is a professor of political economy at Harvard's JFK
School of Government and Yu is on the technical staff of the Electric Power Research Insti-
tute (EPRI).

6 Richels, Richard, "The LMFBR Timing Issue" (draft), March 1975. Richels is a gradu-
ate student under Manne at Harvard.

7 Stauffer, T. R., Wyckoff, H. L., and R. S. Palmer, "The Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reac-
tor, Assessment of Economic Incentives," presented to Breeder Reactor Corp. (Chicago,
Ill.), Mar. 7, 1975. Stauffer is a research fellow at Harvard, Wyckoff is with Commonwealth
Edison. and Palmer is manager, business and product planning, in the fast breeder reactor
department of General Electric Corp.

8 Bupp. Irvin C.. and Jean-Claude Derian, op. cit. Bupp is in the Center for International
Affairs, Graduate School of Business Administration, Harvard, and Derian is at the Center
for Policy Alternatives, MIT.
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essential that Congress look critically into these economic analyses to
determine whose assumptions are in fact reasonable.

In order to appreciate the degree to which the economic analyses
of the LMFBR prepared by the AEC and the nuclear industry suffer
from a fatal promotional bias, one need only look at the electrical
energy growth projection used by the AEC in its most recent analysis.
The steepness of the growth curve, as depicted in figure 2 provided by
the AEC, staggers the imagination. Today is the first time ERDA has
ever admitted that the electrical demand growth rate assumptions were
too high by a factor of 50 percent. I am just happy to see that ERDA
now recognizes these to be unrealistic.

[See figure 2, p. 464.]
Mr. COCHRAN. A second area where the AEC resorted to unsupport-

able assumptions to justify the program is the issue of capital cost
differences between LMFBR's and present-day reactors. It is possible
to accelerate the date when breeders become economically competitive
by arguing that as more breeder reactors are sold the unit price will be
reduced. Economists refer to this possibility of decreasing costs with
increasing number of units produced as "learning." Hence, a central
issue is whether it is appropriate to apply a learning curve to the
capital cost of LMFBR.9 The AEC in its latest cost-benefit analysis
applied a sharp learning curve to the breeder reducing its capital cost
to parity with light water reactors in the short 13-year period follow-
ing commercial introduction. Remarkably, light-water reactors are
assumed not to experience any learning at all. There is really no justi-
fication for this approach. The AEC has been predicting a learning
curve in the cost of present day nuclear plants for the past decade. To
the contrary, the cost of commercial nuclear plants has been increas-
ing at an alarming rate, even in constant dollars. They have been in-
creasing in such magnitude that the effect on the price of electricity
is even greater than the uranium price.

So, in fact, there is no justification for assuming learning for either
reactor type. Moreover, if a learning effect is ever experienced, it will
be felt by light-water reactors before it is felt by breeders. This would
increase the capital cost difference between breeders and existing reac-
tors and shift the date of LMFBR commercialization further into the
future.

9 This learning effect Is separate from the subsidies associated with first-of-a-kind or pro-
totype plants. The AEC has simply ignored these first-of-a-kind costs.
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FIGURE 2
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Mr. COCRAN. What makes the AEC's LMFBR learning curve even
more unbelievable is that in the same short period, 1987-2000, when
LMFBR capital costs are rapidly falling due to learning there is a
shift to an advanced LMFBR design in 1991 and again in 1995. Fur-
thermore, in 1990 plant unit sizes increase from 1,300 MW to 2,000
MW with an additional 12-percent decrease in price.

As mentioned earlier, one of the critical input assumptions is the
domestic supply of uranium. A number of independent investigators,
including Prof. John Holdren'I at the University of California-
Berkeley, Prof. David Rose 11 at MIT, Drs. Irvin Bupp and Jean-
Claude Derian 12 at Harvard and MIT respectively, and Milton
Searl, 13 Director of the energy supply studies program at the Electric
Power Research Institute EPRI-believe the AlEC has been overly
conservative in estimating the domestic supply of uranium. The En-
vironmental Protection Agency in its review of the AEC analysis
stated that, "the uranium supply could be significantly greater than
that projected for the AEC's base case." 14 In our cost-benefit analysis
we use a uranium supply curve that is more consistent with the EPRI
estimate.

We believe that if the Congress undertakes a careful analysis of all
the critical input assumptions it will come to share our conclusion that
the LMFBR will not be commercially competitive with existing energy
sources until one or two decades after the turn of the century. This is
somewhat longer than EPA's estimate of about 4 to 12 years. Yet the
current LMFBR effort is aimed at having the new reactor developed
by 1990, more than two decades before it could be economically attrac-
tive.

In our view the LMFBR program is thus quite premature and could
be delayed substantially without incurring any risks relative to meet-
ing future U.S. energy needs. The sense of urgency and crisis that pro-
gram supporters have promoted to garner support for the LMFBR
has no foundation in fact.

Chairman HUMPHREY. So, really, the point that you are making
here is the question is, not one of whether we have a breeder, but one of
its scheduled introduction.

Mr. COCHRAN. I think the question of whether we have a breeder is
a fair question on the basis of its social costs.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I am putting it on the basis of the electrical
demand.

Mr. COCHRAN. If you focus narrowly on economics without inter-
nalizing the social costs. I believe the issue is one of timing.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Yes; but it isn't the only issue, as I under-
stand it.

Mr. COCHRAN. That's right. On simple economic grounds the push
to develop the LMFBR can and should be postponed. Moreover, such
a delay would provide the time needed to show what many experts
now believe to be the case-that environmentally preferable, nonfission
energy options can be made available in time to eliminate the need for

10 Holdren, John P., "Uranium Availability and the Breeder Decision," Environmental
Quality Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, 973. EQL Memorandum No. 8, Jan-
uary 1974.

Rose, David J., op. cit.
UBupp, Irvin C., and Jean-Claude Derian, op. cit.
la Searl. Milton F.. "Uranium Resources To Meet Long-Term Uranium Requirements."

Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), EPRI SR-5 Special Report, November 1974.
14 Environmental Protection Agency, "Comments on Proposed Final Environmental State-

ment, Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor Program," PF-AEC-A00106-00, p. 3. April 1975.
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the LMFBR altogether. What is proposed here is an energy program
which should be able to provide an adequate supply of fuels and elec-
tric power without the commercial utilization of breeder reactors.

An intensive effort to develop the various forms of solar energy
should be undertaken following the recommendations of the expert
panels convened under National Science Foundation auspices, "An
Assessment of Solar Energy as a National Energy Resource"-1972-
and "Solar and Other Energy Sources: Subpanel IX Report"-1973.15

Mr. Chairman, of course, you recognize this through your efforts in
trying to accelerate the R. & D. work in this area.

In estimates which it believed were not the highest possible, the first
of these studies concluded that its recommended R. & D. program could
result by the year 2020 in solar energy providing 35 percent of the
Nation's total building heating and cooling load, 30 percent of I he
Nation's gaseous fuel, 10 percent of its liquid fuel, and-most impor-
tant for present purposes-20 percent of the electrical energy require-
ments."5

Chairman HUMPHREY. We are going to be watching very carefully
the economic inputs by the Government in the solar energy program.
I felt the Government has been dragging its feet on this matter con-
sistently, and I have been watching to see what ERDA is going to do

about it because of its basic AEC structure. When the AEC became
ERDA, it had the predominance. Those of us who are interested in
solar energy are going to be watching it very carefully.

Mr. COCHRAN. A major R. & D. effort devoted to exploitation of
geothermal resources for electric generation should be launched. The
Cornell Workshop on Energy and the Environment-1972-concluded
that: "It appears that geothermal energy alone is capable of meeting
all American power requirements for several centuries if the hot dry
rocks resource proves to be practical." 17 The Cornell Workshop, the
National Science Foundation, and others have recommended that a
program to establish the feasibility of hot rock geothermal in the next
few years be given highest priority. Projections of the electric power
available from geothermal resources range from 80 to 400 GWe in the
year 2000, depending on assumptions made about the hot rock poten-
tial."8 The AEC recently estimated that geothermal heat could supply
6 percent of our electricity in the year 2020,19 but it is clear that the
percentage could be much higher if hot rock geothermal develops as
expected.

The current effort to develop fusion power should be expanded. The
AEC recently state that: "A successful, vigorously supported fusion
program would be expected to lead to construction of a demonstration
power reactor that would begin operation in the mid-1990's." 20

The agency anticipated "commercial introduction of fusion power-
plants on a significant scale beginning in the early 21st century." 21

2D NSF/NASA Solar Energy Panel, "An Assessment of Solar Energy as a National Energy
Resource," National Science Foundation Washington, D.C., December 1972; Alfred J.

Egr,% et al., I'Subpanel IX Report: Solar and Other Energy Resources," National Sci-
ence Foundation, Oct. 27, 1973.

1" "An Assessment of Solar Energy," ibid.
17 "Cornell Workshop on Energy and the Environment, Summary Report," Committee on

Interior and Insular Afairs, U.S. Senate, May 1972, pp. 114-115.
18 See, e.g., Walter J. Hickel, et al.. "Geothermal Energy," NSF/RANN-73-003, Univer-

sity of Alaska, 1973, p. 7; Dixy Lee Ray, Chairman, ABC, "The Nation's Energy Future: A
Report Submitted to President Richard M. Nixon" (1973).

19 PFEIS, LMFBR, vol. IV, p. 11.1-20.
20 PFEIS, LMFBR, vol. III. p. 6A.1-191.
n PFEIS, LMFBR. vol. III. p. 6A.1-179.
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Thus, it now appears that the demonstration fusion powerplant is not
far behind the LMFBR demonstration plant and that fusion plants
can be available commercially for much of the period during which
it was assumed the LMFBR would be critically needed.

Chairman HumPT4 Y. We have negotiated with the Soviet Union in
a major effort on cooperation on fusion plant development.

Mr. SiMPsoN. The basic U.S. effort was started in cooperation with
the Russians and has extended and improved since that time. There is
very close cooperation.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I suggest we reduce our defense expenditures
about 10 percent each year and put it into fusion. We may do a whole
lot more for the world than what we are presently doing. I mean that
very seriously.

Mr. COCHRAN. The AEC's overall estimate is that by the year 2020,
about 8 percent of our electricity could come from fusion.22

Organic wastes provide another source of energy that should be de-
veloped. Organic wastes could account for 5 percent of the demand for
electricity in the year 2000 but only 2 percent in 2020 due to more
efficient practices in the solid wastes area.23

Chairman HuJMP1mEY. For waste disposal in this country, we ought
to be activating our R. & D. in this area. There are some cities already
using waste as a source of energy.

Mr. COCHRAN. Yes; organic waste could account for 5 percent of the
demand for electricity in the year 2000, and in my estimation that is
more than we will ever see from a breeder reactor.

All of the above year 2020 percentage contributions-for example,
20 percent for solar, 6 percent for geothermal, et cetera-are based
upon the AEC's year 2020 energy demand forecast which assumes a
continuation of extremely rapid growth in electricity demand.

Several studies of the future demand for electricity have been car-
ried out using more sophisticated forecasting techniques and taking
into account the effects of the increasing price of electricity and other
market factors. These studies suggest that actual future demand will
be less than half of that projected by the AEC.2 4

Moreover, as a supplement to market influences, it is apparent that
the United States is moving toward a national energy conservation
policy along the lines recently suggested by the House Committee on
Science and Astronautics, the Council on Environmental Quality, the
Ford Foundation energy policy project, and others. 25 These groups
all suggest that U.S. energy growth can be roughly halved without
serious adverse repercussions on the American economy or lifestyle.
When both market and policy influences are taken into account, we
believe it is reasonable-in fact, conservative-to assume that elec-
tricity demand in the year 2020 will not exceed 50 percent of the
AEC's astronomical projection. I think we ought to stress that en-
ergy conservation is perhaps our best energy resource right now.

23 PFEIS, LMFBR, vol. TV, p. 11.1-22.
23 PFEIS, LMFBR, vol. IV. p. 11.1-21.
24 The electricity demand issue is discussed in detail in the appendix to "Bypassing the

Breeder." pp. 21-28 -and in NRDC, "Comments on Draft LMFBR EIS, Alternative Technol-
ogy Options," PFEIS, LMFBR, vol. VI.

n "Conservation and Efficient Use of Energy," report of the Committee on Science and
Astronautics, U. S. House of Representatives, Dec. 18. 1974; Council on Environmental
Quality. "The Half-and-Half Plan for Energy Conservation." printed in fifth annual report
of the Council on Environmental Quality (1974), p. 475; energy policy project of the Ford
Foundation, "A Time To Choose" (1974), chs. 3-6.
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Mr. Simpson mentioned in his scenario that he could achieve a 10-
percent reduction in demand by the year 2000. The Office of Energy
Preparedness said it could achieve a 25-percent reduction from his old
historical growth rates. The Ford Foundation said 36 percent by the
year 2000. Council on Environmental Quality said 35 percent. En-
vironmental Protection Agency says 30 percent by 1990. Federal En-
ergy Administration says 30 percent by the year 2000. "The Nation's
Energy Future," which is an AEC report, says 20 percent by the year
2000, at least. The Office of Planning and Analysis of the AEC said
30 percent by the year 2000.

Chairman HuMPHREY. That is as a result of conservation?
Mr. COCHRAN. Yes, conservation alone.
As summarized in the attached table, these estimates of the potential

contribution of solar, geothermal, and fusion energy together with
energy conservation measures indicate that these sources alone can
more than account for the energy expected from the LMFBR in the
year 2020, when the reactor is projected to have maximum impact.
Indeed, they can account for the energy expected from all'fission reac-
tors at that time.

[The attached table follows:]
ENERGY SOURCES FOR ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION IN THE YEAR 2020 WITHOUT THE BREEDER

Trillions of Percent of
kilowatt- AEC

hours projection Source

AEC projection -27.6 100 (1).

New energy sources:
Solar -5.5 20
Geothermal -1.7 62
Fusion -2.2 8
Organic Wastes - ------------------------ .6 2 6)

Total - -10.0 36
Correction for market factors and energy conservation - -13.8 50
Total accounted for : 23.8 86
Remainder for other sources (principally fossil fuels) - -3.8 14

I Proposed final EIS for LMFBR grogram vol. IV p. 11.1-25.
2 NSF/NASA "Solar Energy as a Natonal Resource '(1972) p. 5. Proposed final EIS for LMFBR proram vol. IV p. 11.1-19

3 Proposed final EIS for LMFBR program vol. IV p. 11.1-20.
4 Proposed final EIS for LMFBR program vol. IV p. 11.1-22.
5 Proposed final EIS for LMFBR program vol. IV p. 11.1-21.

Mr. COCHRAN. These considerations indicate that a major LMFBR
effort is not needed now and probably never will be. And the risks of
continuing the present drive to commercialize the LMFBR are great.
The most serious danger is that the LMFBR program will proceed as
now planned, consuming the $10 billion presently estimated, and we
estimate that number should be double, and plenty more besides, cut-
ting deeply into energy, R. & D. funds and holding back the develop-
ment of the preferable nonfission technologies. Then, having spent.
enormous sums, the country will find itself with a reactor which must
eventually be used only because of the great public and private in-
vestments in it and our failure to have developed appropriate alter-
natives. Our error will be compounded because any attempt to deploy
the LMFBR would raise the energy-environment confrontation to
an unprecedented intensity.

The last refuge of the breeder proponent is the argument that the
LMFBR is needed as an "insurance policy." I do not share this view.
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Ample insurance exists partly in pursuing a variety of nonconven-
tional energy sources and energy conservation, and partly in realiz-
ing that the AEC would insure us against a nonexistent risk-the risk
that our electrical-generating capacity will actually grow as that
agency projected.

Furthermore, the insurance argument cuts both ways. While pro-
ponents of nuclear power wish to insure against the depletion of low
cost uranium, opponents wish to insure against catastrophic breeder
accidents, nuclear terror, and blackmail. We can purchase both poli-
cies 'by continuing much of the LMFBR base program R. & D. and
the LMFBR safety research, gathering operating experience with
the fast flux test facility, but relegating the overall program to a low-
priority status by foregoing any expensive push toward demonstra-
tion and commercial reactors.

At the same time we could accelerate the development of attractive
nonfission alternatives such as solar, geothermal, fusion, and energy
conservation.

During the intervening years while the commercial component of
the LMFBR program is delayed, much can be learned about uran-
ium availability, future energy demand, and about LMFBR's com-
ponent development from foreign programs. Furthermore, postpon-
ing the commercial component of the LMFBR program one to two
decades does not permanently eliminate the LMFBR option, although
I would consider this a last resort type of option. If within about a
decade it becomes clear that possible nonfission options are not going
to be available, consideration can be given at that time to reinitiat-
ing the full program. One could proceed with the CRBR or more
probably would proceed with a demonstration plant of another size
and a different design, and possibly with a different management and
cost-sharing structure. There would be no penalty for such postpone-
ment.

I might add, Mr. Thorne just stated, if there is no utility interest in
the near-commercial breeder reactor, the Government will not pursue
this program any further. In 'the ERDA budget right now there is
$300 million earmarked for that reactor. It is going to be also a first of
a kind reactor and it is going to be more costly than the Clinch River
reactor. It is three to four times larger. It 'will require enormous sub-
sidies. These subsidies are not in the ERDA budget. Unless we are
going to have some more cost overruns, these subsidies will be com-
ing from the utilities.

If you look at the LMFBR program schedule, the financing of this
near-commercial breeder reactor is supposed to occur in about 2
years-in 1977. We just heard that EPA believes the program can be
delayed 4 to 12 years. We personally believe it can be delayed some-
what longer. We can certainly delay it and find out whether this
utility commitment is really here with respect to the near-commercial
breeder reactor. If it is not here, there is no sense in going ahead with
the Clinch River reactor.

So I would propose that at the very minimum we delay the Clinch
River breeder reactor until we find out if there is really any interest
in the utilities funding this program.

Chairman HuMpmHmy. We thank you very much, Mr. Cochran. It
is very helpful testimony. Your report and the appendix will be
printed in the hearing record at this point.

[The report and appendix follow:]
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At a time of soaring power costs, federal energy officials are

giving prime attention to the development of a new nuclear power

source which for the next thirty years or longer will not be

able to produce electricity as cheaply as existing sources.

At a time when the wisdom of a national commitment to nuclear

fission power is increasingly doubted, federal energy policy is

according highest priority to the development of a new type of

fission reactor which promises to be even more hazardous and

problematic than today's reactors.

At a time when new non-fission energy alternatives, including

solar, geothermal and fusion energy, are poised for major break-

throughs, federal energy funding is heavily weighted towards a

nuclear development program which is experiencing cost overruns

of such magnitude that they will severely restrict the funding

available for these alternatives.

Such disquieting ironies are the trademark of the federal

government's program to develop the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder

Reactor (LMFBR). Raised to preeminence by a President who later

confessed that "all this business about breeder reactors and

nuclear energy is over my head,"1 the LMFBR has been oversold by

its proponents to the point that it is now one of the great white

elephants of the day.

The LMFBR's dominance of the energy research and development

scene stands out clearly in recent budget estimates. During the

coming fiscal year the new Energy Research and Development Agency
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(ERDA) plans to spend $1.66 billion on direct energy R&D. Of this

amount, over $490 million is to be spent on the LMFBR program. This

is roughly a third of ERDA's budget for energy R&D and more than

the combined allocations en fossil energy development ($311 million),

solar energy development ($57 million), geothermal energy development

($28 million), advanced energy research ($23 million) and energy

conservation ($32 million). 2

The total cost of developing the LMFBR is now estimated to be

$10 billion, 3 and this estimate, made by proponents of the program,

must be judged as conservative. Already the LMFBR program has

experienced tremendous cost overruns. Two years ago total program

costs were put at less than half of today's estimate.4 The principal

test facility of the program, the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF)

was originally planned to cost $87 million, but the latest estimate

is $933 million, more than a tenfold increase.5 Congress was told

in 1973 that the proposed Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant (CRBRP),

the first LMFBR demonstration plant if one overlooks Fermi-I,*

would cost $700 million. Today, the estimate is over $1.7 billion. 6

There is no sound reason to believe these trends will not continue.

These figures indicate at a minimum that the LMFBR program

could cost the American taxpayer a very substantial sum. It would

be reassuring if such expenditures could be justified, but they

cannot. Unfortunately, the LMFBR program is neither needed nor

desirable, for several reasons.

*/ Fermi-I, the first commercial LMFBR plant, experienced a partial
core meltdown and has subsequently been shut down.
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First, economic analysis of the potential of the LMFBR7 indi-

cates that, contrary to Atomic Energy Commission expectations, the

new reactor cannot be commercially competitive with existing energy

sources until after the year 2010. Yet the current LMFBR effort

is-aimed at having the new reactor developed by 1990, more than

two decades before it could be economically attractive. The

LMFBR program is thus quite premature and could be delayed sub-

stantially without incurring any risks relative to meeting future

U.S. energy needs. The sense of urgency and crisis that program

supporters have promoted to garner support for the LMFBR has no

foundation in fact.

On simple economic grounds, then, the push to develop the

LMFBR should be postponed. Moreover, such a delay would provide

the time needed to show what many experts now believe to be the

case -- that environmentally preferable, non-fission energy options

can be made available in time to eliminate the need for the LMFBR

altogether. Recent estimates of the potential contribution of

solar, geothermal and fusion energy together with energy conservation

measures indicate that these sou es alone can more than account for

the energy expected from the LMFBR in the year 2020, when the reactor

is projected to have maximum impact. Indeed, they can account for

the energy expected from all fission reactors at that time.
8

These considerations indicate that a major LMFBR effort is

not needed now and perhaps never will be. And the risks of con-

tinuing the present drive to commercialize the LMFBR are great.

The most serious danger is that the LMFBR program will proceed as

now planned, consuming the $10 billion presently estimated and plenty

more besides, cutting deeply into energy R&D funds, and holding back

the development of the preferable non-fission technologies. Then,
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having spent enormous sums the country will find itself with a

reactor which must eventually be used only because of the great

public and private investments in it and our failure to have de-

veroped appropriate alternatives. Our error will be compounded

because any attempt to deploy the LMFBR widely would raise the

(energy-environmentrconfrontation ounp eontfrntensity.

Our recommendation in light of these conclusions is that ERDA

take the opportunity it now has to break with the mistakes of the

past, that it postpone for a decade or so any push to commercialize

the LMFBR, cancelling the CRBRP and relegating the overall program

to a relatively low-priority effort, and that it accelerate the

development of attractive non-fission alternatives such as solar,

geothermal, fusion and energy conservation. Much can be learned

during the coming decade -- most likely we will learn that the

breeder can be bypassed -- and the delay would impose no penalty

on the nation.

Breeder Impacts: Unprecedented Risks

The LMFBR program has proceeded in the face of mounting appre-

hension within the scientific community concerning the human and

societal hazards of nuclear fission reactors, apprehension which

would only be increased by the LMFBR. As evidence of this appre-

hension, scientists from many nations at the 23rd Pugwash Conference

on Science and World Affairs in September, 1973, concluded:

"1. Owing to potentially grave and as yet unresolved
problems related to waste management, diversion of
fissionable material, and major radioactivity releases
arising from accidents, natural disasters, sabotage,
or acts of war, the wisdom of a commitment to nuclear
fission as a principal energy source for mankind must
be seriously questioned at the present time.
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"2. Accordingly, research and development of alter-
native energy sources -- particularly solar, geother-
mal and fusion energy, and cleaner technologies for
fossil fuels -- should be greatly accelerated.

"3. Broadly based studies aimed at the assessment of
the relation between genuine and sustainable energy
needs, as opposed to projected demands, are required."

Addressing the risks of the LMFBR specifically, the Pugwash scien-

tists concluded that the LMFBR would not eliminate any of the hazards

we now associate with nuclear power but in critical respects would

actually heighten them. The principal advantage of the LMFBR is its

ability to produce or "breed" unprecedented quantities of plutonium.

Today's nuclear reactors also produce plutonium, but the LMFBR is de-

signed to produce more of this nuclear fuel than it consumes. B the

year 2020, the AEC projected total Plutonium generation to exceed

30,000 tons, principally from the LMFBR.
9

Unfortunately, as events are making us painfully aware, plu-

tonium is probably the most dangerous substance known.
1 0

It is

fiendishly toxic: a millionth of a gram has been shown capable of

producing cancer in experimental animals. Plutonium-239, the prin-

cipal isotope of the element, has a half-life of 24,000 years, so

that its radioactivity is undiminished within human time scales.

Plutonium is also the substance from which nuclear weapons are

made. An amount the size of a softball is enough for the production

of a nuclear explosive capable of mass destruction. Scientists

widely recognize that the design and manufacture of a crude atomic

bomb is not a technically difficult task,
11

a fact dramatized

recently when a Massachusetts Institute of Technology undergraduate

successfully designed a nuclear weapon for an educational television

64-603 0 - 76 - 31
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program.12 The only real obstacle to the building of homemade atomic

bombs is the availability of plutonium itself, and now, first with

the proposed use of plutonium in today's reactors and even more with

the introduction of the LMFBR, this final obstacle would be removed.

In the "plutonium economy" envisioned by the AEC, a plutonium black

market and nuclear theft and terrorism become high probability events

-- threats real enough to have spurred nuclear proponents to urge

the creation of a federal security system that would meddle with

our civil liberties on a vast scale.13

In addittself is considered even less safe than

today's light water reactors. The LMFBR core, where the heat is

generated, is far more compact than a light water reactor core, and

instead of water the LMFBR uses liquid sodium -- an opaque and highly

reactive element -- as coolant. Partial loss of coolant -- "voiding"

-- in a breeder increases the nuclear reaction in the core rather

than reducing it. The LMFBR's operation is extremely sensitive to

fuel motion and loss of coolant from the core in accident situations,

leading to the possibility of an explosive nuclear runaway. In the

event of a meltdown, the breeder's highly enriched fuel can rearrange

itself into a more compact configuration with the possibility of small

nuclear explosions of sufficient force to breach the reactor contain-

ment. There are major uncertainties in defining the explosive poten-

tial of the breeder, which are all the more worrisome considering the

several tons of plutonium in it.1 4

For these reasons, a decision to commit this nation to the

LMFBR may prove to be the most significant technological decision

since the Manhattan Project. The breeder reactor decision is literally
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a decision for all people and all time. Any action which actually

increases the likelihood that the breeder and the plutonium economy

will become realities should be taken only with the most compelling

justification.

Breeder Economics: Missing Benefits

The stated justification for the LMFBR runs along the following

lines. As the nuclear power industry expands the U.S. is slowly

depleting its low-cost uranium reserves, with the result that the

price of uranium is rising and is expected to continue to do so.

The principal substitute for uranium is plutonium, a man-made element

produced in nuclear reactors. Since the LMFBR generates about twice

as much plutonium as today's reactors, its use would tend to expand

greatly the supply of nuclear fuel, perhaps 50-fold, and accordingly

hold down its price.

Because of the LMFBR's advantage as a plutonium produter, the

AEC in the mid-1960's made achieving its early commercialization the

agency's highest priority objective. The current program is geared

to achieving commercial introduction in about 12 years, i.e. in

about 1987.

How sound is the economic case for the early commercialization

of the LMFBR? Not very, we believe. The most useful methodology

for pulling together the many variables which determine whether the

current LMFBR program can be justified economically is cost-benefit

analysis. The AEC performed three cost-benefit analyses of the LMFBR

program, the latest appearing first in the Draft and then with re-

visions in the Proposed Final Environmental Statement for the program.

Not surprisingly, constrained to justify its own project, the AEC
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consistently found that program benefits outweigh the costs. Sig-

nificantly, the Environmental Protection Agency ruled that the AEC's

Draft Environmental Impact Statement was inadequate largely because

of deficiencies in the AEC's cost-benefit analysis.

When cost-benefit methodology is applied to the LMFBR program,

the results are very sensitive to the assumptions made regarding

(1) the capital cost difference between the breeder and conventional

reactors; (2) the anticipated supply of uranium; (3) future electri-

cal energy demand; (4) the rate at which conventional reactors pene-

trate the utility market; (5) the discount rate; (6) the R&D cost of

the breeder program; and (7) the reactor performance data for the

breeder. The first three of these are extremely important.

The AEC succeeded in making the LMFBR appear attractive by

making very favorable, but very unrealistic, assumptions in each of

the seven areas listed.* In the Appendix to this report, we have

evaluated the economic merits of the LMFBR program using the AEC's

cost-benefit methodology but looking outside the AEC to independent

opinion as to what assumptions should be made in each critical area.

Taking this approach, we demonstrate that the expected economic bene-

fits of the breeder are only a small fraction of the R&D costs. For

every $10 spent on developing the breeder, the public will get back

*/ In the introduction to its recent proposed final impact statement
N'or the LMFBR program, but not in the cost-benefit analysis itself,
the AEC was apparently forced by the press of events, including the
recent deferrals and cancellations of planned reactors, to abandon its
unrealistic assumptions regarding future energy demand and LMFBR intro-
duction date.. Using what the AEC now considers more reasonable assump-
tions in these two areas, but without changing any of the other AEC
assumptions, the net benefits of the LMFBR program drop to zero. In
other words, by the AEC's own reckoning the present breeder program
can no longer be justified economically. See Appendix, pp. 44-48.
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only $1 or less in lower energy costs. In sum, when assumptions

based on the work of expert authorities outside the AEC are used,

the present LMFBR program simply cannot be justified economically.

Only when a series of highly unrealistic assumptions are made does

the analysis suggest that the LMFBR program will produce net econo-

mic benefits. 1 5

These results indicate that the commercial introduction date

of the breeder can be delayed substantially, probably two decades

or more, without economic penalty. The poor performance of the

LMFBR in cost-benefit analysis stems from the fact that during much

of the period of the analysis (1987-2020) the LMFBR cannot compete

economically with alternative sources largely because of its high

capital costs, so that only a limited number of LMFBR's are constructed.

For example, until the price of uranium rises sufficiently to offset

the high capital costs of the LMFBR, utilities will continue to

prefer today's reactors. Using the data set out in the Appendix,

we have estimated that not until after the year 2010 can it be

expected that the LMFBR would gain a competitive edge over present-

day reactors.16 This date is approximately two decades beyond the

LMFBR commercial introduction in the current program schedule.

Similar conclusions have been reached by others. David Rose, writing

in Science, stated recently:

'"I estimate that the breeder will almost surely be
attractive when U3 08 reaches $50 a pound in 1974
dollars. That will not happen in the first few
decades of the 21st century. In the meantime, nu-
clear power is in no danger of losing out to other
fuels, and there does not need to be a crash breeder
program. Economic introduction at A.D. 2000 would
be a sign of technological good fortune, not of
resolving an energy crisis with a time limit. "17
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In sum, the current rush to introduce the breeder is hardly

justified. Postponement would impose no penalty, and it would focus

attention and effort on the promising non-fission alternatives to the

LMFBR.

Alternatives to the Breeder: New Possibilities

A fission-free option to the LMFBR which can provide reasonably

priced and environmentally acceptable energy almost certainly exists

and can be made available within a suitable timeframe. The claim

that the LMFBR or other breeder reactor is in any sense necessary

must be rejected -- the breeder is no more necessary than we make it

by refraining from developing other technologies. What is proposed

here is an energy program which should be able to provide an adequate

supply of fuels and electric Dower without the commercial utilization

of breeder reactors. Moreover, as we shall show, heavier reliance

upon the various aspects of this program would facilitate phasing-out

all fission reactors, leading to a fission-free energy economy.

In brief outline, there are several major efforts the adoption

of which is central to an alternative energy program:
18

- An intensive effort to develop the various forms of

solar energy should be undertaken following the recommendations of

the expert panels convened under National Science Foundation auspices,

An Assessment of Solar Energy as a National Energy Resource (1972)

and Solar and other Energy Sources: Suboanel IX Report (1973).l9

In estimates which it believed were not the highest possible, the

first of these studies concluded that its recommended R&D program

could result by the year 2020 in solar energy providing 35% of the

nation's total buildina heating and cooling load, 30% of the nation's

gaseous fuel, 10% of its liquid fuel, and -- most imoortant for
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present purposes -- 20% of the electrical energy reauirements. 2 0

- A major R&D effort devoted to exploitation of geothermal

resources for electric generation should be launched. The Cornell

Workshop on Energy and the Environment (1972) concluded that "[i]t

appears that geothermal energy alone is capable of meeting all

American power requirements for several centuries if the hot dry

rocks resource proves to be practical.--21 The Cornell Workshop,

the National Science Foundation, and others have recommended that a

program to establish the feasibility of hot rock geothermal in the

next few years be given highest priority. Projections of the elec-

tric power available from geothermal resources range from 80 to 400

GWe in the year 2000, depending on assumptions made about the hot

rock potential. 2 2 The AEC recently estimated that geothermal heat

could supply 6% of our electricity in the year 2020,23 but it is

clear that the percentage could be much higher if hot rock geothermal

develops as expected.

- The current effort to develop fusion power should be ex-

panded. The AEC recently stated that "a successful, vigorously sup-

ported fusion program would be expected to lead to construction of a

demonstration power reactor that would begin operation in the mid-

1990's. 24 The agency anticipated "commercial introduction of fusion

power plants on a significant scale beginning in the early 21st

century." 2 5 Thus, it now appears that the demonstration fusion

power plant is not far behind the LMFBR demonstration plant and that

fusion plants can be available commercially for much of the period

during which it was assumed the LMFBR would be critically needed.

The AEC's overall estimate is that by the year 2020 about 8% of our

electricity could come from fusion. 2 6
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- Organic wastes provide another source of fission-free energy

that should be developed. Here the AEC estimates that organic wastes

could account for 5% of the demand for electricity in the year 2000

but only 2% in 2020 due to more efficient practices in the solid

wastes area. 2 7

- All of the above year 2020 percentage contributions, eg.

20% for solar, 6% for geothermal, etc., are based upon a year 2020

energy demand that assumes a continuation of extremely rapid growth

in electricity demand. Such projectipns can yield an electricity

consumption in the year 2020 that is over fifteen times today's, a

result widely regarded as completely unrealistic. For illustration,

the electricity growth projection used by the AEC to justify the

LMFBR program is set out on the following page. The steepness of

the curve staggers the imagination. Several studies of the future

demand for electricity have been carried out using more sophisticated

forecasting techniques and taking into account the effects of the

increasing price of electricity and other market factors. These

studies suggest that actual future demand will be less than half of

that projected by the AEC. 2 8 Moreover, as a supplement to market

influences, it is apparent that the U.S. is moving towards a national

energy conservation policy along the lines recently suggested by the

House Committee on Science and Astronautics, the Council on Environ-

mental Quality, the Ford Foundation Energy Policy Project and others. 2 9

These groups all suggest that U.S. energy growth can be roughly halved

without serious adverse repercussions on the American economy or

lifestyle. When both market and policy influences are taken into

account, we believe it is reasonable, in fact, conservative, to assume
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that electricity demand in the year 2020 will not exceed 50% of

the AEC's astronomical projection.

Table 1 summarizes some of the data presented in the preceding

paragraphs. It shows that it is not unreasonable to expect that

over 80% of the electricity demand projected by the AEC for the

year 2020 can be accounted for principally by a combination of solar,

geothermal, and fusion energy together with more accurate forecasting

of energy demand. This percentage is larger by a substantial margin

than the contribution expected of the LMFBR by the AEC in 2020(50%)

and, indeed, is larger than the contribution the AEC expected from

nuclear fission generally (70%). Accordingly, an energy program

designed to achieve these objectives could wholly eliminate the

need for the LMFBR even if it failed in major respects.

Table 1 indicates that other sources, principally fossil fuels,

could be called upon to provide the remaining portion of U.S.

electricity needs in 2020. It is likely that our abundant supplies

of coal will be relied upon for several decades as a significant

power plant fuel. Thus, quite apart from the question of whether

the LMFBR is introduced, the development of environmentally respon-

sible means of mining and utilizing coal must be an essential and

high priority national objective. The contents of an R&D effort

aimed at achieving this objective have been discussed by numerous

authors.3 0 Elements include strict regulation of surface mining,

more efficient and safer technologies for mining deep coal, stack

gas cleanup, new combustion technologies and coal gasification and

liquification.
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Table I

Energy Sources for Electricity Production

in the Year 2020 Without the Breeder

AEC Projection

New Energy Sources

Solar

Geothermal

Fusion

Organic Wastes

Correction for Market
Factors and Energy
Conservation

Total Accounted For

Remainder for Other
Sources (principally
fossil fuels)

Trillions of
Kilowatt Hours

27.6

5.5

1.7

2.2

.6
10.0

13.8

23.8

3.8

Proposed Final EIS for

NSF/NASA, Solar Energy
Prooosed Fina EI or

Proposed Final EIS for

Proposed Final EIS for

Proposed Final EIS for

LMFBR Program, Vol. IV,

as a National Resource
LMFBR Program, Vol. IV,

LMFBR Program, Vol. IV,

LMFBR Program, Vol. IV,

LMFBR Program, Vol. IV,

p. 11.1-25

(1972), p. 3.
p. 11.1-19

p. 11.1-20

p. 11.1-22

p. 11.1-21

Percent of
AEC Projection

20

6

8

2
36

Source

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

50

86

14

Sources:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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The funding needed for this alternative energy strategy would

not be unacceptably high. It is significant that the last of the

AEC's official projections of future LMFBR expenditures, $8 billion

to program completion, exceeds a recent Federal Power Commission

estimate of the total R&D costs of developing all non-nuclear tech-

nologies, including coal gasification, solar (direct and indirect)

and geothermal technologies, advanced steam cycles, MHD, fossil fuel

effluent controls, and a variety of energy storage systems.3 1 The

FPC estimate of $6 billion, however, does not include the cost of

developing fusion systems, which is expected to be comparable to

that of the LMFBR.3 2

The last refuge of the breeder proponent is the argument that

the LMFBR is needed as an "insurance policy." The above considera-

tions indicate that this is simply not the case. Ample insurance

exists partly in pursuing a variety of non-conventional energy sources

and energy conservation and partly in realizing that the AEC would

insure us against a non-existent risk -- the risk that our electrical

generating capacity will actually grow as that agency projected.

Moreover, relegating the LMFBR program to a low-priority status and

foregoing any expensive push towards demonstration and commercial

reactors for from one to two decades does not permanently eliminate

the LMFBR option. If within about a decade it becomes clear that

possible non-fission options are not going to be available, con-

sideration can be given at that time to reinitiating the program.

The idea that there is a penalty for such a postponement, is, as we

have seen, wholly spurious.
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What Should Be Done With the LMFBR Program?

Almost everyone, we believe, would prefer to bypass reliance

upon the breeder reactor and move directly into using solar, geo-

thermal and fusion energy and energy conservation. The real LMFBR

debate centers around whether it is possible to make this leap. We

join many experts in believing that it is. Yet, unfortunately, no

one will ever know the answer to this question if the present LMFBR

program is permitted to continue. By swelling the bureaucratic and

industrial forces committed to the LMFBR and by draining away R&D

funds that are essential to the timely development of the alternatives

thaf could replace the reactor, the LMFBR program is its own self-

fulfilling prophesy.

As a way out of this quandary, we suggest an option to the

present program which meets the objections of both optimists and

pessimists and therefore should command general support. First,

federal energy officials should delay the LMFBR program a decade.

We have seen that the program is premature and that there is no

penalty in such delay. During this period, the LMFBR effort should

be recast as a low-priority program centered on the FFTF, and current

plans for going ahead with the costly Clinch River demonstration

plant should be cancelled. By greatly reducing the overall costs

of the program, funds will be freed for the accelerated development

of solar, geothermal, fossil, fusion and conservation technologies,

and the tremendous public and private investments which could fore-

close the option of ever stopping the LMFBR will be avoided. The

10-year postponement would also provide a period during which several

types of data which bear critically uoon the desirability of the
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LMFBR program could be gathered and assessed. First, more accurate

information on uranium availability and future energy demand could

be obtained. Second, during the coming decade knowledge regarding

the potential of solar, geothermal, and fusion energy should increase

dramatically with appropriate funding. And, third, this grace

period could also be used to answer critical health and safety

questions raised by the LMFBR with far more certainty than now present.

The problems associated with the present reactor program

strongly suggest that we are only perpetuating and compounding a

bureaucratic blunder by pursuing the current LMFBR program. The

alternative strategy suggested here would provide an opportunity

to correct that mistake--before it is too late. Construction is

scheduled to commence on the Clinch River demonstration plant towards

the end of this year, with the necessary approvals coming much

sooner. Once these hurdles are cleared, it will be far more

difficult to reorient this increasingly massive program.
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APPENDIX

Economic Analysis of the LMFBR Program

I. Introduction

The Atomic Energy Commission has now written and

released three cost-benefit analyses of the U.S. Liquid Metal
1/

Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) Program. Operating under the

1/ The first, written in 1968, was released in 1969;*/ an
updated (1970) analysis was released in May, 1972;**/ and
the latest (1973) analysis appeared first in the AEC's Draft***/
and then with revisions in the Proposed Final Environmental
Impact Statement on the LMFBR Program.****/ The basic arguments
have not changed in this progression of cost-benefit analyses
and the principal differences are in the updating of numbers.

_/ U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Division of
Reactor Development and Technology, Cost-Benefit
Analysis of the U.S. Breeder Reactor Program, WASH-1126
(April, 1969)

*/ U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Division of
Reactor Development and Technology, Updated (1970)
Cost-Benefit Analysis of the U.S. Breeder Reactor
Program, WASH-1184 (January, 1972). This analysis
was reviewed in detail by Thomas B. Cochran in The
Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor: An Environmental
and Economic Critique. Resources for the Future, Inc.,
Washington, D. C. (March, 1974).

***/ U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, LMFBR Environmental
Impact Statement, DRAFT, WASH-1535 (March, 1974). Vol.I,
pp.1.11-1 to 1.11-3; Vol.III, pp.11.1-1 to 11.2-21;
Vol.III, Appendix III-B, pp.B-1 to 4-41 and Vol.III,
Appendix III-B, Annex A, pp.A-l to A-7.

****/ U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Proposed Final
Environmental Impact Statement [PFEIS], LMFBR, WASH-1535
(December, 1974), Vol.IV, pp.11.2-1 to 11.3-3, Appendix
IV- B, C, and D.
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constraint of having to justify its own program,, it is not

surprising that each of the AEC's cost-benefit analyses

concludes that the sum of the benefits of the breeder

program will exceed the program cost.

The AEC's results, however, depend critically

upon the accuracy of its assumptions regarding

the choice of the discount rate; (b) the cost of the

breeder research and development program; (c) the capital

cost difference between LMFBR and conventional nuclear

reactors; the future demand for electricity; (e) the

growth in rate conventional nuclear reactors penetrate the

utility market; and (f) the domestic supply of uranium.

It is our purpose in this Appendix to evaluate the economic

merits of the LMFBR program using what we and many independent

experts consider more realistic input assumptions than those

used by the AEC.

To carry out this analysis, we rely on the AEC's

cost-benefit model. There are several advantages to this

approach. (1) We are not subject to the criticism of

using a less detailed model. Differences in results are

not to be traced to certain omissions in our model. (2)

We can narrowly focus the breeder economic debate on a few

of the more sensitive input assumptions. Those less
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familiar with the subject can quickly grasp the key

issues that account for the differences of opinion about

the breeder's economic merit and more easily form their

own opinions. (3) The analysis on our part is greatly

simplified since we do not have to construct our own

model or research the many less relevant input assumptions.

The drawback of this approach is that we are constrained

in our choice of input assumption since we are forced

to rely on values considered by the AEC.

In each of the AEC's cost-benefit analyses, the

gross benefit of the LMFBR proqram is measured by the

difference between the cost of meeting a prescribed demand

for electricity between now and 2020 with and without the

LMFBR -- the gross benefit being positive when the LMFBR

is able to produce electricity more cheaply than other sources.

The costs of providing electricity, with and without the

breeder, are calculated.by means of a computer program which

schedules the introduction of power stations to meet the

demand in the least costly way. The yearly differences in

cost, with and without the breeder, are discounted back to

the present and added together to form the AEC measure of

qross benefit of the breeder program. In the cost-benefit

balance this measure of gross benefit is compared with the
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cost of the LMFBR R&D program. The difference between

the gross benefit and the R&D costs is the net benefit

of the breeder program.

Each of the AEC's cost-benefit analyses has

included a sensitivity analysis where several of the key

input assumptions are varied to determine their effect

on the computed benefits. Fortunately, at the behest of

EPA and others, the AEC has provided, in its most recent

analysis, cases using more realistic combinations of input

assumptions. While these more realistic assumptions

still are not what we would consider best estimates, some

combinations are close enough-to provide an acceptably

realistic evaluation of the potential benefits of the LMFBR

program. Our approach is to consider each critical input

assumption tested by the AEC. We then select from among

these various assumptions those which most nearly conform

to the facts and consensus of independent expert opinion.

The assumptions thus selected constitute NRDC base case
2/

assumptions for purposes of this report. Finally, we

A detailed discussion of our assumptions and arguments

for rejecting the AEC's 'best estimates" of these parameters

was provided in "NRDC's Comments on the DRAFT Environmental

Impact Statement of the LMFBR Program." Reproduced in PFEIS,

LMFBR, Vol.VI,pp.38-158 to 38-236. Similar criticisms by EPA

are found in PFEIS, LMFBR, Vol.VII, pp.53-1 to 53-98.
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include an analysis of the sensitivity of NRDC's base case

results to changes in the key assumptions. Our analysis

here is extremely limited because we are restricted to

sets of assumptions actually considered by the AEC.

II. Basic Assumptions

A) IDiscount Rate: We use bL, percent/year.

The basis for using a discount rate of at least

ten percent per year is presented in NRDC Comments on
3/

WASH-1535. The issue of the appropriate discount rate

has largely been laid to rest, as the AEC now uses the 10

percent/year value, "based on the preferences of OMB and
4/

other organizations and individuals." This rate is also
5/

consistent with the recommendation of EPA.

3/ "NRDC's Comments on the DRAFT Environmental Impact
Statement of the LMFBR Program." Reproduced in PFEIS,
LMFBR, Vol.VI, December, 1974. U.S. Atomic Energy Commission,
pp.38-162 to 38-164. See also, Cochran, Thomas B., Op. Cit.,
pp.23-29.

4/ U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Proposed Final Environmental ,
Impact Statement [PFEIS], LMFBR, WASH-1535 (December, 1974),
Vol.IV, p.11.2-47.

5/ EPA Comments on DRAFT EIS, LMFBR Program. Reproduced in
PFEIS, LMFBR Program, Vol.VII, pp.53-35 to 53-38.
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B) Research and Development Costs: We use

$8.4 billion assuming LMFBR commercial

introduction in_4987. Discounted at 10%

per year this is equivalent to $4.7 billion

in mid-1974 dollars.

These are the values assumed by the AEC, and for

purposes of this analysis they will be considered NRDC

base case assumptions as well. In reality, however, we

believe the R&D costs of the LMFBR Program will be sub-

stantially higher for reasons outlined below.

Initial cost estimates of the LMFBR program made

in the mid-1960's were about $1.8 billion to $2.2 billion.

Now that we have spent roughly that amount, the AEC (now
6/

ERDA) tells us we must spend another, $8.1 billion to

achieve LMFBR program objectives. Only a small fraction

of this enormous overrun can be attributed to inflation.

As seen from Table 1, the estimated cost to complete the

LMFBR program has increased enormously in recent years.

In fact, the curve of estimated additional LMFBR program

expenditures as function of time is diverging from the curve

6/ U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Proposed Final Environmental

Impact Statement [PFEIS], LMFBR, WASH-1535 (December, 1974),

Vol.IV, p.11.2-3
3
.
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Table 1

Estimates of the Undiscounted Breeder Program
Expenditures from AEC Cost-Benefit Analyses

.. 1968a 1 97 0b iate-1973Clate-1974d
Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate

Breeders

LMFBR

Other Breeders

Support Technology

Total Breeders

Non-Breeders

General Support

2.2

0.8

1.4

4.4

0.7

2.6

2.5 4.0 6.5

0.1 0.2 1.4

1.2 2.6 1.6

3.8 6.8 9.5

0.5 0.5 0.7

2.5 (not given) (not given)

a) U.S.AEC, WASH-1126, 'O. Cit., 1970 dollars, assumes 1986
LMFBR commercial introduction.

b) U.S.AEC, WASH-1184, Op. Cit., mid-1971 dollars, assumes
1986 LMFBR commercial introduction.

c) U.S.AEC, WASH-1535, DRAFT EIS, LMFBR Program, 9O. Cit., mid-
1974 dollars, assumes 1987 LMFBR commercial introduction.

d) U.S.AEC, WASH-1535, PFEIS, LMFBR Program, Op. Cit., mid-1974
dollars, assumes 1987 LMFBR commercial introduction.
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of cumulative expenditures to date, even when using constant

dollars. As long as this trend continued, ERDA pro-

jections of additional program expenditures will under-

state the true cost and the ultimate expenditure ceiling

will remain unknown.

Significantly, the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF),

an essential component of the LMFBR Program, was authorized

in 1966 at $87.5 million. In June 1974, the GAO estimated
7/

the cost of the -FFTF Program to be more than $933 million,

over ten times higher than the original estimates. Based

on AEC's assessment, it appears to GAO that it will again

be necessary for AEC to increase its program cost estimate
8/

to reflect rapidly increasing costs. As of March 1974,

the design was about 75 percent complete and construction
9/

30 percent. Unfortunately, there are still unresolved

FFTF safety issues related to its capability to withstand

core disruptive accidents which could be extremely costly.

7/ GAO, "Staff study, Fast Flux Test Facility Program"
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, January 1975, p. 7 .

8/ Ibid., p.16.

9/ Ibid., p.1.
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The second most significant component of the LMFBR

Program is the Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR), the
10/

first LMFBR demonstration plant if one overlooks Fermi-I.

The first official estimate of its cost was about $400 million.

In a 1972 Memorandum of Understanding its cost was estimated

at $700 million, two-thirds coming from the AEC and with

the AEC (now ERDA) assuming an open-7nded risk (i.e., all the

cost overruns). This estimate was $150 ao $200 million

higher than an AEC estimate only six months previous. In

March 1974, it was reported that CRBR project officials are

"focusing on some major steps that they hope will hold the
11/

total cost of the plant under $1.0 billion. In July,

it was reported that the CRBR project would cost $1.6 -
12/

$2.0 billion, and in September it was pegged at $1.736
13/

billion. Unfortunately, the demonstration plant of

the federal government's priority energy program has a cost

doubling time of one year and a fuel doubling time of 30 to

60 years, instead of the reverse (See Figure 1).

1Q/ Fermi-I, the first commercial LMFBR plant, experienced
a partial core meltdown and has subsequently been shut down.

11/ Nucleonics Week 15, March 21, 1974, p.l.

12/ Weekly Energy Report 30, July 29, 1974, p.l.

13/i Weekly Energy Report, 38, September 23, 1974. p.5. Given
the cost trend the last three significant digits are a joke.
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Figure 1
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C) Capital Cost Differential: LMFBR

capital costs remain $100/Kw higher

than conventional reactors.

Curves of reactor capital costs versus time are

presented in Figure 2. The upper dotted line in the figure

labeled $100/Kw DIFFERENTIAL," represents most nearly our

base case assumption for LMFBR capital costs. In reality,

we believe the cost differential will be even higher. The

solid LMFBR line represents the AEC's base case assumption.

The AEC assumes that the LMFBR will cost no more than

conventional reactors after 2000 -- a zero cost differ-

ential.

All costs are in mid-1974 dollars. Other ground

rules for the capital cost estimates are given in the PFEIS
14/

of the LMFBR Program. It is important to note that

(a) since all costs in the cost-benefit study are in

constant dollars, these costs do not include allowances for

escalaction during construction, and (b) no first-of-a-kind

or prototype costs associated with demonstration reactors or

what the AEC refers to as "near-commercial" plants are in-

cluded.

14/ PFEIS, LMFBR Program, Vol.IV, pp.11.2-78 to 11.2-81.
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Figure 2
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The central issue here is whether it is appro-

priate to apply a learning curve to the LMFBR capital

costs in addition to the learning associated with the

reduction/elimination of first-of-a-kind or prototype costs.

We do not apply a learning curve to the LMFBR capital

costs. If anything such an effect should be negative

(i.e., increasing costs). The AEC, on the other hand,

has assumed a sharp positive learning curve with respect

to the LMFBR that reduces the present value of LMFBR

costs by 21.5% in the short 13 year period between 1987

and 2000. This corresponds to 16 percent per decade.

Furthermore, this period of learning is assumed to start

immediately upon commercial introduction of the LMFBR.

There are four significant points we wish to make

with respect to this difference of opinion. The first

concerns the appropriate industry against which the LMFBR

learning curve should be compared. The AEC concludes that
15/

when examined on a classical basis their assumed LMFBR

learning rate "is extremely conservative in comparison

with typical values of 80 to 90% learning curves applicable
16/

to many industries." But the appropriate industry for

15/ It has been established by a number of empirical studies
that as a general rule, the logarithm of the cost of a product
is a decreasing linear function of the logarithm of the number
of units that have been produced.

6/ PFEIS, LMFBR Proaram. Vol.IV. o.11.2-84. December. 1974.
We calculate a lower learning rate than does the AEC, but that
is not the point here.
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comparison is the nuclear industry, particularly the

manufacture of commercial nuclear power plants. The

AEC has been predicting a learning curve in this

industry for the past decade. To the contrary, the cost

of commercial nuclear plants has been increasing at an

alarming rate, even in constant dollars. The only possible

evidence that a product is on its learning curve is to

observe cost decreases as a function of incremental pro-

duction.

Actually a stronger case can be made for projecting

further increases in capital costs. Bupp and Derian estimate

that the capital cost of conventional LWR is increasing at

$30/Kw to $50/Kw per year in constant (1973) dollars, a

negative learning effect. This represents an increase in

LWR costs on the order of 10 percent per year, again in constant

dollars. A priori one would think the capital cost differ-

ential might be increasing at the same rate -- roughly 10

percent per year. In 1970, the AEC estimated the LMFBR capital

cost differential (at commercial introduction in 1986) at
18/

$18/Kw in mid-1971 dollars. In 1973 this increased to
19/

about $37/Kw in mid-1972 dollars. In the DRAFT EIS on the

17/ Bupp, E.C., Derian, J.C., Donsimoni, Marie-Paule and
Trietel, Robert, "The Economics of Nuclear Power," Technology
Review, 77, February 1975, pp.

15
-

2 5
.

18/ U.S. AEC, WASH-1184, Op.Cit., p.37.

19/ Cochran, Thomas B., Op. Cit., p.39.

64-603 0 - 76 - 33
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LMFBR program the capital cost differential was estimated

at $85/Kw in mid-1974 dollars, and $100/Kw was actually

assumed in the cost-benefit analysis. Thus, we see the

LMFBR capital cost differential has been increasing at a

rate even faster than 10 percent per year in constant

dollars. There is little reason to believe this trend will /

not continue at this rapid pace.

What makes the AEC's LMFBR learning curve even

more unbelievable is that in the same short period, 1987-

2000, when LMFBR capital costs are rapidly falling due

to learning there is a shift to an advanced LMFBR design in

1991 and again in 1995. Furthermore, in 1990 plant unit

sizes increase from 1300 MW to 2000 MW with an additional

12 percent decrease in price.

Due to the difficulty of incorporating into the

AEC's model a learning effect as a function of the number

of units sold the AEC has arbitrarily assumed both the

learning rate and (he rate of commercial introduction of the,/

LMFBR. With more logic one could assume no learning and

no LMF R's purchased, arguing that no learning is anticipated,

therefore, LMFBR will not be competitive, hence no one will

purchase them. The AEC must argue that in their collective

wisdom, the utilities will anticipate a learning effect,

and then purchase some 220 LMFBRs to generate it. The AEC
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has also argued (we believe correctly) that utilities are

not farsighted enough to purchase long-term uranium feed

and enrichment contracts.

The second point is that the AEC's application of

a learning curve to LMFBR costs stands in stark contrast to

the assumptions of independent investigators. Bupp and

Derian, for example, observe:

'[Because of learning effects] Breeders
will not be competitive with LWR's when only
10-20 of the former have been installed as
opposed to several hundred of the latter.
Consequently, an added cost will be incurred
by breeders until their manufacturing costs
have decreased enough to compensate for the
initial LWR advantage due to fabrication
experience. These learning-curve costs
must be taken into account even if it is
assumed that breeder capital costs will turn
out to be below the allowable threshold for
previous U308 prices and other variables.
In such circumstances, learning curve costs have
to be subtracted from the breeder advantage
in order to determine the real benefits of
their introduction. . . . Any claim of
definitive economic advantage from breeder intro-
duction must therefore take account of costs
due to learning effects which could quite
easily turn out to be a substantial multiple
of R&D costs." 20/

21/
Manne and Yu take a similar approach.

20/ Bupp, Irvin C. and Jean-Claude Derian, "The Breeder
Reactor in the U.S.: A New Economic Analysis," Technology
Review, July/August 1974, p.34.

21/ Manne, Alan S., and Oliver S. Yu, "Breeder Benefits
and Uranium Ore Arailability," Electric Power Research
Institute, EPRI SR-3, Special Report, October, 1974, p.

7
.

Manne and Yu have estimated that this learning effect plus
additional federal and private R&D financing beyond FY-1979
(continued on following page)
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The third point concerns the inconsistency of the

AEC's approach. The AEC does not apply a similar learning

curve to the HTGR, even though no commercial size HTGR's

are expected in operation before about 1980 to 1983. The

AEC argues that since the HTGR is subject to the same

environmental and safety regulations as the conventional

light water reactor (LWR),

a reasonable assumption would
be to hold the HTGR and LWR capital costs

equal throughout the time span considered.
This assumption still gives the HTGR a

competitive advantage in power costs, since

it is projected to have lower fuel costs

than LWRs. Because of this, it might be

concluded that there exists no great market-
place incentive for HTGR capital costs to
ever become substantially lower than LWR

capital costs." 22/

The AEC's position is inconsistant in that it does not

apply this same argument to the LMFBR even though a) the

LMFBR is subject to the same environmental and safety regu-

lations and b) the LMFBR is projected to have a competitive

advantage in power costs before its capital cost differential

is reduced to zero.

could be $4 billion which they add to the LMFBR R&D cost
(FY75-79). Adding this learning cost to the R&D cost has

the effect of subtracting from the R&D advantage. It

appears from their estimate of R&D expenditures alone that

Manne and Yu have understated the undiscounted cost of

the breeder program.

22/ PFEIS, LMFBR Program, Vol.IV, p.ll.
2
-
84
.
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The final point concerns whether one can justify

an LMFBR learning curve on the basis of postulated cost

reductions of selected components. The AEC argues that

while the trend in absolute costs of LWR plants may increase,

this will not alter the cost position of the LWR relative

to other plants. The LMFBR cost differential will decrease

from $100/Kw initially due primarily to improvements in
23/

the design and construction of the steam supply system.

But the direct costs of the reactor plant equipment represent
24/

less than 30 percent of the total plant costs. To obtain

the same LMFBR cost reduction, the AEC would have to assume

an even greater learning rate for the nuclear island than

for the entire plant. Again, looking to the LWR industry

for experience we find, according to the AEC:

. . . examination of LWR cost trends
indicate that the price of the nuclear
steam supply system has remained relatively
constant over the past several years,
exclusive of escalation."25/

In other words, no learning.

The AEC cites six favorable features of LMFBRs which

in its estimation will lead to lower capital costs in a

mature industry, for example, the LMFBR's low pressure system

making possible in plant and system-design simplifications. For

23/ See, PFEIS, LMFBR, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. December,
1974. Vol.IV, p.11.

2
-88.

24/ Ibid., p.11.2-80.

25/ Ibid., p.11.2-83.
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every example here, however, there is a counter example

which could lead to higher costs. The LMFBR, unlike the

LWR, requires an extensive sodium component and piping

system heating system required for preheat, wetting and

maintaining sodium in a molten state during shutdown.

Remote automatic refueling is required under controlled

environmental-conditions. Reactor manual and automatic

control systems in an LMFBR are more complex due to less

inherent control features in the reactor nucleonics. The

intermediate coolant loop introduces further complexities.

We know from experience with light water reactors that

these complex systems of large scale development projects

such as LMFBRs can easily encounter subtle and unforeseen

interactions that result in costly solutions in terms of

commercial designs. Primary sodium pumps for the FFTF,

for example, were estimated to cost $1.8 million in 1970
26/

and $10.5 million in 1974. During the same period the

27/
cost of the intermediate heat exchanger for the FFTF doubled.

The more we learn about these complex systems, the more we

learn they will cost.

The AEC proposes as one cost savings concept, the

elimination of the intermediate heat exchanger. However,

"the intermediate loop serves as an important safety feature.

26/ GAO, "Staff study, Fast Flux Test Facility Program,"
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, January 1975,p.9.

27/ Ibid., p.9.
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Sodium and water react violently upon contact. The

intermediate loop isolates the steam-generator from the

primary sodium-coolant loop preventing the possibility

of this reaction from taking place in the primary loop,

thereby reducing the probability of loss of primary

loop integrity. A steam lead into the primary sodium loop

could result in severe pressure transients or loss of

coolant flow in or loss of coolant from the reactor core.

If the intermediate loop were eliminated, the steam generator

would still have to have double-walled tubing to reduce the

probability of steam leaks into the sodium. At the April

1974 breeder reactor safety conference, Dr. J. F. Petit

of CEA-France, reported that his country had studied

the possibility of eliminating the intermediate

loop and discarded the idea for reasons of economics,
28/

aside from the safety question."

In summary, it is our view that a constant $100/Kw

represents a conservative estimate of the LMFBR capital cost

differential. Based on historical experience, including

trends in LWR costs and the LMFBR capital cost differential,

the capital cost differential will go even higher. There is

no sian that it will even level off.

28/ Dr. J.F. Petit of CEA-France, Session on Fast Reactor

Safety Needs, American Nuclear Society -- Fast Reactor
Safety Meeting, Beverly Hills, California, April 2, 1974.
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D) Electric Energy Demand: We use

Curve B in Figure 3, representing

a 50% reduction from the AEC's base

case (Curve A) in the year 2020.

Before justifying our choice of the energy demand

forecast, it is useful to explain how the energy demand

projections (Curves A and B in Fiaure 3) were derived. We

begin with the AEC's base case (Curve A).

The AEC's base case is said to be projected with
29/

the assistance of an econometric model. The model is

not described in detail and there is insufficient discussion

of the model assumptions in the PFEIS or referenced

documents to make a detailed critique of the methodology.

The AEC's base case electric energy demand projection is

thought to be developed along the following lines, or at

least is said to be consistent with the following:

1) Real GNP growth is projected on the basis of

population and per capita income considerations. Real GNP

is assumed to grow at 4%/year between 1970 and 1980; 3.5%/year
30/

between 1980 and 2000; and 3.2%/year between 2000 and 2020.

29/ PFEIS, LMFBR Program, Vol.IV, p.11.2-53.

30/ Ibid., p.11.2-54.
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2) Total energy growth is projected assuming

energy- consumption growth follows real GNP growth for the

next 50 years. Total energy is projected to grow from

67,quadrillion Btu in 1970 to 99 quadrillion Btu in
31/

1980; 117 in 1985; 195 in 2000; and 359 in 2020.

This total energy growth rate is comparable to (actually)

silghtly higher than the Ford Foundation Energy Policy

Project's (Ford-EPP) "Historical Growth" scenario -- 3.5%/year
32/

to 2000.

3) The electric energy demand fraction of the total

energy demand is projected assuming the "economy will continue

to require a rising share of its energy as electricity

because it is a clean and convenient form . . While the

model does not explicitly include electricity prices,

implicitly it assumes that at worst the total cost of

electricity will not increase faster than the general
33/

price level." The electric energy fraction is assumed

to grow from 25 percent in 1970 to 50 percent in 2000,

31/ PFEIS, LMFBR Program, p.11.2-53.

32/ Ford Foundation's Energy Policy Project, Exploring Energy
Choices, A preliminary report, Washington, D.C. (1974), p.

41
.

33/ DRAFT, EIS, LMFBR Program, Vol.III, Appendix III-B, p.4-33.
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to 65 percent in 2020. This gets us to the AEC's base

case electric energy demand (Curve A in Figure 3) which

is said to be consistent with a continuously declining

growth rate from 7.8%/year initially to 4.2%/year in

2020 (See, Figure 4).

Curve B in Figure 3 (choosen as NRDC's base case)

was derived by the AEC by assuming an electric energy demand

in 2020 that is 50 percent less thanthe base case (Curve A).

The demand in intermediate years was calculated assuming a

continually declining growth rate in the electric energy

demand from 7.8%/year initially. The electric energy growth

rate in 2020 was calculated to be 2.8%/year. This procedure,

or at least the nomenclature, may give the illusion that

Curve B, our base case energy demand, is 50 percent less

than Curve A, the AEC's base case. This is true only for

the year 2020. At intermediate years the difference is less.

In the year 2000, for example, the electric energy consumption

rate will be 10.6 trillion Kwh according to Curve A, while

33a/
according to Curve B it will be 7.1 trillion Kwh, or only

We are now in a position to justify our choice of

Curve B in Figure 3 as NRDC's base case. Our selection is

33a/ PFEIS, LMFBR Program, Vol.IV, p.11.2-5
8
. This value of

7.1 trillion Kwh from the text is not consistent with the

figures from the PFEIS reproduced as Figures 3 and 4 in this

report. Curve B in the figures shows 8.1 trillion Kwh in 2000.
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Figure 4
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based principally on the forecasts of Chapman, Tyrrell

34/ 35/ 36/
and Mount, Chapman, et al., and Searl, which we

have also plotted in Figure 3.
37/

Chapman, Tyrrell and Mount have noted that the

most important economic factors influencing energy demand

(in decreasing order of importance) are: 1) the price

of electricity; 2) the growth of the population; 3) the

growth of income; and 4) the prices of substitute fuels

and appliances. Using these parameters and various

assumptions about population growth and the increase in

cost of electricity, they concluded that the probable

electric consumption rate in 2000 will be in the range

1.9 to 4.6 trillion Kwh, and in some cases the rate of

growth has turned negative by that time. This range of

estimates of the energy demand in 2000 is to be compared

34/ Chapman, Duane, Timothy Tyrrell, and Timothy Mount,
"Energy Demand Growth, the Energy Crisis, and R&D,` Science,
178 (November 17, 1972).

35/ Chapman, Duane, G. G. Akland, John F. Finklea, Ralph I.

Larsen, Timothy Mount, William C. Nelson, Dan C. Quigley,
William C. Wilson, "Power Generation, Conservation, Health

and Fuel Supply," Revised Draft.

36/ Cochran, Thomas B., The Liquid Metal Fast Breeder
Reactor, Resources for the Future, Inc., Washington, D.C.,
(March, 1974), p.110. See also, Electric Power Research
Institute, "Uranium Resources to Meet Long Term Uranium
Requirements," E:RI SR-5, Special Report (November, 1974),

p.12.

37/ Ibid.
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with 7.1 trillion Kwh, NRDC's base case estimate (Curve B)

for the same year, and 10.6 trillion Kwh, the AEC's base

case estimate (Curve A).
38/

Chapman, Tyrrell and Mount examined the forecast

of the FPC's 1970 National Power Survey on which the AEC

has relied, as well as several other similar forecasts,

and concluded that these are generally incorrect since

their methodologies did not provide quantitative links

between energy demand and price and income.

39/
Chapman, et al., in a report for the 1973

National Power Survey, have updated the electric energy

demand forecast using the same model reported by Chapman,
40/

Tyrrell and Mount. Their projected demand for 1980 is

2.2 trillion Kwh, or roughly one-third less than the

projected demand using the base case of either NRDC or the

AEC. The total electric energy generation in 1973 was

1.85 trillion Kwh. Hence, Chapman, et al.'s forecast

of 2.2 trillion Kwh in 1980 represents an average growth

rate of about 2.5% compared to the AEC assumption of an

average growth rate of about 7.5% over the same period.
41/

The projections of Chapman, Tyrrell and Mount

38/ Duane Chapman, Timothy Tyrrell, and Timothy Mount,
"Energy Demand Growth, the Energy Crisis, and R&D," Science,
178 (November 17, 1972).

39/ Chapman, et al., "Power Generation, Conservation, Health
and Fuel Supply,"-Revised Draft.

40/ Ibid.

41/ Ibid.
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42/

and Chapman, et al., are subject to the criticism that

they do not adequately account for some of the recent

energy conservation efforts or recent evidence of increased

electric energy substitution for alternative fuels, par-

ticularly in the industrial sector with respect to the

substitution of interruptable natural gas and foreign

oil supplies. These two effects are offsetting, at least

in part. The AEC's base case projection already has

built in considerable substitution of electric energy

for alternate fuels. Recall the AEC makes the somewhat

arbitrary assumption that electrical energy consumption

will qrow from 25% of total energy in 1970 to 50% by

the year 2000. Therefore, the combined effects of the

price of electricity, additional conservation measures

and substitution for interruptable fuels will most likely

lead to growth rates considerably below those projected

by the AEC, although perhaps not as low as Chapman, et

al.'s projection. The combined effects of price

elasticity and conservation efforts in the last 18 months

have reduced the electrical energy demand growth rate
43/

even below the rate predicted by Chapman, et al. However,

42/ Chapman, et al., "Power Generation, Conservation, Health

and Fuel Supply," Revised Draft.

43/ Ibid.
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it is still too early to tell whether this very low growth

rate will persist.

We include Searl's forecast because it is a pro-

jection of electrical energy demand versus real GNP directly

and does not include the arbitrary assumption that energy

consumption will grow to 50% of total energy by 2000 and 65%

by 2020. Furthermore, the historical correlation between

electric energy demand and real GNP is better than the

historical correlation between total energy and real GNP.

Using Searl's expression for electrical energy

demand versus GNP and extrapolating it to the year 2000

results in an estimated electric energy demand of 6.5

trillion Kwh for 4% growth rate in GNP and 5.5 trillion

Kwhr for a 3.5% growth rate. Searl's best estimate is 6.1
43a/

trillion Kwh in 2000 and 10.6 trillion Kwh in 2020.

This latter number is to be compared with 7.1 trillion Kwhr,

the NRDC base case estimate and 10.6 Kwh, the AEC's base

estimate.

Clearly, NRDC's,base case estimate is not "very low"

as the AEC would suggest. Rather it is higher than current

projections, including those which are based on the most

important economic factors influencing energy demand, namely,

price of electricity, growth of the population and growth of

income. We would, in fact, prefer a lower electrical energy

43a/ Op. Cit., p.12.
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demand, particularly one which reflects a lower growth

rate between now and 2000, but a lower curve was not

considered by the AEC.

E) Growth in the Rate at Which Conventional

Reactors Penetrate the Nuclear Market:

We use the AEC assumptions that HTGR and

LMFBR capacity fractions are constrained

to follow the projections in WASH-1139 (72),

the projections made by the AEC's Office

of Planning and Analysis in 1972.

We are forced to use this assumption because more

realistic capacity fractions were not considered in combination

with the assumptions we have selected above for capital

costs, electrical energy demand, and uranium supply. A

much lower rate of market penetration much less favorable

to the LMFBR would be more consistent with the recently

experienced reactor cancellations and stretched-out

schedules. In fact, the AEC states:

"During the 'short period since the
Draft Statement was issued, however,
some major changes have taken place in
utility plans for added generating
capacity. By the end of September 1974,
U.S. utilities had cancelled about 12,000
MW of planned generating capacity and had
deferred the initial operation of about

64-603 0 - 76 - 34
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109,000 MW of previously ordered
capacity (both fossil and nuclear)
by about 2 years in most cases." 44/

According to the AEC this slippage has not been specifically

factored into the various cases examined in the latest

cost-benefit study. The AEC concludes:

"The range of variables explored
in the cost-benefit analysis as it now
appears in this Statement (e.g. cases
which assume a 50% reduction in the base
case projection of electrical demand in
the year 2020) appear to provide adequate
insight into the possible effects of
major uncertainties in the assumptions
used, including the possibility of a few
years' slippage in breeder introduction
date."

Here, the AEC is agreeing that our selection of NRDC's

base case energy demand (Curve B in Figure 3) is the

more appropriate choice of this parameter.

F) Uranium Supply: We use the curve

labeled "B" in Figure 5.

This is the supply curve which the AEC considers

"optimistic." The AEC base case is Curve A. We choose

Curve B as our base case for several reasons.

_4/ PFEIS, LMFBR Program, Vol.1, p.1.1-7.
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Figure 5
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First, it most nearly corresponds to the estimate

by the staff of the Energy Supply Studies Program, Electric

Power Research Institute (EPRI) under the direction of
45/

Milton Searl. Searl estimated the domestic U3 08 resources

in conventional deposits that could be recovered at less

than $100 per pound. His estimates were presented as

a function of his subjective probability that uranium

resources will exceed a given value. Searl's best

estimate (13.2 million tons at less than $100/lb) is

plotted in Figure 5. The horizontal error bar represents

his subjective probability at 68% confidence limits.

(The high end of this error bar is off the graph to

the right at 21 million tons). Searl believes his best

estimate is actually conservative because it does not

include additional lower grade (down to 0.1 percent) but

still conventional ores. Time did not permit calculation

of the lower grade resources which could be recovered for

less than $100/lb and therefore these material's were not
46/

included in Searl's estimate above. Searl, however,

estimates there are 3.8 million tons (at 90% confidence) of

these lower grade ores in known producing areas and 14 million

45/ Electric Power Research Institute, "Uranium Resources
to Meet Long Term Uranium Requirements," EPRI SR-5, Special
Report (November, 1974), p.12.

46/ Ibid., p.6.
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47/
tons (50% confidence) in the entire United States.

Of the 3.8 million tons in known districts, Searl

believes probably somewhat less than the 2 million plus

tons are likely to be recovered within the $100/lb cost
48/

range.

We share Searl's view that his estimates are

most likely conservative. There are numerous examples

where conservative assumptions have been made in deriving

his estimates. For example, although the eastern United

States and Alaska are potential sources of uranium, no

credit is taken for this potential.

Searl's estimates of 13.2 million tons plus an

additional several million tons in lower grade ores are

to be compared with the AEC estimates of: a) 4 million

tons of uranium in conventional deposits under their base

case (Curve A) assumptions; and b) 6 million tons under

their optimistic (Curve B) assumptions. Above these amounts

the AEC believes mining of shale will be required.

The second reason we choose Curve B as our base

case is that subsequent to the preparation of the uranium

47/ Electric Power Research Institute, "Uranium Resources
to Meet Lonq Term Uranium Requirements," EPRI SR-5, Special
Report (November, 1974), p.9.

48/ Ibid., p.81.
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supply and price projections used in the AEC's cost-benefit

study, the AEC apparently has identified an additional

1.2 million tons of domestic uranium resources in

conventional deposits at less than $30/lb. The new

total, 3.45 million tons, is a result of the Preliminary

National Uranium Resources Evaluation Program (PNURE),
49/

started about 2 years ago. There is no mention of
50/

these data in the PFEIS of the LMFBR Program. The

new total, in fact, is larger than the AEC's base case

estimate (Curve A) of the cumulative supply at less than

the same $30/lb price. It is almost 50 percent greater

than the AEC's estimate of the domestic uranium resources

made in January 1974, just over a year ago -- the older

estimate forming the basis for the uranium supply projections

in the PFEIS.

Third, there appears to be general agreement with

the view held by the National Petroleum Council, that

"Substantially all of the present
proved reserves and approximately 85
percent of the potential reserves as
determined by AEC are located in the

49/ U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, "Report of LMFBR
Program Review Group," (1974), Fn.5, p.16.

50/ See, for example, Sections 6A.11.2, 6A.1.1.8, 6A.l.l.9,
11.2.1.2, 11.2.3.7., at the PFEIS, LMFBR, U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission. December, 1974 (Vols.I through IV).
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presently producing areas, yet these
areas make up less than 10 percent of
the total region in which uranium
occurrences are found--and even the
producing areas in many cases are not
completely explored."51/

There is little compulsion on the part of mining companies

exploring for uranium to leave the proximity of the known

producing districts as long as ample exploration opportunities

to fill current demand are available. This would suggest

there is ample low cost domestic uranium to meet anticipated

need without the LMFBR until well into the next decade;

much of it in these unexplored regions. A primary basis

for the AEC's low estimates of domestic uranium resources

and for rejecting the conclusions that exploration outside

known districts will be very fruitful is that, "Geologic

information and experience indicate that the present

producing areas, which were located over a decade ago, are
52/

geologically, the most favorable for uranium. To our

knowledge, no supporting basis has ever been given for this

conclusion. The counter argument as expressed by Searl is:

"There is even reason to believe
that the nation may not yet have found
its best deposits of uranium. It would

51/ National Petroleum Council, U.S. Energy Outlook--Nuclear
Energy Availability, (NPC, 1972), p.6.

52/ PFEIS, LMFBR Program, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
December, 1974, Vol.IV, p.11.2-74.
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have been somewhat fortuitous if
the nation's best deposits were
so conveniently placed that they
were relatively easy to discover
early in the history of uranium
exploration." 53/

The AEC cites as supporting evidence for its

uranium resources estimates the result of an evaluation

of the uranium in the San Juan Basin of New Mexico using

the Delphi technique. The problem with this analytical

technique is that companies wishing to discourage exploration

by competitors submit low estimates of the resources in

those- locations. Where companies are trying to attract

developers, high estimates are submitted. A geologist

and manager for exploration of one of the largest uranium

companies in the San Juan Basin pooh-poohed the whole idea

and refused to participate in the AEC's Delphi survey.

The AEC correctly notes, that in the matter of U308

sales prices versus supply, their base case estimate of price

,'errs on the low side of reality," and "does not reflect

54/
the more recent rapid escalation in prices in the U.S. market."

53/ Electric Power Research Institute, "Uranium Resources
to Meet Long Term Uranium Requirements," EPRI SR-5, Special
Report (November, 1974), p.

28
.

54/ PFEIS, LMFBR Program, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
December, 1974, Vol.Iv, p.11.2-75.
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According to Jack Mommsen, of the Nuclear Exchange Corp.:

"Rapidly rising prices were the

dominant element of the uranium market

in 1974, as prices for delivery in the

years 1975 through 1980 rose an eye-

popping average of 105 percent. By

year's end purchasers were bidding $15.

per pound U3 08 for immediate delivery

and $25 for delivery in 1980. Power

plant delays had no discernible effect

on prices because European buyers

picked up the slack created by reduced

domestic demand.

"The 1975 outlook is for a

continuation of high prices for deliveries

in the 1970's; an expected increase in

the transaction tails assay should add

some upward pressure. However, more

uranium will be brought into the market;

new sellers will enter; and withdrawn

sellers will return--all beneficial

effects of the lofty price structure.

The post-1980 market remains uncertain,

since most producers will not sell that

far in advance." 55/

The total uranium commitments as of January 1974

were equivalent to about one-half the proved resources at

less than $10/lb. Hence, these recent price increases

are not a reflection of the resource base but rather a

shorter term response to market conditions. In the several

years prior to 1973 the uranium market was soft. The

combination of projections of large uranium commitments

questions the uranium industry's capability to rapidly

55/ Mommsen, Jack, "Mommsen on the uranium market,"' Nuclear

News, Mid-February, 1975, Vol.18, No.3, p.
3 l.
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expanded production to meet increased commitments, and

the requirement of long-term enrichment contracts appears

to have paniced the utility industry. Sales in 1973

shot up 300 percent in a seller's market, increasing

commercial uranium deliveries and commitments 45,000 tons

over the previous year. This is three times the commercial

requirements in 1974 of about 14 thousand tons. Reluctance

of uranium producers to overcommit themselves forced

sales down to 15,900 tons in 1974, but strong bidding

has kept the price up. While prices may not return in

1975 we do not believe recent prices reflect a long-term

trend, but rather a shorter term response as the uranium

market shifted from the buyer's market of the past several

years when prices were deflated, to the seller's market

of today. There is little reason to believe that prices

will not return, although not to the same low values,

as we return to more stable market conditions and a

normal profit margin.

III. Results of NRDC's Cost-Benefit Analysis

Table 2 below summarizes the preceeding key input

assumptions selected as NRDC's base case and presents

for comparison the AEC's base case assumptions. The

assumptions selected as NRDC's base case correspond to
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Case 58 of the cases tested by the AEC. The results

for this case are reproduced in Table 3. The additional

cases shown in Table 3 show the effect of varying the

more sensitive input assumptions discussed above about

NRDC's base case values.

/ Table 2

Base Case Assumptions of Key Input Assumptions

Discount Rate

R&D Cost (discounted
at 10%/yr)

Capital Cost Differential

Energy Demand

Rate at which Conventional
Reactors Penetrate the

Market

Uranium Supply

LMFBR Commercial
Introduction

Base Case

NRDC AEC

10%/yr 10%/yr

$4.7 billion

$100/Kw after 2000

Curve B(Figure 3)

constrained to
follow Projections

in WASH-1139 (72)

Curve B(Figure 5)

1987

$4.7 billion

zero after 2000

Curve A(Figure 3)

constrained to
follow Projections

in WASH-1139 (72)

Curve A(Figure 5)

1987

As seen from Case 58(NRDC's base case) in Table 3,

the discounted R&D costs are 10 times the discounted benefits

of the program. For every ten dollars spent oft the developing

of the LMFBR, we will get one dollar in return. This is

hardly what one would term a worthwhile investment. We



Casea

5
48
58
55
52
62
72

Table 3

Sumnary of Cost-Benefit Study Results Discounted at 10%/Yr. To Mid-1974

Ik1FBR Electrical
Constraints IL4FBR Capital Energy Uranium Carparison

Isposed Until Introduction Cost DmFZd Supply With Energy Gi
(HIER) (IMFBR) Date Differentialb Curvec Curve Case Costs Benr

2020 A B 201.4
2020 B B 148.1
2000 2000 1987 $100/Mw B B 48 147.7 0.
2000 2000 1987 $100/1W A B 5 196.6 4,
2000 2000 1987 $ 0/Mw B B 48 144.2 3.
2020 $100/Mw B C 157.3
2000 2000 1987 $100/Kw B C 62 150.6 6.

Billions of Dollars

ross R&D Net
f its Costs Benefits

.4

.8

.9

.7

4.7
4.7
4.7

4.7

-4.3
0.1

-0.6

2.0

Notes:
a) Numbers refer to AEC identity of cases in the PFEIS.
b) Capital Cost differential after 2000, corresponding to the curves in Figure
c) Letters correspond to curves in Figure . Curve B corresponds to NRDC "base case,' Curve A

corresponds to AEC "base case."
d) Letters correspond to curves in Figure . Curve B corresponds to NRDC "base case,' Curve A

corresponds to AEC "base case.'

Source: PFEIS, Appendix IV.D

Benefit/Cost
Ratio

0.08
1.0
0.8

1.4

I CYCo2W i
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arrive at this result even though our base case contains

a number of assumptions that are highly favorable to

the LMFBR. As noted previously, NRDC's base case

assumptions pertaining to the capital cost differential,

energy demand, market penetration by conventional

reactors and uranium supplies represent selections of

those parameters that are more favorable to the LMFBR

than we believe realities justify. Our selection was

limited by the cases considered by the AEC. Furthermore,

we have used the AEC's estimate of the R&D costs, and

have not considered additional cost overruns in the

R&D program. We have not included first-of-a-kind costs

associated with early commercial size LMFBR's or the

costs due to the learning effects which Bupp and Derian

suggested "could easily turn out to be a substantial

multiple of research and development costs." We

have used reactor performance characteristics assumed

by the AEC. These characteristics represent program

56/

goals that we submit are unlikely to be achieved.

The characteristics of the advanced oxide LMFBR, for

56/ See, "NRDC's Comments on the DRAFT Environmental Impact

Statement of the LMFBR Proqram." Reproduced in PFEIS,

LMFBR Program, Vol.VI, pp.38-
22 2

to 38-230. (December,

1974).
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example, assumed to be available in 1991, are based on

a design that optimizes performance at the expense of

safety considerations, could not be licensed today and

has been shown to be infeasible due to stainless steel

swelling of the fuel cladding.

We are now in a position to examine the

sensitivity of our base case assumptions to changes in

some of the key input assumptions. As noted previously,

we are severely constrained in this part of our analysis

because we are limited by the cases tested by the AEC.

Turning first to energy demand, it can be seen by

comparing the results of Case 55 to Case 58 in Table 3,

that the electric energy demand would have to grow at

the "historical" rate assumed by the AEC to get a break-

even benefit/cost ratio of 1.0. Similarly, corresponding

to Case 72, one would have to assume a very unrealistic

uranium supply curve (Curve C in Figure 5), before the

benefits begin to exceed the cost. This unrealistic

uranium supply curve was termed "pessimistic" even by

the AEC. The AEC's report made this judgment before

identification of the additional 1.2 million tons of

low cost uranium, at less than $30/lb which was not
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included in their base case estimate. (See discussion

on pages34 -35). Finally, as shown in Case 52, reducing

the capital cost differential to zero by 2000, other

assumptions remaining unchanged from NRDC's base case,

still leaves the benefit-cost ratio less than one.

Again, for reasons stated above, these cases all contain

assumptions highly favorable to the LMFBR.

In sum, when assumptions based on the work of

expert authorities outside the AEC are used, the LMFBR

program simply cannot be justified economically. Only

when a series of highly unrealistic assumptions are made

does the analysis suggest that the LMFBR program will

produce economic benefits.

The AEC's base case, reproduced in Table 2, is

an example of such a series of highly unrealistic assumptions.

Here the gross benefits are $19.4 billion, against $4.7

billion in R&D costs. Due to the recent reactor differrals

and cancellations, even the AEC has abandoned the base

case energy demand projection. As noted previously, (see

discussion on pages 30-31), the AEC now believes that

"cases which assume a 50% reduction in the base case

projection of electrical demand in the year 2020 appear to
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provide adequate insight into possible effects of major

uncertainties in the assumptions used." The AEC has

also abandoned the 1987 date of commercial introduction

as evidenced by the AEC's statement:

"Recent evaluations of the LMFBR
development program by the AEC taking
into consideration cancellations and
deferrals of generating capacity by
electric utilities that had occurred
by the end of September suggest that
the commercial LMFBR introduction
would probably occur in the early
1990's." 57/

A date of commercial introduction in the 1990's, as

opposed to 1987 is also more consistent with the

history of slippages in the LMFBR R&D schedule.

The effect of these changes on the AEC's results is

extremely significant. Figure 6 shows the effect on

the gross benefit for changes in the electric energy

demand where the energy demand is plotted as a function

of the rate of consumption in the year 2020. The two

curves are for different assumed dates of commercial

introduction of the LMFBR, namely, 1987 and 1991, and

have been extrapolated to the electric energy demand

corresponding to Curve B (50% reduction in the AEC's

57/ PFEIS, LMFBR Program. U.S. Atomic Energy Commission,
December, 1974. Vol.IV, p.11.2-134.
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Figure 6

1 1 1
AEC Base Case Assumptions:

10% Discount Rate
Zero Capital Cost Differential

30 Uranium Supply Curve A(Figure
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R&D Costs

0 10 (Curve 20 (Curve 30
B value) A value)

trillion Kwhr

U.S. Electric Energy Demand in the Year 2020.

(Curves A and B Refer to Projections in Figure 3)

Sensitivity of Breeder Benefits to Energy

Demand and Commercial Introduction Date
Using AEC Base Case Assumptions

for other Parameters

64-603 0 - 76 - 35
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base case projection -- Curve A). All other assumptions

correspond to AEC base case assumptions in Table 2.

As can be seen from Figure 6, the gross benefit

for 1991 commercial entry is roughly equivalent to the

R&D costs, in other words, a breakeven benefit/cost ratio

of 1.0. Similar results can be obtained by a slightly

different procedure. For most of the cases considered

in the benefit-cost analysis the AEC used projections

of nuclear capacity by plant type given in the report
58/

WASH-1139(72), a 1972 projection by the AEC's Office
59/

of Planning and Analysis. WASH-1139(74) contains the

most recent projections by this Office. Case A energy

projection from WASH-1139(74) more nearly corresponds

to the current status of the nuclear industry today.

Case A assumes that delays in bringing nuclear plants

on line continues to plague the industry and forecasts

85,000 MWe of nuclear generating capacity to be on line

at the end of 1980. This is slightly higher than current

estimates in the range 60,000 - 70,000 MWe. Usinq

58/ Forecasting Branch, Office of Planning and Analysis,
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission,"Nuclear Power 1973-2000,"
WASH-1139(72). (December 1, 1972).

59/ Office of Planning and Analysis, U.S. Atomic Energy

Commiission, "Nuclear Power Growth 1974-2000," WASH-1139(74).
February, 1974.
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the WASH-1139(74) - Case A assumptions and changing no

other assumptions from the base case assumed by the

AEC (Table 2), the gross benefit is $5.1 billion,

only slightly exceeding the AEC's estimate of the R&D

cost. This small net benefit will be eaten up by a

few years of cost overruns in the breeder program.

In sum, by the AEC's own reckoning, the breeder

program can no longer be justified economically.

The question remaining is when could the LMFBR

become commercially competitive with conventional reactors.

Put otherwise, assuming that one favored developing the

LMFBR, what should be the target date for achieving its

commercial introduction? This question cannot be answered

exactly, but the preceding discussion permits an informed

estimate.

The poor performance of the LMFBR in the foregoing

analysis stems from the fact that during much of the period

of the analysis (1987 to 2020) the LMFBR cannot compete

economically with other sources, so that only a limited

number of LMFBRs are constructed. LMFBRs become economical

only when the LMFBR-LWR capital cost differential of $100/Kw

is offset by savings in LMFBR fuel costs over those of

the LWR due to the increasing price of uranium. In order
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to offset a $100/Kw capital cost differential the price
60/

of uranium would have to increase to about $35/Kw. But

according to our base case uranium supply curve (Curve B

in Figure 5), this price will not be realized until

the uranium commitment reaches about 4.5 million tons

of U3 08 . This commitment will not be reached until

about 2020 assuming no LMFBRs are built and NRDC base case

assumptions. Since it is the levelized cost of power over

the lifetime of the plant and not the cost in the year

of commercial introduction that determines when a plant is

economically competitive, it is reasonable to expect the

breeder to be competitive with conventional plants several

years prior to 2020. Assuming it is competitive 10 years

prior to this date, i.e., in about 2010, it follows that

the appropriate LMFBR date is some two decades beyond

the date established by the current LMFBR research and
61/

development schedule. A better estimate of the

commercial entry date is available from the AEC's cost-benefit

60/ "NRDC Comments on WASH-1535, Re Cost-Benefit Analysis,"
PFEIS, LMFBR Proqram. U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (December,
1974), Vol.VI, p.38-192.

61/ Others have reached a similar conclusion. See, e.g_.,
David J. Rose, "Nuclear Eclectic Power," Science (April, 1974)
p.

3 5 7
.
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computer model which gives the commercial 
entry date

for each reactor for each case analyzed. While this

information for Case 58 was not provided in the PFEIS

for the LMFBR program, we have been advised that after

the constraint on LMFBR construction (through the year

2000) is lifted, the computer model projects that no

LMFBRs are constructed until 2019.
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Chairman HutMPrmy. Next we have Mr. Thomas R. Stauffer, direc-
tor of the department of economics, Harvard University, to discuss
the economic assessment.

Mr. Stauffer, I am sorry we kept you waiting all this time, I am not
sure that putting four panel members on at the same time is the wisest
use of your time. I have mentioned this to our staff when we planned
these meetings.

We will listen to you and maybe we will have a few moments here
to cross-examine.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS R. STAUFFER, RESEARCH ASSOCIATE,
CENTER FOR MIDDLE EASTERN STUDIES, HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Mr. STAUFFER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I teach energy economics and mineral economics at Harvard but I

was originally trained as an energy physicist and after some years in
the real world I returned to the university.

Chairman HUMPHREY. We will include all of the materials that you
have provided as well as the full text of your prepared statement and
I would appreciate it if you could, like others, highlight your testi-
mony and summarize it.

Mr. STAUFFER. Yes, I have excerpts of material from my prepared
statement.

I guess I am what you would call a reluctant advocate of the
breeder. Reluctant in the sense that in looking at the other alternatives
available it emerges as the less attractive of the options.

What I would like to focus on is the logic for proceeding with the
development of the breeder recognizing there is a key distinction
here between the decision to develop the breeder and the decision to
ever have to build them. The second would need to be carried out only
contingent upon better information that would be available hopefully
5 to 10 years in the future.

The conclusion we have come to from our economic analyses is that
there is a fairly compelling economic argument justifying the R. & D.
effort itself. We also recognize that the assessment hinges upon several
imponderable uncertainties which I will come to in a second.

There are a number of noneconomic factors which all of the speakers
have mentioned. The fact that the breeder is not a consummate ideal
but simply a less bad alternative. For example, one option which has
been mentioned is that we need no more energy. We have a moratorium
on energy growth and consumption. These people I suppose one might
call the apostles of poverty.

In particular one has to be wary of the forecast for conservation
as an alternative for developing additional energy supply. In two
different ways.

First of all, the ideal form of conservation is an economic recession.
Indeed, today people are using less energy and we are also less active
economically. Without even looking at the percentages which can be
quoted as to what might be possible, one has to worry about the base.

There is an old Balkan proverb that half a goat is worth more than
all of a chicken. One has to be worried very much about what the 10
percent or 30 percent or 50 percent referred to-maybe to a political
high level projection.
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When we look at the future needs of a breeder and we assume there
is some future need for energy in our economy, we have to recognize
all of the options available to us are in fact undesirable in one way or
another. In the case of coal the disadvantages are obvious, it is messy
to mine and to burn. In the case of nuclear reactors, there is some
safety hazard. But if Professor Rose's calculations are correct, for
example, there is a greater radiation emission from a coal fired plant
than from a nuclear plant.

Chairman HumPHiREY. There is what?
Mr. STAUFFER. Professor Rose computed that the total emission from

a coal plant is greater than that from a nuclear plant. This derives
from the fact that all of the important coal deposits in this country
contain a nonnegligible amount of uranium and this is emitted into
the atmosphere. I don't want to belabor that but simply to illustrate
that we are dealing with unattractive trade-offs here.

Indeed, the issue of whether or not we are embarking upon a com-
ponent economy is also negligible because all of the reactors will pro-
duce some sort of waste that will be divertible. If one looks at the total
plutonium in the U.S. economy under the assumption that no breeder
versus the introduction of the breeder, the total change in plutonium
is about 2 to 1.

Now, our analysis of the breeder, however, focused on the economic
side rather than the intangibles, so let me go back to my principal
thrust.

We tried to estimate the energy costs and perceived by consumers,
and the total costs as perceived by the Nation. We eliminated oil and
gas because they are scarce and would have to be imported. We focus-
er on coal, lightwater reactors, certain kinds of advanced converter
reactors and the breeder.

The results of these conclusions were fivefold, *and then I want
to focus on the assumptions upon which these results depend very
sensitively.

The first conclusion is already stated by Mr. Simpson, that we esti-
mate the benefit to ultimate consumers' electricity on a discounted
basis, somewhere between $70 and $100 billion. Looked at another way
that is equivalent to a 40-percent reduction in the cost of electricity,
which is nontrivial.

The third point is that the alternative of developing nonbreeders
but more efficient converters does not affect the benefit of the breeder
in any significant way. This is not an alternative to a breeder.

The fourth point that the benefits from developing the breeder are
in fact significantly reduced if the breeder is delayed.

Now, from those results of the study we then draw three policy
recommendations or conclusions.

First, that the development, and I underline that as distinct from
construction, to develop the capability should proceed as rapidly as
possible.

Second, paralleling that, should be some program to explore for
uranium, to find out whether or not we actually need to build the
things once we know how to.

Third, we recognize that 5 years from now we will have much if
not all the information that is needed in order to decide whether a
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commercial construction program needs to go through. So that the
two programs run parallel to each other and are complementary.

The key assumptions in this as in all cases turn out to be crucial.
One is the assumption of electric growth and the other is uranium
availability.

May I ask you to turn to the viewgraphs following appendix 4.
Graph 3 shows the economic benefit as a function of uranium resources,
we have to distinguish here in the United States between two kinds
of uranium. We know that we have limited amounts of the very in-
expensive stuff, we also know what we have virtually unlimited amount
in this context of very expensive uranium. The uncertainty is what
lies in between. That we don't know until we actually find it.

We refer here to the cheaper uranium. Based upon estimates of the
AEC and ERDA, which contain 70 percent of reserves which have
yet to be discovered, in other words the calculations upon which we
have based our analysis already extrapolated the uranium supply by
a factor of four into the unknown. The benefit of the breeder is about
$70 billion. If one extrapolates those reserves by a factor of 6 over
7, then one ends up with a benefit of around $40 billion, still positive.

The intrinsic prospect here is that there is no way whatsoever for
forecasting reserves. It has failed miserably in the case of oil and gas.
We have seen in the last few years that our estimated reserves have
been declining rather than increasing. We literally are not in a posi-
tion to know whether the estimated resources of uranium at the pres-
ent time are high or low. There is no sciuntific basis whatsoever for
even judging whether they were high or low.

So what we have to worry about is the extent to which new re-
sources might be found. But it doesn't help us very much to find high
cost uranium in order for the economics of the breeder to be effective,
in order for there to be an argument against developing a breeder.
What we need to count on is a lot of very cheap uranium. That is much
less likely but there is no way of knowing one way or another.

Chairman HuMP:HREY. But you certainly do emphasize, in other
words, the ERDA's extensive exploration operation for uranium
sources?

Mr. STAUFFER. Yes. The expense of going out and looking for the
stuff, even if it is not there, is sufficiently low compared to what is
at stake here that broadly speaking it is eminently justified because
we might be lucky. If we are lucky we can restrict ourselves to con-
ventional reactors, if we are not lucky one can move ahead with
developing the breeder so that we don't have to tear up and mine
the very low grade high cost ores.

Chairman HuMPHREY. Would the Earth satellite have any applica-
tion here?

Mr. STAUYFFER. I think the answer to that is probably no, because
the types of deposits which we might find will be deep enough that
they are limited to no surface indication at al, so geochemical tech-
niques would be important.

View graph 5 emphasizes the contrast between what we know we
might have at the low end and what we know we have at the high
end. The 2.4 million tons of uranium estimated to exist below $65,
yet $65 is already a price for uranium at which the breeder is already
competitive. At the high end, in the range of $72 million, we know
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we have 17 million tons of ore but at a price which already justifies
the breeder. Again, I emphasize the question hinges upon what lies
in between in this unknown.

We turn to view graph 6; it highlights the importance of cheap
uranium in determining whether it is worthwhile to develop a breeder.
Here we calculate the utility. The cost of uranium at which a breeder
is justified.

For example, if the lifetime price for a reactor was $20 a pound,
then one would be willing to pay a third more for a breeder over the
plant cost for the reactor. If it were up to a $60 a pound, which may
be what we are talking about within the next 16 years in this country,
one would be willing to pay almost twice as much for a reactor.

So one could conclude that based on what we know today, that the
breeder is already practical.

Chairman HUMPHREY. From an economic point of view?
Mr. STAUFFER. Yes. The present price for uranium is in the vicinity

of $20, we know no reason to expect it to go down.
So the key question with regard to uranium availability is whether

or not one can find large amounts of uranium in the range of $20 to
$30 and that is a very stringent assumption.

I would like to throw in a comment on the question of laser separa-
ion, because I would like to suggest that the impact of it if successful
is much les than has been suggested this morning.

That is over the next 20 or 30 years the conventional enrichment
plants will use a lower percentage. They will extract more U2'5 out of
uranium than they do presently. So even if one went down to zero
extraction this would add about 1/6 maximum to the uranium supply
which is equivalent to a couple of years requirement and that doesn't
affect the basic balance.

CLairman HUMPHREY. In other words, the processing plants are
more efficient and there is more U235 available, is that correct?

Mr. STAUFFER. I think your conclusion is correct but as prices go
up it becomes more economical for the plant to extract more. But the
conclusion is the same.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. STAUFFER. The second assumption is the matter of electric

growth. We have taken for our base case a figure of 5.1 percent per year
growth in electric demand. That hinges upon four assumptions which
I want to identify that we can discuss later.

The first two relate to population growth and GNP per capital.
We assumed the GNP would grow at 3 percent a year. That is part
of a social objective and not a forecast.

With regard to the conservation and substitution of electricity for
other forms of energy, we have run those two together recognizing
that the price of electricity has in fact not risen as rapidly as other
fuels, so that one has firm energy and economic reasons for expecting
that electricity will take over the role of other fuels over the next
20 years.

In the testimony there is discussion of how this happens in the
household heating plant which one might expect to be fully electrified
by the end of the century.

So in GNP growth and conservation and substitution of fuels, I
think one ends up with the conclusion that unless our economy does
not grow we will take for an estimation on electric demand 5 percent a
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year. If it is lower than the benefit or argument for a breeder is lower
but also vice versa, that is almost a policy target rather than an
economic forecast.

Let me deal with two other parameters that affect the breeder
program. The first thing I want to talk about is the delay question,
and secondly the capital cost question once more.

Turning to graph 8, we have assumed that the breeder will begin
to benefit the electric generating market in 1989. That is the year
for which the $76 billion benefit is computed.

If the breeder could be brought on line 5 years earlier, the benefit
is $11 billion greater. If the breeder is delayed by 10 years the benefit
drops by, some $30 billion. Again these calculations are contingent
upon the assumption that there is uranium availability and electric
demand. That must not be forgotten, they are sensitive to that.

So as far as our estimate is concerned, delay in the breeder program
could be very costly indeed.

Finally, a note on the capital costs. We have computed, as shown
on graph 9, the capital cost of the breeder and the benefit to the
Nation, this is consumer benefit as distinct from utilities benefit, if
the breeder plant cost 25 percent more than the regular reactor, then
the benefit to the Nation is about $70 odd billion. But that number
is misleading.

Parts of the plant for a breeder and nonbreeder are the same. So
when you say the breeder plant costs 25 percent more than a regular
reactor, we are saying that part which is specific to the breeder costs
50 percent as much. So, in a sense this understates the premium which
is allowable.

Similarly, if we look at the case where the breeder costs 50 percent
more, the benefit to the Nation is $50 billion. That implies that the
nuclear steam production costs twice as much as the light-water re-
actor and at this point that seems to be a high upper bound given the
differences in technology required.

So the conclusion that we come back to is that the insurance
premium probably is worth paying and this is shown in an indirect
way in graph 10.

When you look at how much coal and uranium would have to be
mined in this country with a breeder this is another way of looking
at the $76 billion benefit. The problem is if we don't find low cost high-
grade uranium, we will be forced, already by the end of the century,
to mine the very low quality shales in eastern Tennessee. The State
of Tennessee may object to that, but that is a question that has to be
faced in the future. Assuming they could be mined, their energy
content per pound is the same as coal. So the amount of rock that has
to be moved in this country would increase very rapidly. That is
shown in graph 10, whereby we would have to be mining 6 billion
tons of ore without a breeder as opposed to 3 billion with a breeder.
That is another way of looking at the kind of cost savings which were
calculated and discussed earlier.

Chairman HUNMPHREY. This is based on a reduced demand of elec-
tricity in the range of what?

Mr. STAUTFFER. This is based on the assumption that electricity will
grow on the average of 5 percent a year.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I thought in your statement you thought it
would be around 3 percent?
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Mr. STAUFFER. That was 3 percent for the GNP and then calcula-
tions of the substitution effects indicate that for the 40 or 50 year
period it is highly probable that the electricity growth rate would be
some 2 or 3 points higher than the GNP, and somewhat still higher
than the growth and demand for energy itself.

Chairman HUMPHREY. As I understand it, you are saying defini-
tively that we should proceed with the development of the breeder.

Mr. STAUFFER. Yes.
Chairman HuMaPHREY. And you feel within 5 years much of the

information that we need as to whether or not we should go beyond
development will be available, is that correct?

Mr. STAUFFER. Yes. In 5 years or so the uranium picture should be
clarified and we may have a better idea of the electric demand and
if we proceed with the commercial prototype of the breeder we will
know whether or not we should go ahead and build them.

Chairman HUMPHREY. What is your benchmark judgment here
beyond developmental? Do you think we will need to go to commer-
cialization?

Mr. STAUFFER. That can be decided in better than a couple of years.
The odds are probably 50/50 that we will need to do so because the
uranium outlook is not that good.

Chairman HUMPHREY. If we get better supplies of uranium and
there is a practical application of the laser technology to the waste,
then we are in a much better position, are we not, to delay the breeder?

Mr. STAUFFER. Again I draw what is a vitally important distinc-
tion to the development program up to Clinch River and going beyond
that.

Senator HuMPHREY. So any delay you are speaking of would be in
commercialization if uranium sources are very abundant?

Mr. STAUFFER. That's correct.
Chairman HuMPHREY. So you believe we should go ahead with the

Clinch River demonstration project?
Mr. STAUFFER. Yes, as rapidly as possible because of the possible

consequences.
Chairman HumPHREY. Now, I want to make sure that we have all of

the exhibits in the record in proper sequence they include your pre-
pared statement of appendixes 1 through 4 and graphs 1 through 10?

Mr. STAUFFER. Yes, Senator.
Senator HUMPHREY. All right.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Stauffer, appendixes 1 through 4,

and graphs 1 through 10 follow:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THOMAS R. STAUFFER

I have been asked to discuss the economic cost/benefit analysis of the breeder
reactor development program. I shall limit this formal presentation to sum-
marizing a study vhich was completed quite recently in collaboration with two
colleagues, Harvey Wychoff of Commonwealth Edison, and Roger Palmer of the
General Electric Corporation. This report, together with certain supplementary
materials, is annexed to this testimony and has been given to the Committee's
staff.

Before developing the arguments pro and con concerning the economics of
a nuclear breeder program, let me first state our conclusions and also identify
the two crucial uncertainties which dominate any economic analysis of the
breeder program, or indeed any other program for developing alternative sources
of electrical energy.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. The present gross discounted value of the economic savings from a success-
ful breeder program lies between $70 and $100 billion (1975 dollars).

2. The undiscounted reduction in the costs of generating electricity, compared
with potentially available alternatives, are $2.4 trillion ($75), or a saving of
41 pecent at the busbar.

3. This large economic advantage is not sensitive to other nuclear alternatives.
such as converter or near breeder reactors.

4. The advantage is relatively insensitive to the capital cost of the breeder.
5. The economic advantage can be appreciably reduced by delays in its

development.
From this technical-economic analysis, it is our policy conclusion that de-

velopment of the breeder reactor must proceed without delay as a form of in-
surance against our nation's being caught with inadequate domestic supplies
of cheap uranium. The consequences of being caught short are analogous to what
has happened with regard to oil and gas supplies-dependence upon high cost
imports, if available, and an expensive, accelerated scramble for high-cost domes-
tic alternatives.

The second policy conclusion is that we should accelerate our program of
uranium exploration, paralleling rapid development of the breeder. Uranium
exploration and breeder development are necessary and complementary efforts-
each is a hedge against the presently inadequate reserves. If exploration is suc-
cessful, one might "bypass"-really only defer-construction of breeders. If ex-
ploration is not fruitful, we are covered and can stretch limited uranium supplies
by a factor of 50-times by building breeders. Development of a viable breeder is
best regarded as an insurance policy because one cannot predict with great
accuracy the two central variables which control its economics-and the eco-
nomics of the nuclear power industry in general. These crucial imponderables are:

1. The magnitude of U.S. endowment of low-cost uranium ($15-$20 per pound
forward cost).

2. The projected growth in electricity demand over the next 40-50 years.
If Nature has indeed blessed us with well-concealed but abundant resources

of low-cost uranium, or if the U.S. in fact will be able to prosper with only
modest growth in electricity consumption-say 2 percent per year-then a breeder
may be unnecessary or only marginally attractive. If we are so fortunate, then the
insurance is unwarranted. However, the costs of delaying or foregoing the breeder
option become very high if we today do not properly guess the future and the
uranium forecasts prove to be overly sanguine or if the electricity demand exceeds
the lower forecasts.

We should hope that we never will need to collect on this insurance policy,
but that itself is no argument for not taking out the policy or for not paying
the premium. Here, the insurance policy is the proven capability to construct
commercial breeders in the 1980's-if needed, in the event that uranium is
scarce. The premium for this insurance is the R&D effort of $6-0 billion over
the next decade.

The insurable loss is the prospect of our having to mine 6 billion tons of coal
and low-grade uranium ores each year after 2020, at great economic and environ-
mental cost. Delay is costly because the known plus speculative cheaper uranium
ores will already be dedicated to plants on line by about 1995.
Sensitivity calculations

Let us now examine the sensitivity of these results to the two key assumptions-
uranium availability and electricity demand. Subsequently, we shall describe
certain less important parameters.

Uranium supply.-This economic evaluation accepted the 1974 ERDA estimates
for uranium supply, but we 'did convert ERDA's figures for "forward costs" into
economic costs. The AEC geologists are presently best situated to make such
an assessment of our uranium resources, and we saw no way to do any better.

The breeder economics are sensitive to uranium supply. This is to be expected
since the breeder's primary advantage is its ability to use uranium 30-50
times more efficiently than light water reactors. Qiji base case benefit was
some $76 billion. It presumes a tripling of known reserves below $60/lb.; if
these are sextupled-if the base is doubled-the gross benefit from the
breeder drops to $44 billion. Most of the reduced benefit derives from "new"
resources in the $8-15/lb. class, yet current prices are already close to $20. which
suggests that our "high" case for uranium may seriously overstate the existence
of the cheaper ores.
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We must note two points. First, two-thirds of the AEC estimated resources

are undiscovered; these may or may not exist. Second, more than half of the

indicated resources can be developed only at prices higher than the break-even

value of uranium for the breeder.
A further general observation is important. There exists no reliable method

whatsoever for forecasting future amounts of mineral resources, and it is risky

to base policies upon such predictions. Our recent disappointment with regard

to oil and gas is a sobering precedent. Until just a few years ago, various modifi-

cations of the "Zapp hypothesis" had been used to project that more than 400

billion barrels of oil remained to be discovered in the U.S. and on the OCS.

This extrapolation promised domestic resources equal to 50 years or more of 1973

oil requirements.
The "Zapp-type" extrapolation of potential reserves were badly undermined

by more recent research, and maximum potential oil resources are now estimated

by most parties at around 100 billion barrels, not all of which is either discover-

able or producible. Overly-sanguine forecasts of oil resources, using geological

extrapolations, lulled us into an unwarranted complacency, and our domestic

oil potential now appears barely sufficient to maintain present production levels,

let alone displace insecure imports.
We must be wary of a parallel error in forecasting our domestic uranium

resources. The methods cited by Tom Cochran or Irving Bupp, suggesting large

amounts of uranium yet to be discovered, are based, explicitly or implicitly, on a

Zapp-type extrapolation, analogous to that which seems to have failed so

egregiously in the case of oil and gas. Although no proven method does exist

for forecasting ore deposits, it is known that mineralizations are selective, and

that there are preferred habitats for oil and for other minerals. These concentra-

tion patterns are quite specific to the geology and the geochemical history of each

province, and to the chemistry of each mineral. Formulae, such as Milton Searl's

"75-per-cent inter-regional-decline rule" are simply arbitrary and yield random

answers, reflecting no chemical, physical, or geological principle.
Only extensive exploration can resolve the question of how much uranium

can be found in any price category. But, as far as the economics of the breeder

are concerned, the requirements are very much more stringent, since it does not

suffice if large tonnages of $100-per-pound ores are discovered. Only high-grade

ores affect the economic feasibility of the breeder. It is now expected that the

breeder will cost some 20-30 percent more than an LWR. The table below, sum-

marized from Annex No. 2. indicates that large volumes of very cheap uranium

are necessary, at a price less than $20/lb. (or a "forward cost" of ca. $10-12) if

the LWR is to remain competitive.

Uranium Price v. Breeder Capital Cost

[Cost ratio: LMFBR v. LWR]

Uranium price (dollars per pound):

20 -------------------------- --------------------- 1.34

6 0 - --- ----- ----- ---- ----- ------ -- ---- ---- ------- ----- ------ ---- 1 . 8 4

100 ------------------------------------------------------------- _2.35

The LMFBR will be economically attractive to an electric utility, compared

with coal or a conventional LWR, unless very large volumes of high-grade ore

can be discovered.
Electricity deniand.-We have assumed a growth in the demand for electricity

of 5.1 percent through 2020, which yields a discounted consumers' benefit of $70-

$100 billion from the LMFBR. The validity of this anticipated saving-equiva-

lent to a 40 percent reduction in electricity costs-depends upon four projections:

1. Growth in population and workforce.
2. Growth in per capita GNP.
3. Efficient conservation in response to price.
4. Increased electricity consumption via substitution for fossil fuels.

I believe that electricity usage will continue to grow not at the historical rate,

but still at some 2-3 per cent faster than the economy or total ends uses of energy.

Using a low projection for population growth (close to Series F) and the hope

that per capita income will grow at 2 percent per year, we have assumed a real

GNP growth of about 3.5 percent per year. This figure represents in effect a

social target.
The third and fourth effects (above) are directionally compensatory. The

real increase in electricity prices, compared with the general price level, has
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been comparatively modest and was dominated by electricity produced from oil
and coal, against which nuclear power now competes still more favorably. Un-
fortunately, most of the recent decline in electricity consumption is due not to
price-induced conservation but to "depression-induced" retrenchments.

Indeed, the electricity price effect will work backwards. Instead of "conserva-
tion" in the narrow sense, we must expect "conservation" in the broad sense, i.e.
efficient substitution of electricity over the next decades, since electricity will be
cheaper than alternatives. This will induce increased substitution of electricity
in current applications for oil, gas, or coal. One important potentiality is the
electrification of household and commercial heating using heat pumps. Even
without breeders, heat pumps are less expensive than imported No. 2 oil or
synthetic natural gas. produced from scarce and expensive feedstocks. This
market, equal to one-sixth of total end uses, could be captured almost completely
through market forces.

Therefore, one must expect that the substitution effect will swamp the con-
servation effect, given the movements in relative prices against the alternatives
and in favor of electricity. Thus, electricity demand will grow at a rate much
greater than that of the economy. One such scenario is summarized below and
described in Annex Four.

Percent
GNP growth -___________________________________- 3. 0
Energy growth -______________________________________________________ 2. 4
Electricity growth- --------------------------------------------------- 5. 2

Consumption of secondary energy grows at six-tenths of a point less than the
GNP, while electricity demand, on the other hand, grows at a rate almost 3
points higher than total demand for final energy.

If the economy does grow more slowly, existing uranium supplies will be
depleted less rapidly, and the economic benefit from the breeder declines com-
mensurately. A compound growth rate of 4.3 percent through 2020 reduces the
benefit from LMFBR by $28 billion to $48 billion. Conversely, a growth rate of
5.9 percent implies almost doubling the consumers' benefit to $122 billion. We
must believe in sustained low growth for the U.S. economy or in a heroic de-
coupling of economic and electricity growth before the gross benefit drops below
$50 billion, but the value of the breeder is clearly most sensitive to our prognos-
tication of the future course of the U.S. economy.

We can defer discussion of most of the other assumptions until later, insofar
as the Committee might be interested. Let me cite only two.

Timing and delay.-Since our known and estimated low-cost reserves will be
consumed by 1990, the introduction of the breeder is already "late". If it were
possible to bring breeders on line in 1984, rather than 1989, the gross benefit would
increase by $11 billion. A ten-year delay, on the other hand, costs not two billion
but $3.3 billion per year. If the breeder is necessary at all, then all deliberate
speed in development is warranted. The decision to replicate commercial plants
can be taken later, in the early 1980's, when the economic case can be reviewed
with better data on costs, technological progress, and uranium supply, but de-
velopment must not lag.

Breeder cost.-The benefits are relatively insensitive to the cost of the nuclear
steam system for the plants. The base case assumes an LMFBR plant is 25
percent more expensive than an LWR, i.e. that the hardware specific to the
breeder is 50 percent more costly. If the plant is 50 percent more expensive (the
nuclear steam system twice as much), the benefit is reduced by $16 billion.

Recapitulation.-Given the central assumptions about future economic growth
and the future supply of "low-cost" uranium (prices up to $80/lb.), the economic
rationale for the breeder can be translated immediately into an argument for
reducing future needs for mining-coal or low-grade uranium ores. Figure Four of
Annex One displays the growth in tonnages of ore plus coal mined through 2020
with and without a breeder reactor. After the year 2000, mining requirements
in the absence of a breeder rises precipitately to 6 billion tons per annum in
2020, about eight times the present level. Development of a breeder is the insur-
ance policy we buy to forestall such a level of mining activity and the excavation
of broad areas of western states or eastern Tennessee.

The uncertainties as to both costs and benefits are considerable and, unfor-
tunately, lend themselves poorly to quantification. The risk of error in under-
estimating demand or overestimating uranium, weighed subjectively, seem more
serious than the costs of the R&D effort. The costs of being wrong exceed the costs
of insurance, and we conclude with the argument again that the breeder devel-
opment program is an insurance policy which is worth buying.
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THE LIQUID METAL FAST BREEDER REACTOR

Assessment of Economic Incentives
T. R. Stauffer Harvard University
H. L Wyckoff Commonwealth Edison Co.
R. S. Palmer General Electric Co.

INTRODUCTION

This paper assesses the economic
rationale for continuing the national com-
mitment to the development of a fast
breeder reactor. The question, "to breed
or not to breed" is multi-faceted, involving
complex and conflicting considerations of
cost, safety, and environmental impact for
each competing electrical generation
strategy. Here we shall focus upon es-
timating the savings in electncity costs
which might ensue from the successful
development of a commercial fast
breeder reactor.

The central question for R&D policy is
whether it is justifiable to commit the sub-
stantial additional funds-5 to 10 billion
dollars - to develop a commercial
breeder through the construction of a
demonstration plant and the first full-
scale prototype plants necessary to
foster commercial offerings in the power
generation market.

It is cruaial to recognize that the breeder
reactor is only one of several options po-
tentially available to the U.S. economy.
The development of the current nuclear
industry as well as past domestic and
overseas breeder development has
brought the breeder closer to commercial
fruition than other advanced systems, but
further R&D effort is sill necessary before
its commercial viability is established.

One must also recognize that the
rationale for developing a commercial
breeder reactor capability does not
necessarily commit the U.S. to install
large numbers of breeders. The R&D
effort serves to preserve and consolidate
this one option. By the time that a
successful full-sized breeder has been
demonstrated, some of the presently
imponderable uncertainties-such as the
availability of low-cost domestic uranium.
the relative investment costs of nuclear
and fossil-fuel plants, and the long-term
growth rate of electricity demand - will be
netter understood or at least partially
resolved. Development of the breeder
reactor thus is comparable to a premium
paid for an insurance policy against
otherwise uninsurable national risks. The
breeder might not be needed - for ex-
ample, extensive unknown and unantici-
pated deposits of high-grade uranium
might fortuitously be discovered, in which
case a breeder capability would be of re-
duced importance. However, we indicate
below that the long-term economic costs
of any overestimate of uranium availabil-
ity would be very high -which suggests
that a risk minimizing energy strategy
should be designed

Assessment of the breeder program is
particularly awkward because the poten-
tial economic advantages are strongly
dependent upon our ability to forecast

three intrinsically uncertain environ-
ments.

1. Technological Forecast
The relative capital cost of a breeder
versus either more conventional reac-
tors or fossil-fired stations remains
uncertain. Although an upper bound
of the breeder cost penalty can be
postulated, extensive development
work and some operating expenence
is needed for confirmation.

2. Uranium Resource Base
Geological uncertainty renders any
forecast of the availability of low-cost
uranium quite speculative. This re-
source base uncertainty is intrinsic,
and it can be reduced only with time-
consuming and costly exploratory ef-
fort. There may be more "high" grade
(>0.1 %) uranium ore than is currently
projected, but there also may be less.

3. Economic Projection
Given the uncertainty in the total U.S.
endowmentof high-gradenuclearfuel
materials, the need for a breeder reac-
tor is sensitive to the projection of
electricity demand. This in turn is inti-
mately dependent upon both a projec-
tion of economic growth and some in-
sight into any structural changes
within the economy or patterns of
inter-fuel substitution.
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Forecasting in any one of the three
above areas - technology, resource en-
dowments, or economic growth and struc-
tural change - is notonously difficult and
unreliable, yet evaluating the potential for
breeder reactors requires simultaneous
forecasts of all three. The resulting com-
pounded uncertainties bedevil the analyst
as well as the policy-maker.

An additional feature peculiar to this
problem is the tripartite participation by
government, utility investors, and ben-
eficiaries (electricity consumers) from the
breeder program:
1. Public funds, from taxes or govern-

ment borrowings, are enlisted to
finance the R&D efforts.

2. Private sector funds will be mobilized
by the electric utility industry to con-
struct the plants. Rate regulation
restrcts these firms to a maximum
allowable rate of return.

3. Consumers will garner whatever be-
nefits result in the form of reduced
electricitv rates, since the electric
utilities must flow any cost savings
through to the customer.

The discount rates applicable to the
three different parties are necessarily dif-
ferent. The rate to be used for the gov-
emment must reflect the opportunity cost
of investment displaced from the
economy in general, while that for utilities
refers to that industry specifically. Con-
sumers, for whom the savings in electric-
ity rates represent increased aher-tax,
disposable income, apply a still different
discount rate. Accordingly, the cost-
benefit calculus must be framed more
generally, since the techniques appro-
psate separately to either governments,
corporations, or consumers cannot be
used as such for the whole program.

ALTERNATIVES
Many electric power generation alter-

natives must be considered in assessing
national development priorities. First, two
major sources - oil and natural gas-
can be eliminated from further considera-
tion because of clearly limited domestic
supplies and the goal of national energy
independence. Several other alternatives
are available now and an additional few
could be available in the coming decades.

Today, utilities can choose between
coal, light water reactors (LWR's) and
high temperature gas-cooled reactors
(HTGRs). lnthefuture,othernudearsys-

tems termed advanced converters, such
as the advanced HTGR or advanced
CANDU reactor, could significantly pene-
trate the power generation market. In this
analysis the relative advantages of true
breeders and these other near-breeders
were evaluated by selecting an advanced
converter with a conversion ratio that re-
sults in uranium needs as low as now
appears achievable in any of the conceiv-
able concepts. The benefits of the
breeder reactor were then assessed for
vanous levels of commitment to these
advanced converters.

Finally, longer-term options such as
solar and fusion power were considered.
Both fusion and solar offer potentially
large amounts of energy. But the ultimate
environmental and economic costs of
both are uncertain. The feasibility of
controlled nuclear fusion remains to be
demonstrated and when it is, successful
commercial development will still be
many decades away. Nevertheless, the
possible development of commercial fu-
sion power aher the turn of the century
was considered in the analysis by ter-
minating fission and fossil plant construc-
tion at the year 2020. Then fusion or any
other system could significantly penetrate
the market and not affect the results of this
analysis which only considers utility sys-
tem expansion through 2020.

Solar power, the remaining serious al-
ternative now apparent, is one of many
low-grade potential energy sources. Solar
power, like the breeder, will require sig-
nificant development funds before large
scale commerdal installations are feasi-
ble and competitive. Without significant
technical breakthroughs, solar energy will
likely be limited to low energy level appli-
cations, such as space and water heating,
predominately in arid southern localities.
For these reasons significant solar con-
tributions to electric power generation
have not been included within the time
period of this study-to 2020. Direct use
of solar power or other suitable sources
are also considered implicitly through the
growth of electrical demand which de-
clines in the long term when this form of
substitution might be utilized.

METHODOLOGY
In any economic assessment of long-

term alternatives, the assumptions de-
termine the results. For this assessment,
base parameters were centered in the

range of informed opinion. Additional
cases evaluate sensitivities to the more
important assumptions. The net benefit of
the breeder is determined by calculating
future electricity costs to the nation for two
scenarios: One, if the breeder is not de-
veloped - and the other -if it is. The
difference in the present worth of the ac-
cumulated energy costs is the economic
incentive for the breeder.

An analysis such as this must be based
on past experience and projected actions
of the U.S. electec utility industry. Hence,
one important factor is how well the
analysis simulates operational and finan-
dal utility industry techniques. Accord-
ingly the computer code used in this
analysis is programmed to select the
types of plants to build in accordance with
actual utility decision processes.

The computer model determines which
plants are to be built by comparing the
economics of each type of plant: LWR's,
advanced converters, breeders, or fossil
plants burning coal. Average fuel costs,
including financing charges, are torecast
and combined with annual charges for
plant capital costs. Fuel costs are pro-
jected over the expected plant lifetimes
and present worthed to the year of
startup

The forecasting of fuel costs and their
effect on plant selection decisions is an
iterative procedure. Once a pattern of nu-
clear and fossil additions is established
for the time period of the study, the result-
ing uranium, plutonium and separative
work consumption and price schedules
are compared to those that were used in
the onginal decision forecasts. Until these
results and assumptions agree, the code
continues to generate new forecasts.
Once convergence is attained and the
pattern of plant additions and fuel use is
finally established, the code proceeds to
total the capital and fuel costs for all nu-
clear and fossil power plants over their
lifetimes until retirement. A companson of
cases with and without the fast breeder
indicates the savings made possible by
the breeder.

The accumulated energy costs are
measured in terms of the basic national
resources - labor and materials - with
transfer payments excluded. Transfer
payments do not represent real costs, but
transfers, and are not relevant to the esti-
mation of real social costs. Transfers
include such items as income taxes and

64-603 0 - 76 - 36
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financing charges. With transfers ex-
duded, investments such as plant con-
struction costs, and nuclear fuel pur-
chases are recorded as they occur.

The time period of this study has been
chosen as the present until the middle of
the next century -2050. In any analysis
such as this, the termination of the calcu-
iations at the end of the time period re-
quires particular attention. The approach
is to accumulate energy costs through
2050 but to build new plants only until
2020. Through this approach the initial
capital costs and the lifetime fuel cycle
costs of all plants are reflected fully.

efits of the electricity may be greater
than if the breeder is not available, and the
nation's productivity and standard of living
could benefit further than is considered
here. Unfortunately, the quanfification of
the price elasticity for electricity could it-
self be the subject of a comprehensive
analysis. The fad that the benefit of the
breeder (to the nation) can be magnified
through the effects of once elasticity is
recognized but has not been included.

Uranium Resources and Prices
The conservation of the nation's

uranium resources in the context of a
broad commitment to nuclear power is the

BASE CASE ASSUMPTIONS fundamental ra

Electrical Load Growth breeder. The h
Future growth of electrical demand is hinges upon ou

uncertain. Historically, electrical demand tent of future ui
has doubled every ten years - a rate of Abundant, che
over 7% per year. Recently, the energy postpones the r
crisis has perturbed this pattern. Electric- whe scarce or
ity consumption in the latter part of 1974 a compelling
was approximately equal to that of one brces The
year prior. sources involve

For the base case, the rate of electrical 1. How muc
load growth is 6% annually through the discovered
year 2000 and 4% annually from 2001
through 2020. This is consistent with de- 2. What is the
mographic projections that the growth in of discover
the nation's labor force will decline from or7
the present 2% + annually to about 0.3% ore
by the year 2000 (U.S. BUREAU OF
CENSUS SERIES "F" PROJECTION) Since high-c
and that labor force productivity will con- pound U.08 or i
tinue increasing at about 2% per year. able in shales,

If 75% of total energy production is jected potential
used to generate electricity in 2020, the ores (less than
base case electrical growth corresponds
to an average total energy growth rate of
2.8% for the same 45-year period. For
comparison, the growth rate of total
energy has been about 3.6% annually Ore
during the past several decades. By the Grade
year 2000. 60% of total prime energy
would be used for electricity production. 0.11 - 0.30%

Some suggest that lower rates are U3O,
likely in the near future. However, the size
of the labor force to the turn of the century 0.008 - 0. 11%
is essentially determined now. An energy
growth rate of substantially less than 3%
would probably imply a slower rate of im-
provement in our standard of living than
we have seen in the past.

The effects of price elasticity have not Th. "nusi data et
been considered in this assessment. I the assist. It the -eto
breeder results in lower cost electricity for emeonsecetisHor
the nation, electrical demand and the ben- oe dos. me isle'

tionale for developing the
tconomic argument thus
r ability to forecast the ex-
ranium supply and prices.
eap uranium reduces or
med for breeder reactors,
high-cost uranium implies
advantage and need for

evaluation of U.S. re-
os two questions:

h uranium might be

* expected economic cost
ing and developing that

ost uranium -100 per
more -is copiously avail-
etc. the crux is the pro-

I supply of the lower cost
say, $50 per pound).

Estim;
Known Additi

Reserves Reser
Tons Ton

275,000 450,

This analysis considers only domestic
resources, excluding imported uranium,
even though more ore exists outside the
U.S. than within. Significant price reduc-
tions due to uranium imports are assumed
to be unlikely. Exporters of uranium, if
any, will strive to follow the example of the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Count nes (OPEC), and must be expected
to formulate and maintain pricing policies
which tie the price to that of alternatives.
Indeed, the paucity of potential sellers of
uranium - which include possibly, Saudi
Arabia - coupled with burgeoning global
demand, suggests that uranium bargains
are most unlikely.

Price questions aside, the availability of
uranium in significant quantities on the
international market may itself be ques-
tionable, and it appears that a viable nu-
clear power industry can be safely based
only upon domestic uranium resources.

AEC and mining industry estimates of
domestic uranium resources are based
on both known reserves and expected but
undiscovered resources in and around ex-
isting mining districts. Exploration ac-
tivities throughout the geologically attrac-
tive areas since 1960 have not located
any new districts, in spite of the fact that
exploration effort since 1960 is three
times greater than all cumulative explora-
tion through 1960. Current estimates

1 2

indicate that a total of 2.4 million short
tons of U.0 8 in "high-grade" (0.1 -0.3%)
ore may be available at "costs" under
$65/lb U5O.- This estimate involves
more than tripling presently known re-
serves. as shown below.

ated Probabte
onal Economic Cost
tves Total (S/Pound UO8)
s Tons 1975 $

000 725,000 $10 - 15

425,000 1,250,000 1.675,000

700,000 1,700,000 2,400,000

$15 -65

nsttsd by the AEC, Isunv-d nests .snixde prfsts inmme tunes. and any sxnk tuis of
,dad stus ate added, based en data fitm eine simaitimn sitdiss. ens finds that the
ester than the irnuard nest by as m as tee twos ast teosd'rsneatrdncostafre givn
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The next lower-grades of uranium re-
sources in the U.S., ranking well below
the conventional sandstone and con-
glomerate deposits, are the Tennessee
shales.

The Tennessee - or Chattanooga -
shales occupy a large part of eastern
Tennessee, bedded in three layers be-
neath 150 feet of limestone overburden.
Only the upper two layers are normally
considered recoverable. The top layer is
about seven feet thick and contains about
70 ppm UO., while the next layer is ap-
proximately eight feet thick and contains
uranium in concentrations of 25 to
60 ppm. The top layer is estimated to con-
tain nearly 5 million tons of UO,, while the
bottom may contain up to 8 million tons.

Recent studies indicate that, with
stringent environmental standards, the
actual price could be as high as $150 per
pound when the two layers are mined
together, or $126 per poundi for the top
layer alone. This figure is significantly
higher than the 1960 estimate of $50. The
energy density of these ore deposits is
quite low, circa 6,000 - 17,000 Btu per
pound of ore, not including the over-
burden, and before the losses associated
with the enrichment process.

For example, if the requirement of
140,000 tons of UOd forecast for the year
2000weretobe met with the higher-grade
shales, it would require mining nearly
6 million tons of ore per day. That is four
times the present rate of 1.5 million tons
of coal per day.

The Conway Granites contain 20 to
40 ppm of uranium, and are thought to
aggregate 25 million tons of UO., plus
byproduct thorium, at costs greater than
$200 per pound, plus environmental
effects comparable to or worse than that
involved in mining the Chattanooga
shales. Lastly, in theory, billions of tons
of uranium could be extracted from sea-
water, but the economics of this process
are still remote, beyond even useful
speculation.

All that is known with certainty is that
adequate quantities of very high-cost
uranium have been located and could be
developed. The key question for the pol-
icy analyst is whether significantly more
low-cost ores may be discovered and, if
so, to what extent. This question, al-
though central to any rational decision,
is intrinsically unanswerable, because
geological forecasting is still a less accu-
rate tool than even economic forecasting.

Reliable estimates of resources in a
geological province emerge only when
the province is near depletion.

Nonetheless, given that resource fore-
casts are necessary, it is tempting to
estimate ultimate resources, such as
uranium, by extrapolating forward known
discoveries by the ratio of unexplored
areas or depth horizons to the known
areas. This approach, known as the
Zapp" hypothesis, was used by the U.S.

Geological Survey to estimate ultimate
reserves of recoverable oil and gas. Re-
cent analyses has revealed the intrinsic
upward bias in such extrapolations. Ex-
ploration is selective -so that the promis-
ing prospects are investigated first - and
the returns of additional exploration effort
decrease inexorably with time as the dis-
tribution of ore-bodies is selectively
depleted.

What can be said about the likelihood of
substantial new finds of low-cost
uranium? Historically, the oil and gas

25L

240

200

o° 160-

'BASSEC -

ESTIMATED O

10U.S. URANIUP

industry found new reserves in the U.S.
year after year, so there is precedent for
some optimism. On the other hand, we
know today that the domestic oil and gas
industries can no longer sustain them-
selves, and declining production is inevit-
able. Thus any optimism induced by anal-
ogy must also be bounded.

Some circumstantial evidence sug-
gests measured caution in projecting dis-
coveries of low-cost uranium from its con-
venbonal habitats. First, uranium mining
has grown at a precipitate pace, com-
pared with oil and gas, so that the point of
inflection in reserve additions should
occur earlier. Diminishing returns are al-
ready evident today. The average depth
of exploration boreholes has trebled since
1964,' while the discovery yield, in
pounds of UO per foot dniled, has de-
clined from 9 to 3, in spite of intensified
search after 1966.

The forecasts used in this analysis are
shown in Figure 1. For a base, the extent

U308 MINED (MILLIONS OF TONSI

Figure 1. Projection of U308 Price versus Cumulative Consumption
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of the low cost conventional ores was
taken as 2.4 million tons up to a cost of
$65/lb UO,. Additionally, as is discussed
later, the effects of arbitrarily doubling the
extent of these ores were also examined.

Inflation
In a rigorous economic assessment

such as this, inflation will have no effect on
the results. The model used for this as-
sessment was exercised with several
rates of inflation. This presented an op-
portunity to check the internal consistency
of all calculations. The benefits of the
breeder were found to be independent of
the inflation rate.

The base case is presented with a 6%
inflation rate because the various carrying
charge rates appropriate for this rate are
more familiar than the financial factors
that would be appropriate to no inflation.
Nevertheless, the rate of inflation does
not change the discounted results.

Money Costs
Table 1 shows the coordinated finan-

cial assumptions that are used for inves-
tor owned utilities. The cost of debt and
equity, as well as the debt/equity ratio are
based on the industry's past experience.
These values are used in a plant selection
logic that is similar to that used by the
utility industry.

Discount Rate for Energy Costs
The breeder reactor program, as well

as other long-term programs for the de-
velopment of alternative energy sources,
poses a special problem in cost-benefit
analysis. The three parties involved in
(1) developing a breeder capability, (2) in
constructing and operating the plants.
and (3) in enjoying the promised savings
in electricity costs - the federal govern-
ment, the utility industry and the collectiv-
ity ofall consumers otelectricity-exhibit
distinctly different discount rates. The op-

portunity cost of federal funds' should re-
flect the value of the tax receipts or bor-
rowings as if the same monies had been
retained by the private sector for con-
sumption and/or investment, including
the effect of income taxes foregone. The
opportunity cost of money to the utilities is
a weighted average of debt and equity
costs. Finally, consumers' discount rates
embody, at least conceptually, a weighted
sum of lending rates (deferred consump-
tion) and borrowing rates (accelerated
consumption). Since the three rates differ,
it is not self-evident which rate is appro-
priate to the cost-benefit calculus. Yet a
time-discounting procedure is necessary.

A comprehensive analysis shows that
four separate steps are necessary.

1. For each year, it is necessary to de-
termine the future benefit stream
which would have been generated
if the investment funds had been

Table I
Coordinated Financial Assumptions for Investor Owned Utilities-

(Used for Economics of Year-By-Year Plant Selection)

1. Rate of inflation
2. Cost of debt money for zero inflation
3. Cost of debt money with inflation (1x2), e.g., [(1.06x1.0275)-1](t00)=8.g2%
4. Cost of equity money for zero inflation
5. Cost of equity money with inflation (tx4), e.g., [(1.06xl.055)-t](100)= 11.83%
6. Assumed debt/equity ratio for utility industry capitalization
7. Assumed federal plus state tax at 50% of total earnings'
8. Retuan on debt (cost for use of debt portion of money),(3x6);

e.g., (0.55x8.92%)=4.90%
9. (a) Return on equity (cost for use of equity portion of money),

(Sx6), e.g., (0.45x11.83%)=5.32%, and
(b) Federal tax plus state tax (for 50% total tax on earnings)'

10. (a) Effective interest rate (8+9)
(b) Discount rate (8+9) for utility decision making process

11. Level annual revenue requirement excluding depreciation
(effective interest rate plus taxes) (10a+9b)

12. Level annual revenue requirement with depreciation,
30-yr. book-life and 16-yr. tax life
(determined by calculations using above assumptions - calculation not shown)

13. Assumed property tax plus plant insurance
14. Level annual revenue requirements with depreciation, property tax and

insurance (12+13)

0%

2.75%
2.75%
5.5%
5.50%
0.55/0.45

50%
1.51%

Base Case

6%
2.75%
8.92%
5.5%

11.83%
0.55/0.45

50%
4.90%

2.48% 5.32%

2.48% 5.32%
3.99% 10.22%
3.99% 10.22%
6.46% 15.54%

6.1% 12.03%

1.7% 1.7%
7.8% 13.73%

ma T ero inflatiun finanl assumnptins are vndicatd to an inn reader in daveiupvg tinand factar for vihea raits ox innausn.
'2a aTsas. mentv uses manual anvumrpnins vppennate ta gvvmv anotd unites tar their partans af the vtiasWs neitnal napaaiy.
' At 5f%. assumed tadeial paki state te ins equal s retum n aqvy.
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expended elsewhere in the economy,
rather than for breeder construction or
for alternatives. The discount rate
used to convert an investment into a
stream of future benefits is the retuan
on capital in the industrial, non-
financial sector.

2. These streams associated with each
year's outlay are summed over time,
and the composite stream of foregone
benefits is the opportunity cost of the
resources committed to each of the
programs.

Thus, associated with each program
is a stream of the benefits foregone if
the program is undertaken. This is
the "cost" of each program option,
measured in terms of equivalent con-
sumption. This measure, if computed
correctly, incorporates the impact of
reinvested benefits and thus repre-
sents the streams of final aggregate
consumption. For conservatismin this
paper, reinvestment of the benefits
was disregarded. This effect would
raise the benfits by 50% over a simple
discounting and summation.

3. The net benefits from one energy
option compared with another equal
the difference between the full oppor-
tunity "costs" of each option, as
defined above.

The benefit thus is the reduction in
cost, since the pattern of electricity
generation is postulated to be the
same for all alternative strategies.

4. The present value of the savings -
i.e., the difference in costs between
any two alternative strategies - is
then computed using the consump-
tion discount rate.

The prior steps lead to the transformation
of all investment outlays into equivalent
foregone consumption. Since the savings
are thereby expressed in consumption
equivalents, the consumption discount
rate is appropsate. Opinion regarding its
actual value is divided. In this analysis the
upper bound of opinion was used -
6% per year - aher correcting for infla-
tion. For the base case, which uses a 6%
inflation rate, this discount rate was actu-

ally 12.36% per year, the product of the
two rates.

The absolute value of the net benefit, if
any, measures the present worth of the
additional consumption which accrues to
all consumers and which is the contribu-
tion to the national economic welfare.

Plant Costs
Gross factors such as inflation, design

evolution and learning curve economics
can substantially affect accumulated
energy costs. But, for an analysis such as
this, where cases are being compared
and differences assessed, the most im-
portant aspect of plant capital costs is the
cost differences between competing
systems.

For this analysis, the capital cost of
LWR plants in 1975 dollars is assumed to
remain constant at $385/kW, ($600 in ac-
tual dollars for plants completed in 1 982),
including customer costs such as interest
during construction. Coal plant capital
costs are assumed to be $340/kW0, The
coal plant costs reflect requirements to
meet environmental controls. The capital
cost of the breeder in the base case is
S480/kW, which is 25% greater than that
of the LWR.

Coal
The outlook for fossil fuel costs both in

the U.S. and throughout the world also
has elements of uncertainty. In this
analysis the addition of significant num-
bers of new large electric plants fueled
with either oil or natural gas has been
taken as unlikely in view of expected shor-
tages of natural gas coupled with the un-
certainties in oil supply and cost.

Coal, however, is abundant domesti-
cally and could potentially supply much of
our energy needs for many decades. But
coal utilization is limited by environmental
restraints. Although relaxation of en-
vironmental rules and new technologies
could make significant amounts of coal
available to the energy markets, in the
long term, coal may eventually be allo-
cated to raw material uses rather than as
an energy source. Nevertheless, in this
analysis coal use was assumed to be un-
restrained, and dictated only by its
economics.

The average new coal or gasified coal
cost for the base case is 90c/MBtu's in
1975, rising linearly to 135C/MBtu's in

2020 (75 $). The national average cost in
1975 for those plants now in operation
was assumed to be 75c/MBtu's.

Breeder Performance
The breeder reactor that is used as a

reference for this assessment has the fol-
lowing key characteristics:

Electrical Output

Capacity Factor'

Overall Plant
Efficiency

Breeding Ratio
(at equilibsum)

Compound System
Doubling Time
(at equilibrium)

Specific Power
(at equilibnum)

(MWe) 1000

(%) 80

(%M 38

1.25

(years) 18.0

(kWt/kg -
fissile) 900

Fissile out of Reactor
Fissile in Reactor 0.75

Fabrication and
Recovery Losses (%/Cycle) 2

This capaioty factor is used dunng economic
evaint-ions for enting plant uddirons -eac
yeer. Aou.i Cess and apa0tay fartan i inn
assessment depend on aiuai pnt loadings.
Plants err iaded iO maet the daily load sengs
in a manner ha inirnirt-es systew trI mosis

The fuel performance is achievable
with oxide fuels without significant mate-
rials development. Eventual progression
to more advanced fuels such as carbides
is however possible and perhaps likely.
However in this analysis, this further
development as well as materials devel-
opment for oxide cores was disregarded.
If more advanced fuels prove successful
after commercialization of the breeder,
the benefits of the breeder to the nation
would be greater than is shown in this
analysis.

BASE CASE RESULTS

Without the Breeder
Without the breeder the computer code

compares the economics of only coal
plants and LWR's and construction deci-
sions are based on the capital costs of the
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plants and fuel costs projected over the
projected thirty-year plant lifetime. Initially
in 1980 coal plant costs are $340/kW,
(75 S) and total LWR costs - $385/kW .
An advantage equivalent to approxi-
mately 0.9 rnill/kW-hr for the coal units.
However, the 30-year fuel costs -
nuclear versus coal -are forecast to be
3.1 versus 9.6 mills/kW-hr, respectively,
giving a net 5.6 mills/kW-hr advantage to
nuclear. Correspondingly in 1980, 90% of
the plant additions are nuclear. This ad-
vantage for nuclear power is principally
due to the low costs of the Western U.S.
uranium ores. These costs average
$24/lb UO. (75 5) over the lifetimes of
the LWR's starting up in 1980.

But in this case without the breeder, the
high grade uranium ores are depleted by
the turn of the century and aher then the
LWR's become completely dependent on
the lower grade shales. In reality some of
this dependence is even reflected in the
fuel costs of the 1980 reactors, since they
would operate through 2010, but due to
present worthing, the effect was not large.
However, by the year 2020 without the
breeder, actual uranium prices have risen
to 5125/lb UO. (75 $) and forecasts pre-
dict an average reactor lifetime price of
$170/lb for a plant starting up in 2020,
while average lifetime coal prices have
nsen only to $1.55/MBtu's. At this time
the economic advantages of nuclear
power over coal would be reduced and
nuclear startups would represent only
about one-third of new capacity. In 2020
(Figure 2) the total of all installed capacity
is 3289 million kilowatts (GWJ) of which
1972 GW, is nuclear and 1317 GW, is
coal fired capacity. By 2020, annual nu-
clear fuel costs have risen to 11.5
mills/kW-hr (75 5) from 2.5 in 1980 and
the total fuel bill to the nation is $136 bil-
lion (75 8) annually of which $40 billion is
coal and $96 billion uranium plus other
nuclear fuel costs. The present worth of
the accumulated energy bill, from the
present through 2050, when the last plant
is retired, is $779 billion of which
$280 billion is for capital investments
and $499 billion for fuel costs.

With the Breeder
Alternatively, with the breeder, the

competitive outlook for nuclear power and
electric power fuel costs are more stable.
By 2020, nuclear additions, principally the
LMFBR, rise to 77% of the total market

reflecting the economic attractiveness of
nuclear power through low fuel costs
made possible by the breeder. In 2020
(Figure 3), of the 3289 GW, of installed
capacity, 2519 GW, is nuclear and 770 is
coal. Of the nuclear, 1418 GW, is
LMFBR's while 1 101 GW, is LWR's and
advanced converters. Fuel costs in 2020
are correspondingly reduced by 41% to
$81 billion of which $11 billion is coal,
$43 billion uranium and the remaining
$27 billion other nuclear fuel costs. The
accumulated fuel costs through 2050 dis-
counted to the present are $393 billion, a
savings of $106 billion relative to the case
without the breeder due to the savings in
uranium and coal expenditures made
possible with the breeder. This advantage
is illustrated in Figure 4 by the combined
mining volumes of coal and uranium. Unht
the mid 1990's, the mining volume for the
electric power industry declines as
nuclear power using the high-grade
uranium ores plays a greater role in sup-
plying energy. During the 1990's though,
it is necessary to turn to lower grade
uranium ores and mining levels begin to
increase. But in the case with the breeder,
in 2020 mining levels are at 2.7 billion
tons per year whereas without the
breeder the level reaches 5.9 billion tons
by 2020 and is still increasing rapidly. This

is over 11 times today's level of about
500 million tons for the electric power in-
dustry. Had the analysis constructed
plants past 2020, the mining levels in the
case with the breeder would have soon
leveled off and actually begun to decline
as the advantages of the minimal mining
requirements of the breeder are realized.

Retuming to the energy costs, the addi-
tional capital costs of the breeder and the
higher nuclear penetration are $30 billion,
reducing the net cost savings to
$76 billon. If the costs had not been dis-
counted, but inflation alone factored out,
the benefit would have been $2.4 trillion.
The former value is the goal of the
analysis, a measure of what could be
spent today for breeder reactor develop-
ment.

Sensitivity Analysis
The sensitivity of the breeder benefit to

variations in the key assumptions is im-
portant. Four of the assumptions of par-
ticular interest are: (1) capital cost of the
breeder, (2) uranium availability,
(3) electrical growth rate, and (4) date of
commercial introduction .These as wellas
the results from other sensitivity analysis
are described in the following sections
and summarized in Table 2.

2000

Figure 2. Installed Capacities Without the LMFBR
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Table 2
NET BENEFIT OF BREEDER REACTOR TO NATION

Net Benefit
1975 Present Worth

S Billions

1. Base Case
Electrical Growth Rate Years 1975-2000 6%/

Years 2001-2020 4%
Inilaton Rate 6%
Discount Rate, Without Correction for Intlation 6%
Discount Rate. With Correction tor Inflation 12.36%
Advanced Converter as%ol Non-Breeder Capacity 25%
Uranium Pnce - Base (Figure 1)
Coal Pnce lor New Fossil Capacity - Base 76
Inceases Linearly (I1975 $) Year 1975 90c/MBtu's

Year 2020 $1 .35/MBtu's
Capital Cost ol Coal Plant S340/kWe
Capital Cost ot LWR Plant (1975$) (SS00/kWe in 1962) $385/kWe
Capital Cost oa LMFBR Plant 1.25 x LWR
Cost ot Uranium Ennchment $70/SWU
Breeder Plant Elficiency 38%
Breeder Introduction Date 1989

Additbonal Cases Using Alternate Assumptions torthe Parameters Noted

2. Capital Cost oa Breeder 1.5 v LWR 60
3. Capital Cost oa Breeder 2.0 . LWR 31

4. Electrical Growth Rate Years 1975-2000 7% 122
Years 2001-2020 4.5%

5. Electrical Growth Rate Years 1975-2000 5% 48
Years 2001-2020 3.5%

6. Uranium Resources -
Twce as Plentiful as Presently Appears Probable 44

7. Coal Price for New Fossil Capacity - Pessimistic
Increases Unearly (1975 S) Year 1975 S1.10/MBtls 96

Year 2020 51.60/MBtus

9. Breeder Introduction 1964 87

9. Breeder Introduction 1999 43

10. Breeder Introduction 2009 19

11. AdvancedConerteras%oI Non-BreederCapacity 10% 94

12. Advanced Coverter as % of Non-Breeder Capacity 40% 59

13. Cost ot Uranium Enrchment-1/2 Base Case S35/SWU 76

14. UMIFBR Fabricabon and Reprocessing Costs

Twice Probable 60

1S. LMFBR Breeding Rano 1.30 89

16. LMFBR Breeding Ratio 1.20 65

17. LMFBR Specific Power 700 kWt/kg Pu fissile 41

16. LMFBR Speclic Power 1100 kWt/kg Pu fissile 100

8
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Yr

Figure 3. Installed Capacities With the LMFBR

1. Capital Cost of the Breeder of the energy content of the uranium
In the base case, the breeder's capital ores being mined today. Thus, the
cost is 25% greater than an LWR's. benefits of the breeder indicate in a
According to this assessment, the sense what the nation can pay to
present valued benefit of the breeder avoid greatly increasing its depen-
to the nation would still be $31 billion dence on low grade energy re-
even if the capital cost of the breeder sources.
were two times that of the light water
reactor. An LMFBR plant cost of this An externality is a second reason for
magnitude brackets the upper bound the large benefits of the breeder.
of informed opinion. Most of the Whenever a breeder is selected over
added costs of an LMFBR over an a light water reactor, a plant lifetime
LWR will arise in the nuclear part of supply of UO, is conserved and
the plant. In fact, the remaining con- available to be shared by all other
ventional portion should prove less uranium fueled reactors. This helps
costly than an LWR's because of bet- defer the need to mine more costly
ter steam conditions and correspond- ores and thus reduces the pnce of
ingly smaller equipment. Thus, an uraniumforallreactors.Thisexternal-
LMFBR costing twice the cost of an ity is not seen in conventional direct
LWR represents an even greater dir- cost comparisons of an LMFBR and a
ference between nuclear systems competing reactor. However, this
costs. effect produces a substantial added

incentive for the nation to utilize
There are several reasons why the breeders.
benefits of the breeder are so large
even when capital costs of the 2. Uranium Availability
breeder are very high. For one, soon One analysis was performed wherein
aher the turn of the century the nation it was arbitrarily assumed that the
may have to mine uranium ores amount of all grades of uranium pro-
whose energy content per pound is jected to be in the U.S. would be dou-
about equalto coal. This is about 1/50 ble present estimates.

Surprisingly the discounted benefit of
the breeder is still $44 billion as com-
pared to $76 billion in the base case.
The principal reason the benefit re-
mains large is that doubling the
nation's uranium resources will deter
the need to turn to lower grade
uraniumoresbyonly10years-from
the year 2000 to the year 2010.

3. Growth Rate

The base case assumes annual rates
of electrical demand growth of 6% be-
tween the year 1975 and 2000 and
4% between the years 2001 and
2020.

Two other cases were run wdh growth
levels that bracket the base case. A
summary of the cases related to vana-
tions in the levels of electrical growth
is as follows:

Net Benefit
Annual 1975 Present

Growth Rate Worth

Years Years
1975-2000 2001-2020 $ Billions

7% 4.5% 122

6% 4.0% (Base) 76

5% 3.5% 48

4. Date of Introduction of Breeder
If the introduction of the commercial
breeder is delayed to 1999, the bene-
fit of the breeder drops to $43 billion,
and if it is delayed to the year 2009 the
benefit is $19 billion.

For the situation where the breeder is
delayed some analysts attempt to
designate separately by some
means, the portion of the decline in
benefits that occurs because fuels are
more costly, and the portion of the
decline that comes about because
there is a shorter period during which
benefits can accrue. The implication
is that it is not proper to charge the
latter portion to the delayed introduc-
tion. In fact, however, the period of the
delay is real and the benefits that the
breeder would have provided during
that period are lost forever.

Delay of the commercial introduction
of the breeder in combination with

e
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Figure 4. Combined Annual Coal and Uranium Ore Mined

other events could prove senous for 5. Use of Advanced Converter
the nation. For example, if it should Reactors
turn out that the nation's recoverable In the base case it is assumed that
high grade uranium resources are beginning in 1982 advanced conver-
less than projected, and in addition ter reactors account for 25% of the
the development of the breeder is de- nation's thermal reactor capacity.
layed, the nation must greatly expand Other cases show that if converters
its use of two low grade energy re- account for only 10% of thermal
sources, coal and uranium shales. reactor capacity, the present valued
The relative use that would be made benefit of the breeder would be
of these two is certainly not clear now. $94 billion (versus $76 billion in the
However, if the choice were generally base case). if the penetration of ad-
coal, the plutonium supply from light vanced converters should be 40%,
water reactors for new breeders the benefit of the breeder would be
would gradually decrease as LWR's $59 billion.
are normally retired. In this circum-
stance, conversion to breeder reac- In this analysis the characteristics of
tors could then be accomplished only, the advanced converter are optimized
by fueling new breeders with high cost to minimize the use of uranium. The
uranium. conversion ratio is about 0.9 and as a

result, uranium consumption over a
plant lifetime is two-thirds that used by
a similar size LWR that is recycling
plutonium.

For the base case advanced conver-
ter penetration (25%), the need to turn
to uranium shales is delayed one
year, from 2000 to 2001. This effect of
the advanced converter can be seen
by imagining all thermal reactors in
the U.S. were advanced converters
and that these converters would use
uranium at two-thirds the rate of
LWR's on recycle. In this scenano the
extent of our uranium resources
would effectively be increased by
50%, equivalent to only five years of
uranium demand around the turn of
the century.

6. Cost for New Uranium
Enrichment Capacity

In the basp. case the cost of uranium
ennchment is $70/SWU (75 S). This
is consistent with various projections
of expected prices for enrichment at
gaseous diffusion facilities. It is rec-
ognized however that several new en-
nchment technologies are under de-
velopment, the foremost of which are
the gas centrifuge, and laser separa-
tion. The ultimate success of these
cannot be forecast but the effect of
enrichment costs being ultimately re-
duced 50% because of a new tech-
nology was investigated. Our analysis
shows that to the nearest billion dol-
lars, the benefit of the breeder is un-
changed if the cost of enrichment
should be one-half expected values.

There are several reasons why the
effect of reduced enrichmentcosts on
the need for the breeder is so smatl.
The first can be understood by imagin-
ing a situation where ennchment is
free and it is hence economically pos-
sible to take uranium tails to zero per-
cent U-235. This would allow the na-
tion to use the one-third of the
uranium-235 that is presently dis-
chargedinthetailsandineffectwould
increase the nation's usable U-235 by
50%. But this would deter the need to
utilize uranium shales by only 5 years
(from 2000 to 2005).
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Perhaps more important, at present
the LWR fuel cycle cost for enrich-
ment is about three-fourths of the fuel
cycle cost for uranium. By the year
2020, the cost of uranium will be such
that it is likely the cost of ennchment
will be closer to one-tenth the cost of
uranium. It is for these reasons that
new low cost enrichment processes
cannot really affect the nation's need
for the breeder.

7. Coal Price
One case was run to examine the ef-
fect if the price of new coal should be
about 20% more than specified in the
base case. The benefit of the breeder
would be $86 billion for this situation.
The conclusion is that within any ex-
pected range, the price of coal does
not significantly affect the need for the
breeder.

S. Various Fuel Cycle and Reactor
Performance Assumptions
A number of analyses were per-
formed to examine the sensitivity of
the benefits of the breeder to the
breeder's fuel cycle. In one case, it
was arbitrarily assumed that breeder
fuel fabrication and reprocessing
costs would double. The benefit of the
breeder is $60 billion for this situation
(versus $76 billion in the base case).

If the breeding ratio of the commercial
breeder should be 1.20 rather than
the 1.25 as it is in the base case, the
benefit of the breeder would be
$65 billion; for a breeding ratio of
1.30, the benefit would be $89 billion.

If the specific power of the breeder is
1100kW,/kg-fissile rather than 900
as is specified for the oxide fuels as-
sumed in the base case, the benefit of
the breeder would be $100 billion.
Either carbide or nitride fuels are ex-
pected to achieve specific power

1. Robert D. Nininger, Uranium
Resources, Annual Meeting of the
American Institute of Chemical En-
gineers, Salt Lake City, Utah, August
19-21, 1974.

2. Nuclear Fuel Resources and
Requirements, U.S. A. E .C.
WASH-1243, April 1973.

levels in excess of 1100. If the specific
power would be 700 kW,/kg-fissile,
the benefit would be $41 billion.

CONCLUSIONS
Three results emerge with reasonable

darity from this analysis:
1. The intnnsic uncertainty in the ulti-

mate domestic low cost uranium en-
dowment is the most important single
unresolved question which affects the
economic benefits of breeder reac-
tors. Given the present state of the art,
it is not merely unknown, but also un-
knowable, whether the present
uranium forecast, as used here, is too
low - or too high. Nevertheless, the
nation's endowment of high grade
uranium must be many times pres-
ently projected resources to signifi-
cantly reduce the need for the breeder

2. The breeder could cost significantly
more than a light water reactor without
impairing its overall advantage. Its
own lower fuel cycle costs, plus its
contribution to lower costs for com-
panion converter reactors, could off-
set a several-fold greater capital cost.

3. Successful introduction of advanced
converter reactors - re-optimized
versions of the HTGR's or the
CANDU reactos - has no appreci-
able effect on the potential economic
benefits from the breeder. These
reactor systems may complement
BWR's and PWR's, but they cannot
supplant the need for breeder
reactors.

The economic decision whether or not
to develop a breeder thus evolves prmar-
ily upon our ability to guess nature's
generosity in providing high grade
uranium deposes and, secondarily, upon
our ability to forecast the structure and
growth in the national economy. The de-
cision involves considerable nsk, but the
nsk is asymmetric, because there are two
sequenbal decision points. The first is the

REFERENCES
3. A. D. Ryon and K. D. Brown, A Cur-

sory Survey of Uranium Recovery
from Chattanooga Shale, ORNL
74-5-25, May 31, 1974.

4. Slatistical Data of the Uranium
Industry, U.S.A.E.C., GJO-100(74),
January 1, 1974.

decision to develop the breeder, involving
the commitment of some $5 to 10 billion in
R&D resources. The second - the deci-
sion by the nation's utilities to construct
multiple commercial plants, involving
many hundreds of billions of dollars - is
contingent upon the success of the R&D
effort and also upon a demonstration of
need.

The development cost of the breeder,
therefore, may appropnately be regarded
as an insurance premium paid to cover
the nation against the possibility - or
probability - that domestic low cost
uranium deposits cannot be significantly
extended. The maximum loss is $5 to 10
billion, which can be incuned if such ex-
tensive ore reserves are discovered that
the breeder is unnecessary. Ideally, one
would wish to quantity the probabilities of
different levels of discovery - in order to
give the decision-makers a better over-
view of the risks - but this is unfeasible
for reasons that have been indicated.

Delays in developing a breeder capabil-
ity can prove increasingly costly. We con-
clude that a two-pronged mini-max
strategy provides the least-cost program
for guaranteeing secure sources of elec-
tnc power:

1 . Sustain the R&D effort to develop the
commercial breeder.

2. Accelerate the program to delinoate
domestic uranium resources.

By the mid 1980's, both programs can
be close enough to fruition that the deci-
sion whether to proceed with commercial
power from breeders - or to move on to
solar or fusion power -can be reviewed
once more but with better geological and
technological foundations. This strategy
appears to offer an optimal solution to the
otherwise nearly intractable problem of
choosing new energy technologies in the
face of imponderable technical, geo-
logical, and economic uncertainties.

5. Economic Analysis of Public Invest-
ment Decisions: Interest Rate Policy
and Discountng Analysis, A Report
of the Subcommittee on Economy in
Govemment of the Joint Economic
Committee, Congress of the United
States, 1968.
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MAY 8, 1975.
APPENDIx 2

ExcERPTs FROM BREEDER REACroR ECONOMICS

(By T. R. Stauffer, Harvard University, R. S. Palmer, General Electric Company,
and H. L. Wyckoff, Commonwealth Edison Company)

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The national economic benefits of the breeder reactor relative to light water
reactors can be divided into two categories:

1. Direct benefit.-This equals the savings in lifetime fuel cycle costs that
accrue because of the breeder's more efficient use of uranium (i.e. greatly reduced
mining requirements) and the lack of need for fissle enrichment, less the effects
of higher breeder capital costs. This is the direct financial savings realized by a
utility which purchases an LMFBR rather than an LWR or fossil plant. It is
this determination of the direct power costs of the breeder, relative to the light
water reactor (LWR), as perceived by the utility, that will serve as a basis for
the comparative cost data that is presented here.

There is a second benefit that while not included in the data provided here,
should at least be mentioned.

2. Indirect benefit.-This is the reduced fuel costs that accrue to all LWR's
because the introduction of breeder reactors slows-or eliminates-the steady
increases in uranium costs due to the depletion of rez-ources. Simulation studies,
of which several have been published, reveal that the indirect benefits can be
as large as the "direct benefits".

Both benefits are ultimately realized by the nation's consumers as lower rates
for electricity, but the individual utility, in deciding between an LMFBR or
competitor reactor, perceives only the direct benefit.

Here, we shall present only the cost estimates which a utility will use when
choosing between a breeder and a converter reactor. These relate to the direct
costs and benefits. The justifiable extra investment in a breeder increases with
increasing uranium costs. If the "real" cost of U.O is $20.00/lb. over the reactor's
lifetime, a utility would be justified in spending about one-third more in capital
cost for a breeder than an LWR. The lifetime "real" cost of Ua0a is the levelized
value of U309 that would result in the same total lifetime cost of Ua0 8 as the
actual year by year costs when the year by year costs are in unescalated dollars.
If the lifetime real cost of U.0. is $60.00/lb., the breeder plant could cost about
85% more, while for the case of U.s0 at $100.00/lb., the breeder could cost about
2.5 times as much as an LWR.

The following table summarizes the allowable capital cost of the breeder over
the LWR for three U.O cost levels.

ALLOWABLE CAPITAL COST OF BREEDER OVER LWR

Levelized U308 value of plant lifetime
supply, excluding effects of inflation Allowable ratio of total plant costs
(per pound) (any year') (breeder/LWR) Projected year of occurrence

$20 1.34 1965-70
60 1.84 1985-90

100 2.35 2000-2005

'The reference case cost for an LWR is $400/kW(e) in 1975 dollars ($600/kW(e) for a plant installed in 1982).

It is projected that "lifetime" real costs of U30. will reach $60.00/lb. for reactors
installed in 1985-1990, and $100.00/lb. after the turn of the century. The actual
year in which uranium costs achieve any given levelized value is sensitive to the
uranium supply curve (see below). However, the break-even uranium cost for
which a utility will pay a given premium for a breeder reactor-for example,
34 percent more if U.08 costs $20.00/lb.-is independent of any time pattern for
uranium depletion or any assumption as to the size of the uranium resource base.

Thus, it appears possible that by the time the breeder is available, a utility
could be justified in spending almost twice as much for a breeder as for an LWR.
This spread will continue to increase during the years that follow the breeder's
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introduction, but the rate of increase and the final value of the cost premium
depend upon the supply curve for uranium.

The calculations and assumptions are discussed in more detail later. It must
be emphasized that the allowable extra investment cost is based upon a utility-
type analysis focussed upon the decision to build single reactors. A national
economic analysis, which includes the indirect benefits accruing to all utilities
and consumers collectively, would indicate greater benefits and a higher justifi-
able investment/kw (e) for each uranium cost.

FUEL CYCLE COSTS FOR LWR AND BREEDER

The financial arithmetic that is applicable to the breeder and in fact all nuclear
plants and their fuel cycles is neither unique nor unusual. Nevertheless, con-
siderable care is necessary to ensure that the calculations are internally con-
sistent, especially when using cost data based upon projected inflation rates. For
example, a recently published analysis of the economics of the breeder treated
plant and fuel costs as constant (which is economically equivalent to an assump-
tion of zero inflation) but then used current carrying charge cost rates for
capital, which embody a current rate of inflation. The results of such hybrid
calculations are meaningless.

Our goal here is to preview the comparative economics of a breeder plant,
versus an LWR plant on an internally-consistent basis, as viewed by an investor-
owned utility faced with choosing between the two types of reactor. Table 1 shows
the coordinated financial assumptions that are used in this analysis for investor-
owned utilities. The cost of debt and equity, as well as the debt/equity ratio are
based on the industry's past experience. Column (A) summarizes the "real"
financial parameters, i.e. corrected for inflation and applicable to constant
dollar capital outlays. Column (B) shows the comparable values for the case of
a steady-state inflation rate of 6 percent.

TABLE I.-COORDINATED FINANCIAL ASSUMPTIONS FOR INVESTOR OWNED UTILITIES

Percent

A B

1. Rate of inflation.
2. Cost of debt money for zero inflation
3. Cost of debt money with inflation (1X2), e.g., I(1.06X1.0275)-1iX(100)=8.92 percent-
4. Cost of equity money for zero inflation .
5. Cost of equity money with inflation (1X4), e.g. l(1.06x1.055)-1JX(100)=11.83 percent--
6. Assumed debt/equity ratio for utility industry capitalization.
7. Assumed Federal plus State tax as percent of total earnings I
8. Return on debt (cost for use of debt portion of money), (3X6); e.g. (0.55X8.92)-4.91

percent - -------- ------------------------------------------- -------
9. (a) Return on equitv (cost for use of equity portion of money), (5X6), e.g. (0.45X11.83

percent)=5.32 percent, and:.
(b) Federal tax plus State tax (for 50 percent total tax on earnings) '

10. (a) Weighted-average interest rate (net of taxes), (8+9)-
(b) Discount rate (8+9) for utility decisionmaking process (net of taxes) .

11. Level annual revenue requirements excluding depreciation (effective interest rate plus
taxes) (lOa+9b).

12. Level annual revenue requirement with depreciation, 32-yr book-life and 16 yr tax life
(determined by calculations using above assumption-not shown) .

13. Charge for property tax plus plant Insurance.
14. Level annual revenue requirements with depreciation, property tax and insurance (12X13)-

0 6
2.75 2.75
2.75 8.92
5.5 5.5
5.50 11.83

55/45 55/45
50 50

1.52 4.91

2.48 5.32
2.48 5.32
4.00 10.24
4.00 10.24

6.48 15.56

5.89 11.83
.85 1.70

6. 74 13. 53

I At 50 percent, assumed Federal plus State income tax is equal to return on equity.
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Table II summarizes the key assumptions that have been made regarding
the characteristics of the LWR and breeder. The breeder specification is con-
servative; the indicated fuel performance is achievable with oxide fuels without
significant metallurgical development. 'Sufficient information is provided in Table
II that analysts can make their own calculation based on their own assessments
of any of the parameters.

TABLE 11.-ASSUMPTIONS USED IN DETERMINATION OF "USE COSTS" FOR I FUEL CYCLE (REFERENCED TO
YEAR OF PLANT STARTUP)

Cost contribu-
tion-Millsf

Unit Cost kwh(e)

LWR:
Usa at 27,000 MWD/T -Dollar per pound 20 1.11

Dollar per pound 60 3. 33
Dollar per pound -100 5. 55

Enrichment -Dollar per SWU 50 75
Fabrication (U-cycle) -Dolls per kg -60 27
Fabrication (Pu-cycle) -Dollar per kg -155 .70
Reprocessing Dollar per kg -35 .15
Overall plant efficiency -Percent -34
Net Pu production (U-cycle) - - gm/kwh(e) 2. 45XI0-5 --------------
Net Pu credit (U-cycle) -mills/kwh ..)/d ...ar/g' 2 45X10 --------------
Reload core inventory (Pu-cycle) - kg(Pi' fissile) -3,500
Discharge core inventory (Pu-cycle) -kg(Pu fissile) -1,800
Net Pu consumption (Pu-cycle) -gm/kwh(e)- 6. 09X104 -------------
Net Pu cost (Pu-cycle) -mills/kwh(e)/dollar/gm -- - 6. 09XI0-2

Breeder:
Fabrication -Dollar per kg/(core) --- - 500 .53
Reprocessing -Dollar per kg/(core+blanket) 120 .38
Overall plant efficiency -Percent -38
Breeding ratio (at equilibrium)- 1.25
Compound system doubling time -Years -18
Specific power (at equilibrium) -kwt/kg (fissile) -900
Initial core inventory (Pu) -kg(fissile) -2,200
Reload core inventory (Pu) -kg(fissile) -2,600
Out-of-reactor inventory (Pu) - kg(fissile) -1,900
Plutonium fabrication and recovery losses - Percent per cycle- 2
Net Pu production rate -gm/kwhe) 2. 39X10-5 --------------
Net Pu credit - mills/kwh(e)/dollar/gm- 2. 39XI0-2

LWR and breeder:
Plant rating -MW(e) -10---------00- 1 °°° --------------
Design capacity factor -Percent -80

For the LWR, it is assumed: (1) That one fuel cycle lasts four years: (2)
that UaO is purchased two years before reactor loading, and (3) that enrich-
ment is purchased one year before loading. For the breeder, one fuel cycle lasts
two years,and plutonium is purchased one year before reactor loading. For both
the LWR and the breeder, fuel fabrication costs are incurred one year before
reactor loading, and reprocessing is paid for and plutonium credit received one
year after spent fuel is discharged.

The future costs of nuclear power and thus the need for a breeder reactor
depend crucially upon what uranium will cost in the decades ahead. Figure 1 is
a projection, based on ERDA and industry estimates of the nation's uranium
resources of UvOs market prices as a function of cumulative consumption. This
projection is based on the effort that will be needed to recover the various grades
of ore. It places the present market price of U.00 at about $1M/lb., and the price
at the point of transition to the lower grade ores (shales) lies in the range of
$65/lb. (75$). This estimated supply curve for uranium includes a large frac-
tion of speculative resources whose existence is still unproven.
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The lower curve on Figure 2 traces the cost of U.0e over time as lower-cost
reserves are consumed. Note that already in 1990, when the commercial breeder
will first be available, the price of U.08 is expected to be around $25/lb. (75$).
Considering that offer prices for future delivery of U.O are already approaching
this range, this projection may be unduly conservative.
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The upper curve on Figure 2 is of particular significance; this is the present-
value-weighted price of U.0 faced by a reactor versus the year it comes on line.
During the 30-year life of a nuclear plant, the cost of Us0 8 will rise as one
resorts to ever lower grade ores. This is quite apart from any effects of infla-
tion, reflecting only the steady depletion of the better ores. The proper cost of
U.08 to use in evaluating the lifetime cost of power from the plant is the
30-year levelized "real" cost of U.0 8 . This is the equivalent constant cost of
U.0 8 over the lifetime of the plant which would result in the same total plant
lifetime cost of power as the actual costs of U20e which increase steadily.

PROJECTION OF U308 PRICE
Vs

YEARS
150

PRICE OF U30 LEVELIZED OVER 30 YEAR PLANT LIFETIME

(Thil Price for U3O0 Will Result in Same Present-Valued
Planat Lifetime Cost for Uranium as the Actual Increasin
Year-by-Year Prices - in Unesccolted Dollars)/
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The upper curve on Figure 2 is a projection of the 30-year real costs of U.Os
for a plant which goes into operation in any year up to 2010. By 1990, the
levelized cost of U0.0 is in the range of $60-T0/lb. (75$), and by 2000 it is
$100-110/lb. It is these costs of UnO against which the breeder will be com-
peting unless major deposits of high grade uranium ore are discovered.

Tables III and IV are the final product of the analysis-the comparative fuel
cycle costs for the breeder and the LWR, at both zero inflation and a 6 percent
rate of inflation. These tables also indicate the additional capital cost that is
justified for a breeder because of its fuel cycle cost advantage.

For a plant lifetime levelized "real" (not including inflation) UsOn cost of
$20/lb. Table III), the breeder lifetime levelized fuel cycle cost is 1.27 mills/
kwh for zero inflation and 2.58 mills/kwh for 6 percent inflation. The comparable
numbers for the LWR are 2.52 mills/kwh and 5.16 mills/kwh.

TABLE 111.-FUEL CYCLE COSTS FOR LWR AND BREEDER (LEVELIZED OVER PLANT LIFETIME, U359 AT $20.00/POUND)I

[in mills per kWh(e)j

6 percent
annual rate of

Zero inflation inflation

LWR:
Use costs:

U38 - 1.11 1.64
Enrichment -. 75 1.18
Fabrication -. 27 .41
Reprocessing -. 15 33
Plutonium credit 2- .38 -. 90

Subtotal-1.90 2.66

Carrying charge costs:
Us0f--------------- - --. 34 1.35
Enrichment -. 18 .71
Fabrication- .06 .25
Reprocessing -. 02 - 11
Plutonium -. 06 .30

Subtotal - .62 2.50

Total - -2.52 5.16

Breeder:
Use costs:

Fabrication -53 .87
Reprocessing -. 38 .79
Plutonium, net created 3_ _-_--_--____--_--_--_________-____-__-__________-.38 -.82
Plutonium, plant constant lifetime inventory ---. 27

Subtotal--53 57

Carrying charge costs:
Fabrication -. 09 .37
Reprocessing -. 03 -.17
Plutonium, net created -. 03 .17
Pluntonium, plant constant lifetime inventory -. 65 1.64

Subtotal .--74 2.01

Total - -1.27 2. 58

Allowable capital cost of breeder over LWR: 5
Fuel cycle cost differential -1.25 2. 58
Equivalent capital cost (1975 dollars)- 7129 7 134

X Assumed levelized value of lifetime uninflated costs of UOs (is measure of "real" costs).
2 Assumed levelized value of lifetime uninflated costs (or sales) of plutonium. Zero inflation-Pu at $15.70/gm, 6 percent

inflation-Pu at $16.42/gm. These values of plutonium result in same fuel cycle costs for LWR whether fueled with
uranium or plutonium-Values of plutonium for zero inflation and 6 percent inflation are slightly different because of
certain inflation related tax effects.

3 Applicable only to net plutonium removed each cycle.
'Applicable to portion of plutonium (in core and out of core) that can be treated as a plant constant lifetime inventory.

Since assets must be netted to zero at end of study, this inventory must be considered sold. For the zero inflation case,
the sale exactl yoffsets the payoff of the original investment. Forthe inflation case, the final sale reflects 32-yr of inflation
and is 6.45 times larger thad the payoff of the original investment. The "use cost" and "carrying charge cost" for the
plant constantlifetime inventory of plutonium as treated here are economically consistent and the sum of the present values
of the 2 is independent of the assumed rate of inflation.

See table I, line 14 for carrying charge costs for capital.
Compared to a capital cost of $400/kw(e) for an LWR starting up in 1975-Equivalent to $600/kw(e) for a 1982 startup.

7 Kw(e).
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TABLE IV.-FUEL CYCLE COSTS FOR LWR AND BREEDERS (LEVELIZED OVER PLANT LIFETIME, UPa, AT
$60.00/POUND)'

ln mills per kWh (ea)

6 percent
Zero annual rate

Inflation of inflation

LWR:
Use costs:

U,00 - ---------------------------------- 333 4.92
Enrichment -3 .75 1. 18
Fabrication ------------------------------------------------------------- . .27 .41
Reprocessing. -. 15 .33
Plutonium credits--.3cretl ~ ~ --------~------------------------------ .99 2. 32Subtotal-3.51 4.52

Carrying charge costs:
U0-sp------------------------------------------- 1.02 4.05
Enrichment -. 81 .71
Fabricatison- -.... ........................... ------------------- .06 .25
Reprocessing -. 02 -. 02
Plutonium ------- 5-- .78

Subtotal -.. -------------. 1.39 5. 68

Total -.--.....-------- 4.90 10.20

Breeder:
Use costs:

Fabrication -------------------------------------------------------------. 53 .87
Reprocessing ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -- - ---- ---. 38 .79
Plutonium, net created3-.97 -2.12
Plutonium plant constant lifetime inventory 4 ' -,,-, --- -. 70

Subtotal ------------------------- -. 06 -1.16

Carrying charge costs:
Fabrication- .09 .37
Reprocessing-03 -. 17
Pluton~ium, net created -------------- ------------ .90 .45
Plutonium plant constant lifetime inventory- - ----------------------- ---- 1.68 4.25

Subtotal --- 1.83 4.90

Total -....------------------- 1.77 3.74

Allowable capital cost of Breeder over LWR: u
Fuel cycle cost differential -------------------- _ ----- 3. 13 7 6. 46
Equivalent capital cost (1975 dollars) - 7 325 335

1 Assumed levelized value of lifetime uninflated costs of Us0O (is measure of "real" costs).
Assumed levelized value of lifetime uninflated costs (or sales) of plutonium. Zero inflation-Pu at $40.53/gm, 6 percent

inflation-Pu at P42.47/gm. These values of plutonium result in same fuel cycle costs for LWR whether fueled with uranium
or plutonium-values of plutonium for 0 inflation and 6 percent inflation are slightly different because of certain inflation
related tax effects.

tApplicable only to net plutonium removed each cycle.
4 Applicable to portion of plutonium (incore asd out of core) that can be hreated as a plant constant lifetime investory.

Since assets must be netted to zero at end of study, this inventory must be considered ssld. For the zero inflation case,
the sale esactiy offsets the payoff of the original investment For the inflation case, the , final sale reflects 32 yr of inflation.
and is 6.45 times larger than the payoff of the origisal investment The "use cost" and "carrying charge cost" for the plant
constant lifetime inventory of plutonium as treated here are economically consisest and the sum of the present values of
the 2 is independent of the assumed rata of inflation.

a See table I, line 14 for carrying charge costs for capital.
6 Compared to a capital cost of $400/kw(e) for an LWR starting up in 1975-equivalent to $600/kw(e) for a 1982 startup.
5 Kw(e).

The magnitude of the fuel cycle costs for the 6 percent inflation case are larger
than those for the zero inflation case for two reasons. First, with inflation, the
carrying charge costs for capital are over twice as large (Table I, line 11) as
for the zero inflation case. Of course, the present-values of the plant's total life-
time fuel costs are the same for both rates of inflation (and in fact any assumed
rate of inflation when treated consistently as was done here).

We determine the extra capital cost which exactly offsets the lower fuel cycle
cost of the breeder as follows. The levelized fuel cycle differential (6 percent
inflation) is (5.16-2.58) =2.58 mills/kkwh (e). If the breeder operates at an
80% capacity factor, the annual fuel savings becomes:

2.58x8,760XO.8=$18&08

1,000

64-603 0 - 76 - 37
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Capitalized at a charge rate of 0.1353, $18.08/year translates into a capital
cost difference of $18.08 divided by 0.1353 equals $133.63, which rounds up to
$134/kw (e). An analogous computation, using the fuel cycle differential and the
capital charge appropriate to the zero-inflation case, yields an allowance capital
cost difference of $129.

While the net fuel cycle cost advantage for the breeder is 1.25 mills/kwh (con-
stant dollars) for zero inflation, and 2.58 mills/kwh (constant dollars) for a
6 percent inflation case, the resulting amounts by which the initial capital cost of
the breeder can exceed the LWR and still remain competitive are essentially
the same for both rates of inflation-$129 versus $134/kw(e).' This is because
the assumed rate of inflation plays a role in determining the financial param-
eters, such as carrying charge cost and discount rate, that are used when con-
verting actual plant and fuel costs to their equivalent mills/kwh.

Thus, except for the minor tax-induced discrepancy, the effects of inflation
cancel in any comparison between plant and fuel costs and the real capital cost
differences are the same for the zero and 6 percent-inflation cases, as one should
expect.

As a point of reference, it is interesting to compare the LWR fuel cycle cost
of 5.16 mills/kwh that is shown on Table III (for 6 percent inflation) with
current industry statements that LWR fuel cycle costs are currently about 2.00
mills/kwh. The fuel cycle costs on Table III are based on U.Os at $20./lb.,
enrichment at $50/SWU, and plutonium at $16.42/gm. These assumptions reflect
conservative projections of the expected cost picture within the next several
years. The higher figures may be reconciled with the currently reported lower
value. First, if the LWR fuel cycle cost of Table III is modified to reflect the
recent past-U0 8 at $10/lb., enrichment at $35L/SWU, and plutonium at $10/gm-
the levelized fuel cycle cost that reflects a plant lifetime of 6 percent inflation
decreases from 5.16 mills/kwh to 3.33 mills/kwh. Second, if the fuel cycle cost
is converted from the lifetime levelized value to the current cost (divide by
1.66) the present LWR fuel cycle cost is 2.01 mills/kwh. This is in agreement with
the level of LWR fuel cycle costs the utility industry has been reporting.

The fuel cycle costs and the justifiable capital cost premium for the case of
U.30 at $60/lb. are detailed in Table IV. For this cost of U.0, a utility would be
economically justified in selecting a breeder over an LWR even if its capital cost
were as much as $330/kwh(e) more than an LWR. Further calculations show
that for a plant-lifetime levelized "real" U30. cost of $100/lb., the capital cost
differential between the breeder and the LWR could be about $540/kw (e), i.e. a
cost premium of 135 percent.

The allowable ratio of breeder plant capital costs to LWR plant capital costs
is valid independently of the year of plant startup because: (1) the reference
UTOs costs exclude inflation (are in constant dollars referenced to the year of
plant startup), (2) plant capital costs are inherently referenced to the year of
plant startup, and (3) it is assumed that over the long run, inflation affects all
cost components (plant and fuel) uniformly.

CONCLUSIONS

Five conclusions emerge from this close examination of the fuel cycle economics
of the breeder and the LWR.

1. At today's market value of UTh0, a utility would be justified in investing
about 35 percent more for a breeder than for an LWR, even if the real cost (75$)
of U,0 might never increase.

2. At the time the breeder is commercially available-circa 1990-it appears
probable a utility would find it economically attractive to select a breeder, even
if its capital cost were more than twice that of an LWR. Moreover, this spread
will continue to increase during the years that follow the breeder's commercial
introduction.

3. Economic comparisons of nuclear alternatives for supplying electricity must
be based on analyses that are internally consistent. An excellent method of check-
Ing the overall consistency of the economic technique being used is to make
test analyses using several assumed rates of inflation. When the technique is
correct, the results will be independent of the assumed rate of inflation.

4. These calculations understate the permissible "break-even" capital cost
penalty for a breeder nuclear system, since a large part of the plant costs are for

l The 4-percent discrepancy In the capital cost differential between the two cases arises
because of certain inflation-related tax effects.
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hardware and systems that are present in any nuclear plant, and not specific to
the breeder plant. Thus, for example, a 35 percent premium justified for the
breeder plant implies that the nuclear island might cost up to 70 percent more
than the comparable part of an LWR plant.

5. The preceding analysis reflects the financial decision of a utility. The indirect
benefits from breeders due to reduced long-term U.O prices for all reactors are
not included herein, and the national economic cost-benefit calculus would suggest
still larger cost premia for any given level of U.Os costs.

APPENDIX 3

A NOTE ON TEE RELIABILITY OF MINERAT REsouRcE FOBECASTS: THE PRECEDENT
OF OLn RESERVES

"Excuse me, Mister Ranger. How many undiscovered Indian ruins are
there left around here?"-Unidentified Tourist (Mesa Verde)

Any estimation of the amount of mineral resource which might ultimately be
found in any given region is an exceedingly hazardous process. Even though it
is vitally important for policy planners-both public or corporate-to have such
estimates, whether for oil, gas, uranium, or other minerals, for rational planning,
it Is an unfortunate but unavoidable truth that such numbers are intrinsically
elusive. A theoretically sound and reliable foundation for the forecasting of
mineral resources simply does not yet exist, and past efforts have been notably
unsuccessful.

Our recent experience in estimating the potential oil resources of the United
States provides a sobering Insight into the dependability of such forecasting
efforts. The abrupt revelation last year that our resources might be much less
than expected highlighted the risks of basing oil policy upon speculative
resources. The divergences and inconsistencies In estimates of oil reserves over
the last 50 years illustrate the perils of policy planning based upon forecasts
of mineral availability. A chronology of the better publicised estimates is
recorded In Table One, where we note that total estimated oil resources rose
steadily and reassuringly through the early 1960's.

In 1962, the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs reported 407-507 billion
barrels of recoverable resources and one year earlier, in 1961, A. D. Zapp of the
U.S.G.S. had projected a yet higher figure of 590 billion barrels. These estimates
promised domestic supplies for 60-100 years at 1962 levels of oil consumption,
and the spectre of possible shortages was remote.

The then record high estimate of 590 billion barrels, as well as subsequent
estimates from the U.S.G.S. were based upon one or another variants of what
became known as the "Zapp hypothesis." This theory presumed that unexplored
areas would be fully as productive as those areas which had been explored, and
the total oil resources of the country, including the offshore areas, could be
estimated by proportional extrapolation from known to unknown areas: ."Esti-
mates of ultimately recoverable reserves are based either on the assumption that
the total volume of marine sedimentary rocks in the United States, or in the
world, will yield petroleum and natural gas in amounts proportional to the yields
obtained from the volume of rock thoroughly explored thus far, (or)l on the
assumption that the current observed trends in the ratio of exploratory drilling
to the discovery of oil will continue Into the future."

The premise is prima facie questionable, since the area extrapolation of oil
resources assumes both that there is no geological selectivity to the habitat of
oil, and also that the explorationist uses no a priori indicators as a basis for
preferential drilling. The crucial assumption of homogeneity was Increasingly
challenged by empirical data on declining exploration yields in the late 1950's and
early 1960's.

Subsequent estimates from different sources began to diverge increasingly
and dramatically. A National Academy of Sciences report (upon which M. K.
Hubbert collaborated) in 1962 forecast only 170-175 billion barrels of ultimately
recoverable resources, less than one-third the value derived by the U.S.G.S.
based upon the original version of the Zapp hypothesis. Three years later, the
U.S.G.S. (Hendricks) scaled down its forecast to 400-450 billion barrels, having
modified the Zapp method to include some allowance for decreased yield to new
exploration outside of tbe Initially most prolific geological provinces. In 1972,
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however, a still higher estimate emerged-more than 600 billion barrels, but
explicitly including Alaska.

In 1974 the debate was joined, and several sets of irreconcilably conflicting
estimates of potential undiscovered oil resources were released, just as the need
for reliable estimates of U.S. oil potential had become acutely important, in the
wake of the Middle East war of 1973 and the popular preoccupation with the
"energy crisis". Hubbert released an estimate that only 72 billion barrels remained
to be discovered, an amount barely equal to 10 years' requirements. The newest
U.S.G.S. figure in 1974 was revised downwards, but still was 3-6 times as large
as Hubbert's An oil company estimate, purportedly based upon a detailed assess-
ment of the hydrocarbon potential of each region within each geological province,
yielded a still lower estimate than Hubbert's-only some 90 billion barrels.

Finally, a committee was convened by the National Resource Council to re-
view the conflicting projections. It reported to the National Academy of Sciences
that its own best estimates, weighing all evidence and alternative methodologies,
was 113 billion barrels.

The COMRATE report, therefore, concluded that the maximum probable
domestic resource base for petroleum barely sufficed for 20 years of consumption
at 1974 levels. Moreover, this figure is an upper bound for the recoverable re-
sources, because it includes some fraction which probably would never be dis-
covered and another fraction which probably could never be developed.

This history has been summarized here-in the context of a discussion of
future uranium supplies-in order to illustrate the possible risks in basing any
part of our energy policy upon extrapolations of U.S. uranium resources. We
simply do not know how much uranium is available in the U.S. at a cost below
the break-even value which justifies development of breeder reactors. We do not
even know whether current AEC estimates are high or low. But we should know
that extrapolations of uranium supply-uncorroborated by actual drilling-have
only tenuous geo-economlcal justifications. We also have seen the consequences
of complacent reliance upon well-intentioned but unfunded prognostications of
U.S. oil reserves, which promised ample potential resources yet to be found.
These overly-sanguine forecasts disguised a pending shortage for almost twenty
years, thereby forestalling the necessary prophylactic measures by at least as
long.

It must be emphasized again that the greatest difficulty here is the uncertainty
in resources forecasts. It is possible that the AEC's present estimates of 2-3
million tons may in fact be too high; some of the speculative resources included
in that total may never be found or may not exist. Conversely, one might well
find much more uranium, and Searl's otherwise unwarranted calculations might
fortuitously prove to be correct. The central issue is the intrinsic uncertainty
and therefore the need for the nation to hedge against predicating policies upon
wrong guesses.

The experience with oil provides still another insight into the uncertainty.
For some years forecasts of oil resources were in fact too low, as proven reserves
caught up to earlier estimates of ultimate resources. The present "best estimate"
of undiscovered resources is some 110 billion barrels; if this is added to known
reserves plus cumulative production to date, the "best estimate" of total U.S.
oil resources comes to 250 billion barrels of oil. Through 1956 the published esti-
mates of our ultimate oil resources were still below that figure, exhibiting a
downward bias and underestimating the "ultimate". Beginning with the Interior
Department's estimate of 1956, followed by the several later and higher estimates
based upon Zapp-type extrapolations, the estimates tended to be very high, con-
tributing to an unwarranted sense of security. The moment of truth only came
last year, and the phantom resources disappeared just when they were most
needed.

At this point we do not know where we are along the comparable "maturity
curve" for the domestic uranium industry-and we can learn only through the
expenditure of time and money in accelerated exploration for uranium. The
prospects for this exploratory effort are also uncertain. We cannot say with
confidence whether the AEC estimates are high or low, and prudence dictates
that we hedge our bets until such better knowledge is available. The fallibility
of resource forecasts is so great that we must hedge any policy option which
depends sensitively upon an estimate of uranium, oil, or many other mineral
resources.
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ESTIMATES OF U.S. OIL RESOURCES: A PARTIAL CHRONOLOGY

Date Source Recoverable resources (billions of barrels)

1908 - Day (USGS) -10-23.
1915 -Arnold (USGS) -12.
1918- Anonymous (USGS) -11.
1922 - USGS/AAPG -15.
1931 -Arnold & Kemnitzer -39.
1944 -Pratt (Standard Oil of New Jersey) - 100.
1948 -Weeks (Standard Oil of New Jersey) - 110 land areas).
1952 -Schultz (Standard Oil of Indiana) 170 land) and 30 (cont shelves).
1956 -Pratt (Standard Oil of New Jersey) - 145 deGolyer & McNaughton 200B).
1956 -Hubbert (USGS) -150- 00.
1956 -Department of Interior -300.
1961- Zapp -5906 bbls (discovered and undiscovered).
1962 -U.S.Senate, Committee of Interior and Insular 407-507.

Affairs.
1962 -National Academy of Sciences -170-175.
1962 - USGS -885-1,000.1
1965 -Hendricks (USGS) -400-450.
1972 - USGS- 6083,000.A
1974 -McKelvey (USGS) -200-400 (to be discovered).
1974 -Hubbert -72 (to be discovered).
1974 -do -213 (total discovered and undiscovered).
1974 -Oil Co. "E -90 (to be discovered).
1974 -Comrate -113 (to be discovered).

' Inferred by Hubbert from a letter by McKelvey.
'Adapted by Hubbert.
Sources: "U.S. Energy Resources-A Review as of 1972," U.S. Senate, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs 93d

Cong., 2d seos., serial 93-40, 1974. "Mineral Resources and the Environment," National Academy of Sciences, Wasning-
ton, 1975.

APPENDIX 4

This note describes a very simple growth scenario which illustrates how
electricity demand would grow at a rate significantly higher (plus 2-3 percentage
points) than the GNP itself, even if the total end uses of energy would depart
from historical behavior and grow somewhat slower than the GNP. Since the
growth rate in electricity demand is the dominant variable which affects the
long-term economic rationale for breeder reactors, this example-with its simple
and explicit assumptions-can usefully clarify how electricity consumption can
quite plausibly continue to grow more rapidly than the GNP, even through the
early 20th century.

These calculations are in no sense a forecast; we assume hereafter that a
target growth rate of 3 percent for the teal GNP will be sustained-this is
viewed as a social objective, recognizing but not accepting the argument ad-
vanced in some circles that growth is undesirable. However, one must recognize
that most, if not all of the more formal forecasts of electricity demand, embody
similar assumptions, albeit indirectly. The economic forecasts, as that of Messrs.
Chapman, Tyrell, and Mount, thus are -also implicit extrapolations of the past
and contain rigid assumptions as to the structure of the economy.

Our illustrative "projection" deals with estimated end uses of energy in 2020,
based upon looking forward from 1972 and presuming a compound growth rate
of 3 percent in the GNP over that period. The final uses of energy in 1972 by
major sector were:

[Quadrillions of Btul

1972 consumption

Total Electricity (percent)

Households and commercial -18.2 3.5 (19)
Industrial - 23.1 2.5 (11)
Transportation -18. 1 1 .02

Total -59.5 6.0 (10.1)

' Negligible.
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Electricity represented only 10 percent of final end uses of energy in 1972-
a negligible one-tenth of one percent in the transportation sector but 19 percent
of total household uses.

Looking forward, we postulate four effects:
1. population growth
2. growth in GNP per capita
3. substitution of electricity for other fuels, and
4. price-induced conservation
We observe that the cost of nuclear-generated electricity should rise less

rapidly than fossil fuel costs. We subsume the substitution and conservation
effects Into the following assumptions about the penetration of electricity into
existing applications of fossil fuels:

Penetration End-use
Sector (percent) efficiency gain

Household/commercial -70 3. 5
Industrial -------------------- 40 1. 5
Transportation - 15 2. 0

These values for penetrations and efficiency gains are plausible but of course
are far from definitive. If penetrations are higher-as is likely in the household
sector-or if efficiency gains are less than postulated, the calculated growth rate
for electricity consumption should be still higher. For household and commercial
uses, where space heating is the dominant use for fossil fuels, heat pumps offer
an efficiency gain of 3-5, depending upon geographical region. Whereas a gas
furnace transfers 60 percent of the energy in the fuel into the house, a heat
pump can supply 180-210 percent of the heat equivalent of its electricity usage.
For a broad class of industrial uses, electrical equipment promises increases in
efficiencies from ca. 40-60 percent to 80-95 percent. The penetration factors and
efficiency gains indicated here are derived from such considerations.

The resultant estimated final demands for all end uses of energy as well as
electricity, are tabulated below:

[Quadrillions of Btul

End-use energy consumption (2020)

Total Electricity (percent)

Households/commercial -44.7 26.5 (59)
Industrial ------------ 83.9 33.0 (39)
Transportation -58.2 7.5 (13)

Total -66.9 186.9(35.8)

In 2020 electricity would account for 36 percent of end uses of energy in this
scenario, and the growth rate in electricity usage from 1972 to 2020 is 5.2 percent
per annum, compared with a GNP growth rate of 3 perment (by assumption)
and a growth rate in total energy of 2.4 percent. The sustained growth rate in
electricity demand is twice that for total energy itself, reflecting substitutions in-
duced by its favorable price in relation to fossil fuels.

Such substitutions have already commenced, and the pace may be accelerated
as gas and oil prices in the U.S. rise to free market levels. This trend may ac-
celerate if oil or gas become unavailable, as a consequence of price controls or
political crises. Moratoria on natural gas attachments have already induced
switching to electricity in the service areas of several Midwestern utilities.

This example, once again, is only illustrative, but it does indicate how sub-
stitution effects will play a central role in any forecast of electricity demand,
over and above the basic forecast or target for economic growth. It thus offers
insight into why electricity consumption growth will probably continue at a
rate greater than that for the economy itself or all energy in toto.
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BENEFIT OF BREEDER

METHOD

COMPARE ENERGY COSTS TO THE NATION WITH a

WITHOUT THE BREEDER

GOVERNMENT DEVELOPMENT COSTS NOT INCLUDED

KEY ISSUES

BREEDER COSTS

URANIUM AVAILABILITY

GRAPH 1

BASE CASE RESULTS

076 BILLION DISCOUNTED BENEFIT
($2.4 TRILLION UNDISCOUNTED IN '75 $)

BENEFITS OF BUILDING A BREEDER RATHER THAN A
THERMAL REACTOR ARE TWOFOLD

DIRECT URANIUM SAVINGS

INDIRECTLY ALL THERMAL REACTORS PURCHASE
URANIUM AT LOWER COSTS

COMBINED VOLUMES IN MINING OF COAL a URANIUM
WILL INCREASE EXPONENTIALLY WITHOUT THE BREEDER

GRAPH 2
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URANIUM
RESOURCES

BENEFIT OF BREEDER
TO NATION

('75 $ BILLIONS)

PROBABLE (BASE)

TWICE PROBABLE

76

44
GRAPH 3

CONVENTIONAL DEPOSITS
IN TONS U 308

KNOWN RESERVES 700,000 TONS

ESTIMATED ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 1,700,000 lo

TOTAL 2,400,000 TONS
GRAPH 4
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URANIUM AVAILABILITY

CONVENTIONAL ORES

GRADE
QUANTITY
PRICE
LOCATION

SHALE

GRADE
QUANTITY
PRICE
LOCATION

-_ -. 008 % TO 0.3 %
- 2.4 MILLION TONS

_ 10 TO $65/LB U30 8
- WESTERN U.S.

- .0025 % TO .0070 %
- 13 MILLION TONS

_ 70 TO $200/LB U308

- TENNESSEE VALLEY
GAPH 5

BREAK-EVEN CAPITAL

COSTS FOR TI!E LMFBR

LEVELIZED LiFETIME

URANIUM PRI CE

$20/LB.

60

100

COST RATIp:

LMFBR VS LWR

1.34

1.84

2.35
GRAPH 6
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ANNUAL BENEFIT OF BREEDER
ELECTRICAL TO NATION

GROWTH RATE ('75 9 BILLIONS)

1975 to 2000-5%
2001 to 2020-3.5% 48

1975 to 2000 - 6 %
2001 to 2020 - 4 % (BASE) 76

1975 to 2000 - 7 %
2001 to 2020 - 4.5% 122

GRAPH 7

INTRODUCTION DATE BENEFIT OF BREEDER
OF COMMERCIAL TO NATION

BREEDER ('75 $ BILLIONS)

1984

1989 (BASE)

1999

2009

87

76

43

19
GRAPH 8
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CAPITAL COST
OF BREEDER

1.25 LWR (BASE)

1.5 u

2.0 U1

BENEFIT OF BREEDER
TO NATION

('75 $ BILLIONS)

76

60

31
GRAPH 9
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COMBINED ANNUAL COAL a URANIUM ORE MINED
(BASE CASE)

5

4 WITHOUT -
BREEDER

BILLIONS

SHORT TONS

'75.45V0L4< BR EEDE RBUSH~IT

0.45

1980 1990 2000 2010 2020

GRAPH 10

Mr. COCHRAN. I would like to make several comments on Mr. Stauf-fer's analysis. His analysis is driven primarily by three critical inputassumptions. One is his assumption of the discount rate. He uses 6percent, whereas OMB and EPA prefer a 10-percent discount rate.Had he used 10 percent his benefits of $76 billion would be reduced toabout $20 billion, or somewhere in that range.
Furthermore, his net benefits would be even less because he hasn'tsubtracted the R. & D. costs.
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Second, he uses a percent growth rate in electrical demand between
1975 and 2000 which is slightly higher than the AEC (now ERDA)
assumptions which ERDA has now backed away from. He assumed 6
percent growth between 1975 and the year 2000.

Third, his uranium supply curve is even more pessimistic than the
base case forecast assumed by the AEC.

As I mentioned before, we used a uranium supply curve that is con-
sistent with the Eelectric Power Research Institute which is con-
siderably more optimistic than the AEC supply figures.

Finally, he mentioned capital coest numbers and came back to that
several times.

Last week Prof. Hans Bethe who has been consulting with West-
inghouse Corp. said that by his estimates the breeder reactor would
cost 50 percent more than the light-water reactor which is twice the
figure that Mr. Stauffer uses in his base case. Furthermore, Bethe
pointed out that the GAO has a breeder capital cost in their report
which was 2.75 times the light water reactor cost. I think this figure
is high because I think it includes first of a kind costs.

Mr. NADER. This is the testimony before the Udall committee, Mr.
Chairman.

Chairman HuMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. COCHRAN. Mr. Stauffer's results aren't sensitive to certain things,

for example whether or not we have the laser enrichment, but these as-
sessments depend critically on what one considers as base case assump-
tions. If, for example, you are more optimistic about energy supplies
and use a lower energy demand projection so that you are not deplet-
ing the lower cost uranium resources, then Mr. Stauffer's statements
are no longer true.

I would also like to add with respect to his uranium assumptions,
Mr. Stauffer mentioned 2.4 billion tons at less than $65 per lb. He got
that by taking the AEC's resource estimate and simply doubled the
cost estimate to account for certain items like profit. I think maybe go-
ing up 50 percent might be more reasonable, but again it all depends
on your base. Mr. Stauffer is doubling from a base which is not real-
istic. Furthermore, in the ERDA uranium survey work currently
underway, they have already identified another 1 million tons and
their resource figure is now over a million tons. So there are a lot of
things that need to be carefully examined.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Mr. Stauffer, you may reply to that.
Mr. STAUFFER. Just two points. I dont think ERDA has identified 11

million tons. Much of that is speculative. so it doesnt really add to our
certainty at all.

With regard to the discount rate, this goes back to a point the chair-
man raised earlier; namely, benefits to whom? In the case of the
breeder program, we are looking at a rather peculiar kind of project
in that there are no monetary benefits to this at all. The benefits to
this program result in reduced costs to consumers because one is look-
ing at a breeder versus some other way of generating the same amount
of electricity. So we don't have cash benefits in the usual sense, and
this kind of analysis differs from the usual assessment of a Government
project.

Here the benefits are reserved, they are in the form of a cost saving
and given the way utilities have to work, they are governed by a rate
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base, if there is a cost saving in the operation they must follow that
through to its customers. Here one is looking at the discount rate. One
shouldn't be using the discount rate as an investment because the people
who are receiving the savings are not corporations, they are the con-
sumers. We don't go out and have investment opportunities to yield a
6 percent in real returns. The real return in the stock market for a
20-year period was under 5 percent. It is that kind of benefit we are
talking about.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Mr. Nader.
Mr. NADER. Senator, by now you must be wondering how there can

be such intense and conflicting viewpoints. In the breeder debate on
nuclear power you have Nobel Prize winners on one side and the other.
The inquiry goes a little deeper. Westinghouse Corp. obviously wants
to sell more and more nuclear plants. There are consultants to a com-
pany that wants to sell more and more electricity irrespective of what
the alternatives could contribute to a better society and better con-
sumer value.

Let me describe this point in the conservation question. Whenever
you see figures on conservation you see ranges, 10 percent, 20, 30, even
40 percent from a base. You say to yourself how can there be such
ranges?

Senators and Representatives take these figures and they get very,
very puzzled because they do not reduce these abstractions down to the
basic emperical scrutiny from which these figures proceeded.

In that context, if we really want to see what the potential is for
conservation, if we want to see whether a case can be made for a zero
growth energy curve, we have to ask three questions: Do we really
want it? As consumers I think we do, as Westinghouse and Common-
wealth Edison, they don't, because that means reduced sales. Because
zero growth means a more efficient use of energy for a given level of
production and worker well-being.

If zero growth can be obtained by conservation along four lines, end
use thrift, more efficient conduits of technology, more efficient produc-
tion of the energy, and more effcient transmission of it, if this can
be attained, then we had better focus on that as the first level of
priority.

By that I mean the number of times people turn off lights, that is
the end use, that is thrift. The kind of architectural standards for
buildings and homes, that is the conduit technology. The kind of effi-
ciency at the utility plant, including peak load savings, grid inter-
connection and the efficiency and net energy of the production sequence
in getting the stuff out of the ground and down to the utility.

Let me give you an illustration. There are architects today who can
demonstrate they can build a world trade center with less than 50
percent of the energy it now consumes without affecting other opera-
tions of that trade center except for lower bills.

The Los Angeles City government under the embargo stress decided
to evoke a stress pattern on the production of electricity in Los Angles,
one of the greatest waste areas in human historv. A very modest pro-
gram under that stress produced a 20-percent reduction in electric use.
But in some of the buildings, like city hall, the reduction was much,
much more dramatic and labor productivity went up.
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Now, what we have to do is go to the main categories of users of
electricity and ask ourselves what is the waste percentage, from the
thrift, conduit, the transmission, and the production. I suggest we have
to stop relying on Westinghouse and Commonwealth and Con Edison
and make a survey of the use patterns throughout the country and
speaking to the companies that have the vested interest in conservation
because they are selling it.

A couple of weeks ago Honeywell had a two-page advertisement,
"Cut Energy Costs by 25 Percent."

Chairman HUMPHREY. Du Pont has a division now?
Mr. NADER. Yes; they talk about a 15 percent per factory immediate

cuts because they don't want to, you know, go out on the limb. But go
to the smaller companies that are more bold and venturesome and
check it out.

The overriding question here is how do you as a legislature evaluate
competing claims and assertions. Some of them are based on numbers
that can be traced back to their empirical deficiency, some of them are
based on hidden perspective, and some of them are based on a refusal
to follow through on the consequences.

On public television in Boston, a representative of Westinghouse
was asked by one of the cross-examiners whether he would place West-
inghouse's assets behind the assurances of such maximal safety as
stated. He thought quickly and he-I think he said, "Yes." I wonder
if Westinghouse would support that statement on that program.

It seems to me when an advocate makes an assertion on that, and
does not back it up with the pocketbook, continues to support Price-
Anderson and limited liability, that there is a question here of credibil-
ity. They want to reap the benefit but not assume the risk.

I think, above all, I wouldn't have suspected this of Mr. Simpson,
the movement growing rapidly among nuclear power advocates to de-
lethalize plutonium by verbiage, to deleathalize a massive carcinogen
like plutonium.

There are different estimates. Mr. John Gofman, who is quite quali-
fied, concludes that 1 pound of plutonium has a lung cancer effective
potential in the range of between 9 and 25 billion cases. Some members
of the industrial establishment say that is too much, it is only 1 billion
cases, it is only 2 billion, it is only half a billion. That is also too much.

The process of delethalizing plutonium raises the question of
whether there is such a thing as scientific reliability in the field when
scientists are speaking for different constituencies, and unless Congress
develops a framework of getting claim, counterclaim, claim and res-
olution, you are going to be continually flooded with the kind of thing
that will cause you to throw up your hands to where the corporate
power is.

I suggest that an energy source where the fate of one plant relies on
the fate of the others is unreliable. The Government closed down 23
plants because a crack was found in one, Mr. Weinberg stated if there
is one major nuclear catastrophe in this country, taking out a city, for
example, one major melt down, that would be the end of the program.
Not because the advocates will drop it, but because there will be such
opposition by people who feel about their children and grandchildren
and future generations and this land of ours which can be contami-
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nated for decades, and let me make one prediction, if there is a major
nuclear catastrophe in this country and this Nation relies on nuclear
energy for electricity, you are going to see a modest civil war in this
country between the people who want to abolish nuclear power and
the people who think the economy will collapse. I don't want that kind
of conflict or national security problem or governmental suppression
of our civil liberties to safeguard mismanaged technological boon-
doggles.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I guess what you are saying in part, is that
one of the alternatives we have is to pursue in a much larger and more
intensive effort is solar energy; it has a great potentiality and should
be pursued with massive efforts on our part.

Mr. NADER. It has occurred to you, I am sure, why solar has not been
given such priority, solar, the Sun, has the nasty potential of going
directly to your home, bypassing your friendly oil company and utility.
Solar energy is the future source of energy on this Earth. The best
thermonuclear reactor is the sun and it is well shielded.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I wish I had that testimony when I presented
my bill. We did get it passed, the trick is now to get it funded.

Mr. NADER. And implemented by a government that is very cool on
solar energy.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I want to assure all persons within range of
my voice that we will be as relentless as Attila the Hun when it comes
to getting it implemented.

Now, Mr. Simpson.
Mr. SIMPSON. It appears to me when Mr. Nader says he is for no

growth in energy he is not taking into consideration the potentially
disastrous effects of that. There is no evnironmental impact statement
on no growth in energy. I am for people, I believe in people, I believe
people should have jobs, I am for the underprivileged and the down-
trodden, and it is an elitist philosophy when the self-appointed critics
of the world take on themselves to criticize everybody else and in some
devious way to try to make sure that the young people never have a
chance for a decent standard of living, and that the people have to stay
in ghettos and don't have the benefit of the things you and I enjoy
every day.

Mr. Nader has had not one scintilla of evidence to back up most of
the things he has said, and I ask the Chairman to please ask Mr. Nader
to put supporting evidence in for everything he has said. He has
quoted people out of context, he has misquoted people, he has a plethora
of wild statements, but not one scintilla of evidence.

Mr. NADER. I consider that a personal affront. Since when is Westing-
house so concerned about the poor, the ghettos, and the workers of this
country?

Chairman HUMPHREY. I suggest we keep this less personal and more
factual and on the issues. I think the only reference Mr. Nader made
that was personal was in reference to the delethalizing of plutonium.
Make your response.

Mr. SiMpsoN. That is not correct. The man he was talking about on
the program in Boston was me. -He was talking about Westinghouse
Electric Corp. that I represent as an individual and it is indivisible
from me. We have done our best as a corporate citizen to safeguard,
we believe in safeguarding, we believe there should be no stone un-
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turned to save energy. The most gross miscalculation we could possibly
make would be to work on an energy source that was not going to be
successful and was going to be turned down. That would, in truth,
wreck the corporation.

Furthermore, we are working on solar energy. We do believe in solar
energy, and it may -bypass the friendly utility, but it won't bypass the
manufacturer of the equipment. We have as much to gain in making
solar energy as anything else.

I would again ask the Senator to have Mr. Nader back up his state-
ment with information as to the source of any statements he made, and
I would be willing to do likewise on any statement that I made.

Chairman HUMPPHREY. May I make this suggestion. I knew this
would be provocative and that is what it ought to be. I am tired of
having congressional hearings in which we have mutual love affairs.
I think we need to open up this whole business and let the American
people know we have differences of view here, and as people have said
here, there are Nobel Peace Prize winners on both sides of the issues
here. I think we should keep those differences, however, upon the issues
that are involved, the issue of safety, the issue of the possibilities of a
nuclear accident, the issue of the costs, and benefits; also the issue, may
I say, of the needs of energy for our economy. They are matters of
great concern.

Now, Mr. Nader, Mr. Simpson has said that you should back up that
zero energy proposition of yours with some more documentation. We
don't have time today. I will welcome any statement you want to make
and place it in the record.

Mr. NADBR. Yes, Mr. Chairman; I will not take up your time in
responding to these scurrilous characterizations by Mr. Simpson, but
I do want to say that the man who made that statement on the Advo-
cates program, whom I did not know, was Mr. Simpson, he made that
statement. He wasn't speaking for the board of directors, which did
not back him up, that he would pledge the assets of the Westinghouse
Corp., behind the -assurances of the nuclear power program that West-
inghouse was promoting. That ought to be made a part of the record
and not left onen to question.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, may I express my appreciation for the
quality of the testimony that has been given us today, for the vigor
with which it was presented, and the sense of debate with which this
exercise was manifested. I want to ask each of you to please supple-
ment any testimony here today that you would like and any form of
rebuttal that you might want to make so that it can be made a part of
the record. We will hold the record open and if any of you feel you
have not been treated properly by the chairman or by his committee,
you should write to me personally and it will be made a matter of con-
gressional record. One thing I try to do is nreserve a balance so that
we can give everybody a chance to be heard.

I have a feeling that we should have a repeat performance on this
because you men are so qualified in your respective areas that the pub-
lic needs to hear more from you.

Thank you, g-entlemen, for coming.
Mr. NADER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMPsoN. Yes; thank you.

64-603 0 - 76 - 38
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Chairman HUMPHREY. The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1:40 p.m., the conunittee adjourned, subject to the

call of the Chair.]
[The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record in the context of today's hearing:]
WASHINGTON, D.C., June 26,1975.

Senator HUBERT HUMPHREY,
Chairman, Joint Economic Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR HUMPHREY: On May 8 I testified before the Joint Economic
Committee concerning the plutonium breeder program. On the same day, in re-
action to my testimony, a member of the House of Representatives made the
following commentary on my testimony on the House floor (Congressional Record
H 3852-3).

"Today, in the Joint Economic Committee, chaired by the gentleman from Mis-
souri (Mr. Bolling), and the Senator from Minnesota (Mr. Humphrey), Mr.
Ralph Nader stated, according to the news wire and a member of the committee
who were (sic) present that-

"'The reactor could experience an accident known as the "core disruptive acci-
dent." In everyday language, this technical euphemism means that the breeder
can blow up.'

"Mr. Speaker, this is categorically untrue, and Mr. Nader knows it is categori-
cally untrue. He knew it when he said it. Unfortunately, however, Members are
being deluged with this kind of nonsense as they attempt to deal with the
important energy issues facing us.

* * * * * * *

"There are those who would sabotage our nuclear energy program by spreading
false stories about its safety, and try to frighten Congress and the American
people into an irrational state so that the nuclear program will be weakened or
abandoned."

In fact, the statement by the Member of the House is incorrect. He omitted the
adjective "breeder" from my statement, thus making it apply to all reactors, not
to "breeder" reactors, as I had quite specifically stated. I have never said that
light water or other non-breeder reactors can explode.

Since the statement quoted was widely circulated through the Congressional
Record and since the statement impugns the integrity of the statement that I
have presented before the Joint Economic Committee, I request that the follow-
ing brief materials relating to the explosive potential of the breeder reactor be
placed in the hearing record.

Sincerely,
RALPH NADER.

Attachment.

THE EXPLOSION POTENTIAL OF THE PLUTONIUM BREEDER REACTOa

The following quotations provide a basis for beginning to understand the
possibility of an explosion in a plutonium breeder reactor. The only conclusion
that can be reached on the basis of the currently available information is that
disruptive explosions can occur in fast breeder reactors. The exact nature and size
of the explosion are matters of current debate among experts. Thus, those who
would claim that explosions definitely cannot occur in fast breeders are either
not telling the truth or are not apprised of the facts.

There are many issues-economic, safeguards, reliability, other serious safety
questions. etc.-that argue against the breeder. In such an atmosphere of doubt,
no decision about the future of the plutonium breeder reactor is possible. In the
particular matter discussed above, the least that one can demand of the nuclear
safety experts is that they absolutely guarantee the immunity of these reactors
from such explosions. Such guarantees are obviously far from reality now.

There are two types of explosions possible in a breeder reactor. One category
involves explosions caused by the reaction of sodium, a very hazardous material,
with other substances in the reactor. The second category includes the small
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nuclear explosions which may occur under certain accident conditions in the
reactor. Although these explosions are small, when compared to nuclear bombs,
they may become a public hazard if they cause a break in the containment and
radioactivity is released into the air.

CATEGORY ONE-SODIUM-RELATED NONNUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS

"The disassembly process has often been referred to as an 'explosion.' Tech-
nically, the term 'explosion' could be used in that one of the forces contributing
to the disassembly can be fuel vapor. However, in virtually every instance, other
earlier acting forces are available; for example, sodium flow, sodium vapor, and
retained volatile materials, which would cause early disassembly. Only in the
most conservative analyses does fuel vapor appear to be the driving force but,
for conservatism, this is frequently assumed. Even for such 'explosions' the
energies involved correspond to those of modest amounts, up to a few tens of
pounds, of normal chemical explosives. It is absolutely impossible for any nuclear
incident to lead to explosions of the magnitude associated with nuclear weapons,
that is, many thousands of tons of explosive equivalent."

Proposed Final Environmental Statement, LMFBR Program, December 1974,
p. 4.2-146. (ERDA Statement)

"There is clear disagreement in the method of calculation. There is clear dis-
agreement in the criteria for acceptability of these doses. We have looked at a
number of the scenarios and let me dwell on one for a moment. Quite a while ago,
about three years ago. there was a HCDA scenario that had 150 megawatt sec-
onds of energy release related to it. That energy release, with time, came down
to a few tenths of megawatt seconds and the latest analysis gets it up in the
range of 150 to 350 megawatt seconds. In all of these energetic analyses, from the
150 upward, there are leakage paths which are potentially opened and which put
activity, noble gases, halogens, and fuel material into the containment. As long
as the containment integrity is maintained such that we are at about a tenth of
one percent leak rate, the doses off-site appear to be acceptable. But even in that
event, there is on the order of 130,000 pounds of sodium splashed into the reactor
cavity. Now we have a pool about four feet deep, or so, of hot sodium inside the
reactor cavity, and there is a carbon steel liner with fire brick behind it called a
hot liner. What the NRC staff has been concerned about in this situation even
without melt-through, but with activity in the containment, is whether we are
on the so-called edge of the cliff. If the liner fails, the sodium available in the pool
will begin interacting with the concrete below it, under and behind the liner, and
the degree to which you generate hydrogen depends on how big the failure in the
liner is. It depends on whether the initial reaction leads to greater liner failure or
not. In any event, if you proceed such that there is significant concrete and
sodium interaction, there will be a significant amount of hydrogen generated, and
we would calculate that they would be in a position of having to vent the con-
tainment in order to avoid explosive mixtures of hydrogen in the containment
even without melt-through. What I said is that we got the activity up there, and
we got something that is compromising or threatening to compromise the con-
tainment vessel integrity; and it is that scenario which is threatening the
integrity of the containment so that we have asked them to look at it further.
We are not satisfied with the numbers that they get."

Morgan, Karl Z., Suggested Reduction of Permissible Exposure to Plutonium
and Other Transurarium Elements, submitted to Environmental Protection
Agency Public Hearings on Plutonium and the Transuranium Elements, Wash-
ington, D.C., February 24,1975.

CATEGORY TWO-SMALL NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS

"Nuclear bursts: For both EBR-II (experimental breeder reactor) and Fermi
(first demonstration breeder reactor), explosive energy releases from nuclear
bursts as well as sodium-air reactions were considered as design basis accident
... The meltdown-reassembly . .. accidents were calculated to produce energy
releases roughly equivalent to the detonation of 300-500 pounds of TNT."

Atomic Energy Commission. Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor Program
Plan, Argonne National Laboratories, August 1968. p. 10-90,10-92.
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AN ESTIMATE OF THE ORDER OF MAGNITUDE OF THE EXPLOSION WHEN THE CORE OF A
FAST REACTOR COLLAPSES

(Title of paper published by the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Agency).
Reference: H. A. Bethe (Nobel Prize winner), J. H. Tait Report number
UKAEA-RHM 56/113; 1956.

"No matter how it is phrased, "nuclear explosive energy," "Rapid reassembly of
the fuel into a supercritical configuration and a destructive nuclear excursion,"
"rapid core meltdown followed by compaction into a supercritical mass," or,
"compaction of the fuel into a more reactive configuration resulting in a disrup-
tive energy release," the meaning is clear: LMFBRs are subject to "superprompt
critical conditions," and, as the AEC well knows, this technical terminology
translated into layman's language is an "atomic bomb." Thus, a more candid
response to the Section 8-1 caption would be 'yes.'"

(Letter from George L. Well to Robert Augustine reprinted at page 378,
Nuclear Reactor Safety Hearings, Phase IIb and Phase III-Part 2: Vol. I. Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy, 1974. Mr. Weil was a research associate of Enrico
Fermi on the Manhattan Project. He was also Chief of the Reactor Branch,
Division of Research; Chief of the Civilian Power Branch; and Assistant Di-
rector of Reactor Development Division of the Atomic Energy Commission.)

"In addition, the LMFBR itself is considered even less safe than today's light
water reactors. The LMFBR core, where the heat is generated, is far more com-
pact than a light water reactor core, and instead of water the LMFBR uses
liquid sodium-an opaque and highly reactive element-as coolant. Partial loss of
coolant-"voiding"-in a breeder increases the nuclear reaction in the core rather
than reduces it. The LMFBR's operation is extremely sensitive to fuel motion and
loss of coolant from the core in accident situations, leading to the possibility of
an explosive nuclear runaway. In the event of a meltdown, the breeder's highly
enriched fuel can rearrange itself into a more compact configuration with the
possibility of small nuclear explosions of sufficient force to breach the reactor
containment. There are major uncertainties in defining the explosive potential
of the breeder, which are all the more worrisome considering the several tons
of plutonium in it."

Bypassing the Breeder, Natural Resources Defense Council, March, 1975, p. 6.
"Contrary to thermal reactors, the geometrical arrangement of the core of a

fast reactor does not correspond to the most reactive configuration. The enrich-
ment of the fuel in LMFBR's is high enough to provide a potential for large
reactivity insertion rates from coherent motion of the fuel, e.g., collapse of the
core. Thus, the operation of a fast reactor is extremely sensitive to fuel motion
during an accident. It takes only a slight compaction (about 2 percent volume
reduction of a core) to trigger an explosive nuclear runaway. Similarly, a slight
expansion of the reactor core would have a strong shutdown effect on any acci-
dent in progress."

The Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor, Thomas B. Cochran, p. 173.

JInxY 25, 1975.
Hon. HUBERT HUMPHREY,
Chairman, Joint Economic Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR HUMPHREY: I wish to submit the enclosed material, concerning
the plutonium breeder reactor, as supplementary testimony to mv apnearance
before the Joint Economic Committee on May 8. John Simpson of Westinghouse
Electric Corporation appeared before the Committee on the same day to endorse
the plutonium breeder. Mr. Simpson made a number of statements which I do
not believe should go unchallenged. The enclosed material therefore contains a
commentary on many of Mr. Simpson's points. Mr. Simpson's comments are
printed on the left side of the page and points of rebuttal on the right.

I should also note that Mr. Simpson's testimony was not backed up by any
references. My enclosed comments contain documentation and quotations.

During my May 8 testimony, I offered to submit supplemental information on
energy conservation. I will do so here. A recent study by the American Institute
of Architects indicates that by the year 1990, conservation from energy-efficient
buildings alone could save more energy than nuclear power could supply. ("A
Nation Of Energy Efficient Buildings By 1990", p. 3 and "Energy And The Built
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Environment: A Gap In Current Strategies", p. 14, Figure 13. Both publications
by American Institute of Architects, Washington, D.C., 1975.)

I also wish to quote from a study recently released by the Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory:

"Energy costs average over 10% of the gross national product, so that anygovernment program aimed at curbing the 1974-75 recession-inflation could well
employ energy conservation, in order to squeeze unproductive energy dollars
back into the non-energy part of the economy. Even before considering the ques-tion of how much energy to import,-one must confront energy conservation today:inefficient energy use means inefficient (and costly) mis-functions in the Amer-
ican economy." ("Energy Conservation: Its Nature, Hidden Benefits And Hidden
Barriers", Lee Schipper, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, and University of Cali-
fornia, Berkeley, June 1, 1975, p. 67)

'Mr. Schipper's study is thoroughly documented and contains over 100 addi-
tional references.

I request that the enclosed materials be placed in the hearing record, in order
to allow the facts to be discussed in a reasoned debate on the plutonium breeder.

(Sincerely,

RALPH NADER.Attachment.

RESPONSE TO TESTIMONY OF JOHN W. SIMPSON, WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
John SiMP8on 8ahted:

Today you are holding hearings on a
matter of vital concern not only to the
United States but to the entire world.
True, other nations are developing
breeder reactors and some may say they
are ahead of us. These other nations
also appeared to be ahead on the con-
verter reactors, yet today U.S. light
water technology is used throughout
the world.

Today our nation finds itself in a
severe economic recession brought on in
part by the energy crisis. Furthermore,
I submit we can recover from this re-
cession only if we take actions to guar-
antee the energy needed to restore the
strength of our economy and maintain
it in the future. I call your attention to
the charts attached to copies of my
prepared statement.

As shown in Chart 1, energy growth
and GNP growth have historically ex-
hibited a remarkable lockstep relation-
ship. We cannot say that the availabil-
ity of energy causes economic growth.
But we can say with certainty that eco-
nomic recovery and growth cannot oc-
cur unless adequate energy is available
for processing and manufacture and the
marketing, transportation and sale of
goods, products, and services.

For example. Mr. Chairman. as you
know, our agricultural economy is based
largely on the availability of low cost
and abundant energy. Today, 13 percent
of our total national energy goes for the

Response:
Export of U.S. reactors throughout

the world also exports targets for
sabotage and the potential for nuclear
weapons proliferation. U.S. nuclear
technology contributes to reactors, op-
erating or proposed, in sensitive areas
such as South Korea, Argentina. Brazil,
South Africa, and the Middle East.

Today our nation finds itself in a
severe economic recession brought on by
gluttonous and wasteful energy con-
sumption which has put the country
at the mercy of the Exxon-OPEC cartel.
The control of prices of domestic coal
and oil by U.S. energy corporations in
1974 caused an increase in energy costs
of $18.1 billion, which is greater than
the $16.8 billion increase from imported
oil.'

"Our adaptation to a less energy-in-
tensive economy would not reduce em-
ployment; in fact, it would result in a
slight increase in demand for labor."

"Other Project-supported studies also
support the conclusion that we can
safely uncouple energy and economic
growth rates." 2

"Other ways to decrease energy use
are to encourage the development of
smaller. less energy-intensive farms; to
use farming methods . . . which add ni-
trogen to the soil and minimize the need

I Documentation provided by Gary DeLoss. Styff Attorney. Cornorate AccountabilityResearch Groun. Availahle from 1832 M St.. N.W.. Washington. D.C. 2003'6.
2 A Time to Chooge, Energy Policy Project of the Ford Foundation, Ballinger PublishingCo., Cambridge, Mass., 1974, p. 136.
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production of food-just to get it to the
grocer's shelf. On the basis of expected
global population growth, it is estimated
that merely to maintain current per cap-
ita consumption will require a doubling
of the world food production over the
next generation. Even more energy will
be needed in the future to improve the
standard of living, and also, oil and gas
will be needed as a base for fertilizer
production.

Chart 2 indicates that, if we are to
recover from our current depressed eco-
nomic state, then we must have a high-
er than normal energy growth between
now and 1980. The future trends de-
picted on this chart make allowance
for elasticity in energy prices, for con-
servation efforts which will result in a
10 percent savings in energy use by the
year 2000 and a 20 percent savings by
the year 2020, and for decrease in the
productivity improvement and labor
force growth rate.

Chart 3 shows our base energy fore-
cast through 1980. If we build all the
nuclear plants and mine all the coal we
can by 1980, economic recovery will
take place only with sharply increased
oil imports.

To provide our energy needs beyond
1980, the only reasonable alternative is
a commitment at this time, before it is
too late, to expand our nuclear capabil-
ity as France, Spain, and Japan are
doing; and to utilize more of our avail-
able coal resources.

As shown in Chart 4, by expanding
the the use of nuclear energy and coal,
we will move toward a greater portion
of our total energy in the form of elec-
tricity, conserving remaining supplies of
oil and gas for use where no substitutes
exist-feedstocks for chemicals, plas-
tics, drugs, fertilizers, and fuel for air-
craft. By 1990, with accelerated coal
and nuclear use, we can maintain eco-
nomic growth and at the same time vir-
tually eliminate oil imports.

As shown in Chart 5. coal and
uranium used in light-water reactors
constitute 95 percent of our conven-
tional energv resources but so far pro-
vide only 19 per cent of our needs.
Obviouslv, they must provide the bulk
of our future energy. But coal cannot
do it alone.

Commercial nuclear power, in opera-
tion in this country for nearly 20 years,

for nitrogen fertilizers; and to use bio-
logical pest-control methods as substi-
tutes for the intensive use of chemi-
cals.... Diversity of this sort could be
the starting point for the development
of a sound, efficient agricultural sys-
tem." 3 In addition, more discriminat-
ing use of pesticides and herbicides,
rather than application by large ma-
chines and airplanes can save energy in
large doses.

Common sense indicates that if we
are to recover from our depressed eco-
nomic condition, the country must cut
its energy waste. "Another recent study
by two University of California scien-
tists suggests that [per capita] energy
consumption in this country could be
cut to 62 percent of 1968 levels without
reductions in the availability of ma-
terial goods and services." '

Chart 3 shows a decrease in energy
demand from 1973 to 1975, at which
point energy demand skyrockets at a
growth rate greater than historical de-
mand. Oil imports are projected to de-
crease until 1975, when they skyrocket
along with increased demand.

To provide greater self-sufficiency in
energy, our only reasonable alternative
is to cut energy use to levels similar to
those of West Germany, Sweden,
France, Spain, and Japan: which on a
per capita basis are less than one-half
to one-third U.S. per capita energy con-
sumption.

Chart 4 is an extension of Chart: 3
to 1990. It can also be seen from Mr.
Simpson's Chart 4 that if energy de-
mand levels can he kept at the levels
of 1975, the country can do without
nu'lear Dower and oil imports in 1990.

By 1990, with sensible conservation,
we can maintain economic growth and
at the same time virtually eliminate
nuclear power and oil imports.

Commercial nuclear power, in opera-
tion in this country for nearly 20 years,
still cannot operate without massive
government subsidy, direct and in-
direct. Nuclear power plants produce
8 percent of the nation's electricity,
when the plants aren't shutdown for
routine maintenance or for malfunc-
tions. The nu'lear performance record,
which includes the two-week shutdown

3 "U.S. agriculture is growing trouble as well as crops". Wilson Clark, Smithsonian, p. 64.
4 Ramparts, August 1974, p. 53.
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now involves 53 power plants, produc-
ing almost 8 percent of the nation's
electricity. The nuclear performance
record has demonstrated that nuclear
power is safe, dependable, environ-
mentally attractive, and economical. A
late 1974 survey by the Atomic Indus-
trial Forum showed that light-water
reactors are providing electricity 40
percent cheaper than fossil-fueled
plants.

The economy of nuclear plants Is
reflected in the household utility bills
of those consumers fortunate enough to
be using electricity generated by such
plants. For example. Northeast Utili-
ties in Connecticut and Massachusetts
would have had to pay an additional
$l"0 million last year for fuel if it were
not for the fact that one-third of North-
east's electric generation is nuclear.
That's an average saving of $140 a year
for a million nuclear customers.

How about the period beyond 1990
and extending into the next century?
This brings me to the need for the
breeder readtor, specifically the liquid
metal fast breeder reactor which has
top priority not only here in the United
States but also in France, the United
Kingdom, West Germany, Japan and
the Soviet Union.

Uranium, the basic fuel for today's
light-water reactors, is a finite natural
resource. The Energy Research and
Development Administration has fixed
known high-grade reserves of uranium
at 700,000 tons and unidentified, poten-
tial sources at 2.7 million tons. Our
known reserves will be committed to
fueling, for their lifetime, light-water
reactors operating by the early 1980s'
and even if we find the additional 2.7
million tons of uranium reserves, they
would be committed to the lifetime fuel-
ing requirements for light-water reac-
tors starting operation in the 1990s.

The liquid metal fast breeder reactor,
which produces more fuel than it con-
sumes, uses uranium 60 times more effi-
ciently than present nuclear reactors. It
will extend from decades to centuries
the period during which our domestic
uranium resources can provide econom-

of 23 reactors when there is a crack
in one, demonstrates that the reliability
of the entire industry is dependent upon
the operation of any one plant. David
Comey, using economic data generated
by Commonwealth Edison, the most
nuclear utility in the country, found
that electricity from Comm Ed's coal
plants is cheaper than from its nuclear
plants.'

The Council on Economic Priorities
in New York City analyzed a claim by
Consolidated Edison that its nuclear
plants saved its customers $95 million.
The Council found that figure repre
sented equivalent oil fuel costs only.
When capital and operating costs of
nuclear plants are subtracted, the sav-
ings are no greater than $10 million,
and might be negative. Nuclear utility
economics do not account for all the
costs to the taxpayer to support nuclear
power.

There is a growing citizen opposition
to nuclear power in France, the United
Kingdom, WVest Germany and Japan.
This opposition has grown in spite of
the fact that those countries do not
have the domestic resources or the po-
tontiql for conservation which exist in
the U.S.

"As mentioned earlier, one of the criti-
cal input assumptions is the domestic
supply of uranium. A number of inde-
pendent investigators . . . believe the
AEC has been overly conservative in
estimating the domestic supply of ura-
nium. The Environmental Protection
Agency in its review of the AEC anal-
ysis stated that, '. . . the uranium sup-
ply could be significantly greater than
that projected for the [AEC's] base
case.' 7

The liquid metal fast breeder reactor
may be 60 times or more as dangerous
as light-water reactors. The fuel for the
breeder will be plutonium, one of the
most toxic elements known to man. A
few millionths of a gram of plutonium
has caused cancer in laboratory ani-

"7Chasing down the Facts", David D. Comey, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, February1975. p. 40-42.
* Memorandum from Charles Komanoff, Council on Economic Priorities, New York City toNancy Matthews. Offlce of T.S. Representative Ottinger. February 28. 1975.1 Statement of Thomas B. Cochran. Natural Resources Defense Council. before the JointEconomic Committee, U.S. Congress, May 8, 1975, D. 11-12.
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ical electricity, not only by using ura-
nium more efficently but by permitting
use of more costly uranium.

As shown in Chart 6, breeder reac-
tors will gradually supplement light
water and other non-breeder reactor
electrical generation capacity. By the
year 2000, breeder plants will contri-
bute almost 20 per cent of nuclear gen-
erated electricity, and by 2020 this fig-
ure will have grown to almost 75 per
cent. Instead of having to strip for low
grade uranium shales or import ura-
nium, the LMAFBR will provide us elec-
tricity to help drive an electric eco-
nomy with no additional uranium min-
ing to meet its fuel requirements.

It is not suggested that nuclear de-
velopment be undertaken at the exclu-
sion of all other energy research. Every
promising concept should be pursued.
However, all a&ternative sources such
as solar, geothermal, wind, tidal, ocean
gradients, and hydro together might
supply only a few per cent of our energy
needs by the year 2000. Thus principal
reliance must be on coal and nuclear,
with the breeder needed to extend the
nuclear option for centuries to come if
necessary.

The liquid metal fast breeder reac-
tor is not a new energy technology.
Since 1951, six experimental or test
liquid metal cooled breeder type reac-
tors have operated in the U.S., and
there have been larger power produc-
ing plants abroad. Construction of the
fast flux test facility, to test our breed-
er fuels and materials, is about 40 per-
cent complete. The next major step to-
ward commercialization is the dem-
onstration plant at Clinch River.

As a prerequisite for commercial-
ization, every new high technology
concept, whether solar, geothermal,
fission, fusion, requires a demonstra-
tion plant to confirm performance
characteristics-operability, reliabil-
ity, and maintenance-with industrial-
ly provided equipment developed be-
yond experimental versions. Without a

mals. Plutonium is also the raw material
of nuclear bombs. The coolant for the
breeder will be sodium, a highly corro-
sive substance which can react explo-
sively with air or water.

. . . economic analysis of the poten-
tial of the LMFBR indicates that, con-
trary to Atomic Energy Commission ex-
pectations, the new reactor cannot be
commercially competitive with existing
energy sources until after the year
2010." '

"Recent estimates of the pntenitial
contribution of solar. geothermal . . .
together with energy conservation meas-
ures indicate that these sources a one
can more than account for the energy
expected from the LMIFBR in the year
2020, when the reactor is expected to
have maximum input. Indeed, they can
account for the energy expected from
all fission reactors at that time." 8 For
Fiscal Year 1976, the amount of money
dedicated to the breeder program was
more than the combined allocations to
fossil energy development, solar energy
development, geothermal energy devel-
opment, advanced energy research, and
energy conservation. 9

The experience with breeder reac-
tors has not been encouraging, to say
the least. The Fermi reactor, outside
Detroit, suffered a fuel meltdown
which was more severe than the
plant's "maximum credible accident."
The Experimental Breeder-I in Idaho
suffered an extensive fuel meltdown
accident. A Russian breeder is believed
to have suffered a sodium-water explo-
sion which destroyed one of its steam
generators.

There are 30 homes already built,
and some 200 being built around the
U.S. which sustain themselves on sol-
ar and wind power, or a combination.
Geothermal power plants exist in
northern California, New Zealand and
Italy. The demonstration units for
these technologies already exist. To as-
sume that the commercialization of

8Bypassing the Breeder, Natural Resources Defense Council, Washington, D.C., March
975., D. 3.
9'Ibid., p. 2.
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breeder demonstration plant, industry
and the financial community would
lack the confidence required for com-
mitments to commercialization.

It is planned that the Clinch River
demonstration plant will achieve criti-
cality by July 1982, followed by a five-
year demonstration period as part of
the TVA system.

A good deal has been said in public
debate about the costs of the breeder
program. Estimated costs of the Clinch
River demonstration program, over a
15-year period from 1972 to 1987, in-
clude research and development, design-
ing and construction of the plant, and
fuel, operating, and maintenance costs
for five years. Of the one billion dollar
increase over the 1972 estimate. about
75 per cent is accounted for by in-
creased allocations for contingencies
($150 million) and inflation increases
($600 million) that have hit every

major program in this country. One
example is the Alaskan pipeline whose
cost estimate increased from $900 mil-
lion in 1969 to nearly $6 billion in 1974-
an increase of more than six times.

$10.6 billion. is what the U.S. paid
for less than five months worth of im-
ported oil in 1974. This is the estimated
cost of the entire breeder program which
covers the period from 1950 through the
end of this century. What are the bene-
fits of that investment?

A recently completed "Assessment of
Economic Incentives for the Liquid Me-
tal Fast Breeder Reactor" done by ex-
perts of Harvard University, Common-
wealth Edison Company and General
Electric Company, predicts a net eco-
nomic benefit of the breeder for plants
built through 2020 of $76 billion in dis-
counted present value. If the dollar
benefits were not discounted, but infla-
tion alone factored out, the benefit
would be $2.4 trillion, in reduced costs
to produce electricity. If the total breed-
er development costs of $10.6 billion are
present-value discounted to 1975, they
become about $6 billion. Thus, as shown
in Chart 7, the projected economic bene-

such technologies will be comparable
to the history of nuclear power is
absurd. These technologies are sim-
pler and less dangerous.

Pittsburgh Plate glass is already mar-
keting solar collectors for homes and
commercial buildings.

In the mid-1960s, the entire breeder
program cost was estimated at $2 bil-
lion. Latest cost estimates are $10 bil-
lion, which may still be too low. The
Fast Flux Test Facility was originally
planned to cost $87 million. but the
latest estimate is over $1 billion. The
Sodium Pump Test Facility, when it
was authorized in 1966 was estimated
to cost $6.8 million. The total Pump Fa-
cility cost is now estimated to be $57.5
million.'0 A study hy MIT and Harvard
economists found that the cost trend for
nuclear power plants is outdistancing
costs of other high technology fa-
cilitips such as coal plants and oil re-
fineries.'

The Federal Power Commission esti-
mated that the costs of developing all
non-nuclear technologies, including coal
gasification, solar (direct and indirect)
and geothermal technologies, advanced
steam cycles, magnetohydrodynamics,
fossil fuel effluent controls, and energy
storage systems would cost less than $8
billion.'

Several cost-benefit analyses of the
breeder have been performed with vary-
ing conclusions. Each analysis depends
critically upon the accuracy of assump-
tions regarding the choice of discount
rate; the cost of breeder research and
development; the capital cost difference
between breeders and conventional re-
actors; the future demand for elec-
tricity; and the domestic supply of ura-
nium. The critical input assumptions
can be juggled to come up with widely
varying costs and benefits.

"We believe that if the Congress un-
dertakes a careful analysis of all the
critical input assumptions it will come
to share our conclusion that the LMFBR

10 Statement of Thomas B. Cochran, op. cit.. p. 3.
U "The Economics of Nuclear Power", Irvin C. Bupp et al., Technology Review, February

1975. p. 15-25.
12 Federal Power Commission, Report of the Task Force on Energy Conversion Research

to the Technical Advisory Committee on Research and Development, November 1973, Draft.
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fits, in the form of reduced cost of elec-
tricity, are more than 12 times the cost.

There are considerations which go far
beyond mere dollars and cents in com-
puting the ratios of costs and benefits,
however. It would be a tragic record in
history if through shortsightedness at
this time we condemned our nation to
economic stagnation when, with the in-
vestment of the equivalent of a few
months of imported oil costs, we could
assure future generations of a virtually
unlimited supply of economical energy.

Under normal operation the breeder
will actually have less impact on the en-
vironment than any other technically
proven power generating device. It will
have less radioactivity release; much
less air pollutant emissions-actually
zero; less thermal, transportation, and
land use impact.

Unfortunately, as the scientists con-
sidered waste disposal or management
a non-problem, they did not communi-
cate their thoughts very well to the
public. These waste products will be
relatively small in quantity and can be
stored safely for thousands of years in
geologically stable areas at an accept-
able cost. Even less expensive storage
methods may be developed or the long-
lived components-the aetinides-
might even be recycled in reactors or
other high level neutron sources and
changed to shorter half-life isotopes.
These are being worked on and safe
engineered storage methods are avail-
able for the interim period if desired.

Current beneficial uses of radioactive
waste derivatives include medical ap-
plications such as long-lived cardiac
pacemakers and artificial hearts. They
have been used in remote power sources,
both in space and under the oceans. And
applications are under development for
use as low grade heat sources.

The liquid metal breeder reactor has
several inherent safety features. Sodium
coolant operates at near atmospheric
pressure, which in turn reduces the po-
tential for leaks. Guard vessels around
components will prevent the system
from draining, even if leaks do occur.
and thus assure the ability to cool the
core. Also, the breeder fuel has a unique

will not be commercially competitive
. . . until one or two decades after the
turn of the century.'"

It would be a tragic record if the
country embraced the breeder, with the
dangers of a plutonium economy, when
an investment smaller than that neces-
sary for the breeder could develop the
enormous potentials of solar or geo-
thermal energy and allow the breeder to
be rendered unnecessary.

Reactors don't operate "normally".
They break down frequently, but main-
tenance and replacement power costs
are passed on to consumers. There are
leaks, spills, unplanned radioactive re-
leases, worker overexposures, and prob-
lems of human fallibility throughout
the entire nuclear fuel cycle.

Members of the nuclear establish-
ment admit privately that the waste
problem is perhaps the most serious one
they have to solve. A disturbing aspect
of the waste problem is that solutions-
solidification, recycling actinides, and
permanent storage-are in the future
but are mentioned as though they were
present realities. The history of waste
handling includes leaking tanks, hu-
man error, and the fiasco at the Lyons,
Kansas site. Proper guardianship of
nuclear waste requires guaranteed sta-
bility of human institutions and geo-
logical formations for periods that can-
not realistically be guaranteed.

The nuclear establishment wishes to
foist upon the public nuclear gadgets
such as the plutonium pacemaker,
which can be replaced at less danger by
equally long-lived nonnuclear pacers. An
independent panel of medical and lay
experts recommended against the de-
velopment of the nuclear powered arti-
ficial heart, although there were no non-
nuclear alternatives. "

The liquid metal breeder reactor has
several features which make it inher-
ently more unsafe than water reactors.
It is possible for the plutonium fuel to
be rearranged such that it could under-
go a nuclear explosion. which is not
possible for water reactors. Loss of
sodium from the breeder would tend to
accelerate the chain reaction and lead

1 Rtatement of Thomas B. Cochran. op. cit.. p. 12.
14 The Totally Implantable ArtiflciaZ Heart, Aritiflel, Heart Asseesment Panel, National

Heart and Lung Institute, DHEW Publication (NIH) 74-191, June 1973.
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self-control capability which tends to
automatically reduce any unanticipated
increases in power level.

Because of the very excellent heat
transfer properties of sodium and de-
sign of the coolant path, the breeder
reactor will continue to be safely cooled
by convection even if pumping power
should be lost.

Sodium has been handled safely for
many years in large quantities in com-
mercial chemical processes as well as in
laboratories and reactors in the U.S.
and abroad. The technology for han:
dling this liquid is well-known and
LMFBR designs are such as to make it
possible to assure the safe handling of
the sodium. We have considered and
taken action to prevent any reaction
with water or air.

Another important point is a better
understanding of plutonium toxicity.
Plutonium is a dangerous material, but
it is by no means the most toxic. Critics
use the minimum quantity injected di-
rectly into the blood stream with a
50% chance of producing cancer. Here
they use a value only about one-tenth
of the correct one but, more import-
tantly, using injection into the blood
stream is absurd. With the probable
methods of intake-inhalation or food
ingestion-the dose would have to be
3 times larger for inhalation or 30,000
times larger for food ingestion. Many
biological agents are far far worse.
Plutonium in food is roughly hundreds
of times less toxic than mycotoxins such
as botulin, anthrax, and even some
mushroom poisons.

Plutonium is less toxic than lead
arsenate, selenium oxide, potassium
cyanide and mercury dichloride. More
significant yet, plutonium compounds
are heavy, non-volatile, adhere to sur-
faces and are very difficult to disperse.

Estimates are that in any practical
circumstance of plutonium released
from a site, meteorolgy and buildings
would reduce the effective dosage about
60,000 times, warning could give an-
other factor of ten, and people could
protect themselves by closing windows
or even breathing through a handker-
chief.

to a nuclear runaway, a situation which
does not exist in present reactors.

Boiling of the sodium coolant would
increase the nuclear reaction and in
turn lead to more boiling, propagating
an accident across the reactor core.

The Russian breeder demonstration
plant experienced an explosion due to a
sodium to water leak in a steam genera-
tor. Admiral Rickover abandoned plans
for a sodium cooled reactor because of
sodium leaks. Aides to the Admiral
have stated privately that control of
the sodium technology is the most diffil-
cult problem that Naval Reactors ever
faced.

There is a campaign among nuclear
power proponents to "delethalize" plu-
tonium. The chief delethalizer, Bernard
Cohen, states that plutonium is only
60 times as carcinogenic as benzopyrene,
which itself happens to be'a very pow-
erful carcinogen. Dr. John Gofman,
professor of Medical Physics at Berk-
eley. concludes that Dr Cohen under-
estimates plutonium's toxicity by 13,000
times.= The fact remains that inhala-
tion of a few millionths of a gram of
plutonium has caused cancer in labora-
tory animals. The fact remains that
Glenn Seaborg, co-discoverer of pluto-
nium, calls it "fiendishly toxic"."6 Botu-
lin and other food toxins can be de-
stroyed by heat. No one advocates these
toxins as energy sources. Chemical
poisons can be neutralized by chemical
reactions. If you heat plutonium or
cause it to undergo a chemical reaction,
you still have radioactive plutonium
that ean be fashioned into weapons
material.

"Air dispersal of a few grams of the
type of plutonium now being produced
in power reactors could kill most of the
occupants of a large office building or
enclosed industrial facility" '7 Dr. John
Gofman calculates that plutonium from
weapons testing has already committed
116,000 U.S. citizens to terminal lung
cancer." The cancer rate among work-

25 "The Cancer Hazard From Inhaled Plutonium". Dr. Jobn Gofman. to be published.
11 The Atomic Establishment, H. Peter Metzger, Simon and Shuster, New York, 1972.

p. 145.
'7 To Establish A Department Of Enerpy And Natural Resources, Energy Research And

Development Administration, And A Nuclear Safety And Licensing Commission, Hearings.
TTS. Congress. Senate Committee on Government Operations, February and March 1974,
Testimony of Dr. Theodore Taylor, p. 107.

's "Estimated Production of Human Lung Cancer by Plutonium from World-Wide Fall-
out", Dr. John Gofman, July 10, 1975, CNR Reports 75-2.
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In weapons testing, 5 million grams
have been dispersed and no public
health hazard has been found. No effect
has been found in the millions of grams
handled with some accidental expo-
sures. Plutonium effects are confied to
a relatively small geographic area.

Sabotage of nuclear plants that might
cause serious public risks is far more
difficult to achieve than critics claim.
It would take a group, highly techni-
cally trained in both nuclear and sabot-
age, working undetected, hitting just
the right places at the right time, with
no measures taken to block them or
warn the public. Thus, the relatively
small consequences to the public and
the great danger to themselves make
this a most unlikely event.

There are only a few places in the
fuel cycle where it makes any sense
to divert the material for illicit rea-
sons. There are technical alternatives
available if needed, such as denaturing
and closed fuel cycles which avoid ship-
ment. Moreover, the present physical
protection, guards, communications, etc.
which are being constantly technically
improved can give us adequate assur-
ance of safeguarding the material.

If history proves us to be wrong in
the projections discussed earlier, and
if the U.S. proves to use less energy,
rather than more, then the American
people will enjoy an energy surplus,
with lower prices than if there is a
shortage.

But. if history proves those who dis-
agree with us to be wrong, and if it
proves that the U.S. needs more en-
ergy-and if the necessary systems have
not. been developed to provide that en-
ergy, the United States' problem will
be one not just of shortage, but of sur-
vival.

The risk of being wrong is just too
great to take.

ers at the Rocky Flats plutonium fac-
tory is 7 times the average rate for the
rest of Colorado.'9 A dock worker de-
veloping cancer from handling a leak-
ing vat of plutonium."

"Licensee and AEC officials agreed
that a security system at a licensed
nuclear powerplant could not prevent
a takeover for sabotage by a small
number-as few, perhaps as two or
three-of armed individuals."" "Ter-
rorist groups have increased their pro-
fessional skills, intelligence networks,
finances and levels of armaments
throughout the world.""

"It seems to us that the present sys-
tem of protecting facilities and trans-
portation which handle special nuclear
materials is inadequate." "

"No one knows from whose accounts
the price of security would be paid, but
we all know there would be no free
lunch. The alternative to the occasional
devastation of a city may be a garrison
state." "

If industry is not successful in its ef-
forts to create markets for continuing
wasteful consumption, taxpayers and
ratepayers will foot the bill for all the
needless power plants that will have
been built.

To be a viable energy alternative,
nuclear fission must be a technology
free from catastrophic failure. There
can be no sabotage, no hijacking, no
guerrilla activity. There must be sta-
bility in human nature, human institu-
tions, and geological formations. Acts of
God and natural disasters cannot be
"tolerated".

The risk of being wrong is just too
great to take. Systemic conservation
and other energy alternatives are the
economical and ethical courses for the
future.

" "Dow Workers' Radiation Exposure Called Righ", Judith Brimberg, Denver Post,
August 14. 1970.

211 "adiation Standards for Rot Particles", Arthur R. Tamplin, Thomas B. Cochran,
Natural Resoureps Defense Council. Washington, D.C., Appendix B.

21 Letter from U.S. General Accounting Office to Dixie Lee Ray, Chairman, Atomic Energy
Commisslon. October 16. 1974, p. 2.

22 Atomic Energy Commission Task Force Report on Safeguards, printed in the Congres-
8ional Record 120; S6623, April 30, 1974.

3 flid., S. 6624.
21 "'The Dilemma of Fission Power", Donald P. Geesaman and Dean E. Abrahamson,

Bulletin of the Atomic Scientist8, November 1974, pp. 40-41.
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EXHIBIT 3

Source: Testimony of John W. Simpson, May 8, 1975.

ExHmnT 4
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COMMENTS ON THE
"STATEMENT OF RALPH NADER

ON THE
PLUTONIUM BREEDER REACTOR PROGRAM

BEFORE THE
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE

UNITED STATES CONGRESS
WASHINGTON, D.C.

MAY 8, 1975"

By the Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Advanced Reactors Division

P. O. Box 158
Madison, Pennsylvania

INTRODUCTION

This document presents comments on statements made by Mr. Ralph Nader
before the Joint Economic Committee of the United States Congress on
May 8, 1975.

We believe that many of Mr. Nader's statements are incorrect, incomplete
or unbalanced. Thus, we feel compelled to comment on the issues raised
in Mr. Nader's Testimony, in such a way as to present a more complete set
of facts so that those sincerely interested in understanding these issues,
and establishing a personal position on this very important subject, are
able to do so in a logical manner.

Comments are given on seventy specific statements, in the order in which
they appeared in Mr. Nader's printed statement. The specific statements
selected for comment cover many of the issues related to nuclear power in
general, and the breeder reactor, which have been discussed by individuals
or groups who are questioning the need for, and the wisdom of, proceeding
with the nuclear electrical generation option.

We believe quite strongly that the option of economical electrical energy
from nuclear fission is a necessary element of any future energy plan
which has a high probability of sustaining a healthy domestic economy while
minimizing our dependence on costly and unreliable oil imports. We also
believe that the breeder reactor is a necessary element of the long-term
nuclear electrical option.
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1. "...the plutonium breeder reactor, like the SST was scheduled to become -
on a smaller scale, is a government-financed moloch, plagued by catas-
trophic dangers, massive cost overruns, and questionable economic value,
which the government technocrats are building for the private utilities."

This opening statement which refers to the breeder as a "Moloch", a god
who insists upon the sacrifice of small children, is irrelevant. The
breeder, through its efficient utilization of our domestic uranium
resources, will provide this country with the low cost electricity
necessary to sustain a healthy economy and provide jobs in the future.
It will provide the energy needed to sustain the American tradition of
providing the less fortunate, rather than withdrawing from them, the
potential for improving their standard of living through our free
enterprise system.

2. "During a time when increasing numbers of Americans are rejecting the
risks of nuclear power or reluctantly accepting the risks..."

The basis for this statement concerning the "increasing numbers of
Americans" rejecting nuclear power is questioned.

The most recent information available to us indicates the following:

(a) Responses to Senator Proxmire's questionnaire presented in his
April 1975 report' indicate that his Wisconsin constituents
overwhelmingly favor more reliance on atomic energy; 69.7% -
Yes; 22.0% - No; 8.3% - Undecided.

(b) Residents of Duxbury, Massachusetts, voted down a referendum that
would have allowed delaying the construction of Boston Edison's
Pilgrim 2 plant by 1,390 to 1,117. And residents of Searsport,
Maine, voted overwhelmingly in favor of a nuclear plant proposal
by Central Maine by a margin of 75% to 25%?.

(c) The results of a recent Roper poll showed that more members of the
public favored a greatly increased program to develop atomic
energy than opposed it. Moreover, the percentage favoring it was
higher last fall than a year earlier. Roper reported that even
though more people than not would like to see atomic energy
vigorously developed, there is resistance when it gets right
down to home. 3

(d) The results of polls reported in 1974, including the results
of a survey in which residents of Los Angeles County favored
construction of nuclear power plants by 71% to 29%, are
mixed.4

64-603 0 - 76 - 39
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On the basis of the information available, we believe that the people
of this country are highly receptive to the nuclear power option,
particularly in areas of the country where nuclear power provides a
significant part of their electricity and has been responsible for
substantial savings on their electric bills due to much lower fuel
costs (see pages 13-17).

3. "This step (the plutonium breeder), by taking crucial funds away from
development of alternate sources, insures that our nation will have no
option but nuclear power, whatever the risks."

It is stated that the ERDA commitment to the breeder reactor is "taking
crucial funds away from development of alternate sources." In fact,
funding for development of alternate sources is increasing. Funding
requests for all alternate energy sources for FY-76 are up significantly
over FY-75. 5

Fusion power R&D is up 41% to $120 million under ERDA. In addition,
$54 million was requested for laser fusion development as part of the
National Security Budget.

The ERDA budget request for solar sources for FY-76 is $57 million, up
655% over FY-75. The geothermal budget request of $38.4 million is up
280% over FY-75, and MHD and fuel cells R&D budget requests are $23.2
million, almost 200% more than the FY-75 figures.

In addition, the FY-76 request for conservation R&D is approximately
double the FY-75 amount of $16.7 million.

Thus, there is no evidence that funds have been taken away from the
development of alternate sources. All alternate energy sources should
be developed as rapidly as possible, but increased funding is only
part of the solution. The other ingredient for success is time. Fusion
and solar power for economical baseload electrical generation will require
major scientific, technological, and engineering breakthroughs or inven-
tions. Money alone will not achieve this.

2
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4. "....nuclear power has not proved itself safe and reliable."

Contrary to this assertion, the safety record of the nuclear industry
is excellent. In all the years in which commercial nuclear power plants
have been in operation, no member of the public has ever been killed or
injured by any reactor-related accident or any radioactivity associated
with reactor operation. This outstanding safety record supports the
fact that no other technology or industry has ever been developed with
as much attention to safety and environmental considerations. This
record is a direct result of a dedicated and detailed engineering
effort which focuses on nuclear safety.

Nuclear power is not only safe, it is reliable - at least as reliable
as fossil power. In a December 1974 report, the Edison Electric
Institute reported that 20 nuclear plants were available over nine
months each year, somewhat more than comparably sized fossil unit
availability. (Availability, the fraction of the time a plant could
produce power in a given period, is a measure of reliability.) Accord-
ingly, there is no basis for assertions of nuclear power unreliability.

This question is discussed further in comments and supporting references
on pages 13-17.

5. "For example, the 1973 internal Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) Task
Force* report concluded that, reactor safety was an 'unanswered
question."'

We have obtained from NRC a copy of a document entitled "Report Task
Force for the Study of the Reactor Licensing Process," October, 1973
(Revision 1) and have been informed that this is the document that was
furnished to the Commission for review. The title of this *document,
however, is not identical to the title of the document referenced by
Mr. Nader. Accordingly, we checked with Mr. Nader's organization on
June 11, 1975 and were advised by Mr. John Abbot that excerpts of the
document referred to, the document he would furnish to us, are those
set forth by Mr. Nader in Hearings Before the Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy, Congress of the United States, Ninety-Third Congress,
Second Session on the Status of Nuclear Reactor Safety, Part 2:
Volume I, Phase IIb and Phase III Hearings, following p. 481.

We have compared the excerpts cited by Mr. Nader in the record of the
JCAE hearings with the document furnished to us by NRC. We find that
all of the excerpts are to be found in the document furnished by NRC,
word for word, and on the very same pages cited by Mr. Nader. We
conclude, therefore, that the document furnished by NRC is that cited
by Mr. Nader, and note that it is not censored.

We have reviewed the document furnished to us by NRC and find that it
does not contain the statement cited by Mr. Nader. This report was
concerned with consideration of ways to change the licensing process.

*"Study of The Reactor Licensing Process: (uncensored draft) October 1973,
Task Force Report to The Director of Regulation"

3
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In this regard, it identified (on page 2) as guiding principles that
ways and means to shorten the licensing process should be pursued,
ways and means to make the process more efficient should be identified,
and the entire problem of the current level of risk should be studied
and recommendations made as to whether or not improvements in the level
of risk are warranted or requried. These guiding principles were not
cited among the excerpts included in the record of the JCAE Hearings,
and therefore, the excerpts were somewhat misleading. In Section E,
Level of Risk, the report stated on pp. 10-11:

"Regulatory policies have continued to evolve, and have
stressed the importance of assuring safe operations, but
there is still an unanswered question as to the quantified
degree of safety (or conversely the level of risk) of a
nuclear power plant."

Mr. Nader placed this entire excerpt in the record of the JCAE Hearings
(see Part 2: Volume I, p. 482).

It later noted that the Rasmussen Study would provide needed insight.

We believe, therefore, that the Task Force Report was improperly
characterized and the excerpt which was placed in the record of the
JCAE Hearings was quoted incompletely. We have discussed the report
with a member of the Task Force. He does not recall that any draft
contained a statement like that cited by Mr. Nader in his statement
of May 8, 1975. The Task Force Reports published in December 1973
and January 1974 do not contain the statement cited by Mr. Nader.
We would be interested in the views of the Task Force on this point
today. We certainly do not agree that reactor safety is an unanswered
question. We believe that the question has been answered in the
affirmative - reactors are safe.

6. "The adequacy of the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) has never been
demonstrated in full scale tests. The ECCS failed 6 out of 6 semi-
scale tests at the Idaho test facility."

A valid opinion on ECCS adequacy can be obtained by reviewing the
substantial body of information submitted in compliance with 10 CFR 50.46
and Appendix K thereto, and the entire record of the ECCS hearing, taking
into account the nature, relative importance, and weight of all of the
evidence, which includes many test results and the qualifications of the
witnesses. The logical place to look for such a well-reasoned opinion
is in the concluding statement of the AEC Regulatory Staff at the ECCS
hearing and in the December 28, 1973 opinion of the Atomic Energy
Commission,,which establishes new ECCS acceptance criteria for light-
water reactors based upon the ECCS hearing record.

In its opinion establishing the new acceptance criteria, the AEC said:6

4
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"As the massive record developed during this rulemaking shows,
a wide spectrum of knowledgeable opinion exists concerning the
adequacy:of our current regulation on this subject--the Interim
Acceptance Criteria--and with respect to the nature and scope of
regulations which should be adopted at the present time. We
have carefully considered the entire record and the many points
of view it encompasses in reaching the decision we announce today.
We believe that our decision affords the required reasonable
assurance of protection for the public health and safety with a
substantial margin."

In a separate concurring opinion, Commissioner Anders noted his general
agreement that the record leads to the Commission's conclusions.
He noted, 6 however, that:

"There are areas in which further research is necessary. In particular,
the record shows conflicting estimates as to the acceptable maximum
cladding temperature. Though I have accepted the recommendation for.
a limit of 2200"F (reflecting a conservative interpretation of the
the available experimental data), I am inclined to believe that there
is a high probability that this interpretation is overly conservative.
But, the limitations of the present record do not justify any course
other than that which we have taken today..."

Dr. Dixy Lee Ray, former Chairman of the USAEC, in her January 22,
1974 statement 7 to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy of the Congress,
said (relative to the AEC decision on the ECCS hearing):

"The unanimous opinion of the Commission is based on careful review
of all pertinent issues, and it takes into account testimony and
statements by all participants. It is not surprising that during
the hearing there was disagreement on some of the technical ques-
tions among some experts, even including members of the Regulatory
Staff, especially since these witnesses were expected to express
their individual views."

In January 1974, the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy held nuclear
reactor safety hearings and all critics of nuclear power were invited
to appear. The most significant outcome was that scientists who
testified in the ECCS hearing as having reservations about the
Interim Acceptance Criteria testified before the Joint Committee that
they agreed with the December 28, 1973 ECCS Opinion of the Commission,
as evidenced by the following quotations from that testimony.

January 23, 1974 -- William B: Cottrell, 8 Director, Nuclear Safety
Information Center, Oak Ridge National Laboratory:

"I would like to make clear, that to the extent I am qualified
to judge, both the Regulatory Staff in the preparation of its
Concluding Statement of April 16, 1973, and the Commission in
remolding this Staff position to arrive at the criteria of
December 28, 1973, have done their work thoroughly and well.

5
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While I never believed that the risk associated with the
Interim Acceptance Criteria of June 1971 was very great, I
have no doubt that the approach taken in arriving at the new
criteria and the new criteria itself, are fully compatible with my
understanding of the desired degree of protection of the health
and safety of the public, and how that may be attained."

January 23, 1974 -- Cyril B. Lawson, 8 Associate Director of the PWR-
Blowdown Heat Transfer Program, Reactor Division of the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory:

"I am fully satisfied that the Regulatory Staff and the
Commissioners have responded appropriately, deliberately,
and adequately in a manner that fully supports the Commission's
policy of 'Defense in Depth' in matters that pertain to the
protection of the public health and safety.'

"I believe that the members of the Regulatory Staff who
participated in the ECCS hearings have done their job well."

January 24, 1974 9 -- L. J. Ybarrondo, Aerojet Nuclear Company,
Consultant to the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS):

"The criteria should serve as an excellent guide to members of
nuclear industry responsible for ECCS-type calculations. For
the AEC, the criteria should provide a uniform method for
'measuring' the acceptability of emergency core cooling
systems."

January 24, 1974 9 -- J. 0. Zane, Aerojet Nuclear Company,
Consultant to the AEC Regulatory Staff:

"I have reviewed the opinion of the Commission covering
the Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems
for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Reactors. It is my
view that the Commission has properly evaluated the technical
discussions relating to the interim criteria and has developed
an acceptable rule regarding this matter."

"The new rule is undoubtedly conservative, as it should be,
in areas where the technical basis is minimal."

6
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Thousands of tests have been conducted which provide information
concerning the physical phenomena known to occur during a loss-of-
coolant accident. Both the NRC and the nuclear industry, in vigorous
applied research in the specialized field of loss-of-coolant accident
emergency core cooling system technology, have performed numerous
separate effects tests and integrated effects tests. Applied research
in water reactor safety has included over 100 loss-of-coolant accident-
related research programs comprising thousands of individual tests
since the mid-19606, with expenditures of several hundred million
dollars. These tests, based on sound engineering practice, included
full-size tests of components of the reactor and the emergency core
cooling system, tests in full-size reactor fuel assemblies of fluid
flow and of heat transfer by emergency cooling, scale model test of
heat transfer by emergency cooling, scale model test of heat transfer
during coolant depressurization, steam-liquid interaction during
emergency cooling delivery, fuel clad swelling and oxidation, scale
model tests of an entire reactor system from initiation of coolant
depressurization until emergency cooling delivery, and scale model
tests in a reactor of fuel element changes during nuclear heating
combined with loss-of-coolant accident fluid conditions. Through
these tests, the conservatism of design and analysis methods have
been confirmed, assuring that designs based on these methods will
work if they are ever needed.

The semi-scale tests that were mentioned by Mr. Nader were not intended
to simulate the ECCS of a power reactor in any degree whatsoever.
This was not the purpose of the tests. The purpose of the tests as
stated by J. 0. Zane, of Aerojet Nuclear Company, before the
January 24, 1974 session of the JCAE, 9 was "to look at the mixing of
cold water with the residual fluid as it was blowing down. It was
not our intent nor did we even try to portray them [the semi-scale
tests] as simulations of what would happen in a power reactor."

Nevertheless, as a consequence of these tests, the Commission issued
the Interim Acceptance Criteria to conservatively account for the
effects hiqhliqhted by these tests. Analysis of ECCS Derformance in
accordance with these requirements, and subsequent analyses in accordance
with the requirements of the new criteria resulting from the rulemaking,
showed that the ECCS design is adequate.

It is on the basis of the entire record of the hearing, tests, analysis,
and, indeed, of plant operation summarized briefly above, that we
base our opinion that the ECCS has been tested and is adequate.

7. "At Zeast one expert within the nuclear Regulatory Commission's
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards admits that, in spite of
the AEC/Rasmussen Report, the adequacy of this key safety system
has not been demonstrated. (The ANC, however, refuses to release
the expert's name.) "

7
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The actual statement referred to here was made during the Executive
Session of the ACRS's Regulatory Guides Subcommittee Meeting on June
5, 1974, in which proposed revisions to Regulatory Guide 1.7 were considered.
As reported on page 2 in the minutes of this meeting, 10 the statement
made was:

"...He expressed concern that all of the margins incorporated into
the ECCS acceptance criteria are being attacked and clipped away.
He claimed that there is no real statistical basis for assuming
that the ECCS is reliable, in spite of the Rasmussen study. He
referred to a letter from , dated April 30, 1974 which
describes several ways in which the failure of non-Class I systems
or components can negate Class I systems..."

As a matter of policy, the ACRS does not disclose the identity of the
statements in order to preserve the confidentiality of their delibera-
tions. The statement, while claiming that there is no real statistical
basis for ECCS reliability, did not question ECCS adequacy. (See pages
4-7 for a discussion of ECCS adequacy.)

The ACRS, in their Report on Water Reactor Safety Research dated
November 20, 1974, 1 set forth their views on additional safety
research oriented to LOCA-ECCS. In their report, Status of Generic
Items Relating to Light-Water Reactors dated March 12, 1975, 12

the ACRS listed ECCS Capability of Current and Older Plants in
Group IA-Generic Items Resolved Since December 18, 1972; it listed
ECCS capability for Future Plants in Group II-Resolution Pending,
noting that this matter is partially resolved.

While still of the belief that additional research should be done,
the ACRS has continued to assert that individual plants can be
constructed and operated. ACRS letters incorporate dissenting
views of members when they have important concerns which they feel
are not adequately resolved. They are published with the names of
the members whose views are being expressed. No such concern has
been expressed with regard to the adequacy of ECCS under the
Commission's present rules.

8. "Other AEC scientists have publicly stated their disbelief in AEC's
assurances of ECCS reliabilityb."

Westinghouse contacted Mr. Nader's organization, Congress Watch, to find
out which scientists were referred to, what they said, and under what
circumstances. We were referred by Mr. Jim Cubie of Congress Watch on
June 11, 1975 to Mr. John Abbot for the information.

Mr. Abbot advised us that the scientists and statements referred to were
those made in the ECCS Hearings, and that he had available for reference
a list of quotes supplied by the Union of Concerned Scientists.

8
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It is a fact that the scientists and statements referred to by Mr. Nader
are those cited in the record of the ECCS Hearings in the spring of 1972.
It is also a fact that all critics were invited to testify before the
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy in their hearings on nuclear reactor
safety and that scientists who testified in the ECCS Hearings that they
had reservations about the Interim Acceptance Criteria testified before
the Joint Committee in January 1974 that they agreed with the December
28, 1973 ECCS Opinion of the Commission.

The implication in Mr. Nader's statement of May 8, 1975 that these
views are held today is, at the very least, misleading.

9, "The fragile nature of reactor reliability and the inability of the
Federal government to competentZy regulate nuclear power was
recently demonstrated by an accident at the Browns Ferry Station
in Alabama. That accident was initiated when a hand-held candle
started a fire in the polyurethane foam insulation surrounding
some electrical cables. The fire led to the simultaneous failure
of several redundant safety systems. It can be considered only
a matter of luck that radiation was not released to the environment.
The fire buwred for seven hours, caused extensive damage at the
$500 million reactor station, and will require the shutdown of
two reactors for three to six months."

Tie Browns Ferry incident is described in NRC press releases 75-6913
and 75-7914', and in Public Utilities Fortniqhtly, April 24, 1975.15
Contrary to the statement that the incident was a demonstration of reactor
unreliability and lack of competent federal regulation, we believe it
actually demonstrated quite the opposite.

Concerning the statement on the "fragile nature of reactor reliability,"
it is a fact that:

(1) Although the fire resulted in damage to electrical cables under
the control room, the reactor, core, coolant piping, and
important structures were not damaged.

(2) At no time was there need to evacuate the control room.
Operators were able to remain at their stations during the
fire and afterwards.

(3) Both units were depressurized and shut down in an orderly
manner, and the proper level of water in the reactors was
maintained at all times.

(4) There was no release of radioactivity, and there were no
injuries.

9
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(5) Although control of some of the cooling systems that are normally
used for cooling down the reactors was impaired or lost due to the
effect of the fire on the cables, alternate methods of cooling
were available and employed.

The fact is that the incident was handled in an orderly manner with no
injuries or releases of radiation. There was sufficient redundancy built
into plant systems to permit effective control of the entire situation,
with a well-trained staff fully able to cope with the situation.

Concerning the remark on the competence of federal regulation of nuclear
power, the requirements embodied in the federal regulations and exten-
sive regulatory review process ensured sufficient redundant safety systems
and a competent trained plant staff capable of shutting down the plant in
a safe and orderly manner, with no consequences to the public or plant
personnel. Thus, this incident actually demonstrates the competence
of federal regulation.

We submit, therefore, that the fact that radiation was not released
to the environment was not a matter of luck. Rather, it was the
result of careful attention to safety and the incorporation of
margins of safety in the designs to accommodate equipment failures
and operator errors as required by Commission regulations. These
provisions which assured that radiation was not released were
backed up by an extensive regulatory review process involving many
competent people from government, industry, and the academic
community.

In the statement that the fire caused extensive damage at the $500
million reactor station, the suggestion is made that the damage was to
the entire station. This is not the case. Preliminary investigation
reportsl3indicate that there was considerable local damage to elec-
trical cables, but no damage to the reactor core, coolant piping,
and important structures as noted above. It is clear, therefore,
that the damage was localized, and one can reasonably infer that the
cost of repair will be a very small fraction of the $500 million cost
of the station.

10, "Even more shocking than the fact that a candle can cause a serious
accident in a nuclear power plant, disabling a number of key safety
systems, is the fact that the nuclear regulatory agencies were fore-
warned of this danger eight years ago by a fire in the polyurethane
insulation of the Peach Bottom, Pennsylvania) nuclear power plant.
The NRC's complex diagrams describing their "defense in depth"
safety strategy cannot mask the fact that they often do not learn
from their own mistakes. Can we expect the NRC's safety regulation
of the breeder reactor, a much more dangerous reactor, to be any
more successful?"

As borne out on page 9, the Browns Ferry fire was not a serious
accident. There was damage to some wiring but no injuries.

10
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The Peach Bottom incident referred to is described in ROE:67-ll,
October 23, 1967l6 and occurred as the result of self-ignition of
insulation covering piping and heat exchangers, not as the result
of accidental ignition of a sealant used to plug cable tray openings,
as was the case at Browns Ferry.

The fire which occurred about eight years ago at the Peach Bottom
reactor therefore has little, if any, relation to the Browns Ferry
incident. It was attributed to improper installation. Workmen
did not follow proper procedures during application. The polyurethane
foam insulation employed is usually applied in layers, with sufficient
time between each application to permit the chemicals to cure. The
application at Peach Bottom was made without curing time between layers
and apparently the trapped heat led to self-ignition. The AEC (now NRC)
did "learn its lesson" and issued appropriate recommendations in ROE:
67-11 to the nuclear industry.

On the other hand, the Browns Ferry fire was not due to either
improper installation of polyurethane or ignorance of proper procedures.
At Browns Ferry, a workman checking for air leaks accidentally
ignited a sealant. The tire progressed and cables were damaged.

The nuclear industry did learn from the Peach Bottom incident,as
evidenced by the fact that there have been no repetitions of
incidents of this type.

Ij. "But technical questions aside, the most powerful refutation of
the nuclear industry's safety claims is the Price-Anderson Act.
This Act limits the accident liability of a nuclear operator to a
pittance of the potential dacmages. But if nuclear reactors are
so safe, as the utilities and the NRC claim, why can't they be
fully insured? To this question the nuclear industry has no
satisfactory answer."

We disagree with the assertion that the Price-Anderson Act is
a refutation of industry safety claims.

Nuclear liability insurance is provided for under the Price-
Anderson Act of 1957. In our view, this insurance provides more
than adequate coverage to the public in the remote possibility
of an accident. The three basic objectives of the Price-
Anderson Act are: (1) to assure the availability of adequate
funds to the public to satisfy liability claims in the event
of a major nuclear accident, (2) to remove the deterrent of an
uninsurable financial loss from private sector participation
in atomic energy, and (3) to relieve persons with claims from
having to prove fault in order to collect.

11
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To meet these objectives, the Price-Anderson Act requires and makes
provisions for utilities to buy $560 million in nuclear liability
insurance. Currently, the utilities buy $125 million of insurance
from private insurance pools and $435 million from the government.
In addition, they buy property damage insurance in the amount of
$175 million. It is important to realize that this insurance
(certainly not a pittance) completely obviates the need for members
of the public to carry insurance for protection against nuclear
accidents. Damages incurred to the public from a nuclear accident,
if one ever occurswould be paid on a no-fault basis under the
Price-Anderson Act.

Mr. Nader and others have questioned the fact that the Price-
Anderson Act places a limit on liability. This is not unique,
as commercial insurance companies also place limits of liability
on the insurance sold to operators of commercial aircraft, dams,
and tankers, to name a few. Furthermore, the Reactor Safety
Study performed under the direction of Professor Normah Rasmussen
of Massachusetts Institute of Technology and reported in WASH-1400
(Draft) concluded that the risks presented to the public associated
with nuclear power are "very small" and that the likelihood of reactor
accidents is much smaller than many types of non-nuclear accidents
with similar consequences. Therefore, the likelihood of exceeding
the public protection is exceedingly remote.

Furthermore, the San Joaquin Nuclear Project Committee estimated,
using the results of the Rasmussen study, that the cost of insuring
a nuclear power plant for the $40.5 billion damage estimated for
the worst accident in the 1965 Brookhaven Institute draft update
of WASH-740 would be only $40,500, because the probabilities of such
an accident are so low. This amount would not offset the economic
benefits which have already been demonstrated by existing nuclear
power plants. 17

However, in spite of this, it should still be noted that the $560
million is a limitation on required liability,not a limitation on all
available protection. In reference to this situation, the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy stated, "...in the event of a national
disaster of this magnitude, it is obvious that Congress would have
to review the problemaid take appropriate action." The history of
other natural or man-made disasters, for example floods, tornadoes,
etc., bears this out. The limitation of liability serves primarily
as a device for facilitating further congressional review of such
a situation rather than an ultimate bar to further public relief.

Mr. Nader also states that the Price-Anderson Act is a powerful
refutation of the nuclear industry's safety claims. It is not.
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The amount of coverage put up by the private insurance companies for
nuclear power plants is the greatest commitment they have ever made
for a single hazard. In addition, the private insurance companies
have been continually raising the amount of liability they will
provide. B. E. Lawton, Secretary of the Hartford Insurance Group,
has stated that the very large amounts the insurance companies have
extended for nuclear insurance constitutes a real vote of confidence
in the industry.' 8

The experience of the nuclear insurance industry also refutes the
argument that nuclear power plants aren't safe. Over the period 1957
to 1975, 68% of the $11.8 million in liability insurance premiums
paid to private insurance pools has been refunded because of the
excellent experience that has been obtained, because the plants are
in fact safe. No portion of the premiums ($30/MWt/yr.) paid to the
government is refundable despite the good experience. It is expected
that property damage insurance premiums will be credited (reduced)
by about 25% because of the same excellent experience. As noted
above, the liability coverage provided by private insurance pools is
increasing and is presently limited by Yparketcapacity, notbv con-
siderations of safety.

In testimony before the San Joaquin Project Committee, Herbert
Denenberg testified that the "true" premium for the amount of nuclear
liability insurance covered by the government would be $465,000 annually
if covered by private insurance pools. The amount charged by the
government for this insurance is $76,050. The Committee concluded
that if the "true" cost of the insurance were included in a cost-
benefit analysis, the additional $388,950 "does not appreciably
change the economic benefits of nuclear power."'' 7

i2. "In addition to the safety problems of present reactors (known
technically as light water reactors), industry is beginning to
recognize that nuclear power is an economic disaster. Because
nuclear power plants are much more complex, they cost much more
to construct than conventional plants. Their greater complexity
also makes them more temperamental, and they break down more often
than conventional plants. Nuclear power thus threatens to affect

the utility industry and consumers who pay the final bills through
a vicious cycle: Expensive and complex nuclear plants, which strain
capital supplies, are unreliable. Their unreliability necessitates
the construction of more power plants, which in turn strains capital
supplies still more."

13
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We believe that nuclear power reliably provides economic benefits
without parallel.

Although the initial capital costs of nuclear power plants are
higher than comparably sized fossil fuel power plants, electric
utility experience in general is demonstrating that electric
power from nuclear plants costs less than coal or oil-fired plants.
A recent survey 19 of 21 U.S. utilities shows that nuclear plants
are producing electricity at a total cost (including amortized
capital allocations) that is 40% less than that for fossil plants.
This is primarily due to the lower fuel costs for nuclear power
plants. This cost difference amounts to savings that benefit
the consumers who pay the bills that are measured in hundreds of
millions of dollars every year.

A comprehensive discussion in Public Utilities Fortnightly sets
forth additional interesting facts on the consumers' stake in nuclear
power that reinforce the proposition that it provides substantial
benefits. The magazine surveyed 24 electric utilities which
operate 42 commercial nuclear power stations in the U.S. Highlights
of the survey follow. 20

"Nuclear generation saved customers of just the 24 responding
utilities more than $750 million in their bills in 1974 alone
as compared to paying for power from fossil (coal or oil) plants."

"Power from the atom in 1974 saved the equivalent of more than
247 million barrels of oil, a step toward making the nation
less dependent on imports."

On other aspects of nuclear plant operation, the Fortnightly said:

"The reliability (availability) of nuclear plants exceeded that
of generating stations using other fuels."

"By making it unnecessary to burn coal and oil to meet consumer
demands, the nuclear plants made an enormous contribution toward
reducing air pollution. The displacement of these fuels also paid
off with less strip mining and had other accompanying environ-
mental benefits."

14
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"Overall, by the end of January of this year, the nation's power
systems had accumulated some 266 years of commercial nuclear
operations without a single radiation accident which in any way
jeopardized the public."

The very substantial economic benefits in favor of nuclear power are
expected to extend into the future. Fossil fuel costs will increase
relative to nuclear fuel costs and capital cost differentials are
expected to narrow, particularly with the recent emphasis toward
standardization of nuclear plants and streamlining the licensing process
to cut construction times.

Nuclear power has proven itself to be an extremely economical power
source when compared to fossil fuel generated electricity. The fact
is that, according to the Edison Electric Institute, the amount of time
which the fossil plants spend off-line is comparable to that of
nuclear units. In a December 1974 report, 21 EEI reported that large
coal and oil power plants were available on an average of less than
8-1/2 months for each year from 1964 through 1973. The same report
showed that twenty nuclear plants were available over 9 months each
year, or slightly more than comparably-sized coal or oil-fired
plants. Thus, it is obvious that the reliability of nuclear units
is at least comparable to fossil units and does not, because of
differential unreliability, contribute to the need for constructing
more plants. The misconception that nuclear power plants are less
reliable than their fossil counterparts is due mostly to the fact
that nuclear outages are more newsworthy than fossil outages and
the public is more aware of them.

Moreover, those areas of nuclear power plant performance which
have contributed significantly to a decrease in reliability are
being examined and action is being instituted to eliminate those
areas as sources of breakdowns.

Two reports recently relied upon by critics in an attempt to show
nuclear plants to be unreliable were the September 1974 report to the
Federal Energy Administration entitled "Nuclear Power Plant
Reliability " by David Comey of the Businessmen for the Public Interest
and a paper 22 entitled. "A Critic Looks At Industry Credibility
by David Comey,presented at the Nuclear Power and the Public
Conference of the AIF in February 1975.

In these reports, Mr. Comey drew the conclusion that capacity
factors rise to a maximum between the third and fourth years of
operation, but thereafter decline for each additional year of
operation.

15
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However, recasting all Mr. Comey's data into consistent and uniform
one-year service intervals, it becomes apparent that plant capacity
factors do not decrease linearly with age beyond four years of service.

Recently, Mr. Comey23 published another BPI report entitled
"Nuclear Power Plant Reliability - The 1973-1974 Record " dated
February 14, 1975. In this document, Mr. Comey added data which
he had previously omitted in his original report which showed
reliability falling as plants get older. The latest version of
his report shows (see Figure 1) a trend of increasing plant
capacity factors as non-prototype nuclear plants mature into
their operating cycle. If plants in their seventh service year,
namely San Onofre and Connecticut Yankee, are added to Figure 1,
this trend continues to climb upward, as shown by the circles.

The only commercial plants older than San Onofre and Connecticut Yankee
are Yankee Rowe, Dresden I and Indian Point I. They are small,
first generation (prototype) plants* which were placed into operation
over 12 years ago. Although they have operated safely, they are not
representative of present-day plants and it is not appropriate to
predict the future operation of modern plants based solely on the past
performance of these plants. Furthermore, each of these plants repre-
sented a different design approach toward the development of large-
scale commercial power plants. The difference in their designs is
reflected in their performance, as shown by the crosses added to BPI's
Figure 1.

The performance achieved by Yankee Rowe over its lifetime demonstrates
that high performance can be maintained as plants get older and proves
that performance does not deteriorate simply because the plants get
older. Since these three first-generation plants are the same age,
-the difference in performance must be due to inherent differences
between the plants.

As a consequence, these allegations of nuclear power plant un-
reliability have no basis. Nuclear power has proven itself to have
a reliability that is comparable to equivalent-sized fossil fuel power
plants. Moreover, nuclear plants now coming on-line are benefiting
from past experience and from engineering efforts to improve availa-
bility and capacity factors. By focusing on plant types which have
demonstrated a high performance and by correcting those factors
which have contributed to plant outages, we can expect to continue
improving both availability and capacity factors in the future.

* Yankee Rowe, Dresden I, and Indian Point I are the first commercial
nuclear power plants built by Westinghouse, General Electric,and
Babcock and Wilcox, respectively.
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FIGURL 1
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13. "Even if nuclear electricity could prove economical to private utilities,

it would be only because of massive federal subsidies and economic

distortions."

The matter of nuclear plant economics is discussed on pages 11-20.

It is true the American people have a large investment in the form

of federal subsidies in nuclear power. It is also true that this

investment, along with considerable private investment, has led to the

development of an industry that produces about 8% of the electricity

generated in this country, and this percentage is increasing. 
This

investment is now paying off large dividends in savings on electri-

city bills and by providing a ready'alternative to oil and gas. We

submit, therefore, that counseling against the full utilization of

nuclear power does not represent the best interests of the con-

sumer.

14. "These distortions include limited insurance liability which permits

utilities to pay only a fraction of true insurance costs."

See comments on pages 11-13.

15. "Uranium enrichment, which is provided as (sic) reduced cost by

government plants..."

The cost of uranium enrichment presently charged by the government

is, indeed, less than the costs which have been projected for new

enrichment plants. However, this difference does not represent a

subsidy in that the enrichment service charges are designed to assure

recovery of appropriate government costs. The AEC proposed in 1970

that its charges for enrichment services be on a more truely commer-

cial basis. However, the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 [Section 161(V)]

provides that the prices established be on a basis which will provide

recovery of costs to the government. It was the intention of the AEC
24

to prepare proposed legislation that will permit establishing prices

on a commercial basis. Until such legislation is passed, the basis

for enriching charges will remain as follows:

"...AEC's charges for enriching services will be established

on a basis that will assure the recovery of appropriate
Government costs projected over a reasonable period of time.

The cost of separative work includes electric power and all

other costs,direct and indirect, of operating the enrichment

plants; appropriate depreciation of said plants; and a factor

to cover applicable costs of process development, AEC adminis-

tration and other Government support functions, and imputed
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interest on investment in plant and working capital. During
the early period of growth of nuclear power, there will be only
a small civilian demand on the large AEC enrichment plants.
These plants were originally constructed for national security
purposes, but will be utilized in meeting future civilian
requirements. In this interim period of low plant utilization,
the Commission has determined that the costs to be charged to the
separative work produced for civilian customers will exclude those
portions of the costs attributable to depreciation and interest
on plant investment which are properly allocable to plant in
standby and to excess capacity."2?

Since these enrichment plants were built over two decades ago, their
capital cost is, of course, much lower than what equivalent facilities
would cost today. Operation of such facilities under private owner-
ship also entailscosts not included under government ownership, such
as taxes and a return on investment. The structure of the enrich-
ment organization (i.e., government utility consortium, private, etc.)
and the assumptions used concerning financing arrangements all affect
the cost of the enrichment service.

The cost of enrichment today does not represent the cost that the
industry expects to pay in the future for the reasons cited above.
But neither does it represent a subsidy by the government since the
service is being priced on a full cost recovery by the government.

16. "Reprocessing is made possible by government support for recovered
fuel prices."

The reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel to be carried out in commercial
facilities at commercial rates is one part of the fuel cycle and is
of course primarily done to recover the unused valuable uranium and
plutonium present. However, it must also be recognized that reprocess-
ing also represents the first step in the waste management program
designed to deal with the unwanted waste products. Both of these
considerations are inherent in the reprocessing step. Because of
their value as an energy resource,.the recovered uranium and plutonium
represent a credit which is generally greater than the cost to re-
process the fuel. However,.even if it were less, the recovery and
recycle of these materials still represents a significant reduction
in the cost of generating electricity.

The statement that the government provides a support for recovered
fuel prices does not consider the realities of the industry. Prior
to January 1, 1971, the AEC did provide a guaranteed "buy-back" price
for plutonium at a price that was considered representative of the
true value of the plutonium. Today, the value of the plutonium is
set by its intrinsic value as an energy resource and is not provided
government support.
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Lately, criticism has been leveled at the enrichment charges because no
penalty is included for the presence of the U-236 isotope in the uranium
recovered from the spent fuel. This U-236 isotope acts as a "poison" to
the nuclear power production process and, therefore, its presence
in the uranium reduces the intrinsic value of the recovered uranium as
an energy resource.

The industry has long recognized this factor in recycling the uranium
but the present absence of a penalty charge by the government when the
material is re-enriched should not be taken as a subsidy. Presently
the quantity of such material that has been recovered and recycled
has been very small and will remain so until the reprocessing plants
become operational and significant quantities of such uranium are
recovered for use. Until such time,there is no government support,
since in practice there is no material. Much has been written in the
industry regarding the penalty associated with the U-236 isotope and
it is fully expected that appropriate government action will be taken
at that time to establish a realistic surcharge for the re-enrichment
of the recovered uranium.

17. "Security guards and waste storage are services which wiZz be provided
by the government."

The Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 which established the NRC and
ERDA also imposed on the NRC the duty to review safeguards for materials
and facilities licensed under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 with the
intent of "assessing the need for, and the feasibility of, establishing
a security agency within the office for the performance of the safe-
guards functions..." The NRC, in accordance with the Act, is conduct-
ing a study on safeguarding nuclear materials. Since this study will
not be completed until February 1976, it is inappropriate to prejudge
whether or not the NRC will recommend the formation of such a safeguards
security force,,nor is it clear that if such a force is established it
will be operated as a subsidy to the nuclear industry. All of these
are factors which will be included in the study of the alternatives
available to the NRC.

In early 1971, the AEC established the policy 26 that for public
health and safety considerations, disposal of high-level radioactive
fission product waste materials would not be permitted on any land
other than that owned and controlled by the federal government.
Temporary storage of the spent fuel, either at the reactor site or the
reprocessing plant prior to reprocessing, is the responsibility of
the nuclear industry and such services are not provided by the
government. After reprocessing, the separated fission products are
stored temporarily at the reprocessing plant before they are to besolidified and within a specified time period transferred to a federalreposi tory.
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The transfer of these waste materials to the custody of the federal
government does not, however, represent a subsidy to the nuclear
industry. As stated in the AEC's policy:

"Upon receipt, the Federal repository will assume permanent
custody of these radioactive waste materials although indus-
try will pay the Federal Government a charge which together with
interest on unexpended balances will be designed to defray all
costs of disposal and perpetual surveillance."

A concept that has been proposed by ERDA is to establish Retrievable
Surface Storage Facilities (RSSF) for the interim during which the various
alternative methods of providing permanent disposal are thoroughly
investigated. Under such an arrangement, the charges paid by the
industry would be sufficient to cover both the cost of the RSSF and
eventual transfer to permanent disposal. Under such a policy, it is
obvious that the federal government will not provide a subsidy to the
nuclear industry.

18. "In spite of all the direct and indirect subsidies of nuclear power,
the industry is in danger because the nuclear fuel cycle which
supports the power plant is crumbling."

As with many other businesses today, portions of the nuclear fuel
cycle are faced with problems of expanding to meet anticipated demands
during an era of tight financing and regulatory uncertainties. However,
to say that the fuel cycle is "crumbling" is an improper description
of the situation.

The "front end" of the fuel cycle (including mining, milling, conversion,
enrichment and fabrication) is certainly faced with possible short-
term problems in supply and facility capacities. The required tech-
nology, however, is well known and demonstrated. For the most part, the
solutions are those of providing proper incentives and reducing the
uncertainties in the projected growth rate of the nuclear industry.
The enrichment step involves special problems in adding the unit of
capacity. This is because of the high capital intensive nature of
this step in the fuel cycle and because of the difficulty in selecting
the best of the alternatives available for the next enrichment plant.
The difficulty of raising sufficient capital within the private sector
is one of the reasons that Westinghouse has recommended the next enrich-
ment plant should be an add-on to one of the present dovernment-owned
plants.

In discussing the problems associated with the "back end" of the nuclear
fuel cycle, it is important to remember that a complete commercial
fuel cycle has already existed. Indeed approximately 600 tons of spent
fuel were reprocessed at the Nuclear Fuel Services Plant. Plutonium
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has been recovered and refabricated into fuel in significant demon-
stration quantities. Today the technology does exist to permit the
nuclear industry to move ahead with constructing and operating the
necessary facilities to close the nuclear fuel cycle on a true
commercial basis.

The real problem with the "back end" of the fuel cycle is regulatory
in nature. Until the NRC has completed its generic environmental
review of whether plutonium recycle should be permitted or not, the
industry cannot proceed with its plans for the necessary facilities.
Recently the NRC published its provisional views on the procedures
it plans to follow in completing these generic reviews. If followed
it appears that there would be approximately an additional three-
year delay before a final regulatory decision on plutonium recycle
would be made. The industry is, of course, opposed to such continued
delays and stands ready to provide the information necessary to aid
in completing the NEPA review process.

19. "There are no reprocessing plants now operating and the plants under
construction will probably not begin operating until Z977. Because no
reprocessing plants are operating, wastes are building up in the tem-
porary storage facilities at reactors. The buildings have become
such a problem that ERDA has threatened to shut down existing reactors.
The nuclear industry like the Japanese sailors who used dirty socks
to stop a reactor radiation leak on Japan's first nuclear ship, is
casting about for ways to 'extend temporary storage capabilities. "'

The fact that there are no reprocessing plants operating at this time
does not limit the operation of nuclear power plants. But certain
decisions can and must be made by the NRC so that actions necessary to
prevent limitations on the operation of nuclear plants can be taken.
Such actions include the increasing of fuel storage capacity of nuclear
plant spent fuel storage pools and expediting the licensing of Barnwell.
If Barnwell becomes operational in 1976, no reactors will have to shut
down.27

The statement concerning the radiation leak on Japan's nuclear ship
is completely unrelated to waste disposal problems.
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20. "The most crucial problem of all -- 'What is to be done with radioactive
wastes that are toxic for 250,000 years' -- remains unsolved today in
spite of twenty years of promises and the claim that disposal is 'only
an engineering problem. "

This is not a new issue,since radioactive wastes from the weapons pro-
gram have been handled without harm to the public for the past 30 years.

New regulations26 require that these wastes be solidified in unleachable
form within five years of their separation. This will avoid any con-
sequences of liquid leakage from tanks.

Engineered surface storage facilities currently under design will pro-
vide safe interim storage and permit recovery for either beneficial
uses or ultimate storage.

Ultimate storage will be in deep salt bed formations which will result
in almost no risk to the general public.2 8 The very presence of salt
formations indicates that the area has been geologically stable and
free of moisture for hundreds of millions of years, and indicates they
are likely to remain so for millions of years to come. An initial
pilot plant demonstration of the salt bed storage will be implemented
in the early 1980s.29

In addition, the amount of solidified waste to be handled will not be
so great as to proliferate the country with storage or disposal sites.
Through the year 2010, the total volume of high level solidified waste
committed to storage or disposal will be equivalent to a cube less than
30 yards on each side. Only one surface storage facility or one salt
bed disposal site would be required to safely handle this amount of
waste.

There is a problem -- but the solution exists. There is no rush to
implement the plan on a large scale because we do not have large amounts
of commercial reactor generated waste yet, and wastes will not be gen-
erated in large quantities until spent fuel reprocessing plants begin
operating several years from now.

21- "There are as many solutions to permanent radioactive waste disposal
as there are nuclear proponents, but when each solution approaches
implementation it proves unworkable."

As stated above, there is a plan, there is a solution -- solidification
of waste followed by either interim surface storage and then ultimate
disposal in salt beds, or simply ultimate disposal in salt beds. This
is certainly not a multitude of solutions. This plan has not proved
unworkable since its implementation will not be required for several
years, when large amounts of solidified wastes are generated.
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22. "When our sewer systems become so overloaded that treatment plants cannot
deal with the wastes, we impose sewer moratoriums and allow no new sewer
connections. Does not rational social policy require that until the
radioactive waste problem is solved, no new construction of nuclear
power plants should be permitted?"

The radioactive waste problem does have a solution. The implementation
of this solution must await the generation of the solidified waste from
currently operating nuclear plants. The stated analogy, "When our
sewer systems become so overloaded that treatment plants cannot deal
with the wastes, we impose moratoriums and allow no new sewer connec-
tions," has no meaning relative to the radioactive waste issue. Our
radioactive waste disposal system is not overloaded. It is not even
loaded yet, and will not require loading for some years to come. Thus,
it is meaningless to suggest a stop in nuclear plant construction
unless there is some reason to do so other than the radioactive waste
issue.

Even if commercial nuclear power plants did not exist today, we would
still require a radioactive waste management program to handle the
wastes from the military program. In fact, if commercial nuclear power
plants increase in numbers as we see required in the future, the wastes
from these plants will not be equal to the currently existing military
generated wastes until near the end of this century.

23. "Before this country begins its headlong rush to develop the breeder
reactor

Mr. Nader incorrectly states that the U.S. is about to "begin its head-
long rush to develop the breeder reactor." In actuality the U.S. breeder
development program has been active since before 1950 and has moved care-
fully and cautiously to today's situation where the technology is devel-
oped and available. Only demonstration in a utility environment remains
before commercial breeder plants can be operating on utility networks --
in time to preserve the option of economic nuclear energy.

Since 1951, six experimental or test liquid metal cooled breeder-type
reactors have operated safely in the U.S. In fact, the Experimental
Breeder Reactor I, in 1951, produced the first nuclear generated elec-
tricity in the world. This was followed by the Sodium Research Reactor
(SRE) in 1957, the Hallam reactor in 1962, the Fermi reactor in 1963, -
EBR-II in 1963 and the Southwest Experimental Fast Oxide Reactor (SEFOR)
in 1969. EBR-II has operated safely for over ten years and is still
producing electricity.

In addition, there have been many experimental and test breeder reactors
operated safely in a half-dozen foreign countries, and larger power
producing breeder plants have been operating in France, the U.K., and the
Soviet Union.

The LMFBR has been the top priority energy development program for
many years in France, the U.K., the Soviet Union, West Germany, Japan,
and Italy.
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24. ". . . it is logical to note the problems of the LWR and ask if
the breeder will solve these problems. The answer is that it will
not."

The breeder reactor will solve the major real problem with light water
reactors (LWR), which is that LWRs use only about 1.5% of the energy
available in natural uranium. The breeder, however, uses uranium
much more efficiently, using 60 to 70% of the available uranium.

Present ERDA data30 indicate that we have 700,000 tons of known high-
grade uranium ore reserves in the U.S., and an additional 2.7 million
tons of potential (unidentified) high-grade resources.

The known reserves of high grade ore are estimated to be committed to
fueling, for their lifetime, light water reactors operating by the
early 1980s, and if we find the additional high grade potential resources,
they will be conmTitted to fueling light water reactors in operation by
the mid 1990s.

The liquid metal fast breeder reactor (LMFBR) will use uranium 60 times
more efficiently than present generation reactors, and extend from
decades to centuries the period during which our uranium resources can
provide economical electricity.

If we do not have a commercial breeder by the time we approach depletion
of our high grade uranium resources, we will be forced to mine signi-
ficant amounts of low grade ores, probably the Tennessee shales, with
a resultant environmental and economic penalty. Another option, if
environmental pressures prevent stripping the shales, will be to become
dependent upon foreign uranium3 1 probably available for import only in
enriched form, at highly inflated prices due to high world-wide market
demand for uranium towards the end of the 1990s. However, this would
put us in the same position of vulnerability to blackmail that presently
exists relative to the OPEC states and oil.

These costly consequences-can be prevented if we have the LMFBR ready
for commercial operation by the 1990s. Instead of having to strip for
low grade uranium shales or import uranium, the LMFBR will provide us with
electricity to drive an electric economy with no additional mining to
meet its fuel requirements. Plutonium from light water reactors will
provide the initial core fuel and depleted uranium tails (220,000
tons are stockpiled already) will provide all the fertile material
needed for breeder reactor operation throughout the next century, if
needed. In fact, the energy content of the presently stockpiled
uranium tails, when used in breeder reactors, is equivalent to five
times the energy content of all the estimated Arab oil.
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25. "The fuel for the breeder will be plutonium, one of the most tozic
elements known to man".

Plutonium is considered to be toxic, but plutonium is far from
being the most toxic substance when compared to many other elements

or compounds which are more available and safer to handle. This
statement applies to toxicity arising from either radioactivity
or chemical properties.

Toxicity from radioactive elements is a function of longevity or
half-life, of the radioactive state among other factors. This
toxicity per unit of mass is usually greatest with elements
exhibiting the shortest half-life. Radioactive elements normally
present in the earth's surface undergo radioactive change to other
material forms with half-lives less than one-billionth of plutonium's
half-life. Not only are these elements potentially more toxic
than plutonium, but this natural radioactivity also provides an
experience base for setting maximum exposure limits for plutonium.

Those proficient in the field of radiation health and safety empha-
size that more is already known today, through comprehensive studies,
about toxicity potential of plutonium than all of these other natu-
rally-occurring radioactive elements. Thus, limits can and have
been established for potential plutonium exposure with large safety
factors and at high degrees of reliability and confidence.

Materials such as lead, potassium and mercury are known to be
dangerous to man because of a chemical toxicity property. In com-
parison, here again, plutonium is far from the most toxic. For
instance, compare estimates of 50%-lethal doses for some materials
if administered orally:

32

Lead arsenate - 0.1 gm
Selenium oxide - 0.3 gm
Plutonium - 1.15 gm
Caffeine - 14 gm

Note that plutonium is about 1/10 as effective in causing death
as lead arsenate, the worst case above. Furthermore, a material
to which most of us subject ourselves willingly each day, caffeine,
is considered to be only 10 times safer than plutonium when comparing
lethal doses.
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26. "Less than one-millionth of a gram of plutonium has caused cancer
in laboratory animals".

Plutonium has caused cancer in laboratory animals, yet no cancer
in any human has been attributed to this material. Two factors
are most important in further clarification of this issue. First,
the actual performance of the laboratory tests on animals has pro-
vided useful information in evaluating human exposure limits. Al-
though not directly applicable to humans, the test results support
the limits set for humans as adequate health measures. Thus, a
rather large data base has been available for setting limits while
many other industrial standards are established without the benefit
of much relevant testing background. Continued testing with animals
should be encouraged, however, to provide even more knowledge on
this important aspect of public health.

The second factor is that plutonium exposures to humans during the
national emergency conditions of the early nuclear weapons industry
far exceeded levels established as maximum limits today. Even so,
examinations of these individuals have not revealed any health
problems related to this early plutonium work. In fact, of the
17,000 plutonium workers, including those engaged in the Manhattan
Program,none have died of plutonium-related health problems.33 ,34

27. "Plutonium is also the raw material of nuclear bombs".

Plutonium is used for military weapons. Uranium is also used
in military weapons, and TNT and other materials have been employed
in bombs as well. Only in a Utopian dream is removal of all war
material from the face of our earth conceivable.

Prohibition of a commercial plutonium industry in our country would
be counter-productive economically. Other countries would achieve
the commercial benefits, and the material could be brought clandes-
tinely into the United States for bomb-making. The answer then,
is effective anti-theft laws and adequate protection for this
material in all countries.

That protection task is really not formidable as evidenced by
success in prevention of theft of nuclear weapons for over 30 years.
Furthermore, plutonium already in weapons form, or even in metal
form, will be considerably more appealing to those desiring a bomb
ingredient than would the liquid or ceramic forms available in the
commercial power industry.

Also, as discussed on page 34, the plutonium used in military
weapons differs significantly from the plutonium produced and used
in commercial nuclear reactors. This results in clandestine handling
of reactor grade plutonium being much more difficult and dangerous
to the person-handling it.
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28. "The coolant for the breeder will not be water but sodium, a highly
corrosive substance which can react explosively with air or water."

The coolant for the breeder is sodium because of its high thermal
conductivity, the ability to use low operating pressures, and the
fact that under the conditions of use in the operating reactor, sodium
is much less corrosive than water in the light water reactor at its
operating conditions. Therefore, it is easier to design for the sodium coolan
Moreover, although it is true that sodium can react chemically with
air or water, neither of these latter substances are present within
those areas in which radioactive sodium is employed. Water con-
centrations in the atmosphere are maintained at a parts per million
level and air is excluded by the use of inert gas atmospheres around
piping which contains sodium. Even if sodium came into contact
with air, it would require temperatures above some 450 to 5000F
before the fire could proceed, and in no identified case in a sodium
cooled plant can sodium react explosively. At worst, a fire
would result which could be extinguished.

29: "The breeder reactor can experience an accident known as the Core
Disruptive Accident. In everyday languange, this techfzical euphumism
means that the breeder can blow up."

A breeder reactor cannot. experience a core disruptive accident with
any credible probability.35For such an accident to occur,it would require
an initial accident,such as loss of power, plus a simultaneous failure
of all redundant shutdown safety systems. Even then, the best technical
expertise available at this time indicates that an energy release from
a damaged core would be negligible. Even if an energy release could be
postulated,it would not be an explosion of the violence found in a
chemical reaction which is characterized by high shock and low residual
pressures. Even assuming the worst thing to happen at each stage, the
best information to date would project damage to the core assemblies,
and adequate cooling of that debris within the intact primary system.

30. "The breeder reactor threatens to undergo accidents that explode
the reactor and release deadly plutonium. The catastrophic effects
of a serious plutonium breeder accident could then exceed the
catastrophic accidents possibls with our present light water
reactors."

Since the reactor cannot "explode", plutonium cannot be released
in the manner the testimony implies. The accident analysis includes
highly conservative assumptions in order to evaluate containment
designs; for example, it assumes that plutonium release acts like
a gas rather than a particulate in escaping from containment volumes,
but even then a postulated plutonium release is minor to guidelines
for site doses. Both light water reactors and plutonium-fueled breeder
reactors comply with identical regulatory guidelines for site
boundary doses in these hypothetical accident conservative calcu-
lations and, therefore, neither is significantly worse than the
other.
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31. "But, the American Physical Society, in its review of the AEC's Rasmussen
reactor safety report, released April 28, 1975, found the Rasmussen
reactor safety report has badly underestimated the consequences of a
nuclear accident. The Physical society concluded that a reactor acci-
dent would cause 10,000-20,000 deaths, 22,000-350,000 injuries, 3000-
20,000 genetic defects plus widespread and enduring land contamination.

In August 1974, the AEC issued the "Draft Reactor Safety Study"
(WASH-1400), culminating two years of work by a group of scientists
under the direction of Professor Norman C. Rasmussen of MIT. Because
the subject of this report is extremely complex, i.e. the risk assess-
ment of Nuclear Reactor Plants, the report was issued in draft form to
permit review and comment by interested and knowledgeable persons in
order that the final version of the report, when issued, could be as
accurate and authoritative as possible.

The American Physical Society (APS) issued in April 1975 the "Report
to the American Physical Society by the Study Group on Light-Water
Reactor Safety." This report represented the results of a year-long
study by a dozen part-time participants with various levels of prior
experience in the reactor field. As part of its study of LWR safety,
the APS calculated the consequences of the "reference accident" con-
sidered in the Reactor Safety Study (RSS) -- the melt-down of a
1000 MWe PWR with a subsequent failure of containment. As could be
expected when dealing with such a complex problem as estimating the
consequences of a postulated reactor accident, there were substantial
differences in the results of the APS study from those of WASH-1400.
In general, the numbers of deaths and injuries were calculated to be
higher in the APS study than in the RSS. 36

As was their intent in issuing a draft report, the Reactor Safety
Study group is currently reviewing the APS report along with all other
comments received. In testimony before the Subcommittee on Energy and
Environment on April 29, 1975, Professor Rasmussen, Director of the
RSS, stated that the APS, because it did not have a long time to do
the analysis, had made some approximations, one of which "seriously
exaggerated these effects in the case of the average accident.'37
The number used in the APS report for population density resulted in an
overestimation of the consequences by five times in the average case.
Rasmussen further testified:

"That one factor of 5 means there is only a factor of 5
difference between our answers [the RSS and the APS] and
there are several other places where we think they have
exaggerated the effect of this somewhat, points we could
argue on, but I think we have a very substantial case that
will show that our answers are not going to be different
by much more than a factor of 5 from the original case
[Draft WASH-1400]." 37
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Thus, Rasmussen believes that even after all the comments received,
including those in the APS report, are considered and incorporated
in the final Reactor Safety Study report the results will not differ
by more than a factor of 5 from the results of the "Draft Reactor
Safety Study."

However, risk assessment is much more than calculating the conse-
quences of accident. The environmental risk presented by nuclear
power plants is equal to the product of the consequences of an acci-
dent and the probability of the accident occurring. The "reference
accident" considered by both APS and the RSS is indeed a severe
accident with severe consequences. However, the probability that
the accident will occur is extremely small -- less than 6 x 10-6
per reactor year. In addition, the APS estimated that even if the
accident occurred, the probability that an individual in the exposed
region (estimated by APS as being a 0.25,radian sector of radius 500
miles) would die during his natural lifetime from cancer induced by
his exposure is one chance in a thousand.36 Rasmussen testified that,
even now, with the comments on the draft RSS report in (including
those from the APS),

"In summary, the review process has provided us with many
useful comments that will result in a better, more under-
standable final report. However, as of now we see no
changes large enough to alter the basic conclusion of the
report which is that the risks from accidents in the opera-
tion of nuclear power plants of the type being installed in
the United States today are very small compared to other
risks which society accepts.'37

32. "Evidence recently has come to light that the same bureaucratic-
corporate forces that undercut the light water reactor safety program,
have put tremendous pressure on the NRC not to require necessary safety
systems in the even more dangerous plutonium breeder reactor program."

This statement is misleading since the CRBR* Project has in fact initiated
for the first time ever in reactor plant licensing, a reliability program35

of immense proportions in order to demonstrate the real, first level
safety of the design and its safety systems. NRC has never required this
confirmation by a reliability program, and the only pressure of the regu-
latory branch is the need to judge the acceotability of such a reliability
confirmation, provided over and above any regulatory requirement for the
licensing of this plant. NRC has not previously had to do this. There
is no pressure on NRC not to require necessary safety systems.

*Clinch River Breeder Reactor - a liquid metal fast breeder reactor demon-
stration plant is to be built near Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and produce
electricity for the TVA network.
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33. "The purpose of the CRBR is to demonstrate the viability of the
plutonium breeder concept. The proposed contractual arrangements
permit the utilities to pull out of the CRBR project if a basic
design change is ordered."

The basic conditions of the revised contractual terms between ERDA
and the Utilities have been presented to Congress and the detailed
contractual wording is in negotiation. In these proposed terms,
ERDA is given basically full management control over the future of
the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant. The Utilities agree to con-
tinue with their contribution, presently estimated at $258 million,
and have license to information developed during the course of the
Project. The agreement is based on the premise that the Project
will continue in basic conformity to the Reference Design, which was
published in June of 1974 and approved by the Project Steering Com-
mittee in August of 1974. Should ERDA desire to make significant
changes to the existing approved Reference Design, then the approval
of the Utilities must be sought. Should ERDA choose to unilaterally
impose a change to the Reference Design, then the Utilities have the
option of withdrawing their financial support. The purpose of this
arrangement is to assure that the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant
remains a demonstration plant of a type the Utilities would desirein their systems.

34. "One of the purposes of a core catcher, which a number of
independent scientists believe is an essential safety feature
if breeder reactors are built at all, is to stop a secondary
nuclear explosion from occurring after an accident occurs."

The present CRBRP reactor is designed with reliable shutdown
and shutdown heat removal safety systems with a confirmed relia-
bility which shows that severe accidents cannot occur with any
credible probability. The Project and its technical consultants
do not believe, therefore, that additional hypothetical safety
features of unknown worth are required. One of these so-called
safety features is a core catcher,which has to presume that all
safety systems fail, and that the accident proceeds in the worst
possible manner before its use is invoked. Moreover, its operation
depends critically upon the mode of this latter accident sequence
and the provision of such a core catcher can well have damaging
consequences on real plant safety. Nevertheless, the CRBRP is
at the present time committed to a parallel design approach,
one branch of which is designing and evaluating the possible use
of a core catcher in case the relability program fails to confirm
the high reliability of the safety systems. The use of a core
catcher is not to prevent "secondary nuclear explosions" but
merely to provide a backup cooling system for postulated debris.
It is in no sense "essential", since reliable heat removal
systems already exist in the normal design of the plant.
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35. "The GAO report notes that 'There are strong indications that the

utility participants are opposed to including a core catcher in the

CRBR design." Of course, if a core catcher is required and as a

result the utilities pull out of the project, the viability of the
plutonium breeder concept as a source of power for utility companies
will not be demonstrated. The purpose of the breeder demonstration
project is to show that the breeder progrcm can be commercially
viable -- that is, that the utilities are willing to invest in plutonium

breeders as a major source of electric power. If the utilities pull
out as a result of NRC's requirement of a core catcher, the entire
rationale for the Clinch River program will be negated."

This suggests that the Utilities may withdraw their support of

the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant in the event that a core catcher

is required by NRC. Certain Utilities executives have publicly stated

their opinion that core catchers are not and should not be required

for LMFBRs. The Project itself believes that the CRBRP will not cause

an undue hazard to the health and safety of the public, and that the

plant will be successfully licensed without the necessity of a core

catcher. Should NRC eventually determine otherwise, there may be

some attrition or withdrawal of Utilities' support, although this is

by no means certain. The reason that is advanced by some Utilities
executives is that a plant which has sufficient potential for major

accidents to require a core catcher would not be suitable for obtain-

ing public acceptance on their systems. It is clear that an NRC

requirement for a core catcher would, at the least, impose an impedi-

ment to the commercialization of the LMFBRs.

36. "There will have to be tens of thousands of over the road shipments

of plutonium per year from reactor to reprocessing plants to fabri-
cation plants and back to the reactors".

Tens of thousands of shipments of nuclear fuel per year are expected

during the 1990s and beyond. Since adequate security protection

will be provided, no problem is envisioned with this transportation
task.

Conversely, the nuclear option to generation of power will relieve

the transportation industry of what might have been an insurmount-

able burden in hauling fossil fuels. Note the data comparison

below for a single gigawatt of electrical generation:

Loads per year
38

Nuclear Coal

Fuel to reactor 6 truckloads 38,300 railcars

Plant solid discharge 60 truckloads 36,500 truckloads

These values speak for themselves. Without nuclear power generation,

transportation may well be impossible, or at best, unacceptably

expensive and detrimental to the environment.
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37. "In September 1974 Science magazine investigated the record of the
four major conmercial plants which have handled plutonium. The
article concluded:

. it is hard to see that any of them is quite
in conmmand of the technology'."

The comments on operation of the nuclear industry during the 1960s
emphasize some isolated incidents in four pilot-scale plutonium
plants. Violations of regulations did occur, as happens in every
industry. The problems of imposing new EPA and OSHA regulations
across all industry illustrate comparable situations. A pertinent
question is to what standard should the nuclear industry be compared
for evaluation. The truth is that the nuclear industry has a better
operational safety record than just about any other major industry.
Results must be measured in terms of injuries, fatalities, and
danger to the public, and we are proud of our safety record measured
in that manner. No death, injury, or disease of a plutonium worker
has been attributed to plutonium exposure. In contrast, the coal
industry, which is the primary fuel alternative to nuclear power,
is experiencing about 5 new cases of pneumoconiosis (black lung)
per thousand man-years.39 The coal record also reveals 500 occupa-
tional deaths and 20,000 injuries per year.39 On our basis for compari-
son on equivalent capacity levels, the nuclear industry is far
superior to this competition.

As the plutonium segment of this nuclear industry matures, regula-
tions will be standardized and plants will be considerably more
automated. These changes will reduce the number of regulatory
infractions as cited in the referenced article. The safety record
will be maintained as a target for excellence throughout all industry.

38. "If just 10-20 pounds of plutonium are stolen, it could be fabricated
into an illicit nuclear weapon by a dedicated and skilled band of
terrorists. This weapon, which could be carried in an automobile,
would have an explosive potential of ZOO tons of TNT."

Plutonium by itself as plutonium-239 does not and will not exist
in the nuclear fuel cycle. The breeder reactor fuel will be a mixed
oxide of plutonium and uranium, and anywhere from 200 to 900 pounds
of this mixed oxide fuel would be needed to form a critical mass
necessary for a bomb. After the spent breeder fuel is reprocessed,
plutonium as plutonium oxide would be present. Twenty-five to seventy
pounds of this material would be required to construct a bomb. However,
the fabrication of such a device would be difficult and dangerous
to the fabricator, if he were ever able to get the plutonium.
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Designing a nuclear bomb is possible, given sufficient technical exper-

tise and available literature. But to actually handle, process, and

build a nuclear explosive device from reactor-grade plutonium would be both

very difficult and very dangerous. In fact, any individual or group

attempting to construct a weapon without sophisticated facilities would

probably become extremely ill well before the task was completed.

rlilitary nuclear weapons are made from what's called "weapons grade"

plutonium. It is metallic and composed almost entirely of Pu-239 which

is primarily alpha emitting. It is relatively safe to handle, In the

commercial nuclear fuel cycle, metallic plutonium will never be present,

"Reactor grade" plutonium contains large amounts of Pu-240, 241, and 242.

This results in significant penetrating fast neutron, gamma, and beta

radiation which presents a severe personal health hazard to anyone who
would attempt to handle this material without the necessary protective
equipment. The neutron activity also precludes the use of the simpler

"gun barrel" explosive design, thus necessitating use of the much more

complicated "implosive" device.

Even assuming that plutonium would be available, it would take an

individual or group with extensive knowledge in several areas of

physics, engineering, metallurgy and machining to design a nuclear

weapon. In addition, he would need significant instrumentation, tools,

shielding, and chemical processing facilities to even begin construction.

Even with the proper elements, tools, and expertise, it is very diffi-

cult and dangerous to construct a nuclear weapon.

It took the Indian government (with a national commitment, all necessary

facilities and personnel, and no obstacles to obtaining plutonium)
nearly a year to construct a bomb after they had obtained the required

amounts of plutonium.

Adequate protection against diversion of plutonium and other special
nuclear materials is provided. Safeguards procedures have already been

imposed on the commercial nuclear industry to protect against the theft

of nuclear materials, including special security measures during trans-

portation. The federal safeguards program is dynamic and includes con-

tinuing evaluation and upgrading of safeguards systems, as well as imple-

mentation of new safeguards as conditions warrant.

Theodore B. Taylor, who has been the most outspoken critic of the plu-

tonium safeguards system, is today pleased with progress made over the

past two years, and he has stated
40 that he believes that with the recent

improvements and currently proposed upgrading our safeguards program
will be satisfactory before significant amounts of plutonium begin to

flow through the nuclear fuel cycle.
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39. "A recent NET television program illustrated this dangerous potential.
As part of the program, the producers commissioned an average under-
graduate science student to design a nuclear bomb. The student, in a
short period, designed a bomb which experts from the Swedish Defense
Ministry judged would probably explode."

This statement Wefers to a recent NET TV program, "The Plutonium Connection"
where an actor protrays a student who developed a design, on paper, of
a nuclear bomb with a plutonium core. As addressed in the previous
point on page 33, it's two completely different things to design a bomb,
and actually build one. Mr. Nader states that "the student -- designed
a bomb which experts from the Swedish Defense Ministry judged would
probably explode." This design was not evaluated by anyone who ever
built a nuclear weapon. The evaluation was performed by Swedish scien-
tists who have not produced a weapon. Thus, they can not be considered
qualified to say whether any design, if built, would actually explode.

"The Plutonium Connection" was not a balanced presentation of the issue.
It was anti-nuclear biased, and appeared to have been edited to achieve
a dramatic argument for a preconceived conclusion.

Mr. Samuel Edlow, President of Edlow International, who was interviewed
for the program has claimed that, through editing, his own statements
have been distorted and taken out of balanced context; he terms the
production "a marvelous anti-nuclear propaganda film."

Even Ted Taylor, who is a star of the film, has stated that he does not
agree with all the points made. He has stated recently in an article
in "Aware" magazine and a presentation given at the October, 1974 Atomic
Industrial Forum Conference that he is pleased with the improvements
made over the last two years in the safeguards area, and he feels that
a safeguards system satisfactory to him can be achieved before signi-
ficant amounts of plutonium flow through the nuclear fuel cycle. Also,
he does not believe that the implementation of effective safeguards
would, as nuclear critic John Gofman argues in the filmlead to a
"garrison state." Nor does he contend that commercial nuclear power
should be stopped.

Also the show did not give an up-to-date evaluation of the current
safeguards requirements, many of which were implemented and others
proposed for implementation after and during the period when many of
the interviews for this show were made. The safeguards against diver-
sion are adequate, and will be made even stronger in the future - it
is a dynamic system.

Another aspect of this program deserves comment. This program may have
gone well beyond the point of warning to serious public disservice as
referred to by John J. O'Conner in the March 9 issue of the New York
Times; namely, "At what point does a detailed warning become a primer
in the very subject it is supposedly warning against?"
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40. "The limits of error in accounting for plutonium are presently
acknowledged to be about 1%, which means that about 2 tons of
plutonium would be routinely unaccounted for annually."

The limit of error in accounting for all forms of plutonium will
vary according to the material form. In the first production-scale
plants this limit is expected to be considerably lower than 1%
for concentrated forms of plutonium suitable for the purpose of
making an explosive weapon. By the same token, the limit is also
expected to be larger than 1% for diluted forms of plutonium, as
in waste, which would have absolutely no value for construction
of weapons.

Regardless, this statement concerning materials accounting is
taken completely out of context. The safeguardsagainst theft of
plutonium will be the security system. The materials accountability
program will be used as part of the financial accounting system.
There is little likelihood that this materials accountability pro-
gram could ever track cumulative losses of gram-scale quantities
of plutonium at an acceptable cost in a large processing plant.
For that reason the security system must be designed as the defense
against theft. At best, the accounting system will supply supple-
mental information as a backup to this security defense.

41. "Even if a terrorist did not have the knowledge to fabricate a nuclear
weapon, he could create havoc with stolen plutonium merely by threaten-
ing to release the material. Plutonium's extreme toxicity would
present a severe hazard to any populated area in which it might be
dispersed."

Relative to the statement that a terrorist "could create havoc with
stolen plutonium merely by threatening to release the material", such
a person could threaten to release it even if he did not have it, or
he could threaten to release many other substances more toxic than
plutonium which are easier to obtain and safer to handle, and create
havoc. This issue has been blown out of proportion. Professor
Bernard Cohen of the University of Pittsburgh has done a detailed
analysis of this issue while working at the Oak Ridge Institute for
Energy Analysis.32

Cohen dismisses claims made by avowed opponents of nuclear power that
an ounce of Pu-239, the fuel for breeder reactors, could kill 30 million
people if dispersed in a city. The only way they could have obtained
that number, Cohen said, is by assuming:

that all plutonium released finds its way into a person's lungs
and deposits there;

that a person automatically dies if he is exposed to twice the
'maximum permissible dose."
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Using those same assumptions for the sulfur emitted from coal-fired
power plants, Cohen discovered that a plant with the best pollution
control equipment available would kill a million people per minute.
"Clearly there is some error", Cohen added. The second assumption
is wrong by a factor of 1000: exposure to twice the "maximum
permissible dose" gives about one chance in 1000 of eventually
dying of cancer. And if plutonium were dispersed in an area
with urban population concentration, the first assumption is off
by a factor of 50,000.

Other results of Cohen's study - based on reactor plutonium, a mixture
of isotopes which he said is five times more hazardous than Pu-239 -
include:

"there would be about two deaths (from cancer 15 to 45 years
later) for each ounce of this plutonium dispersed in a city
without warning; if there is warning, so people breath through
thickness of cloth, the toll would be ten times lower;
it would take a dispersal of about two pounds of this plutonium
to seriously contaminate an area the size of a football field;

if this plutonium were dissolved in a city reservoir, there
would be about one death for every ten pounds so dissolved."

Others have also been speaking out on this issue in an attempt to put
it in perspective. Dixy Lee Ray, U. S. State Department, recently
pointed out4 1 that a teaspoonful of botulinus toxin would kill about
140 million people if taken orally. On the other hand, a teaspoonful
of plutonium taken orally would be only about half enough to kill
one person. Put another way, it would take 1.3 million-million more
molecules of plutonium than botulism toxin to kill an average man if
the dose was given intraveneously. It would take 1.1 billion more
of such plutonium molecules than diptheria toxin molecules to achieve
the same effect. Even 10 times more plutonium molecules than the
toxin molecules in poisonous mushrooms would be necessary. In addition,
such other toxins are far more difficult to remove from the atmosphere
than is plutonium.
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42. "The recent explosion of two bombs at a nuclear plant site in France
illustrates the likelihood of such activity." (i.e. the likelihood
of theft or dispersal)

The incident referred to here is in no way illustrative of the likeli-
hood of theft or dispersal. No nuclear fuel was stored on the site.72

Site security measures were generally consistent with the fact that
special nuclear materials were not stored on site and there could be
no concern about theft, diversion, or nuclear safety.

The incident occurred on May 3, 1975, on the site of a power station
under construction at Fessenheim, France.7 1 The bombs (which may
have been placed by Ulrike Meinhof-Puig Antich Group) were concealed
in a pile of equipment used in the construction of the station. The
reports7 l'72 73 indicate that although there was an explosion and
fire, little damage resulted. Subsequent to the incident a barbed
wired fence was erected around the site and a tight security system
established.73 The Ministry of Industry announced that additional
security precautions had been taken at Fessenheim and other nuclear
reactor construction sites in France. 72 And an official of Electricite
de France, the utility that will operate the power station, stated
shortly after the incident that "there is no comparison to be made
between the safety measures now in effect and those that will be
operative when the reactors are functioning."71

Accordingly, because site security for plants under construction is
not representative of site security for operating plants, there is no
basis for Mr. Nader's statement.

43. "One tentative NRC proposal would establish a federal plutonium police
force to deter and investigate theft of nuclear material. Even if this
national police force could prevent any plutonium theft, which is doubt-
ful, the question must be raised as to what threat such a force would
present to individual civil liberties."

There is no basis for assuming that the use of plutonium would imfringe
on the civil liberties of citizens, or as Mr. Nader has previously
stated, "lead to a garrison state." Large quantities of plutonium
and other nuclear materials have been inventoried and transported by
the Armed Services without instance of theft. This custodianship,
partly shared by the AEC, has not resulted in a garrison state in the
U.S.
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The world has entered a particularly disturbing period when violence and
war are being increasingly used to influence the outcome of local and
international disputes as well as for personal gain. Although the
effectiveness of a nuclear weapon for purposes of threat or violence
must be considered somewhat unique, such a weapon is only one of many
schemes available to terrorists for achieving their objectives. Obviously,
society has the obligation to protect its citizens against threats to
life and property by the use of duly authorized security forces. For
example, the security measures that have been implemented at commercial
airports to prevent skyjacking have required some invasion of privacy,
but have been highly effective in permitting the continued use of air
transportation without significant risk to the public.

In a similar fashion, the implementation of nuclear safeguards for pre-
venting illegal use of fissionable material will involve security in-
vestigations of nuclear facility employees in sensitive positions as well
as the use of guard forces. These standard security measures have been
used extensively in the past for purposes of national defense or for
protection of proprietary information and valuable property in the com-
mercial sector. Abuses of basically sound security measures have occurred
in the past and effective precautions must be taken to prevent their
recurrence in the future. The public sector affected by the safeguards
system, primarily employees of the commercial nuclear industry, will be
relatively small and should not be unduly inconvenienced by security pre-
cautions such that a threat to civil liberty is involved. To extrapolate
the increased security measures that will be required for industry em-
ployees to a general loss of civil liberties for the general public is

quite unfounded and illogical. The fissionable material required to
satisfy the nation's energy needs will be available without incurring
a significanti isk to the public from theft or diversion.

44. ..... there are realistic alternatives such as conservation, solar, and
geothermal in this time period."

The "realism" of the geothermal alternative is emphasized by events
surrounding the application by Pacific Gas and Electric for Unit 12 at
the Geysers in California. More than three years have elapsed since
filing for a permit to build this unit while the environmentalist
allies of Nader have held up progress on its processing by one legal
maneuver after another. Similar treatment is being given to develop-
ments in the Imperial Valley of California. Now these are the prime
areas in the country where geothermal power has the best chance of
making a small contribution to the energy needs of the state.

The element of geography is also ignored by those who would have us
believe that geothermal energy can serve as a major energy source for
the nation. The known geothermal provinces lie in the western third
of the nation far from the industrial load centers in the midwest
and east. The "realism" of the geothermal alternative falls on its
face when faced with the task of transmitting electric power in the
megawatt-mile quantities as indicated.
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By 1985, the total electric capacity for the nation is expected toapproximate 850,000 to 950,000 MW.42 Thus the most optimistic expecta-tion is that geothermal may supply just over 2% of the nation's gener-ating capacity with 1/3% the more likely figure. Then there are theproblems (environmental, economic and operational) which attend thissource.

The inherently low efficiency of geothermal power plants exacerbatesthe environmental heat rejection problem. Subsidence of the surfaceabove geothermal regions has no available solution and has contributedto the curtailment of New Zealand's geothermal program. All of theseproblems may or may not be soluble, but all the solutions will costmoney which must ultimately be reflected in the consumers' bills.

Solar power is and will remain one of the most expensive methods ofgenerating electricity. The best technology available today costs2-3 times the cost of generation43 by nuclear power or coal. Theland area required for a solar plant is 35 times greater than thatnecessary for a nuclear plant and at least 70 times that required fora coal plant. The efficiency of these plants is lower still thanthat of the geothermal plants making the problem of heat rejectionan even more expensive task and a still greater burden on the environ-ment. The effect of a many-square-miles collector or reflector field onthe micrometeorology of its locale has not even yet begun to be under-stood, much less solved,if indeed it can. The availability of solarpower is a strong function of time-of-season, latitude and weatherconditions. Supplemental backup power installations further increaseoperational integration and ultimate cost of solar energy. The taskof maintaining the many square miles of collectors or reflectors wouldadd still more to the cost burden.

There is no question that solar heating and cooling can make and willmake contributions to space conditioning but its value will be pri-marily in partially replacing present fossil energy which is nowdevoted to that task. Glib assertions that solar will entirely replacefossil or electric power for these proposes are without merit.

Conservation is a much debated issue.which will only be resolved bythe passage of time. Our estimates of installed power capability inthe future have taken into account conservation.
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45. "Even without plutoniwn the present generation of reactors has led tounauthorized surveillance of citizens. The Texas state police admittedthat they compiled dossiers on nuclear power critics... ."

It is a fact that the Intelligence Service of the Texas Department ofPublic Safety carried out an investigation of Robert W. Pomeroy, founderof Citizens Association for Sound Energy. This was reported in theNew York Times on August 5, 1974.44 A copy of the investigation reportwas incorporated in the transcript of the Comanche Peak EnvironmentalHearing following page 94.45

According to the New York Times, the Department of Public Safety (DPS)investigation of opponents of nuclear energy began after reports werereceived from police agencies in other states that either actual orthreatened damage to electric transmission lines may have been associ-ated with persons on the fringe element of legitimate protest. TheDPS reported that the Pomeroy file does not contain information ofthe type required by department policy, that the report45 was destroyed,and that DPS at no time had reason to believe that Pomeroy was engagedin any illegal activity.

The New York Times reported further that the DPS advised the governorthat the utility companies absolutely did not request the investiga-tion of nuclear power opponents, and the Attorney General's Office saidit would be difficult to prove that the investigations were illegal.
Westinghouse does not condone unauthorized investigation of citizensand even authorized investigation should be strictly limited. It isa fact of our times, however, that there are individuals and groups ofextremists who do use violence to achieve their ends, some of whichhave included destruction of transmission lines. Such individualsand groups may and perhaps should be the subject of investigationswhen their activities affect or have the potential to affect societyas a whole. That this is the case is well known and has nothing atall to do with nuclear power.

A case in point is that of Samuel H. Lovejoy as reported in the NewYork Times on March 2, 1974.46 Mr. Lovejoy, concluding that a plannednuclear power installation in Montague, Massachusetts, was "no good,"toppled a meteorological tower. In testimony before the MassachusettsNuclear Safety Commission in Amherst, Massachusetts, on April 23, 1975,Mr. Lovejoy testified that the Montague station would be built over hisdead body. We believe that if society decides that the plant shouldbe built, extreme action on the part of Mr. Lovejoy or anyone elseto prevent its construction could not be condoned. Given Mr. Lovejoy'stestimony in Amherst and his admitted toppling of a tower to be usedat least in part to obtain data to be employed in determining sitesuitability,we submit that he has taken an extreme position. It wouldnot, therefore, be surprising or inappropriate under the circumstancesfor society to be concerned about Mr. Lovejoy's activities and want tokeep an eye on him.
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We believe the need to investigate citizens arises out of citizen
actions and not because of activities in which our society chooses
to engage. Should it be proposed that we eliminate airplanes so we
don't have to search people at airports, and eliminate courts, so
we don't have to search people as they enter the courthouses, and so
on?

46. "The Virginia Electric and Power Company asked its state legislature
to authorize the company to provide its own police force with the
authority to arrest anyone anywhere in the State of Virginia and to
gain access to confidential citizen records."

The Virginia Electric and Power Company (VEPCO) asserts that it did
feel the need to gain access to confidential citizen records for use
in the conduct of investigations of the backgrounds of individuals
being considered for employment at their nuclear plants. Initially,
they were advised by the state police that such information could not
be made available, and by the AEC that legislation authorizing access
to such information would be required.

Enabling legislation47 was drafted at VEPCO's request and furnished
to the General Assembly of Virginia on January 16, 1975, for considera-
tion, and subsequently amended48 on January 31, 1975. Although VEPCO
was only interested in gaining access to information for use in the
conduct of background investigations, the bill as originally submitted
was a copy of or similar to bills covering railroads and truckers that
had been in existence for some time; these bills did include an arrest
provision. Therefore, the proposed legislation to which Mr. Nader
referred47 also included such a provision only because the model bills
did. The arrest provision was not included in the amendment.48

Subsequently, the state police did agree that it could properly make
available the information requested by VEPCO, and the bill was with-
drawn. This fact has not been acknowledged by Mr. Nader.

Westinghouse believes that it is prudent that appropriate investigations
be carried out of the backgrounds of individuals being considered for
employment in any activities which could impact directly on national
security or public health and safety. Events have established that
there was no need for the legislation submitted to the General
Assembly. Without commenting on the appropriateness of the legisla-
tion, Westinghouse believes that VEPCO's need to gain access to back-
ground information is appropriate and legitimate.
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47. "After uranium pellets were found outside the Kerr-McGee fuel
fabrication plant in Oklahoma and one of the persons raising
questions about health and safety practices at the plant was
killed in an auto crash under suspicious circumstances, Kerr-
McGee asked its employees to 'volunteer' to take lie detector
tests".

The incidents in question at Kerr-McGee have been well documented
by regulatory authorities and in other press releases.49 The issue
concerning claims of the labor union about health and safety
practices is summarized below:

"Inspectors from the AEC Regulatory Operations Offices
investigated 39 items reported by the Union members
dealing with four areas of concern. Only two of those
items, and a third which was not among the allegations,
were found to be in apparent noncompliance with AEC
requirements. Eighteen others among the 39 items were
found to have some substance and were called to the
attention of Kerr-McGee.

The three items of apparent noncompliance -- failure
of the company to report to the AEC about a processing
equipment problem; exceeding on two occasions the
amount of plutonium permitted in a specific work area;
and use by the licensee in a work area of a small quan-
tity of plutonium in a form different from that authorized
by the license -- did not pose a hazard to workers or
the public. Enforcement action will be taken by the AEC
against Kerr-McGee concerning those items of apparent
noncompliance."

The "suspicious" circumstances claimed in the death of an employee
were refuted by the following statement:50

"Meanwhile, Oklahoma state health officer A. J. Chapman
has completed his investigation into the death of
Karen G. Silkwood, a Kerr-McGee plutonium facility
employee who was killed in an automobile accident
last month, and says that in his opinion, 'We're
finished with it.' Chapman found 'more than a
therapeutic dose' of a sleeping drug in Silkwood's
body, and he maintains that that was the ultimate
cause of the accident."

The significant point is that at no time during any of these
exhaustive investigations was any injury to any employee uncovered
which was attributed to plutonium.
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Security checks at the Kerr-McGee plant can hardly be classed
as "abuses" as claimed since all testing was done voluntarily
on the part of the employees.5'In fact, almost every employee
agreed to take the test. Test results have not been published,
but no incidents of unexplained materials dispersion have been
reported since completion of the testing.

48. "How is it possible to develop adequate safeguards without unaccept-
able degradations of civil liberties?"

The best teacher is usually experience. In this instance,experience
of over 30 years with the nuclear weapons and nuclear navy propul-
sion programs demonstrates quite clearly that such security programs
can be conducted without abusing or degrading civil liberties.
Governmental security clearance systems of the general types used
for those programs may serve the commercial nuclear industry just
as well.

In our society money is also guarded in periods of transit, as
are sensitive government papers and documents. Each of these cases
shows that valuable material can be moved without any inconvenience,
much less interference of civil rights, to members of the public.

A rhetorical question can also be posed, re: the civil rights of
individuals being infringed or protected when laws mandate an
electronic search upon entering an airport. Society has accepted
this inconvenience hoping to bring about a physical safety and
security to those individuals searched. The handling and transpor-
tation of plutonium should pose no comparable annoyance to any
individual, and certainly would in no way degrade the civil liber-
ties of the general public.

49. "Stopping the plutonium breeder is a inoor cancer prevention program".

Many materials in our atmosphere today have been related to inci-
dence of cancer in the human body. Not least among these are the
tars and nicotine in cigarettes and sulfur and nitrogen compounds
in stack emissions from fossil-fired power plants. Nuclear power
promises a cleaner environment for cancer control rather than a
worsening of the condition.

In terms understandable to all, the cancer-causing inhalation dose
for cigarettes is reached after smoking 1 pack per day for 30 years.32

The cancer-causing dose level for inhalation of reactor-grade
plutonium at the maximum level set for exposure of the public would
not be reached until you inhaled for over 20,000 years.
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The important factor, however, in this instance is the impact that
the total nuclear industry or the breeder industry will have on
national health overall. In comparing the human "impact" of a
nuclear versus non-nuclear electric generating industry, the assump-
tion is made that coal will be the dominant energy source in the
event of a nuclear moratorium. The accompanying table lists some
of the human consequences associated with a nuclear industry,
including introduction of the breeder in the early 1990s, and
with a non-nuclear, coal-dominated industry. Coal usage, as an
alternative to nuclear fuel,would bring about an additional 51,000
fatalities due to occupational accidents, 27,000 public fatalities
due to transportation accidents, and 30,000 extra cases of coal
workers pneumoconiosis. In this study, cancer effects related to
emissions from fossil-fueled power plants were completely ignored,
even though the counterpart data were estimated conservatively and
included for the nuclear industry.

The increase of 50 malignancies to the public over 46 years for
the nuclear case is so small as to be non-detectable among the
tens of thousands of naturally occurring malignancies. Although
the increase of 4000 occupational-related malignancies has been
estimated, this number does not compare in magnitude to the number
of deaths expected from a coal-dominated industry, nor do the
4000 malignancies amount to a sizable fraction of total malignancies
occurring during these years.

Human "Impacts" in Total Power Industry 52

(Cumulative from 1974 to 2020)

With a Developed Nuclear With No New Nuclear
& Breeder Industry Plants After 1974

Occupational Fatalities 27,000 78,000

Public Fatalities in
Fuel Transportation 13,000 40,000

Coal Workers
Pneumoconiosis 14,000 44,000

Occupational
Malignancies 4,300 670

Public
Malignancies 56 6
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so. "The nuclear establishment has no more developed a disposal solution
for breeder waste than it has for LWR waste. The present solution
discussed by ERDA, which are only proposals on paper, amount to no
more than guardianship of the waste. In the best case, guardianship
will be required for 1000 years; in the worst case, for a quarter-million years. These time periods will challenge not only the stability
of human institutions, but the stability of geological formations as
well."

This issue is discussed on pages 23, 24 and 52. Further, there appears
to be no reason why wastes cannot be stored in geological forma-
tions that have been stable and free of water for hundreds of
millions of years, and should remain stable for millions more with
essentially no chance of water entering.53 These time periods, though
long, will not challenge the stability of human institutions,because if
the human institutions do not last,we will have little or no worry about
the waste problems. And if we do not have the long-term option of
available economical nuclear electricity provided by the breeder, we risk
economic disaster and major social and political revolution.

Professor Bernard Cohen of the University of Pittsburgh and the Oak Ridge
Institute for Energy Analysis has performed an analysis of the long-term
risks of deep salt mine disposal of radioactive wastes 54 He has concluded
that if this waste is buried, less than one life would be lost for each
year the U.S. obtains all its power from nuclear reactors. This assumes
no monitoring of the buried waste. Professor Cohen states that "Very
careful watching of hundreds of years of waste accumulation would be a
part-time job for one person."

51. "The Natural Resources Defense Council, which also testifies today, has
made a convincing case that the breeder reactor program is simply not
economically viable, is not necessary, and that a decision to go forward
with it can be delayed for a decade without foreclosing our energy
options."

Under all but the most extreme circumstances, the economic benefits
of the LMFBR are obvious. The benefits of the breeder, measured in
terms of savings to the nation's power customers, will be large.
Introduction of power generating stations by the 1990s will save the
nation billions of dollars. Besides power cost savings, the LMFBR
will aid the U.S. balance of payments situation by decreasing the
demand for imported energy resources. The brief history of nuclear
power demonstrates the economic benefits and the return available
from a relatively small R&D investment. The cost of developing the
LWR over a 20-year period totals less than $2.5 billion. Yet this
investment has nurtured an industry, still in its infancy, with current
capital commitments of nearly $100 billion and fuel commitments estimater4
at $200 billion. The LMFBR investment can be expected to perform
similarly.
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The most recent and by far the most thorough and realistic economic

analysis of the LMFBR is "An Assessment of the Economic Incentive for

the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor " by T. R. Stauffer (Harvard
University), H. L. Wyckoff (Commonwealth Edison Company), and R. S. Palmer

(General Electric Company). In this assessment, the economic benefits

of the breeder to the nation are determined by estimating the long-term
cost of electric energy if the breeder is not available and comparing

this to the cost if the breeder is available. These costs are measured
in terms of basic national resources, labor,and materials, with transfer
payments such as income taxes and financing charges excluded.

For the base case, the benefit of the breeder to the nation is $2.4

trillion (excluding inflation), which is $76 billion when present-
value discounted to 1975.

If the estimated total LMFBR development costs of $10.6 billion are

present-value discounted to 1975, they become about $6 billion. Thus,

the projected economic benefits to the U.S. are more than 12 times the

cost. Although a cost/benefit analysis cannot be the only criteria for

proceeding with a program involving major investment, we do feel that

the estimated benefits contribute heavily to the need to continue the

LMFBR development on as rapid a schedule as possible.

52. "Their (The Natural Resource Defense Council) position that development
of the plutonium breeder decision could be delayed was recently con-
firmed by the EPA's comments on the breeder program's environmental
impact statement,"

In reality the EPA was questioning the use of a fixed schedule for
commercialization. A report on the EPA comments stated that:

"An EPA spokesman said the agency was not advocating such a
stretchout of the breeder program but was suggesting that ERDA
might do well to re-examine the timing. EPA also said the develop-

ment portions of the breeder program (which would specifically
include the Clinch River Demonstration Reactor Plant) 'can proba-
bly be conducted without any unacceptable adverse impacts on the
environment' and that it has not uncovered any evidence 'of
unresolvable environmental problems which might preclude LMFBR
commercialization."'''S
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53. "EPA found that the AEC had apparently overstated the growth of electricpower demand in the years 1970-2020,"

The EPA did not "find" anything. Projecting energy-electricityfor the next 50 years is not an exact science. In reality, theEPA used the 1985 energy consumption projections of Project Indepen-dence for $7.00/bbl and $11.00/bbl oil 56 and then simply used the2.6% growth rate in one of the Project Independence scenarios for theinterval 1985 to 2020.57 The result was a range in predicted annualenergy demand of 240 to 260 x 1015 BTU for the year 2020 and, byassuming 65% of the energy input is generating electricity, electricalgeneration of 18.8 to 20.3 x 1012 kwhrs..

These potentialities are included in the AEC's cost/benefit analysiswhich considers a range of annual energy demands from 180 to 431 x 1015BTU for the year 2020 and a corresponding range of electrical energydemand from 13.8 to 33 x 1012 kwhrs. Since fairly small changes ingrowth rate (2.5% for the EPA from 1985-2020 and 3.25% for the AECfrom 1985-2020) can produce a sizable difference over a 30 to 40 yearperiod,and considering the large uncertainties involved, there is reallya fair agreement between the AEC-and EPA projections.

54. "The cost overruns that have afflicted the breeder program indicate that,if anything, present predictions on the total costs for the program are
too small."

The use of the words "cost overruns" is certainly not appropriatesince inflationary effects causing increased escalation estimates andspecific changes in scope of the program have accounted for most of theprogram cost increases.

We have no record of any comprehensive program cost estimate of $2 billionin the mid-1960s.

The original total program cost estimate in 1968 was $3.3 billion. Scopechanges since the original estimate account for $3.2 billion, andescalation since 1968 amounts to $3.6 billion. Considering costs priorto 1969, the total present estimate, as given by Mr. Thomas Nemzekbefore the JCAE earlier this year, is $10.6 billion. 59

The $10.6 billion estimate covers everything that is in any way connectedwith breeder development (research, development, construction, demon-stration) including reactor physics and design; fuels and materials;reprocessing and fabrication of fuels; safety; component development;and plants such as EBR-II, FFTF, Clinch River, and design and subsidizationof the Near Commercial Breeder Reactor plant. The $10.6 billion estimatecovers the period from 1950 through the end of this century.

Recent economic analyses by experts from Harvard University, CommonwealthEdison Company and General Electric60 project present-value discountedbenefits from the breeder to be more than 12 times the total discountedcosts. These savings will be in reduced electricity rates to consumers.
Although $10.6 billion is a large amount of money, it must be put inperspective. The breeder offers the greatest potential of the alterna-tives we have to guarantee future energy self-sufficiency in the U.S.This amount ($10.6 billion) is less than what the U.S. paid for lessthan five months' worth of imported oil in 1974.
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55. "In June 1974, the General Accounting Office (GAO) estimated the costof FFTF program at more than $933 million - over ten times original
estimates."

Such a statement is an oversimplification of the actual facts. In
the Comptroller General's September 23, 1970 "Report to Congress"
prepared by the General Accounting Office (GAO), the following comments
are made:

1. The $87.5 million authorized by Congress in May 1966 was for designand construction only. An additional provision was that the legis-lation provided an additional 25Z,giving a total authorized legisla-
tive limitation of $102.8 million on project costs prior to startof construction.

2. The above estimate specifically excluded other costs totaling
$150.7 millionwhich included research and development expenses
($126.8 million), fuel loading ($10.5 million),and pre-operation
start-up ($13.4 million).

3. The original estimate, according to the GAO, was seriously under-
estimated due to several factors. The technological base was not
as advanced as originally believed. Further, qualified management
and technical talent with necessary background and experience was notavailable in sufficient numbers. This in turn resulted in delayingcompletion of definitive conceptual design until early 1970. Thenet result according to the GAO was that "the first preliminary
design work was initiated in January 1969. Most of the preliminary
design work was not started until February 1970;" Obviously, thisdelay dictates further readjustment to the reference baseline costof $87.5 million utilized by Mr. Nader.

4. The GAO indicated that qualified vendors for the FFTF LMFBR fuels
were not available and programs were underway to train them.

The June 1974 estimate of $933 million cost for the FFTF Project by theGAO was accurately quoted by Mr. Nader. However, he failed to point outthat this includes not only the FFTF design and construction costs butresearch and development costs, plant spare equipment,plus a reserve forcontingency and escalation. The costs attributable to FFTF design
and construction only were budgeted at approximately $439 million inJune

In summary, the most unfavorable comparison of an equivalent sco e basis
is not $87.5 vs. 1933 mili'o-n bu-t rat-he-r $102.8v.$3 million. Eventhe latter comparison does not take into account adjustment for any ofthe factors cited by the September 23, 1970 Comptroller General's/GAO
Report to Congress. Consumers, government and industry alike are allpainfully aware of other detrimental cost factors in recent years --inflation, shortages, strike impacts, material delivery delays, lengthen-ing nuclear safety and licensing review cycles and environmental control --to mention just a few.
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The Joint Economic Committee of Congress is in the best non-partisan
position to make a realistic comparison of 1966 vs. 1974 cost esti-
mates for FFTF design and construction, taking into account all factors
outlined above.

56. "The first official cost estimate for the CRBR, in 1973, was $700 million.
In July 1974, the CRBR cost estimates reached $1.7 billion dollars. The
cost doubling time of the CRBR has been approximately one year, with the
project completion date set for no sooner than 1982."

Mr. Nader states correctly that the estimated cost of the CRBR program
has increased from $700 million to $1.7 billion. He incorrectly states
that the original estimate was made in 1973. It was made in 1972.

The more than $1 billion increase in total CRBR program estimated costs
from 1972 to late 1974 are almost entirely due to factors beyond the
control of those responsible for the program management.

Fully 60% of the increase ($600 million) is due to inflationary effects
(2 year delay in the start of the program, 8% vs. 5.5% escalation rate,
one year longer construction schedule, escalation computed on a larger
base).

About 15% of the increase ($150 million) is in increased contingency
allocation, and more than 20% of the increase ($220 million) results
from design changes ($55 million) to make the plant more maintainable
and for more stringent licensing requirements imposed since 1972
($165 million).

Also',$70 million of the increase resulted from the transfer of certain
R&D programs into project costs.

Also, it should be realized that all large, long term programs experienced
significant cost increases during this period of rampant inflation. For
example, the estimated cost of the Alaskan Pipeline increased from
$900 million in 1969 to $6 billion in 1974, an increase of more than a
factor of six.

57. "Even ERDA's corrected estimates that the breeder program will 'only'
cost $10 billion probably significantly understate the cost of the
breeder program. ERDA's estimate understates the cost because they
are based on unrealistic estimates of capital costs and because they
do not include large hidden costs."

No evidence exists for these statements. All capital cost estimates
are as realistic as possible. Realistic escalation and contingency
estimates are used throughout. The CRBR program cost estimate is an
excellent example. There are no "large hidden costs". Mr. Nader
refers to one point on subsidization of early breeder reactors. This
is commented on next.
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58. "With respect to the hidden costs, ERDA estimates include only $300million for subsidies that will have to be paid to the operators ofthe early breeder reactors. This subsidy will be necessary becausethe costs of the electricity produced by the early plutonium breederswill be much higher than the costs of electricity available from othersources. The April 28, 1975 GAO report revealed that the total subsi-dies could be as much as $2 billion."

The program plans have been misunderstood. Beyond the CRBR, theprogram includes one Near Commercial Breeder Reactor (NCBR) Plant.ERDA and EPRI wilF-jointly fund (about $20 million each) competitive
designs of this plant. Plans are then that several Reactor Manufacturersand Architect-Engineers will submit commercial proposals to potentialutility customers who will probably pay what they would otherwise payfor a light water reactor plant on a dollars/kilowatt basis. The non-economic portion might be covered by a direct subsidy, or it may behandled by providing low interest loans to cover the non-economic
portion by reduced interest during construction. In the latter case,the government would be paid back.

In the former case, the $300 million would cover the non-economic
subsidy. There are no plans for subsidized plants beyond the NCBR. Ourstudies indicate that with the economics of scale and design improve-ments presently identified, the next plant beyond the NCBR can be com-mercially competitive on a power generation cost basis. Since thefuel costs for the breeder will be much less than that for lightwater reactors, the plant capital cost of the breeder can be as muchas $400/KWe higher*, and still have power generation costs equivalentto those for light water reactors.

*This reflects escalation at 6.5% to 1988.
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59. "With respect to the unrealistic capital cost estimates, ERDA assumes
that the capital cost of the Near Commercial Breeder Reactor (built
in the mid-1980s) 'could be as high as $1000 per installed kilowatt-
of capacity,' or approximately the cost for the LWR built in the 1980s
after about 20 years of operating experience."

Mr. Nader is correct in saying that the Near Commercial Breeder Reactor
will cost about "$1000 per installed kilowatt of capacity." Westing-
house has made detailed estimates of the cost of the Near Commercial
Breeder Reactor (NCBR).6 1 These estimates have been based on the
cost estimates for CRBRP together with our considerable knowledge of
the cost of a light water reactor. Our conclusions were that, includ-
ing escalation at 6.5% per year and interest during construction at
8.5% per year, the NCBR, for initial operation in 1985, would cost,
in 1974 dollars, $1082/KW(e). Of this capital cost,$200/KW(e) will be
offset by the LMFBRs favorable fuel cost relative to the light water
reactors.

60. "It is difficult to believe that the Near Canmercial Breeder Reactor,
the first reactor of its size, will cost no more than the light water
reactors 1980's model. It is much more logical that the NCBR, a first
breeder reactor of its size, will have capital costs that are much
higher than the costs of the light water reactors built during the same
time period."

Mr. Nader incorrectly concludes that the cost of the NCBR (%$10OO/KWe)
will be the same as LWRs. This is due to the fact that he is not
comparing capital cost estimates in same year dollars.

Using the same assumptions given in developing the response to the
previous point (#59), the capital cost of the light water reactor,
in 1974 dollars, for initial operation in 1985,was $688/KW(e). Thus
the NCBR would have a capital cost approximately 50% higher than the
LWR. However, with the fuel cost advantage (cited in point 59) equiva-
lent to $200/KW(e), this would make the electric power generated by
the NCBR about 25% higher than that for an LWR. When comparing these
costs both in 1974 dollars, it follows that the NCBR will cost more
than an LWR built during the same period.
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61. "These figures are an impressive statement of the last drawback of
the breeder, which is its usurpation of research funds. The Ford
Administration would devote $500 million to the breeder reactor for
FY-76. This amount is fully 35% of the total civilian energy research
and development budget for FY-76."

Mr. Neader states that usurpation of research funds is a drawback of
the breeder program. This issue was discussed on page 2, where
it was pointed out that FY-76 funding requests for all alternate energy
sources are up significantly from FY-75 (as much as 600X increase for
solar).

Experts in ERDA have requested high priority funding for the breeder
program because the breeder is: (1) already well on its way to
commercialization (the technical and engineering feasibility is well
established through 25 years of experience in designing, building
and safely operating liquid metal cooled breeder-type reactors in the
U.S.); and (2) the breeder has the greatest potential for supplying the
large amounts of economically generated electricity that will be required
to sustain a healthy economy with minimal unemployment during the period
starting later this century when our domestic oil and natural gas
resources approach depletion.

62. "It is significant that the last of the AEC's official projections of
future plutonium breeder expenditures, $8 billion to program completion,
exceeds a recent Federal Power Commission estimate of the total R&D costs
of developing all non-nuclear, and far safer, technologies, including
coal gasification, solar (direct and indirect) and geothermal technolo-
gies, advanced steam cycles, MHD, fossil fuel affluent controls, and a
variety of energy storage systems."

Investigation revealed62 that the Federal Power Commission (FPC) study
referred to above is probably a September 13, 197.3 draft of a "Report
of the Task Force on Energy Conversion Research to the Technical
Advisory Committee on Research and Development."63 This is hardly a
"recent" estimate. Regardless of the source of the estimate, it is
important to distinguish between R&D program costs over the next decade
and the total funding needed to make an energy development concept fully
commercial. This danger of comparing "apples to oranges" is discussed
in a later draft of the same FPC Task Force:64

"The scopes of R&D covered by these total program costs vary
with individual technologies; in some cases large demonstration
plants are included in the costs and not in others, so that refer-
ence should be made to the reports on particular technologies
where it is wished to make comparisons. The R&D costs are con-
sidered to include funding from all sources, Government and pri-
vate, to the end points indicated, but as it was often difficult
to ascertain planned R&D expenditures in the private sector,
particularly by manufacturers, the R&D program costs shown are
to be considered approximate only."
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63. "One would assume that a program that absorbed such a large segment
of the energy R&D budget would have the nearly unanimous support of
the scientific community. That is not the case. The Pugwash Conference
of International Scientists on Science and World Affairs which ques-
tioned the further development of nuclear power, challenged further
development of breeder reactors because they heighten the risks of
nuclear power."

The above statement does not represent a report of the complete Pugwash
Conference, but has been based on the report of Working Group Five,
which is the report of 21 scientists. The most eminent member of this
group is H. Alfven,who is an expert in plasma physics with an avowed
preference for fusion over fission. Even within this small group some
members disagreed with the view that the breeder is not necessaryP5

The Pugwash Conferences are mostly aimed at the world military situation
and the establishment of a lasting world peace. Most of the report
of the continuing committee dealt with subjects such as limiting ABM
deployment, reduced weapons delivery systems levels, reduced military
R&D, reduction in nuclear proliferation, banning of incendiary weapons
(such as napalm), bans on geophysical warfare, promotion of general and
complete disarmanent, restricted arms sales to underdeveloped countries,and
limits on environmental pollution. The report of the continuing committee
for the entire conference does not take the total viewpoint of the
Workshop Five. The continuing committee stated that:66

"Pollution may result from large-scale power production by nuclear
fission. In normal operation pollution from the power stations
themselves is easily reduced to a very low level, and most of the
possible pollution results from the disposal of nuclear waste
extracted or evolved as gas in the reprocessing of fuel elements.
The standards applied to direct dumping into the sea of diluted
radioactive waste should be revised, keeping in view the possible
accumulation of long-lived radionuclides.

The present method of storing most of the radioactive residue
resulting from the reprocessing of fuel elements, as concentrated
highly active solutions in underground tanks, though quite safe in
normal conditions, is not satisfactory, because of the possi-
bility of the destruction of the tanks either through an accident
or bombing in a conventional war. Other methods of long-term
storage must be identified, tested and adopted as soon as possible,
even if they are significantly more expensive.

The possible consequences of a major accident in a nuclear power
station, especially in the case of a fast breeder fueled with
large quantities of plutonium, should be objectively studied by
the IAEA or the proposed International Energy Institute."
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64. "Supporters of nuclear power have also doubted the wisdom of the
present breeder program. W. Kenneth Davis, Bechtel Corporation
executive, in his dissent to the Report of the Cornell Workshops on
Major Issues of Our National Energy Research and Development Program
stated,

'The priorities and expenditures for the present LMFBR program
need to be reexamined in light of competing needs, including such
things as coal conversion R&D, and the probability of the present
FBR program achieving a useful goal in the time required."'

Mr. Davis' comments have been taken out of context. His comments in
context reflect his position that the breeder is needed, and the breeder
development program should continue. He stated:67

"The evident questions about uranium supply, even though I am
an optimist about finding large reserves of uranium both in the
United States and outside, dictate continuation of an effective
breeder oroqram with the possibility of commercial application on
a time scale early enough to solve the raw materials problem if
it actually develops."

65- "Specifically, in regard to the Clinch River Breeder Reactor, for
which ERDA is seeking $l8l million in order to move it into a con-
struction phase, the 10/22 draft of the Bethe panel of the Cornell
Workshop stated, 'A reactor of such low performance is not a useful
reactor at all.' Congress cannot responsibly appropriate huge awns
for R&D programs on which the scientific community is deeply divided."

The statement in the draft is based on a very pessimistic estimate for
the performance characteristics of CRBRP fuel, which in turn was based
on outdated or incomplete information. There was also a lack of under-
standing as to the purpose of CRBRP. These errors were corrected and
the statement in the final copy concerning Demo I (CRBRP) was that:

"Demo I is primarily intended as an operational demonstration and
full-scale test of the engineering subsystems and nuclear core
components (see Appendix B). For this reason, breeding performance
of Demo I has been purposely compromised to provide maximum assurance
of reliable operation. Demo I, therefore, is not representative
of t titperformance of either a commercial plant or of a
good breeder, although future core modifications may approach these
objectives. Because of the urgency of our national objective, such
modifications should be immediately planned and undertaken as soon
as possible.|"68
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As a prerequisite for commercialization, every new high technology con-
cept, whether solar, geothermal, fission, or fusion, requires a demon-
stration plant to confirm performance characteristics -- operability,
realiability and maintenance -- with industrially provided equipment
developed beyond experimental versions. Without a breeder demonstration
plant, industry and the financial community would lack the confidence
required for commitments to commercialization.

66. "As long as the energy research budget is so tilted to nuclear energy,
nuclear power will be a self-fulfilling prophecy. The funds gobbled up

by the breeder will forestall the development of safer, cleaner, renew-
able energy sources."

Nuclear energy has highest priority in the energy research budget because
it has the greatest potential for supplying the energy we will need in
the future.

Today oil and natural gas provide almost 80% of our energy needs.
By the end of this century our domestic oil and gas supplies may be
approaching depletion. FEA has stated that depletion may occur before
1990.69Only increased utilization of coal and uranium can provide the
energy we will need in the latter part of this century and beyond.
And the breeder is needed to sustain the nuclear option of economical
electrical energy.

It's an historically proven fact that energy is necessary to sustain
a healthy economy and provide jobs. Energy and GNP have fluctuated
together for the past half-century.

If we don't have adequate nuclear electricity as our oil and gas moves
towards depletion, the result will surely be an energy shortfall and
a depressed economy with massive unemployment. Nuclear power,and speci-
fically the breeder,is today our top priority research effort because
knowledgeable people understand what the consequences will be without
it in the future.

In the long run,an economic recession or depression is an effective
conservation measure, but by no means a desirable one.
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67. "Each of these sources (solar heating, geothermal, wind power, burning
of garbage and conversion of waste to fuel) is in everyday use right
now, in this country and abroad."

This is an excellent example of generalizing from the particular. The
"everyday use" is true, but it applies to such a miniscule amount
compared to total energy use that without a modifier the'claim is
misleading. There is 500 MW of geothermal generating capacity
compared to a total national capacity of over 500,000 MW.70 Wind
is used for a small amount of water pumping in various parts of
the country, but the only electricity generated is with experimental
units or for battery charging. There is no significant amount of
electricity being generated by wind and none in commercial use.

To illustrate what would be required to obtain significant quantities
of electricity from the wind, it would take a solid line of 500 foot
high windmills running from the northern to the southern borders of
the U.S. every 30 miles across the country from Atlantic to Pacific
to generate 100,000 megawatts assuming 100% conversion of a constant
wind blowing at a constant 20 miles per hourz. Environmental effects
and cost have not been evaluated but Sweden recently rejected a
wind power program because a study there showed generating costs
over three times greater than those for a nuclear plant.

Several plants provide power from refuse. One is at Lynn,
Massachusetts, and provides steam to a nearby industrial plant.
Another is operated by the Union Electric Company, Merrimac Station,
in St. Louis. To use the refuse in the utility boiler, coal must
be introduced with it to support combustion temperatures. The
ratio is such that the refuse is less than a quarter of the input
in BTU. The classification of refuse necessary before it can be
used requires the expenditure of funds by the city and the value
to Union Electric is insufficient to cover the cost. Hence a subsidy
is necessary. Moreover, this is a demonstration project and does
not represent a significant portion of Union's generation,let alone
the state of Missouri or the nation.

The main point is that while all of the sources named can
make a contribution to the country's energy needs and will
likely increase their now miniscule value, they are insufficient
in the aggregate to warrant abandoning all other efforts to secure
energy sources and conversion apparatus for future needs.
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68. "The consequences of a renewable energy source accident would be in-
finitesimal beside the consequences of just one nuclear accident."

It is not the relative magnitude alone of an energy source accident

that must be considered, but also the probability of the accident and
the consequences of not having that energy source.

First, nuclear power can provide us the energy we need to sustain a

future healthy economy in the U.S., and as shown in the Rasmussen

Report,the probability of serious accidents are infinitesimal compared
to risks we take every day of our lives. The annual risk of death by an
auto accident is 1 in 4,000; from a nuclear accident with 100 reactors

operating, the risk of death is 1 in 300,000.,000.
36 To'date there have

not been any fatalities from nuclear electrical generating plant acci-

dents. What other existing energy producing industry can make that

statement?

Secondly, all knowledgeable experts agree that the renewable energy

sources cannot provide the energy we will need by the turn of the
century. The consequences of forsaking the nuclear option and depend-

ing on renewable energy sources would result in disasterous energy
shortfalls, a severely depressed economy and massive unemployment.
The probability of this occuring is very high.

69. "In summary, we have to judge the risks of the breeder by our experience

with all other technologies. Other technologies, in spite of their
promoter's claims, have suffered catastrophes.

No dollar was spared in the space program, but the Apollo fire occurred.

The Titanic was supposed to be unsinkable. It sank."

Mr. Nader states that "we have to judge the risks of the breeder by

our experience with all other technologies." Such general state-

ments can be misleading. For example, Mr. Nader says, "The Titanic

was supposed to be unsinkable. It sank." If an accident analysis

such as performed by Professor Rasmussen had been performed on the

Titanic, the ship would not have been judged to be unsinkable.
Analysts would have identified accident sequences based on careful
study of ocean liner accidents and would have postulated the

Titanic response to maximum hypothetical accidents. The "unsinkable"

characterization of the Titanic is strictly a layments term with no

technical substantiation. Also, despite the Titanic disaster, ocean-

going liners continued their voyages. A passager risk was accepted
in light of the benefits.
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70. "We were constantly assured by industry and Federal regulators that the
public was protected from unsafe drugs, but thousands of babies were
deforned by thalidomide. Who can assure that it will not happen in
nuclear power?"

Obviously, no one can give 100% assurance that absolutely nothing will
happen. Also, no one can assure 100% that if we adapt a zero energy

growth policy that we won't have massive social unrest resulting from

a-depressed economy with associated very large unemployment, upset of

our political system, or even international war to obtain the energy

that we too late realized we needed through imports. No one can be

absolutely sure what the effects of the massive use of coal will be.

Indeed,over 100,000 people have died in coal mine accidents already

this century.

No other industry has put so much emphasis on safety than has the

nuclear industry. No other industry has faced up to the risks involved

in its product and taken all steps necessary to reduce those risks to

infinitesimal levels. No other industry in the U.S. today has the

exemplary safety record of the commercial nuclear power industry.
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